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THE AUTHORS' ADVERTISEMENT. 

THIS work is thc resnlt of an early acquaintance with Ireland and its people ; and 

of five several Tours made by the writers, together, subsequent to the year 1825. 

They did not, therefore, consider it desirable to pursue any specificd route, but airncd, 

rather, to give their general views of the condition and character of Ireland, as arising 

out o l  the various opportunities they had, from time to time, for forming opinions. As 

some attention to ORDER was, however, indispensable, they decided to divide the work 

into Co~mties, describing the more peculiar characteristics of each. 

They unilertoolr the t:tsk with a full consciousness of the difficulties they had to 

encounter-difficulties that could be partially overcome only by a fixed determination 

in no instance to consult the wishes or intentions of any party; and a firm adherence 

to that honesty of purpose which can alone create confidence and produce success. 

Their great object was to promote the welfare of Ireland-but not by a sacrifice of 

tmth ; and their earnest hope is, that they may give effect to the care and considera 

tion manifested, of late yews, by England towads Iicland, whicl~ cannot fail to 

increase the prosperity and happiness of both countries-their interests being mutual 

and inseparable. 

It cannot be qacstionecl that n decided irnprovcment has taken placr anlong all 

classcs throughout Ireland-refe'erald(~ to c~xuse? upon whiclr it will hv tlic :111(11ors' du ty  
b 



to comment. Neither can it  be doubted, that English capitalists consider Ireland a vast 

fieId in which judicious labour may be assured a profitable harvest; the barriers, which 

llave heretofore obstructed the in-flow of their wealth, are giving way before the 

advarlcing spirit of the age; and it may be safely predicted, that its great natural 

resources will be, ere long, made more largely available to the commercial, the 

agricultural, and the manufacturing interests of the United Kingdom. 

Many valuable and important works, descriptive of Ireland, already exist, but thcy 

are, for the most part, local histories, which present so few attractions to the general 

reader, that they contribute little to increase intimacy bctween Ireland and England, 

or to establish that good understanding so essential to their well-being and well-doing. 

The proprietors of this publication, therefore, consider there was not only room for 

it, but that it was required by the public. The authors laboured with zeal and 

industry to obtain such topographical and statistical information as might be usehl 

to those who visit Ireland, or who desired the means of judging correctly as to 

its capabilities and condition. But their especial duty was to associate with more 

important details, such incidents, descriptions, legends, traditions, and personal sketches, 

as might serve to excite intercst in those who are deterred from the perusal of mere 

facts, if communicated in a less popular form. Independently of their own actual 

observation and experience, they had the aid of many who have continually employed 

the pen or pencil-or both-in collecting and preserving records, that serve to throw 

light on the state of the country, and the character of its people ; and the co-operation 

of others who were interested, with them, in nlaliing Ireland more advantageously 

known to England, and who had confidence in their coxnpetency for the due discharge 

of their important task. 

1 

With a portion of the lmdscape embellishments-from paintings by Mr. CRESWICK 

-some persons might have been previously familiar; but it was considered needless 

to procure others, whcn those at their command were not to be surpassed, either for 

accuracy or for beauty of exccntion. Additions of equd value were made to them. 

The wood-cuts present such objects as seemed best suited for that class of engraving :- 

fragments of architectural grandeur, ruins of ancient castles, characteristic portraits, 

natural productions pccnliar to the country, relics of by-gone days, and fanciful 



visions of Irish superstitions;-all matters, indecd, that served to Uustrate and 

explain the course through which the traveller passes, or may be better understood 

by being pictured to the eye as well as to the ear; the design being to introduce 

illustrations sufficiently numerous to represent every ohject, from the most important 

to the most insignificant, that might be considered and treated as peculiar to Ireland 

With this view, the zealous co-operation of many distinguished artists and amateurs 

was obtaincd; among them rnay be mentioned,- 

!l!he TOWERS, the CASTLES, and the remains of M o ~ a s n c  EDIFICES, are described, 

by the pencil, in the page that relates the more remarkable events in their several 

histories, and contrasts their present ruins with their former greatness. The MANNERS 

and CUSTOMS of the Irish also afforded ample scope from which to draw both 

* entertainment and information ;-the Baal-fire meetings on Midsummer Eve ; the 

patrons ; the courtships ; the weddings ; the christenings ; the wakes ; the pilgrimages 

to holy wells; the sports on All-Hallow Eve, and the observances of Christmas; 

the peculiar dances and the music of the peasantry; thc musical instruments, ancient 

and modern ; the faction fights (now, happily, but shadows of what they were) ; and 

many other national points, usages, and ceremonies, supplied material for the pencil 

of the Artist, as well as the pen of the Writer. The LEGENDS and TRADITIONS of 

Ireland are full of interest; and its SUPERST~T~ONS we rich in romance. I t  is, indecd, 

rare to pass a single mile, without encountering an object to which some marvellous 

fiction is attached. Every lake, mountain, ruin of church or castle, rath and boreen, 

has its legendary tale; the Fairies people every wild spot; the Banshce is the follower 

of every old family; Phookas and Cluricaunes a r e i f  not to be seen-to be heard 

of in e\-ery solitary glen. These stories the Authors collected in their way ; and not 

as gleaners merely; for the harvest, notwithstanding that so many labourers have 

been in the field, was but partially gathered in. For this department of the work, 
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too, the services of the Artist were put into requisition. So with the ~'RRSONAL 

SKETCHES of tho peasantry ; the Artist co-operated wit11 the Author in presenting then] 

to the reader. 

The Authors, thcrefore, trust they were enabled t,o make the work attmcti~ e on 

the one hand, as well as useful on the other. 



IT is necessary to preface, briefly, the First Volume of 
our Work on "Ireland;" chiefly, in order to express our 
grateful sense of the patronage it has received. 

W e  are justified in assuming that it has not disappointed 
public expectation: for its sale has far exceeded our most 
sanguine l~opes, having more than doubled the calculation of 
the Publishers. By the Press of England and Scotland-we 
believe universally-we have been greatly encouraged ; and 
also by that of Ircland, with very few exceptions. 

W e  have, therefore-we hope and thiik-induced that 
confidence in our honesty of intention, without which labour 
such as ours must be comparatively va,in. 

To have satisfied all parties, in Ireland, would have been 
n triumph wc did not, for a moment, calculate on achieving. 
Although we have studied to avoid topics upon which 
opinions, in that country, are, unhappily, divided, it was 
impossible not to touch upon some of them: the rule we 
have laid down for our guidance, and to which we shall 
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sonscientiously adhere, is To ENDEAVOUR TO CONSIDER EVERY 

SUBJECT, WITHOUT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT WHETHER IT IS 

SUPPORTED OR OPPOSED BY A PARTY-exercising our judg- 
ment only with a view to determine whether it is beneficial, 
or prejudicial, to the United Kingdom. 

Unequivocal proof has been supplied us that we have, at 
least to some extent, succeeded in the attainment of our 
leading object-to direct publio attention to Ireland, and to 
induce visitors to examine it for themselves. W e  repeat, 
there is no country in the world so safe or so pleasant for 
strangers ; while so abundant is the recompense of enjoyment 
it can supply, that for every new visitor it receives, it wil l  
obtain a new friend. 

We shall continue the Work with the same anxiety to 
make Ireland more advantageously ltnown to England-that 
the tie which unites them may be more closely knit, and 
that the people of both countries may think, feel, and act, as 
ONE PEOPLE. Under no other circumstances can the pros- 
perity and happiness of either be essentially, or extensively, 
advanced. 



I R E L A N D ,  

ITS SCENERY,  C H A R A C T E R ,  

A VOYAGE TO IRELAND is, at present, very different from what it was, 
within o w  memory, before the application of steam had made its duration 
a matter of certainty, and enabled the tiaveller to calculate without reference 
to wind or tide. ' 4  The sailing-packet" was a small trader-schooner, or sloop; 
the cabin, of very limited extent, was lined with " berths ;" a curtain portioned 
off those that were appropriated to ladies. In  the centre was a table-seldom 
used, the formality of a dinner being a rare event ; each passenger having laid in 
his own supply of " sea store," to which he resorted when hungered or athirst j 
finding, however, very often, when his appetite returned, that his basket had 
been impoverished by the visits of unscrupulous voyagers who were proof 
against sea-sickness. The steward was almost invariably an awkward boy, whose 
only recommendation was the activity with which he answered the calls of 
unhappy sufferers ; and the voyage across was a kind of purgatory for the time 
being, to be endured only in cases of absolute necessity. I t  was not alone the 
miserable paucity of accommodation and utter indifference to the comfort of 
the passengers, that made the voyage an intolerable evil. Though it usually 
occupied but three or four days, frequently as many weeks were expended-in 
making it. I t  was once our lot to pass a month between the ports of Bristol and 
Cork; putting back, every now and then, to the wretched village of Pill, and not 
daring to leave it even for an hour, lest the wind should change and the packet 
weigh anchor. But with us it was "holiday time," and our case was far less 
dismal than that of an officer to whom we recently related it;  his two months' 
leave of absence had expired the very day he reached his Irish home. 

Under such circumstances, it is not surprising that comparatively littler 
intercourse existed between the two countries, or that England and Ireland 

I* I' s 
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were almost as much strangers to each other as if the channel that divided 
them had been actually impassable. 

The introduction of steam has made them, as it were, one island; the 
voyage now, either from Liverpool to Dublin, or from Bristol % Water- 
ford or Cork, is far more comfortable and less fatiguing than a journey to 
York; the natural effect has been, that prejudices and popular errors are 
passing away from both countries, that a more just and rational estimate has 
been formed by the one of the other, and that a union, based on mutual 
interests, is rapidly cementing. The insane attempts to procure " Repeal" 
may retard, for a time, a consummation for which every upright British subject 
must devoutly wish ; but a growing intelligence and an increasing intimacy 
are barriers which the advocates of the measure will vainly endeavour to 
break down. I t  is our intention to avoid, as far as possible, dl irritating and 
party topics; but it will be our duty to consider England and Ireland as one 
country-to draw more closely the ties that unite them, and to condemn, as 
the most mischievous of all projects, that which either contemplates or leads to 
separation-the inevitable conscqucnce of a repeal of the Union. Upon this 
subject, therefore, we may feel bound, hereafter, to submit to our readers the 
rcsnlts of our observation and experience. 

The steam-boats that ply between the two countries have, in fact, facili- 
tated intercourse alinost as much as a bridge across St. George's Channel would 
have done. The elegance with which they are fitted up, the moderate fares, 
and the attention to comfort, in' all respects, have made the journey from 
England to Ireland an excursion of pleasure, instead of a weary, dangerous, 
prolonged, and expensive voyage. But they have produced advantages of far 
greater import; inasmuch as they have largely contributed to develop and 
increase the resources of the country, and to improve the moral and social 
condition of the people. Sixteen years ago, the St. George Steam Company 
established packets between the port of Cork and the ports of Dublin, Liver- 
pool, and Bristol, and, more recently, of London. The value of the poor man's 
property immediately augmented; previously, he was at the mercy of agents 
who pnrchased his produce at fairs, compelling him to sell at the prices they 
dictated, or to return with it, in many instances a distance of twenty miles. 
The old saying that (( the pig paid the sent" was literally true ; and the fair- 
day was always the rent-day. Now, he is, himself, very frequently, the export 
merchant, and accompanies to England his half score of pigs, his crate of fowl, 
or his hamper of eggs. Hence he obtains a knowledge of men and manners : 
naturally shrewd and inquisitive, he looks around him as he travels along; his 
curiosity is excited; he inquires and examines, and takes back with him 



notions of improvement and of the profit to be derived therefrom, which he 
not only turns to account, but disseminates among his neighbours." As will 
therefore be expected, a material change for the better has taken place 
throughout Ireland-perceptible even in the remotest districts, but very 
apparent in the vicinity of sea-port towns. The peasantry are better clad than 
they formerly were, their cottages much more decent, their habits far less 
uncivilized. The very lowest class, perhaps, has not yet felt the full 
benefit of this movement, but every grade above that class has essentially 
advanced; in all respects the people of Ireland are gradually but certainly 
assimilating with the people of England. 

Undoubtedly this most beneficial change may be dated from the introduction 
* of steam into commerce; but it has been greatly promoted by other circum- 

stances upon which we shall have to comment. In  the year 1838 we made a 
tom in Ireland, and in 1840 another. The improvement, within these two 
years, was so extraordinary as almost to exceed belief: during our previous 
visits, we noted comparatively little alteration in the egternal aspect of the 
country or in the condition of its people, from what we had known them 
twenty years ago ; but, of late, the '' move forward" has been wonderful ; and 
if the future progress be in proportion, the serviceable results to the country 
cannot be estimated at too high a rate. 

Hitherto, however, although steam has so largely aided in inducing visits 
from Ireland to England, visitors to Ireland from England have not, in the 
same ratio, increased. Happily, many of the causes that produced this evil 
exist no longer, and others are rapidly disappearing. I t  will be our leading 
object in this publication to induce the English to see and judge for themselves, 
and not to incur the reproach of being better acquainted with the Continent 
than they are with a country in which they cannot fail to be deeply interested, 
and which holds out to them every temptation the traveller can need-a 
people rich in original character, sceneiy abundant in the wild and beautiful, 
a cordial and hearty welcome for the stranger, and a degree of safety and 

* Some idea of the extent of "stock" exported from Ireland may be gathered from the following return 
supplied to us at the single port of Cork. From the 1st June, 1839, to the 31st Way, 1810, there were 
coriveyed by the St. George Steam Company- 

COWS , .................................................. 5468 r:~lned at f 54,700 
Horses , .................................................. 900 ...... IS,OOO 
Pigs, .................................................... 35,875 ...... 71,750 
Sheep , ................................................... 15,210 ...... 15,500 
Fowl, .................................................. 200 (crates) ...... 1,000 
Eggs, .............................................. 7,883 (hampers) ...... 24,000 
Butter ,...... ............................................. l S 9  (firkins) ...... 243,718 

Total, ....................................... .... ............. LI88,668 
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security in l~ i s  journeyings, such as he can meet in no other portion of tlle 
globe. In all our tours, me not only never encountered the slightest stay or 
insult, but never heard of a traveller who had been subjected to either; and 
although sufficiently l~eedless in the business of locking up "boxes" at inus, 
in no instance did we ever sustain a loss by our carelessness. W e  may add, 
that travelling in Ireland and the charges connected with it are so moderate, 
that a month at Killarney sliall cost less, the journey from London included, 
than would be expended, during the same time, at Ramsgate or Cheltenham. 

The usual routes to Ireland are either from Bristol to Cork or Waterford, 
or from Liverpool to Dublin, The voyage across occupies, generally, to Cork 
twenty-four horns, to Waterford twenty hours, and from Liverpool to Dublin 
twelve hours; although it is frequently made in much less time. The shortest sea- 
passage is between Holyhead and D~iblin, which is usually made in six hours. 

Our Work commences with Cork 
The distant appearance of Cork harbour, from the seaward approach, is 

gloomy, rocky, and iphospitable; but its entrance between two bold head- 
lands-scarcely half a mile apart and crowned by fortifications--opens upon 
the vicw, its character undergoes a complete change. The town of Cove, with 
the island of Spike, forming a sort of natural breakwater, and several smaller 
islands, give variety and interest to a noble expanse of sea, that spreads out, 

lilic a luxuriant lake, to welcome and rejoice the visitor; its sparkling billows 
heaving and tumbling in sportive mimicry of the wild and wide ocean without. 
The harbour is one of the most secure, capacious, and beautiful of the kingdom, 





and is said to be large enough to contain the whole navy of Great Britain. It 
is diversified by other islands besides that of Spike ; one of which, Haulbowlin 
-the depot for naval stores-is represented (on the opposite page) with the 
fishing-boats waiting for the tide to proceed to sea. 

Another, " Rocky Island," is the government depot for gunpowder; the 
store-rooms are excavated in the solid rock, and cominunicate with each other 
by apertures in the sides. We thought it a desirable subject for the engraver. 
Passing Monkstown and Pas- 

- -- ~ - -  - - -. 
sage, two pretty and picturesque ~ . . ~  - - - -~ . - - - 

b villages, which, together with 

the town of Cove, we shall pre- 
sently describe, the vessel pro- 
ceeds from the latter place, a 
distance of ten miles, to the -r 
Quay of Coxlr. To  do full 
justice to the exceeding beauty F 
of the river Lee is impossible. 
oll either side, immediately after 
p g i n g  the harbour's mouth, 
numb\erless attractive objects, in 
success:on, greet the eye ; nlld !:j 

the wild and the cultivated we 
so happilj- mingled, thatit would 
seem as if the Iiand of taste had 
been eveiywhere employed, " -- . . ;. . .. 

skilfully, to direct and impmve 
nature. Moilre during one of -his visits called it, LL the noble sea avenue to 
Cork;" and.an Eastern traveller, with whom we journeyed, observed that 
" a few minari:ts placed in its hanging gardens would realize the Bosphom." 
As we proceed along, the land seems always around us; and from its mouth 
to the city quays, the river, in its perpetual changes, appears a series of 
lakes, fiom which there is no passage except over one of the surrounding 
hills. These hills are clad, from the summit to the water's edge, with every 
variety of foliage ; graceful villas and ornamental cottages are scattered among 
them in profusion, and here and there some ancient ruin recalls a story of the 
past. A sail from Cork to Cove is one of the rarest and richest treats the 
island can supply, and might justify a description that would seem akin to 
hyperbole. I t  is, therefore, not surprising, considering also the cheapness and 
rapidity of the passage to and fro, that a vast proportion of the citizens have 
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dwellings, magnificent or moderate, according to their means, along the banks 
of their glorious and beautiful river; although it is to be lamented that its 
attractions too generally wile them from business, and keep them at ('the 
receipt of custom" but for a few hours of the day. 

The moment the voyager lands, he is impressed with a conviction that the 
natural advantages of Cork have been turned to good account. There is 
bustle on the quays; carriages and carts of all classes are waiting to convey 
passengers or merchandize to their destination ; and an air of prosperity cheers 
him as he disembarks. 

Unhappily, however, the first peculiarity that strikes a stranger on landing here, 
or, indeed, in any part of Ireland, is the multiplicity of beggars. Their wit and 
humour are as proverbial as their rags and wretchedness; and both too frequently 
excite a laugh, at the cost of serious reflection upon their misery and the means 
by which it may be lessened. Every town is full of objects, who parade their 
afflictions with ostentation, or exhibit their half-naked children, as so many 
claims to alms as a right. Age, decrepitude, imbecility, and disease, surround 
the car the moment it stops, or block up the shop-doors, so as, for a tim3, 
effectually to prevent either entrance or exit. In the small town of Macrooli,, 
about which we walked one evening, desiring to examine it undisturbed, we 
had refused, in positive terms, to relieve any applicant; promising, ho~revel; 
the next morning, to bestow a halfpenny each upon all who might ask it. 
The news spread, and no beggars intruded themselves on our notice for that 
night. Next day, it cost us exactly three shillings and tenpence to redeem the 
pledge we had given; no fewer than ninety-two having assembled at the inn gate. 
W e  encountered them, nearly in the same proportion, m every town through 
which we passed. 

I t  is vain to plead inability to relieve them ; if you have no 1 alfpence the 
answer is ready, (' Ah, but we'll divide a little sixpence between u 3 ; " and then 
comes the squabble as to which of the group shall be made ager t for the rest. 
Every imaginable mode of obtaining a gratuity is resorted to; distorted limbs are 
exposed, rags are studiously displayed, and, almost invariably, a half idiot, 
with his frightful glare and paralysed voice, is foremost among them. The 
language in which they frame their petitions is always pointed, forcible, and, 
generally, highly poetic :-it Good luck to your ladyship's happy face this 
morning-sure ye'll lave the light heart in my bussom before ye go ?"-" Oh, 
then, look at the poor that can't look at you, my lady ; the dark man that can't 
see if yer beauty is like yer sweet voice ; "-"Darling gintleman, the heavens be 
yer bed, and give us something; "-" Oh, the blessing of the widdy and five small 
children, that's waiting for yer honour's bounty, 'ill be wid ye 011 the road;" 
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---" Oh, hell> the poor craythur that's got no childer to show yer honour-they're 
down in the sickness, and the man that owns them at sea;"--" Oh, then, won't 
yer ladyship buy a dying woman's prayers-chape?"-They're keeping me 
back from the penny you're going to give me, lady dear, Because I'm wake in 
myself, and the heart's broke wid the hunger." Such are a few of the 
sentences we gathered from the groups; we might fill pages with similar 
examples of ingenious and eloquent appeals. There is no exaggeration in the 
striking hnt melancholy scene the artist has portrayed. 

A beggar, on receiving a refusal from a Poor Law commissioner, addressed 
him with " Ah, then ; it's little business you'd have only for the likes of us ;" 

~. 5 
another, vainly soliciting charity from a gentleman with red hair, thrust 
forward her child, with " And won't ye give a ha'penny to the little boy? 
-sure he's foxy like yer honour." a You've lost all your teeth," was said 
to one of them.-"Time for me to lose 'em when I'd nothing for 'em 
to do," was the reply. Some time ago, we were travelling in a stage-coach, 
and at Naas, where it has been said " the native beggars double the population 
of the town," a person inside told a troublesome and persevering applicant, 
very coarsely, to go to -. The woman tuned up her eyes, and said, with 
inimitable humour, "Ah, then it's a long journey yer honour's sending us; 
maybe yer honour '11 give us something to pay our expenses." W e  saw, in 
Waterford, a gentleman angrily repulse a beggar, with a call to his servant 
to shut the door; and an odd soliloquy followed : the woman half murmured 

t and half hissed, " Shut the door; and that's it, is i t?  Oh, then, that's what 
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I'll be saying to you when ye want to pass through the gate of heaven. It-3 
then I'll be saying to St. Peter, Shut the door, St. Peter, says I, to a dirty nagur, 
that 'ud disgrace the place intirely, says I-and ye'll be axing me to let ye in ; 
the never a fut, says I-shut the door, says I; shut the door I Ould go-by-the- 
ground (the person who had excited her wrath was of diminutive stature), 
what '11 ye say then?"May the spotted fever split ye in four halves !" 
was a curse uttered by a beggar who had been rejected somewhat roughly. 
(( Foxy-head, foxy-head," was called out by one as a reproach to another; 
lL That ye may never see the dyer !" was the instant answer. Our purse 
kv ing  been exhausted, we had been deaf to the prayer of one who was 
covered so meagrely as scarcely to be described as clad: she turned away 
with a shrug of the shoulders, murmuring, " Well, God be praised, it's fine sum- 

mer clothing we have, any way." Once 
-it was at Macroom, of which me have 
particularly spoken-among a group we 
noted a fair-haired girl. She might have 
been the study from wl~ich Mr. Harvey 
copied this picture ; and let no one 
think it idealized. W e  have seen many 
such, along every road we travelled. 
Perfect in form as a Grecian statue, and 
graceful as a young fawn. Tllc hood 
of her cloak shrouded each side of her 
face; and the folds draped her slender 
figure as if the nicest art had been 
exerted in aid of nature. There mas 
something so sad, so shy, and yet so 
earnest, in her entreaty for " charity, for 
the love of God," that we should have 
at once bestowed it, had not a thin, pallid 
woman, whose manner was evidently 

superior to those around her, and whose L L  tatters') bore a character of "old 
decency," made her way through the crowd, and, struggling with excited 
feelings, forced the girl from our side. Curious to ascertain the cause of this 
interference, we followed them and learned it. " My name's MacSweeny," 
said the woman somewhat proudly, after a few preliminary questions, "and 
I am a lone widow, with five of these craythurs depending on my four bones. 
God knows 'tis hard I work for the bit and the sup to give them; and 'tis 
poor we are and always have been; but none of my family ever took to the 
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road or begged from any Christian-till this bad girleen disgraced thcm." 
The mother was sobbing like a child, and so was her " girleen." " Mother," 
said the girl, sure little Timsy was hungry, and the gentleman wouldn't 
miss it." Our car was waiting; we had far to go that day, and we were 
compellcd to leave the cabin without hearing what, we are sue,  must have 
been a touching story ; but we left the widow less heart-broken than we found 
her. As a contrast to this, let us relate an incident that occurred in Cork, 
where, by the way, the beggars seldom appear in public nntil nearly mid-day. 
W e  were sitting at the window of our hotel ((" the Impcrial," which fol 
elegance and comfort may vie with any hotel of the kingdom) ; our atten- 
tion had been frequently callcd from the book we were reading, by the 
querulous whine of a beggar, who uttered at intervals, not far between, tEic 
custonlary sal~~tation of l L  Good luck to ye," and the usual accompaniment 
of " Lave us n ha'penny for God's sake; for the lone widdy and her 
five fatherless childer." As we had heard but few blessings follow the 
appeal, we concluded that her efforts were unsuccessful ; the more especiany 
as at times her prayer ended with an undefined growl that sounded very like its 
opposite. Still she kept her position, directly beneath our window. W e  had 
seen her there in the moiming; her tattered grey cloak falling back from her 
long lean throat; her dirty cap so torn as to be insufficient to conceal her 
tangled tresses; her right hand supported by her left, so as to stand out in 
the most imploring posture; while she lolled first on one side, then on the 
other, sometimes balanced on her right, then on her left, foot-the sad picture 
of confirmed and hardened begpry. As the evening was closing in, we were 
calculating how much longer she would remain in the same spot, when a very 
loud double lmock echoed from the opposite side of the street, followed almost 
immediately by the woman's strenuously repeated petition, with the addition 
of " Do, dear, honourable, handsome young gintleman, bestow a halfpenny on a 
poor lone widdy, with seven small starvin' little childer, that haven't broke their 
fast this blessed day." We looked out of the window and saw she had crossed 
over, and was urging her req~~est  most emphatically, while the young man thun- 
dered again at the knocker. " Why thin, more power to yer elbow, and 
it's ycrsclf that's strong enough in the wrist anyhow. God keep it to ye, 
sir, and lave the little token of a halfpenny with the lone widdy and her seven 
fatherless childer." " I rcilly have not any silver about me," drawled out the 
young man. " Bedad," replied the beggar, " I did not ax ye for silver no] 
goold, but for one halfpenny for the broken-hearted widdy and her poor 
little naked fatherless childer." 'L I tell ye I've no halfpence," he replied, 
losing what people should never lose in Ireland, sccing that the hss is taken 
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immediate advantage of-his temper. " Why, thin, bad luck to ye," she 
exclaimed, setting both her arms a-kimbo and looking a fury-while the 
impatient youth knocked more loudly ; '' then what the diclrens did ye bring me 
from my comfortable sate across the street, wid such a knock as that for, if ye 
hadn't money in yer pocket-ye poor, half-starved, whey-faced gossoon?" 

The beggars in the various towns have their distinctive characters, and 
they differ essentially from those who beg in the country. In  the towns it is 
usually a '' profession;" the same faces are always encountered in the same 
places ; and they are very jealous of interlopers, unless good cause be shown 
for additions to "the craft." In  Dublin they are exceedingly insolent and 
repulsive ; in Cork, merry and good-humoured, but most provokingly clamor- 
ous; in Waterford, their petitions were preferred more by looks than words, 
and a refusal was at once taken ; in Clonmel-we were there during a season 
of frightful want-they appeared too thoroughly depressed and heart-broken to 
utter even a sentence of appeal ;* in Killarney they seemed trusting to their 
utter wretchedness and filth of apparel, as a contrast to the surpassing grace 
and beauty of nature all around them, to extort charity from the visitors ; and 
in Wiclrlow, where we encountered far fewer than we expected (always 
excepting Glendalough), they laboured to earn money by tendering something 
like advice as to the route that should be taken by those who were in search of 
the picturesque. One had followed a friend of ours, to his great annoyance, 

for upwards of a mile, and on 
bidding him good-bye, had the 
modesty to ask for a little six- 
pence. " For what ? " inquired 
the gentleman; "what have you 
done for me?" Ah, then, 
sure haven't I been keeping 
yer honour in discoorse?" In 
the country, where passers-by 
are not numerous, the aged or 
bed-ridden beggar is frequently 

placed in a sort of handbarrow, and laid at morning by the road-side, to excite 
conipassion and procure alms : not unfrequently their business is conducted on 

* I11 Wexford, charity had been so liberally administered by several of the resident gentry, and under such 
,jmli( ious arrangements, that during our recent visit we were met by the most practised beggars with only 
pr:~cl.s and blessings, when driving into the town with a dear friend who had been foremost to aid, and who 
had actually stocked the market with food so as to compel a redwtion of prices to the poor. "I'm not come," 
said one woman, who was accompanied by a troop of children-" I'm not come to ax yer honour's glory for any- 
thing; but only that the five chider ye saved from starving may look in yer sweet face!' 



the backs of donkeys, and often they are drawn about by some neighbour's 
child. 

The reader will naturally inquire as to the influence of the New Poor Law 
upon a state of things certainly without parallel in any civilized country ; to 
such an inquiry, however, we are, at present, unable to supply any answer. 
The act is in operation only in Dublin and Cork ; and although architects are 
busy, in every district, erecting " poor-houses," it would be premature to offcr 
an opinion as to its practical working. Before our task is finished we shall 
have had abundant opportunities for arriving at some definite conclusion in 
reference to a matter of such vital importance. I t  was unquestionably a mon- 
strous evil-that which left the aged, incompetent, and diseased, altogether 
to private charity ; for, although charity is a fountain that, in Ireland, is never 
dry, the supply was insufficient and unwholesome, taxing largely the generous 
and humane, but levying no impost upon the selfish or indifferent. 

I t  will be readily believed that, if a large proportion of the class consists 
of the idle, reckless, or unprincipled, the number of those who really want 
is by no means small: among a people very improvident, and living "from 
hand to mouth," a small deviation from the usual course of labour brings 
absolute destitution, and suggests the only mode, within reach, of continu- 
ing existence. Whole families are frequently met who have "taken to the 
road1'-a phrase which denotes beggary as a business ; the potato garden has 
been bared ; the man is seeking labour at a distance from his home-perhaps 
in England ; the cabin door has been closed ; and the woman with her childrer. 
are travelling from village to village, asking, and invariably receiving, aid "for 
the love of God" from the " good Christians." W e  might relate scores of 
strongly characteristic and not uninteresting anecdotes of parties who have 
thus fallen in eur way; but our readers will permit us to tell one story, 
although in so doing we may encroach somewhat too largely upon the space 
we desire, as much as possible, to vary. 

There is a beautiful terrace along the north bank of the Cork river; the 
gardens are so steep that the walks hang, as it were, one above the other; the 
houses stand on a sort of' platform, and the hill at their back is beautifully 
planted with trees and evergreens; roses climb in the most luxuriant profu- 
sion-and clematis, honeysuckle, and various creeping plants, mingle with 
their branches. W e  had been spending the evening with some friends whose 
exquisite taste had converted their hanging garden into a little paradise ; the 
air was so balmy, and the moonbeams fell athwart the river in such long siivery 
lines, that we preferred walking to driving to our hotel. While lingering in 
the porch, bidding our friends adieu, our attention was arrested by the tones of 



a female voice ; it was feeble, but very sweet : the burden of the song was that 
of an old ballad we had heard some fishermen sing on the Shannon two years 
ago. There wa:; a wail at the termination, that seemed in harmony with the 
faint voice which gave it utterance ;-it was- 

'' And has left me all alone for to dic." 

We paused to listen ; but the strain was not renewed. I t  had made us sad ; 
our adieus wcre repeated in a quieter tone ; and as we proceeded, in the calm 
moonlight, we spoke of the poor singer. 

Suddenly the melody was recommenced; not in the same place, but nearer 
town, and we had lost sight of the pretty river-terrace before we overtook 
her. Onr interest in the ballad was now changed to an interest in the 
woman, for her song was interrupted by heavy, yet suppressed, sobs. She 
was leaning against the gate of a small house, trying to continue it : at length 
she sunk upon the steps, exclaiming, " I can't, afther all, I can't." W e  placed 
a coin of trifling value in her hand. 

God bless ye-God bless ye-" she said faintly; God bless ye, though 
it's little good this or anything else can do me now; God bless you for it 
anyhow !" I t  is never hard to open an Irish heart. A few kind words, 
almost a kind look, will do it. "And afther all," she said, in reply to our 
inquiries, and afthe'r all, my lady, sure I sung i t  all along the river for 
practice, that I might have strength for it when I got here; and now there 
isn't power in me to say a word, though I know there's one in that house 
whose h a r t  would answer me, though maybe her lips wouldn't own they'd 
know me." 

We desired the poor creat~ae to call on us the next day. 4' I can't," she 
replied, 'L lady honey, I can't ; I'm almost as bare of clothes as a new-born 
babe. Oh that my soul was as bare of sin !" I t  was impossible for human 
words or human voice to convey the idea of more acutc misery than was 
made manifkst by this sentence ; it sounded like the knell of a broken heart. 
We managed, however, to see her again, and our interest in Mary Nolan- 
such was her name-was increased on finding that she was the daughter of a 
person who had been known to one of us in early childhood. 

" I was once," said poor Mary, " not what I am now : I had a bright eye and 
a mighty gay heart, and I gave the light of the one and the pulse of the other 
to a boy of this county; and if I tell his name, you won't brathe it, for it would 
harmm her who I thought might have heerd and known the sol~g I sung, 
if I'd the power to tune it rightly; but somehow music is like lead upon a 
bosom like niitw, it crusl~cs it down instead of lifting it up. I've not much 



to tell: we loved each otllcr well in those days, so well, that wlleri he was led 
astray by many things that war going on through the counthry at that time, 
when he used to be meetin' the boys by night in the Ruins of Kilcrea, or may- 
be away in tlle county Limerick, by the dancin' waters of the Shannon, why I 
thought it right, and many a moonlight meetin' I gave him, and many a 
gallon of whiskey I bro~~ght  him from the hills; and my husband (for he 
was my husband, and many a one besides the Priest knew he was) had 
a fine voice, and often we sung together, and many a pleasant heart that 
beat its last in a far country, shook the laves off the trees with the strength of 
fine music. Oh! we thought to carry all before us. And at other times the 
meetins would be silent as the ould graves over which we trod, until the 
whiskey they took would send them over the counthry with hot breath and 
burning eyes ; the end came, and soon-but not the end we looked for : my 
husband (for he u w  my husband) staid on his keepin' many, many weeks, a 

starvin', wretched man, wild among the mountains, set by the soldiers as a dog 
sets a bird in a field of stubble. I have watched with a dry potato and a 
grain of salt for him the length of a summer day, shifting about so as to keep 
under the shadow of a rock to steal such as that to him, knowing he was 
dying of hunger all the time, and seeing his fetch-like before me, yet daren't 
stretch out my hand to him with a bit to eat. Oh! it was a woful time, but 
worse woe was afther it. When men are set on to hunt each other they have 
wonderf~d patience. 

" He was took at last; and three days I sate at the gate of the ould jail, 
though they wonldn7t let me in ; my throuble came upon me then, and though 
my heart was broke, my child lived; my husband (for he was my husband) 
was sentenced to die; I was in the court-house and heard it, and that I can 
never forget; they say I tore through the crowd, that I fell at the judge's 
feet and laid my child on his robe, that I asked him to kill LIS all, that I told 
him the witnesses swore false, that it was the whiskey I brought him stirred 
him up, and that I had earned death most ; that I was mad-and I do believe 
that God heated my brain in his mercy, for I do not know what I did. Nany 
weeks after, I found my poor old mother sitting by my side with my babby on 
her knee; I had been an undutiful daughter to her, get when she heard of 
my trouble, she left her comfortable home in the west, and crtme to seek her 
child. Oh! the love of that mother's heart beat all! She gave me the 
babby to kiss ; I would have asked for its father, but the darkness came over 
my eyes again, and no voice rose to my lips; only she h e w  what I meant, 
and 'Praise God, Mary, ma-vourneen,' she said, 'praise I'lim, a-vourneen, 
in yer heart, Mary, for be's not dead, only transported.' I spoke no word, 



but the tears came thick and fast; I felt my mother wiping them off, and her 
breath on my cheek like a blessing ! " 

Poor Mary covered her face with her long shadowy hands, and I saw that 
the memory of her mother was thrilling at her heart. 

" She was a good woman," she resumed after a pause-" the heavens be her 
bed!-She was an honest industrious good woman. Oh, if I could but think 
she'd welcome me to glory, I'd die happy ; she brought me up well, as far as 
book-reading went; but she let me grow wilful, and suffered for it in the end; 
oh! it's hard to suffer for love, and yet mine grew out of that. My poor 
mother, when I recovered, wanted to take me to her own place, but I could 
not content myself without my husband. I went tp every one who had the 
knowledge and power of the counthry, and I asked to be let go out to him; 
they lauglled, and said none but criminals were sent there. I had never kept 
back my will for any of them ; I would not do it now ; I forgot all my duties 
but the one ; I became a criminal ; I forced those who had jeered to send 
me out ; and when with my babby still at my breast (for they didn't part us, as 
they told me they might) I got to the end of the voyage, I found he was almost 
as far away from me as ever, up the counthry, while I was to remain near the 
town. I thought I should have go& mad. I wrote to him ; weeks and months 
passed and I had no answer. I gave so much satisfaction to my master that I 
was left at liberty. After long slavery, I used that liberty to escape to him; 
I took my girl with me; I roved like a wild animal through as wild a counthry, 
but I found him-my first love! the thought of my life ; my heart's core, for 
whose sake I had become a thief-1 found him, married to the daughter of one 
of the overseers ; a free man. 

At first he pretended not to know me, but I had kept my marriage lines in 
my bosom, and showed them to him ; he came round, and promised if I would 
keep quiet a little he would do me justice; he said how well he was off, 
took his child in his arms, and kissed and blest i t ;  I saw him do that much 
anyhow; he brought us food, and made us rest under a shade close to where 
he lived; he came again that evening and laid the child on his bosom, and 
excused himself, as he always could, to me. And I forgot his falsity when I 
heard his voice and saw his face once more, though the sunshine of love had 
left it : he asked to look at my marriage lines ; I gave them to him ; in an instant 
he tore the paper into scraps ; I fell on my knees and would have cursed him, but 
for my little Mary; she covered my mouth with her sweet innocent face; I 
could not curse then ; the power left my limbs ; I fell on the floor, and he stood 
by and offered me money, and threatened, if I did not go, to send me back as 
a runaway convict. To this day I can hardly believe it was himse?f was in it, 
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with his fine clothes and cowld way; he bid me good night, said he would give 
me till the morning to consider of i t ;  kissed the little girl, and left us. Weak 
as I was I crawled after him, and saw his shadow on the grass ; I wished for 
God to direct me, and prayed for that; my child and I cried together, and before 
the day rightly broke, she said, ' Mother, let us go home,' and I got up, as well 
as I was able, and followed my little girl back to slavery. 

" I t  was long before we reached where we had left, and I was afeared at first 
they'd be hard on me ; but they weren't ; and when my time was up they would 
have kept me there, but I wanted to set my foot upon the sod once more, and to 
see my mother before she died; they would have kept the little girl, but she 
would not leave me. 

" When I got sight of ould Ireland, I felt as if my troubles war over : for a 
little while that lasted. I went to my old home ; my mother was dead, though 
the grass wasn't grown on her grave. All I could do was to kneel on it with 
my child ; what little property she had she had left me, though I was anything 
but worthy of it; it didn't thrive, and I feared that my poor girl would fall 
under her mother's ban ; this thought was over me day and night ; I heard that 
her father's sister was living near Cork (she knew that he was my husband), and 
I laid a case before her that I'd give up the child to her, for she had lost all her 
own ; she agreed, on one condition-that I was never to see her more. 

" Oh lady, it was hard ; and I had to trap away my own child ; to invent a 
rason for laving her, and then she was to hear I was dead, which I will be 
soon, plase God!-they have changed her name, and for the last four years 
I've been begging over the poor counthr~, going a round* betimes, and making 
my soul as I ought ; but now, God help me, my heart fails me ; I do want to 
see the face of my own child once more ; I thought last night if she heard the 
song she'd know the voice; I was that heart-sore to see her that I think the 
last breath would lave me asy if I could just listen to her one word ; and yet," 
she added, " I don't know why ; God help me I don't know why ; it was good 
of the woman to take her, she had no reason to think well of me or of her 
father; God reward her! I heard from one who knows, that my poor child 
would be happy if she knew anything of her mother; and for all that she 
wouldn't be happy to see me as I am ; I oughtn't to break my promise ; but 
sure the love of a mother breaks through stone walls ! I mind when I was a 
girl having taken a bird's nest and put it in a cage, and I tended the young ones 

* '' Going a roundw-travelling from one sacred place to another, and saylng a stated number of prayers 
at each. It is frequently undertaken "for the repose of a soul." At Kilcrea we met a woman so aged as to 
be scarce able to walk, who had journeyed from thb extreme end of Kmy in order to perform for her dead 
daughter a duty which the daughter had promised to do 



with the best of food, but the old birds would come with the first and with tlzc 
last light-there they war feedin' and cherishin7 the young, and I used to tell 
them their birds war better off than they could make tllem; but still they'd 
come, they'd come, and wail and mum-and wail and murn," repeated poor 
Mary mournfully. Her reason and affection were at variance ; but I saw, as 
is generally the case with her countrywomen, that, if she lived, the love of 
parent towards child must triumph. 

When we returned from Killarney, she had been dead some days; and 
although we knew the house in which her daughter resided, we had no mcans 
of ascertaining if she had seen her mother. 

CORK holds rank as the second city of Ireland-in extent, population, and 
commercial importance. Its situation is low, having been originally built on 
marshy islands ; whence its name-" Corcagh," signifying, in Irish, land 
occasional1y overflowed by the tide; but the northern and southern suburbs 
stand upon high ground. Scarcely a century has passed since the river ran 
through its principal streets, which are formed by arching over the stream. 
Thc poet Spenser has happily described- 

"The spreading Lee, that like an island fair 
Encloseth Cork with his divided flood." 

I n  a very rare tract, so rare indeed as to be said to be unique, entitled 
'' A relation of the most lamentable burning 'of the city of Cork by thunder 
and lightning," which was printed in London in 1622, the following graphic 
account of old Cork occurs :-" The cittie of Corke hath his beginning upon thc 
side of an hill, which descendeth easily into one wide and long streete; tllc 
onely principal1 and chiefe streete of the cittie. At the first entrance there is 
a castle called Shandon Castle, and almost over against it a church built of 
stone, as the castle is a kinde of marble, of which that country yeeldeth store. 
The cittie hath many houses built of the same stone, and covered with slate. 
But the greatest number of houses are built of tymber or mudde walls, and 
covered with thatch." ASout the year 1600, Camden described the city as 
enclosed " within a circuit of walls in forme of an egge, with the river flowing 
round about it and running betweene, not passable through but by bridges, lying 
out in length as it were in one broad street, and the same having a bridge 
over it." The foundation of Cork is generally attributed to Danish adventurers 
in the ninth or tenth century; it is contended, however, that its origin was 
earlier, and that the founder was St. Finn Bar, (the fair-haired or white- 
headed, for the Irish name admits of both translations,) whose ecclesiastical 
establishments contained, it is said, no fewer than seven hundred priests, 
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monks, and students. For several centuries the annals of Cork are little 
more than records of skirmishes between English settlers and Irish clans. 
Towards the close of the sixteenth century, the chronicler Holinshed pictures 
the city as so ti beset with rebels neighbouring upon it, that they (the 
citizens) are fain to keep watch and ward, as if they had continual siege laid 
unto it." During the reign of Henry VII. it was destined to achieve a 
fatal notoriety: the mayor, John Walters, having abetted the pretensions of 
Perlrin Warbeck to the throne, was hanged for treason, and the city was, for 
a time, deprived of its charter. While the contest continued between the Crown 
and the Parliament, Cork generally remained firm to the cause of Monarchy, 
but succumbed to Oliver Cromwell; who, during n brief visit, ordered the 
church-bells to be converted to the purposes of his army, and is s ~ i d  to have 
answered a remonstrance on the subject by facetiously remarking, that " since 
gunpowder was invented by a priest, he thought the best use for bells would 

I 
I be to promote them into canons.'' The city was early in declaring for the 

restoration of Charles 11. ; and it is a singular fact, that the King was 
proclaimed there eleven days before the proclamation was made in London. 
I n  the Revolution of 1688, it supported the cause of James, and sustained a 
siege of three days' duration ; remarkable chiefly as having laid the foundation 
of the future fame and fortune of the hero of Blenheim. After an unsuccessful 
effort to reduce Limerick, William 111. had returned to England, and Marl- 
borough, anxious to distinguish .himself, was appointed to the command of an 
expedition for Ireland-it is believed, through the influence of the Princess 
Anne's party ; by whom the necessity was urged of securing Cork and 
Kinsale, which were open to receive troops and supplies for the support of the 
army of James 11. William, although he could not well refuse his sanction 
to the proposed expedition, is said to have viewed it with a jealous eye, 
and to have caused, what is asserted to be, the unnecessary co-operation 
of the Duke of Wirtemberg at the head of a body of foreign troops, which 
led to a dispute between the two generals as to the command-wirtem- 
berg claiming it as a Prince, and Marlborough as the senior officer-and 
which dispute ended in an adjustment that they should command on alter- 
nate days. 

Marlborough, having commanded on the first and third days of the siege, 
obtained the credit of taking the city. As a military exploit it was one of no 
great difficulty, but in a political view was important, and the achievement 
at the time was proportionably magnified for party purposes. A few days 
after the capture of Cork, Kinsale, from which an obstinate defence was 
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expected, surrendered, and the adherents of James truly sung, in rhymes still 
current in Ireland- 

& $  There  a r e  n o  fortresses t h a t  w e  can  call  ou r  own, 
B u t  Limerick stout,  Galway, a n d  brave  Athlone. 

S ing  oh-oh, hone." 

With this event, the active mllitaiy history of Cork teiminates : its political 
importance being derived exclusively from its position as a sea-port, and as 
the first commercial city of Ireland; its noble harbour having originated the 

motto-" Statio bene fida carinis" so aptly 
and deservedly applied to it." The city arms, 
here represented, there can be no doubt, were 
suggested by the arms of Bristol, similar privi- 
leges to those enjoyed by that city having been 
granted to Cork by charter. 

Cork has a cheerful and prosperous aspect; 
the leading streets are wide; and though the 

houses may be described as built with studied irregularity, their character is by 
no means ungraceful or unpleasing. The quays at either side of the Lee-here 
of course a river muddied from traffic-are constiucted of lime-stone, and may be 
said to merit the term so frequently applied to them, a grand and elegant." The 
city is a mere mart for commerce ; the whole of the gentry, and indeed a large 
proportion of the trading inhabitants, living in the picturesque and beautiful 
outskirts. The public buildings of Cork are neither numerous nor remarkable ; 
the court-house being almost the only good example of modern architecture, 

* In  the report made in 1832, by the commissioners appointed to inquire into the parliamentary representa- 
tion of Ireland, it is stated that-IIThe county of the city of Cork consists of the city, suburbs, and liberties, 
the wholo contailling 45,000 statute acres, which entire district forms the borough, is subject to the jurisdiction 
of the city magistrates, and contributes to the city taxes; and is in these respects, as well as in point of elective 
franchise, wholly distinct from the county a t  large. 

"The site of the ancient city is an island, dividing the river Lee into two channels, which, after passing 
round, unite their waters below it. A portion of this island was formerly considered the city, and the neigh- 
bowing land, for a mile hevery  direction, constituted the suburbs under one of the charters, (Edward IV.) 
The tract of land now called. the liberties was added by a subsequent charter (James I.), under which tlie 
whole became the county of the city of Cork. 

"The island is connected with the main land on each side by numerous bridges, beyond which the subnl41s 
have in course of time grown to a great extent, and form, in point of fact, a most important portion of the city. 

"The limits of these suburbs were decided in 1813 for the purposes of local taxation; and a boundary 
separating them from the liberties was then laid down by the act of 5 3  George 111, c. 3. Since that time. 
however, the suburbs have spread considerably. 

"The government of the city is vested in a mayor, two sheiiffs, a recorder, an unliin~ted number of alder- 
men, and a sufficient number selected from the burgesses to make up twenty-four, forming the common council 

"The number of dwelling-houses within the city and suburbs is 7,928, besides 1,684 warehouses, stores, 
and buildings; making a total of houses of all descriptions of 9,612. Of these 8,584 are slated, 1,028 are 
thatched, and 5,602 have seven windows and upwards." 





if we except the offices recently erected by the St. George Steam Packet 
Company, on the quay, which their vessels have made more bustling than 
that of the Custom-house-an ungainly structure, that stands on the opposite 
side of the river. The bridges, as may be supposed, are numerous. St. 
Patrick's bridge, represented in the annexed print after the pencil of Mr. 
Creswick, had formerly a drawbridge attached to i t ;  but being one of the most 
frequented thoroughfares to a new and populous district, and the portcullis 
being of comparatively small value to the navigation, it was removed in 1823. 
In  1830, Anglesey bridge, or, as it is more generally called, "the metal 
bridge," was constructed by the eminent architect, Sir Thomas Deane, from 
a design by Mr. Griffiths; it consists of two elliptic arches, forty-four feet in 
span, with a drawbridge to admit vessels to the quays on the south branch of 
the Lee, which it crosses. 

Antiquities are rare ; the Cathedral, dedicated to St. Finn Bar, is built on 
the site of the early church, a few of the remains of which have been intro- 
duced into the modern structure. The tower of the steeple is, comparatively, 
ancient : the pointed doorway recessed, and 
richly moulded, as shown in tlie annexed 
woodcut, from a drawing by Mr. H. Hill. 
I t  consists of two distinct arches, the 
inner being ornamented by bold and well- 
relieved mouldings, and the outer by cluster 
columns and a cinquefoiled head, all in low 
relief. I t  is curious that the inner portion of 
tlie archway should have been executed in 
freestone, of which there is none now to be 
had in Cork, and that tlie outer should have 
been executed in a different material, lime- 
stone. The building, taken as a whole, has 
no pretensions to Cathedral grandeur. I t  was erected in 1735, the expense 
having been defrayed by a tax of one shilling per ton on all coals and culm 
consumed within the city. A round tower formerly stood in tlie church- 
yard; but, having been considerably injured by tlie h e  from the Fort on 
Barrack Hill, when Marlborough stormed Cork, this venerable remain was 
taken down, and no trace of it at present exists. In  the churchya.rd there 
are few monuments that call for notice; one tablet, containing merely two 
lines, however, hints at a touching story. 

" Here lies a branch of DESMOND'S race, 
l n  Thoinas 13ollaad1s burial-place." 
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Institutions, charitable, scientific, and literary, abound in Cork; it has 
been celebrated more than any other city of Ireland for the production and 
fosterage of genius,' and is the birthplace of many distinguished characters, 
as well as of persons who have attained considerable eminence in litera- 
ture, science, and the arts. Among the former who are at present living, 
or recently were so, may be named General OILeary, the South American 
patriot; Mr. Hastie, the tutor of King Radamah, and to whose exertions the 
present civilized state of Nadagascar may be mainly attributed; and Niss 
Thornson, the favourite wife of Muli Mahomed, late Emperor of DIorocco.* 
The most remarkable of the latter-of whom we could readily enumerate 
several-is the painter James Barry ; of the house in which he was 

- -- born, Mr. Crofton 
Croker has sup- 
 lied us with a 
slretch ; which we 
copy, not merely 
because of its in- 
terest in associa- 
tion with the me- 
mory of the ec- 
centric artist, but 
as affording a cor- 
rect idea of the 
peculiar character 
of the suburb of 
an Irish town. 
The house is in 

Water-lane, in the northern, or " Blackpool," suburb, and is marked by two 
women at the door. 

The jails of Cork-the city" and " county1'-are models of good manage- 
ment, cleanliness, and order. In  the former, during our latest visit, were 
confined the notorious culprits Casey and Hartnett, who had been tried and 
found guilty of the murder of a policeman on the Glanmire road. The crime was 
deprived of much of its atrocity by the fact that it was not premeditated. 
They had robbed a gentleman, the policeman pursued them, and in the 
struggle he was killed. The characters of the men, however, were so bad, that 
they were sentenced to die; their graves had actually been dug beneath the 
wall of their prison, and the gallows erected on which they were to suffer, 

* See Mrs. Broughton's Algiers, 1839. 
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when it was remembered that the judge in passing sentence had forgotten to 
add the-as it aftelwards appeared-important words, '( and be buried within 
the precincts of the jail ;"-" The Court awards it, and the law doth give it." A 
motion in arrest of judgment was moved; the judges deliberated; and the result 
was the acquittal of the prisoners. They were, however, subsequently tried for 
the robbery, and have been since transported. Another circumstance renders 
the case memorable: Casey, whose horror of death was so excessive, that 
one of the jailors assured us there would have been no chance of bringing 
him to execution except in irons and by main force, had determined on 
making an effort to escape. He had nothing to assist him but a slight fle, 
conveyed to him by his wife, it is conjectured in an oaten cake, notwithstanding 
the vigilance of a most scrupulous jailor, and particularly watchful and adroit 
turnkeys. Before he was locked up in his cell, he contrived to file the iron 
fastening nearly through, and had no difficulty in forcing open the entrance. 
Hartnett was confined in the cell next but one ; his first object was to release 
his fellow-prisoner, and next to wrench out one of the iron window-bars. 
In this he succeeded, but the aperture was so small that it is almost incredible 
how he could have forced himself through it ; he did so, however, after two or 
three hours of almost superhuman effort, fainting thrice during the struggle. 
At length he was in the first yard, comparatively free; he had still three 
very high walls to climb, and as Hartnett found it impossible to follow him, 
he had to trust entirely to his own exertions. He surmounted two of the 
prison-walls, and in reaching the third actually stepped over the grave 
that had been dug for him: the third wall was topped by loose brickwork 
and a chevaw-de-frise; on reaching the summit, part of this gave way, and 
he fell to the ground. At the moment, the jail clock struck five, and he knew 
that his escape must be ascertained in a few minutes more, as at that hour the 
turnkeys would open the wards. He, therefore, concealed himself under a 
heap of filth in the yard, where he was, after about half an hour's search, 
discovered, and conveyed back to his cell. The turnkey who first laid hands 
upon him assured us that no disappointed fiend could have looked more 
ferocious; and that he would certainly have killed any one who approached 
him, if a weapon of any kind had been within his reach. 

The expression of his countenance, although not that of a ruffian, was 
strongly characteristic of energy and determination. His chest was remarkably 
broad, and his arm so muscular as to feel almost like iron; his neck was 
short and thick, his head black and round, his eyes were peculiarly bright 
and sparkling, and his air was bold and fearless,-while his less assured com- 
panion, an ill-looking fellow, hung back. Casey was of short stature ; and on 
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the governor remarking that he was a small man to have so much strength, we 
whispered something to the effect, that " all great men were small men." His 
ear was, to our surprise, quick enough to catch the words, and he laughed with 
as much evident enjoyment as if he had been a player acting his part before 
a satisfied audience. 

As in nearly all the jails throughout Ireland, there is, in those of Cork, 
otherwise so admirably managed, a grievous want of classification ; atrocious 
criminals and petty offenders are mixed together in a manner sadly prejudicial. 
At  Clonmel, in particular, the evil is especially great: the prisoners were 
placed before us in files; among them we saw an elderly and respectable- 
looking man striving to hide his face with his hat, and stepping back to elude 
observation. W e  found he had been confined for "drunkenness," and that 
the person next to whom he stood was about to take his trial for sheep-stealing, 
and had previously been in custody on suspicion of murder. This most 
injurious system is, however, rapidly giving way, and we must do the 
governors of the several prisons we inspected the justice to say, that they are 
making unceasing efforts for its entire removal. 

The most remarkable and, to a stranger, the most interesting of the public 
institutions of Cork, is the lunatic asylum of the county and city. The latest 
return-dated March, 1840-gives the amount of patients at 406 : 200 males, 
and 206 females. Among the unhappy inmates of this establishment, is one 
to whose delirium seven fellow-creatures were sacrificed, and in a manner so 
singular as to appear incredible. Captain Steward was master of the " %Tary 
Russell," a merchant brig engaged in the West India trade; and the frightful 
act, for which he was subsequently tried and acquitted, on the ground of 
insanity, was perpetrated during the homeward voyage, on the 22nd June, 
1828. His crew consisted of six men and three apprentice boys, and on 
board there were three passengers; the three passengers and four of his 
seamen he murdered, cruelly maiming the other two men ; the boys narrowly 
escaping with their lives. Under the delusion that they were arranging a 
mutiny, he induced them to allow themselves to be tied; to which they 
consented in order to allay his imaginary fears; while in this helpless state, 
he killed them with a crowbar. 

Steward is a small and slight man, now apparently under fifty years of 
age. He was dressed in a sailor's garb, remarkably neat and clean. He 
conversed with us freely upon ordinary topics, and referred to the time when 
he was in jail, without however alluding to the crime for which he had been 
imprisoned. There is, to our minds, no expression in his countenance that 
indicates insanity ; and, certainly, it is by no means characteristic of ferocity. 
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His visage is thin, long, and pallid ; his hair sandy ; his mouth narrow, close 
and inflexible; his eyes small, grey, restless, and very acute, more like the 
eyes of a rat than of a human being. We understand that he frequently 
speaks of the murders he had committed, and always as necessary for the 
preservation of his own life from the plots of his mutinous crew. W e  confess 
that his absence was a relief; for it was impossible to avoid recalling to 
remembrance the appalling deed which had made so many parents childless, 
or to look upon the wretched man without feelings akin to loathing. 

The national customs that prevail among the people of Cork are common to 
other parts of Ireland, with one exception ; and although it is partially found 
elsewhere-in the Isle of Man for instance-it is certainly confined to the 
southern districts of Ireland. 

For some weeks preceding Christmas, crowds of village boys may be 
seen peering into the hedges, in search of the l' tiny wren ;" and when one 
is discovered, the whole assemble and give eager chase to, until they 
have killed, the little bird. I n  the hunt the utmost excitement prevails; 
shouting, screeching, and rushing ; all sorts of missiles are flung at the puny 
mark; and, not unfrequently, they light upon the head of some less innocent 
being. From bush to bush, from hedge to hedge, is the wren pursued until 
bagged, with as much pride and pleasure as the cock of the woods by the 
more ambitious sportsman. The stranger is utterly at a loss to conceive the 
cause of this " hubbub," or the motive for so much energy in pursuit of l1 such 
small game." On the anniversary of St. Stephen (the 26th of December) 
the enigma is explained. Attached to a huge holly-bush, elevated on a 
pole, the bodies of several little wrens are borne about. This bush is an 
object of admiration in proportion to the number of dependent birds, and is 
carried through the streets in procession, by a troop of boys, among whom 
may be usually found l1 children of a larger growth," shouting and roaring as 
they proceed along, and every now and then stopping before some popular 
house-such as that of Mr. Olden, the l1 distinguished inventor" of EVKERO- 

GENION (a liquid soap) and half-a-dozen other delightful and useful things, to 
which he has given similar classical names-and their singing " the wren boys' " 
song, to the air which a professional friend, Mr. Alexander D. Roche, has 
'( penned" down for us :- 



To the words we have listened a score of times, and although we have 
fomd them often varied according to the wit or poetical capabilities of a leader 
of' the party, and have frequently heard them drawled out to an apparently 
interminable length, the following specimen will probably satisfy our readers as 
tn the melit of the composition :- 

The wran, the wran, the king of all birds, 
St. Stcphcn's day was cot in the furze; 
Althougl~ he is little, his family's grate- 
Put yer hand in ycr pocket and give us a tratc. 

Sing holly, sing ivy-sing ivy, sing holly, 
A drop just to drink it would drown melancholy. 

And if you dhram it ov the best, 
I hope in hcaven ycr sow1 will rest: 
But if you dhraw it ov thc small, 
I t  won't agree wid de wran boys at all. 

Of course contributions are levied in many quarters, and the evening is, or 
rather was, occupied in drinking out the sum total of the day's collection. 
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The accompanying sketch, from the pencil of Mr. Maclise, will describe better 
than language can do the singular ceremony, and the fantastic group by whom 
it is conducted. This is, we believe, the only Christmas gambol remaining 
in Ireland of the many, that in the middle ages were so numerous and so 
dangerous as to call for the interposition of the law, and the strong arm of 
magisterial authority. As to the origin of the whimsical but absurd and cruel 
custom, we have no data. A legend, however, is still current among the 
peasantry which may serve in some degree to elucidate it. 

In a grand assembly of all the birds of the air, i t  was determined that the 
sovereignty of the feathered tribe should be conferred upon the one who 
would fly highest. The favourite in the betting-book was, of course, the 
eagle, who at once, and in full confidence of victory, commenced his flight 
towards the sun; when he had vastly distanced all competitors, he pro- 
claimed with a mighty voice his monarchy over all things that had wings. 
Suddenly, however, the wren, who had secreted himself under the feathers of 
the eagle's crest, popped from his hiding-place, flew a few inches upwards, 
and chirped out as loudly as he could, Birds, look up and behold your 
king." 

There is also a tradition, that in (( ould ancient times," when the native Irish 
were about to catch their Danish enemies asleep, a wren perched upon the 
drum, and woke the slumbering sentinels just in time to save the whole army ; 
in consequence of which, the little bird was proclaimed a traitor, outlawed, 
and his life declared forfeit wherever he was thenceforward encountered. 

Another old custom prevails also to some extent. May eve, the last 
day of April, is called " Nettlemas night : " boys parade the streets with large 
bunches of nettles, stinging their playmates, and occasionally bestowing a sly 
touch upon strangers who come in their way. Young and merry maidens, 
too, not unfrequently avail themselves of the privilege to 
" sting" their lovers ; and the laughter in the street is 
often echoed in the drawing-room. These are the only 
customs peculiar to Cork, if we except that of " the 
Christmas candle." A tallow candle is formed, as in the 
annexed print, without question to commemorate ' l  the 
Trinity ;" it is lit at three ends on Christmas eve, and 
burned until midnight. I t  is then extinguished, and ' 
carefully preserved during the year as a protection against 

I 
the visits of all evil spirits-except whiskey. 

Promenades in the immediate neighbourhood of Cork are few; the oldest 
is the Mardyke, a walk between rows of aged but ungracefully lopped trees, 

POL L le 
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which shade a gravelled path, at the side of a muddy and half-staglant "canal." 
The new cemetery, however, demands some notice. I t  was formerly a botanic 
garden attached to the Cork Institution ; but in 1826 was sold to the very Rev. 

Theobald Mathew, who converted it to its present use. I t  is, therefore, 
prhaps unrivalled in the kingdom, being full of the rarest trees from all parts 

of the world; its walls are covered with 
climbing roses and other shrubs; and 
from the nature of its soil and aspect, 
everything is growing in luxuriant pro- 
fusion. The hand of science has laid 
out its gravelled paths, and the art 
of the sculptor has been employed 
to ornament it-occasionally with re- 
markably good taste and effect, but not 
unfrequently so as greatly to mar its 
beauty. See, for instance, the two an- 
nexed examples, one of which will give 
a general idea of this romantic cemetery, 
and the manner in which its picturesque 
monuments mingle with fine foliage, 

although it by no means conveys a notion of the beauty or elaborate 
execution of some of the monuments, the best of which were designed 
by a young sculptor, Buckley, who now, alas! rests in this abode of the 
silent, which his hand has so skilfully embellished. Aa a specimen of the 
bad taste occasionally, though we must admit rarely, to be found here, the 
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clothing of an angel in a fashionable cravat and coat is an instance, copied 
from the " iron railing of a monument." W e  regret 
to add that the cemetery is completely overgrown 
with weeds-gigantic nettles and docks have been 
permitted absolutely to cover the graves, reminding the 
visitor far too forcibly of the lines on " the sluggard," 

" I went to his garden and saw the wild brier, 
The thorn and the thistle grew higher and higher." 

In such a situation, and under such circumstances, 
this is to be lamented ; although Mr. Mathew himself 
is unable to attend to the proprieties of this naturally 
beautiful cemetery, the care of it should be confided to some one whose 
time and attention might be worthily employed in improving i t  and keeping 
it in order. 

The prosperity of Cork is maintained exclusively by its export trade; 
-this principally consists of live stock, salted provisions, corn, whiskey, 
tanned leather, and butter. For butter it has been long celebrated: so 
early as 1744, the export was 97,852 cwt.; in the year 1536, it exceeded 
270,000 firkins. The population of the city by the last census was 107,016 ; 
of the county-the largest and most populous of Ireland-703,716. 

Cork is the great '"utlet" for emigrants from the south of Ireland, and 
the Australian Emigration Society have an agent there. Their plans appear 
to be conducted very judiciously; and although it can never be aught but a 
melancholy sight to see the most useful and valuable of its home produce 
exported to enrich distant lands, when there are so many thousand acres, 
unproductive, in all directions around them, the evil is greatly lessened by 
prudent and sensible arrangements, in transmitting them to the scene of their 
future labours. We are not, at present, about to consider the anomalies and 
contradictions of Ireland-her natural advantages and destitute population- 
her land wanting labour, and her people wanting employment-or, as i t  was 
epigrammatically expressed by " a patriot" at Bannow, '' lands wanting hands, 
and hands wanting lands;" but there is no disputing the fact, that, under 
existing circumstances, emigration to some extent is a necessary evil. 

W e  stood, in the month of June, on the quay of Cork to see some 
emigrants embark in one of the steamers for Falmouth, on their way to 
Australia. The band of exiles amounted to two hundred, and an immense 
crowd had assembled to bid them a long and last adieu. The scene 
was very touching; it was impossible to witness it without heart-pain and 
tears. Mothers hung upon the necks of their athletic sons; young girls clung 
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to elder sisters ; fathers-old white-headed men-fell upon their knees, with 
arms uplifted to heaven, imploring the protecting care of the Almighty on 
their departing children. 'L Och," exclaimed one aged woman, " all's gone 
from me in the wide world when you're gone ! Sure you was all I had left !- 
of seven sons-but you! Oh Dennis, Dennis, never forget your mother- 
your mother !-don't, avourneen-your poor ould mother, Dennis ! " And 
Dennis, a young man-though the sun was shining on his grey hair- 
supported " his mother" in his arms until she fainted; and then he lifted her 
into a small car that had conveyed his baggage to the vessel, and kissing a 
weeping young woman who leaned against the horse, he said, "1'11 send 
home for you both, Peggy, in the rise of next year; and ye'll be a child to 
her from this out, till then, and then, avourneen, you'll be my own." When 
we looked again the young man was gone, and " Peggy" had wound her arms 
round the old woman, while another girl held a broken cup of water to her 
lips. Amid the din, the noise, the turmoil, the people pressing and rolling in 
vast masses towards the place of embarkation, like the waves of the troubled 
sea, there were many such sad episodes. Men, old men too, embracing each 
other and crying like children. Several passed bearing most carefully little 
relics of their homes-the branch of a favourite hawthorn tree, whose sweet 
blossoms and green leaves were already withered, or a bunch of meadow- 
sweet. Many had a long switch of the " witch hazel,"-to encircle the ground 
whereon they were to sleep in a foreign land, so as, according to the universal 
superstition, to prevent the approach of any venomous reptile or poisonous 
insect. One girl we saw with a gay little goldfinch in a cage-she and her sister 
were town-bred, and told us they had learned "lace-work" from the good ladies 
at the convent, " that look'd so beautiful on the banks of the Cork river ;" and 
then they burst out weeping again, and clung together as if to assure each 
other that, sad as it was to leave their country, they would be together in exile. 

On the deck of the steamer there was less confusion than might have been 
expected. The hour of departure was at hand-the police had torn asunder 
several who at the last would not be separated-and as many as could find 
room were leaning over the side speechless, yet eloquent in gesture, express- 
ing their adieus to their friends and relatives on shore. In the midst of the 
agitation, a fair-haired boy and girl were sitting tranquilly, yet sadly, watching 
over a very fine white Angora cat that was carefully packed in a basket. 
l C  We are going out to papa and mamma with nurse," they said, in an 
unmitigated brogue ; " but we are very sorry to leave dear Ireland for all 
that." Their father had, we imagine, been a prosperous settler. " Oh, 
Ireland, mavounieen-.oh, my own dear counthry-and is it myself that's for 
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laving you afther giving ye the sweat of my brow and the love of my heart 
for forty years!" said a strong man, whose features were convulsed with 
emotion, while he grasped his children tightly to his bosom. And remember 
your promise, Mogue, remember your promise; not to let my bones rest in 
the strange counthry, Mogue," said his wife; L C  but to send me home when 
I'm dead to my own people in Kilcrea-that's my consolation." 

It is impossible to describe the final parting. Shrieks and psayers, 
blessings and lamentations, mingled in " one great cry" from those on the 
quay and those on shipboard, until a band stationed in the forecastle struck 
up 'Patrick's day.' " Bate the brains out of the big drum, or ye'll not 
stifle the women's cries," said one of the sailors to the drummer. W e  left 
the vessel and her crowd of clean, well-dressed, and perfectly sober emigrants 
with deep regret, that, while there are in Ireland so many miles of unre- 
claimed land, such a freight should be conveyed from her shores. The 
communicating plank was withdrawn ; the steamer moved forward majestically 
on its way. Some, overcome with emotion, fell down on the deck; others 
waved hats, handkerchiefs, and hands to their friends; the band played 
louder ; and the crowds on shore rushed forward simultaneously, determined to 
see the last of those they loved. W e  heard a feeble voice exclaim, " Dennis, 
Dennis, don't forget your mother-your poor ould mother ! " 

The evening that succeeded this agitating morning was calm and 
balmy. W e  desired to examine the scene of the morning's turmoil, and 
drove along the quay; it was lonely and deserted save by a few strag- 
glers. W e  continued ow drive 
until the signs of immediate 
traffic were widely scattered. 
W e  passed through the village 
of Douglas, once famous for its 
sail-cloth manufactory, and pro- 
ceeded onward until the Cork 
river widened into a mimic 
sea, called Lough Mahon. W e  
drove slowly, enjoying the rare 
and exquisitely varied land- 
scape, until our attention was 
attracted by a woman standing 
by the water's brink, whose 
eyes were looking towards the 
sea-path where it leads to the broad Atlautic. 'l'l~ere was something firm a d  
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statue-like in her figure, and her face had an earnest, intense expression, that 
accorded with her high Spanish features and dark hair ; a large shawl enveloped 
her head and draped her shoulders; her legs and feet were bare. W e  drove 
on about half a mile further, and when we returned she was there still on the 
same spot, with the same fixed and earnest gaze over the waters. This excited 
our curiosity, and the information we received was a very striking and grati- 
fying illustration of the devotedness of woman's love. 

"I have known her," said an old fisherman, "for four-and-twenty years- 
almost ever since she was born, and I must say-' Ay ! there ye stand, 
Grace Connell, and a better woman never looked with a tearful eye, or a 
batin heart, along the waters.' And what do you think her distress is now? an 
'troth-like all tender people-the throuble is seldom altogether away from 
her; the could only look to themselves, the kind have a pulse for all the 
world. Grace Connell doesn't to say belong to Cork, but her father came 
here soon after she was born, a widow-man with only her; he settled down in 
Cove, and it wasn't long till he married again. And Grace's stepmother was 
kinder, I believe, than most of her like; anyhow when she died-which she 
did after being a wife about two years-Grace, and she little more than a slip 
of a child, took wonderfully to the baby the stepmother left, and every one 
wondered how one so young could manage an infant so well. Grace would 
mend her father's nets and things, keep all clean and comfortable, and yet 
find time to be with her little sister in summer shade and winter sunshine; 
finding out what best she'd like, what best would do her good, and learning 
her all she knew-not much, to be sure-but her all. Nell grew up the 
conthrary to Grace in all things, a giddy goose of a puss of a girl, yet the 
purtiest ever seen in Cove; and the hand of God was heavy over them, for 
while they were both young the father died. But Grace Connell kept 
herself and her sister well, for she's wonderful handy and industrious ; and as 
was natural, in Ireland anyhow, Grace got a sweetheart, a fine handsome 
steady boy as ~ o u ' d  meet in a day's walk, and a clever hand at his trade. 
Now if Grace was steady, John Casey was steadier ten times over, and every 
one said they were just made for each other. And they took on at the ' courting' 
different to most, because they agreed to wait till John was out of his time before 
they got married. Weeks and months passed, and Nell grew up beautiful, a 
wild half-sailor sort of a girl, who could furl a sail or scull a boat, and sing say 
songs, and, all the while, was as shy and as proud as Barry Oge himself. 
Grace sometimes had a misgiving in her own mind that John was not as fond 
of her as he used to be; but then he had a quiet English sort of dry way 
with him, that led her off the notion again. One Sunday evening in particular, 



they, that is Grace and Nelly and John, were down nearly opposite where you 
saw Grace standing. Grace was sitting on the strand, and John by her side. 
While Nell was amusing herself climbing among the cliffs, and singing like a 
wild bird, two or three times they warned her not to be so venturesome, but 
she'd only laugh at them and be the more fearless ; and soon Grace saw that 
John was watching Nell instead of listening to her, and a heavy cloud came 
over her, and both remained silent. 

"All of a sudden, as Nell was reaching over the edge to pull some sea- 
pinks, she fell in: the rocks were sharp just there, and the water deep-and 
when Grace got to the spot, Nell was floating out with the tide, and the water 
red with her blood. John was a fme swimmer, and with a word, which even 
then Grace felt, he jumped in and brought her to shore in his arms in a few 
minutes; but before the sun set that had shone upon those three, Grace 
saw by him, in his madness as he hung over her still senseless sister, that 
it was Nell he loved now-as he once said he had loved Grace. 'I didn't 
wonder at it,' said Grace Connell to my wife, who was her mother's own 
first cousin-'I didn't wonder at his changing, for that night, when I 
caught sight of myself in the glass afther looking at that fair young creature as 
she lay like a bruised water-lily on our little bed, I thought how much there 
was in the differ; and sure I couldn't be angry that she twined round poor 
John's heart, when I knew how she had twined round mine. Didn't we both 
help to rear her, as I may say? and the only dread in life I shall have, I know, 
when I get over the disappointment, will be, that she won't love John as long 
and as steadily as I have done.' My wife," added the old man, " is any- 
thing but tender-hearted, yet she cried like a child to hear Grace talk that 
way; so steady in herself, and all the time a breaking heart painted in every 
feature of her face. The next day she gave back all promises to John; and 
what made her stronger in her resolution than anything else, was finding that 
Nelly had a childish fancy for him unbenownst to herself. I t  was no wonder 
that she should, for John certainly was as handsome a boy as ever crossed a 
chapel-green; but he must have been as blind as a star-fish to prefer her to 
Grace. I t  was a quare thing-I always think it as wonderful a thing as ever 
I h w d  tell of-that creature watching and tending the restless tiresome 
girl, nursing her, and improving her as well as she knew how-and for 
what? to make her a fit wife for the man she had looked upon as her 
husband for more than five years, and loving him all the time. My wife spoke 
to her once about it: 'Let me alone,' she says, 'every one knows what's 
right if they ask their own heart; and loving them both, sure I've nothing 
left me in the world to seek for or pray for, but just the happiness of them two. 
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Well, after a good deal of talking about it, it was laid out a year and a half 
ago that John was to go off to Australia, and when he had got settled a bit, 
send home for Nelly, and that she was to go out with his own sister ; and they 
were to be married there. I t  was a wondeifzil. thing to see how Grace bore it, 
and how she slaved to keep up everything for Nelly ; and when the letter came 
at  last from John, for Nell and his sister to go out in the next ship, I never 
shall forget the face of poor Grace, all flushed as it was, coming to my wife 
and the letter open in her hand-and she read every word of it;  how every- 
thing had prospered that he took in hand, and how John prayed her to go out 
with Nell, and called her 'sister,' and how Grace almost choked at the word, 
and-' No,' says she, ' never! I will do all I can to make them happy to the 
end of my days, as I have done; but to stay there with them-God forgive 
me,' she says, ' I  could not do that.' Now," continued the old man, 
"what I look to is this : from the time Grace got that letter, until this bIessed 
morning, all her thought was what she could make out to send that sister 
away in the best manner. I am sure, as I am of the light of heaven, that 
since she was born she never did think of herself-no ; you saw her ; every bit 
of finery, every stitch that could serve her sister, has she deprived herself of 
-for what? to make that sister better in the eyes of him who ought to have 
been her husband. To see them two girls as I saw them this morning, Nelly 
dressed like any lady, and those that had time whispering of her beauty-and 
poor Grace-as she is now, with nothing but the downright love of every 
heart that knows her to keep her from being alone in the world; to see her 
with her fine spirit and high-up thoughts that are as pure as God's breath in 
the heavens-to see her dressed like a beggar, without even shoes on her feet, 
stripped, as one may say, for the sake of them that wracked her happiness. 
And then the parting-how she kept up her own sister's and his sister's hearts 
to the last minute ; and how she followed the steamer farther than any of the 
people ; and stood, when it left her sight, in that spot, looking out for hours, 
as if to see, poor girl, what she will never see again. ' Let me alone,' she 
says to me, and I rasoning with her, ' let me alone ; afther to-day I'll be as I 
always was.' Ah, then, it would be a heavy lead and a long line that would 
get to the bottom of her heart's love," added the old fisherman ; " and if any of 
us could have the satisfaction of hearing her complain-but no, not she, not a 
murmur-only all cheerful, patient, loving, sweetness ; yet I'm afraid that 
all this time there's a canker in her own heart. And there's my son, who would 
Joiss the print of her bare foot in a dirty road-she won't look at him," said the 
old man pettishly ; "but I don't care whether she does or not, Grace Connell 
shall never want a FATHER." 



To the city of Cork belongs the honour of forwarding and establishing-if it 
did not originate-one of the most extraordinary moral revolutions which the 
history of the world records; we speak of the " Ternperancc Movement," at 
the head of which is the Very Rev. Theobald Mathew, a Capuchin friar, and 
superior of the order. The subject is one of such vital importance, and such 
immense results have already arisen from it, that w-e shall oEer no apology for 
entering into it at some length. 

For centuries past, drunkenness was the shame and the bane of Ireland ; an 
Irishman had become proverbial for intoxication, and that without reference 
to his rank in society ; from the highest to the lowest-from 

" The peer 
Who killed himself for love-with wine-last year," 

to thc peasant who " goes to a tent," where 

" He spends half-a-crown, 
Tlleil meets with a friend, and for love knocks him downlV 

the portraiture was invariably the same; and to picture an Irishman truly, 
either by words or on canvas, or to represent him accurately on the stage, it 
was considered indispensable that he should be drunk. 

A manifest improvement had of late years taken place among the higher 
classes; we are ourselves old enough to recollect when a host would 
have been scouted as mean and inhospitable, who had suffered one of his 
guests to- leave his table sober. Ingenious devices were invented for com- 
pelling intoxication; glasses and bottles so formed that they could not stand, 
and must be emptied before they could be laid upon the table-the object being 
to pass the wine rapidly round-were in frequent use. W e  
dined once with a large party where the tea-kettle-from 
which the tumblers were supplied-had been filled with 
heated whiskey ; the partakers of the "cheer" being too "far 
gone" to perceive they were strengthening their punch 
instead of making it weaker. If a guest were able to mount 
his horse without assistance, in the "good old times," he was 
presented with a l' deoch an durrassn* glass, which he was 
forced, seldom against his will, to "drink at the door." This 
glass usually held a quart : it was terminated by a globe, which 
of itself contained a l L  drop" sufficient to complete the busi- 
ness of the night. The degradation was looked upon as a 
distinction; an Irishman drunk was an Irishman all in his glory ;" and a 

* '' Deoch an durrass," means literally, drink at the door. 
VOT,. 1. u 
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strong head'' was considered an enviable possession. Many years ago we 
were acquainted with a gentleman at Ross-Carbery, whose daily stint" was 
five-and-twenty tumblers of whiskey punch, of the ordinary strength ; and we 
knew another, whose frequent boast it was, that in a long life he had d n u k  
enough to float a seventy-four gun ship. 

Among the gentry, however, this most pernicious practice has been 
latterly not only in disuse, but treated as disreputable and disgraceful; and 
gentlemen after dinner have ceased to be disgusting in the drawing-room. 
Yet the middling and humbler classes had undergone little or no change. 
The vigilance of the excise, and a large reduction of the tax on spirits, had 
indeed destroyed the illicit trade in whiskey, and made the private still a 
rarity; but it was so cheap that any man, comparatively unpractised, might 
drink himself into a state of insanity for fourpence. The extent of the 
evil almost exceeds belief; in the towns and villages every other house was 
Lclicensed to sell spirits," or sold them without a license. Fairs, wakes, and 
funerals, were scenes of frightful excess: in the former, men seldom met 
without a "fight," and the ensuing assizes always furnished a terrible illustra- 
tion of the consequences ; at the latter, the " merriment" excited by drink 
was unnatural and revolting; and very often a year's produce of the small 
farmer was consumed in a night. These degrading characteristics of " old 
Ireland" we shall have to describe hereafter. I n  brief, wherever twenty 
persons assembled within reach of spirits, nineteen of them were certain to be 
drunk. I t  is unnecessary to add, that nearly all the outrages that were com- 
mitted were the results of intoxication ; or rather, that drink was the prepara- 
tion for every atrocity. W e  are prepared with abundant proofs (the various 
authorities we consulted were agreed upon the fact), that in every instance 
in which murder was either perpetrated or attempted, the murderer had pre- 
viously fitted himself, or been fitted, for the work, by draughts of whiskey; 
leaving him just sense and strength enough to execute the act he contem- 
plated. W e  do not go too far in saying, that all the mischievous tendencies 
of the lower Irish may be traced to their habitual intoxication; while i t  
originated and kept up their poverty and wretchedness-withering and destroy- 
ing all it could reach. 

As with the aristocracy, so with the people ; drunkenness was inculcated as 
a merit, and almost as a duty. A large proportion of the songs popular 
among the peasantry were in praise of whiskey, and very few of them were 
without some reference to it. One of them blesses the Pope and the Council 
of Trent, who 

"Laid fast upon mate, and not upon drink." 
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I t  was " mate, drink, and clothing ;" "father and mother, and sister and 
brother ;" " my outside coat-1'11 have no other ;" " mavourneen, my joy and 
my jewel ;" " vein of my heart ;" " life-endearing, humour-lending, mirth-in- 
creasing;" "a cordial for all ages, that each evil assuages :"-in short, whiskey 
was the panacea recommended in song for all the ills that flesh is heir to. 

While, therefore, the rich had their incitements to drink supplied to them 
in delicately-turned rhymes- 

" To wreathe the bowl with flowers of soul ; " 

the humble were lured to intoxication by the rude lays of their village poets- 

" A glass of whiskey to make us frisky." 

We cannot soon forget the figure of a fine stalwart fellow we once saw stag- 
gering homeward from Limerick, whirling his shillelah, and every now and 
then sending a shout-a " whoop hurra7'-over the mountains, as he finished 
his song of a single verse, and so described the class to which he belonged :- 

"The never a day have I for drink 
But Saturday, Sunday, Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday- 
Och! the dickens a day have I for drink 
But Saturday, Sunday, Monday- 

Whoop hurra- 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday ! " 

All attempts to check the progress of intemperance were fruitless ; it had 
long been customary, indeed, to take oaths to abstain from drink for a season- 
but, if kept, they produced no permanent good; and the tricks and shifts to 
evade them were generally successful. W e  recollect a man swearing he 
would not drink for a month-he soaked bread in spi~its and ate i t ;  anothel; 
who swore he would not touch liquor while he stood " on earth," got drunk 
amid the branches of a tree ; another who vowed not to touch a drop (' in doors 
or out," strode across his threshold, placing one leg inside and the other outside 
-and so, persuading himself he did not break his oath, drank until he fell; 
another who bound himself not to " touch liquor in the parish," brought a sod 
of turf from a distance, and placed his foot upon it when he resolved to drink 
We knew one who was kept sober thus: he was always willing to take an 
oath against whiskey for six weeks, but no longer; his master invariably watched 
the day on which "his time" expired, and compelled him to repeat his oath; 
which he would readily do after swallowing two glasses. To make the Irish 
abstain, even to a moderate extent, was, therefore, considered a hopeless task ; 
and he would have been a visionary indeed, who foretold a time when n 
drunken Irishman would be a far greater rarity than a sober one. 
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The frightful nature and extent of the evil had long been fully uncierstoocl, 
and exertions had been made to lessen it. On the 20th of August, 1829, the 
Rev. George Carr, a clergyman of the Established Church, a near and dear 
connexion of our own, established the first Temperance Society of Ireland in 
the town of New Ross. He had read some American newspapers which 
contained encouraging accounts of the progress the principle was making 
in the New World-we quote his own words-and saw at once "that there 
was no country where it was so much needed as Ireland; not only as 
removing the national stain of drunkenness, but, by its operations, raisi~lg a 
platform on which all parties could meet without conlpromise of, or inter- 
ference with, their respective principles, either political or religious." 
Having been called upon to attend a meeting of the Bible Society, at a 
Quakers' meeting-house, he took occasion to request that his auditors would 
remain in order to hear what he had to say on the subject of temperance. 
They heard him, were satisfied with his arguments, adopted his plans, and 
the work was at once commenced.* For several years, however, but little 
way was made: the advocates of temperance were exposed to contempt and 
laughter as idle dreamers; a coffee tent, which they erected at fairs, w-as an 
object of ridicule; and although they had not abandoned hope, their efforts 
were comparatively fruitless, and the most sanguine among then1 indulged i11 
no idea of large success. 

Shortly afterwards a temperance society was formed in Cork ; the example 
of New Ross having, by the way, been followed in many other towns. Among 
its leading members were the Rev. Nicholas Dunscombe, Mr. William I h t i n ,  
a Quaker, and two tradesmen, Mr. Olden, a slater, and Mr. Connell, a tailor; 
they conceived the idea of consigning the important task into the hands of the 
Rev. Mr. Mathew, then highly popular in the city, and so liberal in his 
opinions as to be respected by all classes. He met these gentlemen, seriously 
pondered over their plans and the probabilities of succeeding, and ultimately, 
though not immediately, joined them-(' hand and heart." The road had thus 
been to some extent opened for him ; and it is unquestionable that the gradual 
although limited improvement which had taken  lace in the character of 
the peasantry had greatly facilitated his progress. Notions of thllft, an 

* The society did not, however, inculcate ' L  total abstinence." The following is the resolution on which it 
was founded: "We, the undersigned members of the New Ross Temperance Society, being persuaded that the 
use of intoxicating liquors is, for persons in health, not onIy unnecevsaiy but hurtful, and that the practice 
forms intemperate appetites and liabits; and that while i t  is continued, the evils of intemperance can never be 
prevented-do agree to abstain from the use of distilled spirits, cxcept as a mcdiciue in case of bodily ailment; 
that we will not allow the use of them in our Camilies, nor provide them for thc cntcrtai~me~lt of onr fiiends; 
and that we will, ill all suitablc n y s ,  discnu~ilennuce the uzc of t11v;n in  file con~lnanity nt hrgr." 
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appreciation of conlforts easy of attainment, and a conviction that a skilful 
application of industry might double the produce of the poor man's "bit of 
land," had been taught them by causes to which we have already referred, and 
had made them willing rather than averse listeners. The comparative dearth 
of topics for agitation, too, had left their minds at leisure to receive lessons, to 
which, a few years ago, they would have paid no attention. 

On the 10th of April, 1838, "the Cork Total Abstinence Society" was 
formed. I t  is certain that Mr. Mathew never for a moment anticipated 
the wonderful results that were to follow its establishment, and- probably 
was as much astonished as any person in the kingdom, when he found 
not only thousands but millions entering into a compact with him " to abstain 
from the use of all intoxicating drinksn--and keeping it. His Cork society 
was joined by members from very distant parts-from the mountains of Kerry, 
from the wild sea-cliffs of Clare, from the banks of the Shannon, and from 
places still further oft'; until at length he formed the resolution of dedicating 
his whole time, and devoting his entire energies, to attain the great object he 
now knew to be within his reach. He has travelled through nearly every 
district of Ireland; held meetings in nearly every town; and on the 10th 
October, 1840, his list of members contained upwards of two millions five 
hundred and thirty thousand names. 

Previously to our latest visit to Irela~d,  we had entertained, in common with 
many others, strong doubts-first, as to the actual extent of the reformation; 
next, as to the likelillood of its durability ; and next, as to whether some latent 
danger might not lurk undcr a change so sudden, so unaccountable by any 
ordinary rules, and so opposed to the character and constitution of the Irish 
people. As in our case these doubts have been entirely dispelled, it is our 
duty to labour to remove them from the minds of those of our readers by whom 
they may still be entertained. 

\ In reference to the extent to which sobriety has spread, it will be almost 
sufficient to state, that during our recent stay in Ireland, from the 10th of June 

\ to the 6th of September, 1840, we saw but six persons intoxicated; and that for 
the first thirty days we had not encountered one. In  the course of that month 

I we had travelled from Cork to Killaimy-round the coast; returning by the 
inland route; not along mail-coach roads, but on a jaunting car," througlr 
byways as well as highways; visiting small villages and populous towns; 

i diiving through fairs; attending wakes and funerals (returning from one of 
which, between Glengariff and Kenmare, at nightfall, we met at least a hundrecl 

I substantial farmers, mounted) ; in short, wherever crowds were assembled, and 
s we considered it lilicly wc might gather iuformation as to the state of the 
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country and the character of its people. W e  repeat, we did not meet a singIe 
individual who appeared to have tasted spirits; and we do not hesitate to 
express our conviction, that two years ago, in the same places and during the 
same time, we should have encountered many thousand drunken men. From 
first to last, we employed, perhaps, fifty car-drivers: we never found one to 
accept a drink ; the boatmen at Killarney, proverbial for drunkenness, insub- 
ordination, and recklessness of life, declined the whiskey we had taken with us 
for the bugle-player, who was not pledged," and after hours of hard labour, 
dipped a can into the lake and refreshed themselves from its waters. I t  was 
amusing as well as gratifying to hear their new reading of the address to the 
famous echo : " Paddy Blake, plase yer honour, the gintleman promises ye 
some coffee whin ye get home ;" and on the Blackwater, a muddy river, as its 
name denotes, our boat's crew put into shore, midway between Youghal and 
Lismore, to visit a clear spring, with the whereabouts of which they were 
familiar. The whiskey-shops are closed or converted into coffee-houses; the 
distilleries have, for the most part, ceased to work; and the breweries are 
barely able to maintain a trade sufficient to prevent entire stoppage.* Of the 
extent of the change, therefore, we have had ample experience ; and it is borne 
out by the assurances of so many who live in towns as well as in the country, 
that we can have no hesitation in describing sobriety to be almost universal 
throughout Ireland. 

For its continuance we look, not only with earnest hope, but with entire 
confidence. W e  are not sanguine enough to expect that the whole of the 
millions will endure to the end ; but that a very large proportion of them will 
persevere there cannot be a rational doubt. Intoxication now-a-days, instead 
of being a glory, is a reproach ; the people look upon a drunken man, not with 
sympathy or even tolerance, but with absolute disgnst, and point him out to 
their children as the Spartans did their helots-as a lesson, not to be forgotten, 
against vice. This, alone, affords a certain degree of security against any 
large return to evil habits.t But we trust, mainly, to the comforts, small 

* The Excise Returns may he referred to as conclusive evidence of the diminution in the consumption of 
nrdent spirits : it is nndcrstood that in all the southern provinces the revenue is not sufficient to pay for the 
collcctio~i of i t ;  and it is rumoured that arrangements are in progress for a large reduction of the expensive 
force employed by the Office. There are now but two distilleries at  work in the whole county of Cork, and a t  
the late fair of Ballinasloe-the great cattle fair of Ireland-there were but eight gallons of whiskey consumed; 
the average consumption heretofore being between seven and eight puncheons-i. e, about 800 gallons. The 
private stills are, as we have stated, entirely abandoned; oue of the most fertile sources of demoralization 
among the peasantry has, therefore, been put an end to. 

f At Clonmel we had the safest means of knowing, that out of four thousand, of which one society 
consists, there had been but four "backslidcrs." We naturally asked how it was possible to ascertain when 
the plcdgc was broken, if it wore broken in private ; and were told that each member was expected, as a mord 



luxuries, and guarantees against periodical visitations of want, that will be 
obtained by the people, whose earnings were formerly squandered at " shebeen 
shops." One or two facts out of the many at our command may illustrate this 
view of the case better than argument. I n  1838, while on a visit to a relative 
in Limerick, for the purpose of fishing on the all-glorious Shannon, our friend 
had engaged the services of a boatman; and, in order that he might make a 
decent appearance before the '( strangers," sent him, the night previous to our 
first excursion, a suit of clothes. The next morning he was, as usual, in rags. 
" Come, Terence," said our friend, make haste and dress yourself, or we 
shall lose our tide." " Be dad, sir, the woman's gone out and tuck the key 0' 

the small box wid her; never mind de clothes to-day, Master John." Master 
John threw the man a shilling, and saying, " That will pay for a new lock," 
took up a boat rowel, and was about to enter the cottage-shrewdly guessing 
at the truth however-to break open the box. An explanation took place ; 
the man had pawned the gift, and on inquiry we learned had spent in whiskey 
every farthing of the sum obtained. W e  entered his cabin; his wife was 
stretched, still insensible, on the wet floor; his children were crying on a mass 
of damp straw in a corner; nothing like food was to be seen ; the man, naturally 
one of the finest-looking fellows we had ever met, at least six feet high, and 
with remarkably handsome features, was half-stupified from the effects of the 
night's debauch ; a more deplorable illustration of the effects of drunkenness 
we could not have obtained in Ireland. H e  was earning sufficient to procure 
every comfort ; his skill as an angler was so great and so generally estimated, 
that he was always sure of employment ; yet his cottage was a picture of 
entire wretchedness, and gave evidence only of utter depravity. On our 
entreating our friend to procure another boatman, his answer was, that they 
were all alike, this one having the merit of being, drunk or sober, a degree 
more civil, safe, and skilful than the rest. A few days afterwards, on going 
as usual to our boat, we found him absent; he was in jail, having in a fit 
of drunkenness cruelly beaten his wife, who, drunk also, had bitten his hand 
so as terribly to maim it. After much hesitation we procured his release, 
having first seen him take, in the prison-yard, a solemn oath not to touch 
whiskey for three months. Next morning, the fellow was so drunk that 
we could not take him with us. A more hopeless case it was scarcely possible 
to imagine. W e  have not seen him since. But we learn that, twelve months 
duty, to communicate to the secretary the name of any member entering a public-house, or sending one of his 
family to it. This is of importance, as breaking down one of the strongest barriers against Irish improvement- 
the miwillingness to inform against a person who has committed a crime, no matter how abhorrent may be 
the crime and its perpetrator to the feelings of the witness, ar is i~g out of the contempt and hatred with which 
an " informern is regarded. 



ago, he "took the pledge," that he is altogether reformed, and his wife with 
him ; that they and their children are well clad, amply fed, and their cottage 
clean, comfortable, and sufficiently furnished ; that the man visits the savings- 
bank as often as he used to do the pawn-office ; and that a finer or more healthy 
looking fellow never steered u a cot" among the perilous breakers of the rapid 
Shannon. Of their relapse into want, misery, and degradation, there cannot be 
much danger. 

W e  entered one day a cottage in a suburb of Cork : a woman was knitting 
stockings at the door ; it was as neat and comfortable as any in the most prosperous 
district of England. W e  tell her brief story in her own words, as nearly as 
we can recall them :-" N y  husband is a wheelwright, and always earned 
his guinea a week ; he was a good workman, and neither a bad man nor a bad 
husband, but the love for the drink was strong in him ; and it wasn't often he 
brought me home more than five shillings out of his one-pound-one on a 
Saturday night; and it broke my heart to see the poor childer too ragged to 
send to school, to say nothing of the starved look they had out of the little I 
could give them. Well, God be praised! he took the pledge; and the next 
Saturday he laid twenty-one shillings upon the chair you sit upon. Oh ! didn't 
I give thanks on my bended knees that night! Still, I was fearful it wouldn't 
last, and I spent no more than the five shillings I was used to, saying to myself, 
maybe the money will be more wanted than it is now. VCTell, the next week he 
brought me the same, and the next, and the next, until eight weeks passed; 
and, glory be to God! there was no change for the bad in my husband; and all the 
while he never asked me why there was nothing better for him out of his hard 
earnings : so I felt there was no fear of him ; and the ninth week when he came 
home to me, I had this table bought and these six chairs ; one for myself, four 
for the children, and one for himself. And I was &essed in a new gown, and 
the children all had new clothes, and shoes and stockings, and upon his own 
chair I put a bran-new suit; and upon his plate I put the bill and resate for 
them all-just the eight sixteen shillings they cost, that I'd saved out of his 
wages, not knowing what might happen, and that always before went for drink. 
And he cried, good lady and good gentleman, he cried like a baby-but 'twas 
with thanks to God ; and now where's the healthier man than my husband in the 
County Cork ; or a happier wife than myself; or dacenter or better fed children 
than our own four?" I t  is most unlikely that such a family will again sink 
into poverty and wretchedness. We might add largely to these cases, not only 
from what we have heard, but what we have seen.* 

* I n  order to obtain some idea of tho practical working of the system, iu promoting economy 
among the humbler clnsses, TIT ohtailled returns from several of the savings-banks in the towns we 
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But there are some-there may be many-who, while they offer willing 
evidence to the great good achieved by the Temperance movement, alarm 
themselves and others by " the baseless fabric of a vision," and imagine that 
danger to the State lurks under the shadow of the great tree that has grown so 
rapidly out of the small seed. Few apprehensions can be more opposed to 
reason, and none to fact. Thoughtless or unprincipled agitators may create 
prejudice against the system by assuming, that out of its materials-its 
" three millions"-sedition may be wrought; but the comparative failure of 
a11 their recent projects supplies the best answer to assertions they know to be 
utterly groundless.* The easy in circumstances, and the comparatively inde- 
pendent, are not the tools that wrong-minded men work with; the leaders in 
sedition, the prompters and counsellors to outrage, never contemplated proceed- 
ing to action until they had made their followers unconscious of what they 
were doing. I t  is, as we have stated, incontrovertible that nine-tenths of the 
crimes committed in Ireland have been traced to drunkenness-it has thronged 

visited. I t  will suffice perhaps to publish those from Cork, where it had been at work earlier than 
elsewhere. 

For the year ending the 20th of Nov. 1838, the number of "small deposits," i. e. under £5, was five 
thousand two hundred and fifteen. 

For the year ending 20th November, 1839, six thsusand four hundred and fifty-seven. 
Being an increase of one thousand two hundred and forty-two. 
The returns for the year 1840 we have not obtained. We do not expect they will be so encouraging; for 

the autumn of this year was a season of frightful want, one of those periodical visitations of poverty to which 
Ireland has been unhappily subject. Potatoes throughout the south averaged from 8d. to 10d. a stone, and 
they were frequently of so bad a quality that often a third was unfit for use. The difficulty of procuring them 
at any cost was so great, that the inhabitants of many towns interfered to prevent even a portion from leaving 
their own districts. A t  Bandon we beheld a melancholy scene-several carts returning empty to their homes 
in the country, which they had quitted in the morning with money to procure food, but compelled to go 
back without it. Women and children accompanied them with loud cries; literally keening," as if 
they were following a corpse to its place of rest. In  Clonmel we saw the estimable rector distributing aid 
in food to 2800 persons. I n  Kilkenny the state of things was still worse. A be~~evolent gentleman, the 
editor of a newspaper in that city, assured us that, on the morning of our visit, he had issued tickets for meal, 
a t  a very reduced price, to 2500 families, computed to consist of ten thousand persons; nearly half the 
population. 

If to this want of food had been added the evils of intemperance, the consequences would bave been frightful. 
Yet, during the three months that the famine prevailed, except in Limerick, where there was some disturbance, 
there was scarcely an instance of breach of the peace. The people endured their sufferings and misery with 
wonderful patience; and, with the one exception, no attempt was made by the starving multitudes to obtain 
that which was the property of another. 

We allude to these circumstances chiefly to account for the fact-we cannot doubt its being so-that this 
year the receipts a t  the various savings banks have not increased, the savings having been to a large extent 
&awn out to preserve existence. 

* It is a fundamental rule of all the branch societies, of which there are many hundreds scattered through 
the country, that no person even suspected of being a member of any illegal association, or of being bound by 
combination oaths, shall be allowed to become a subscriber to any of the reading-rooms (where the members 
meet) until he has fully cleared himself from such suspicion or accusation." I t  is further provided that, in 
these rooms, no political or religious controversy shall be, on any account, allowed." 

VOI.. I. 0 
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the prisons, filled the lunatic asylums, and mas the great source of the revenue 
of the coroner. Our readers may be assured that the Temperance movement 
has not only no connection with any secret or disaffected societies, but that it 
strikes at the root of all illegal combinations, and is the strongest and safest 
supporter of law and justice. I n  reference to no other country of the world, 
indeed, would the suspicion arise, that what is so good in itself was projected 
for a bad purpose, and tended to evil ; it is equally unwise, unjust, and cruel, 
to suppose that the Irish are the only exceptions to so universal a rule; 
and have become sober that they may be more dangerous to society, and more 
fatal enemies to its established institutions." 

We hope our testimony may be accepted-for our opinions, both religious 
and political, are certainly not of a nature to bias us unduly-when we state 
that we never knew Ireland so contented, so tranquil, or so likely to become 
prosperous, as we found it during the autumn of the year 1840. 

During our stay in Cork, we were naturally anxious to meet Mr. Mathew : 
for immediately after our arrival in that city, we had noted the wonderful and 
merciful changes his exertions, chiefly, had wrought. He  resides in a bye- 
street, running off from one of the old quays. Here we saw him administer 
"the pledge." The neophyte receives it kneeling, and repeats, after the priest, 
the following words :- 

" I promise to abstain from all intoxicating drinks, except used medicinally, 
and by order of a medical man, and to discountenance the cause and practice of 
intemperance." 

Mr. Mathew then marks on his forehead the sign of the cross, and says, 
'' God give you strength to keep your resolution." 

Nothing can be more primitive or simple. A medal and a card are then 
delivered to the member.+ I t  would puzzle the most prejudiced or suspicious 

* Mr. Wathew asserts, and we presume can support his assertion by proof, that no member of the 
Temperance Society had been "brought before judge a d  jury," up to the 22ud of September of the 
present year. 

t For the card and medal, if we understand rightly, the member is expected to pay oue shilliug ; this has 
given rise to an inquiry as to what becomes of the money so collected. The pledge may be taken without 
receiving the medal; we met many persons who had not been rich enough to obtain it, and who were saving 
their pence to do so. The Rev. Mr. Mac Leod, the coadjutor of Mr. Mathew, assures us that "not a fourth 
of the two and a hdlf millions belonging to the society have taken either card or medal," and that a large 
number have received them gratis. Although the amount raised has been therefore much exaggerated, there 
is no doubt that it is considerable; we should co~umel the furnishing some statement, but that to do so would 
be difficult, inasmuch as a great proportiou of it is, to our own knowledge, spent in affording temporary relief to 
those who come, wretched, poor, and diseased, from distances, and in forwarding various other objects of charity. 
A chapel, a tasteful and beautiful example of aschitecture, is erecting by Mr. Reams Dean, the cost of which 
is to be defrayed out of the proceeds of the &.ety. I t  is only justice to Mr. Mathew to state, that we have 
ncvar h m d  a suspicion expressed that the mone) was improperly expended. 
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to point out a single word or object engraved on either, against which 
objection might be taken. As the safest mode of satisfying our readers 
on this head, we have thought it desirable to procure an engraving of the 
medal. The card ~ - -~ 

is a copy of the 
medal, with the 
addition of two 
prints, one of 
'' Temperance, " 
picturing a hap- 
py cottage home, 
surmounted by a 
bee-hive ; the 
other, of u In- 
temperance," describing a wretched hovel and its miserable inmates ; above it 
is a lighted candle, into the flame of which a poor moth rushes, and a bottle, 
round which a serpent coils. I t  contains also a passage from the Acts, " He 
reasoned of righteousness, temperance, and judgment to come." 

There is, consequently, nothing of " superstition" associated with the 
perpetual reminder of the " pledge ;" although, beyond doubt, superstitious 
ideas are mixed up with it-a large proportion of those who have taken it 
conceiving that a breach of their promise would entail some fearful visitation. 
They go farther than this: many of the pledged believe that Mr. Mathew 
possesses the power to heal diseases, and preserve his followers from all spiritual 
and physical dangers-an error which Mr. Mathew does not labour to remove, 
although he is, certainly, not chargcd with having striven to introduce or 
extend it.* W e  cannot but lament the existence of this evil; yet all who know 
the Irish peasantry know that an attempt to direct or control them by mere 
appeals to reason must be utterly vain. I t  should also be borne in mind, that 
it is by no means a new thing with them to connect superstitious notions with 
their clergy. 

We may, perhaps, interest our readers by giving them some details of our 
visit to Mr. Mathew. The room in which members are received is large, and 
furnished with a desk and wooden benches. When we entered it, "the 

* In  a letter lately written by Mr. Mathew, he admits not only that these superstitions exist, but that they 
are not discountenanced by him. ' I  If  I could prevent them," he says, u~ithout impeding the glorious cause, 
they should not have hcen permitted ; hut both are so closely entwined, that the tares cannot be pulled out 
without plucking up the wheat also. The evil will correct itself; and t,he good, with the Divine assistance, 
will remain and be permanent." I t  should be suggested tc him that the greatest dauger of relapse will arise 
from the discovery that such imagiuin;;~ are uusubstautial and u~nr td .  
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President" was not there, but there were men and women of all ages, 
waiting to take the pledge: among them was a sturdy mountaineer from 
Kerry-a fine athletic fellow who had led his "faction" for a quarter of a 
century, whose head was scarred in at least a dozen places, and who had been 
renowned throughout the country for his prowess at every fair within twenty 
miles of his home. He had long been a member of this society, and had 
brought a few of his " friends" to follow his example. He described to us, 
with natural and forcible eloquence, the effect of temperance in producing 
peace between man and man in his own immediate neighbowhood-in termi- 
nating the brutal fights between two notorious and numerous factions, the 
Cooleens and the Lawlors, whose names had figured in every criminal calendar 
for a centuiy back. " No matter what was doing, it was left undone," he said, 
" if any one of either party chose to call up the rest. They'd leave the hay 
half-cut, or the oats to be shelled by the four winds of heaven ; and, taking the 
hay-fork, the reaping-hook, and the scythe in their hands, they'd lush out to 
massacre each other. Tubs of potheen would be drunk hot from the mountain 
stills ; and then, whooping and hallooing like wild Indians, they'd mingle in 
the unnatural war of Irishman against Irishman. I've known them fight so on 
the sea-shore, that the sea has come in and drowned those that had fallen drunk 
in the fray. How is it now? At the last fair at Tralee, there wasn't a stick 
lifted. There was peace between the factions, and the Cooleens and the 
Lawlors met, for the first time in the memory of man, without laving a dead 
boy to be carried home to the widow's cabin." 

W e  must detain our readers while we relate another incident which touched 
us deeply. A lean, pale, haggard-looking man-so striking a contrast to the 
Kerry fanner as to be absolutely startling-advanced to the table at which sate 
the patient and good-tempered secretary to the society, and asked him if his 
Reverence would be in shortly. A pretty, delicate-looking young woman, very 
scantily clad, but perfectly clean, was looking over his shoulder as he asked the 
question. " I think I have seen you before, my good man," said the secretary, 

and it's not many weeks ago." 
" I t  was more his brother than he, sir-it was indeed," answered the 

haggard man's wife, curtseying, and advancing a little before her husband. 
He interrupted her-" Don't try to screen me, Nelly, good girl, don't-God 

knows, Nelly, I don't deserve it from you. See the way I beat her last night, 
gentlemen, on both arms, like a brute as I was-" 

([ I t  wasn't you, dear," said the young woman, drawing her thin shawl 
more closely over her bruised limbs : " I t  was the strength of the spirits did it, 
and not himself-he's as quiet a man as there's in the city o' Cork when he's 
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sober-and as fine a workman-and he wouldn't hurt a Lair of my head- 
barring he was in liquor-" 

The poor creature's affectionate appeal on behalf of her erring husband 
was interrupted by the secretary again demanding if he had not taken the 
pledge before. 

" I did, sir-Stand back, Nelly, and don't try to screen me!-I came here 
and took it from Father Mac Leod-and, God forgive me, I broke it too. I 
broke it last night, or rather all day yesterday, and-" 

" Never heed telling any more about it, James dear," said his wife, eagerly; 
" never heed telling any more about it. A man may be overtaken once, and 
yet make a fine Christian afther all. You wouldn't be sending him from the 
priest's knee, sir, because he broke it once,-when, as I said before, it was his 
brother was in it, and not he, only for company." 

"I had no heart to come this morning-only for her," said the husband; 
" she remembered his Reverence preaching about there being more joy in 
heaven over one like me, than over ninety and nine good men. Oh! if she 
would only let me tell the wickedness of my past life, and the sin and shame 
that has followed me-" 

" I t  was the drink, James, it was the drink," reiterated the wife earnestly; 
" don't be distressing yourself, for it was nothing but the drink. Sure, when 
sober, there isn't a more loving husband or a tenderer father on Ireland's ground 
-and now you'll be true to the pledge, and it's happy we'll be and prosperous 
-for the masther told me this blessed morning, that if he could depend on you 
for soberness, you'd earn your twenty-five shillings a week, and have the credit 
to be a Monday man ; and ye will, James-ye will-for my sake-and for the 
sake of the children at home." 

(' Ay," he interrupted, " and for the sake of the broken-hearted mother that 
bore me,-and for the sake of little Mary that I crippled, in the drink. Oh, 
when the sweet look of that baby is on me-her sweet, patient look-I think 

t the gates of heaven can never open for such a sinner !" 
While he made this confession, his arms hung powerless by his sides; 

and his pallid face lengthened into an expression of helpless, hopeless, 
irreclaimable misery. The wife turned away and burst into tears. Several 
evinced the quick sympathies of Irish natures, for they shuddered, and mur- 
mured, " The Lord be betwixt us and harm, and look down upon them both !" 
The woman was the first to recover consciousness ; impelled by a sudden burst 
of feeling, she threw her bruised arms round her husband's neck, recalling 
him to himself by all the tender phrases of Irish affection. W e  can never 
forget the agonized earnestness with which the unhappy man took the pledge ; 
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the beautiful picture of his gentle and endearing wife as she stood beside him ; 
or the solemn response that followed from a score of voices, l1 Oh, then, God 
strengthen ye to keep it ! " 

No one who sees the Rev. Mr. Mathew will hesitate to believe that he has 
been stimulated by pure benevolence to the work he has undertaken. The 
expression of his countenance is peculiarly miId and gracious: his manner 
is persuasive, gentle, simple and easy, and humble without a shadow of 
affectation, and his voice is low and mu~ical,-- '~ such as moves men." A man 
more naturally fitted to obtain influence over a people easily led and pro- 
verbially swayed by the affections, we have never encountered. No man has 
borne his honours more meekly ; encountered opposition with greater gentle- 
ness and forbearance; or disarmed hostility by weapons better suited to a 
Christian. His age is somewhat above fifty, but he looks younger: his frame 
is strong, evidently calculated to endure great fatigue, and his aspect is that 
of established health-a serviceable illustration of the practical value of his 
system. He is somewhat above the middle size; his features are handsome 
as well as expressive. Our brief interview with him confirmed the favourable 
impression of his character we had obtained from a knowledge of the benefits 
derived from his labours ; and we left him with fervent thanks to God that a 
man so qualified to sway a multitude, had so wisely, so nobly, and so virtuously 
applied his power and directed the energies of his marvellously active mind- 
feeling how dangerous he might have proved if they had been exerted for evil, 
and not for good. 

W e  have thus discharged our duty in submitting to our readers the 
opinions we have formed of the Temperance movement in Ireland. They are 
the result of carcful inquiry and close examination. Our object is to exert 
our judgment, unbiassed by prejudice, so as to discover truth and report truly. 
W e  can have no design to answer but that of encouraging those who are 
striving to benefit Ireland, in the safest and most effectual way; and of 
obtaining for its people that confidence to which they are daily becoming more 
and more entitled. We are very far from purposing to forward the inter- 
est of a party ; and shall deeply lament if we offend any other party 
by the earnestness with which we have advocated the cause. Alas! that 
the Evil Genius of Ireland has not been stayed from entering even this 
sacred ground! W e  have witnessed the effects of temperance 
in improving the character and bettering the condition of the Irish peas- 
antry ; but we see, in tlie prospect, advantages to which those already 
obtained are but as dust in the balance, and which those who have re- 
ccntly visited Ireland, to examine it unprejudiced, will not consider as over- 
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sanguine in anticipating:-bigotry losing its hold ; the undue or baneful 
influence of one mind over another mind ceasing; habits of thrift and fore- 
thought becoming constitutional ; industry receiving its full recompense ; 
cultivation passing over the bogs and up the mountains; the law recognised 
as a guardian and protector; the rights of property fully understood and 
acknowledged; the rich tru~ting the poor, and the poor confiding in the rich; 
absenteeism no longer a weighty evil; and capital circulating freely and 
securely, so as to render the great natural resources of Ireland available to the 
commercial, the agricultural, and the manufacturing interests of the United 
Kingdom. 

The immediate outlets of Cork poss&s considerable interest, and their 
natural beauties are, perhaps, not exceeded by those of any city of the kingdom. 
The river Lee, above and below the bridges, the alternate hill and dale, the 
high state of cultivation, the number of fine seats and pretty cottages, and 
an abundance of trees and evergreens-are objects that meet the eye in 
every direction around Cork, and seem to justify the appellation bestowed 
upon it by the natives, and assented to by all visitors, of-" The beautiful 
City!" On one side is Sunday's Well, a steep ascent from the height of 
which there is a magnificent view of the river and of the landscape for many 
miles around it. " Sunday's Well" derives its name from one of those sacred 
fountains-which abound in every part of Ireland, and which we shall have 
to describe hereafter-where devotees assemble, at particular periods, under 
the belief that the water is blessed and cures all disorders. On the same side 
of the river are the Upper and Lower Glanmire Roads-not long since solitary 
walks, but now a busy and populous district. The " Lower" conducts to the 
wharfs and timber-yards, and skirts the river ; the " Upper," to the barracks, 
an extensive and commodious structure; and both roads terminate in scenery 
of great beauty. But the most attractive of the outlets from Cork is that 
which leads to Passage, and which it will be our business to describe when 
we conduct the reader to Cove ; we give precedence, however, to one in refer- 
ence to which the first inquiry of the English traveller is usually directed. 

Few places in Ireland are more familiar to English ears than Blarney ; 
the notoriety is attributable, first, to the marvellous qualities of its famous 
" stone," and next, to the extensive popularity of the song,-- icdbC :tr. 

\ 

" The groves of Blarney, they are so charming." us?' . > 

When or how the stone obtained its singular reputation, it is difficult to deiei;'-' 
mine; the exact position among the ruins of the castle is also a matter of doubt; 
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the peasant-guides humour the visitor according to his capacity for climbing, 
and direct, either to the summit or the base, the attention of *him who desires 

to "greet it with a holy kiss." 
He who has been dipped in 
the Shannon is presumed to 
have obtained, in abundance, 
the gift of that l L  civil cour- 
age." which makes an Irish- 
man at ease and uncon- 
strained in all places and 
under all cir'cumstances; and 
he w h ~  h& kissed the Blar- 
ney stone is assumed to be 
endowed with a fluent and 
persuasive tongue, although 
it may be associated with 
insincerity ; the term Blar- 
ney" being generally used 
to characterize words that are 
meant neither to be " honest 
nor true." It is conjectured 
that the comparatively mo- 
dern application of the term 
"Blarney" first had existence 

when the possessor, Lord Clancarty, was a pmoner to Sir George Carew, by 
whom he was subjected to several examinations touching his loyalty, which 
he was required to prove by surrendering his strong castle to the soldiers 
of the Queen; this act he always endeavoured to evade by some plausible 
excuse, but as invariably professing his willingness to do so. The particulars 
are fully detailed in the Pacata Hibernia." 

I t  is certain that to no particular stone of the ancient structure is the 
marvellous quality exclusively attributed; but in order to make i t  as difficult 
as possible t i  attain the enviable gift, it had long been the custom to point oct 
a stone, a few feet below the battlements, which the very daring only would 
run the hazard of touching with their lips. The attempt to do so was, indeed, 
so dangerous, that a few years ago Mr. Jeffreys had it removed from the 
wall and placed on the highest point of the building; where the visitor may 
now greet it with little risk. I t  is about two feet square, and contains the ' 

date 1703, with a portion of the arms of the Jeffreys family, but the date, at 
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once, negatives its claim to be considered the true marvel of Blarney.* A 
few days before our visit a madman made his way to the top of the castle, and 
after dancing round it for some hours, his escape from death being almost 
miraculous, he flung this stone from the tower; i t  was broken in the fall, 
and now, as the guide stated to us, the ii three halves" must receive three 
distinct kisses to be in any degree effective. 

The age of the song, however, has been satisfactorily ascertained; it was 
written in the year 1798 or 1799, by Richard Alfred Millikin, an attorney of 
Cork. The author little anticipated the celebrity his lines were destined to 
acquire; they were composed to ridicule the nonsense verses of the village 
poets, who, with a limited knowledge of the English language, and a smat- 
tering of classical names, were in the habit of indulging their still more 
ignorant auditors, by stringing together sounds that had no sense, but conveyed 
a notion of the prodigious learning of the singer. 

As the ancient melody, to which Millikin wrote " The Groves of Blarney," 
differs from the air to which Moore's song of " The Last Rose of Summer," 
with which so many are familiar, is adapted, we have thought it advisable to 
print the original version. . 

* The Rev. Matthew Horgan, the Parish Priest of Blarney, informs us that "the curiuus traveller nil1 
seek in vain for the real stone, unless he allows himself to be lowered from the northern angle of the lofty 
castle, when he will discover i t  about twelity feet from the top, with this incription :- 

CORMAC NC CARTHY FORT18 

~ I E  FIERI FECIT. A.D. 1446." 

The worthy Priest was our kind and courteous companion among the ruins, and the picturesque scenery in 
the neighhourhood. He is an Irish scholar-'' a ripe and good onev-who has contributed largely to rescue 
from oblivion much of the antiquarian lore of his country; and we have to acknowledge some plensant and 
pofitable hours passed in his society. 

vor.. I n 



llillilrin's song has been ii~jurivus to Ireland ; it has raised many a laugh at 
Ireland's expense, and contributed largcly to aid the artist and the actor, of 
gone-by times, in exhibiting the Irishman as little better than a baffoon-very 
amusing, no doubt, but exciting any feeling rather than that of respect. 

I t  is impossible to contemplate the romantic r ~ h s  of Blarney Castle 
without a feeling more aliin to melancholy tllan to pleasure ; they bear, so 
perfectly, the aspect of strength utterly subdued, and remind one, so forcibly, 
that the " glory" of Ireland belongs to days departed. The castle stands- 

" as stands a lofty nlind, 
\\'ern, but unstooping to the baser crowd, 
A11 tenantless, save to the crannying will&" 

The stronghold of Blarney was erected about the middle of the fifteenth 
century by Cormac l lac  Carthy, surnamed "Laider," or the Strong; whose 
ancestors had been chieftains in Munster from a period long antecedent to the 
English invasion, and whose descendants, as Lords of Nuslrerry and Clancarty, 
retained no inconsiderable portion of their power and estates until the year 
1689, when their immcnse possessions were confiscated, and the last earl 
became an exile, like the monarch whose cause he had supported. The castle, 
village, mills, fairs, and customs of Blarney, with the land and park there- 
unto belonging, containing 1400 acres, were " set up by cant" in the year 1702, 
purchased by Sir Richard Pyne, Lord Chief Justice, for £3000, and by him 
disposed of, the following year, to General Sir James Jeffreys, in whose family 
the property continues. Although the walls of this castle are still strong, 
illany of the outworks have long since been levelled with the earth; the 
plough has passed over their foundations, and " the stones of which they were 
built have been used in repairing the turnpike-roads." 

The fate of the once formidable clan of the Mac Carthy is similar to that of 
nearly all the ancient families of Ireland: the descendants, in the direct line, may 
be often found working, as day-labourers, around the ruins of tastles where their 
forefathers had ruled ; and as, in many instances, a period of little more than a 
century and a half has passed between their grandeur and their degradation, 
it can excite no marvel if, at times, they indulge the idea, that what was 
swept fiom them by the strong tide of conquest, the eddy of events may 
bring back to them again. W e  have ourselves seen the legitimate heir of one 
of the ancient rulers and owners of West Carbery pause, as he delved the soil, 
lean on his spade, and point to the mountains and the valleys, stretching f&r 
as the eye could reach, and speak, as if they were still his own, of the wide 
district of which his great-grandsire was the chief. The touching story which 
Mr. Crofton Croker tells of the representative of the Mac Carthy (SI~~skerry) may 
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fi~d its parallel in nearly every barony of Ireland. The existing proprietor of a 
portion of these forfeited estates observed, one evening, in his demesne, an aged 
man stretclled at  the foot of an old tree, " sobbing as though his heart would 
break." On expressing sympathy, an~1 inquiring tlle cause of such excessive 
sorrow, he received this answer-'' I am a Mac Carthy, once the possessor of 
that castle and of these broad lands ; this tree I planted, and I havc returned to 
water i t  with my tears. To-morrow I sail for Spain, where I have been an 
exile and an outlaw since the revolution. To-night, for the last time, I bid 
farewell to the place of my birth and the home of my ancestors." 

" Forfeited estates" in Ireland are to be encountered as frequently as old Irish 
names; in some instances they were transferred wholesale to the followers of 
the triumphant Croinwell or the victorious William; in other cases they were 
partitioned and scattered among them. The county histories are full of such 
expressive sentences as this: "he joined the Trish and forfeited this estate." 
The k n i d ~ t s  of Queen Elizabeth : " successful soldiers of the Common- 
wealth ;" or the partisans, English and Dutch, of William III., divided 
the properties of the ancient or " mere Irish;" and, perhaps, in the whole 
country, there arc scarcely a dozen of the descendants of families, antecedent to 
the Anglo-Nornian invasion, who hold an acre of the land that once belonged 
to their ancestors. W e  sl~all  bc often called upon to illustrate Irish history 
and Irisli character, by tracing the circumstanccs which led to such changes. 
Time has, no doubt, contributed largely to reconcile the suffcrers to their fate ; 
tile memory of it is, evcry day, becoming more and more faint; but enough 
still exists to be wrought upon, for evil, by those who would misdirect the 
energlcs of the Irish peasantry.* 

The last Lord Clancarty raised a troop for James II., and " u d h  them 
coininitted many ravages." il poor butcher of 13allow, who had refused his 

* Not far distant from Blarney are the remains of an a ~ c i e n t  castle built by the English family of Barrett : it 
is said that O'Ncil, Earl of Tyrone, 011 mc!rc1ii~~g by i t  in 1600, inquired who lived there, and being answered 
t l ~ a t  the owncr was a good catholic, who had possessed i t  for four hundred years, swore in Irish: "No 
matter, I hate the English churl as if he came but yesterday." The feeling is by no means confined to the 
ancient chieftains or their descendants; an illustrative anecdote once came under our own notice. We bad 
with 11s an English servant, who, on going to  market, was hailed by a basket-woman wanting employment: 
" I bleve, ma'am, you're English?' L'Pes." SO am I, ma'am." '' Indeed! when did you come over to  
Ireland?" " Oh ! m$'am, I came over wid Oliver Crom'cll." A Roman Catholic clergyman of Cork was, 
duriug our recent visit to that  city, called upon to  administer the last rites of his cl~urcb to  an aged and dying 
woman. On his entrance, she addressed him in English; and after he had had a brief conversation with her, 
she commenced her "confession;" speaking, however, in Irish. The Priest was ignorant of the language, 
and told her so. " Then," she asked, " what brought ye here to me, if ye can't speak in my tongue, when ye 
knew what ye were wanted for ?"' Good woman," he replied, " you understand English, and I can perform 
my duty as well in that 1:tngnage as in any other." The weak and emaciated woman raised herself from 
her straw pillow, and loolcing earnestly and angrily a t  her clergyman, thus addressed him : ' I  And did you 
think I wirs going to say my last iuo9.d~ to God Ah~ighly  in  the language of the Sassenach ?" 
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men a horse, without payment, was severeIy ill-treated by tliem; and making 
complaint to the judges of assize, obtained satisfaction. As soon as the judges 
were gone, however, the earl marched with a party of his troopers to the 
butcher's house, and telling him they were come to pay him for his horse-as 
ordered-tossed the unfortunate man in a blanket a i d  bruised hiin till lie dicd. 
His family were presented by King William, by way of atonement, with 
a grant of part of the earl's estate; which the descendants of the butcher 
continue to enjoy, we believe, to the present day ;  the property being 
styled " the lands of the Butcher of Consciencc." After the confiscation of 
Lord Clancarty's vast estates, he was exiled, but a pension of £300 a year 
was grantccl to him during his life. H e  subsequently purchased a little island 
at  the mouth of the Elbe, where " he made considerable profits by ship- 
wreclcs," but without any stain upon his character, as he gave up all waifs and 
strays to their owners, if demanded within a year, and continued to render the 
distressed all tlic assistance in his power-saving the lives of many. 

His son Robert, " commonly called Lord Nuskerry," who was a captain 
in the British navy, having laid claim to his patrimony, it was found to be 
" divided into so many harids that the suit seemed of too dangerous a nature 
to be suffered to go on." Parliament interfered, and put a stop to the pro- 
ceedings. There is a family tradition, that when Lord Clancarty went into 
exile, pending measures to regain his estates, which he was subsequently 
compelled to abandon for lack of means, Sarah Duchess of Dlarlborough lent 
him a Bible, saying he would therein find matter to console him for all his 
troubles. The book, however, remained unopened until his return to England; 
when the ducllcss reclaimed the volume, and showed her astonished and 
mortified relative that she had placed among the leaves notes more than 
sufficient to have met the expenses necessary for carrying on the proceedings 
for the recovery of his property, then placed far beyond his reach. 

The small village of Blarney is about four miles north-west of Cork; 
a few years ago i t  was remarkably clean, neat, and thriving; its prosperity 
having resulted from the establishment of several linen and cotton factories, the 
whole of which have been swept away, and the hainlet is now, like the castle, 
an assemblage of ruins. I n  the vicinity, however, there is yet a woollen- 
manufactory and a paper-mill, both in full work. The scenery in the neigh- 
bourhood is agrecable, but the grounds that immecliately surround the castle 
are of exceeding beauty. Nature has done much more for them than 
art;  although there is evidence that the hand of taste had busied itself 
in the duty of improvement. " The sweet Rock-close" is a small dell, in 
which evcrgrecns grow luxuriantly, completely shaded with magnificent trees. 



At its termination, are the " Witches7 Stairs;" a series of rugged stone steps 
which lead down through a passage in the rock to a delicious spot of green 
sward forming the bank of a clear riv~dct-and where some singular masses 
appear to have been '' the work of Druid hands of old." 

W e  visited "The sweet Rock-close7'-it well deserves the epithet-during 
a sunny day in June;  and never can we forget the fragrant shade afforded 
by the luxuriant evergreens which seem rooted in the limestone rock; the 
little river Coinane is guarded by a natural terrace, fringed by noble trees; 
several of the spaces between are grottos-natural also; some with seats, 
where many a love tale has been told, and will be, doubtless, as long as Cork 
lads and lasses indulge in pic-nic fbtes, while the blackbird whistles, and the 
wood-pigeon coos in the twisted foliage above their heads : it is indeed a spot 
of exceeding wildness and singular beauty; at  some particular points you 
catch a glimpse of the castle, the river, and the mysterious entrance to the 
'' Witches' Stairs." Still, notwithstanding the variety of these objects, and a 
cave, moreover, where some beautiful princess of old went through-like the 
lady in Comus-a long enchantment, the character of the Rock-close is one 
of deep shadow; occasionally, a sunbeam struggles through the gloom, and 
points out a bed of the richest moss, or a " grey stone" winged with waving 
fern ; and it is a place wherein to meditate upon the mystery that such a scene 
should ever have been abandoned by its possessor, who now takes little more 
interest in his beautiful domain than to crowd its rich meadows with as fine 
cattle as we ever remember to have seen in any country. W e  wandered from 
the shades of the Rock-close across the green and richly-wooded pastures 
which lead to the lake-a fine expanse of water about a quarter of a mile from 
the castle. The scenery here is rather English than Irish, but eveiy step is 
hallowed by a legend: i t  is implicitly believed that the last Earl of Clancarty 
who inhabited the castle, committed the keeping of his plate to the deepest 
waters, and that i t  will never be recovered until a Mac Carthy be again lord 
of Blarney. Enchanted cows on midsummer nights dispute the pasture with 
those of the present possessor, and many an earthly bull has been worsted in 
the contest. As to fairies-their rings are upon the grass from early summer 
to the last week in harvest. 

JVe confess our attention was somewhat withdrawn from the varied and 
interesting conversation of our urbane and considerate companion, by the 
lnultitudes of lilies that floated on the waters of the lake, rendering it near the 
shore a mass of living gold. W e  never saw the flower in such abundance or 
perfection ; one, which we gathered, contained within its calyx a small green 
lizard, that came creeping forth, its fixed and jet-like eyes staring us out of 
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countenance, until we transferred it to another home, which it quietly entered. 
A most deliglitful day did we spend amongst those ruins of art and beauties of 
nature. We sat beneath the shadow of the old ward-tower to partake of some 
refreshment, and the children of a dairy farm, close to the castle, brought us a 

plate, piled with potatoes and enveloped in a warm white cloth. 
Those who visit Blarney castle would be repaid for their trouble, by extend- 

ing their drive through a sequestered glen, in which the Awmartin descends 
into the valley; the road wanders through this beautiful pass almost as wildly as 
the river, and at its extremity the Rev. Matthew Horgan, with true antiquarian 
gusto, is erecting a round-tower close to his chapel, with a view to be even with 
his ancestors, and-puzzle posterity. The neighbourhood has many circular 
raths, and some square entrenchments, with the usual subterranean cells. 

To the beauty and numerous attractions of the Cork river, we have already 
called the attention of our readers. From the cluay-on which the St. George 
Company have their office-and which, as a handsome structureY' and one of 
considerable interest to all voyagers to and from "the beautiful city," we 
Ilave thought it right to copy into our pages-the whole distance to the 

liarbour's mouth, the scene is one of continual variety a id  interest; the shores 
on both sides are richly wooded, and crowded with fine or pretty villas. 
Proceeding from Cork, the object that first strikes the tourist, is the castle 
of Black Roclc-a modern strnctnre, b ~ ~ t  which, from its position, standing on 

* \Ye should not? that  \nrit,us o l l w  fine buildinss are " in progress" to omamt,nt the city; ~\.liicl! I!I:I~ 

boast of some of the   no st skilful xrcl~itects in the bingdo~n. 
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the extremity of a small peninsula, conlnlanJs especial notice. I t  is repre- 
sented in the accompanying engraving, from a painting by Mr. Creswick. 
Some assert that William Penn embarked from this spot for the New World, 
while others point out, as the place, the old mansion of Dundanion (now 
a ruin in the grounds of Sir Thomas Deme). Passing through Lough 

- Mahon-part of the river, but because of its peculiar character styled a 
" lougll" or lake-the village of Passage, distant five miles from Cork, is 
reached. Here all large vessels discharge their cargoes, the channel not being 
of sufficicnt depth to allow of their approach nearer to the city. An excellent 

a Ion quay has recently been built to facilitate the e~nbt~rlration and disembark t' 
of passengers. I n  excavating for its founddon, ?n iron cannon, or part of one, 
was discovered, mliich certainly belongs to an early period in the history of 
English artillery-if it be of English manufacture. If of Irish make, it is 
f:xr more dificult to conjecture the age, for mc lmow that leathern cannon 
hooped with iron were used by the Anglo-Irish, so late as the reign of 
Charles I. ; and we have seen a whimsical record of one of these engines, 
which,instead of shooting its ball for- 
ward, exploded at the breech, leaving 
tlie ball unmoved. I n  our opinion, the 
piece of ordnance represented in the 
annexed woodcnt, is only the chamber 
of the gun, to which an iron tube was 
attached for the passage of the ball; 
and judging by comparison with one in 
the curious and interesting collection of cannon at Quex Park, the seat of 
Xr. Powell, in the Isle of Thanet, which had been dug up at  Tilbury Fort, 
the one discovered at  Passage may be referred to the time of Henry VII. ; 
and the warlike demonstrations then made by the citizens of Cork in favow of 
Perkin Warbeck, may be brought forward to support the conjecture, and 
account for tlie locality in which it was found. 

About a mile farther on is the village of Monkstown; it was formerly 
confined in the gorge of a deep and richly-wooded glen, but has gradually 
extended along the shore, where a row of excellent houses sprung up; and 
a handsome church, an hotel with baths, and some pretty villas, have been 
more recently built. The castle of Monkstown, though now a complete 
ruin, mas in repair, and used as a barrack, during the last war. I t  was built 
in the year 1636, and, according to popular tradition, at  the cost of a groat. 
To explain the enigma, the following story is told :-Anastatia Goold, who 
had become the wife of John Archdeken, determined while her husband was 



abroad, serving in tlie anny of Philip of Spain, to give him evidence of her 
thrift on his return, by surprising him with a noble residence which he might 
call his own. Her plan was, to supply the workmen with provisions and other 
articles they required, for which she cliargcd the ordinary price; but as she 
had made her purchases wholesale, upon balancing her accounts it appeared 
that the retail profit had paid all the expenses of the structure, except four- 
pcnce! This model of domestic economy reposes with her husband in the 
neighbouring burial-ground of the ruined church of Temple-cn-Bryn. I-le 
died in 1660, and a long inscription in Latin upon the family vault records his 
piety, hospitality, and other good qualities.* 

Between the two villages, Passage and Monkstown, a deliglltful road 
along the shore has been lately formed, a little above high-water mark, by 
cutting away the rock which descended abruptly to the river. The depth 
of water here is very great; and it is pointed out to the stranger's notice as 
a place where several ships have foundered, particularly one commanded by 
Captain Cole, in 1758. The formation of this road has, however, much 
injured a singular freak of nature called the "Giant's Stairs," some of whicli 
it has entirely displaced. Fifteen or sixteen huge knobs of rock, each many 
tons in weight, rose from the water's edge one above the other up the face of 
a very steep rocky ascent, with nearly the regularity of a flight of steps ; and 
it required no effort of fancy to perceive the resemblance, especially when this 
extraordinary cliff chanced to be viewed in profile. Sufficient still remains 
to satisfy a stranger's curiosity, notwithstanding the dismemberment ; but they 
can be no longer appealed to by the credulous boatmen as the undoxbted stairs 
which the Giant O'Mahony made for himself, and used every night at  twelve 
o'clock when he descended to his bathing-place. 

Before reaching Cove, the steamer passes Haulbowlin Island ; and between 
the town of Cove and the harbour's mouth are Rocky and Spike Islands-to 
which we have already made reference. Nearer the harbour's mouth, on 
the west side, is a creek called Crossllaven, remarkable from the tradition 
that it once sheltered the gallant admiral, Sir Francis Drake, when pursued 
iuto tlie Ilarbour by a Spanish squadron. The spot where he anchored 
is still called l 1  Drake's Pool." The Spaniards, after remaining some days 
in the " bay of Cork" (as its harbour was then, and for some years subse- 
quently, called), sending boats up the Cork river in vain pursuit, a i d  exploy- 
ing in other directions, stood out to sea again, completely unable to account 

* The Archdekens were m Anglo-Irish family, who "degenerating" became "Hibernices qusm 
Hibernioresn--more Irish than the Irish themselves, and assnmed the name of Mac Odo, or Cody. They 

"forfeited" in 1688, having followed the fortunes of Jamrs 11. 
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for the mysterious disappearance of the vessels they had chased so closely and 
so keenly, and which they, after due consideration of all the circumstances, 
gravely concluded, could only have been snatched from their grasp and have 
disappeared in so astonishing a manner by the power of magic  

T o  Spike Island considerable national importance mas, and some literary 
, interest is, attached, from the circumstance that the engineer officer who super- 

intended the formation of the unfinished fortification upon it, called Fort 
Westmoreland, which was commeiiced in 1791, was General-then Colonel- 
Vallancey. Here it was that the learned and philosophic soldier commenced 
the study of the Irish language, instructed by one of the stone-masons under 
his orders; and it is certainly remarkable that any Englishman should have SO 

completely identified his name with Irish literary and antiquarian research. 
However fanciful and visionary the theories of Vallancey may be considered, 
no one can deny that his inquiries and learning have brought to light many 
-very many, verbal and other coincidences too extraordinary not to afford 
subjects for deep reflection to an inquiring mind. 

The town c?f Cove, as we have stated, faces the entrance to Cork harbour, 
from which, however, it ia distant about five miles. I t  is built on the 
side of a steep hill, and rises fiom the water's edge, terrace above terrace ; the 
more elevated parts commanding a magnificent bird's-eye view of the extensive 

anchorage. The town has therefore natural advantages of a rare order, 
so manifest are they, indeed, as almost to justify the prophecy of an English 
traveller, that in time it would supplant the prosperous city ; "for here," he 
adds, "the merchant may discharge his cargo in the sight of his own store- 
Ilouses." Cove has a southern aspect, and the climate is consequently mild 
dnring all seasons; from the nature of the site on which i t  stands, Cove is 
almost always clean-a fall of rain carrying its impurities into the Atlantic. 
On all sides the shore is covered with villas-the trees, usually stunted on the 

YO1 I I 



coast, grow gracefully arid majestically : the islands, and fortified headlands, 
are so many imposing objects within view; and the gay yachts, which a tourist 
described a century ago as " little vessels, that for painting and gilding exceed 
thosc of tllc king at Greenwich," give animation and variety to the cxciting scene. 

" The Yacht Cl~lb" of Cork is said to be the oldest association of the kind 
in t l ~ e  United I h g d o m ,  and it probably is so. With its "rules and orclers," 
printed in 1765, under the name of those of the "Cork Water Club," is 
given a list of the old members of 1720 ; and reference is made to its ancient 
iulcs and constitution;" one of the early regulations provided that no long- 
tailed wigs, large sleeves or rufflcs, should be worn by any member. I n  1830 
it receivcd the prefix of "Royal," and in 1831 the French government 
conceded to it the privilege of free access to all the ports of France. The 
club has of late ycars successfully laboured to improve the construction, 
appointments, and management of vessels of all descriptions, and the comn~onest 
craft of the harbour may now vie with those belonging to any English port; 
the skill and I~nrclihood of the Cove boatmen and mariners are proverbial; 
and if the kingdom shall again require sailors to maintain the supremacy of 
the British flag, and give emphasis to the almost forgotten line "Britannia 
rules the waves," the Cove of Cork will supply, at  least, its quota. 

Previous to the war between England and her American colonies, Cove 
consisted of little more than the mud cabins of a few fishermen. Dr. Smith, 
whose county history was published in 1750, describes it as "a  village built 
under a stcep hill, inhabited by seamen and revenue officers." And in 1752 
John Wesley records that "there was nothing to be bought there-neither 
flesh, nor fish, nor butter, nor cheese," and adds that he was obliged to be 
" well contented" with some eggs and bread. The present population of Cove 
exceeds 7000, and it? character is that of a thriving and improving town. 

During the early part of the last century, numerous are the anecdotes 
rclated of the daring exploits of hostile privateers and pirates, performed 
actually within Cork harbour, and in full view of the town of Cove-if town it 
could then be called-and its population. I n  one instance the Custom-house 
officers were made prisoners and carried off ' l  to larn them to spakc French," 
as was jocnlarly remarked. I n  another, after the enemy had taken on board 
supplies of watcr and fresh provisions, they cut out such merchant-vessels as 
they considered to be worth the trouble of carrying off. Soon after this 
occurrcnce insulting notices were posted in the city of Cork boasting of the 
achievement, and inviting the citizens generally, some of them by name, to an 
entertainment, on a particular day, which was appointed, as an acknowled,ment 
of the ready sale their goods had met with ; and, strnnge as it may seem, the 
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entcrtninment took place. Thcsc and similar outrages, conceived in the most 
wanton spirit, and executed in the most recldess manner, were, almost without 
exception, the acts of Irishmen intimately acquainted with the localities, who 
had entered into foreign services. Some of such enterprises were executed 
under letters of marque (of which we have seen one) from the Pretender; and 
many very romantic stories are told of the semi-warlike, semi-friendly inter- 
course, carried on between the residents upon the southern coast of Ireland 
and "the wild geese," as the Irish metaphorically termed their expatriated 
relatives and friends. 

So late as 1730, Cove had scarcely advanced beyond the dignity of a fishing 
hamlet. Soon afterwards, however, the value of Cork harbour having been 
appreciated, its Cove gradually rose into importance ; houses were built, forti- 
fications for defence constructed, government stores established, and it became 
the naval station of an Admiral's flag. Bustle, activity, and a thriving trade, 
followed. I t  was no unusual sight to behold from " Spy-hill," as the highest 
point of Cove was called, three hundred sail of merchant vessels assembled, 
waiting for convoy; nor was it  a rare occurrence to hear the booming of 
distant cannon from some daring privateer that like a shark had watched the 
I~arbow's mouth, until i t  was brought an honourable prize into port. Cove 
was then all gaiety: the steady officers, the light-hearted and thoughtless 
" middies," and the "jolly Jack tars," paraded up and down at all hours. The 
pcnnant floated in the breeze, redolent with dust, pitch, whiskey, and music; 
the fiddle and bagpipes resounded in a district named, for what reason we 
know not, " the holy ground," unlcss that i t  was sacred to evei-y species of 
marine frolic anddissipation-a spot, by the way, from just above which 
Nr. Creswick's view is taken. Many are the odd stories told in illustration of 
the proverbial recklessness of the sailor; and if the traditions of " t l ~ e  holy 
ground" could be collected, rich indeed would be the exhibition of mingled 
nautical hu~nour and Irish wit. With " dove-like Peace," the glory of Cove 
departed. Notwithstanding the arguments and remonstrances of its inhabi- 
tants, Cove was reduced from an admiral's command to a mere naval st a t' ion 
for the supply of water and provisions. Now-a-days, tlle appearance of a 
ship-of-war is an event of rare occwrence, and the arrival of a cruising 
squadron an cra of so much importance as to be celebrated in song.% But 

* '' You're welcome-you're welcome, 
Vice-Admiral Malcolm, 

TO anchor your squadron a t  Core ; 
And, moreover, the stronger 
Your force, and tho longer 

Tour stay-the more wolcome, by Jove," &c 
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tlie natural beauty of the situation of Cove, the salubrity of its sea-breezes, its 
vicinity to Cork (the distance being about ten miles), and the facility of the 
communication by means of steam-boats, have averted the anticipated ruin of 
the place : and now instead of the gallant seaman or giddy seaboy full of health 
and animal spirits, we too often encounter the poor maiden upon whose cheek 
a hectic flush speaks of an early tomb; or some youth, whose feeble step and 
emaciated person are evidences too strong to be doubted that consumption will 
triumph, and that his removal to a genial climate had been too long dcferred. 
Tlic mild air and warm southern aspect of Cove, added to the advantages of 
sea-bathing, strongly recommend it to invalids, by whom, from all parts of 
Ireland, it is now visited." Among those whose deaths give a melancholy 
interest to the place, may be mentioned Tobin, the author of the " Honey-Moon," 
who died, within sight of land, on his passage to the West Indies, where he 
was proceeding for the recovery of his health. The Rev. Charles Wolfe, the 
author of the well-known lines upon the death of Sir John Moore, also died at 
Cove, of consumption, in the spring of 1823. 

I t  is singular that the literary fame of both Tobin and Wolfe was pos- 
tlmmous ; the world knew nothing of them, or of their genius until their hearts 
were indifferent to praise, and their ears deaf to the voice of the charmer. 
How beautifully, and in what an affecting manner, did Sir Humphrey Davy 
picture the mclancl~oly glory of posthumous fame in the prologue which he 
wrote for poor Tobin's comedy of the Honey-Moon ! The ashes of Tobin and 
Wolfe rest in the burial-ground of the old and ruined church of Clonmcl, about 
a mile to the rear of Cove. 

On the east side of Cork harbour, and about three miles from the shore, 
is the small town of Cloyne-a bishop's see, founded in the sixth centuiy, by 
St. Colman. The cathedral is a low cruciform structure. The last bishop of 
Cloyne was Brinkley, the profound mathematician and eminent astronomer, 
who was consecrated in 1826, and died in 1835, when the see merged into 
that of Cork and Ross. This distinguished prelate rose from a pauper school 
in Suffollr to the highest scientific rank of his age, and his memory will long 

* Mr. J. W~ndele, the author of an interesting and valuable work, " Xotices of Cork and its Vicinity," 
snpplies the following table, kept for ten months of the year 1833-4, with a view to  exhibit the slight range 
or val.i:ktion of temperature that had taken place a t  Cove; and argues, upon safe grounds and upon good 
authority, that those who seek to renovate health in continental climes may perceive how attainable i t  is 
nearer home, where extremes of heat or cold are alike unknown :-- 

April May J m e  J u l y  Sept. N O ~ .  DOC. Jan.  Fcb. 

Mean highest 63 63 63 70 57 62 49 50 
;\Iemlowest 4 7  50 50 5G 4 i  4G 43 ,I 3 
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be cherished at  Cloyne as one of the many eminent men of which that city- 
village can boast. Among others, may be mentioned Bishop Woodward- 
remembered as the controversial opponent of the facetious Father O1Leary- 
who closed an argument respecting purptory by observing, that his lordship 
might ('go farther and fare worse." Cloyne was also the residence of the 
illustrious Bishop Berkeley, to whom Pope ascribes t e m a ~ t a n n a  

Every v i r t u e  u n d e r  h e a v e n  ;" C O ~ ~ U A ~  

i p~e .  
and to see whom, it is said, the poet contemplated a visit to I&% .kt 

Cloyne there IS one of those singular round towers, which for so long a period 
lmve excited the curiosity of antiquaries-whose various theories we shall have 
to describe and comment upon in the course of our work. I ts  conical stone 
roof was destroyed by lightning in the year 1749. The neighbourhood of 
Cloyne abounds with natural caves in the limestone rock ; one of which, in the 
episcopal grounds, is described by Bishop Bennett, in a letter to Dr. Pan-,* 
as of " unknown length and depth, branching to a great distance under the 
carth, and sanctified by a thousand wild traditions." At  Castle Mary, a fine 
seat, not far from Cloyne, may be seen one of those ponderous masses of stone 
supported by smaller stones, which are popularly ternled Druids' altars, 
or (' cromleachs;" and close to it is a smaller one. The incumbent or 

* "The ep~scopal house," says the amiable Bishop Bennett, "is a t  the east end of the village, a large 
irregular building, having been altered and improved by different bishops, but altogetlm a comfortable and 
handsome residence. The side next the village has a very close screen of trees and shrubs, and three other 
sides look to a large garden, and a farm of four hundred acres. This farm constitutes what is called the 
mensal lands, is generally close to the palace, and was intended for the corn and cattle consumed a t  the 
bishop's table. The garden is large-four acres-consisting of four quarters full of fruit, particularly straw- 
berries and raspberries, which Bishop Berlcelcy had a predilection for; and separated as well as surrounded 
by shrubberies, which contain some pretty winding walks, and one large one, of nearly a quarter of a mile 
long, adorned for great parts of its length by a hedge of myrtles, six feet high, planted by Berkeley's own 
hmd,  and which had each of them a large ball of tar  put to their roots. 

A t  the end of the garden is what we call the rock shrubbery, a walk leading under young trees among 
sequestered crags of limestone which hang many feet above our heads, and ending a t  the mouth of a cave of 
unlrnuwn length and depth, branching to a great distance under the earth, and sanctified by a thousand wild 
traditions; and which I have no doubt sheltered the first wild inhabitants of the town itself, chain being the 
Irish name for a care, or place of retirement. I have enclosed this place," continues Bishop Bennett, " which 
is a favonrite spot of mine, with a low wall ; enlarged its limits, and planted i t  with shrubs, which grow in this 
southern part of Ireland (where frost is unknown) to a luxuriance of which the tall myrtles I have mentioned 
may give you some idea. Here I always spend some part of every day; sometimes with the mistress of my 
affections, with her arm in  nine. On a Sunday, too, the gates are always thrown open, that  my catholic 
neighbours may indulge themselves with a walk to the cave. 

'' Of Berkeley little is remembered, thong11 his benevoleuce, I have no doubt, was widely diffused. He 
n~ade  no improvement to the house; yet the part he inhabited wanted i t  much, for i t  is now thought only 
good enough for the upper servants. My study is tho room where he kept his apparatus for tar-water. 
There is no chapel in the house ; but a private door from the garden leads to the cathedral." 
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altar-stone of the pea t  cromleach measures fifteen feet in length, and is about 
eight feet wide and three and a half thick. The position of both is inclined ; 
from which it is conjectured the name Cromleach," the bending stone, is 
derived; although many antiquaries contend for the derivation from Crom, 
the Jupiter Tonans of the ancient Irish. Similar rude monuments are found 
in all parts of Ireland, and necessarily lead to an inquiry as to their origin 
and purpose. We shall avail ourselves of a f ~ ~ t u r e  opportunity for considering 
tlie matter at some length; and 
will here merely represent the 
druidical remains in the de- 
mesne at Castle Mary. The 
most remarkable seat in the 
vicinity of Cloyne is Rostel- 
Ian, the mansion of the Marquis 
of Thomond; it is modern, 
but occupies the site of an ,. 

ancient castle of the Fitz- ., 

geralds, seneschals of Imokilly. ' 

In  1648, the notorious Lord 
Inchiquin-famous or infamous, according to the party views of the histoiian- 
obtained a grant of the estate; which grant was farther confirmed to him in 
the eighteenth year of Charles 11. 

Before we proceed further upon our journey, and describe tlie northern 
division of the county-nearly the whole of which is bounded by the county 
of Limerick-it will be well to picture the vehicles, in one or other of wliich 
the tourist will have to travel. W e  shall first, however, advise him to lay in 
a stock of good-humour, for petty annoyances will frequently occur, and it is a 
coin that passes cuirent eveiywhere, but is of especial value in Ireland ; and a 
plentiful supply of water-proof clothing, for sunny June is no more to be 
trusted than showery April. Some one has said that the only day on mhicli 
you can be certain to escape a wetting is the 30th of February--a day that 
never comes; and it is recorded of Nr. Fox, we believe, that whenever he 
received a visitor from Ireland, after his own brief tour in the country, his 
invariable question was, C L  By the way, is $hat shower over yet?" This is, 
undoubtedly, a sad drawback upon pleasure; the humidity of the atmosphere 
is a continual affliction to those who are not used to it;  and is very insuffi- 
ciently conlpensated for by the fact that the grass in Ireland is ever green. 
Yet the evil is one that can be always guarded against. 



Nachines for travelling in Ireland are, some of them at least, peculiar to 
the country. The stage-coaches are precisely similar to those in England, and 
travel at as rapid a rate. They, of course, run upon all the great roads, and 
are constructed with due regard to safety and convenience. The public cars 
of JI. Bianconi have, however, to a large extent, displaced the regular coaches, 
and are to be encountered in every district in the south of Ireland. I n  form 
they resemble the common outside jaunting-car, but are calculated to hold 
twelve, fourteen, or sixteen persons ; they are well horsed, have cautious and 
experienced drivers, are generally driven with three horses, and usually travel 
at the rate of seven Irish miles an hour ; the fares averaging about twopence 
per mile. They are open cars ; but a huge apron of leather affords considerable 
protcction against rain; and they may be described as, in all respects, very 
comfortable and convenient vehicles. I t  would be difficult for a stranger 
to conceive the immense influence which this establishment has had upon the 
character and condition of the country ; its introduction, indeed, has been only 
second to that of steam in promoting the improvement of Ireland, by facili- 
tating intercourse between remote districts, and enabling the fanner to transact 
his own business at a small expense and with little sacrifice of time." W e  
shall describe the establishment of this enterprising gentleman when we visit 
Clonmel-its head-quarters. Some idea of its extent may be gathered from 
the fact, that his stud consists of 1300 horses-a larger number than her 
Majesty possesses in Ireland-that his cars travel, daily, 3500 miles, and visit 
no fewer than 128 cities and towns.? 

Post-chaises are now very seldom used: they are to be had in the larger 
towns, and are generally cleanly and well arranged ; very different from what 
they were when the caricature pictured them as thatched with straw, from the 
bottom of which the traveller's legs protruded. Yet this was scarcely an 
exaggeration. An elderly gentleman informed us that he once made a journey 
in one of them ; it came on to rain ; the driver drew up suddenly and addressed 
his fare-" Ah then, sir, hadn't ye better get out and stand behind the carriage? 
it'll be only a shower." The plan was adopted, for the wet was pouring 

* I t  would be impossible to  exaggerate the importance of opening roads through the less frequented dis- 
tricts of Ircland. The necessity which formerly existed for keeping a large armed force there has had, a t  lea;st, 
this one good effect : '' military roads" are to be found in all quartcrs. One of the wildest mountain-tracts of 
the county of Cork mas, a few years ago, in such a state of insubordination as  to be dangerous for travellers a t  
all seasoils, and a source of considerable annoyance to the Government. The question was asked, I' What was 
to  be done?" A shrewd adviser answered, L L  Blake a road through it." The advice was taken, and the 
Bograh mountains are now peaceable and prosperous. 

t Derrick, so late as 1760, writes that he set out from Cork for Killarney ''on horseback, the city of 
Corke not affording at this time any sort of carriage for hire." 
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through the broken windows and down the dilapidated roof; and the device 
was the only mode of escaping a thorough drenching. 

The cars are of three kinds; " the covered car," '[ the inside jaunting-car," 
and the '' outside jaunting-car ;" the latter being the one most generally in 
use, and the only one employed 
in posting. The two former, in- 
deed, can seldom be procured ex- 
cept in large towns. The covered 
car is a conlparatively recent intro- 
duction, its sole recommendation 
being that it is weather-proof, for 
it effectually prevents a view of 
the country, except through the 
two little peep-hole windows in 
front, or by tying back the oil- 
skin curtains behind. Our longer 
journeys were, notwithstanding, made in this machine; it preserved us from 
many a wetting, and we endeavoured to remedy the evil of confinement by 
stopping at  every promising spot, and either getting out or making the driver 
turn his vehicle round, so that, from the back, we might command the pros- 
pect we desired.* This class of cars has of late multiplied greatly in a11 
the large towns ; they are, in Ireland, what the hackney-coaches and cabrio-' 
lets are in England. 

The inside jaunting-car is not often to be hired ; it is usually private pro- 
perty, and is, perhaps, the most 

requently done while the machine i 

comfortable, as well as elegant, of 
the vehicles of the country. 

The outside jaunting-car is that 
to which especial reference is made 
when speaking of the " Irish " car. 
I t  is exceedingly light, presses very 
little upon the horse, and is safe as 
well as convenie.nt ; so easy is i t  
to get on and off, that both are 
in motion. I t  is always driven 

* We hired this car in Cork for twenty davs, at  the rate of ten sl~illings a day, expenses of man and horse 
included; for two persons it is a very desirable mode of travelling. It is needless to say that objects of the 
greatest attraction do not often lie in the beaten track, and that the most interesting and picturrsqne roads 
are scldom posted. 



with a single horse; the driver occupies a small seat in front, and the 
travellers sit back to back,* the space between them being occupied by " the 
well "--a sort of boot for luggage; but when there is only one passenger the 
driver usually places himself on the opposite seat " to balance the car," the 
motion of which would be awkward if one side was much heavier than the 
other. The foot-" board " is generally of iron, and is made to move on hinges, 
so that it may be turned up to protect the cushions during rain. This foot- 
board projects considerably beyond the wheels, and would seem to be dangerous; 
but in cases of collision with other vehicles, a matter of no very rare occurrence, 
the feet are raised, and injury is sustained only by the machine. The private 
cars of this description are, of course, 
neatly and carefully made, and have a 
character of much elegance ; but those 
which are hired are, in general, badly 
built, dirty, and uncomfortable; yet in 
nine places out of ten the traveller has 
no chance of obtaining a vehicle of any 
other description, and will often find, 
even in a populous town, that if " the - . ,. - _< . 
car l 1  be out, he must wait until its re- 
turn. He will never have any difficulty in procuring a horse, and as to drivers, 
any " boy " will answer for the nonce ; but cars are seldom more numerous than 
'L head inns," that is to say, one generally suffices for a town. In New Ross, 
we were detained two hours before we could proceed on our road to Wexford. 
A car, therefore, is usually hired for a journey, changing horses on the route. 
The charge for posting is sixpence a mile for two persons, and eightpence a 
mile if the travellers exceed two. This is a rule all over the country, except 
in the county of Wicklow, where the rate is eightpence a mile-the consequence 
has been, that the greater number of tourists hire a machine in Dublin, and are 
not customers at the inns on the road. The injurious change has been intro- 
duced by the keeper of the hotel at Bray, who, we understood, has compelled 
the other postmasters to act with him, much against their inclinations ; for the 
demand is not a just one ; the prices being equal to those in England, where 
the tax upon hired vehicles is large, and where all the other articles connected 
with it will cost at least double. 

The car, or rather cars, used by the peasantry, requires some notice. Flat 

* This arrangement has been characterized as unsocial-but conversation is easily carried on by leaning 
across "the well." I t s  disadvantage is, that the eye can take in but the half of a laudscape; a caustic friend 
likened it to the Irish character-which limits the vision to a one-sided view of everything. 
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boards are placed across it, and upon these straw is laid, and often a feather-bed. 
The one described in the ensraving has the old-fashioned wheels cut out of a 

solid piece of wood. 
These vehicles are 
now, however, nearly 
obsolete; we met but 
few of them during 
our latest journey ; 
their unfitness hav- 
ing been understood, 
they have given way 
before modern im- 
provement. 

In Ireland there 
are few turnpikes, 

the repairs of the roads usually falling upon the county, money for the pur- 
pose being annually voted-by the grand juries. The roads are for the most 
part good; and, of late years, a better system of surveying, so largely intro- 
duced into the country, has led to the formation of "new lines'' to nearly 
every place of importance. The old plan, therefore, of carrying a road "as 
the bird flies," up and down the steepest hills, through morasses, and along 
the brinks of frightful precipices, has been entirely abandoned ; and at present, 
the carriage will, generally, require springs no stronger than those which are 
used in England* The lover of the picturesque, indeed, will not unfre- 
quently prefer the lugged pathway of former times, and think himself amply 
repaid for greater toil and fatigue by the prospect opened to him from the 
mountain tops, or the refreshment he derives from following the course of 
thc river that rushes through the valley. He will, however, sometimes have 
to leave the car, and walk through a morass, over a broken bridge, or along 
dangerous ravines, which time has deprived of the wall that once guarded 

* We shall, however, have some observations to offer on this subject hereafter ; and especially in reference 
to the rough and careless way in which the roads are kept in repair; the stones that are laid down being generally 
huge knobs, that must remaiu for a year or two before they are snfficiently broken. This method of improve- 
ment is by the peasantry sarcas&ally called '' powder pavement." We had once a rather whimsical illustration 
of its advantages. Travelling post, and about to change horses, the landlord of the inn came to our carriage 
door, and politely informed us we mast have four horses for the next stage. We answered, that we had 
travelled it a year before with but two. "Oh ! " he replied, "but the road has been mended since then." 
An illubtration is supplied by a road in the vicinity of Cork, between the villages of Carrigaline and RIonks- 
town. Part of it is old, and, according to the ancient plan, hilly; to avoid a considerable elevation, a piece of 
nzw road uas formed some time ago, substituting a dead flat for a steep ; but so defective is the ground-work 
of this ncw line, that all travellers avoid it, taking the hill in preference. The new work is, therefore, 
perfectly useless ; and will continue so until the old road has become entirely impassable. 
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it. Our friend Mr. Willes has supplied us with a sketch, that may conwy 
some idea of the " perils 
that do environ" the tra- 
veller who seeks adven- 
ture along the neglected 
or deserted tracks. 

The miles are now 
generally measured as 
English miles, and, in 
posting, charged for ac- 
cordingly. At present 
this causes some confu- 
sion ; the natives being 
as yet unable to compre- 
hend how it is that fami- 
liar places have removed 
farther from each other. 
We asked of one of them 
the distance from Cork to 
Kinsale : " Troth, sir," he 
answered, " it's hard to 
say; not long ago 'twas 

- - 

twelve miles; but they've been flinging stones at each other ( k i n g  milestones), 
and Kinsale is druv a good step farther from Cork ; it's English roads they've 
made of them; wisha bad luck to them-it's everything Irish they're taking 
from us-except the poverty and the sod." 

Persons who have never travelled m Ireland can have but a very inadequate 
idea of the wit and humour of the Irish car-drivers. They are for the most 
part a thoughtless and reckless set of men, living upon chances, always " taking 
the world aisyV-that is to say, having no care for the morrow, and seldom 
being owners of a more extensive wardrobe than the nondescript mixture they 
carry about their persons. They are the opposites in all respects of the English 
postilions-the latter do their duty, but seldom familiarize their '( fares" to the 
sound of their voices; in nine cases out of ten the traveller never exchanges 
a word with his post-boy ; a touch of the hat acknowledges the gratuity when 
" the stage" is ended, and the driver, having consigned his charge to his suc- 
cessor, departs usually in ignorance whether his chaise has contained man, 
woman, or child. He neither knows, nor cares for, aught of their concerns, 
except that he is to advance so many miles upon such a road, according to the 
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instructions of his employer. The Irish driver, on the contrary, will ascertain, 
during your progress, where you come from, where you are going, and, very 
often, what you are going about. He has a hundred ways of wiling himself 
into your confidence, and is sure to put in a word or two upon every available 
opportunity; yet in such a manner as to render it impossible for you to subject 
him to the chage of impertinence. Indeed it is a striking peculiarity of 
the lower classes of the Irish that they can be familiar without being pre- 
suming ; tender advice without appearing intrusive ; and even command your 
movements without seeming to interfere, in the least, with your own free-will. 
This quality the car-driver enjoys to perfection. W e  engaged one at Clogheen. 
"Ah then is it to Cahir ye're going, sir?-and it's from Lismore ye're coming, 
I'll go bail." "You've made a good guess." "Maybe it's to my lord's I'll 
be driving ye?" "Not so lucky this time." "To Mr. Grubb's did ye say, 
sir?'' " No." " Well then it's to Mr. Fennell's yer honour'll be telling me 
to drive ye ?' (c Yes." " Is  it to Mr. Joe Fennell's, or Mr. Jonas Fennell's, 
or Mr. Fennell's of the cottage?" And then came a long history of all of the 
name who dwell in or near one of the prettiest and cleanest towns of Ireland ; 
-" the quakers, yer honour, all owing to the quakers," quoth our driver, as he 
gave his steed the whip to "go in style" up the long avenue. 

A few characteristic anecdotes of the genus may amuse our readers. Some 
one tells a story of a fellow who, on grumbling at the shilling gratuity at 
his journey's end, said in a sly under tone, "Faith it's not putting me off 
with this ye'd be, if ye knew but all." The traveller's curiosity was excited. 
" What do you mean ?" " Oh faix ! that 'ud be telling." Another shilling 
was tendered. " And now," asked the gentleman, "what do you mean by 
saying if you knew but all?" " That I druv yer honour the last three 
miles widout a linch-pin !" We had ourselves once a touching application 
for the string of our cloak "to tie up a small bit of the harness that was 
broke into smithereens from the weight of the hill." " Will I pay the pike or 
drive at it, plase yer honour?" was the exclamation of a driver to his passenger, 
as he suddenly drew up a few yards from the turnpike-gate. One of the richest 
characters of the class, we encountered on the road from Ross to nTexford; 
he told us how he got his first situation.-" The masther had two beautiful 
English horses, and he wanted a careful man to drive them ; he was a mighty 
pleasant gintleman, and loved a joke. Well, there was as many as fifteen 
afther the place, and the first that wint up to him, ' Now, my man,' says he, 
' tell me,' says he, how near the edge of a precipice would you undertake to 
drive my carriage?' So the boy considered, and he says, says he, 'Within a 
foot, plaze yer honour, and no harm.'--'Very well,' says he, 'go down, and 
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I'll give ye yer answer by-and-by.' So the next came up, and said he'd be 
bound to carry 'em within half a foot; and the next said five inches; and 
another-a dandyfied chap intirely-was so mighty nice, that he would drive 
it within ' three inches and a half, he'd go bail.' Well, at last my turn came, 
and when his honour axed me how nigh I would drive his carriage to a 
precipice, I said, says I, ' Plaze yer honour, I'd keep as far ? f i t  as I could.'- 
'Very well, Misther Byrne,' says he, 'you're my coachman,' says he. Och, 
the roar there was in the kitchen whin I wint down and tould the joke!" 
When Mr. V-, the assistant Poor Law Commissioner, first visited Cork, the 
coach by which he arrived set him down next door to the Imperial Hotel-his 
place of destination. Not being aware of this fact, he ordered a car, and gave 
his direction to the driver. The fellow conducted him round the town, and 
through various streets and lanes, and after an hour's driving placed him at 
the hotel entrance, demanding and receiving a sum of five shillings, which his 
victim considered a reasonable charge. A few minutes afterwards he discovered 
the trick that had been played upon him. 

The car-drivers who ply in the streets look as if they duly regarded their 
own ease, and that business was, with them, a secondaiy consideration. You 
sometimes find them standing on the pavement, their handkerchiefs floating 
negligently around their necks, and their long loose coats flapping about their 
legs-or lounging on the bar or box of their car or jingle, touching their hats 
with a leering civility--or elevating what serves for a whip if they think a fare 
is approaching. To see them thus you would imagine them heedless of their 
interests; but ask a question of one touching time or distance, and the whole 
body start immediately into life and activity. " Ah thin sure it isn't he that 
can tell yer honour the distance; but I'll tell ye what he can do-double it." 
" I'm first on the stand, and see what a beautiful baste I have." " Thin 1'' 
" Oh bedad she's not thin-faix it was myself was obligated to put her on a 
regiment to get her into racing order ; she was so over and above fat." Ah 
sure it isn't going to trust yerself on an outside car ye are, and the rain 
gothering itself in oceans above yer head; just come apiece of the way in this, 
yer honour. Sure it's easy enough to get out if ye don't like it." " Don't be 
beguiling the strange lady and gentleman wid yer gosther, Micky; sure ye 
know that garron won't lave the stand, barrin ye give him yer oath, before a 
witness, it's home to the stable he's going." " Bedad ! I'd scorn to ax the 
likes of ye into my beautiful jingle-barrin it was the best in Cork, which it is. 
Sure it's ody my fare I'll ax-laving any other little thi-ifle to ycr honour-on 
account of the wife and children." This " leaving to your honour," is, by the 
way, always a most expensive mode of payment. 
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The car-drivers in Cork and Dublin seem also to have an especial eye on 
the goings and comings of the inhabitants. W e  stopped one morning to knock 
at a gentleman's door ; a lazy-looking " jingle boy " was lounging against the 
area rails. " Oh bedad ! " he said, shifting his position, " if it is Mr. so and so 
ye'r wantin', he's off these two hours to Cove, and a fine shaking he'll get on 
Lary Clooney's car, if he gets no worse; sorra a spring on it these twelve 
months-barring a tow-rope." 

In  England and in France the postilions bully you out of your money-in 
Ireland they coax or laugh it out of your pockets. " Well, I'm not going to 
deny but it's all I have a right to, but I'd like another little shilling, to show 
the people that yer honour was satisfied, and had a regard for the counthry." 
-" I've waited yer honour's leisure this ever so long," said one fellow, " till 
ye'd have time to make me the little present ye war thi~king o$" W e  took a 
short excursion one morning, somewhat early, and the horse on descending a 
hill commenced kicking in such an extraordinary manner, that instead of 
becoming alarmed we laughed heartily at the oddity and obstinacy of the 
animal, which, aided by the apologies and explanations of the driver, 
were inconceivably ludicrous :-" Look now, ma'am, it's the quietest baste in 
Ireland," [kick, kick,] " but it's a small taste frolicsome, out of play," [kick, 
kick, kick.] [Aside to the horse.] '' 1'11 give it ye, ye baste, whin I get ye 
home, to be exposing me this way." [Aloud.] '' It's the blood ye see, sir, the 
rale quality blood that's in it,-sure his mother won the plate at the Curragh 
o' Kildare, and it's only too quiet this craythure is," [kick.] [Aside.] Ah, ye 
venomous sarpint, ye'r at it again." " Except when it goes out too early of a 
momin'-it understands the fashions, and I never get much good of him 
before tin or half-past tin any way." The poor animal who understood 
the fashions," looked as if he had not tasted oats for a month, and yet he was 
the most determined kicker on a hill's side we ever encountered. In the end, 
to get home the descendant of noble blood, the driver was actually obliged to 
turn the car round, and back it for nearly half a mile, to the bottom of the hill. 
On ow return the man was amply paid ; he turned over and over the money in 
his hand, glancing his eye up and around with an expression of cunning we 
cannot easily forget. '' Are you not satisfied?" was our natural inquiry. " Oh 
yes, quite satisfied, and I'm sure yer honours war satisfied too--only the lady 
laughed so hard at the baste's tricks, that I thought yer honour would give 
me another little sixpence." 

SucEi are the fellows who drive, according to their own showing, " for the 
convaynience of the quality." Sly, inquisitive, good-natured, ready-witted, 
noisy; and, when whiskey was in the ascendant, sometimes insolent, yet 
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mingling their very insolence with a ripe humour that usually disarmed 
anger-the Irish car-driver is altogether different from a " jarvy" of any other 
country. I t  is impossible for us to forget our landing at Kingstown:-the 
tribe which congregate outside the rail-road wall, offering to take you and your 
luggage for "next to nothing, or nothing at all, if it be plazing to you;" 
endeavouring to divert attention from the fizzing train, by every possible and 
impossible means ;-waving their whips in the air-clinging to the outer walls 
like so many cats-chattering, swearing, shouting, lying-without the smallest 
visitings of conscience. 

"Faith, sir, it isn't because the coach road is shorter and pleasanter, and 
gone in half the time of the train yer honour, that I spake-only because of 
the lady and yerself, sir. Oh, then it'll be a woeful thing afther escaping the 
dangers of the say, to see that sweet lady blown up sky high, or crushed into 
smithereens under that baste of a dirty ingine. Sure it is the lady's life, and 
the honour of ould Ireland I'm thinkin' of, sir. I'd be sorry to see her 
mangled the way you know, Tim, the poor woman an' her dear innocent 
babby was kilt intirely yesterday morning !" This was said to ourselves two 
years ago ; while the speaker, having drawn his car as close as possible to the 
barrier, stood on his driving seat leaning one hand on the wall that very 
properly protects the rail-road, and flourishing his whip in the air. " Pay- 
tronise the counthry, sir," exclaimed another. " Paythriotism for ever, and no 
rail-roads ! to the diclrens with them." " And those who go by them," added 
an ill-looking fellow, twisting his shoulders, and casting a most malicious scowl 
from a countenance set in a black frame of dingy whiskers. " Hould your 

. tongue, ye sinner ! " exclaimed another, with an ironical, half-serious expression 
of face ; " it's down upon your hard-hearted knees you ought to go, to pray for 
the poor deluded strangers in a furrin land, as this is to them, that don't know 
better than to trust their innocent limbs into ould Nicli's punch-powl. Ye'll 
never see Dublin my darlints-and more's the pity-for it's a beautiful city. 
Ye'll be spilt like a drop of skim milk, and smashed like a mealy potato!- 
before ye reach the station-the only station in the country I never cared to 
spind much time at." Here's a beautiful car-a handsome car-an illigant 
car; room for four, and two in the well," bawled forth another. "And 
nothin' to pay--nothin' to pay-Jack Dawson only wants them-for the 
pleasure of their company." And the last human sound we distinguished 
while the train was in the act of starting, was a yell of execration at the 
engine. 

The driver of the common cart, the Paddys" met with in every public road 
and by-lane, are altogether of an opposite nature. Some (the juveniles) in 
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broad-leaved straw hats and loose* flannel jackets, seldom encumbered with 
shoes, lounging or rolicking, or mounted on the lean backs of their horses; 
others, old roadsters, in long heavy grey or blue frieze coats; hats worn into 
every hue and shape by long service, either dangling their legs from the off 
shaft of the car; or stretched along it, if it be empty, in a state closely 
approximating to sleep. 

If you are in a particular hurry, and want to pass a fellow of this description 
on the road, there are ten chances to one he will let you go by, at last, without 
allowing you to ascertain whether his keeping so perseveringly on the right, 
when he ought to have been on the left-or on the left, when he ought to have 
been on the right-was the effect of ignorance, or a determination not so much 
to annoy as to be amused at your expense. The probability is, that when 
you are fairly out of sight he laughs merrily, and exclaims, " Well, I got a 
good rize out of 'em, any how; how particular they war about the side, 
as if it mattered a traneen which was right, or which was wrong, so they got 
on." '( Here's a brother," exclaims the driver of your city jingle, perceiving a 
string of cars in the midst of the road; he shouts to them to get out of the 
way; two or three on the line, catching hold of their horses' heads, turn 
abruptly to the left ; one or two others twist off to the right-while the advance 
guard, apparently, neither see nor hear the admonition of the perplexed 
charioteer. To the dickens with yon!" he exclaims ;-" we thought you 
wanted us out of your way," is the ready reply. "Will ye go on?" 
" Bedad, we've never stopt all day.'' 4' Will you draw to the left?" " Why 
didn't ye tell us that before? Which is the left?" asks a ragged wag, 
keeping his horse and car positively across the road, and making the 
inquiry in a humble voice, while his eyes dance with mischief-" Will 
ye be plazed to tell us the differ, sir? how do poor ignorant boys like us 
know ?" 

W e  overtook a line of this nature one morning near Cork ; cheerful, lazy- 
looking fellows, returning to the country with empty cars, and lolling in them 
with evident delight. They were bent on tormenting ; for no sooner did one 
get out of the way than another got into it. Our machine was covered, so that 
they could not see who was inside. The driver managed to pass two, and one 
of the men immediately hallooed to his companions-"Boys, boys, I say, show 
yer manners-there's a lady in the car." This was enough ; they proved in a 

* If the Irishman was not too firmly wedded to old habits, we should propose for his consideration a plan 
for providing his boys with jackets; namely, cutting off the tails of his unwieldly big coat ; it is a constant 
custom when walking to throw it over the left arm, and it has always appeared to 11s an unnecessary waste of 
cloth. 
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moment that they did know right from wrong, and touched their hats as we 
passed-their native politeness conquering their desire for fun. 

Nothing can be more distinct than the air and manner, not only of the 
men, but of the very horses employed in agricultural labour in England, 
and in Ireland. The English peasant is well-clad, erect, and intent on his 
business ; there is nothing particularly cheerful or intelligent in his appearance, 
though there is mnch of good nature about him; and his warm jacket, his 
worsted stockings, his strong shoes, his substantial whip, which he rather 
supports than holds, tell of his conlforts; he walks firmly and at  a good pace 
by the side of his charge, and keeps, cautiously, on the right side of the road. 
Tlie very horse has an attempt at an aristocratic curve in his muscular neck, 
and is perfectly aware that the sooner his journey is performed, so much the 
sooner will his cold nose dip into its bag of warm oats. 

The Englishman pauses as he passes along, and after " who-sing" to his 
horse, looks over the hedge to ascertain the state of the crops, be it oat, wheat, 
or barley-he has an interest in all, because he partakes of all. The Irishman 
casts many a look at the potato fields, hut at no other, and he breathes a deep 
and earnest prayer l1 that the Lord will stand the poor man's friend, and not 
send thein another hard summer." W e  used to blame them severely for their 
loiterings, and we still deeply lament that they are not taught the value of time 
by being paid in  proportion to its employmcnt. About eight years ago, driving 
through one of the poorest districts in Ireland, we overtook a man who was 
literally creeping along by the side of his little car, which was filled with sea 
ore. " You do not seem in haste with your work," we observed, in a some- 
what reproachful tone. 

(( In  haste with my work !" he answered. l1 God bless you! it's little you 
or the likes of you knows the sort of encouragement I get to be in haste with 
my w o r l ~ '  You pass us by with warm blood in yer veins, and the strength o j  

f l~e counthry in yer bones; and God keep it to ye. Ye pass us by on yer easy 
cars, drawn by well-fed horses, and drov' by light hearts, and ye see a poor 
man like myself by the road side, whose steps are heavy with throuble, and 
w11o knows that whether he makes haste or not, all he can earn will hardly 
kecp him an' his from black starvation. VTe have no encouragement in these 
parts to bc in ' haste with our work.' This load is not for my own garden-I 
have none now. What  good is it for a poor man to work q ~ ~ i c l r ?  sure he only 
doubles his labour, and gets no more pay; or what good is it for him,'' he 
added bitterly, "what good is it for him to be put slavin' on the world at  all, 
at  all! except," he continued, and he raised his hat as he uttered the words, 
(' that it's the will of the Almighty-and that's enough-praise be to His name!?' 

YOL. I. L 
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W e  would entreat the traveller to pause and inquire why the contrast is so 
great between the activity of a naturally slow people and the tardiness of a 
naturally quick people-and reflect a little before he adds the brand of indo- 

lence to the many brands that have been inflicted on the Irish character. An 
Irishman wants neither energy nor activity when cause is shown him why he 

should be energetic and active; his great want is perseverance. W e  have 
often thought that good landlords could conquer even the semblance of loitering 
amongst thcir labourers, if they paid by the work done rather than the day, 
apportioning it so that the peasant, without overtaxing his strength, by being 
industrious could earn a penny or twopence more daily, by steady endurance : 
but upon this topic we shall have to dilate hereafter. 

I n  country towns there are no public stands for cars of any kind : they can 
be hired, as we have intimated, at  the principal inn, or, as it is generally called, 
the "first hotel." Sometimes individuals manage to "start a car," or set 
np a jingle," and in such cases drive it themselves ; those persons aye usually 
well-informed in legends and localities, and always well pleased to obtain a 
listener. The most amnsing of the class we ever knew, was a tall, lanky 
fellow, whose real name was N o p e  Furlong, but who was better known in 
his own particular district as " Mogue the Rattler." Mogue was in the con- 
fidence of many a youth and maiden, for, as he said, the jaunting-car was the 
most convanient thing for coortin' " that ever was invinted. " Ye see," said 
the Rattler, "I know at once when people are married or single; if they're 
keeping company, they tell me to balance the car by sitting on the other side- 
for the sake of the horse, to be sum!-if they're married, bedad! they let me 
keep my own sate, and balance i t  themselves !" 

A proud man was Mogue when the liberality of a gentleman-whose hand, 
whilc he had life, never closed upon his purse-enabled him to set up a car for, 
as he said, " the convani~nce of the neighbours, and his own profit." Mogue 
was a patriot, and had his car pzinted a bright green; and as he desired the 
country at  large to be informed of his wealth, he had an inscription on the 
back of his vehicle, l L  Mogue Furlong his car for the public and his friends 
laves home twice a week wind and weather permiting-P.S. let on hire when 
not goin'." Mogue sported a very loose, ill-fitting coat, a huge whip, with a 
lash long enough, as he said, "to keep the childre and the ~ i g s  from under 
the horse's feet," and his " new" beaver was an " ould" hat belonging to the 
coachman at the big house, a tributary offering to the Rattler's new "vocation;" 
as, Lornever, the coachman's head was large and Mogue's small, he was obliged 
to stuff it with a wisp of hay or straw, or some such material, to render it 
'c  a beautiful fit," and he generally managed by such means to keep it off his 



eyes; he was a very tall, powerful man, but gentle and good-tempered, as 
poweiful men usually are. During the summer he had abundant occupation 
in driving the Bathers," (he lived in a sea-side village) to the sea. No 
matter how many crowded into his car ; '' the more the merrier" was Mogue's 
constant observation, (" three of a side and two in the well,") and he aided not 
a little to make them merry, for he was the very soul of sly and quiet humour. 
In those days the " Flirting Cushions," that well-stuffed and most lounging 
appendage to a modern outside car, was not known ; and we have seen three or 
four children laughing in " the well," while mammas, grown-up sisters, and 
nurses crowded the sides. Twice a-week Mogue repaired, " wind and weather 
permitting," to the county town, and certainly no one envied his occupation: 
every thing that the inventive faculties of a whole parish-in which were ten 
or a dozen rustic beauties-every thing from a pennyworth of mixed hair-pins 
up to a bonnet, from a quarten of tea" to a side of pork, was Mogue 
expected to convey for next to nothing-or pure love. '& Ah thin, Mogue 
honey, don't forget the crooked comb ; what711 I do if you do, and the dance to 
be to-morrow evening ?-here's the money." " And for the carriage, Nelly ? " 
" Oh, I'll owe ye for that." '' Ah, thin, Bfisther Mogue, don't forget the bit of 
a slate for the boy, this time, anyhow. Sure he's losing the figures for want of 
it intirely." " Mr. Mogue, sir," whispers a tall gawky lad, looking fitter to go 
to school than think of " such thingsn--" here's the size of her $yer, ye see ; 
tiy it on yer own little one, will ye, for fear ye'd lose the measure?" " Ah thin, 
don't bother us with such nonsense, ye grate bosthoon," was Mogue's reply. 
" Sure the kay of the door served your father's turn, and it may yours's." 
" The dickens a kay to the door at all, at all," answered the youth ; " but the 
priest is grown particular about a ring, and ye need't dread the money, for 
here's the halj' of it; and don't be hinderin' us, Mogue, like a darlin' man, and 
it so nigh Lent. I'll pay ye honest, and if ye don't take my word, the little 
girl herself's outside-and will go bail-and you never midoubted the word of 
one belonging to her." 

Christmas, however, was Mogue's time of importance; he had to please 
all the ladies then, and not a few of the rich farmers' wives-in the choice of 
pudding plums, jar raisins, sweet and bitter aln~onds, beef suet, Christmas 
candles, lritcl~cn candles, citrons, with a host of et ceterns. He  had to convey 
presents of turkeys and eggs from the dwellcrs in the country to those in the 
town; and presents of town cheer from those in the town to friends in the 
country. 

The fifth Christmas after Nogue became a man of substance had come 
round. It was a fine clear evening when he repaired to the dwelling of his 
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friend, the old gentleman, who had set him up in the first instance as a car- 
driver ; in three days more this old gentleman would have spent sixty Christmas 
days in the house where five generations had preceded him; and M o p e  Furlong 
came, once again, to take orders for the Christmas fare. He had heard 
rumours that the 'squire's circumstances were changed for the worse, and in 
accordance with that beautiful Irish feeling which renders the Irish doubly 
respectful to the relics of good old times, when " in trouble," Mogue on being 
sent for to the parlour bowed much lower, and was much more civil than usual; 
but his heart smote l~ im when the gentleman's daughter placed in his hands a 
far shorter list than heretofore of the fare that was required. 

" There's only Mary and I now," observed the 'squire ; " The boys are all 
away, and we do not want much, do we, Mary?" Mary smiled and turned 
away ; Mogue saw she did so to hide her tears. 

" Well," exclaimed the grocer's wife, (' I must say, Mogue Furlong, yer 
the hardest to plaze of any man I ever see. Why, they're the same currants 
you let me put up for Mrs. Horragan." "They'll do very well for Mrs. 
Horragan; but there's a dale in the differ between buying for her and Miss 
Mary of the big house." " And is this all they've ordered?" said the wonlan, 
snatching the list out of the car-driver's hand. " Well, if ever I see such a 
mane, poor order from a gentleman's house." '' Ye may keep yer currants, 
Mrs. White, ma'am," he said, having repossessed himself of the order. " Ye 
may keep yer currants as change for yer impedence, in daring to look at my 
papers ; and see what ye'll do without my custom. See that now, Mrs. White, 
that's the price of your curiosity, ma'am!" and Mogue walked off in fierce 
anger to another grocer's, despite the efforts of Mrs. White to obtain a recon- 
ciliation. 

" Well," she exclaimed, " who would ever drame of his firing up that way ; 
and indeed it's myself is sorry to hear what I heard about the family, they war 
good people-" 

And good c~~stomers," added one of the shop loungers. 
" I'm not going to deny that," replied Mrs. White ; " but they always had 

the worth of their money." 
'' Small blame to them ; ye did not ax them to have more, Mrs. White;" 

observed a caustic blacksmith. 
" I shall let them know Mope's impudence, and get him broke," she said, 

tossing one scale into another as they swung fiom the beam, and wiping the 
remnants of the <' soft sfigar" into the drawer with her hand. " I shall certainly 
let them know Mogue's impudence. " 

hlogue Furlong heard that day much, which made his heart ache; 
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meeting the servant of his patron's attorney strolling down the street, he asked 
him " if his master had said any thing about he knew who?" 

'' No ;" the only thing he had heard was, that if the old gentleman could be 
kept out of the way and free from arrest for a few months, there was no doubt 
his affairs would come round ; '' but," added the man, " I did hear my master 
say to Mr. Lacey, just when I stopt to poke the fire, ' that he was too fond of 
staying in the old walls."' 

This troubled the honest car-driver a good deal ; but he had much to think 
of, and though he made excellent haste-that is, excellent haste when the 
delays of Irish shopping are taken into consideration-the Dublin mail had 
arrived, and the evening closed into night before he was ready to depart. 

Mope  had packed his commissions on the car with exceeding care, and 
had just admonished the mare, for the fifth time, that it was his desire she 
should forthwith proceed on her way, when two men advanced, and signified 
their design to travel to his own sea-side village that very night. Mogue 
immediately set about re-arranging his packages, and balanced his passengers 
according to the usual mode, one at each side ; they were evidently strangers 
to the neighbourhood, and, as Mogue opined, any thing but "the rale gentry, 
for they never left a farthing with the beggars." Before they had proceeded 
half a mile, they commenced questioning the car-driver ; and he was nothing 
loth to reply to their interrogatories according to the most approved Irish 
fashion-by himself becoming a questioner. He observed, however, that they 
were remarkably guarded in their replies; but suddenly, contrary to his usual 
practice, Mogue himself became communicative, and found that his informa- 
tion was received with avidity. They asked a few leading questions touching 
the habits of his patron, the old 'squire, of whom the car-driver spoke in any 
thing but a kind or respectful manner; and so they jogged on together until 
they came to a certain cross-road, where Mogue's mare wanted to get the reins 
between her teeth and go one way, while her master was even more obstinate 
in his resolve that she should go another. At last, by the dint of blows and 
abuse, he succeeded in compelling her to take the mountain road; though she 
every moment signified her determination to have her own way, if possible, 
by backing into the ditch, or turning her head towards the place she had 
left. 

" One would think your horse ought to know the road home," said one of 
the men. 

" Know it ! " repeated Mogue, '' why it's she that does ; only, poor thing, 
it's her nature ye see (go on, do, or I'll make ye, ye baste)-her foal that's at 
my brother's, a piece down that boreen-I brought her from it this morning, 
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leaving my other horse there, just for a change of pass, which is very whole- 
some this time of year.'' 

I n  this little account Mogue Furlong perpetrated three falsehoods; '( the 
mare" never had a foal, he, himself, never had a brother, and as to his having 
a second horse-! 

Leaving Mogue to pursue his journey, we must relate what occurred at the 
'squire's. 

" I wonder," said Mary to her father, " what can possibly have delayed 
Mogue Furlong; it is now half-past ten; they say in the kitchen they never 
remember him to have been so late since the last heavy fall of snow." 

The old gentleman, who had been walking up and down the room, with a 
restless step, paused. " I wish he was come, my dear-I wish he was ;" and 
then he sighed heavily, and resumed his walk. 

" If you plaze, Miss," said the cook, poking in her head, while she held the 
knob of the door in the folds of her apron, l' we've no kitchen candles, and the 
groom says he darn't go to the stable 'till Mogue comes home, on account of the 
lanthorn that he took to get mended ; and it's what I wanted to know, what is 
to be done about the suet, for 'till Mogue comes-" 

"Let me hear no more of Mogue," interrupted the 'squire in anger-the 
quick, sudden anger, not of an evil temper, but of a mind ill at ease-" let me 
hear no more of him-I suppose the fellow is drunk. I shall have no letters 
to-night. Come, Mary, it is time to go to bed." 

Mary could not rest; but if the gentle girl had been inclined to retire 
to her own room, the heavy tramp of her father's footstep overhead 
would have banished repose; the apartment had once been handsomely 
furnished; now all looked chill and lonely, and the snuff of a candle that 
was dying in the socket only rendered more intense the darkness that 
cloaked the distant parts. Suddenly the bough of an aged oak, which grew 
almost against the window, became violently agitated, and at the same instant 
she saw a man look into the room. Her first impulse was to scream, 
but she checked herself and rushed to the door. " Miss Mary-Miss Mary- 
stop-stop-sure its Mogue, avourneen, Miss, machree." And the voice 
was very distinctly heard through the crack in a board which had replaced a 
broken pane. Mary opened the window. There's a dim light in the 
masther's room, and that's his step all the world over," said Mogue, after 
shaking the sleet of a December night off his rugged coat; "I've had a 
troublesonle time of it, but it's all safe now!" he continued, '' at least for the 
present. Bedad, I've netted 'em as nate as ever a rabbit was netted in its 
own burrow; and yet I'd rather the master would quit for a while, for there's 
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more of the same varmint where them came from-and if you'll only trust 
me, I'd get the gig ready in a jiffy, and drive his honour to London, or the 
world's end-and it's a long lane that has no turning. I came on the sly, for 
there's no knowing who's who. Do, Miss Mary, just show the masther the 
rights of it, and tell him that Mogue Furlong the car-driver has a grateful 
heart in his bosom. Sure what would I be now-only a spalpeen like the 
rest of ths boys-only for him. Tell him I'll go to Death's door for him on 
the jaunting-car and bring him back. Sure it's his own car; and the mare, 
bad cess to her, had almost sould the pass on me-but for the management. 
Go, a h a ,  for every minute is goold to us now." 

Mary would not go until she knew what she had to tell ; which simply was 
that Mogue had ascertained his fellow-travellers to be sheriff's officers armed 
with the law either to take the old 'squire or put execution into the house, as 
he said, to a blow it up;" that being certain of this by their offering him a 
bribe to let them 'L step in with him" when discharging his cargo, and also 
finding that they were ignorant of the road, he took them " fair and aisy " to a 
cousin of his own where he persuaded them to alight-the night was so cold, 
just to get a drop to keep thc life in them. Having succeeded so far, there was 
little difficulty, when their object and occupation was known, in prevailing 
on "the boys," then in the shebeen house, to forcibly bind them hand and 
foot and keep them there for as many hours as Dlogue should command them 
so to do. 

" The never such divarsliion was in my cousin's house," said the car-man, 
" since as good as five years ago, when the same boys made James Logan the 
gauger dance the sailor's hornpipe on a hot griddle. They war making 'em 
drink the downfal of the law on the flat of their backs, when I left 'em, and 
feeding 'em with a spoon like fighting cocks. Faix, I was glad to see the poor 
fellows so full of innocent mirth of a Christemas eve ! " 

The 'squire took the hint, and left for a time the old walls; but only to 
return to them for the rest of his days with a small real, instead of a large 
nominal income. The sheriff's officers talked of actions for false imprisonment, 
but they did not put the threat into execution; and the grateful car-man has now 
really two horses, and is the most welcome of all guests in the old 'squire's hall. 

W e  have described the principal objects of attraction on the southern bank 
of the river; those to the north are, however, of equal interest and beauty, 
and among the most conspicnous is the pretty village of Glanmire, with its 
small but clear and graceful river-thickly wooded-one of the latest tribu- 
t zries which the Lee receives. 
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On the north side of the great island on which Cove stands, and on the 
direct road from Cork to Youghall, are the small towns of Middleton and 
Castlemartyr ; the former from its facilities for water-carriage enjoys consider- 
able trade; the latter has the advantage of a resident proprietor-the Earl of 
Shannon, whose seat is in the immediate neighbourhood. Youghall has long 
occupied a prominent station in Irish history." I t  is situated at the mouth of 
the romantic river Blackwater; but the fine and picturesque harbour has the 
disadvantage of a bar, by which it is rendered often dangerous, and which 
effectually prevents competition with its safer neighbour of Cork. The town 
is at the base of a steep hill; and, as with most of the smaller Irish towns, 
consists principally of one long street. The tower represented in the annexed 

print stands near the entrance to the 
harbour ; tradition states it to have 
been a light-house in ancient times; 
and it is more than probable that to 
this object 31. Boullaye le Gouz 
(whose tour in Ireland, in 1644, has 
been lately republished) refers as 
"formerly part of a convent of nuns, 
of which there remains a tower called 
the Nunnery, upon which they used 
to light torches to enable vessels to 
come into harbour during the night." 
About the same period Sir William 
Penn mentions his having received a 

letter from the governor of Youghall, 
desiring him to take notice that when 
the town wanted to communicate with 
his squadron, "the signal should be 

a fire on the top of the abbey tower, near the point on the west side of the 
harbour's mouth.'' Close to this tower is a piece of land in which it is said 
Sir Walter Raleigh plantcd the first potatoes that were grown in Ireland ; the 
honour, however, is disputed by the garden which adjoins the college house in 
which he lived. 

There is little doubt that the first potatoes grown in the British empire 
were planted at Youghall-probably in 1586-by Sir Walter Raleigh, who 

* f e were accompanied on our visit to Youghidl and Lismore, and subsequently into Tipperdry, by 
Will i~m Willes, Esq., of Cork-an accomplished artist, to whom the readers of this work will be largely 
indebted; and from whose observation, information, and expenence, we derived as much benefit as we did 
from his pencil. 



was closely connected with the town, of which he was mayor in 1588.e I t  is 
stated by Dr. Smith, upon the authority of a tradition not unlikely to be well 
founded, that "the person who planted them, imagining that the apple which 
grows on the stalk was the part to be used, gathered them ; but not liking 
their taste, neglected their roots, till the ground being dug afterwards to sow 
some other grain, the potatoes were discovered therein, and, to the great 
surprise of the planter, vastly increased. From these few," adds the doctor, 
"this country was furnished with seed." For a long period, however, the 
potato was cultivated in gardens as a rarity, and did not become general food. 
Ben Jonson, in his play of "Every Man out of his Humour," refers to them 
as a luxury,t "larks, sparrows, and potato pies,"-and during the reign of 
James I., they were sold at 2s. a pound. Falstaff, in the '(Merry Wives of 
Windsor," is made to say, "Let the sky rain potatoes, and hail kissing 
comfits;"-the "kissing comfits" being made principa1Iy of potatoes; and 
in Troilus and Cressida, the poet speaks of " Luxury with her potato finger." 
In many other of the older dramatists allusions to the potato may be f0und.t 

I t  is uncertain when the potato became an article of general food in 
Ireland ; and it is more than probable that, as in England, they had long been 
considered "conserves, toothsome and daintie," before they were in common 
use. Mr. Mc Skimin, the author of a valuable "History of Carrickfergus," 
is the possessor of a manuscript written between 1670 and 1679, in which 
potatoes are stated to have been sold so high as 1s. 8d. a bushel; and he 
states "very old people had informed him that in their district (the north of 
Ireland) few potatoes were formerly used after harvest, except a small quantity 

* Sir Joseph Banks, who took considerable pains to investigate the subject, considers that the potato was 
introduced into the British Islands (but not first in Ireland) in July, 1586, by the return expedition of Sir 
Walter Raleigh; for which the patent passed the Great Seal in 1584. Heriot, a scientific man, who 
accompanied the expedition, describes, under the head of " roots," those called in Virginia " Openawk," which 
he says are "mund, some as large as a walnut, others much larger; they grow in damp soil, many hanging 
together, as if fixed on ropes; they are good food, either boiled or roasted." The baron Cuvier denies that the 
potato was derired from Virginia. 

t Old Gerard, the English herbalist, who lired in 1590, thus describes the potato-luxury: 'I The potato 
roots are, among the Spaniards, Italians, an8 many other nations, common and ordinary mente; which no 
doubt are of mighty nourishing parts, and so strengthen and comfort nature, whose nutriment is, as it were, 
a mean between flesh and f& though somewhat windy; but, being roasted in the embers, they do lose 
much of their windiness, especially being eaten sopped in wine. Of these roots may be made conserves; nc 
less toothsome, wholesome, and daintie, than of the flesh of quinces. And likewise those comfortable and 
delicate mates  called in shops morcelli, plaeentula?, and divers others such like. These roots may serve as a 
ground or foundation whereon the cunning confectioner or sugar-baker m y  worke and frame many delicate 
conserves and restorative sweetmeates. They are used to be eaten roasted in the ashes; some, when they be 
so roasted, infuse them and sop them in wine ; and others, to give them the greater grace in eating, do boil 
them with prunes and eat them." 

f I t  is generally believed, however, that the potato, celebrated in the Elizabethan age, " is not tnc same 
root as that now commonly known by the name." 

VOL. L I 
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preserved as a treat for their Halloween supper, which were eaten with butter." 
But Mr. Crofton Crolrer has produced, in his "Popular Songs of Ireland," 
abundant proofs that, in the south, potatoes were ordinary food before the period 
to which Mr, Mc Skimin refers ; and that previous to the Revolution of 1688 
they were extensively cultivated and commonly eaten. 

I t  is unnecessary to state that, for above a century and a half, the potato 
has becn almost the only foocl of the peasantry of Ireland. They raise corn, 
indeed-wlicat, barley, and oats, in abundance-but it is for export; and 
altliough the assertion may startle many, we have no hesitation in saying there 
are hundreds in the less civilized districts of the country who have never 
tasted bread. Whether the Irish have to bless or ban the name of Sir Walter 
Raleigh is a matter still in dispute-some siding with Cobbett in execrating 
" the lazy root," " the accursed root," as, if not the originator, the sustainer of 
Irish poverty and wretchedness; others contending that the introduction of 
the potato is an ample set-off agninst the wars and confiscations of Elizabeth, 
her counsellors, and her armies. It is universally admitted that a finer or 
hardier race of peasantry cannot be found in the world; and although it is 
considered that their strength fails them at a comparatively early age, it is 
impossible to deny the nutritive qualities of a food upon which so many 
millions have thriven and increased. But there can be as little doubt that the 
ease with which the means of existence are procured has been the cause of 
evil. A very limited portion of land, a few days of labour, and a small amount 
of manure, will create a stock upon which a family may exist for twelve 
months : too generally, indecd, the periods between exhausting the old stock 
and digging the new are seasons of great want, if not of absolute famine ; but 
if the season is propitious the peasant digs day after day the produce of his 
plot of ground, and, before the winter sets in, places the residue in a pit to 
which he has access when his wants demand a supply. Nearly every soil will 
produce potatoes; they may be seen growing almost from a barren rock, on 
the side of a mountain, and in the bog where the foot would sink many inches 
in the soil. Every cottage has its garden-its acre or half acre of land, attached ; 
and as the culture requires but a very small portion of the peasant's time and 
still less of his attention, his labour is to be disposed of, or his time may be 
squandered in idleness. IIe can live, at all events-if his crop do not fail ; and 
he can pay his rent if his pig, fed like himself out of his garden, do not die. 
To decency of clothing, and to any of the luxuries that make life something 
more than mere animal existence, he is too often a stranger. Contentment, 
may be the " parent of delight," but it is not the nurse of civilization ; and he 
who has no wants beyond those of the appetites he shares in common with the 
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"brutes that perish," is not likely to advance his social and moral condition. 
On the whole, it is perhaps to be lamented that the use of " Ireland's root" 
has been so universal in the country, and that the people have been so well 
contented with it that they have made no exertion to mix the potato with 
varied food. 

But matters are, as we have stated, improving in Ireland; already, in a 
large proportion of the cabins, the potato has the accompaniment of meat and 
bread ; the butcher and the baker are receiving the custom that was, not long 
since, given exclusively to the whiskey shops. We refer, in a great degree, 
to our recollections, when we describe the lower classes of the Irish as 
existing, almost universally, on the potato: we have known many families 
who very rarely tasted flesh or fish, and whose only luxury was " a grain of 
salt" with their daily meals; we do not speak of families in poverty, but of 
those who laboured hard and continually-the produce of whose labour 
barely sufficed to preserve them from utter want. Generally, however, they 
contrived to have a salt herring with their dinners ; this was placed in a bowl 
or dish, water was poured upon it, and the potato, dipped into it, obtained 
a relish. W e  shall have other occasions for describing the economy of the 
hish cottage; at present, we confine ourselves to illustrate this branch of it. 
The peasant usually has three meals-one at eight in the morning; at noon; 
and at seven or eight in the evening, when his work is done. The potatoes 
are boiled in an iron ~ot-such as that 
represented in the print-they are strained 
in "the basketv--pictured also; from which 
they are thrown upon the table, seldom 
without a cloth, and arou~id it the family 
sit on stools and bosses (the boss is a low 

-- -- _ - _  *--  - d 

seat made of straw) ; the usual drink is 
buttermilk, when it can 
a. sort of miniature of 

be had : which drink goes round in a small piggin," 
the English pail. This, the thl-ee-legged stool and 

the " borrane," are delineated in the an- 
nexed engraving. The borrane is formed 
of a scraped sheep-skin, drawn round a 
hoop; and is used instead of a sieve for 
winnowing corn, filling sacks with grain, 
holding wool when carded and ready for the 
spinning-wheel, or the feathers-plucked 
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lordly dish-though of inexpensive workmanship-to hold the potatoes which 
constitute the family fare. 

The spade used by the labourers in Leinster is a kind of hybrid between 
the broad English spade and the " loy" used in Connaught, and well suited to 
the purpose of digging soils which are not encumbered with stones; it is 
sufficiently broad to turn over a considerable portion of earth, and yet long 
enough to penetrate twelve inches; and being contracted to the breadth of 
about six inches at bottom, it has enough of the wedge principle in its constiuc- 
tion to enter into the land without difficulty. The long, narrow spade, origi- 
nally designed for digging land full of obstructions, is the favourite implement 
in Connanght ; and also, but somewhat wider in its formation, in the southern 
portions of Munster. Much improvement, however, has been effected in its 
construction almost everywhere. A long handle to the spade and the shovel 
is universally used in field labours; a native workman, from want of early 
familiarity with the peculiar sleight required in the use of the short-handled 
spade, which implement the Englishman finds so much more effective, fails 
very soon when he tries to labour with it;  his back becomes intolerably affected 
by the necessary stooping ; he throws it away as soon as he can, resumes his 
naturally upright position, and is ready to back the long lever against the 
short one-without understanding the mathematical principle very distinctly- 
for a day's wages. Experience shows us that the practised Englishman with 
his spade will dig up a larger area of land in any given time than an Irishman, 
or fill a cart with earth or coals, by means of his short-handled shovel, in a 
much less period ; yet the Irish labourer-unless he comes to work in England 
-cannot be prevailed upon to make any continued effort in the use of the 
latter implement. 

Sir Walter Raleigh's connexion with Ireland, and more especially with 
Youghall, may be stated briefly. He went over to Ireland as a mere soldier 
of fortune, in 1579, the captain of a levy of troops sent from England to 
support the Lord Deputy, Grey de Wilton, in subduing the rebellious 
Earl of Desmond." Raleigh's skill and intrepidity attracted notice, and his 
promotion was rapid: he was rewarded with a grant of land, part of the for- 
feited estates of the earl in the counties of Cork and Waterford; the grant 
being confirmed to him by letters patent, dated the 16th Oct. 1586. About 
this period, and for some years afterwards, he resided at Youghall, and occa- 

* The Earl of Desmond, of ~ h o m  we shall have to speak hereafter, in visiting Kilmallock, "the Balbec 
of Ireland," was perhaps the greatest subject, at that time, in Europe. Besides his numerous vassals, he had, 
it is said, 500 followers-gentlemen of his name and kindred. At his attainder, his confiscated estates 
amounted to 574,628 English acres, which were parcelled out among the queen's soldiers as rewards for 
crushing the rebellion. 



sionally at Lismore, where he founded a free-school; and frequently visikd 
the poet Spenser-at Kilcoleman Castle-whose friendship with the " shepherd 
of the ocean" Spenser commemorated in immortal lines." A quiet life was, 
however, unsuited to the temperament of Raleigh; and in 1602 he disposed 
of his Irish property to the famous Sir Richard Boyle, afterwards Earl of Cork 
-the deed of sale is dated the 7th December, 1602. But there is more than 
suspicion that Sir Richard took advantage of circumstances, to induce 
Raleigh to part with his estate, which now forms the bulk of the Duke of 
Devonshire's property in Ireland, for a sum very far below its value, even at 
the period-about 51500 ; although i t  seems that Sir Walter subsequently 
received other sums from Lord Cork-upon what ground does not satisfactorily 
appear. In  a letter written by the Earl of Cork to Mr. Carew Raleigh, Sir 
Walter's son, dated January 16, 1631, his lordship defends himself against 
the charge of having overreached in the bargain ; alleging that he had paid Sir 
Walter the full value of what he owed him for his estate, which he purchased 
at a time when it was utterly waste and yielded him no profit; and affirming that 
Sir Walter had expressed himself satisfied in the presence of many witnesses, 
saying, "If he (Sir Richard Boyle) had not bought my Irish land it would 
have fallen to the crown, and then one Scot or other would have begged it." 
Sir Walter Raleigh sailed from Cork harbour on his last and fatal voyage, on 
the 6th of August, 1617. The descendants of the Earl of Cork still enjoy the 

* In his poem of "Colin Clout's Come Home Again," the poet Spenser thus speaks of the visit of 
Raleigh to I<ilcoleman:- 

"-I sate, as was my trade, 
Under the foot of Mole, that mountain hore; 

Keeping my sheep amongst the cooly shade 
Of the green alders by the Mulla's shore. 

There a strange shepherd chaunced to find me out ; 
Whether allured with my pipe's delight, 

Whose pleasing sound yshrilled far about, 
Or thither led by chance, I know not right; 

Whom when I asked from what place he came 
And how he hight, himself he did ycleep 

The shepherd of the ocean by name, 
And said he came far from the main sea deep." 

And again, he describes Sir Walter sitting beside him on the banks of the hlulla listening to the music of 

his pipe :- 

"And when he heard the musicke which I made, 
IIe found himselfe full greatly plcas'd at  it ; 
Yet aemuling my pipe ; he took in hand 
My pipe, before that smuled of many, 
And played thereon (for well that skill he con'd), 
Himselfe as skilful in that art as any." 
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greater portion of the estates that once belonged to "the renowned knight."* 
The history of the earl, if his " True Remembrances" can be credited, is one 
of the most singular upon record: he was bred to the law; but finding that 
"his employment would not raise a fortune," he became an adventurer in 
Ireland, during the confusion incident to the Desmond rebellion, landing in 
Dublin, according to his own statement, on the 23d of June, 1583, with 
527 3s. in money, and two tokens which his mother had given him," a limited 
supply of clothes, and " a rapier and a dagger." He obtained a large share of 
the spoil divided among all who thought it worth the asking, and lived to see 
three of his sons ennobled-the Lords Dungarvan (afterwards Earl of Bur- 
lington), Broghill (afterwards Earl of Orrery), and Kinalmeaky. After his 
father's death, Francis Boyle was ennobled by Charles 11. as Viscount Shannon ; 
and Robert Boyle, the philosopher, now distinguished by the epithet "illus- 
trious," refused a peerage. The sisters of these noblemen maiiied the Earl of 
Barrymore, Lord Digby, Lord Goring, Viscount Ranelagh, Sir Adam Loftus, 
and the Earl of Warwick : a11 distinguished characters in their time. 

The house in which Raleigh lived is still standing close to the church and the 

house of tlie sixteenth ccntury-eithe 

ancient wall of the town. I t  is, at pre- 
sent, in the occupation of Colonel Fount, 
who carefully preserves from injury 
all the objects that are associated with 
the memory of the accomplished and 
unfortunate knight.? I t  has, however, 
undergone modern "improvements" 
-the character of which was happily 
described by an aged gardcner with 
whom we conversed : " Ah, sir ! this 
was an ould ancient place-once." 
The house is said to have been ori- 
ginally the residence of the wardens 
of the collegiate church ; but was 
probably altered to its present cha- 
racter-which closely appertains to 
that of the ordinary English manol- 

by Sir George Carew or by Sir Richard 

* The present Duke of Devonshire is the proprietor of Youghall and Lismore ; inheriting in the female line 
throngh the Clifford family, to the heiress of which noble line Lord Cork's eldest son, created Earl of Burlington 
in 1663, was married. 

t The house is called Myrtle Grove," from the luxurious growth of the myrtles, by which i t  is nearly 
covered; some of which are between twenty and thirty feet high. 
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Goyle, both of whom resided there. The walls are of considerable thiclmess, 
and the whole of the interior is wainscotted with Irish oak ; the panels in the 
principal room are black as ebony ; and it contains a chimney-piece, of oak also, 
reaching from the floor to 
the ceiling, of very elaborate 
workmanship ; but the bad 
taste of former proprietors . has defaced the other cham- 
bers of the suite by a coating 
of green paint. In  the gar- 
den therc is a group of four 
aged yew-trees, which tra- 
dition states to have been 
planted by Raleigh ; and 
where it rcquires no stretch 
of fancy, at least, to believe 
that he has many a time sat, 
read, and talked, or lolled 
in the summer time, dream- 
ing of that E l  Dorado, in the 
vain search for which he sacrificed his fortune and ultimately his life. Their 
tops are closely matted, as in the annexed print. 

In  this spot, beyond question, has been often read portions of the Fairy 
Queen, long before the world became familiar with the divine conception- 

" At whose approach the soul of Petrarch wept." 

For here, certainly, the immortal bard held commune with his " deare friend" 
and brother poet, whom he described as "the summer nightingale1'- 

'$ Himselfe as skilful in that art as any." 

Here, too, doubtless, were composed some of those exquisite works which 
must have been the produce of ease and quiet, and have preserved the name 
of Raleigh for the honour of posterity. He is conspicuous in history as "the 
noble and valourous knight "-a man of astonishing energy, who combined 
almost every variety of talent ; whose acquirements in science were marvellous ; 
whose heroic courage and indomitable perseverance are almost without parallel ; 
whose enterprise was unchecked by difficulties and unchilled by failure ; and 
who, while excelling in feats of arms and strength of council, surpassed also 
in those arts which are the more cxclusive produce of retirement and pcace- 
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history, oratory, philosophy, politics, and poetry. I t  is impossible.to visit this 
spot, in which his comparatively few days of tranquillity were spent, without a 
sigh for his unhappy fate. Historians have recorded some striking anecdotes of 
his bravery and gallantry while in Ireland.* 

The Collegiate Church of Youghall is one of the most interesting churches 
in the kingdom. Part of it is still used for service; but a large portion is 
a ruin; and, we fear, one of those which neglect is consigning to utter 
destructi0n.t The east window is considered espesially beautiful; although 
its effect is considerably impaired by being partially built up. It is divided 
into two distinct compartments, each consisting of two slight mullions, 
surmounted by open circular tracery, and terminating in a trefoil orna- 
ment. These compartments become one window by the outside line of 
their arches uniting in a common point over the double massive mullion, 
thus made the centre, and the intervening space is filled up by a Cathe- 
rine wheel. The nave is now used as the parish church; it has six 
pointed arches, supported by pilasters, with two transepts and two side aisles. 
In the south transept ({the great Earl" of Cork is buried, beneath a monu- 
ment that was erected by him during his lifetime ; he is represented in amour 
in a recumbent posture; on each side is a female figure kneeling (his two 

* One of these anecdotes we may quote. Raleigh had been directed to take prisoners the Lord Roche and 
his lady, and convey them to Cork; a task of no ordinary difficulty and danger, for Roche was safely ensconced 
in his strong castle, and the roads were beset with the troops of the seneschal of Imokilly, who had notice of 
the design. Sir Walter managed to avoid them, and arrived at the castle early in the morning, with a force of 
about ninety men; "whereupon the townsmen, to the number of five hundred, immetiately took up arms." 
The knight marched directly to the gate, and desired to speak with the lord; which was agreed to, provided he 
would bring with him but two or three of his followers. The gate being opened, he and six of his soldiers 
entered; and after he had seen Lord Roche and spoken to him, by degrees Raleigh contrived to draw in a 
considerable number of his men, and to take possession of the outworks of the castle. Lord Roche "put the 
best face he could upon the matter," and invited the captain to dine with him. After dinner, Raleigh iuformed 
him of the purport of hi mission ; when his lordship, finding excuses of no avail, "resolutely said he would 
not depart." But Raleigh letting hi know that he would take him by force, he found there was no remedy, 
and he and his lady set out on the journey, on a most rainy and tempestuous night, and through a very 
rocky and dangerous way, whereby many of the soldiers were severely hurt, and others lost their arms. 
However, the badness of the weather prevented their being attacked by the seneschal: and they arrived safe in 
the city [of Cork] (a distance of twenty miles) by break of day, to the great joy of the garrison, who were 
surprised that Raleigh had escaped so hazardous an enterprise. 

t In Archdale's LLMonasticon," there is a singular account of its origin; if this be, indeed, the structure 
referred to, of which there is some doubt. It was founded in 1224, for Franciscan friars, by Maurice Fitzgerald. 
He was building a castle on the spot; the workmen who were digging the foundations, on the eve of some 
festival, requested a piece of money to drink his health, which he desired his eldest son to give them. Instead 
of obeying the command, he abused the men ; the act of disobedience and parsimony coming to the father's 
ears, he changed his plan, and built a monastery instead of a castle, as a punishment to his heir-apparent. 
To this monastery, Maurice Fitzgerald, who had been Lord Justice of Ireland, subsequently retired, assumed 
the habit of St. Francis, died, and was interred within its walls. Several other members of the princsly 
house of Desmond" are entombed here. 
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wives), and underneath are figures of his nine children, with the dates of their 
several births. The church is full 
of curious and remarkable monu- 
ments; among which those of the 
Boyles and the Fitzgeralds are the 
most conspicuous. We have copied 
one-a sepulchral niche in the north 
wall, carved, and richly adorned 
with trefoil ornaments, and contain- 
ing the following inscription : 

Adjoining the church, and indeed 
forming a part of the structure, is 
a large square tower, now used as 
a belfry, but evidently a work origi- 
nally built for defence. I t  is scarcely 
necessary to observe that Youghall, 
having been one of the strongholds 
of the Geraldines, was the scene of 
many struggles for power; from time to time it was attacked, defended, and 
taken, the inhabitants being driven out, in accordance with the policy of the 
victors. On the 29th of May, 1650, Oliver Cromwell embarked at Youghall 
for England, after his extraordinary conquest of Ireland. 

Notwithstamling its proximity to Cork, Youghall enjoys a flourishing trade: 
a narrow bridge of great length crosses the Blackwater, and unites the town 
with the county of Waterford. 

Having detained our readers so long at Youghall, we must conduct them 
somewhat more rapidly through the various towns in the north of the county 
of Cork. These are Fermoy and Mallow, on the river Blackwater-the 
exceeding beauty of this river we shall endeavour to describe in treating of the 
county of Waterford-Castletown-Roche, Buttevant, Doneraile, Kilworth, 
Glanworth, Newmarket, and Kanturk ; still further north Mitchelstown, on 
the borders of the county of Tipperary, and Charleville, on the borders of the 
county of Limerick* Fermoy, an obscure and insignificant village when 

* Of the numerous castles in the districts, over which we can afford only to glance, we may pnrticularize 
Mogeely, on the south side of the Blackwater, and a few miles north of Youshall, of which the following 
traditionary anecdote is told:-Thomas, Earl of Desmond, had a favourite steward who often "took great 

POL. I. Y 



Smith wrote his history of Cork, nearly a hundred years since, became an 
important town early in the present century in consequence of the exertions 
of Mr. Anderson, who had extensive barrack and mail-coach contracts wit11 
Government : his speculations were ultimately unsuccessful ; and with the pros- 
perity of its founder that of Fermoy in some measure declined. Its extensive 
barraclw, however, and its vicinity to the Cove of Cork, make Fermoy ail 
important military station. Xallow has been styled the Bath of Ireland; 
it is a pretty and agreeable town ; its Spa has long been celebrated ; and it is 
much frequented by invalid visitors. On the banks of the Blackwater, and 
midway between the towns of Mallow and Fermoy, is the ruin of the ancient 
abbey of Bridgetown, which contains several monuments of the once powerful 
family of Roche. About a mile distant from the abbey is Castletown-Roche. 
The Roches were barons of parliament so early as the reign of Edward 11.; 
and, though "fallen upon evil days," the name is still honourably conspicuous 
in the comties of Cork and Limerick. 

By the Commonwealth supremacy, Maurice, Viscount Roche and Fermoy, 
was attainted and outlawed ; his estates, being of course forfeited, were parcelled 
among the soldiery of Oliver Cromwell, whose offer of "a  composition" the 
loyal exile had refused. Subsequently, he obtained a regiment in Flanders: 
and suffered poverty in order that he might be enabled to share his pay wit11 
his king, Charles II. Eventually, Lord Roche was obliged to dispose of his 
commission on account of his debts; and, at the Restoration, was naturally 
cheered by the prospect of regaining, with his honours, the property of which 
he had been deprived. Charles did not find it convenient, however, to 
recollect the liberal friend of his adversity; and Lord Roche would have 
perished of want but for the charity of the Duke of Ormond. The ingratitude 
of Cliarles 11. to his Irish adherents, and the descendants of those who had 
died fighting apinst  the usurper, is among the darkest blots of his reign. 
Many of them had-as in the case of Lord Roche-endured not only privations 

liberties with his lord," and who, having issued invitations to all the chiefs of Monster with their followers 
to spend a month at the castle, filled it with guests, for whose entertainment the master was unprepared. In 
a few days provisions grew scarce, and the earl, alarmed a t  the danger of sacrificing his reputation for muni- 
ficcnt hospitality-for '(his pride would not brook to lot his visitors know the strait he was in7'-devised a 
stratagem to save his credit, and gave command to his servants to set fire to the castle while the party was 
out hunting, and, of course, to pretend i t  was consumed by accident. Luckily, the steward, who had been 
absent, retunled in time to rescind the order; and when the earl wended homeward L L  with a heavy heart. 
expecting to see Mogcely in flames," he mas met by a large prey of corn and cattle" sufficient to subsist 
him and his company for many months. In this tradition originated the LLcxtravagant expedient," as i t  has 
been critically called, to which Sir Walter Scott resorted in his beautiful fiction of the Bride of Lammermoor, by 
making Caleb Balderstone burn, or pretend to burn, his master's castle, to avoid giving a reception to the 
BIa~.quis. 
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but want, to support his cause; and when he had the means of rewarding 
them-and of restoring to tlmn thcir forfeited lands-he treated them with 
indifference or levity." The melancholy conclusion of the history of Lord 
Roche's forfeiture we may illustrate by two anecdotes, for the truth of which 
we can vouch.-A Lady Roche was perfectly remembered by two or tllree 
old persons, who have described her to us as begging charity through the 
streets of Cork in a tattered and faded court-dress. She was then upwards of 
seventy ; and was probably the lady whom Archbishop Boulter recommended, 
by his letter of the 22d June, 1731, to the Duke of Dorset, as deserving a 
pension. Of the degraded state of the last Lord Roche, we have been told that 
a gentleman travelling on horseback, in the early part of the present century, 
in the county of Tipperary, fell into the company of another gentleman, with 
whom he trotted for some miles along the road. Upon reaching the end of 
an avenue, the latter (a Mr. Croker) invited his fellow-traveller to his house, 
as it appeared probable that a storm, which had been gatliering on the 
mountains, would burst in the course of a few minutes. The invitation was 
accepted; they rode up the avenue together, and to save time went direct to 
the stables. A tall, awkward fellow, half menial half sportsman in appearance, 
took their horses when they dismounted, and was addressed, more than once. 
by Mr. Croker, as " my Lord." On reaching the house Mr. Croker's gues. 
inquired the reason, and was told that the stable-boy was an actual lord- 
Lord Roche, who hung about the place, where he made himself very 
useful among the dogs and horses, and that he lived with the servants in the 
kitchen, but that his pride of birth would not allow him to receive any 
wages. 

Castletown-Roche is associated with the early history of Edmund Burke. 
At this place he spent a considerable time ; so much, it is said, as five years, 
'' acquiring all that the village schoolmaster could teach." 

Buttevant, described by Borlace, "an old nest of abbots, priests, and friars," 
though formerly a place of note, dwindled into a mere village with the decay 
of its noble abbey. The name is said to have been derived from the war-cry 
-Boutez-en-avant-used by David de Barry, one of the early English 

* There were not wanting some to speak their minds plainly to the heartless sovereign ; to express them- 
selves with the bold spirit so characteristic of t l~eir country. I t  is stated that a Colonel Costelloe thus 
addressed the king, in reply to his customary taunt of insolent condolence: "Please your majesty, I ask no 
compensation for my services and losses in your majesty's cause ; I see that to your friends, and to my country- 
men in particular, you give nothing; and that it is your enemies alone who receive favour and reward. For 
ten years' service, for many wounds, and for the total loss of my estates, I ask nothing; but in the ardour of 
youth, and in the belief that I was asserting the sacred cause of liberty, I fought, for one year, in the service of 
the usurper :-give me back such portion of my estates as that year's service entitles me to." 
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invaders, in his battles with the Irish: of his tomb we annex a sketch. 

Ihockninoss, in 1647, between the army 

Buttevant was anciently called 
Botham; and by the Irish-a 
name which Spenser has recorded 
-Kilnemullagh : i t  was surroun- 
ded by a stone wall with gateways, 
and was governed by a corporation. 
And, scattered among wretched 
hovels, may be dstccted many 
traces of its former consequence. 

Buttevant Abbey must have 
been a pile of considerable mapi -  
tude and grandeur. Close to the 
entrance is a large heap of skulls 
and bones, said to be the relics 
of those who fell at the battle of 

of the Parliament commanded by 
Lord Inchiquin, and the Irish forces under Lord Taafe. In this encounter 
was slain the famous Sir Alexander McDonnell, whose sobriquet of "Colkitto" 
has been embalmed in the verse of Nilton- 

- Why i t  i s  harder,  sirs, t han  Gordon, 
Col7citto or  Macdonnell, or  Galasp ! " 

He commanded the forces sent by the Marquis of Antrim to assist Montrose 
in Scotland, and after his return from that service was made lieutenant-general 
of the province of Munster, and gloriously fell with nearly all his gallant 
regiment of Scots Highlanders, who maintained their ground with the most 
desperate resolution against the Parliamentary troops." 

Buttevant and its neighbourhood-its hills, its valleys, and its rivers- 
have been rendered classic by the pen of the immortal poet; for Spenser not 
only resided at Kilcoleman-the ruined walls of which still remain as depicted 
by Nr. Crofton Croker-but here he composed his " Fairy Queen," and made 
the surrounding objects themes of his undying song. Spenser first visited 
Ireland in the year 1580, as secretary to the Lord Deputy, Lord Grey 

*As an instance of the value of local tradition, we may mention an anecdote related to us by a gentleman 
who inquired cf his guide what had occasioned the accumulation of so many skulls and bones at the entrance 
to Buttevant Abbey. "The reply," he added, "was one of the most ridiculous yon can conceive-'Faix, Sir, 
'twas a battle that Alexander the Great was killed in, that was fought hereabouts! '-Can anything he more 
absurd than this?" he concluded with an air of triumph. Now we did not agree with him in his opinion, an6 
ventured to show our friend that the " Ollistrnm More" of Irish tradition-so was Milton's " Colkitto or 
Macdonnell" called-was literally and correctly translated, Ly his guide, as  Alexander the Great. 



de Wilton ; and 
the interest of hie 
and integrity. In 
1582, he returned 
to England. And 
in 1556, he ob- 
tained a grant- 
dated the 27th 
June of that year 
-of 3028 acres 
of the forfeited 
estates of the Earl 
of Desmond, at 
the rent of $17 
13s. 6d. He re- 
ceived it on the 
same conditions 

discharged the duties of the office-obtained for him by 
; noble and gentle patron Sir Philip Sidney-with ability 

as the other undertakersn-conditions which implied a residence on the pro- 
perty thus acquired, the policy of the Queen being to people the province 
of Munster with English families. Spenser took up his residence at the castle 
of Kilcoleman. Four years of happy tranquillity here passed away, bearing 
for the world the glorious fruit of the first three books of the Fairy Queen. 
These he conveyed to London, in company with his friend Sir Walter Raleigh, 
and there published them. On his return to Ireland he married, as he tells 
us, a country lass of mean birth, whose name was Elizabeth. During the six 
years that succeeded he wrote the fourth, fifth, and sixth books of the Fairy 
Queen, and printed an able and statesman-like view of the condition of Ireland. 
A dreadful calamity now awaited him-the fatal corroboration of his opinions 
respecting the country. The Tyrone rebellion broke out (in 1598), his estate 
was plundered; Kilcoleman was burned by the Irish; in the flames his 
youngest child perished; and he was driven into England with his wife and 
remaining children-a poor and wretched exile. This affliction lie never 
recovered! dying a year after, in an obscure lodging in London, in extreme 
indigence, if not in want. 

Of Spenser's domestic life at Kilcoleman we know little more than what 
he has recorded. The fire that destroyed his child no doubt consumed many 
valuable papers, and possibly the concluding books of the Fairy Queen ;* 

* In reference to this matter, a whimsical circumstance occnrred to us while travelling on a car between 
Dunbrody and Wexford. We had been talking over it, and speculating cn the possibility of some happy 
chance enabling us to enrich the world by finding these "lost books" in some sequestered nook, when the 
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although more than mere rumour exists for believing that the "lost books" 
have been preserved, and that the manuscript was in the possession of a Captain 
Garrett Nagle within the last forty years. 

In  the neighbourhood of Kilcoleman there are several objects to which 
Spenser has especially referred; and we are justified in concluding that the 
country around him excited his imagination, influenced his muse, and gave 
being to many of his most sublime or beautiful descriptions of scenery. " Mole 
that mountain horc," 

" And Mulla mine, whose waves I whilome taught to weep ;" 

-the river and the mountain still endure, but the poet's estate has long since 
passed into the hands of those who have neither his name nor lineage. The 
Awbeg or Mulla joins the Blackwater or Awmore, at Bridgetown; into the 
Blackwater also runs the rapid Funcheon or Faunchin; and a brook called 
Brachbawn, by Spenser styled the Molanna, which in the seventh book of 
the Fairy Queen he thus beautifully pictures :- 

"For first she springs out of two marble rocks, 
On which a grove of oaks high monnted grows; . 

That as a girlond seems to deck the locks 
Of some fair bride, brought forth with pompous shows, 

Out of her bower that many flowers strows; 
So, through the flowery dales she tumbles down, 

Through many woods and shady coverts flows 
(That on each side her silver channel crown), 

Till to the plain she come, whose valleys she doth drown." 

To the river Faunchin, also, the poet makes reference in the same canto :- 

"So now her waves pass through a pleasant plain 
Till with the Faunehin she herself do wed, 
And both combined themselves in one fair river spread." 

To the Mulla, his own river, he often refers. We are compelled to acknow- 
ledge, however, that the poet looked upon his residence at Kilcoleman as 
little better than an irksome banishment: the troubled and unsettled state of 
Ireland during the reign of Elizabeth was unfavourable to the ease and repose 
which he ardently desired; and it is not surpnsing that he should have 
handed down to us unequivocal proofs of his distaste of the people among 
whom he lived, by whom he was regarded as the receiver of property robbed 
from its true owners, with whom he had no sentiments in common, and whom 
he no doubt considered enemies eager for his destruction. 

Charleville is a poor town. I t  was so named by the Earl of Orrery, the 
Lord President of Munster, as a compliment to Charles II., being before called, 

carman turned suddenly round and startled us by an exclamation-" I know the man that has 'em." For an 
instant our hearts leapt with joy, and wc eagerly aslted, "Who? where? " '' Oh bedaJ, bir, I know the man 
that has 'em; he lives at Ballyhack, and has thim and the pinny magazine- both." 
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to use his Lordship's expression, '( by the heathenish name of Rathgogan." 
Here Lord Orrery resided and held his court, and many curious traditions are 
current respecting him, especially that which relates to the prophecy of Exham, 
the quaker associate of William Penn, who, it is asserted, foretold the destruc- 
tion of the Earl's residence by the Duke of Berwick in 1690. 

The small town of Newmarket is remarkable as the birthplace of Curran, 
in 1750. We have been told that the Eev. Nathaniel Boyse, to whom he was 
subsequently indebted for means to forward him in life, detected the embiyo 
genius in some smart replies made by him, when lectured by the clergyman for 
playing at marbles in the churchyard. 

Mitchelstown is the property of the Earl of Kingston, whose magnificent 
seat, a modern castellated mansion, is in the immediate neighbourhood. I t  was 
erected by Mr. Pain, an architect of Cork, recently deceased; to whose skill, 
judgment, and experience, the city, and inilecd the country at large, is very 
considerably indebted.* 

In  the Barony of Dullallow, and in the immediate neighbourhood of Kanturlr, 
there lived, some years ago, a man whose power to mbdue and control the vices 
of the horse was so extraordinary, that the account of it would be incredible, if 
the facts were not borne out by the testimony of many living witnesses. His 
name was Sulliran. His business was that of a farrier. The Rev. Horatio 
Townsend, the author of " A Statistical Survey of the County of Cork," 
describes him as awlmard, ignorant rustic of the lowest class." He was 
known throughout th,: county by the sobriquet of " the Whisperer "-the 
vulgar notion being that he whispered his commands into the ear of the animal 
he tamed. When sent for to exercise his skill, he usually ordered the horse 
to be talcen into the sta&, and after carefully closing the door, remained with 
the animal about ten minutes. At the end of that time he led it forth, genc- 
rally placed his child upon its back, and made him ride it about the stable- 
yard. No matter how untractable l d  been the animal committed to his 
charge, its spirit was completely broken; horses wllich the boldest riders 
were unable to mount, the bravest smiths would not attempt to shoe, and wliich 
had becn rendered completely valueless by vice, were restored to their owners 
as gentle and tractable as lambs. The effect was almost always lasting; but 
if the animal returned to its evil habits, a word, or a look from its controller, 
were alone necessaiy; it knew and recognized the mysterious influence that 
had been exercised over i t ;  and trembled, ns the horse is said to do when it 
encounters some preternatural object Mr. Tomsend relates an instance of 
an experiment upon a '( troop-horse," so vicious as to be altogether worthless, 

* The famous "caves" are in the coniity of Tippermy; we shall describe them hereafter: some idcn of 
theii extent may be gathered from the fact that  we traversed them for upwards of five hours. 
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and in reference to which regimental discipline had totally failed; and the 
writer bears evidence to "the complete success of the art," from actual 
observation. "I noted," he adds, that the animal appeared terrified when- 
ever Sullivan either spoke to or looked at him." W e  have heard similar 
facts related by several gentlemen of ~uiquestionable veracity ; one, R. O'Cal- 
laghan Newenham, Esq., of Cork, who has delineated and puhlislied the 
picturesque Antiquities of Ireland, informed us he had once a horse so vicious 
and untameable, that, although an exceedingly fine and handsome animal, he 
had offered it for sale for four or five pounds. I t  had never been broke in ; no 
groom was able to mount it, and to get it shod was impossible ; having acci- 
dentally heard of Sullivan's skill, he sent for him, and having a p e d  to pay 
him his usual fee of two guineas, in the event of success, the " man and beast" 
were locked up in a stable. At the expiration of a quarter of an hour the 
latter was led out by the former; the nature of the animal was completely 
changed. Sullivan not only placed his little boy on its back, but actually 
under its feet; made the horse lie down and rise up at command; enter the 
stable and come forth at his bidding ; and made it manifest that for the future 
it might be consigned, without danger, to the care of the most timid lad of his 
manhge. Mr. Newenham kept the horse in use for a year, rode it constantly 
himself, never found it in the least degree unruly, and eventually disposed of 
it for fifty pounds. He stated to us, that when the animal was led out of the 
stable it was in a high state of perspiration-as if it had been driven rapidly 
for an hour-that it was quivering in every muscle, and seemed to have 
undergone some intense agony. Yet, neither in this instance nor in any 
other was there detected the slightest evidence that the animal had been 
subjected to corporeal pain; although the minutest scrutiny was of course 
frequently instituted. The means by which Sullivan obtained this extra- 
ordinary power is still a secret, and likely to continue so ; for he died without 
divulging it:  his sorr, indeed, pursued his father's profession, but with little 
or no success ; he was either ignorant of the mode of proceeding, or unable to 
adopt i t ;  and he is now, we believe, also dead. Sullivan might have made a 
fortune if he could have been induced to exercise his art elsewhere ; but nothing 
could tempt him to quit the miserable hovel in which he resided, to abandon 
the low society in which was his enjoyment, or to give up whiskey, the use of 
which abridged his life. 

Passing through the small and unimportant town of Millstreet, we return to 
Cork for the purpose of conducting the tourist to the county of Kerry-first, by 
the inland road, which runs through Dlacroom ; and next, by the longer, but 
more interesting route, along: the coast, to Bantiy and Glengariff. 



The river Lee, the Luvins of Ptolemy, from the mouth to its source, in 
the romantic lake of Gougane Barra-a distance of fifty-five miles from 
the city of Cork-is exceedingly picturesque and beautiful. I t  is less rapid 
than most of the Irish rivers, and its banks are frequently wooded. The 
Lee is interesting, however, not alone from its natural advantages; i t  has 
associations with the history of the past-numerous castles, now in ruins, 
look down upon it, aod many monasteries and abbeys skirt its sides. Among 
the most striking are the castle of Carrig-a-droid and the abbey of Kilcrea. 
Carrig - a - 
droid Cas- 
tle is built 
on a rock 
in the Lee. 
Althougll 
this pass of 
the river 
must have 
been one 
of impor- 
tance, the 
building is 
compara- 
tively mo- 

v 

dern. In 1611, however, it was a strong fortress, and had the credit of 
baffling the arms of Oliver Cromwell. The Roman Catholic Bishop of Ross 
had garrisoned it with an army for Charles I. ; Cromwell dispatched Lord 
Broghill with orders to attack and scatter the Irish in this quarter; and in 
the rout that followed-upon which the muse of Davenant has complimented 
his lordship-the bishop was taken prisoner. A free pardon was offered to 
him if he would procure the surrender of the castle, which he appeared willing 
to do; he was conducted to the walls, where, instead of calling upon the Irish 
to admit their enemies, he boldly adjured them to hold out while one stone 
remained upon another; then, turning to his astonished guard, he yielded to 
his fate, "whereupon he was immediately hanged." Yet the castle was soon 
afterwards taken by a very weak stratagem. The English drew towards it 
the trunks of trees, by yoking oxen to them, which the garrison perceiving, 
mistook for cannon, and "presently began to parley, and surrendered upon 
articles." 

Tradition states the castle to have been erected by a Mac Carthy, "to 
VOL. I. 0 
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please the Lady O'Carroll," who desired a residence on this singularly wild and 
beautiful spot. A legend, however, attributes its origin to a circumstance still 
more romantic. A poor peasant, lame and hump-backed, fell in love with the 
fair daughter of his chieftain, and pined in despair at the hopeless nature of his 
attachment. Wandering by the river-side, he suddenly head  the click click 
of the Leprehawn's hammer,* seized the tiny brogue-maker, and compelled him 
to reveal the secret of the whereabouts of his treasure store. The little being 
not only endowed him with riches, but changed his awkward and ungainly 
form to one of manly grace; and the lovely Maiga was readily wooed, and 
easily won, by a stranger rich enough to build for her a noble mansion, and to 
place the wealth of earth at her feet. 

The friary and castle of Kilcrea, both built by Cormac, Lord of Muslrerry, 
the one for the protection of the other, stand on the banks of the small river 
Bride, a mile to the south of the mail-coach road between Cork and Macroom, 
and about twelve miles west of Cork. They are highly interesting and 
picturesque. The approach to both is over a long and narrow bridge, 
which appears to be as old as the venerable structures to which it 
leads. The castle is described by Smith as "a  strong bnilding, having 

an excellent 
staircase of 
a dark mar- 
ble from bot- 
tom to top, 
abont seven- 
ty feet high. 
The barbi- 
cans, plat- 
forms, and 
ditch, still 
remain. On 
the east side 
is a large 
field called 

the Bawn, the only appendage formerly to great men's castles, which places 

* For the present, i t  is only necessary to state, that the Leprehawn-or Cluricaun, or Lurigadaun, or 
Loherimaun, or Luriceen-is a sort of material fairy, capable of being taken prisoner by mortal hands. 
The person who is lucky ei~ough to encounter him has the power to compel him to  surrender his treasure, 
provided hc keeps his eyes fixed upon the cunning creature, who generally succeeds in averting the sight of 
his captor, and is then gone in an instant. The Leprehawn is the brogue-maker of the ' L g ~ ~ d  people," and is 
almost invariably found nt work, with his lspstone on his knee. 
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were used for dancing, goaling, and such diversions ; and where they also kept 
their cattle by night, to prevent their being carried off by wolves or their more 
rapacious neighbours." Much of this character it still retains, and the hand of 
time has been less busy with it than with others of its class. We rejoiced to find 
that its present owner keeps the gate carefully closed, to prevent the entrance 
9f unscrupulous intruders, who, in defiance of the Pooka by whom it is 
haunted, were in the habit of delving under the foundations in search of 
' L  crocks of gould" said to have been buried there in " ould times." The floor of 
the upper chamber, once the state room of the chieftain, is now overgrown with 
grass; and a pic-nic party were regaling there when we visited this relic of 
feudal strength and grandeur. 

In the friary, or, as it is usually, but erroneously called, ' l  the abbey," are 
interred the bodies of a host of the Mac Carthys, and among them that of its 
founder, who died of wounds received in battle, in 1494. A considerable 
portion of the edifice still remains. I t  is divided into two principal parts- 
the convent and the church-and retains the character of considerable magnifi- 
cence as well as of 
great extent. As 
in all the ancient 
churches, human 
bones are piled in 
every nook and 
cranny, thrust into 
corners, or gathered 
in heaps directly at 
the entrance - a 
sight far more re- 
volting than affect- 
ing. The tower of 
the church is still 
in a good state of' 
preservation, and may be ascended, to the top, with a little difficulty. Iiows of 

ancient elm-trees lead to the venerable ruin. The guide-a respectable elderly 
woman, whose shed (for, outside, it looked nothing more) was nestled down by 
the road-side, close to the entrance gate-was, as usual, very anxious to ascer- 
tain the motive of our visit to Kilcrea :--had me come to make drawings?-a 
great many laclies and gentlemen came to " make drawins." She would get us 
" a  chair, and a tablc too, for the niattcr of tllat, if we wanted them." We told 
llcr we only desired to look about us; and eutering a little gate, proceeded 
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down the fine avenue. The wall of " mortal reinains" we have noticed, we said, 
ought to be buried; she shook her coifed head very gravely, and answered, 
" I t  would be no use-they wouldn't remain under ground ! " ' Had she ever 
tried the experiment?'--"No-not she indeed-she knew better than that.'' 
The poor woman's demeanour was kind and good-natured ; keeping a little in 
the rear, ready with a reply, and sometimes an apt and striking observation 
when i t  was least expected. The south, or altar end of the transept is lit by 
a large pointed window, the mullions of which, like those of every other 
window of this building, have been destroyed or talien away. I t  is most 
painful to those who venerate architectural remains, to see them trodden 
under foot as they were here ; and as they invariably are in all such places ;* 
me expressed this sentiment so warmly to each other as to win, at once, the 
heart, and, consequently, the confidence of our guide. 

'" Why thin, p o d  luck to you, sir, for that; and it's that way of thinking 
Pat  Swceney's mare was, when she refused to carry the load of stones the 
villain rooted out of the arch, ma'am, to build a pig-sty, the irreverent 
nape!" ',4nd the mare would not draw the stones?' "Bad cess to the 
step-only as fast as he filled the car, up with her heels and canted them every 
one out on the same spot; there they are to this day." 'Did you see her do 
i t? '  '' I s  it see her do i t ?  and I care-taker here ! Oh no ! Pat  would have 
been long sorry to let me catch hiin in it-let alone at such murderin' work as 
that-any way, i t  was before I mas born." If me had shown synlptoms of 
disbelieving the sagacity of "Pa t  Sweeny's mare," we should have sealed, 
at  once, the old lady's lips; which we had no inclination to do. The 
Irish, in general, have very high veneration for whatever they consider holy ; 
and a sneer or a smile of unbelief at a favourite legend is a sore checli to their 
enthusiasm. We are always caref~d not to hurt their feelings by coldness or 
inattention to their communications ; it is, after all, but a very small courtesy 
which is amply repaid by the gift of all their information, and the warm 
blessings of their kind hearts. "You may think that wonderful," she said; 
'' but I know what's more so. A carpenter, who lived at a place called Ballin- 
collig, got so hard a heart, through being always with the soldiers, that at  last 
he thought there'd be no harm in cutting down one of the ' ancient ould' elm- 
trees in the avenue to make deal boords of; and ye see when a man sets about 
what's not right, he does it in the night time. So he comes here with his sharp 
hatchet and a bottle of whisltcy in his pocket, to take his picli out of the trees. 
I t  was a fine moonlight night, and the stars dancin' double in the waters of 

* Tl~csc ruined churches arc favourite burial-places of the peasantry; and it is n common custom to make 
head-stones of frag~nrnts  of byohen pillars, mnllions, and  fretted work. 
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' the Bride,' when he walked leisurely round and round the trees, and then at  
last fixed on one-the finest in it, which is ever and always the rogue's choice. 
Well, without more ado, he pulled off his jacket and set to work." 

" But you must have heard him ; you live so close to the avenue?" was ow 
natural remark. 

" I t  wasn't me that was caretaker then," she answered; but we never 
mind the noises of the place at  night. W h y  there's no end to the treasure- 
seekers' digging about the ould walls ; and we have no call to then1 ; for if they're 
warned off one place, they go to another. Well, he began; but as thrue as 
that the sun in heaven is shining down its bames upon this blessed spot, so 
thrue it is that where he struck the tree it spouted blood-pure blood up in his 
heatllinish face." 

" Well I hope that was a warning to him ?'  
" Bedad i t  was ! The mark of the blood was on his face for many a day, 

and the pure waters of the Bride wouldn't take it out. I heer'd he went to 
funin parts, on a pilgrimage, before he was able to show a clane skin with any 
poor Christian in Ballincollig." 

" There's many of the quality," continued our guide, becoming communica- 
tive in proportion to our attention, 'l who seek afther the toomb of one Arthur 
O'Leary-I dare say you might hear tell of him?" 

" Oh yes ! " was our reply ; " Arthur O'Leary the outlaw." 
" Ay !-so they called him," she said, " but I heer'd my father say, who 

often saw him when he crossed the back of that noble baste that cost him his 
young life ! I often heer'd him say i t  was hard times for the ould residenters 
when new men were put over their heads, and laws made to crush those that 
were born on the land.-It was my father said it," added our guide, in a 
quieter tone, thinking perhaps she had spoken more freely than wisely ; " it was 
my father said it, and people are changed now." 

" W e  expressed our belief that they were changed for the better ; for that no 
man now would dare to insult the poorest peasant in Ireland, as that high-born 
gentleman-wild and reckless though he was-had been insulted ! 

" God bless ye ! God bless ye ! " muttered the guide. " That's his toomb, 
and there's the dc.xription of himself. I've known that toomb taken in ' a  
round,' oftcn ; and many a stubborn knee bent by its side. I've seen strong- 
hearted men, in my time, cry bitter tears beside it." She withdrew a little, 
and we read the inscription, engraved on a plain low flat stone- 

" LO ! AIVIIIIJR LEABY, GENEROUS, HANDSODlE, BRAVE, 

 LAIN i X  HIS RLOOX, LIES  IN THIS IIUMBLE GI< LYE."* 

* Thcre are two very opposite stories in reference to tlie career arid death of this rem:~rliable m a n ;  both, 
hnwever, agree in describing him as " handsome, jieucmns, hrnw ; " high spiiited, " snddcn ;ind quidz in 
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W e  never saw a ruin so full of graves as Kilcrea. Choir, cloister, aisles- 
every part is crowded. There are some other tombs worthy of notice within 
this extensive ruin-where we have lingered long, and must reman a little 
longer to note an old and remarkably handsome woman, who was praying, very 
devoutly, in a small dilapidated chapel at the right hand, near the entrance. 
There was something so meek, so humble, and withal so earnest in her face, 
upturned as it was to the heavens while the rosary trembled in her fingers, that 
we asked the guide who she was. 

" A poor thravelor, God help her, and nothing else," was the reply. At the 
instant it began to rain, and one of us was glad to take shelter in the guide's 
cottage, while the other proceeded to inspect the ruins of the castle. 

W e  have been in many Irish cabins ; yet, perhaps, never in one so neat or 
so well-ordered, as the little one that crouches by the entrance gate to IGlcl-ea. 
The earthen floor was clean-the deal table white-and a pretty kitten was 
lapping milk upon it, who looked both sleek and happy; there was a half 
partition opposite the door, where the bed was placed; two coops filled with 
speckled chickens; a dresser heavily laden with crockery; two chairs, and a 
stool; completing the furniture of the room, in which there was barely space 
to turn round. TVe almost wished to have been benighted in such a cottage ; 

quarrel ;" and jealous for the honour of his religion. One story goes, that a horse of O'Leary's having beaten, 
in a race, the horse of a Mr. Morris, the latter claimed i t ;  tendering, in an insulting manner, its price upon 
the race-course :-" Papist, five pounds for your horse" (by the seventh of William III., chap. 6,  Roman Catholics 
were disabled from having or keeping a horse exceeding five pounds in value). A quarrel ensued, and O'Leary, 
with threats of vengeance, made his escape. I t  is said tha. a magistrate was found upon the spot, who by a 
summary proceeding proclaimed O'Leary an outlaw, while the echo of his horse's hoofs was ringing in the air, 
and that he was immediately followed by a band of soldiers. Others say, that he rode about the county for 
some months, armed at all points, and protected by the peasantry. Hunted by the military, he had distanced 
them, and, as be thought, was in safety within sight of his own house, when, in the spirit of his natural daring, 
he turned round and waved his hat to his pnrsucrs. His triumph was short; a bullet from the musket of 
a raw recruit, the first it is said he ever fired, laid him dead upon the road. Morris was tried for the murder 
and acquitted. A short time afterwards he was shot at, "in his lodgings near Hammond's Marsh," by the 
younger brother of O'Leary, who succeeded in escaping to America. This circumstance took place in 1773. 
Another version of the story has been furnished us by a friend intimately acquainted with the neighbourhood in 
which i t  occurred; and i t  illustrates the wild and reckless character of the Irish gentlemen of the period. 
O'Leary was remarkable for many personal qualities, for manly beauty and great strength; had unrivalled 
dexterity in athletic exercises, and courage approaching to madness. He engaged in a mortal fend with one of 
the neighbouring gentry; which originated, as stated by our informant, not in a dispute concerning a horse, but 
in a scuffle for ~riority in obtaining a goblet of water which an old woman handed to them at a spring near 
Mount Massey, called the Spa. For the assault, O'Leary was indicted, and bound to stand his trial; but he 
f~iled to appear, and resisted the recovery of his recnqnizances, which were estreated. A writ of outlawry conse- 
quently issued against him; and he went abroad for a time. On his return he made no attempt to conceal 
himsclf, but frequented fairs and markets, armed, and bidding ostentations defiance to his enemies. The feud 
with his old adversary mas reuewed, and it became evident that one of the opponents would inevitably slay the 
other. A party of soldiers were stationed to :trresf O'Letiry near his house; he sallied out to meet t l~cm;  
several shots mere exchanged ; when L L  a littlc soldier," a raw recruit, cowred him with his piecc, saying, '' I'm 
sure to Lit him now," pullcd the tripger, and O'Lear~ Cell rlead. 



to have sat with tlic guide by the blaz~ng faggot, and heard tlie tales-all the 
tales she could tell of the old abbey in its glory. She wanted us very much 
to have some milk, or an egg;-she knew it was fresh, and she could either 
roast it in the embers or boil it in a minute. She had rt cake of griddle 
bread-there it was-if she hadn't made too free, would we have a, bit of 
that? Having offered us everything in her cabin, we at last prevailed upon 
her to sit down. She forthwith pulled out her knitting, and we inquired 
what she knew of the woman we had seen in the abbey. 

" Ah thin," she said, " my heart aches for that poor wid& woman, though 
I never set eyes on her till four or five days ago, when she came here one 
morning faint and fasting to finish a round she'd undertaken." 

" Going from abbey to abbey to pray for remission of her sins?" 
" Not her own sins," she replied, " but poor thing, here she is coming in 

out of the rain ; she laves me to-morrow." 
" Does she lodge with you?" 
" W e  give her the length and breadth of herself, at night, on a lock of straw 

under the table ; and, sure, neither me nor mine will ever miss the bit or the 
sup the Lord allows us to have for such as her." Oh, what lessons of loving- 
kindness are to be learned in Irish cottages ; hospitality without display, and 
that true generosity which takes from its own necessities to relieve the neces- 
sities of others ! 

W e  at once observed that the woman was superior to the generality of her 
class ; she was neatly clad ; her cap was white as snow ; and a broad black 
iiband fastened round i t  indicated an attempt at mourning. W e  had asked 
her how she intended to return, and her simple answer was, " The Lord will 
raise me up friends to help me on the way; sure, hasn't He helped me 
homewards already?" she added, as she looked on the silver we had given 
her, "praise be to His holy name, that cares for the widow and the fatherless !" 

" You've had a busy time of it lately," we said, as she entered the small 
cabin, and with a meek curtsey took the seat we insisted on her taking- 
" a very busy time of it lately ?" 

bL I have, praise be to Him who gave me the strength to get over it ! a very 
busy time ; it's a long journey from Kenmare to Kilcrea, a wearisome journey; 
and a wonderful thing to be climbing the mountains ; it's a fine thing too, my 
lady-for somehow one feels nearer to the Almighty. I thought the life 
would leave me before I got over the 'Priest's Leap,'-that is a wonderful 
mountain intirely-I don't suppose there's many higher than that in the 
world.'' 

i' And why did you undertake such a journey? you seem old." 



" I am old, my lady-three scorc and eight years at the least;-but God 
fits the back to the burden, and the limbs to the mountain steep. I wouldn't, 
for all that, have took it, only for the reason I had ; you see, ma'am, since you've 
been so good as to ask-you see, afther the will of the Lord had taken from me 
my husband (the heavens be his bed), and my poor boys, He left me one little 
girl-a delicate, gentle creature-and though she was my own child, I may 
say, a haiidsomer or a better girl never brought the sunshine to a lone widow's 
cabin. Oh, but her goodness was past telling. When I closed my eyes as if 
asleep, I was sure to hear her voice praying for me-when I opened them 
in the morning, she was there beaming blessings on me. She was so handy1 
Such a fine scholar too ! The brightest girl, the schooln~aster said, that ever 
stood at his knee. Well, ma'am dear, every true crown has its cross. My 
little girl's love was sought by many, but won by a young man respected by 
no one, though chose by her. ' Alley,' says I, ' if you marry Laurence Daly, 
you'll break my heart.' 'Mother,' she says, throwing her arms, white as a 

wreath of snow, about me, 'mother,' she says, 'I'll never do that.' My 
mind was as light as a fcatl~er at first, for I knew she'd keep her word. But 
oh, my grief! to see her wastin', and wastin',-dying in the sight of my eyes- 
to see tlmt, almost took the life from me. She made no complaint, but fell away 
like the blossom off the bough of a summer tree ; and I could not bear to look in 
her faded face ; and I says, ' Alley, take him-take him, avourneen ; and from 
this day out I'll never say a word aginst him.' In less than a month from them 
words she was blooming as a rose ; in another-she was his wife ! " The poor 
woman covered her face with her hands, and wept bitterly. " His love," she 
continued, '( never, to say, turned ; and he was gentler to her than he could be 
to any other thing; and if he had kept from meddling with what didn't con- 
cern him, all would have gone well enough; but he got into trouble-sore 
trouble-and the end of it was, that three years after they were married, Ize 
was in the jail at Tralee, and my poor child-my poor Alice-at the feet of 
every one in the county that could help her to pass a word through the iron 
bars or get her a look at him. Now wasn't it strange!-she was as pure in 
the light of heaven, as pure a; unfallen snow; and she lrnew he was guilty. 
She would not even deny it-for the thought of falsity wasn't in her-and 
still her love grew stronger the greater grew his trouble. I t  isn't for me 
to tell what she went through. Before the first blush of morning she'd 
be on her knees at prayer ; and, I'm sure, for six weeks thst passed betwixt 
his taking and trial, the rest of sleep was never on her eyes for five minutes 
together. I asked her, when the day came, for the love of God and of me, 
her broken-hearted mother, nat to go to the court-house, but she would- 
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and she did. She clung to my side in the crowd, and I felt her heart beating 
against my arm ; I darn't look at her, and she kept crushing closer and close1 
to me until the trial began, and then she gathered strength and stood upright, 
at once. All along, her husband denied that he was in it at all, when the great 
harm was done ; and two or three more boys stood up for the same. ' There,' 
said the Counsel for the Crown, pointing to my poor Alice, ' there's his own 
wife-ask her where her husband was that night.' Every one cried shame; 
and the Counsel for the prisoners said it was contrary to law to question a man's 
own wife; but before I could get at the rights of it, Alley, throwing her arms 
round me, muttered, ' Mother, take me away-I can't tell-I can't tell ! ' 
With that a neighbour's son, who had loved my little girl all her life 
almost-a fine fellow he was, though she never would hear to him, and with 
a good character, and of decent people, that wouldn't look at the same side 
of the road with Laurence Daly-steps out at once, with his cheeks reddened 
and his eyes like diamonds, and says he, ' Hear me,' says he, 'I can swear 
where he was that night; and no one who knows me, will think I favour Larry 
Daly.' Between supporting Alice, who fell in a faint on my bosom, not 
knowing what was coming, and knowing myself that the boy had good cause to 
spite Laurence, I thought my senses would lave me ; and then my blood ran 
cowld to the heart, and my brain felt as if afire; for I heard him sworn and 
prove an ALIBI for the prisoner. When it was over, his cheek was like the 
cheek of a corpse, and no light was in his eyes ; he came forward to the outside, 
where Alice came a little to herself, and understanding her husband was 
safe, was crying, like an infant when it first draws in the air of a sorrowing 
world ; he made the throng keep back, and afther looking at her for a minute, 
he whispers, ' Alice, live, avourneen ; live and be happy, for to save you I've 
done what an hour agone I didn't think I could have done. I've sinned my 
soul, Alice, for you; so live, and God bless you.' I've heard of the love of 
many a man, but I think that bates it all; and though what he did was 
not right, still he did it for pure love of my child :-love, without any feeling 
in it that could make a blush rise to the cheek of a married woman, or cause 
the pang of shame at her heart ; and that's a wonderful thing to say. But his 
love didn't end here. I was going home from Laurence's cabin, and after 
seeing them happy together once more, and he making all the good resolutions 
rt man always makes, at the first goin' off, afther getting out of trouble, and the 
children so glad, poor things, to have their father again ; and as I was going 
on, just at the end of the boreen, Mrs. Lawler,' says a voice, (you'll excuse 
my telling his name,) ' Mrs. Lawler,' he says, ' afther to-day, I can't stay in the 
place. Who knows, but Laurence is so odd tempered, he might mistrufit his 

VOC. I. P 
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wife, knowing as he does that I perjured myself to make her happy. Those 
that ar'n't what they should be, oftell think bad of others ; so I'll go to America, 
Mrs, Lawler, and mind the last prayer 1'11 brathe in Irish air will be for Alice.' " 
Again the old woman wept; it was some time before she added, "And I saw 
him no more." I begged of her to continue. " It's soon ended now," she said, 
"and not much to tell; but the poor have more trials than the mere want of 
food, and I've often thought that when the rich and the stranger laugh at their 
rags, or turn from them in disgust, they don't think that maybe the heart 
beating under them has a dale of feeling. 

"Well, as I said, I'll soon be done now: Alice, my poor child, every one 
saw she was going, and yet the darling, she talked for evermore of taking ' a 
round ;' and I used to talk to her, and tell her what sin had she to answer for 
to put that in her head-and she'd only smile ! Oh then, but the smile upon 
patient lips is scalding to the heart to look at : Oh, God forgive me for having 
wearied Him with prayers to leave the angel he was winging for heaven a little 
longer over her children-and to close my eyes-and Laurence, poor man ! he 
was soi-ry too, and so loud in his grief that it shook her spirit. The priest had 
been with her, and said to me as he was going out, ' Take comfort, for it's a 
great privilege to have reared up a child for heaven ; I wish we were all as sure 
of it as she is.' After that I went in, and she told the people she wanted a few 
words with her mother: they cleared out of the little room at once; and her 
voice was so thin I could hardly hear it, and her breath on my cheek was cold 
as the first breath of the new frost upon the air in harvest. ' There's one thing,' 
she whispered, 'though his reverence says it's no harm, that's heavy on my 
heart-it's a debt-if I could have lived to pay it I should die easy.' 

'( What debt, dear? I asked. 
"' You remember THAT day, mother?' 

Ay, sure, I said. 
" ' And what he did ? ' 
" Yes, darling, it's not easy forgot. 
" ' He sinned his soul.' 
" The Lord above is merciful, and will forgive him, I pray night and day, I 

made answer. 
"' He was nothing to me more than a neighbour's child,' she went on, ' and 

for all his love I never gave him a good word; yet mother-mother-he 
perjured himself for my sake.' 

" The Lord is merciful, I said again ; what else could I say? and sure it was 
the truth any how. 

Yes, I know that; but I made a vow that night, to take my rounds at the 
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holy Abbey of Kilcrea, so that the sin might be taken off him through my 
means. Oh mother, that is denied me, and I must die with it on my soul-I 
can't get rid of it.' 

" No, avourneen, no, I said ; th7: way is long, and I am old and poor, but by 
the blessing of the holy saints I'll take of yer vow : I'll do for you what, if the 
Lord had spared you, you'd have done for yourself.-I made the vow on my 
knees. 

l L L  Oh my mother, my mother, my mother !' she said, as if a new life had 
sprung in her, and then faded, faded, faded. She was gone-before Laurence 
and the children could catch her last breath ; but she dicd happy, and so shall 
I now, for I've done all she would have done.'' 

Between IGlcrea and Macroom there are several ruins of castles, once the 
strongholds of the Mac Sweenys, powerful chieftains, although feudatories to 
the lords of Muslrerry. On the high road, it is stated on the authority 
of Smith, there was a stone set up by one of the family, who were 
"anciently famous for hospitality, with an Irish inscription, signifying to all 
passengers to repair to the house of Mr. Edinund Mac Sweeny for entertain- 
ment." The historian adds that, in his time, the stone was still to be seen 
lying in a ditch, where it had been flung by a degenerate descendant, who, 
according to popular belief, never throve afterwards. Townsend also describes 
an Irishman of the same class, whose residence was nigh to Mill-street, in 
this district of the county. He was the chief of his clan, and was known only 
by the name of O'Leary ; to have addressed him by the term " Mister " would 
have been a mortal offence. He was one of the last who kept " open house to 
all camers;" had food and drink and lodging for all who asked i t ;  and 
although his cellar was well stocked with wine, it never knew the protection of 
lock or key, for, as he used to say, " nobody had occasion to steal what any 
one might have for asking." I t  derived security, however, from other causes 
-from deference to his sway and respect for his person, both of which were 
universally felt and acknowledged within the circle of his influence. His 
appearance was always sufficient to maintain order at fairs and meetings, and to 
suppress disturbances without the aid of soldier or constable. He is said to 
have possessed some admirable requisites for a maintaining of the public peace, 
being a very athletic man, and always carrying a long pole, of which the unruly 
knew him to be no churl." 

* The hospitality of the Mac Sweeny and the O'Leary, is however eclipsed by that of another Irish chief- 
tain, the ancestor of the O'Sullivans, a race of whom the legend says, "Nulla manus, tam liberalis, atque 
generalis, atque universalis, quam Sullivanus." The name is said to have originated from the following cir- 
cumstance. Tlierc chanced to arrive in Ireland from Albany a one-ered Drnid, who was also a bard, named 
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The town of Macroom, twenty-four miles west of Cork, is situate on the 
Sullane-a river which, for extent and beauty, rivals the Lee. The castle of 
Macroom is very ancient, or rather parts of it are of very remote antiquity, 
for it lias undergone many of the chances and changes incident to the civil 
wars. I t  was converted by its late proprietor, Robert Hedges Eyre, Esq., one 
of the last of " the good old Irish gentlemen," into a comfortable mansion ; and 
it is now easy to distinguish the ancient from the modern portions of the 
building. I t  consists of one huge square of masonry-the mere keep-with 
embattled parapets ; but the hand of taste is not very apparent in the alterations 
it has undergone to convert the ancient fortalice of the 07Flynns into a 
dwelling-house of the eighteenth century.* 

From Macroom to Killarney the road is by no means picturesque ; it passes 
along the banks of the river Sullane, and through the small village of Ballyvour- 
ney, almost the only congregation of houses in the route. I t  runs, however, 
within a few yards of the singular castle of Carrig-a-poolra, built, according to 
Smith, by the Dlac Carthy of Drishane, and placed on the summit of a solitary 
rock, so steep as to render cawtion necessary in climbing it. I t  is now a single 
tower, and never could have been much more extensive. for it almost covers the 
rock on which it stands. 

A visit to the castle affords us an opportunity for introducing to the reader 
one of the fairy legends of Ireland-the legend of the Pooka. 

Of the malignant class of beings composing the Irish fairy mythology-and 
it is creditable to the national character that they are the least numerous-the 
Pooka excels, and is pre-eminent in malice and mischief, In  form he is a very 
Proteus,--generally a horse, but often an eagle. He sometimes assumes the 
figure of a bull ; or becomes an ignis fatzius. Amongst the great diversity of 
forms at times assumed by him, he exhibits a mixture or compound of the 
calf and goat. Probably it is in some measure owing to the assumption of the 
latter figure that he owes his name ; puc being the Irish for a goat. Golding, 

Levawn. He was hospitably received by Eochy-chief of his nam.: and nation-who had also but one eye. 
Whcn the Druid was departing from the castle, he refused all the rich gifts offered to  him, but demanded from 
his host a present of his only eye. Eochy, i~npcllcd by generosity, a t  once tore i t  from the socket and bestowed 
i t  upon his avaricious p e s t .  There happened, however, a t  the time, to be a holy man residing with the 
outraged Eochy ; and he, indignant a t  such ingratitude, prayed that the Druid's cye might depart from its 
place, and, together with his own, become the property of Eochy. The prayer was heard-the chieftain became 
instantly the possessor of two eyes, and the Druid left the castle for ever blind. Hence Eocliy and his posterity 
obtained the name of " Suil-Lcvawn"-Lerawn's eye. 

* During the lifetime of Mr. Hedges Eyre, it was impossible for the inn a t  Macroom to prosper; for, 
whenever a cnstonier arrived, if his manner denoted him to he a gentleman, a messenger was soon in his 
chamber, with compliments, &c., and a room was prepared for him in the castle ; " particular injunctions 
being given not to  sup before his removal. Since tlic death of the generous and hospitable gentleman, the inn 
has assumed a more stirring aspect, and is l i k e l ~  to have employment for both cook and housemaid. 
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in his translation of Ovid, describes him by name, in a character of which 
the goat forms a component part :- 

"The country where Chymara, that same Pouk, 
With goatish body, lion's head and breast, and dragon's tail,,' &c. 

,4nd Spenser has the following lines :- 
I' Ne let the Pouke, nor other evil spirit, 

Ne let mischievous witches with their charms, 
Ne let hobgoblins, naines whose sense we know not, 
Fray us with things that be not." 

The Pouke or Pooka means literally the evil one; "playing the puck," a 
common Anglo-Irish phrase, is equivalent to "playing the devil." 

There are many localities, favourite haunts of the Pooka, and to which he 
has given his name, as Drohid-a-Pooka, Castle Pook, and Carrig-a-Pooka. 
The island of Melaan, also, at the mouth of the Kenmare river, is a chosen 
site whereon this malignant spirit indnlges his freaks. I t  is uninhabited, 
and is dreaded by the peasantry and fishermen, not less because of its gloomy, 
rugged, and stern aspect, than for the tales of terror connected with it.   he 
tempest wails fearfully around its spectre-haunted crags, and dark objects are 
often seen flitting over it in the gloom of night. Shrill noises are heard, and 
cries, and halloos, and wild and moaning sounds ; and the fishermen benighted 
or forced upon its rocks may often behold, in the crowding groups which flit 
around, the cold faces of those long dead-the silent tenants, for many years, 
of field and wave. The consequence is, that proximity to the island is 
religiously avoided by the boats of the country after sunset, and a bold crew 
are they who, at nightfall, approach its haunted shores. 

The great object of the Pooka seems to be to obtain a rider; and then he 
is all in his most 
malignant glory.- 
Headlong he dashes 
through briar and 
brake, through flood . 

and feI1, over moun- 
tain, valley, moor, 
or river, indiscrimi- 
nately ; up or down 
precipice is alike 
to him, provided he 
gratifies the malevo- 
lence that seems to 
inspire him. He 
bounds and flies over and beyond tlicm, grntified by tllc distress, szd utterly 
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reckless and ruthless of the cries, and danger and suffering, of the luckless 
wight who bestrides him. As the (' Tinna Geolane," or Will 0' the Wisp, 
he lures but to betray; like the Hanoverian (' Tuckbold," he deludes the 
night wanderer into a bog, and leads him to his destruction in a quaginire or 
pit. Macpherson's spirit of Loda is evidently founded on the tradition of 
the Pooka; and in the Fienian Tales he is repeatedly mentioned as the " Puka 
(gruagach, or hairy spirit) of the blue valley." 

The English Puck is a jolly, frolicsome, night-loving rogue, full of arch- 
ness, and fond of all Irinds of merry tricks, " a shrewd and knavish spirit," as 
Shakspeare has it. But he is, nevertheless, very probably in his origin the 
same as the Irish Pooka; as, besides the resemblance in name, we find he has 
not at all times sustained his laughter-loving character; but, on the contraiy, 
exhibited unquestiondde proof of his Iris11 affinity or descent. For this we 
have the poetical authority of Drayton, in his " Polyolbion." 

"TIIIs Puck seems but a dreaming dolt, 
Still walking like a raqqed colt, 
And oft out bf n bush jbth bolt L~dlinrt~ma , - Of purpose to deceive us, 

! (hnn~4,c,;?. And, leaving us, makes us to stray 
Long minter nights out of the way; 

%KL dl r5& And when we stick in mire and clay, 
He doth with laughter leave us." 

T l ~ e  early English adventurers imported to the Irish shores their softened 
version of the native Pooka, under his Saxon appellation of Puck, and have left 
his name to Puck's rock near Howth, and Puck castle, a romantic 1-uin in the 
county of Dublin. 

- An ~ x i c n t  chronicler, at Bantry, related to us the adventures of many of 
his friends, as lL confirmation strong," to support his assertion that a Poolca 
haunted his own neighbourhood. He knew two boys who, on their way to 
a midnight mass-rather fresh-met a horse ; let's get on his back, says one ; 
wid all the veins, says another ; so they got up ; and och ! murdher, didn't he 
give 'em a ride; laving them next morning twenty miles from their own 
door." This however is the only instance, within our knowledge, of the 
spirit bcing encountered by more than one at a time. On our venturing to 
hint that the fact was unusual, we were met at once by an answel; " Sure 
weren't the both of 'em brothers." Another friend of the old man's "going 
through a narrow pass, heerd a horse coming along at a fast gallop, and drew 
LIP to let him pass, when he heerd a voice by his side say, Lien7-that's lie 
down-' here's the Pooka coming ;' and sure enough he saw the baste with his 
eyes and nose flashing out fire. So the boy turns round and says, 'Who 
arc you?'-thinking 'tmas a fellow Christian that gave him the warning. 



'I'm the Lanian Shee,' says the voice, Now wasn't it queer that the 
spirit should be afeard of the Pooka?-but you see they weren't friends at 
all at all." 

The highest of the Galtee mountains, called the Galtee More, and some- 
times Dawson's seat, rises over a gloomy lake which is said to be the residence 
of a Pooka, who is believed to be chained at the bottom, and only permitted 
to make excursions upon state occasions. The lake is believed, to this 
day, to possess, in consequence of its terrible inhabitant, the three following 
properties :-First, I t  is unfathomable: an attempt was once made to sound 
it, and, horn the descriptions of the people, it appears that the regular process 
was adopted, yet no line could be found that would reach the bottom. 
Secondly, The warmest day in summer, let the lightest breeze arise, and the 
cold about the lake will be intense. Thirdly, Although the lake does not 
appear of great extent, yet no stone could ever be thrown across it. W e  have 
heard that a famous stone-thrower from Clonmel, who could throw a stone 
from Fairy Hill to the other side of the river-a much greater apparent 
distance than the extent of the lake-attempted to throw a stone across the 
watery habitation of the Pooka, but, like all other stones, i t  did not go beyond 
the centre, and then fell powerless into the dark waters. There is a tradition 
that one of the Dawson family (whose mansion is within view of the lake) 
once attempted to drain it. Accordingly everything was prepared, and the 
engineer and labourers set actively about the work; but they had not gone 
far with it when a sudden light shone around them, and on looking towards 
the direction from whence it came, they saw the mansion of their employer 
on fire. They immediately all ran to the spot to extinguish the flames, 
but on arriving at it, the fire instantly vanished, and the place exhibited 

\ no appearance of having received any injury. They returned to their work, 
but immediately the flames burst out from the mansion again; and, on their 
once more coming up, the illusion as instantly vanished. This having been 
repeated several times, they at length relinquished their purpose, taking 
the hint that the Pooka would not have "the secrets of his prison- 
house" explored.-Such is the tradition current to this day in the glen of 
Aherlow. 

Of the ~ranlrs of the Pooka, as ml l  be imagined, many amusing stories are 
told by the peasantry ; all generally, however, having nearly the same termina- 
tion :-" And, plase yer honour, I found myself in the morning lying in a wet 
ditch ; and it couldn't be the drop I tuk ; for, barring a few glasses at a neigh- 
bour7s, I didn't drink a drop at all at all, all day." 

One of these stories, having more than the usual point, we shall repeat, 
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as nearly as we can, in the words in which we received i t ;  only regretting 
that we have it at second-hand, being unable to record the fact on better 
authority, in consequence of the decease of the actual adventurer. 

" I t  was, ye see, sir, my cousin, Jerry Deasy, that done the Pooka; and 
that's more than e'er another boy can say, betwixt this and the Causeway. A 
hearty chap he was; there wasn't the likes of him at fair or pattern, for breaking 
the heads of the boys, and the hearts of the girls, and the backs of the horses ; 
the only thing he couldn't master was the drop. Och, if it hadn't been for that 
same, he'd be to the fore this day, to tell yer'honour all about it. Well, he 
was sthreeling home wid a neighbour one dark night, and the both of 'em 
war a little overtaken, and complaining of the length of the road, as they joulted 
from one side to the other widout nearing many steps tow'rds Ballyvourney ; 
when says my cousin, says he-a mighty pleasant man he always was-< I t  
isn't the length of it at all at all, but the breadth of it that's killing me;' wid 
that he laid himself down in the ditch, and the never a stir he'd stir; so the 
other boy went on and left him. MTell, yer honour, just as he was settling 
himself for a sleep, what should he hear but a shnort and a neigh. ' That's a 

horse,' says he; and wid that he gave a click, click, and held out his hand 
as if 'twas a whisp of hay was in it. So the horse came up, and wasn't Jerry 
on his back in a jiffy? ' 'Ar-up,' says he ; but 'twasn't needed. Off went the 
Pooka like shot-for the Pooka it was surely-up hill and down hill, through 
the bog and the river; and wherever a furze bush and briar was, there he 
went. Poor Jerry could make no hand of him; the life was sthruck out of him 
at last, and in the morning he found himself kilt, in the very place where he 
met the vicious baste over night. Well, sir, Jerry kept himself sober-for 
him-till the next gale day, when his honour, the landlord, wouldn't hear of 
him going home widout a rasonable sup ; and when Jerry came near the ould 
castle at nightfall, he purtended to be mighty wake, and not able to stand 
at all at all ; and, just as he expicted, up trots the Pooka, and ' Mount, Jerry 
Deasy,' says he, 'and I'll car ye home.' 'Will ye go asy?' says Jerry. 
A s  mild as new milk,' says the desaving vagabone. Wid that, Jerry gave 
a spring, and got astride him. Well, my dear, off the blackguard set agin, a 
gallop that ud bate a flash o' lightning on the Curragh o' Kildare. But Jerry 
was too cute for him this time ; and as fast as the Pooka druv, Jerry plunged 
his bran-new spurs into his sides, and shtruck away wid his kippeen at the 
head of him, until the Pooka was as quiet as a lamb, and car'd him to his own 
door. Now wasn't that a grate thing for a boy to do-to make a tame nagur 
of a Pooka? 1'11 go bail the scoundrel never came in Jerry Deasy's way from 
that day to this." 
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To examine, properly, the romantic lake of Gougane Barra, the pass of 
Icein-an-eigh, and the wild and singular scenery that conducts to or 
surrmnds them, the traveller must diverge from the high-road, and pursue a 
route that leads only "back again," unless he is prepared to tread over 
mou~~tains where the goat will scarcely find his way homewards without 
direction; and to encounter the perils of bogs and morasses more numerous 
than cottages. The venturous pedestrian, however, will be amply repaid for 
the risk and labour he will have to endure; for in no part of Ireland has 
Nature been left more completely to her own guidance and government. 

From Macroom to Inchageela, a village midway between the town and 
Gougane Barra, the road becomes gradually wilder and more rugged; huge 
rocks overhang it, high hills look down upon them, and over these again the 
mountains tower-each and all clothed with purple heath and golden furze, and 
other plants that love the arid soil; while here and there patches of cultivation 
have been snatched from them by the hand of industry and toil; and from 
many a small fissure the smoke arises, giving token that civilization is astir 
even in this region of savage grandeur and beauty. 

The Lee, which, for a considerable space, has dwindled to a small murmur- 
ing rivulet, at length widens out into a sheet of water, forming the picturesque 
Lough Allua-the lake of the Lee. The road winds for about three miles 
along its northern margin ; the rocks on one side, the clear and deep water on 
the other-a more perfect solitude it is impossible to imagine. Not a tree is 
to be seen ; but the rocks, as if to remedy the defect, have assumed forms the 
most singular and fantastic, and, every now and then, seem to stay the 
further progress of the wayfarer, by pushing a monstrous base directly across 
his path. Yet a century and a half ago, these rocks and hills, as well as the 
valleys, were clothed with forests to the water's edge; in their fastnesses, 
unfamiliar with the step of man, the red deer roved; and often the 
labourer delves out, from a patch of mountain bog, some huge trunk that 
tells of the former occupiers of the soil-existing in decay many feet below the 
surface. 

The approach to Gougane Barra is now sufficiently easy; although, a 

hundred years ago, a pilgrimage of two miles occupied two hours. Dr. Smith 
pathetically describes the toil: he calls it the rudest highway that ever was 
passed; a well-spirited beast trembles at every step; some parts of the road 
lie shelving from one side to the other, which often trips up a horse; other 
places are pointed rocks, standing like so many sugar-loaves, from one to three 
feet high, between which a horse must take time to place and fix his feet." 

POL. I. Q 
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A sudden turning in the road brings the traveller within view, and almost 
over, the lake of Gougane Barra-a scene of more utter loneliness, stern 
grandeur, or savage magnificence, it is difficult to conceive ; redeemed, 
however, as all things savage are, by one passage of gentle and inviting beauty, 
upon which the eye turns as to a spring-well in the desert-the little island 
with its group of graceful ash-trees and ruined chapel. Down from the 
surrounding mountains rush numerous streams, tributaries to the lake, that 
collects and sends them forth in a bountiful river-for here the Lee has its 
source-until they form the noble harbour of Cork, and lose themselves in the 
broad Atlantic. In summer these streams are gentle rills, but in winter 
foaming cataracts; rushing over ridges of projecting rocks, and baring them 
even of the lichen that strives to cling to their sides. 

When the traveller stands within this amphitheatre of hills, he feels, as it 
were, severed from his fellow-beings-as if imprisoned for ever; for on 
whichever side he looks, escape from the valley seems impossible; tiso 
that if a person," writes the old historian, "were cai~ied into i t  blindfold, 
it would seem almost impossible, without the wings of an eagle, to get 
out-the mountains forming, as it were, a wall of rocks some hundred yards 
high." 

The small island is nearly midway in the lake ; a rude artificial causeway 
leads into it from the main land. This is the famous hermitage of St. Fin Bar, 
who is said to have lived here previous to his founding the cathedral of Cork. 
I t  is classed among the (~holiest" places in Ireland, and has long been a 
favourite resort of devotees, in the confident expectation that its consecrated 
waters have power to heal all kinds of diseases; making the blind to see, the 
deaf to hear, and the lame to walk. Here, at certain seasons, they assemble in 
immense crowds-bringing their sick children and ailing animals to bathe; 
and upon the neighbouring bushes and wooden crosses hang fragments of 
clothes, or halters and spancels, in proof that to the various animals, biped 
and quadruped, the lake has performed the anticipated miracle of making 
them whole. 

The greater portion of the island is covered by the ruins of a chapel with its 
appurtenant buildings, and a large court or cloister, containing eight arched 
cells. A spot better fitted for gloomy anchorite or stern ascetic, who desired 
perfect seclusion from 

"the chcerful haunt of man and herds," 

it would be bard to find; but here, too, undoubtedly, study might have 



prepared the early Christian missionary for the " labour of love" 11e was called 
upon to undertake. 

To describe the romantic grandeur of the scene is indeed iinpossiblc, 
without calling poetry to our aid. I t  has been rendered so happily and s.) 
effectually, that we do not hesitate to quote the compositioii entire :- 

" Tl~erc is a green island in lone Gougane Barra, 
Where Allu of songs rushes forth like an arrow ; 
In deep-valley'd Desmond a thousand wild fountains 
Come down to that lake, from their homc in the mountains. 
There grows the wild ash; and a time-stricken willow 
Looks chidingly down on the mirth of the billow, 
As like some gay child that sad monitor scorning, 
I t  lightly laughs back to the laugh of the morning. 

'And its zone of dark hills-oh ! to sec them all brightening, 
\Vhcn the tempest flings out his red banner of lightning, 
And tho waters come down 'mid the thunder's deep rattle, 
Like clans from their l~ills at  the voice of the battle ; 
And brightly thc fire-crestcd billows are gleaming, 
And wildly from Malloc the eagles are screaming : 
Oh, where is the dwelling, in valley or highland, 
So meet for a bard as tbat lone little island ! 

"How oft, when thc summer snn rcsted on Clara, 
And lit thc blue headland of sulleu Ivcra, 
lInve I sought thee, sweet spot ! from my home by the ocean, 
A d  trod all thy wilds with a minstrel's dcvotion, 
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And thought on the bards who, oft gathering together, 
I11 the cleft of thy rocks, and the depth of thy heather, 
Dwelt far from the Saxon's dark bondage and slaughter, 
As they raised their last song by the rush of thy water. 

"High sons of the lyre ! oh, how proud was the feeling 
To dream while alone through that solitude stealing; 
Though loftier minstrels green Erin can number, 
I alone waked the strain of her harp from its slumber, 
And gleaned the grey legend that long had been sleeping 
Where oblivion's dull mist o'er its beauty was creeping, 
From the love which I felt for my country's sad story, 
When to love her was shame, to revile her was glory. 

" Last bard of the free ! were it mine to inherit 
The fire of thy harp and the wing of thy spirit, 
With the wrongs which like thee to my own land have bound me, 
Did your mantle of song throw its radiance around me: 
Yet, yet on those bold cliffs might Liberty rally, 
And abroad send her cry o'er the sleep of each valley. 
But rouse thee, vain dreamer! no fond fancy cherish, 
'l'hy vision of Freedom in bloodshed must perish. 

"I soon shall be gone-though my name may be spoken 
When Erin awakes, and her fetters are brolren- 
Some minstrd will come in the summer eve's gleaming, 
Whcn Freedom's young light on his spirit is bealr~ing, 
To bend o'er my grave with 8 tear of emotion, 
Where calm Avonbuee seeks the kisses of ocean, 
And a wild wreath to plant from the bank of the river 
O'er the heart and the harp that are silent for ever." * 

The sacred character of Gougane Barra has, it is said, preserved it from 
the pest of so many Irish lakes-the monster worm or enchanted eel. We 
have heard stories of them in abundance; and have "seen the man who 
has seen " the metamorphosed demon that infests the little lough on the top of 
Ilount Gabriel-it is " deeper than did ever plummet sound ;" yet not so 
deep but that it supplies a home to one of these "things horrible." Often, 
bnt always at night, the hideous head of the serpent is raised above the 
surface of the water ; and if a cow be missing from some neighbouring herd, 
there is no difficulty in ascertaining its fate-it has been made a toothful for 
the ould enemy." In ancient times, indeed, the blessed isle of St. Fin Bar 
\vas subjected to the visits of such an intruder ; who having been guilty of the 
imprndence and impudence of snatching, from the very hand of the officiating 
priest, the loneen-a vessel for holding holy water-as he was in the act of 

* This poem was written, about the year 1826, by J. J. Callanan, a native of Cork: he died at Lisbon in 
1830; and his grave was made, not by the "calm Avonbuee," in accordance with his fenrent prayer, but by the 
banks of the Tagus-far away from L L  deep-vdley'd Des~nond." A volume of his poems was published soon after 
his death; and among tlwm are man)- of merit fulls equal to the fine example we hare quoted. 
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sprinkling with it a crowd of devotees, witnesses of the sacrilegious act, he was 
expelled the neighbourhood for his wickedness, and has never since ventured to 
leave his loathsome slime upon the green banks of the lake. 

The pass of Keim-an-eigh (the path of the deer) lies to the south-west of 
Inchageela, in the direction of Bantry Bay. The tourist will commit a 
grievous error if he omit to visit it. Perhaps in no part of the kingdom is 
there to be found a place so utterly desolate and gloomy. A mountain has 
been divided by some convulsion of nature; and the narrow pass, about two 
miles in length, is overhung on either side by perpendicular masses clothed in 
wild ivy and underwood, with, occasionally, a stunted yew-tree or arbutus 
growing among them. At  every step advance seems impossible-some huge 
rock jutting out into the path ; and, on sweeping round it, seeming to conduct 
only to some barrier still more insurmountable, while from all sides rush down 
the "wild fountains," and, forming for themselves a rugged channel, make 
their way onward-the first tributary offering to the gentle and fruitful Lee : 

" Here, amiast heaps 
Of mountaiu wrecks, on either side thrown high, 
The wide-spread traces of its watery might, 
The tortuous channel wound." 

Nowhere has Nature assumed a more appalling aspect, or manifested a more 
stern resolve to dwell in her own loneliness and grandeur, undisturbed by any 
living thing-for even the birds seem to shun a solitude so awful; and the hum 
of bee or chirp of grasshopper is never heard within its precincts. The 
drawing of Mr. Nicholl affords but a limited idea of a scene so magnificent. 

Protected by these fortresses of -- -- ~ -~ . -~ - - - -  ~ -- ~ - - - - - - - - - .- - - ~  - - - - - -- -- - - -  - - - - - - - - 
rocks, ages ago, the outlawed O7Sul- --  -- .=- .- .- - ~ - ~  -- - --- - - - = - ~ =- -- ~- -.- 

~ --.~A- . -- ---- - -- -- 

livans and O'Learys kept their free- 
dom, and laughed to scorn the sword 
and fetter of the Saxon; and from 
these "mountains inaccessible" they ,, 
made occasional sallies, avenging them- 
selves upon, and bearing off the flocks 
and herds of, the stranger. As may 
be expected, in modern times, these 
rocky fastnesses have given shelter, 
often, to bands of lawless or disaf- 
fected men: here, in some deep dell, 
might have been detected the light 
curl of smoke issuing from the 
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roof of some illicit still-cabin, to disturb the inmates of which would have 
required a very strong force of the revenue; among these rocks, too, the 
smugglers had many a cave, in which they deposited their goods until suspicion 
had been lulled on the highways, so that they might be conveyed in safety to 
the neighbouring towns. And here, too, men who had set themselves in battle 
array against the law, have often met to arrange their plans for carrying destruc- 
tion into the adjoining valleys. In the immediate vicinity of the pass, there 
was a stronghold of the Rockites, during the disturbances of 1822. The subject 
of these agrarian bands, united under a score of names, is one of much interest 
and importance, and will form a topic for discussion hereafter, when we visit 
Tipperary; we may, however, detain the reader while we relate an incident 
borrowed, partly from the Rev. Caesar Otway's " Sketches in Ireland," and partly 
gathered from the relation of the aged man we encountered at Bantry, who was 
an actor in the drama, and who lay for many days, wounded, among the hills, 
having been injured by an accidental shot fired by one of his own party. 

Several hundreds of the peasantry were sworn to obey an unknown 
Captain Rock; for their leaders professed to receive their orders from a 
person who made his appearance only when some work of more than common 
peril and dificulty was to be performed. The pass of Keim-an-eigh was their 
place of rendezvous, from whence they made their visits to the houses of the 
gentry for many miles around, demanding arms, and leaving directions as 
regarded the persons to be employed and the rent to be paid ; which it was 
dangerous to disobey, and which were, at times, accompanied by the significant 
hint of a grave dug at the hall-door, or beneath the window, of the party to 
whom instructions were addressed as to his future conduct. The evil at length 
spread so widely and became so intolerable, that the neighbouring gentry com- 
bined to suppress it. Lord Bantry, his brother, Captain White, and about forty 
mounted gentlemen, accompanied by a party of the 39th Foot, undertook the 
dangerous task of pursuing the outlaws into the recesses of their mountains. 
They arrived at the pass we have described ; but the officer who commanded 
the military refused to proceed further with so small a force, and left his lord- 
ship and his companions to make their way through the defile, remaining at 
its entrance to cover their retreat. They rode through it, round the lake of 
Gougane Barra, and into the village of Inchageela-which they found deserted 
by all the men, who had joined their associates, and were in arms among the 
hills. During their ride, however, the party had given token of the nature 
of their mission, and had killed one man, who, having mistaken them for 
his own friends, had ascended a bank and hurraed for Captain Rock. He 
was shot instantly-and his body was a few minutes afterwards discovered 
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by his exasperated comrades, who swore, over it, to take ample vengeance. 
Having failed to arrest any of the persons against whom they had informations, 
the gentry commenced their ride back to Bantry, through the pass ; and by this 
time the evening twilight was becoming dark and darker. 

Meantime, the insurgents had not been idle ; their captain-who he was has 
never been clearly ascertained, but it is certain that he belonged to the better 
order of society*-had noted the separation of the mounted gentry from the 
soldiers, and guessed that in an hour or two they would return through the 
pass. He at once issued instructions to his men to loosen a huge rock that 
overhung the narrow road ; at a signal agreed upon, it was to be flung from its 
place so as effectually to block up the passage, and, if possible, to crush some of 
the party by its fall. The design was then to rush upon them with stones and 
pitchforks ; several who had guns remaining in the rear to shoot them as soon 
as they were scattered; and afterwards to wait the approach of the soldiers, 
who would no doubt be thus drawn from the open ground in which they had 
bivouacked. So shrewdly was the plan laid, that the destruction of the party 
appeared inevitable. 

On they came, at a slow trot, cautious and fully conscious that they were 
in the midst of peril ; the rock was nearly in the middle of the pass, and they 
were rapidly nearing it, yet no human enemy was seen, and not a sound 
indicative of danger was heard; when an old man of the Mahonys looked 
down from a cranny in the mountain, and saw Lord Bantry and his troop in 
the path beneath him. W e  now borrow a passage from Mr. Otway : ' L  This 
poor fellow had once two sons, the pride of his name and the consolation of 
his descending years; active, honest, and industrious, but alas! seduced into 
tlie Rock system. Their house near Gougane Barra was searched under the 
Insurrection Act, and arms and ammunition being found concealed, they were 
tned at Bantry and sentenced to be transported, which sentence was put into 
instant execution, and their aged parents were left desolate and destitute ; the 
mother wept her life away, and her grey hairs descended in sorrow to the 
grave; the father joined the rising, and cared not how he died." The old 
man, under the excitement of the moment, screamed a bitter curse against 
those who had made him childless, and flung a huge stone at them as they 
passed; it struck and wounded the horse of Lord Bantry. One of the 
party instantly fired his pistol at the aged man, whose body came tumbling 

* "Was he a gentleman? " we asked of the old man we have referred to. " Och surely," he replied, "for 
he couldn't speak to us in our tongue; and his hand was as soft as a lady's." We inquired if he was ever 
afterwards seen in the neighbourhood of tho encounter, and the answer was ILNo ; but an uncle's son of mine 
would be on his oath that he saw him not many a long day back riding in a grand carriage about the streets of 
London ; and nobody," he added, "that once seen his dark eye but would know i t  again." 
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down the precipice, and fell a lifeless corpse upon the path. In a moment, every 
crevice of every rock sent forth a living man to avenge the deed ; a crowd came 
rushing and yelling down the mountain sides ; the mounted gentlemen spurred 
their horses into a fierce gallop ; a minute was thus gained-and it was enough ; 
the rock fell the instant the last of the party had passed uninjured beyond its 
reach, and just in time to bar the pursuit of the exasperated peasantry. 

Another generation must be removed, both from the gentry and the people, 
before the pass of Keim-an-eigh and this striking incident in its history will be 
forgot ten. 

Still nearer to Bantry, and still among the wild and almost trackless wastes, 
is the mountain of the Priest's Leap*-formerly the principal line of commu- 
nication between the two most picturesque portions of Irish scenery, Glengariff 
and Killarney, but now abandoned for one of the best roads in the kingdom. 
Besides considerably abridging the distance between them, this old road 
possesses to perfection the characteristics of the fine old vigorous and uncom- 
promising system of road-making, now exploded, that was observant only of the 
straightest line of access-following as nearly as possible the flight of the bird- 
regardless alike of acclivity or declivity, of cliff or crag, of stream or t0rrent.t I n  
this respect the Priest's Leap road offers to every student of the ancient mystery 
of road-making the fairest subject for inquiry and contemplation ; nothing can 
be more direct than its up-hill flights, or more decided and unswerving than 
its downward progressions ; no mountain elevation, however bristling with 
crags, or formidable the aspect of its precipitous sides, deterred the stern and 
uncompromising engineer who laid it down. He carried it over the loftiest 
summits; the wildest moors, at the bottoms of the most desolate glens, and 
along the most dizzy steeps, overlooking the deepest dells. A savage-looking 
defile is sometimes made available as a conduit for every ferocious breeze that 
loves to howl and sweep along such localities; and the loneliness of many of 
the scenes is emphatically marked by the significant "leacht," or stone-heap, 

* We asked a peasant why the mountanl was called the Priest's Leap, and received this answer. "Ye see, 
sir, one time in this country there was five pounds for a wolf's head, and fire pounds for a priest's head; and a 
dale o' money was made out o' the both of 'em. Well a holy priest was riding over the hill, and he was pur- 
s h e d  by the Tories (they called thim Tories that time, that's the blagards that did be hunting the priests) ; and 
just as they had their bloody hands upon his robe, he prayed to St. Fiachns to help him out of their way; and 
the ass he was on gave a leap, and sprung seven miles ovel the mountain to th' other side of it,-and there 
are the marks of the baste's knees in the solid rock t3 this day. And the people won't blast the rock, though 
it comes right in the way of the road to Bantry!' Then is, beyond question, a singular rock which greatly 
interferes with the road-containing two excavations of a remarkable character-the remor;al of which rock 
seems to be necessary, but lt remains untouched. 

t To account for the absurd manner in which these old roads were laid down, it must be remembered 
that, generally, they were not the lines deliberately selected; they were old foot-ways, gradually improved into 
some approach to the chuacter of high-roads. 
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that points out the spot where, in other times, some solitaiy traveller met his 
fate from the way-side plunderer. Such alarming "hints" are now, indeed, 
rare; and, of later years, the record of acts of violence, committed in the security 
of these seldom-trodden paths, is a barren one. The heaps of stones, to indicate 
where deeds of murder have been done, still remain, however; and to the 
present day the peasant discharges what he considers his solemn duty by 
flinging, as he wallrs or rides by, a contribution to the mass. 

To the lover of the wild, the picturesque, and the romantic, we recommend 
this road for his special enjoyment. Glorious is its scenery over mountain and 
through glen. The broad bay of Bantry is glistening far beneath, and the blue 
shores of Ivera and Bear in the distance, are noble features in the majestic 
panorama. Nor has the voice of tradition failed, or become silent, among 
these hills; many a wild legend and whimsical fiction may be gathered, by 
a little kindness, from their shrewd, inquisitive, and really imaginative, 
inhabitants. 

Nearly midway in the course cif the mountain-road stand the ruins of one 
of those small ancient churches, whose era, from their style-the Ronzanesque 
-must be placed between the fifth and eleventh centuries. A portion of the 
walls only remains. The stones are large and Cyclopean, curiously jointed and 
well fashioned. W e  were told that it is "one of the first churches called at 
Romev-a traditional record of its high antiquity. Outside the burial-ground 
is a perfect curiosity;-a natural 
rock of a tabular form with five 
basin-like hollows on the sur- 
face, of four or five inches in 
depth, and about a foot in dia- 
meter. These are severally filled +- 

with water, and in each is a stone ' 

. . 

of a long oval form fitting the space - . -  * 

fully. The whole forms a petr$ed dairy-the basins being the " keelers," the 
ovals the rolls of butter. 

The history of this strange monument is that, in ancient times, a woman 
lived here who, not respecting the commandment against thieving, at night 
milked the cows of her neighbours, and transferred the milk as well as the 
butter to her own dairy. Suspected at length, the hue-and-cry was raised 
against her, and Saint Fiachna, who led a holy life at the church we have 
referred to, resolved to punish the culprit. He mounted his horse to visit her, 
but she fled. The Saint as he passed turned her dairy to stone, and then 
descended the hill towards the river in pursuit of her. In crossing the stream 

YOL. I. K 
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his horsc left his hoof-marks on a stone in the centre of i t ;  this we did not 
choose to wet ourselves to look at, but we were 
assured by several that it was there. He then 
drove up the opposite hill-side, where, about 
midway, he overtook the criminal of whom he 
was in chase, and instantly turned her into 
stone; and there she still stands, the Irish " Lot's 
Wife," not, however, a pillar of salt, but a 
goodly dallan of six feet in height; yet still 
holding a resemblance to the original lady. The 
tree beside it grew out of the " kippin" of the 
spancel which she carried in her hand, and with 
which she was accustomed to tie the cows' legs at 
milking. And see what a goodly picture it now 
makes as a blooming hawthorn ! I t  is a singular 
and striking object, standing as it does in the 
midst of a mountain solitude. 

W e  must now reconduct the reader to Cork, in order that we may be his guide 
to the county of Kerry, along t i e  sea-coast, through Bantry and Glengariff. 

The port of Kinsale, although not in the direct route, may be visited in the 
way; the town is exceedingly interesting, and as, for a very considerable 
period, it was the most celebrated and frequented of the southern harbours of 
Ireland-taking precedence of that of Cork-it occupies a full and prominent 
page in Irish history. 

The road fiom Cork-a distance of nineteen English miles-has little to 
interest the traveller; but on either side the mountain-hills are richly culti- 
vated ; the fields of green and brown alternating like a chess-board, very few, 
even at the highest summits, being without some cultivated patches. The 
town is seen to great advantage from this approach. I t  is built on the side of 
a hill; its character is peculiarly quaint; the streets are remarkably narrow; 
and many of the houses have projecting windows like those of the Spaniards ; 
by whom some of them were probably built.* The population is about 

'. In  the neighbourhood of Kinsale, there are many remains of antiquity of a date long antecedent to the 
vibits of the Spaniards; we examined a singular rath, immediately adjoining iLRathm~re"  (the great rath), 
the seat of John Thomas Cramer, Esq., whose lady is sister to the gallant and distinguished officer (Colonel 
rhomas) who represents the town. We have seen nowhere so graceful a blending of art and nature as 
in this singularly romantic and beautiful demesne. Wealth and taste have gone, hand in hand for its im- 
prorcment ; it abounds with the richest and finest shrubs and flowers ; and magnificent trees fling their branches 
over tlle very ocean. In  the mildest climate of the south of Europe, it is impossible for foliage to grow in more 
luxuriant beauty. 
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eight thousand. The charter of incorporation is so early as Edward 111. 
Kinsale gives the title of Baron to thz De Courcys, the descendants of Milo 
de Courcy, son of John, Earl of Ulster; and the Lords Kingsale enjoy the 
exclusive, although vain and useless, privilege of being covered in the royal 
presence-a privilege granted by King John to the Earl of Ulster. Lord 
Kingsale is the premier Baron of Ireland." 

* Tlie singular circumstances connected with the history of De Courcy are recorded by Hanmer in his 
Cl~ronicle of Ireland (A.D. 1571). Sir John de Courcy had held the highest offices in the country, but had 
heen displaced by his rival Hugh de Lacy, and orders were given to arrest him. Sir John, having secret 
intelligence of the design, "kept himselfe aloofe," and his enemy had recourse to stratagem to effect a seizure 
of his person ; offering a large reward for his apprehension. Then, privily, he dealt with four of his servants," 
who informed De Lacy, "We can direct you to a course to  bring your purpose to effect; upon Good Friday 
yeerly, he weares no armes, but is wliolly given up to  divine contemplation, and commonly walketh all solituy 
round about the churchyard of Dune." Tlms betrayed, De Courcy was attacked by a troop of horsemen. 
" H e  ranne to a wooden crosse that stood in the churchyard, took the pole thereof, and laid about him lustily" 
-so lustily that he slew thirteen of De Lacy's men, but in the end was taken, "clapt in the Towre of Londcn," 
and condemned to perpetual imprisonment. L'The Judases that  had betrayed their master had their hire," 
but on condition of quitting Ireland never to return to it, upon pain of death. They embarked for England with 
a singular certificate, under Sir Hugh's hand, of the good service they had done, which contained this passage, 
" I deem them no better than Judas the traitor ; wherefore, let no subject within the king's dominions give 
tbem any entertainment, but spit in their faces, and suffer them to rogue about and wander as Jews." Stress 
of weather compelled the men to land a t  Cork; where they were apprehended, brought before Sir Hugh, 'Land 
f ~ d h w i t h  all foure hanged cheeke by jole." Some time after, a quarrel having ensued between John king of 
Eligland, and Philip king of France, i t  was agreed to put i t  to the combat. On the part of the French there 
was a man "in readinesse;" but-(we quote the old chronicler)- 

"King Iohn upon the sudden wist not what to do for a Champion to encounter with him; a t  length, 
one attending upon his person, enformed him that  there was one Courcy in the Towre of London, the oncly 
man in liis dominions (if hee would undertake it) to answer the challenge. King Iohn ioyfull of this, seut 
the first, yea second, and third time, promising large rewards, and rich gifts, and that i t  stood him upon as 
ftnre as the honour of his Crowne and kingdome did reach, to make good the combat. Courcy answered very 
frowardly, (the which was taken in good part in regard of the urgeut necessitie) that  he would never fight 
for him, neither for any such as he was, that he was not worthy to  have one drop of bloud spilt for him ; that  
he was not able to requite him the wrongs he had done him, neither to restore him the heart's ease he had 
bereaved him of; yet notwithstanding all the premises, he was willing, a i d  would, with all expedition, be 
ready to venture his life in defence of the Crowne and his country. Whereupon i t  was agreed, that he should 
be dyeted, apparrelled, and armed to his content, and that his owne sword should be brought him out 
of Ireland. The day came, the place appointed, the Liste provided, the scaffolds set up, the Princes with 
their nobility of each side, with thousands in expectation. Forth comes the French Champion, gave a turne, 
and rests him in his tent: They sent for Courcy, who all this while was trussing of himselfe about with strong 
poynts, and answered the messengers, if any of their company were to goe to such a banquet, I thinke he  
\ \ o d d  make no great haste. Forth he comes, gave a turne, and went into his tent. When the trumpets 
sounded to battaile, forth come the conlbatants, and viewed each other. C o u r y  beheld him with a wonder- 
full sterne couute~~ance, and passed by. The French man not liking his grimme look, the strong proportion 
and feature of his person, stalked still along, and when the Trumpets sounded the last charge, Courcy drew 
out liis sword, and the Frmch man raunc away, m d  conveyed him to Spaine. Whereupon they sounded 
victory, the people clapt their hands, aud cast up their cappes; King Philip desired King Iohn that  COUI'C~ 
might be called before them, to shew some part of his strength and manhood, by a blow upon a Helmet; it 
was agreed, a stake was set in the ground, and a shirt of maile, and a Helmet thereon; Cou~.cy drew his 
sword, looked wonderful1 sternly upon the Princes, cleft the helmet, the shirt of maile, and the stake so 
f x r e  in, that none could pull it out but himselfe. Then the Princes demanded of him, what hcc meant to 
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I t  would occupy far more space than we can afford, to give even an o~ttline 
of the sicges to which the town has been subjected from a very early period- 
from the first English invasion to the Revolution of 1688. I t  was several times 
in the occupation of the Spaniards; who had possession of it so far back as 
1380 ; and who, in 1601, having been largely aided by O'Neill and other Irish 
chieftains, kept at bay for a considerable time the English army, under the 
Lord President Sir George Carew. 

On the 12th of March 1689, James 11. landed in Kinsale (the house in 
which he slept is still pointed out), and then commenced the struggle to regain 
tlie throne he had abdicated. In 1690, it was taken by the Duke of Marlbo- 
rough-after a gallant defence, however, when the ga~rison was allowed to 
~narch out " upon honourable conditions." 

The parish church is clcdicated to a female saint-St. Multose or Multosia, 
by whom it is 
said to have 
been erected in 
the fourteenth 
century. 

A legend is 
told in connec- 
tion with it.- 
When the Saint 
was building it, 
which she did 
with her own 
hands, she dc- 
sired to place a 
large stone, too 

luoke so sowrcly upon them; his answer was, if hee had missed his blow upon the bloeke, he would have cut otf 
both the Kings heads. All that hee said was taken in good part; King Iohn discharged him out of all his 
troubles, gave him great gifts, and restored him to his former possessions in Ireland. " 

The grant of the 'Lprivilege" does not rest upon the same authority, although there can be no doubt o i  its 
existence. The King (John) it is mid, "besides restoring to the Earl his property, bade him ask for anything 
ulse in his gift he had a mind to, and he shuuld have i t ;  upon which, he answered he had titles and estates 
enough, but desired that he and his successors, heirs male, might have the privilege (after their first obeysance) 
to be covered in the royal presence of liim and his successors, kings of England, which the king granted." His 
descendants have repeatedly upheld their claim to the ancient grant, and the late Lord Kinsale kept his hat on 
before George IV. during his visit to Ireland; but merely for a few moments, in order to establish his riglit. 
The present lord is an absentee, and, we believe, has never seen the town from mhioh he derives his title and 
his income. The property is very limited. There is a tradition that when King John granted the privilege, he 
agreed to give his champion as much Irish land as he could ride round on a given day, and that the existing 
ouners of the intciitled transfer made him intoxiwteil; so that he was able to ride over but a small district. 



heavy for her to lift. Seeing two men passing, one a native of the town, the 
other a stranger to it, she summoned them to her aid; the native refused to 
help her, but the stranger laboured until her object was effected. Upon which 
she gave her blessing to the one, and left her curse with the other. I t  is a 
remarkable fact, and one that does not depend upon the authority of tradition, 
that, generally, when two inhabitants of the town marry, they will not go 
through the ceremony within the walls of St. Multose, but are " united" at some 
church in the neighbourhood ; and we were supplied with proofs in support of 
the legend, by references to several unlucky couples who had been so unwisely 
sceptical as to neglect the ancient warning. 

The harbour of Kinsale, although greatly inferior to that of Cork, is capa- 
cious, deep, and 
well-sheltered. I t  
is defended by a 
strong fort, called 
Charles-Fort, so 
called in honour 
of Charles II., 
and erected by 
the Duke of Or- 
mond in 1681.* 
The accompany- 
ing print repre- 
sents the Fort, the block-house, and covered way, with a sloop of war beating 
in, and a pilot-boat under a foresail. 

The "Old Head," the point nearest the sea, has a light-house, and has 
long been a famous landmark for mariners. Although, for upwards of a 
centun  Kinsale has ceased to occupy a very prominent station among the 
harbours of Ireland, and has lost its commercial importance, it is still a 
flourishing town; its prosperity being sustained, chiefly, by its facilities for 
fishing-the Cork markets being almost exclnsively supplied from it-thc 

* One of the outer forts of Charles-Fort is called "the Devil's Battery." Tile legend attached to it is t l ~ t  
the arch-enemy was wont to take his rounds upon the ramparts, carrying in his hand a cannon-ball, and 
terrifying the sentinels night after night. The cause of this appearance is said to have originated in a tragic 
event that once occurred there. The only son of tlie governor prevailed upon the sentinel on duty to convey a 
message from him into the town; taking his firelock and place during his absence. The young man fell asleep 
on his post, and the governor, visiting tlie stations, and finding, as he supposed, the sentinel betraying his trust, 
shot l ~ i m  dead, and to his horror, found he had slain his child. So great was his despair that he leaped from 
the ramparts into the sea and perished. From that fatal night his satantic majesty was a constant visitor at  the 
fort; and a cannon is shown there to this day on which he left the mark of his thumb. Several other 
"frightful " stories of demons, glouis, and hobgoblins, are told uf the neighboul~l~ood. 
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skill of its ship and boat builders, and by its convenience as an outlet for the 
transfer of cattle to England. The adjoining coast is unhappily full of 
melancholy relics of shipwrecks; the sad fate of the Killarney steam-packet 
must be fresh in the recollections of our readers; and in the churchyard 
are numerous grave-stones recording merely the facts of bodies being washed 
on shore and interred there. 

The road from Kinsale to Tnnishannon passes along the Banks of the river 
Ihdon-according to Spenscr, 

"The pleasant Bandon crowiled by many a wood." 

'l'he woods, however, have long since fallen under the ruthless axe of the 
woodman. About midway to Innishannon, a pretty village that skirts the 

clear and rapid river, is the 
ancient castle of Ship-pool, 
a structure erected by the 
Roches; and between Inni- 
shannon and Bandon, is the 
castle of Dundaneere (or 
Downdaniel), which stands 
near the confluence of the 
rivers Brinny arid Bandon. 
I t  is stated by Dr. Smith, 
that " about the year 1612, 
the East India Company of 
England had a settlement 
here for carrying on iron- 
works, and building large 
ships, for which uses they 

purchased the adjacent lands and woods; the following year, two new ships 
of five hundred tons were launched, and a dock was erected for building 
more ; they kept a garrison in the castle, and built three villages." Unhappily 
the old curse of Ireland-jealousy of " the stranger "-prevailed ; the company 
were so much "disturbed in their undertakings," and such was the "impla- 
cable spirit of the Irish against them, that by continually doing them several 
ill offices, they forced them at length to quit the country." The castle, repre- 
sented on the opposite page, is now a complete ruin, but one of the most striking 
and interesting we have visited ; it commands a charming point of the river ; 
the surrounding scenery is perfectly beautiful, and the neighbouring hills are 
covered with woocls and villas. The road lcacls along the banks of "the 
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pleasant Bandon" the whole way to the town to which it gives its name. It was 
formerly called Bandon- 
Bridge, and was built by 
the first Earl of Cork; 
who, in a letter to Mr. 
Secretary Cook, dated 
April 13, 1632, describes 
"the place in which it 
is situated," as " upon a 
great district of the coun- 
try that was until lately 
a mere waste of bog and 
wood, serving for a re- 
treat and harbour to wood-kernes, rebels, thieves, and wolve~.~' His lordship 
adds, as the strong claim of Bandon to royal favour and protection, that "no 
popish recusant, or unconforming novelist, is admitted to live in all the town; "* 
and Smith, so late as 1750, states that "in the town there is not a popish 
inhabitant, nor will the townsmen suffer one to dwell in it, nor a piper to play 
in the place, that being the music formerly used by the Irish in their wars." 
The old and illiberal system has long since been exploded; the bagpipes are 
now heard as frequently in Bandon as elsewhere ; and among its dealers and 
chapmen are numerous descendants of the Irish Mac Sweeneys a id  O'Sullivans; 
and the Anglo-Irish Coppingers and Fitzgeralds. The town is of considerable 
size, populous and flourishing, being the great thoroughfare into Carbery, and 
also to Killarney. I t  belongs, partly to the Duke of Devonshire, and partly to 
the Earl of Bandon, whose beautiful seat, Castle Bernard, is in its immediate 
neighbourhood. 

From Bandon to Bantry *there are two roads: the northern and nearest, 
through Ballyneen, Dunmanway, and Drimoleague; and the southern and 
most picturesque, along the coast through Clonakilty, Ross-Carbery, and 

* There is a statement generally credited, bnt which, we believe, rests on no good authority (for we have 
vainly searched for and inquired concerning the alleged fact) that the Corporation had formerly carved upon 
the town-gate, the illiberal and insulting couplet- 

'' Enter here, Jew, Turk, or Atheist, 
Anybody but a Papist ; " 

under which, it is said, upon authority equally apocryphal, an angry wit wrote the following- 

"Whoever wrote this, wrote i t  well- 
The same is carved on the gate of H-." 

i t  is more than sobable that the author of the latter was also the author of the former couplet; and tllat 
neither were ever seen upon tho gates of Bandon. 
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Skibbereen. Rallyneen and L)rimoleague are small villages; Dunmanway 
is a poor town, although the only one in a very large district. Emigration 
has drained it of its most able-bodied and intelligent inhabitants; as their 
dwellings remain tenantless, and an Irish cabin is never worth pulling 
down, they crumble with every shower and every storm, giving to the 
scene an aspect of extreme dreariness and desolation. Sometimes they are 
overgrewn by the weed called "love entangled," and the golden stone- 
crop, rendering them what artists call " picturesque," which comfortable 
well-built houses seldom are. We noticed a thin gaunt-looking dog wan- 
dering about one of these deserted tenements, and the girl of our little inn 
crossed over the way to give him a bone, which the creature carried within the 
ruin. "The poor baste," said Mary, "belonged to those who, though they 
llad a good heart to the counthry, war forced to lave it ; the dog followed them 
for certain to Cork, but I suppose missed them there, and came back to die in 
the odd walls. I often give it a bit for the sake of them that owned it, though 
it's almost a sin, where the same bit might keep a child from starving." "And 
who 'owned' the dog, Mary?" we inquired; Maiy blushed and turned to 
arrange the fire. She had wiped the tears from her eyes, with the corner of 
her apron, before she looked up again. 

The little inn at Dunmanway is very clean, and, considering all things, 
comfortable; the landlord, as is usual at country inns, walks about with his 
hands in his pockets, seeing, and hearing, and talking, evidently desiring to 
be thought anything rather than an innkeeper; the landlady-but with the 
exception of the hostess of the Imperial Hotel in Cork, who came often to 
inquire if all things in her well-managed house pleased us-with that solitary 
exception-we do not recollect seeing a landlady anywhere. W e  believe that 
both landlords and landladies are above their business ; a circumstance much to 
be regretted, as it militates against their own posperity and the comfort of 
travellers, who spend hours where, if the m6nage were better, they might be 
induced to spend days.* The little maid at Dunmanway did her best certainly 
to make up for the absence of her mistress. She was the model of a cheerful 
do-everything sort of girl, that, like one of the fairies of her own mountains, 
was in a score of places at the same moment. She would make a fire in the 

* We once addressed ourselves to a landlord and tendered him the amount of his bill; he turned away 
somewhat haughtily, saying he was not the waiter, and called "Paddy" to recelve our money. On other 
occasio~~s we were compelled, reluctantly, to conclude that the master construed an order into an insult. We 
must except from this observation the landlord a t  Bantry, who himself accompanied us to the neighbouring 
points of interest, and gathered together all the old story-tellers in his vicinity who he thought might afford 
as information. The host a t  Killarney too was attentiw, agreeable, and useful. The waiters were invariably 
the very opposite of this chnracter;-but they are far too original and amusing a class to be dismissed in a 
pnmpzph. 
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bed-room because it had rained in the morning, and would be sure to rain to- 
morrow. She was afraid we'd be dull in such a poor place, and brought us an 
old volume of the " Hibernian Magazine," which, like all the numbers of that 
periodical, contained an abundance of everything that had no reference to 
Ireland. In about half an hour she popped in her sunny face again, and finding 
that we noted a female pedlar standing on the elevated steps that surrounded 
the pump, displaying her '( soft goods," i. e. calicoes and cottons, with sundry 
gaudy ribands, to the loiterers, rather than purchasers, who crowded round, 
she volunteered a story of how that same " chate" had sold her a crooked comb, 
for which she paid sevenpence halfpenny; and how the same crooked comb 
broke " fair off in three halves, the first minute she put it in her hair;" which 
caused us little astonishment, as she had a sufficient quantity to adorn three 
maidens with luxuriant tresses. She was lady's maid to " the mistress," 
child's maid to the children, " waitress" to the whole establishment, and, as she 
said, " everything but the boy that minded the horses and claned the shoes." 
That, in addition to her being cheerful and active, Mary of Dunmanway was 
ready-witted, a single anecdote will prove. The inn, certainly, was very clean, 
having been newly painted; and the little drawing-room was enriched by, as 
she called it, a bran-new Kitterminister carpet ; " but notwithstanding, a 
particularly active little insect left undeniable proofs of its propensities upon 
our wrist-two large red spots. " Mary," we said, " look here-this is really 
too bad." She looked with feigned or unfeigned astonishment-it was diffi- 
cult to say which--and exclaimed, in a tone of mingled anger and repugnance, 
'(Why, then, bad luck to the dirty bastes at the house ye slept last in." 

On the road to Bantry, we sent our car forward, and loitered to look upon 
a fair landscape-our "idle time not idly spentv-and were somewhat 
wearied, for 

"These  h igh  wild hills and  rough uneven ways  
D r a w  o u t  ou r  miles," 

when we heard the notes of an old Irish song ascend from the bank of a small 
mountain rivulet.* We paused to listen, for the air we heard was as the greeting 

* We were enabled to carry on our memories a few of the words; and they, subsequently, led to our pro- 
curing a copy of the song. The following is a literal translation of some of the first lines, which give a pretty 
description of rural objects and sounds :- 

"I  went forth at  early morn, the sun of summer was shining, 
I heard the m.nding -f of a shout-and the sweet music of birds; 
The badger and the hare were abroad ; and the woodcock with the long bill ; 
I heard the son of the rock (i. e. echo) resounding the noise of guns. 
The red fox was on the rock ; the thousand shouts of hunters arose. 
The woman was a t  home in sadness, lamenting her geese ; 
Now the woods are falling,-let us haste o'er the sea, 
John O'Dwyer of the valley,-you are without pastime." 

t "In many n &ding bout."-MILTON'S ALLEGRO. 
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of an old friend-but the singer's mood changed-the song ceased, and instead 
of its music a loud peal of merry laughter-earnest, and full, and joyous, 
ascended with the whistle of a blackbird from the little glen. Presently, we 
heard a plashing of the waters-then more laughter. Anon, the sound of young 
girls' voices in cheerful converse. " Peggy, lave off yer tricks do, and mind yer 
work ; lave off, I say. Faix, for one stroke ye give the linen ye hit the wather 
twice, which is a shame. My hair is wringing wet, so it is, wid yer nonsense." 
"Yarra, Nancy! there's no life left in ye, since I know who went to 
Austrailee. Why then, I wonder do they be beetling the linen there-this 
a-way ?" "Not that a-way, I'm certain," answered Nancy, who we now 

perceived was " draw- 
ing'' some linen through 
the stream, while the 
lively Peggy stood with 
the wooden instrument 
called a beetle" up- 
lifted in her hand ready 
to strike the linen-a 
mode of washing called 

beetling," which cer- 
tainly purifies it more 
than any way of "get- 
ting up" with which 
we are acquainted. A 
" beetling stone" of 
ample dimensions was 
firmly based in the brook 
at her feet, and upon it 
the clothes of the neigh- 
bouring hamlet had 
doubtless been subjected 
to such ablutions time 

out of mind. " That's not the way they work there, I'm sure," persisted 
Nancy. (( Why for onst you strike the linen, you strike the wather ten times. 
I hope,. Peggy agra, you'll make a better offer at yer bachelor's heart than you 
do at - ." " Whisht, Nancy-will ye whisht ! " exclaimed Peggy, having 
discovered that we were observing them. "Where's yer manners to the 
strange quality?" and the girls began a series of blushes and curtsies, 
wound up by an invitation to rest at their house, though but a poor place, as 
'(Maybe we war tired coming over the back of the hill that was so cruel 
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steep." W e  were too hurried to accept a courtesy that has often afforded - 

us much pleasure, as well as great insight into the genuine feelings and 
character of the Irish peasant. W e  can refer to the knowledge acquired by 
long and close observation, and declare that we never left the cabin of a 
genuine Irish peasant, without having our opinion raised as to the matdviei 
which composed the dwellers therein, frequently acknowledging-to adopt 
the beautiful idea of Joanna Baillie-that they were 

"Clothed, indeed, but not disgraced, with rags." 

Of the towns on the southern or coast road, Ross-Carbery alone demands 
particular notice; it is one of the oldest towns in Ireland; the ancient name 
being Ross-Alithri-" the field of pilgrimage;" and, according to Hanmer, 
" There was here anciently a famous university, whereto resorted all the 
south-west part of Ireland for learning sake." I t  was formerly a bishop's.see, 
but was united qith that of Cork, and, recently, also with that of Cloyne. 

A glance at the map of the county of Cork will convey some idea of the 
numerous bays and harbours along the coast; it is for the most part exceed- 
ingly wild and rugged; for miles upon miles there is not a single tree to be 
seen ; but the ocean around it is dotted with small islands, against which the 
breakers dash and foam; the peculiar scenery has been aptly described by Dean 
Swift, in a Latin poem-" Carberiae RupesV*-from which the following 
passage is translated :- 

"With  hoarse rebuff, the swelling seas rebound 
From shore to shore; the rocks return the sound. ~ ~ A D Q V ~ A ~ ~ A  
The dreadful murmur heaven% high concave cleaves, Conn'O4e 
And Neptune shrinks beneath his subject waves; 
For long the whirling winds and beating tides ~0tt'c;t &I me. 
Had scooped a vault into i ts  nether sides ; 
Now yields the base, the summits nod, now urge 
Their headlong course, and lash the sounding surge." 

Not only the number, but the advantageous positions, of the harbours will 
claim attention ; the coast from Youghall to Bantry is indented by at least 
twelve, eight of which are perfectly well calculated for merchant vessels of 
burthen, and not less than five would float the largest ships in the British 
Navy. When we consider also that this land is made, at its southern extremity, 
by vessels from either hemisphere, bound for the English or Irish Channel, 
their advantages under unfavourable circumstances of wind or weather are at 
once felt to be striking and important. How essential to the commerce of the 

* A tower near Castle Townsend is pointed out as the place in which the Dean composed this poem. It 
is now a complete ruin, being the mere shell of a turret overgrown with ivy, but commanding a beautiful 
prospcct c ~ f  the harbour and over tho sea. 
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universe is that little headland in the chart of the navigator-the well-known 
Cape Clear, almost as necessary to the reckoning of the seaman as the meridian 
line of Greenwich! I t  does not appear, however, that the multiplicity of 
ports has contributed much to the wealth or prosperity of this part of the 
kingdom; whether the fact may be attributed to want of public spirit or 
capital, preventing the people from availing themselves of the immense 
resources at their command, or whether it must be referred to their indolence 
and ignorance, is a matter upon which we do not at present design to enter; 
although " the Irish Fisheries" will, hereafter, necessarily occupy no incon- 
siderable portion of our attention. I t  is notorious that the teeming wealth 
conveyed by the ocean around their shores-easily rendered as productive as 
their soil-is neglected by the people, who cleave to old prejudices and customs 
with unaccountable bigotry; the consequence is, that the Irish are the worst 
fishermen to be found anywhere ; and that, not unfrequently, even the markete 
of large towns are supplied by the activity and industry of their Scottish 
neighbours-the fish being taken within a stone's-throw of the Irish strands." 
Habits at variance with science, forethought, and thrift, unhappily still largely 
prevail, and the people have, as yet, manifested no inclination to improve their 
condition by means so completely within their reach. This disheartening fact 
has been fully exposed by the Committee of Inquiry into Deep Sea Fisheries." 
Would that their Report might teach wisdom, and rouse some true patriot to 
apply himself to the task of directing the energies of the people into so acces- 
sible, valuable, and profitable a channel.? 

In  former times, when temptations to illicit trade were great, and the 
securities against detection comparatively easy, smuggling was carried on to a 
large extent along a coast so favourable for it. For some years it has been on 

* I t  1s also a singular fact, but one capable of easy proof, that the Irish, although the best soldiers in the 
world, make the worst sailors. A friend of ours had occasion, not long ago, to institute very minute inquiries 
on the subject, and he was astonished to find how few L'able seamen," natives of Ireland, were registered on 
the books of the Admiralty. 

t It is the curse of Ireland that her "Advocates" are always striving after "vain things; " turning a deaf 
ear to real and practicable improvements; and preferring the advocacy of a small benefit that shall produce 
agitation, to a large good in which all parties may unite. At the present moment, the Irish papers are full of 
idle treatises showing that (we quote from one of them, 'L the Vindicator" of Belfast) "the immense sum of 
£254,000 is spent annually by Ireland for second-hand clothes in England; which," adds the writer, "would, 
if we had native manufactories, be spent a t  home!' With the question whether a repeal of the Union would 
build these manufactories, we do not now meddle ; but if the labours of such writers were devoted to prove the 
ability of the Irish to catch their own fish, to eat what they required, and sell the surplus, they would be much 
better employed, and might lead to results that would make the cost of these "old clothes " a very trifling 
consideration. We hope to see manufactories in Ireland flourish ere long (that they may do so has been proved 
in the neighbourhood of Waterford, where a cotton manufactory has been for some years established where 
fortu~es have been made, and where 1600 mechanics of both sexes are employed during the whole year); but 
the fisheries require far less capital, and afford far greater certainty of profit. 
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the decline, and it is now neady abandoned. W e  desire permission to record 
one of our own memories in association with this coast. I n  the immediate 
neighbourhood of Ross-Carbery, about two-and-twenty years ago, it was our 
lot to spend a few weeks at the house of a gentleman-for such he was by birth, 
education, and connexions, although circumstances had unfortunately seduced 
him into the practice of trading with Holland, and importing foreign produce 
without the design of paying, for a license so to do, any duty to the crown. 
His residence, a large and handsome building, was close to a peculiarly rugged, 
rocky, and wild shore; here, for a considerable period he contrived, by the 
assistance of a numerous and attached tenantry, to elude all the watchfulness of 
the excise, who practised every art to entrap him. The roads from the sea- 
coast to the adjoining towns were strictly and narrowly guarded; yet, by 
night, the smuggled goods generally escaped seizure, and very often artifice 
succeeded by day. The peasants were usually cunning enough to baffle the 
excise force ; and often managed to pass safely the commodity" under loads 
of tuif or sand ; sometimes f~meral processions were seen along the road, and, 
of course, proceeded without scrutiny. The coffins were filled with tobacco, and 
the mourners carried loads under their cloaks. On one occasion, we remember, 
the officers were completely outwitted by a man who lay on a cart, apparently 
in all the agonies of a contagious fever, while his wife, screeching by his side, 
was conveying him to the nearest hospital. A few hours afterwards, both were 
seen merrily wending homewards, laughing at the soldiers whom they had 
balked of a rich prize. 

During our visit at the house we have referred to, we had expressed a wish 
to be present on some midnight excursion of the smugglers, when the most 
hazardous part of their enterprise was performed-the discharging the cargo 
of one of their vessels, I t  was soon gratified. We were roused from sleep by 
the son of our host, with the news that a lugger was at anchor in the neigh- 
bourhood. W e  hastened to accompany him to the shore ; in doing so, we had 
to tread cautiously in the footsteps of our guide, through dells and over pre- 
cipices, which, else, would have been fatal to us. On the heights above, and 
over one of the most dangerous passes, a number of the peasantry, men and 
women, were collected, ready to roll down immense stones on any intruder- 
from which the password of our companion alone preserved us. The night was 
dark ; yet the few stars that shone, glimmering from a clear heaven, supplied 
light enough to excite those feelings of awe which the wildness and grandeur 
of the scene could not have failed to inspire even by day. At length we 
reached the small and narrow beach, where preparations had been made to 
receive the cargo of the lugger that was lying-to in the offing. A long range 
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of rocks, jutting out into the sea, concealed her from a revenue cutter that was 
anchored not a mile distant; while the preventive guard had its station on thc 
other side of the nearest hill. The strand was literally covered with men and 
horses ; about twenty boats, with muffled oars, were ready for the signal to put 
out to the ship; the most intense silence prevailed, the people spoke in 
whispers, and the hoofs of the horses had been covered with straw. The 
director of this half-magic scene, whom we had seen a few hours previously, 
laughing with his guests, and with his wonted vivacity and humour setting the 
table in a roar, was now seated in the cave of a rock; before him was an 
upturned cart covered with bank-notes. He was issuing LLorders" to the 
peasants, who surrounded him, to receive tobacco, tea, or geneva, from the 
boats as they brought supplies from the ship ; for almost invariably the goods 
were disposed of on the spot, each purchaser bearing his own risk, and keeping 
or concealing it upon his own responsibility, until he found opportunities for 
selling it to the dealers in the towns. Many of the peasants were armed! 
and it was evident, that without a perilous struggle they were not likely to 
surrender the articles they were paying for. I t  is scarcely necessary to add, 
that many fatal encounters took place between them and the revenue officers ; 
and that the consequences of a system so demoralizing was to fill the criminal 
calendar of the county. A few minutes after our arrival on the spot, the boats 
left the shore; it required little persuasion to induce us to embark in one of 
them. We were soon in the lugger's cabin, and formally introduced to the 
captain, who had prepared refieshments for expected visitors. Some two-and- 
twenty years have passed since then, b ~ t  we can recall his form and features 
acc~uately. He was the very opposite of the lLDil-k Hatteraick" of our 
imagination-a small man, of mild exterior, and very courteous in his manner. 
Yet resolute and brave he certainly was ; his step was firm and decided, and 
his eye had the quick and determined glance that evidences acquaintance with 
danger, and indifference to it. On the deck all was bustle and activity; 
yet the arrangements were made with the utmost skill, order, and precision. 
Each boat brought several large stones, necessary to supply ballast as the 
cargo lessened; and the principal boatman delivered bits of cards to the 
number of the bales he conveyed to shore. The business of the night was 
nearly finished, and the boats were for the last time putting off to the vessel, 
and were half way towards it, when some signal of alarm was given, and they 
returned to land. 

The crew had been resting for a few minutes, and singing with a careless 
air; but their voices were lowered and their words half smothered. They 
were evidently a motley group, composed of thc hardy and the desperate 
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of various nations-for inquiries as to the cause of interruption were made in 
many languages. Almost the instant the alarm was given, their voices were 
hushed, all hands were on deck, the hatches were fastened down, fire-arms were 
distributed, and prepzrations made for repelling some anticipated attack. The 
reason was soon ascertained. Rounding the point, still at a distance, and dimly 
seen by the uncertain light, a sail was discerned approaching the lugger. W e  
can remember, even now, our awkward sensations on the occasion; apprehensive 
that we might have to pay a frightful penalty for our curiosity ; for when reflec- 
tion came, it came too late ; we had no means of returning to land, and were 
compelled to share the destiny of our comrades of the moment, whatever that 
destiny might be ; the easiest, perhaps, a trip to Holland. The opinions of the 
crew as to the nature of the object that drew towards them were varied ; the 
night was too dark to distinguish more than that the vessel was small and had 
but one mast-but the neighbouring revenue cruiser was known to bear this 
character. W e  shall not readily forget the whispers of " 'tis her," and " 'tis not 
her," that went round-only serving to make the suspense more painful. The 
alarm was soon found to be a false one ; it proceeded from one of the fishing 
hookers of the coast. The smuggler made her heave to, and remain alongside ; 
but solaced the men for the delay, by flinging on board an anker of geneva. 
Another signal was made ; the boats returned ; the work was rapidly finished ; 
we embarked in the last of them ; and, as we touched land, we saw the lugger 
gradually fade away into the deeper darkness,-her bow was turned towards 
home. 

The strand was by this time nearly deserted ; and it is worthy of remark, 
that barely an hour had sufficed to discharge the whole cargo, and to distribute 
it among the glens and mountains. Next day parties of the excise were 
scattered in all directions, in search of the prize they had missed-but very 
little of the whole was found. The curious in such matters may now examine, 
all along the coast, numerous holes and caves formerly depositaries of smuggled 
goods;* and in a little island off Glengariff, may, if he pleases, visit one of 
them, known as '(Brandy Island," stories in connexion with which will be 
related to him, in abundance, by the boatmen. 

Between the town of Ross-Carbery and Skibbereen, and at the head of Glan- 
dore Harbour, the tourist passes along a beautiful and picturesque road, where , 

" Lakes upon lakes interminably gleam;" 

* We have seen one, long disused, which contained six or seven natural chambers, and covered 
an area of, perhaps, a quarter of a mile, the entrance to which seemed hardly wide enough to admit a 
shepherd's dog; and close to the Old Head of Kinsale, a crevice in a high rock, leads, it is said, to an excavation 
large enough to hold a regiment; popular tradition states, indeed, that it contains a passage into the town- a 
distance of several miles. 
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and to one point, in particular, his attention should be directed-the glen 
called "The Leap," the ancient boundary which divided the civilized from 
the uncivilized; "beyond the Leap beyond the law," being, even within our 
own memory, an accepted proverb. Not far from Skibbereen is a singular 
salt-water lake, Lough Hyne, or Ine (the deep lake). In  the centre is a long 
island, upon which are the ruins of one of the castles of the O'Diiscolls. I t  is 
surrounded by picturesque hills, some rocky and precipitous, others steep and 
woody, rising from the lake. Mr. IVilles has made his sketch from a church- 
yard, peculiar to Ireland, devoted exclusively to the interment of children, and 

where there was formerly a chapel dedicated to St. Bridget. In the foreground 
is one of the singular ring-stones or pillar-stones, engraven with inscrutable 
characters. I t  is immortalized in traditionary lore, and the country people 
attach great value to it, affirming that it has been gifted by the Patron Saint 
with miraculous power-at least, for its own preservation. I t  has been 
repeatedly removed, to form lintels for doors, and to answer various other pur- 
poses, but always found its way back again to its original station. Once it was 
taken off by a gang of sacrilegious sailors, and thrown into the sea ; when, after 
raising a terrific storm, it was beheld, next day, safely and soundly in its own 
proper place. With this lake there is also connected another legend-but one 
common to nearly all the deep-bedded and lonely loughs with "gloomy shores; " 
-for Lough Hyne 

" Skylark never warbles o'er." 
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As at Glendalough, the sweet birds '( singing to heaven's gate" having dis- 
turbed the saint at her orisons, she prayed to the Virgin to silence their song; 
and was so far answered, that they were ordered into a solitude less sacred to 
penitence and prayer. 

The coast, south-west of Skibbereen, is dotted with islands ;- 

" Sea-girt isles, 
That, like to rich and various gems, inlay 
The unadorned bosom of the deep,"- 

the most famous of which is that of Cape Clear. Innisherken, immediately 
opposite Baltimore harbour, is full of interest; its ruined abbey is pictured in 
the annexed print. The O'Driscolls had formerly castles here, which defended 
the entrance 
to the harbour. 
Cape Clear- 
the well-known 
landmark for 
vessels outward 
or homeward 
bound - is the 
most southern : 

point of Ire- . 
land. In the 
ancient ecclesi- 
astical books it 
is called ((Insula Sancta Clara," u i d  in the old Irish MS. "Inish Damhly." 
Many years have passed since we visited this wild and primitive district; 
but we learn from more recent travellers that the character of its inhabitants 
continues quite unchanged. They exist almost in a state of nature ; depending 
for food upon the potato crops and the fish that swarm round their rocks; 
seldom visit the main land ; and are devotedly attached to their rugged strand 
and almost as rugged plain-a temporary exile from which they consider a 
grievous affliction. 

In the year 1750 there were, according to Smith, in the island, about four 
hundred families; they do not seem to have increased, for the latest returns 
give the population as less than eleven hundred. Indeed it is not likely 
that it could supply the means of existence to a larger number-the island 
being only three miles long, and one mile and a half in breadth. On the 
south side is the light-house, which, it is said, may be distinguished in clear 
weather from a distance of twenty-eight nautical miles. On the north-west 

POL. ' T 
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point of the island is the singularly picturesque ruin of the castle of Dunanore, 
or the Golden Fort-represented in the annexed print. I t  stands on a rock; 
a very nasrow passage leads to it;  the path being so steep and high, and 
the sea dashing and foaming against it on either side, the ascent to it is a 
somewhat perilous task. " When I got to the top of the castle," says Dr. 
Smith, " and beheld the ocean roaring round me, T wished lieartily to be 
again on the main land." Legends enough to make a volume are connected 

with this remarkable ruin: it was formerly a stronghold of the O'Driscolls- 
some of whom are stated to have mingled the hospitalities of the Irish chieftain 
with the reckless darings of the buccaneer. 

To the west of Baltimore is the harbour of Crookhaven, a view of which 
we give on the opposite page, separated by a narrow promontory from the 
beautiful Duninanus Bay, which another promontory divides from the famous 
Bay of Bantry. 

The mail-coach road from Skibbereen to Bantry runs through a wild and 
uninteresting country; and the traveller who desires to examine the most 
peculiar and picturesque portion of the Irish coast, will have to pursue a route 
less easy of access, but far more certain of recompense for the expenditure of 
time and labour. The mountains appear to rise directly from the sea, as if 
they were but the continuations of mountains underneath the ocean ; small 
villages arc thickly scattered at their base ; Mount Gabriel, bleak and barren 
from the foot to the summit, looks down upon the poor village-once a famous 
collegiate town-of Scull. 

Lakes are to be seen in every valley, upon the mountain sides and on 
their summits, from whence pour down the streams that now and then 
break in cataracts over precipices; and on the opposite sides, the sea, with 
its stores of green islands, or black rocks; creeks and bays and harbours 
nmning into the land; and beyond all the broad Atlantic, that affords no 
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resting-place for the sea-bird until he closes up his wings. and stands on the 
continent of America. 

The ocean, with its tales of shipwrecks and piracies-the land, with its 
legends and traditions, afford themes to fill folios of interest and excitement; 
every castle (of which there remain the ruins of hundreds) has its story of bold 
adventure. 

The Lakes, too, are fertile of legends: for examples-that on the summii 
of Mount Gabriel, with its eternal serpent, and depth that has never been 
fathomed ; Loughdrine, where on a certain day of every year the islands used 
to dance merrily, change places, and shift from one side to the other from sun- 
set to sunrise ;* Ballinlough, where the fairies keep nightly guard, protecting 
the passage that leads from the ancient rath that borders it, to the bottom, 
where flourishes the Thierna-na-oge-l1 the land of perpetual youth." The 
stranger will, in short, find, wherever he travels, in this wild and compara- 
tively primitive neighbourhood, a rich abundance to interest, excite, and amuse, 
and not a little to inform and instruct. 

The early associations of one of us with Ireland are connected chiefly 
with this wild district ; for here our father, Colonel Hall, embarked in mining 
speculations, and within a circuit of little more than twenty miles, discovered 
and opened no fewer than thirteen mines ; some of which he continued to work 
for a considerable period; and although his efforts were in the end unsuc- 

cessful, he set an example of enterprise and activity, and supplied evidence of 
the vast mineral wealth of the country, which entitle us to claim for him some 
tribute of public gratitude, and justify us in placing to his credit much of the 
benefit that Ireland has since derived from the Companies," who have been 
enabled to render to it the service that exceeded the strength of a private 

* Unhappily, an officer thrust his sword through one of those floating sods (they are no more), and the 
csuntry people tell you " i t  limped in the water ever after." 
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individual. We shall, therefore, discharge a debt of duty no less than affection, 
if we briefly direct attention to the exertions of a gentleman who is now 
removed beyond the reach even of so small a recompense. 

Colonel Hall commanded a regiment, raised by him in his own county of 
Devon, which contained a large number of Cornish miners. In 1795, it was 
ordered to Ireland; and at the suggestions of some practical men under his 
command-who were astonished to find everywhere demonstrations of mines 
more promising than those with which they were intimate in Cornwall-he 
was, not long afterwards, induced to embark his property in mining specula- 
tions. I t  was not, however, until his regiment was disbanded, in 1802, that 
he was enabled to devote his whole time and energy to the subject. 

If our recollection serves, his first essays in mining were commenced by 
Colonel Hall on the property of Mr. Bolton, in the county of Waterford, and 
subsequently in the vicinity of the village of Silver-mines on the estate of 
Lord Dunally, in the county of Tipperary. The product of this mine was a 
sulphuret of lead, containing a considerable proportion of silver, which had 
been worked at a former period, and probably gave name to the village. But 
it was on the royalty of Lord Kenmare, in the vicinity of Killarney, that 
his operations assumed a character of importance. This was a deposit of an 
exceedingly rich copper ore, the working of which commenced in 1804.* 
Exclusive of the very extensive mineral deposit brought to light on Ross 
Island, operations, to a limited extent, were prosecuted at another small 
island on the lake, called Crow Island, where evidence of the presence of 
copper manifested itself; and, at a subsequent period, other attempts were 
made in this vicinity, on the estate of Mr. Herbert of IbZucruss Abbey, where 
a limited quantity of the arseniates of cobalt and copper were obtained, 
but not sufficient to induce an extensive prosecution. The mines on Ross 

* We extract the following passage from Croker's " Researches in the South of Ireland :"- 
" About the year 1804, Colonel Hall, who had been some time quartered a t  Killarney, conceiving a favour- 

able opinion of Ross Mine, induced one or two gentlemen in the vicinity to join in re-opening it. Having 
succeeded in clearing out the water and mbbish, the little company were encouraged by the flattering appesr- 
ances to proceed to  work it, which they did on rather an  extensive scale, notwithstanding the unfavourable 
circumstances of its situation, nearly close to  the lake, the ground not rising much above, and dipping towards 
it at a n  angle about thirty degrees from the horizon; so that  in a short time the workmen had excavated 
completely under the lake, with every fear of its waters breaking in on them. The richness and abundance of 
the ore was, however, a sufficient inducement to counteract this danger and inconvenience, as, during the four 
years that Ross Mine was worked, nearly £80,000 worth of copper was disposed of a t  Swansea, some cargoes 
producing P40 per ton. But this very richness was the ultimate cause of its destruction, as several small 
reins of pure oxide of copper split off from the main lode, and ran towards the surface. The ore of these 
veins was much more valuable than the other, consequently the miners (who were paid by quality as well as  
quantity) pursued the smaller veins so near the surface, that the water broke through into the mine in such an 
overwhelming degree, that an engine of thirty-horse power could make no sensible impression on the inundation: 
and thns a forcible stop was put to all further proceedings." 



Island continued at work for some years; and it was not, we believe, until 
1813, that Colonel Hall commenced his discoveries in the district to which we 
make especial reference ; and where he persevered, until somewhere about the 
year 1823, with varied success, but with capital far too limited for large opera- 
tions-opening, as we have said, no fewer than thirteen mines, one of which, 
that at Balledehob, between Skibbereen and Scull, was at work for about four 
years, employing on the average two hundred persons weekly, and shipping 
many thousand tons of ore to Swansea. Mr. Croker, in his " Researches in 
the South of Ireland," states that "the mines on the estate of Lord Audley, 
about ten miles west of Skibbereen, were discovered and opened by Colonel 
Hall about the year 1814. Three distinct veins presented themselves at no 
very considerable distance from each other. The first worked was a bright 
yellow ore of iron pyrites, containing in general about eight per cent. of copper. 
The second has been scarcely attended to, as it chiefly consisted of green car- 
bonate of copper, disseminated through a slate-clay, with small nodules of grey 
or purple ore appearing here and there. In  the third (Kippagh), which has 
been more extensively pursued than either of the others, the ore is a very rich 
sulphuret of copper, containing from fifty-five to sixty-five per cent. of that 
metal, and near the surface gave every promise of being a very valuable vein, 
but it degenerated in depth, and was, as well as the others, relinquished." 

This mine of Kippagh was subsequently taken by the "Mining Company 
of Ireland," who worked it for a time, but with success so limited as to induce 
its abandonment ;* and about the year 1835, the late Lord Audley, into whose 
hands it again came, formed a company, and raised an enormous sum in 
London, for the professed purpose of setting the mine once more at work. 
Circumstances, to which it is now unnecessary to do more than refer, brought 
the matter into the Court of Chancery, and we apprehend the consequence 
has bcen a total loss to the shareholders ; who have complained, and certainly 
not without justice, that a mine which had been resigned by a private party, 
and relinquished by a public company, as either valueless or impoverished, 
should have been so described as to induce them to embark capital in the 
undertaking. 

The other mines discovered and opened by Colonel Hall do not require 
particular notice-with the exception of one, if it can be classed under that 
head. The history of this discovery is curious, and may interest our readers. 

* The compmy expended f 12,000, in addition to the produce, in proving the mine of Kippagh; and sunk 
the principal shaft 120 fathoms, extending on the several levels nearly 200 fathoms; and the mine having been 
altogether unproductive in depth, where it was expected the junction of two parallel lodes would have yielded 
return, thc Iwse was surrendered to Lord Audley, who soon afterwards succeeded in forming, in London, the 
notorious "West Cork l\lining Company" for working the mine. 
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Walking, one day, in the neighbourhood of his residence at  Glandore, 
Colonel Hall noticed some fish-bones of a green hue among turf ashes; his 
curiosity was excited to inquiry by what means they obtained so singular a 
colour; and on analysing them, he found they contained copper. His next 
object was to ascertain how they acquired this unnatural quality; and he 
learned that it was received from contact with the ashes of turf cut in a neigh- 
bouring bog, known to the peasantry as the " stinking bog;" and that 
neither dog nor cat would live in the cabin in which the turf was burnt. 
Having gathered so much, his farther progress was easy. The ashes 
mere strongly impregnated with copper. H e  first collected from the heaps 
adjoining the cottages as large n quantity as he could, and shipped it to 
Swansea, where it brought, if we remember rightly, between eight and nine 
pounds a tone-a remunerating price. His next step was to take a lease of 
the bog, build kilns upon it, and burn the turf. This plan he continued until 
the whole of the bog was consumed, and sent, to the extent of several hundred 
tons, to the Welsh smelting-houses-the ease with which i t  was smelted greatly 
enhancing its value. 

I t  was a curious sight-and one we recollect well-to see scores of work- 
men cutting the turf, conveying it to one kiln to dry, and then to another to be 
burnt ; while the carts were bearing the ashes to the river side to be shipped for 
Wales. Mr. Crolrer, in the work me have qnoted, states, that " the particles 
contained in the turf are supposed to have been conveyed into the bog by a 
stream from one of the surrounding hills, which, passing through a copper vein, 
took them up in a state of sulphate, but meeting with some iron ore in its 
progress, or in the bog, became deposited in the metallic state, though a large 
proportion contained in the turf was still in a state of sulphate, which was proved 
by allowing a knife to remain in it a few seconds, when it became incrusted 
with a coat of copper." Unfortunately for Colonel Hall, however, when the bog 
was burnt out, he considered his operations as only commenced; his object being 
to discover the vein of ore by which the bog had been supplied with copper. 
I n  a vain search for the source, technically called " the lode," he expended all 
lie had made by sales of the ashes; shafts were sunk in several of the sur- 
rounding hills ; and he continued the pursuit until his capital was exhausted. 

W e  have written sufficient to do honour to the memory of an individual, 
to whose energy and enterprise Ireland is considerably indebted; for he was 
among the earliest of those who laboured to turn to account the great natural 
resources of the conntry-to encourage men of larger means-men who 

* Tho Rev. Mr. Townsend, in his Survey of tile Cou~ity of Cork, states that  the ashes yielded from ten to 
tirclw pounds per ton. 



will probably reap the rich harvest for which it was his destiny only to 
prepare the ground"--and to direct public attention to a source of profit for the 
undertakers, and of employment for the people. Like many others who have 
pointed out the way to fortune, it was his fate to behold the achievement of his 
hopes only from a very remote distance ; but he enjoyed the enviable knowledge 
that his labour had not been in vain ; that he had been the means of spending 
some hundreds of thousands of pounds in the country ; of giving advantageous 
erhployment to masses of the people in various districts, and of showing how 
others might certainly do that which he, as certainly, failed of doing. 

The far-famed Bay of Bantry is, perhaps, unsurpassed by any harbour of 
the kingdom for natural beauties combined with natural advantages. As we 
approach it, along the dreary road from Skibbereen, a sudden turn, at the 
base of a rugged hill, brings us suddenly within view of the most striking 
objects which make up the glorious scene. Far and away, in the distant 
background, tower, and meet the clouds, the lofty Mangerton and Macgilli- 
cudcly's Reeks ; nearer, rises Hungry Hill, the Sugar Loaf, and a long range- 
the Caha Mountains-among which it is said, and said on good authority, there 
are no fewer than three hundred and sixty-five lakes-the number having, of 
course, suggested a legend, that some holy saint prayed effectually for one to 
supply water for each day of the year. Little flat and fertile islands lie at the 
feet of the spectator; and, nearly facing the town, Whiddy Island, with its 
fierce-looking fortifications, and its fields rich with the promised harvest. I t  
is impossible to do justice to the exceeding grandeur and surpassing loveliness 
of the scene ; the whole of it is taken in by the eye at once ; we are not called 
upon to turn from side to side for new objects to admire-we gaze upon it all; 
and he must be indeed dead to nature, who does not drink in as delicious a 
draught as Nature, in the fulness of her beauty, ever presented.t 

* This has, indeed, been already done, and to a large extent. The discovery of the productive and pro- 
fitable mine of Allihies, a t  Berehaven, in the county of Cork, was the result of a suggestion of Colonel Hall's, 
who, after exploring the land in company with its proprietor, Mr. Puxley, pointed out a particular spot 
especially favourable for experiment. I t  was tried, and from it has resulted one of the most successful mines 
of the kingdom. 

t We sheltered, nntil a heavy shower by which we were overtaken had in some degree subsided, beneath a 
rock; and a story told us by a lady, wlmse veracity was never questioned, was recalled to our remembrance by 
the immediate locale in which we stood. We will endeavour to relate it in her own words :- 

"When I was a little girl," she said, "my uncle was a magstrate of the county of Cork, an active hut 
kind-hearted man, rendered vigilant by the period in which his energies were called into action by the Irish 
'troubles.' The attempt of the French to land in Bantry Bay, made the people suspicious of every ship that 
rode upon its waters; they forgot in their terror that France mould not be likely to risk another storm in the 
same quarter. Now my uncle was what is called a very watchful man, always on the look-out for ships; 
and it was said, that if a nautilus had raised its tiny sail in Bantry Bay, my uncle would have boarded her- 
if he could. 

lL I t  is no wonder, then, that riding homewards from the town of Bantry one fine evening about six 
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The road into the town-a town that has been too truly described as "a  
seaport without trade, a harbour without shipping, and a coast with a failing 
fi~hery'~-mns immediately under the fine demesne of the Earl of Bantry-- 
and all the way it is one continued line of beauty ; we never for a moment lose 
sight of the distant mountains, or the foreground of green islands; while the 
ear is gladdened by the mingled harmony of the rippling waves, and the birds 
that sing among the foliage of the thickly and gracefully wooded plantations. 

There are not many islands in this vast expanse of water-" Whiddy" is the 
largest; and there are besides, Hog, Horse, Coney, and Chapel Islands, flung 
into the glorious bay-land-locked, as we have said, by gigantic abrupt head- 
lands, beyond which the Killarney mountains seem to tower into the clouds. 

The Bay is memorable in history as having been twice entered by a French 
force for the invasion of Ireland-the first in 1689, in aid of James 11.; the next 
in 1796 :-some details concerning the latter cannot fail to interest our readers. 

o'clock, before sunset (for i t  was summer time), he saw an exceedingly fine vessel, but of foreign build, a t  
anchor, nearer the shore than he, as a magistrate, quite liked. I t  was so calm an evening, that there was no 
sound from the sea, save the whisper of the ripple that wandered along the shore-the stillness was oppressive 
to one who loved the music of hound and horn better than meditation-but for all that, he did meditate upon 
the ship, and drew up his horse to observe her a t  leisure; i t  was so deadly calm, that the rays of the sun 
rested almost without sparkling upon the huge mirror of the bay that slept as calmly as a child upon its 
mother's bosom. While my uucle paused, he drew forth his little telescope and applied it carefully to his eye, 
and was more convinced than ever that the ship was a foreigner, and carried (as all ships did in those days) a 
sufficient quantity of guns for her own preservation. He had just taken down his glass, determining to ride 
back to  the town, put the military on the alert, and demand to see her papers in the morning, when, imme- 
diately under the stern of the vessel, he saw a tall thin figure rise perpendicularly out of the water. His first 
impression was, that some one was indulging in an evening bath; but a feeling of extreme awe crept ovel him 
as he observed that the form stood upon the sea. My uncle was anything but superstitious, yet he found i t  
impossible to shake off his terror ; the mysterious being was there, shrouded, as if in the garb of the gravc, 
standing with outstretched arms in the same spot. My uncle noted that i t  clasped its hands more t h m  
once, and then stretched them forward again towards the ship. He observed its movements with breathless 
attention, and after a lapse of, as nearly as he could calculate, three or four minutes, it slowly descended into 
the waters. That night my uncle never slept-and the next morning he rose before the sun, saddled his own 
horse, rode into Bantry, and accompanied by what he considered a sufficient force-in his capacity as magis- 
trate-boarded the ship, which was anchored in the same spot, and demanded to see her papers. There was 
neither mystery nor trepidation in the skipper's manner, which was blunt and sailor-like; and the papers 
seemed right.' My uncle was perplexed!-he did not know what to say or do-and a t  last, stimulated 
by an uncontrollable impulse, he mentioned what he had witnessed the previous evening. In  an instant the 
rough sailor's manner changed; he trembled violently, and sank upon a chair. My uncle's keen grey eyes 
were fixcd upon him-he covered his face with his hands-and, after a brief pause, exclaimed 'All is in vain ; 
the vengeance of God is everywhere.' Sir, that has followod me from sea to sea, from harbour to harbour, in 
storm and calm, everywhere.' This extraordinary confession, made while the wretched man trembled with 
agony, and huge drops stood upon his brow, was followed by an appalling confession of murder upon the high 
seas, mingled with superstitious forebodings as to his having been doomed from his birth to destruction ; and 
that, finding such was his doom, he had led on a mutiny and destroyed his captain; whose 'wraith' had at- 
tractcd my uncle's attention on the previous evening. Such was his wild and incoherent tale; and upon that 
confession, borne out by the evidence of some of the crew, he, and we believe one or two of his associates, were 
executed in Cork." Such was our friend's story-and she added, that it made her uncle's spirit sad to speak of 
the circumstance, and that a t  last it was never mentioned before him. 
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The French invasion of Bantry Bay, which occurred in December, 1796, 
forms a remarkable page in the history of the country and of the age ; and it 
is singular that so very little should be known of the circumstances under which 
it took place. The accounts published in the newspapers of the day are meagre 
and questionable; and, upon. the whole, the "Journal of Theobald Wolfe Tone," 
edited bv his son, 
and printed at 
Washington, in 
1826, is the best 
authority respect- 
ing the organi- 
zation of this 
formidable arma- 
ment. The pro- 
ject, undoubted- 
ly, arose out of 
the suggestion of 
Tone ; whose se- 
ditious conduct 
in Ireland had 
caused him to become an ex~le in America, wl~ere, stimulated to action, 
and supplied with funds, by his republican friends, he determined on proceed- 
ing to France, as agent for the Society of United Irishmen.* He landed 
at IIavre, in February, 1796; and on his arrival at Paris, was put into the 
proper channels for diplomatic negotiation, by Munro, the American ambas- 
sador, who was, at this pcriod, cautiously, yet vigorously, intriguing for the 
separation of Ireland from England. The vague plans of the French for 
invading Ireland speedily assumed a tangible shape. Tone received a com- 
mission as chef-de-brigade; was introduced to General Hoche, by whom he 
was subsequently appointed adjutant-general, and was directed to draw up a 
proclamation respecting the contemplated invasi0n.t This proclamation was 
immediately printed, but so secretly as to bafle the English lpies ; while other 

* T h e  is little doubt, l~owever, that Lord Edward Fitz~er:~ld and Mr. Arthur O'Connor had previously 
intrigued with the French government for the invasion of their country. 

t Tone afterwards made another attempt to introduce the French into Ireland-in 1798. He was captured 
in the Hoche, off Donegal ; transmitted to Dublin, tried by court-martial, and sentenced to death. He appeared 
at  his trial in French uuiform ; and on hearing the sentence, requested to be shot as a soldier holding a com- 
mission in the Freuch service, under the name of Smith; the request was, of course, refused. On the evening 
previous to the day fixed for his execution, he wounded himself in the throat so desperately, that he could not 
be moved without the probability of dying before he reached the scaffold; after lingering iu this state for about 
n wrelc, he d i d  in prisun, on the 19th November, 1798. 
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documents, which assigned to the armament different destinations, were suffered 
to fa11 into their hands-a manceuvre intended to mislead the British govern- 
ment, and which may account for the distrust of the intelligence respecting 
the large and active preparations then making at Brest, which occupied 
the entire summer of 1796. On the 1st of December, Tone embarked on 
board the iiIndomptable," a ship of the line, and on the 16th of December 
the fleet " for the invasion of Ireland," set sail in two divisions from the port 
of Brest. I t  consisted of 17 ships of the line ; 13 frigates ; 5 corvettes ; 2 
gun-boats*; and 6 transports; with about 14,000 men,* 45,000 stand of arms, 
and an ample supply of money for the purposes of the expedition. In  their 
passage from the harbour, as if ominous of the disasters they were subse- 
quently to encounter, one of their ships, a seventy-four, struck on a rock, and 
of 550 men on board only thirty were saved; and a few days afterwards 
another was driven on shore; when 1000 out of 1800 perished. After other 
disastrous accidents-every ship of the fleet being more or less injured-the 
main body arrived off the coast of Ireland, and on the 22nd, anchored off Bere 
Island, in Bantry Bay.t Intelligence of the event was, as rapidly as possible, 
communicated to the Irish and English governments. Not the slightest pre- 
paration, however, had been made to meet the enemy ; and, but for the inter- 
position of Divine Providence, Ireland must have been involved in a bloody 
and desolating civil war.S 

* This force of 14,000 (or more correctly 13,975) men, is magnified by the London Gazette of the 3rd of 
January, 1797, into 20,000; and by the Annual Register into 25,000 men. Mr. Alison, in the 4th vol. of 
his L L  History of Europe from the commencement of the French Revolution," has followed the authority of the 
A\nnnal Register, and states that the fleet " conveyed in  all 25,000 land forces." 

t General Hoche and Admiral de Galles, the naval and military commanders of the expedition, were on 
board one of the frigates-the Fraternit&-which parted company from the fleet soon after it left the harbour 
of Brest, and never joined the main body. The failure of the expedition is evidently as much to be attributed 
to the absence of the leaders, and consequent want of orders, as to the state of the weather. 

$ The Irish government appears to have been most culpably negligent. According to a writer of the period, 
"Hurry, confusion, and disorder, marked the advance of the army; all was terror, doubt, and dismay ; troops 
disaffected, horses wantiug, the munitions of war badly supplied, and even the ball was unfitted to the calibre 
of the cannon, furnished by a defective commissariat." This, although the statement of a partizan of France, is 
perhaps but little exaggerated. We can support it by authority of an opposite character. Colonel Hall, whose . - 

regiment mas then quartered a t  Tralee and Iiillarney, received orders to march to Bantry, from the general 
commanding the district, and " oppose the landing of the French." If we recollect rightly, the force under 
Colonel Hall's command (for he was the senior field officer), including as many of his own regiment as he could 
instantly collect, when he arrived a t  " the bay" amounted to about 700 men; a force which the French, if 
they had landed, would instantly have annihilated; but which might have been very advantageously employed 
in breaking up the roads, and harassing the march of the invaders to Cork ; procuring time for the government 
to make preparations to meet them. Colonel Hall's regiment then consisted of raw recruits, nine-tenths of 
whom had never seen a shot fired, and who would have cut but a poor figure if opposed to the 6lite of the 
French army. His intention, therefore (of which we have often heard him speak as a " dismal necessity"), was 
to have fired a volley in obedience to orders, and then to have saved the lives of his men, by grounding arms 
and surrendering as prisouers of war. 
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For several days previous, the weather had been even more than usually 
stormy, at this period of the year; and when the wind lulled, a dense fog 
overspread the sea, so that the French ships were seeking each other, in vain, 
along the ocean.* Of the 43 that quitted Brest, 16 only anchored at Bantry ; 
next day, a heavy gale once more dispersed them ; on the morning of the 26th, 
others having parted company, the formidable fleet was reduced to seven 
sail of the line and one frigate ; the force in men had by this time dwindled 
to 4168; it was therefore resolved at a council of war, " not to attempt a 
landing, as no demonstration had been made" by the Irish on shore in favow 
of the French ; t and it was determined to put out to sea, and to cruise off the 
Shannon in the hope that the dissevered armament might be concentrated 
there. On the 27th, they weighed anchor and quitted the bay; but on the 
1st of January, a portion of them returned, and remained inactive for two or 
three days. By degrees, ship after ship of the once formidable fleet entered the 
French harbours ; and on the 15th, General Hoche himself, in the Fraternite', 
reached Rochelle, having had several narrow escapes from capture by the 
English fleet. 

* The instructions were, in case of such a contingency, to cruise fow days off the Mizen Head, and then to 
proceed to the mouth of the Shannon; to remain there three days, and then, if not rejoined, to return to Brest. 

t The French had marvellously miscalculated as to the co-operation they anticipated from the Irish people, 
who were, in 179G, totally unprepared to receive them as friends, or to adopt the republican principles and 
goverriment they designed to disseminate and establish. In  his memorials to the Directory, Tone had repre- 
sented the Irish as "fixing their eyes most earnestly on France," as "eager to fly to the standard of the 
republic;" the catholics as "ready to join it to a man," and that " i t  would be just as easy, in a month, to 
have an army in Ireland of 200,000 mcn as 10,000." Whether he had wilfully misstated the fact, or whether 
his sanguine temperament had led him to believe that his countrymen wonld join the French en masse, it is 
difficult to say. But it is certain that the invaders wonld have been received by the Irish generally, not as 
friends, but as enemies. Along the coast, the south and west, most distinctly threatened, the peasants were 
actually in arms-such arms as they cvild command-to repel them. We have freqnently heard Colonel Hall 
state that, on his march to Bantry, his men were cheered by the peasantry, supplied with food and drink 
by them, and received unequivocal demonstrations of their resolves to fight upon thcir cabin thresholds against 
the entrance of a Frenchman. In the London Gazette of the 7th of January, 1797, this feeling is parti- 
cularly adverted to. The cccounts of the disposition of the country where the troops are assembled, are 
as favourable as possible, and the greatest loyalty has manifested itself throughont the kingdom; in the 
south and west, when the troops have been in motion, they have been met by the country peoplc of all descrip- 
tions with pro\isions and all sorts of accoi~~modations to facilitate their march; and every demonstration has 
been given of the zeal and ardour to oppose the enemy in every place where it could be sopposed a descc~lt 
might be attempted." The Gazette of the 17th contains a letter from the Lord Lieutenant (Earl Camden), 
in which, after noticing the good disposition evinced by the troops, his Excellency states, " the  roads, which 
in parts were rendered impassable by the snow, were cleared by the peasantry. The poor people often shared 
their potatoes with the soldiers. * * * In  short, had the enemy landed, their hope of assistance {<om the 
inhabitants would have been totally disappointed." Every account published a t  the time bears out this state- 
ment. Our own experience of the Irish justifies us in asserting that, even now, they have neither sympathy 
with, nor affection for, the French; and that under no circumstances could the majority of the people h+ 
brought to consider them as desirable allies. 



Bantry was, thus, soon freed from the presence of the invadcrs ; no French- 
men having trodden upon Irish ground, with the exception of an officer and 
seven men, who, being sent in a boat to reconnoitre, were taken prisoners by 
Mr. J arnes O'Sullivan of Berchaven. 

The storm that scattered the French fleet, and, under Providence, preserved 
Ireland from civil war and contamination by the atrocious principles of the 
~.epublicans of 1793, is still remembered in the vicinity of Bantry Bay, where 
it is referred to as an epoch to assist memory.* 

To visit Glcngariff, the tourist may proceed either by land, or by water 
across the bay ;-it it obvious that the best mode will be to go by one way and 
return by the other, both offering strong temptations to the lover of the 
picturesque. Those, however, who take it in their route to Killarney, and do 
not design to make any stay at Bantry, had better continue the road ; for the 
bay may be seen fully from the hills above either Bantry or Glengariff; or, at 
all events, by taking a boat a mile or two from the sliore of either.? The road 
is exceedingly wild and picturesque; a short distance from the town, the 
Miallocli, " the murmuring river," is crossed by a small bridge; a little way 
below which the water is precipitated from thirty to forty feet over a ledge of 
rocks of fantastic forms ; this is the " Fall of Dunamarc : " close to it we saw 

* Of the ships, the Ncstor, 72, was driven on shore; the SBduisant was wrecked on the Grand Stevent, 
coing out of Brest; the Impatiente was wrecked on the Mizen Head; the whole crew, except seven, perished ; 
the Surveillante was cnptured in Bantry Bay, and scuttled, having been abandoned by her crew; the Resolve 
was divmasted by being run foul of by the Indomptable, and afterwards towed into Rrest; the Tartare was 
captured, after a sl~ort action, by the Polyphemus, and brought into Cork harbour. (Tbc Tartarc had 625 men 
ou board, including troops, and had 16 killed and 35 wounded in the action ; the Polyphemus lost only oue 

marine.) The Scevola, gun-boat, foonderel off the Irish coast. The Ville d'0rient transport was captnrcd by 
the Unicorn, and carried into Kinsale, with 400 hussars on board completely equipped. The Justine transport 
probably foundered a t  sea, and all oil board perished. I t  is siugular that so many of the ships contrived to 
escape the British fleet, which had kept incessant watch for them. The qnestion was put in a song, very 
popular at the period:- 

" 0, where was Hood, and wbere was Howe, 
And where Cornwallis then ; 

Where Colpoys, Bridport, or Pelleu-, 
And all their g:~llant men 'f' 

And it was not long afterwards asked in both Houses of Parliament. The reply of Mr. Dundas was a satis- 
factory vindication of the national character. He stated that Sir Edward Pellew's squadron was employed in 
cruising off Brcst, to watch the motions of the enemy; bnt the hazy state of the weather u.as such, that fog 
guns were obliged to be continually fired, and the French fleet succeeded in getting out, notwithstanding all the 
efforts of that active and gallant oficcr to prevent them; that Admiral Colpoys' squadron, which was also 
hovering off Brest, came into harbour for supplies; and that Lord Bridport's squadron, which was ordered, on 

the 21st of December, off Cape Clear, sailed on the 26th, but the denseness of the fog prercntcd his falliug in 
with a single French vessel. 

t Vast quantities of coral sand are raised in all parts of the bay: i t  is highly esteemed as a manure; and 
produces, it is said, between four and five thousand pounds annually to the boatmen who procure it, and the 
pcasants who convey it to distant parts. 



rt water-mill in full work, which, although it diverted the current, and conse- 
quently lessened the effect of the cataract, evidenced activity and industry, 
and heightened the moral beauty of the scene. In this immediate vicinity, 
according to one of the fanciful traditions of Keating, the first human foot trod 
upon Irish ground-Ladra having effwted a landing in Ireland exactly forty 
days before the Flood. After passing three or fow miles of good road, and 
comparatively cultivated land, we entered a rude and rugged district; barren 
hills towering over us at either side ; and among them rapid streams rushing 
over gigantic stones down into the valleys. W e  left to the right an interesting 
object-a little chapel nestling among the barren hills; and a short way 
farther on we passed one of those singular dwelling places, by no means rare 
in this wild part of the country; we were startled by a human form issuing 
from a mass of huge 
rocks ; and, uponin- 
quiry, learned that 
a family actually 
lived in a hole 
which the rocks 
protected and shel- 
tered. They had 
evidently fallen, 
ages ago, in the 
position they re- 
tained, enclosing 
and covering a 
uatural chamber. On entering, we found a woman with three children;- 
the man was at work in the adjacent " garden ;"-here they contrived to 
exist during the summer months; for we ascertained that, in winter, they 
quitted it for some neighbouring town, where they worked or begged, 
according to circumstances. The wonian replied to our few questions with 
cheerfulncss and civility; and to an expression approaching to condolence as 
to the misery of her lot, replied " It's bad enough to be sure, yer honour ; but 
there's many have worse places to lay their four bones in." While conversing 
with her, we observed a singular character watching our movements; it 
was one of the Kerry peasants, mounted on a small active pony, sitting in 
front of a pair of hampers, in which he had conveyed his tubs of butter to the 
market of Cork, from which he was now returning. The hampers were 
fastened to the horse by a rope of hay; and his bridle, which was merely 
twisted round the nose of the animal, was made of the same material. I n  this 
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primitive style he galloped up and down hills as fearlessly, and far more 
safely, than a steed fully caparisoned for the chase. W e  learned that he was 
one of the class known in cities and towns by the cognomen of "Kerry 
Dragoons." We made a sketch of him, and introduce him to our readers. 

He was a fine handsome 
fellow, with keen grey 
eyes, white teeth, and a 
complexion bronzed by 
healthy exercise ; by 
no means communicative, 
however, for to our ques- 
tions he had but one an- 
swer-" Nein English." 
As we drew near Glen- 
gariff, we had a foretaste 
of the rich treat we were 
about to enjoy; for, long 

before we had again a glimpse of the bay, the scenery assumed a rich and 
luxuriant character, strongly contrasting with the dreary solitude we were 
leaving. 

Language utterly fails to convey even a limited idcn of the exceeding 
beauty of Glengariff--" the rough glenn-which merits, to the full, the 
enthusiastic praise that has been lavished upon it by every traveller by whom 
i t  has been visited. I t  is a deep alpine valley, enclosed by precipitous hills, 
about three miles in length, and seldom exceeding a quarter of a mile in 
breadth. Black and savage rocks embosom, as it were, a scene of surpassing 
loveliness-endowed by nature with the richest of wood and water; for 
the trees are graceful in form, luxuriant in foliage, and varied in character; 
and the rippling stream, the strong river, and the foaming cataract, are 
supplied from a thousand rills collected in the mountains. Beyond all, is the 
magnificent bay, with its numerous islands,-by one of which it is so guarded 
and sheltered as to receive the aspect of a serene lake. The artist caimot do 
it justice ; and the pen must be laid aside in despair ! Our memories, indeed, 
recall every portion of the magic spot,-but only to convince us how weak and 
inefficient must be our efforts to describe it. W e  are again wandering 
through the glen-among majestic trees, fantastic rocks, and bubbling 
rivulets, which every now and then lush by huge masses of stone, and, finding 
a declivity, roar along their rapid way, until, encountering some new 
obstruction, they creep awhile, and anon force a passage onwards, breaking 





into masses of foam-forth ere the mountain torrents crawl or gallop to mingle 
with the broad Atlantic. The song of birds is either hushed or unheard ; and 
but for the ripple or the roar of waters, there is no sound to disturb a solitude 
perfect and profound. W e  look up to the mountains ; they are of all forms, 
altitudes, and outlines. The most prominent among them is the Sugar-loaf, 
Slieve-na-goil, " the mountain of the wild people," with its conical head, 
soaring into the clouds; and to the rear, but at a considerable distance, 
Hungry Hill, with its naked and meagre sides, down which runs a stream 
from the lake upon its summit, until, gathering as it goes, it breaks in a 
tremendous cataract of eight hundred feet, expanding as it falls, and flinging 
a spray around it, that seems to cover with a thick mist a third part of 
the hill:- 

" Now a blue wat7ry sheet ; anon dispersed 
A hoary mist; then gathered in again, 
A darted stream along the hollow rock, 
This way and that tormented, dashing thick. 
From steep to ateep with wild refracted course, 
And restless roaring to the humble vale." 

We turn from the mountains but a step, and gaze over the broad bay; the 
foreground is composed of islands of various shapes and sizes; and we stand 
in the midst of cultivation, as if nature had resolved upon mingling as much 
grandeur and beauty as the eye could take in at once. W e  turn again and 
look inland; enormous rocks are scattered in all directions, without order or 
arrangement, hut graceful from their very confusion ; seeming as if the giants of 
old had done battle here, and fought with huge masses they had wrenched from 
the adjacent mountains. 

From every part of the glen some attractive object may be discovered; 
but the best view, perhaps, is to be obtained from a small hill-small in com- 
parison with its stupendous neighbours-in the immediate vicinity of a 
chapel west of the village; it places the spectator in the very centre of a 
glorious panorama, absolutely bewildering from its profusion of beauties. 
There will be a gush of enjoyment from the heart the instant this hillock is 
ascended. But it is from the road to Kenmare that the surpassing love- 
liness of the valley, and the full glory of the bay, will be seen to perfection. 
For three or four miles the traveller winds round the side of a mountain- 
a steep and weary road, so barren of interest that he has ample leisure to 
ponder over, and fix in his mind, the marvels he has seen. Suddenly he arrives 
on the brow of the hill. He  is over the glen, many thousand feet above the 
ocean, which he beholds stretching out into space, while the islands appear 
as dots upon i t ;  the river that runs through the valley has dwindled to a 
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white thread; the trees have gathered into masses, and the hill upon which 
he stood a while *ago seems no bigger than a fairy mound. Midway down 
are scattered cottages, the pale smoke from which alone distinguishes them 
from mole-heaps. Thin and narrow streams, like snow-wreaths, are running 
from the mountains ; and every now and then his eye falls upon the lakes that 
send them forth to fertilise the valley. The whole scene is within his ken-its 
sublime beauty and its transcendant grandeur-ocean, mountain, glen, and 
river. He is in the midst of solitude ; the clouds are on a level with him ; at 
times, they hide for a moment every object from his sight. There is no song 
of bird to break tlie perfect loneliness; but if he look upward he will see 
the eagle winging his way homewards in solitary grandeur. We were startled 
by the scream of one of them flying over our heads, so near to us that we 
could almost count the feathers in his wing. Our feeling was that he had seen 
enough of the sublime and beautiful in Nature, and need go no further in search 
of either. 

On the summit of the mountain an incident occurred to us, which we may 
not omit to notice in this record of the most gratifying and interesting portion 
of our journey :- 

We had been gazing so earnestly upon the scene below and around us, that 
we had not noted the sudden appearance of a lad, upon a bank, a little to the 
left of the place on which we stood; but ow attention was attracted by his 
clapping his hands together, and laughing, or rather shouting loudly, in 
evident delight at the scene. There was nothing in his appearance different 
from that of many young goatherds we had passed, and who hardly raised their 
heads from the purple heath to gaze at our progress. His sun-burnt limbs 
were bare below the knees ; but his long brown hair had been cared for, and 
Howed beneath a wide-leafed hat, that was garnished, not untastefully, by a 
couple of wreaths of spreading fern. His garments were in sufficient disorder 
to satisfy thc most enthusiastic admirer of " the picturesque;" and although we 
called to him repeatedly, it was not until a sudden diffusion of cloud had inter- 
fered between him and the sunset, so as to diminish the light, and of course 
lessen tlie effect of the shadows, that he noticed us in the least ; indeed, it was 
evident he would not have done so at all, but for the unexpected appearance of 
another "child of the mist," in the person of a little bright-eyed girl-literally 
one mass of tatters-who sprang to where the boy stood, and seizing his hand, 
pointed silently to us. He dcscended immediately, followed by the girl, and 
after removing his hat, stood by the side of our carriage, into which he peercd 
with genuine Irish curiosity. 

r 7  l o  our question of " Where do yon live?" the mountain maid xplictl, 
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'[ Nein EnglislL" We then addressed ourselves to thc boy, when the girl 
placed her hands on her lips, then to her ears, and finally shook her head. 
" Deaf and dumb ? " I asked. Upon which she replied, " Ay, ay, deaf, dumb 
--deaf, dumb." The, little creature having so said, regarded him with one 
of those quick looks so eloquent of childish love ; and seizing his hand, raised 
her rosy face to be kissed. He  patted her head impatiently, but was too closely 
occupied examining the contents of our carriage to heed her affectionate 
rcquest. His  eye glanced over our packages witllout much interest, until 
they rested on a small black portfolio; and then he leaped, and clapped 
his hands, making us understand he wanted to inspect it. His little companion 
had evidently some idea that this was an intrusion, and intimated so to the 
boy ; but be pushed her from him, determincd to have his own way. Nothing 
could exceed his delight while turning over a few skctches and some engravings. 
H e  gave us clearly to understand that he comprehended their intent-looking 
from our puny outlines to the magnificent mountains by which we were sur- 
rounded, and smiling thcreat in a way that our self-love could not construe into 
a compliment. 

While he was thus occupicd, his little companion, struck by some sudden 
thought, bounded up the almost perpendicular mountain with the grace and 
agility of a tiue-born ICerry maiden, until she disappeared; but she soon 
returned, springing from rock to rock, and holding the remnants of hcr tattcred 
apron together with cvident care. When she descended, she displayed its 
contents, which interested us greatly ; for they wcre her brother's skctehes, fivc 
or six in number, made on the torn-out leaves of an old copy-book in pale iuk, 
or with a still paler pcncil. Two were tinged with colom extracted from plants 
that grew upon the mountain ; and though rude, they bore evidence of talent. 
The lad could have had no instruction ; the copy-book was the propcrty of his 
eldest brother, and he had abductcd the leaves to record upon them his silent 
observations on the magnificence of Nature, whose power had elevated and 
instructed his mind. W e  should not have read even this line of his simple 
history, bnt for the opportune passing of another " Kerry Dragoon"--a wild, 
brigaid-looking young fellow, niounted between his market-panniers on llis 
rough pony-who proved to be the lad's brother, although he did not at  first 
tell us so. 

" W e  all," hc said, " live high up in de mountain ; but I can't trust liim to 
look after de goats by himsclf. His whole delight is puttin' down upon a bit 
of paper or a slate whatevcr he sces. T'd ha' broke him off it long agone ; 
but hc was his motller's darlin', and she's wid dc blesscd Vargin these seven 
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years, so I don't like to cross his fancy ; besides, de Lord's hand has been 
heavy on him already, and it does him no harm, no more than himself, except 
when any of de childer brake what he do be doing; den he gocs mad intirely, 
and strays I dunrm where ; though, to be sure, de Almighty has his eye over 
him, for he's sure to come back well and quiet." 

The lad at last closed our portfolio with a heavy sigh, and did not perceive, 
until he had done so, that his little sister had spread out his own productions 
011 the heather, which grew so abundantly by the road-side. He pointed to 
them with something of the exultation of spirit so natural to us all when wc 
think our exertions are about to be appreciated ; and he bent over them as a 
mother would over a cherished child. His triumph, however, was but momen- 
tary-it was evident that his having seen better things rendered him dissatisfied 
with his own, for, while gathering them hastily together, he burst into tears. 
We gave him some pencils and paper, and a few engravings; and as the evening 
was approaching, bade him a hasty farewell; as he stood, his little sister clinging 
to his side, waving his hat on a promontory, while we were rapidly descending 
into the vallcy. 

The village of Glengariff consists of but a few houses ; there is a little inn, 
happily situated at the head of the bay ; and the glen is divided between two 
proprietors-Lord Bantry and the widow of his brother, Colonel White. His 
lordship has a small lodge, where he generally resides, in a valley away from a 
view of the sea; but the other seat skirts the left of the bay, is cultivated to the 
water's edge, and commands a view of the principal island, on which is built a 
lllartello Tower-as if for the express purpose of giving interest and value to 
the demesne. 

The old bridge, now a picturesque ruin, which, in ancient times, was on 

tants, if they did not build him a bridge 

the high road to Berehaven, is 
called " Cromwell's Bridge." 
History being silent as to the 
origin of the name, we must have 
recourse to tradition. When 
Oliver was passing through the 
glep to visit the OISullivans, he 
had so much trouble in getting 
across the narrow but rushing 
river, that he told the inhabi- 
by the time he returned, he 
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would hang up a man for every hour's delay he rnet with. " So the bridge was 
ready agin he come back," quoth our infonnmt; " for they knew the o d d  villaill 
to be a man'of his word." 

The denics~le wliich surrounds the lodge of Lord Bantry camlot be surpasscd 
for natural beauty by any sceliery in the kingdom. A wild river nms tlirougl~ 
it, and t l~is  is frequently crossed by rustic bridges. The lodge itself occupies 
the centre of a small island, and f h m  several mounds glimpses may be obtained 
of near or distant objects, which arc absolute feasts. As we stand upon the 
highest of them, nothing can be more delicious, more varied, more positively 
enchanting, than tlie panoramic view tliat surrounds us : mountain, rock, river, 
arid occan, trees of the most picturesque growth, and shrubby underwood of such 
Inxuriance, that painters there may study nature under every shade and form. 
'1s we issue from this demesne-the very ideal of' "the happy val1cy"-the 
wild, rugged, abrupt character of tlie glen becomes more apparent; patches of 
rich brown bog produce the most profuse vcgctation ; marsh weeds of every hue 
flourish ; rocks of various shapes and sizes become the bases of now .sloping, 
now almost perpendicular liills ; while above them coiitinually floats the eaglv, 
whose nests have becn in tllcse mountains time out of milid.* 

W e  grieve for those who-no matter what cllarining and picturesque comi- 
tries of Europe they llave visited-have not yet enjoyed the natural beauties of 
Gleilgariff. 

West of Glengariff is the promontory of Berehaven, sepalating 13antry 
Bay from the Kenmare river. I t  is a \\ ild and primitive district ; abounding 
in picturesque and romantic scencry; full of legends; with l~istorical 
associations of great interest; and possessing the ruins of many castles of the 

* Many of these eagles' nests bave had their histories for centuries. There is one in particular to which 
tradition still points, connectiug it by a beautiful and touchiug legend with the family of the O'Sulliran. A t  t l ~ c  
time when this orrce powerful race had bee11 despoiled of their territo~y, by the "Saxon stranger," the cl~ieftai~l  
wught a l ~ d  fuund shelter in this rernote glen. After lingering here for some months, however, he proceeded to 
juiu his friends then in arms in Ulstel; and left his wife and children under the guardimship of his fostcr- 
b r o t h ,  Gorrule J lac  Swinry. Gorrane conveyed his 11recious cll:~rge to the foot of the eagles' cliff; and, learr~iug 
they ware cngerly sought aft,cr, he colltriied s hut fur tlleir shelter, so cunningly devised a s  to seem but a 

nlound of heatl~cr. Hcre, l~owever, they suon wanted food, and the faitlili~l fullower saw but little cllance of 
preserving them from perishing of hunger. Wliile bitterly cogitating over their gloomy prospects, he saw the 
c q l e  sailing to its eyrie with a Ieveret ill its talons: a suddeu tllouglit struck him; he rapidly forlned a rope 
of the twiated fibres of the bog-fir, c:tlled his young son, and together t l q  ascended the m o u ~ ~ t a i n  over-night. 
'lllcre they quietly remained unt,il they had watched the eagles issue forth, return with their prey, and depart 
iu quest of more. Gorrane tlieu colnmelrced operations: 11e carefully let the boy down the cliff, with directions 
to tie picccs of string round tlra t l~ruats  of tho englcts, not so tight as  to do thcm injury, but suficiently clusl: 
to p e v a r t  their ~ lwoudng  the bud 3s i t  :rrri\.rrl. Thu 1,1:111 was successf'ul. The off% was left to sustnill t h  
vouug birds; but ~uuple sturc \\ah thus obtained to supply the f ju~ i ly  of' thc OISull i \a~i  uutil bvttcr dujh. 



O'Sullivans-for centuries the lords of the soil, although their descendants arc 
how hut the licwers of stone and drawers of water. The accompat~ying print 

represents the harbour of Berehaven, and the ruin of the ancient castle of 
Dunboy.* 

* Of the castle of Dunboy, tlie ancient stronghold of tlie O'Sullivans, a few walls only remain, barely 
sufficient to point out its locality. During the wars of Elizabeth, i t  was occupied by the Spaniards, who sub- 
xquently resigned i t  to  Philip O'Sullivan. In  1601, Sir George Carew marched a t  the head of a small army 
to besiege it. The garrison was commanded by a gallant soldier, Mac Geoghegan ; with whom co-operated 
Tyrrell, the best guerilla of his time. I t  consisted of less than a hundred and fifty fighting meu-but they 
were the stontest and brarest of all the Irish forces. For many days they lrcpt their numerous and powerful 
cnemies a t  bay; a t  length, a tower of the castle having been b&en down, they offered to 'surrender upon 
quarter. Thc messenger was hanged within their sight, and the breach was ordered to be entered. The Irish 
fought lustily for mariy hours, until the remnant were forced to take shelter in the cellars, the only entrance 
into which was a narrow stone staircase, wl~ich they continued to  defend; otiering, however, to surrender 

they might have their lives," which, in accordance with the barbarous policy of the age, were refused. They 
collected a quantity of powder into one of the vaults, and their captain sate down beside it, with a lighted 
match-a resolution having been formed to blow up the castle and dl in it, unless quarter was granted. 
Ultimately, however, the English troops forced a passage, and Mac Geoghegan, who was lying there mortally 
wounded, raised himself, and snatching up the match staggered with i t  to the powder barrel, when Captain 
Power seized him, and held him in 11% arms nntil he was killed. The whole of the garrison were butchered- 
either slain, buried in the ruins, or executed. No single man of the gallant defenders of the castle escaped; and 
while the memory of Dunboy endures, a dark blot will remain upon the name of one of the bravest, wisest, and 
most courteons of all the officers of Queen Elizabeth. The O'Sullivan remained among his native fastnesses 
nntil t,he cruel policy of tlie conquerors so wasted the district, that his followers gradually perished of famine, 
and the few that re~naincd were coinpcllcd to accomp:nly their lord to a far off distancc in scarch of food. I t  
is of this period, a ~ i d  to this county more especially, that Spenser 1.cfi.u~ when he states ' I  lhc pcople of Munstcr 
wrro brought to such wretcl~educss, l h a t  e\cn a lienrt of stone would have rued to scc the samc; f x  out of 
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In  the parish of Bcrehaven is worked one of tEic few profitable mincs of 
Ireland. It is situated on the property of a Mr. Puxley, and was discoverecl 
some thirty years ago-the discovery being the result of a very minute s c d n y  
of the cstate of Colonel Hall, who was at the period working his own mines in 
ncighbouring districts of tlie county. 

W e  are now al~out to quit the county of Cork, and enter into that of Kerry ; 
and although we have occupied, in describing Cork, a much larger space than 
the limits of our work will justify us in devoting to any other county, we are 
fully aware that we have omitted to direct the reader's attcntion to many 
subjects, connected with it, of exceeding interest and deep importance. 

Perhaps there is no county of Ireland, to which Nature has been so boun- 
tiful. To its mineral wealth we bave made reference ; of its fertile rivers we 
have spoken ; its bays and harbonrs are not only numerous, but singularly safe 
and commodious, abounding in fish, and rich in the best manures ; the land is 
for the most part generous and productive; there is scarcely a district of a 
dozen miles without turf-fuel. I n  fact, in nothing are the wants of men without 
the natural means of supply, yet the population is proverbially poor, the houses 
of tlie lower classes are generally wretched to a degree, and Providence would 
seem to have lavished gifts in vain upon its people. These evils-and othcrs 
to which me need not here more distinctly refer-must be, as they have always 
been, mainly attributable to that system of absenteeism which, for centuries 
past, appears to have largely prevailed in Cork county.* 

every corner of the woods and glynnes, they came creeping forth on their hands and knees, for their legs could 
not bear them; they looked like anatomies of death; they spake like ghosts crying out of their graves; t h y  
did eat the dead carrion, happy were they when they could find i t ;  yea, and oue another some time after; 
insomuch that  the very carcases they spared not to  ticrape out of their gr:n7es ; and if they found a plot of 
water-cresses, or sl~umrock, there they flocked as to a feast." 

* The complaint tha t  Ireland suffers in consequence of so many persons of rank and wealth expending 
their properties abroad, is by no mrnns a new one-it has existed for centuries : it was sought to procure a 
remedy for the evil by legislative enactments so far back as the reign of Richard 11. Enactments LLmade by 
our ancestors to prevent our gentlemen of estate and office from liring abroad." We have before us a quaint 
volume, dated 1739, and "printed for R. Gunne, in Capel Street, Dublin," the writer of which deeply deplores 
" tha t  the evil (of absentceism) grows daily upon us, and has already thrown the nation into a wasteful con- 
sumption of all its substance." His hook is entitled " A  list of lords, gcntlcmen, and others who, having 
cstates, employmcnts, and pensions in Irelnnd, spend the same abroad; together with an estimate of the )-early 
value of the same, as tnlien in the months of May, June, and July, 1729." The list he divides into t!~ree 
cl:~sses: first, " those who live constantly abroad, and are seldom or never seen in Ireland ;" second, " tl~osc who 
live generally abroad, and visit Irelmd now and then, for a month or two;" and third, "those who are occn- 
siondly absent-their nnmhcrs being commonly the same, for if some colne I~ome, others go abroad and supply 
t l~cir  places." The natnrs of the three classes he gives alphabetically, stating the incomes of each ; and, in com- 
menting upon the facts hc :~~l(laccs, he observes "we are not now a t  a loss to point out the p~incipal source of 
a11 our misfo~tu~~cs ,  and thc cl~ief cause of all our distress; it appears pl:hly, frum tllc list of ahsentces, m d  
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The county of Cork, in the province of Munster, is the largest county in 
Ireland, and larger than any English county, except that of York : comprising, 
according to the Ordnance survey, 1,725,100 statute acres-of which, 1,024,340 
are cultivated, and 700,760 are, at present, either barren mountain or bog; 
but, as every day some portion of both is reclaimed by the industry or the 
necessity of the peasant, the enormous proportion of waste is rapidly lessening.* 
In 1821, the population was 629,786; and in 1831 it had increased to 
700,359. Tllc new census about to be taken will, no doubt, exhibit a large 
augmentation. From east to west the county extends above ninety English 
miles ; its greatest breadth being about forty. We take this on the authority 
of the Rev. Horace Townsend; Smith makes it greater. I t  is bounded on 
the north by Tipperary and Limerick; on the north-east by Waterford; on 
the no~th-west by Kei~y-being considerably wider in the centre than at thc: 
cxtrernities; and on the south by the Ocean. By the statute of the 4th Geo. 
IV. cap. 93, the county was divided into the East and West Ridings ; the East 
comprising eleven baronies,? with the liberties of the city of Cork, and the 
port of Kinsale ; and the West, eight baronies. 

the estimate of the quantity of specie they are reasonably supposed to draw yearly ont of the kingdom, tl~;lt IIO 

other country labours under so tvasteful a drain of its treasure as Ireland does a t  present, by an annud remit- 
tance of &G00,000 to  our gentlemen nbroad, without the least consideration or value returned for the same." 
And the writer further adds, L i ' t i ~  melancholy to  observe, that  now we are labouring under great disadvantages 
of trade, and struggling with penury and want, the humour of living and spending abroad still increases among 
our men of quality and station." 

* Several owners of mountain Imd-if the term "1:1nd" may be applied to tracts of country where the 
slnde can seldom sink an inch-are in the habit of letting, for a long term, large districts of it a t  a nominal 
rent. We were present when the practice received a singular illustration. A peasant addressed a Imdlord 
with, " I f  ye plase, yer honour, I want thirty shillings' worth of mountain." We were informcd that the 
quantity allotted to him for this sum was thirty acres, for a pcriod of thirty years. The labourer sets to work 
with his spade and his LLfour bones ," picks out every n~orsel of soil he finds enclosed by rocks; clears i t  of 
stones; gradually conveys manure to i t ;  :md, in the end, plants it with potatoes. Xotl~ing in Irish scenery 
is more striking than such patches of' cultivation up the mountain slopes. But an Irishman will endure any 
privat~on to obtain " a bit of land;" suffer any misery to  retain i t ;  and, indeed, commit any crime rather 
than permit i t  to be taken from him. If  our readers could but imagine the extreme eagerness witli which t l ~ e y  
covet its possession, and the frightful passions that are aroused when deprived of it, either jnatly or unjustly, 
they would easily understand the nature of those outrages which are continually occurring in Irc1;111d, to 
blacken the Irish character. We shall go more deeply iuto the matter hereafter. Several of the mount;~i~rs, 
however, have been taken possession of by wanderers, distinguished as "squatters." Any attempt todispossess 
them would be dangerous to a degree; they usually mark the boundaries of their "properties" by lines of 
stones, and are peculiarly jealous of the in-coming of a new settler. 

t The use of the term " Barony1'-a term witli which English readers are not familiar-reminds us of the 
necessity for briefly explaining the divisions and subdivisions of the country. Ireland is divided into four pro- 
vinces. These are the remains of the petty kingdoms which the island fi~nnerly contained. Acco~ding to Sir 
James Wilre, there were uwst anciently but two, viz.-Leg11 Cuin tl e nur1hrr11, and Legh RIoa the sout11~11 ; 

and, acuonli~~gly, Bede dkides Ireland into north and south Scotia. [he i a l ; ~ ~ ~ d  W;IS, however, very early p:lrli- 
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These baronies arc, in the East Riding,-Dul~allow, Orrely and Kilmore, 
Condons and Clongibbons, Fermoy, Kinsale, Imokilly, Kerrycurrihy, Kinnalea, 
13arrymore, Barretts, and East Muskerry; in the West Riding,-Ibane and 

tioned into fire divisions. And Giraldus Cambrensis, in the reign of Henry II., divides it into Connaught, Ulster, 
Leinster, North and South Munster.-Topogr. Hibern. Distinc. 1, c. 6. Other, and it would seem more correct, 

authorities mention Connaught, Ulster, Leinster, Munster, and Meath.-See Ware's Antiq. cap. iii. citing a MS. 
of the time of Edw. I. in Archbishop Usher's library, now in Trinity College, Dublin, and the registry of Duisk. 
The authorities which mention these divisions, subdivide them into " Cantreds," which seem synonymous with 
the Saxon hundred's, still known in England. The term cantred, though found in ancient grants even after tho 
coming of the English, has, however, long ceased to be used in Ireland ; as Meath, also, has long ceased to be 
regarded as a province, East snd West Meath being now counties in Leinster. The division into provinces is 

of little or no practical utility a t  the present day. 
The provinces are subdivided into counties: this division was introduced by the English, in the reign of 

Ifing John, t h o  made twelve counties in Leinster and Munster, via.-Dublin, Meath, Uriel, Kildare, Cather- 
logh, Kilkenny, Wexford, Waterford, Cork, Keny, Limerick, and Tipperary. The division of the rest of the 
island (nearly two-thirds of i t  in extent) into counties, was not wholly completed until nearly three hundred 
years afterwards, in the reigns of Mary and Elizabeth.-Stats. 3 and 4 Phil. and Mar. c. 2. Ir. ; and 11 Eliz. 
Sess. 3, c. 9, Ir. See the Tauistry Case in Sir John Davies' Rep. 103, Edit. Dublin, 1762. There were 
originally several counties palatine, having, like those in England, jurisdictions independent of the ordinary 
courts of law. The rights of all the counts palatine had, however, by various means become rested in the 
crown, before the time of Sir John Davies, who was attorney-general for Ireland in the reign of James I., except 
Tipperary, which had been granted by Edward 111. to the Earl of 0nnond.-See case of County of Wexford, 
Davies' Rep. 168, ut sup. But these rights, and the royalties subsequently granted in Tipperary to the Dukes 
of Ormond, in the reign of Charles II., were all extinguished by Stat. 2 Ceo. I. c. 8, Ir. ; and there is now 
no county palatine in Ireland. Several of the counties have changed their names sincc their first institution. 
Thus, there is now no county called Uriel. The county formerly called Coleraine, is now Londonderry ; 
Thomond, is now Clare; Catherlogh, is corrnpted into Carlow, &c. As thc division into counties was 
introduced for the purpose of holding assizes, appointing sheriffs to execute the king's writs, &c., according to 
the laws of England ; so i t  continues to be used to the present day in all the practical details of the law in 
Ireland as in England. 

The counties are subdivided into baronies, a division which, it would appear, was also introduced by the 
English-a barony, in its original meaning, being the honour and dignity which gives title to a baron, which 
auciently consisted of 1 3  knights' fees and a quarter, or 400 merks per anuum.-Jacob's Dict., by Rufhead and 
Morgan, tit. Barony. But as the division into counties has long since ceased to have any connectiori with the 
t~t les  of counts or earls, so that into baronies has no longer any reference to the dignity which it originally sup- 
ported. Tho division into baronies and half-baronies is at  present of great practical utility for various purposes, 
as in regulating the number of constabulary under Stat. 6 Wm. IV. c. 13; the levying and application of 
presentments under the grand july act, 6 and 7 Wm. IV. c. 116 ; for y m c  purposes connectcd with elections, 
Stat. 2 and 3 Wm. IV. c. 88, &c. kc. I t  may be mentioned, in reference to the term barony, that althongh 
manor-courts still exist in Ireland, and take cognizance of debts within their respective districts, courts baron, 
at  least in the sense in which they are used in England, in connection with the tenure of copyhold estates, have 
not been in use in Ireland. Indeed, it is commonly supposed there is no such thing as tenure by copyhold in 
Ireland, although a writer of high authority mentions an instance of an estate of this nature at  Kilmoon or 
Primatestown, in the county of Meath-1 Gabbct's Dig. 445-and copyholds are occasiorially me~~tioricd in the 
Irish Statute Book. - I t  may be also noticed, that there is a difference between the dignity of baron as an Iris11 
title of nobility, and the same dignity in England.. The curious in such matters will find ample matter to 
satisfy them in " Lynch's law and usage of prescriptive baronies in Ireland," and the work on Irish honorary 
hereditary offices and feudal baronies, by the same author. 

The rccognised ecclesiastical division of the kingdom into dioceses and parishes used by the Established 



Barryroe, Bere, B a n t ~ ,  West JZuskerry, I<inalmealry, Conrcies, East Carbc~ y, 
and West Carbcry. 

Tlic principal towns of the county, besides the city of Cork, are,-Yougbal, 
Kinsale, Bandon, Mallow, Cove, Bantry, Fermoy, Skibberecn, Macroom, and 
Dunmanway. 

The county sends only eight members to the lmperial Parliament: two for 
tllc county, two for the city, and one for each of the towns of Bandon, Kinsale, 
Mallow, and Youghal. 

Church, differs from that en~ployed by the Roman Catholics. Tho division into parishes is less important for 
civil purposes in Ireland than it is in England. In consequence of the indisposition which existed to pay assess- 
ments made a t  rcstries, and the difficulty of peaceably collecting them, the legislature have made various 
provisions to discontinue them : and the most important of the matters formerly provided by this means aro 
now in the hands of the ecclesiastical comn~issioncrs and the grand juries; the principal charge atpresent pro- 
vidcil for at  vestry, except in the county and city of Dublin, being a trifling annual assessnwnt for parish coffins. 
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THE entrance to the county of Kerry, ("the kingdom of Kerry," as it was 
anciently called), from that of Cork, is through a tunnel, of about two hundred 
yards in length; a very short distance from which there are two others of much 
more limited extent. They have been cut through rocks-peaks to the 
mountain we have described as overlooking Glengariff.* As the traveller 
emerges from comparative darkness, a scene of striking magnificence bursts 
upon him--very opposite in character to that which he leaves immediately 
behind; for while his eye retains the rich and cultivated beauty of the 
wooded and watered " glen," he is startled by the contrast of barren and fright- 
ful precipices, along the brinks of which lie is riding, and gazes with a shudder 
down into the far off valley, where a broad and angry stream is diminished 
by distance into a mere line of white. Nothing can exceed the wild grandeur 
of the prospect ; it extends miles upon miles ; scattered through the vale and 
among the hill slopes, are many cottages, white always and generally slated ; 
while to several of them are attached the picturesque lime-kilns ; so numerous 
in all parts of the country. 
The road, of which there 
is a view almost the whole 
way to the Kenmare River, 
is a gradual descent, and 
has been so admirably con- 
structed and is kept so care- 
fully in repair, that it is 
smooth and finished enough 

* to be tlle entry to a de- 
mesne; and is classed, by 
universal consent, among 
the best roads of the king- 
dom. The whole district, 
we believe, belongs to the Marquis of Lansdowne ; and a better ordered estate, 

* Until these tunnels were cut and the road made, travellers to  Iiillurney were compelled to order carriages 
from I<enmare to meet them a t  the Kerry side of the mountain ; or, as was usually done, hire five or six stout 
peasants from Glengariff to  carry the car on thcir shoulders over rocks and along precipices exceedingly 
dangerous from the want of a protecting wall, and in consequence of the numerous ruts in the way. The misery 
o t  travellers so circumstanced was whimsically bnt pathetically described to us by several who had endured the 
fatigue and peril of the journey. 

VOL. I. P 
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or a more flourishing tenantry are not to be found in any mountain district 
of Ireland. Such was not always the case, at one period it was proverbial 
for the poverty of the land and the wretchedness of its inhabitants. The 
misery of the soil has been illustrated by a saying that '' a Kerry cow never 
looks up at a passing stranger, for fear i t  would lose the M e : "  and it was 
asserted that, at stated seasons, his lordship's agents stationed themselves at 
the old entrance into the county, to meet the beggars as they were returning 
homewards from Cork to ICerry, and received the rents of their cabins by 
taking from them the halfpence they had collected.* We had heard of its 
old character, but not of the change that had taken place in the district; and 
were as much surprised as gratified to meet everywhere evidences of improve- 
ment, that could only have been the result of a sincere desire and zealous 
determination, on the part of the landlord, to promote the welfare of the tenant 
by encouraging his industry and securing to him a certain and enduring reward 
for his capital, of labour, expended upon the soil. The consequence has been 
most beneficial to both; the one has materially enhanced the value of his 
property, and the other has obtained comforts which have already essentially 
advanced him in the scale of humanity. We refer to the large tract of country 
which intervenes between the border of the county and the town of Kenmare- 
a distance of about thirteen miles ; but the town, also, is undergoing a propor- 
tionate improvement; its natural advantages are, at least, equal to those of any 
town in the kingdom ; the river being navigable from the Atlantic to the quays, 
and a suspension bridge recently erected over it by the joint subscriptions of the 
Marquis of Lansdowne and the Board of Works, at an expense of five thousand 
pounds, is not only an object of great beauty, but saves a distance of three or 
four miles to the traveller from Glengariff and the large tract of country south, 
and nearly double that distance to the dwellers in Castletown and its populous 
vicinity.$ 

* This is, no doubt, a humorous exaggeration; but it is certain that about twenty or thirty years ago, 
gold, and even silver, were so scarce in this district, that its inhabitants rarely saw either. A circumstancc 
related to us by the person to whom it actually occurred, may bear out the assertion. He left his home on 
horseback to collect the county cess-an acreable tax on land-through a large and wild tract of country, 
expecting his journey to last two or three days; be was so long absent that his famlly became alarmed, and 
sent his servant to ascertain the cause. Every one of the tenants had paid him in pence and half-pence, 
which he was unable to get exchauged ; the weight had increased as he advanced ; until he found it so great 
as to prevent the possibility of his returning to his home, without leaving a large portion of it behind him ; 
and he preferred rclnaining a t  one of the cabins until the event he anticipated occurred, and his friends sent 
him assistance. 

t The bridge is but just fioished ; we were unable to cross it, and had to drive these three or four miles into 
the town, a circumstance, however, we did not regret, for we migbt have missed the pretty village of Cross-Roads, 
on the town sidc of the river, from which there is a road into Ken~nare of about two miles throngh an avenua 
of high and well grown ash and elm-trees. We should observe that, to the angler, Kenmare holds out strong 



W e  had scarcely passed the tunnel, and entered the county of Kerry, when 
we encountered a group that interested us greatly ; on enquiry we learned that 
a wedding had taken place at a cottage pointed out to us, in a little glen among 
the mountains, and that the husband was bringing home his bride. She was 
mounted on a white pony, guided by as smart looking and well dressed a youth 
as we had seen in the country; his face was absolutely radiant with joy ; the 
parents of the bride and bridegroom followed; and a little girl clung to the 
dress of a staid and sober mrtron-whom we at once knew to be the mother of 
the bride, for her aspect was pensive, almost to sorrow; her daughter was 
quitting for another home the cottage in which she had been reared-to become 
n wife. We made a hasty sketch of the party; and a clever artist, Mr. Timbrel], 
lias rendered to it more than justice. 

We may take advantage of the occasion to describe the ceremonies and 
formalities connected with an Irish wedding; presuming, however, that a very 
essential part of them-the drinking to intoxication "for the honour of the 
bride,"-has been, of late, essentially abridged. 

temptations; the Blackwater is one of the best rivers in Ireland; and is carefully preserved from the 
poacher, although entirely free to the visitor. We had not leisure to throw a fly ourselves; but we conversed 
with several disciples of old Isaac, who showed us their hampers, in lieu of fishing-baskets, full of salmon and 
gigantic trout. 
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74-hen the match is made, it becomes necessary for the bridegroom to obtain 
a certificate from his parish-priest that he is free to contract marriage cum 

quiivis similiter solutd (it is always written in Latin), with any woman equally 
free from canonical bonds or impediments ; to this a fee is always attached, we 
believe five shillingq. He  must also procure from the bishop or vicar-general, 
a license to many, to which, also, a fee is attached, of seven shillings and six- 
pence. This being done, he repairs with his bride to the house of her parish 
priest, accompanied by his and her friends, as many as they can muster, and 
before he is married pays down to the priest the marriage fee according to his 
circumstances. The friends of both parties are also called upon to pay down 
something, and between their reluctance to meet the demand and the priest's 
refusal to marry them till he is satisfied, a scene, sometimes humourous and 
sometimes discreditable, often arises. If the bride's father or brother be a 
" strong" farmer, who can afford to furnish a good dinner, the marriage takes 
place at the bride's house, the bridegroom bringing with him as many of his 
friends as choose to accompany him. The same process as to money takes place 
here, and it is not uncommon for the collection to amount to twenty, thirty, and 
sometimes forty or fifty pounds, where the parties are comfortable and have a 

long line of followers.* The ceremony is in Latin what, or nearly what the 
church of England ceremony is in English, and the priest closes it, by saying 

give your wife the kiss of peace." A struggle often ensues for this bride's 
kiss, (the first kiss?) between some young wag of the party and the bride- 
groom ; the latter generally surrendering it good-humouredly. The priests, in 
some instances, discountcnance, and in others, overlook, the practice. We have 
seen a priest give a severe slap on the face to a young fellow who attempted to 
snatch the kiss. 

The time most in favour for celebrating weddings is just before Lent. Thc 
guests are always numerous, and consist of all ranks, from the lord and lady of 
the manor through the intermediate grades of gentlemen, " squireens," farmers, 
down to the common labourer,-wives, of course, included. Perfect equality 
prevails on this occasion, and yet the natural courtesy of the Iiish character 
prevents any disturbance of social order-every one keeps his place, while, 
at the same time the utmost freedom reigns. The dinner is, as we have 

* The cost of the ceremony is consequently very considerable; and not unfrequently, the bride and bride- 
groom have to begin life within empty walls, their savings barely sufficient to recompense the priest for uniting 
them. We have indeed known instances in which Roman Catholics have been married by a clergymnn of the 
Church of England, in consequence of the small edpense of the ceremony there; being resolvea to become 
"one," and finding it utterly impossible to collect a sum sufficient to induce the priest to marry them ; such 
cases, however are of rare occurrence. 
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intimated, usually at the expense of the bride's family; and as nothing is 
spared in procuring the materials, and the neighbouring gentry allow their 
cooks, &c. to assist, and lend dinner services, &c.; it is always "got up'' 
in the best style. The priest sits at the head of the table; near him the 
bride and bridegroom, the coadjutors of the clergyman, and the more 
respectable guests; the other guests occupy the remainder of the table, 
which extends the whole length of the barn-in which the dinner generally 
takes place. 

Immediately on the cloth being removed, the priest marries the young 
couple, and then the bridecake is brought in and placed before the priest, who; 
putting on his stole, blesses it, and cuts it up into small slices, which arc 
handed round on a large dish among the guests, generally by one of the 
coadjutors. Each guest takes a slice of the cake, and lays down in place of it 
a donation for the priest, consisting of pounds, crowns, or shillings, according 
to the ability of the donor. After that, wine and punch go round, as at any 
ordinary dinner-party. I n  the course of an hour or so, part of the range of 
tables is removed, and thc musicians (consisting, usually, of a piper and a fiddler), 
who, during the dinner, had been playing some of the more slow and plaintive 
of the national airs, now str ik.  up, and the dance immediately commences. 
First single parties dance reels, jigs, and doubles.* Country-dances now 
succeed, in which, as in the single dances, priest and laic, old and young, rich 
and poor, the master and his maid, the landlord and his tenant's daughter, as 
well as the landlord's daughter and his tenant's son-all join together without 
distinction. Yet it is pleasing to observe how the poor peasants return, on such 
occasions, the condescension of their superiors with additional respect. During 
the intervals of the dance, drinking is, or rather was, resumed ; and though on 
these occasions it was often carried to excess, we never knew, nor never met 
any one who knew, of anything like a quarrel taking place at a country wedding. 
Indeed, we havc seen people who, as the saying goes, were "wicked in their 
licker," get intoxicated at these joyous festivals without manifesting ill-temper 
-on the contrary, they have been remarkably entertaining, as if the general 
harmony had expelled the demon of discord. Songs are also sung both in 
English and Irish. 

The Irish words of one of them were given to us by a friend, accom- 

* This last is a species of dance very difficult to describe-it is, however, the male partner who 'shows off' 
in it: the best idea we can give of it is that it consists in striking the ground very rapidly with the heel and 
toe, or with the toes of each foot alternately. The perfectipn of this motion consists, besides its rapidity, in the 
furor with which it is performed. A stranger, not hearing the music and seeing only the dancer, would be 
likely to imagine he was killing a rat;  nor would it be very safe to hwe  this dance performed by a stout 
fellow on a crazy lofi. 
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pznied by a literal translation ; we have endeavoured to return them to verse ; 
they are sung to the well-known air Shule Aroon." 

Oh, have you seen my Norah Fay? 
She's left me all the sad long day, 
Alone to sing a weary lay; 

Go dhi mo vourneen, shun ; 
Shule, shule, shule, aroon; 

Shule go sochir, agus shule go cune, 
Shule go theev dorris agus eilig lu~nc, 
As' go dhi mo vourneen shun." 

You'll know her by her raven hair, 
Her deep blue eye, her forehead fair, 
Her step and laugh that banish care ; 

As1 go dhi mo vourneen slaun. 

In  form you may her semblance find, 
But none like her, of womankind, 
If you can see her heart and mind; 

As' go dhi mo vourneen slaun. 

Oh, bring to me my Norah Fay, 
For hours are days when she's away; 
The szn looks dark, and sweet birds say, 

Go dhi mo vourneen, slaun, 
Shule, shule, shule, aroon ; 

Shule go sochir, agus shule go cune, 
Shule go theev dorris agus eilig lnmc, 
As' go dhi mo vourneen, slaun. 

I n  the course of the night a collection is made for "the music," and 
another for the poor. The dancing generally continues till morning, 
when the first intimation of breaking up is the dancing of the figure called 

Sir Roger de Coverly." As soon as that dance is over, all the more timid 
part of the female guests slip out of the barn to avoid the $male, which is as 
follows :-the music striking up the quadrille air called " Voulez-vous danser," 
a ugentlenian" goes round with a handkerchief, which he throws round the 
neck of any "lady" he choses, falls on his knees, gently pulls her down and 
kisses her; then giving her the handkerchief, continues a kind of trot round 
the barn ; the lady does the same with any gentleman she likes, and giving him 
the handkerchief, catches the first gentleman by the skirts of the coat and trots 
after him around the barn. This is done alternately by all present, until all 
the young men and women are trotting round catching hold of each other as 

* Come, come, come, my love, 
Come quietly, come-come stealingly 
Beside the door and away with me, 

And may my love come safe. 



in the play of Chickens come cluck." They then form a ring around the 
last person who has the handkerchief, who selects a lady or gentleman, as the 
case may be, and after another salutation leads his or her partner to a seat. 
This is done until the whole circle is broken up ; and thus terminates a country 
wedding.* 

Our readers will bear in mind, however, that we are describing a picture 
as exhibited in the cottage of a small farmer, where there is comparative abun- 
dance; and on such occasions the national hospitality is never bounded even by 
prudence. Far less merry, and infinitely less plentiful of good cheer, is the scene 
enacted within one of the common cabins of the hard-handed labourer, where, 
not unfrequently, the marriage feast is little more than a dish of potatoes, and a 
jug of sweet milk. 

Yet, amid the want so often attendant upon the young and thoughtless 
marriages of the Irish peasantry, it is wonderful to note how closely heart 
clings to heart. Poverty, the most severe and prolonged, rarely creates dis- 
union, and never separation. The fidelity of the poor Irish wife is pro- 
verbial; she will endure labour, hunger, and even ill usage, to an almost 
incredible extent, rather than break the marriage vow ; we have known cases 
in abundance. 

"He beat me," said a pretty weeping girl, not nineteen, who had married 
from the service of an old friend,-"He beat me, ma'am, long ago; but I never 
thought more of it since; and yet that didn't hurt me half so much as he's 
saying that maybe little Ned wasn't his; that's breaking the heart in me intirely, 
though I know he didn't mane it, and that it was the temper that spoke in 
him-the weary on it for temper!-I've known nothing but hardship since 
I married him; but I didn't complain of that; we both ezpect~d nothing else; 
and I don't mind a hasty stroke, for it's hard on him to see us wanting 
a potato, and he wet and weary-an ould man before his time with the slavery 
-and though I put little Keddy to bed early to sleep o f  the hunger, yet often 
it's too teasing on the poor child, and wakes him in spite of me, and I know 
the little hungry face of the darlint aggravates his father. I know all that; 
but he ought to know that I'd follow him faithful through the gates of death, 
if that would save him an hour's pain; he ought to know it-and he does 
know it-I'm sure he does; and he kissed me this morning on his jkting 

* On the first May-day after the weddmg, i t  was customary for the young men and maidens of the parish 
to go to the wood and cut down the tallest tree, which they dressed up with ribbons, placing in the centre a 
large ball, decorated with variously coloured paper and gilt. This they carried in procession to the bride's 
house, setting i t  up before the door, commenced a dance round it, which lasted throughout the day. They 
were " thrated" liberally by the bride on such occasions. The custom, which appears to have been a relic of 
Druidism, is now nearly obsolrte. 
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breath, leaving the handful of potatoes for me, and saying the masther, where 
he gives his strength for eightpence a day, ordered him a breakfast, which 
I'm sure ain't the truth. The love's in his heart as strong as ever; but the 
misery, ma'am, often hardens the man, while it softens the woman ; he didn't 
mane it, and he knows it's not true, but it's hard to listen to such a word as 
that. He was my first love, and he'll be my last. None of us can tell what's 
before us, but I'd go all my trouble over again if it would do him any 
sarvice ! " 

I t  is also worthy of remark that second marriages are very rare among the 
peasantry, and, we may perhaps add, comparatively, among the higher classes. 
This affords a strong proof of the depth of their attachment, for it is very 
improbable that prudence can restrain in the second instance those who take 
so little of her counsel in the first. They do not hold it strictly right for 
either man or woman to marry again ; and if a woman does so, she prefaces i t  
with an apology :-'( It's a father I was forced to put over HIS children, because 
I had no way for them, God help me! and this man, ye see, says, 'Mary,' 
he says, ' I have full and plenty for them, and the Lord above he knows it's 
justice I'll do them, and never hinder yer prayers for the man ye lost, or any- 
thing in rason, or out of rason either;' an' troth he has kep his word 
wonderful." And the neighbours of the married widower apologise for him 
after this fashion:-" Well, to be sure! we must consider he had a whole 
houseful of soft children, and no one to turn round on the flure or do a hand's 
turn for them; so it's small blame to him after all." Or they condemn- 
" Yarra huish ! to see an old struckawn like that set himself up with a young 
wife, and grown up daughters in his house. To think of the hardness of him 
-passing the churchyard, where the poor heart that loved him, and put up 
with him, and slaved for him and his children, is powdering into dust-passing 
the grave where the grass isn't yet long, with a slip of a girleen in the place 
of her with the thoughtful head and the ready hand. Oh, bedad ! she'll punish 
him I'll engage ; and I'm glad of it." They are more angry with a woman for 
a second marriage than with a man, and certainly never consider a second union 
as holy as a first.* 

* The following is a striking und creditable instance of attachment to the memory of a wife. We once 
remarked to  a very respectable old man, and of very prepossessing appearance, that he must have been a great 
favourite with the fair sex in his youth. "Listell to  me," said he, "and the divil a word of a lie I'm tellin' 
you, for I can't be far from my end now. Sometime afther the death o' my wife, a rich widow, and a 
handsome one, fell in love with me, and offered to  marry me. Faith, i t  was a temptin' offer-my manes 
were small, and the family were large and helpless. But when I went home and looked a t  the poor childhrr, 
and thought of her that was gono--oh, I could never bear to bring another in her place-for she was a good 
woman, and a lovin' woman, and a sensible woman (here his 5oicc began to grow tremulous with emotion. 
but by an effo~t he added) and a likely \\omen !" He burst into tcars. T l~is  man's ~ i f e  had becn d e d  



I t  is not a little strange that a people so indifferent to consequences as the 
Irish certainly are, should, when they have anything to bestow in the way of 
a marriage portion on their children, frequently drive the hardest and most 
heartless bargains. If two young people form an attachment for each other, 
and have hardly enough between them to pay the priest his dues, the only 
parental observation is, " Well, sure !-We did the same thing ourselves." 
-"They can't be worse off than they are;"--" It's asy to halve the potato 
where there's love."-" It's an ould saying, marriages are made in heaven ;" 
and so on. But if a farmer can bestow a cow with his daughter, he will insist 
on a horse, or an equivalent in pigs, ' slips,' or full-grown. We have known 
a match broken off, without the question ever being asked whether the pomlg 
people's affections were engaged or not, only because the girl's father would 
not bestow a feather-bed on the young couple as a set-off against the "two- 
year-old" heifer which the boy's parent proposed to give. ' L  See now, I 
wo~ddn't be putting betwixt them," said old Dennis ; " but sorra a taste of your 
whisky shall pass my lips, barrin' ye' consint to put the bed agin the heifer; 
and only I have a grate regard for you and yours, Mr. Barney, Sir, it isn't 
only that I'd be asking. Johnny's a nate boy-not that I've a word to say 
against Nancy-but he's the sort of boy to have the pick of the fair." " I'm 
not denying it, Misther Dennis, he's a clever likely boy, though a little 
inclined to be foxy; but as to the bed, its clane out of the question. 1 don't 
say but if we're lucky with the ould pig that I won't halve the b o n n e e n ~ ~  with 
them. Mary's a fine sonsy girl, with eyes to see, and a tongue in her head 
that would win the birds off the bushes." " She's bcen a good while batin' 
the bush then," rejoins Dennis, who is a regular ' hard man,' and in no hurry 
to marry his son. " Mary's purty liardy,T but that's neither here nor there; 
I've nothing to say agin the dacent girl, only in regard of the two-year-ould 

nearly thirty years. We may link with this an anecdote of one of the other sex. We know a widow, who 
is now about fifty years old; she has two daughters well provided for, arid two sons who "help to keep the 
cabin over her." She was as snsceptible as most of her countrywomen, and in her youth had a smeethe;~rt. 
He was not, however, the choice of her parents, who married her to another-the ugliest man in the ptrisl~. 
We were once present when somebody asked her whether she was not crying the whole night of her marringc? 
The question brought out her natural eloqnence.-"I was," she said, "I'm not ashamed to own it now; I 
was giving n~yself up to a man I didn't like, and I fond of another a t  the time. He was the ordinaryest man 
in the county ; but I won't wrong him; lie was a good liusband to me, and nobody can say I wasn't a good 
wife to him, thank God! I le  was sickly for eleven years before he died; and all that  time I did'nt lay my 
s d c  on a bed for three hours together, day nor night, besides having a Cmily of four children to look after. 
He left me witliout the mems of helping them, except Ly the work of these two hands. I brought them up, 
thank God, decently; nobody can say I didn't, and never asked a meal for them from any Christian I didn't 
e u n  it from." 

* Give l~alf  the littcr of 11igs-borl~iccns-buncveens-bol~i~ifs- young pigs. 
S Advancetl in y c m .  
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beautiful heifer, it's small price 1 set upon her to be evenin' her to a bit of a 
feather bed! "-" Well, some people's unconscionable, but there's no hamm 
done;" &c. &c. And thus one cunning old fellow endeavours to outwit the 
other, without, as we have said, either consulting the affections of his child. 

Instances of disobedience are rare amongst the peasantry; the love of the 
child towards the parent is almost invariably devoted, and a more bitter 
reproach cannot be cast upon a child than " She turned her back upon the 
mother that bore her." " She forgot the love of her father."* W e  remember 
in our cllildhood an old beggar-woman, who travelled from county to county 
with her mother on her back, and a little grandchild running by her side; 
the very old woman had lost the use of her limbs, and her face was furrowed 
by wrinkles ; one of the links had been broken by an early death-the young 
child's mother died when she was only sixteen: it was a singular group, 
strongly evincing the power and durability of Irish affection. 

VITe w o ~ ~ l d  not advocate disobedience in children towards their parents, 
but we grieve when parental authority is too harshly exercised. W e  ourselves 
knew an instance where a young girl, loved and admired by all who knew 
her, fell a victim to that species of domestic tyranny we desire to condemn; 
and the folly, or wickedness, of which we cannot better illustrate than by 
relating her stoiy. 

Jack Casey was a prosperous and wealthy farmer, but his neighbotws called 
him 'hard and honest,' and certainly, whatever were his claims to the latter 
distinction, there could be no doubt as to his meriting the former. He had 

* There are of course exceptions to this rule, but they are very rare. We may relate one of them.- 
A man of the name of l17alsh, a small farmer who resided many years ago within a few miles of Waterford, 
had a son whom he reared up with the greatest care and tenderness; the young man was every way worthy, 
being sober, attentive, and industrious. On the marriage of the son to  the daughter of a more wealthy farmer, 
the father, like another Lear, losing his prudence in his paternal affection, and hoping to raise his boy in the 
world, on the day of his marriage gave np the farm into his hands, and being a widower, became a willing 
dependent on the filial affection and gratitude he had never had the slightest reason t o  donbt. For some h e  
things went on well; but as the old man every day became less useful, the son's wife, who was a woman of 
violent temper, and possessed high notions of her superior family connections, took every opportunity to let the 
old men feel the state of dependence to which he in his simplicity had reduced himself. As her young family 
increased, she r~solved to get rid of the old man, and made the house a scene of continual confusion. The 
poor old farmer saw all this with a sorrowful heart, and resolved to put an end to  his son's unhappiness by 
"taking to the road,"--i. e. going begging. God will give me enough while I lire," said he ; " I want but 
little, and He that  feeds the sparrows will put i t  into the hearts of the good Christians to give me that little." 
The son remonstrated, the old man remained firm, and the daughter-in-law in her joy was not long before 
she b ~ g a n  to provide a bag for him; the next morning was fixed on for his taking the road. The eldest 
cl~ild, a boy about seven years of age, seemed to be an  indifferent observer of what was going forward. He 
sat in a corn t~  sewing up his bib into a bag. "What are you doing, Showneen 1" says the young farmer to 
the child. "Making a bag for you to go beg-when you're us OM as daddy!' The son burst into tsars 
and hung on the neck of the old man ; and the daughter-in-law too was so moved, that she sunk on her knees 
and asked forgiveness of God, her husband, and his father, for her undutiful hardness of heart. 
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two daughters, Anty and Honor; the eldest, a cheerful, sunny-hearted girl, 
the youngest, a gentle, beautiful creature four years younger. Anty had 
mirth and mischief enough in her composition to enliven half-a-dozen farms ; 
she was the very c,molation of her mother, who by some unexplained obtuseness 
of female intellect had never been able to discover her husband's weak 
points so as to turn them to domestic advantage ; though married to him for 
twenty years, the poor woman had only become thoroughly acquainted with 
his obstinate ones, which she unfortunately strengthciicd by opposition. 
Anty, though afraid of her father, was the bird of his bosom-the peace- 
maker-the joy-giver-the hasmony of the l~ouse, taking off the rough edges 
of unkindness by her sweet words and kindly manners, and being withal the 
gayest at the rustic dance, as well as the most devout at the parish chapel; 
her nature was warm and enthusiastic, and her mother, doubtless remember- 
ing her own young days, importuned the Virgin with many a prayer to 
'overlook' her beloved Anastatia, and keep her from trouble. The poor 
woman for a long time believed her prayers were answered ; but it so happened 
that a young farmer of a neighbouring parish was so captivated by Anty, that 
he took every opportunity of meeting her whenever her father was absent, 
well knowing that a sort of faction-feud which had existed for many years 
between the Coynes of Ballyduff, and the Caseys of Ballyran, of which each 
was a member, added to the impossibility of his telling down guinea for 
guinea with 'hard Jack Casey,' would effectually prevent the old man's 
favouring his suit ; he trusted, however, to time-and chance-and his a luck " 
-the old man's love for his daughter-to all and everything in fact which 
lovers trust to, without looking closely into the future. To HOPE he trusted, 
believing it would do all for them both. Anty did not care whether her lover 
was a Casey or a Coyne ; she loved him with all the enthusiasm of a young 
warm heart, and without inquiring of herself why she did so. From her 
mother, hitherto, she had never had a secret, but she had cherished a dangerous 
habit of evasion and concealment with her father, a habit which extreme 
sternness invariably originates, and the only person in her perfect confidence 
was her little sister Honor. Still, the knowledge that she was carrying on a 
clandestine courtship damped her spirits ; instead of her voice echoing through 
the house in mcrry laughter, her very footsteps descended upon the floor as 
though she would not have them heard. If this absence and care of manner 
was at all noticed, she would atone for it by a burst of merriment too 
boistcrons to be natural even in an Irish woman, or break into some of thosc 
wild snatches of song so characteristic of a people whose feelings are easilj 
excited. 
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One clear moonlight night, Anty had met her lover at the old Tryst-a tree 
near to a Holy Well, under the shadow of which they had spent many hours 
together, talking over the varioils 'nothings' which time out of mind have made 
up the sum of lovers' ' somethings.' 

(' Ny heart misgives me John," she said ; " not so much on account of my 
father, for sure it wouldn't be possible to do anything with him-but my 
mother, John dear-my kind gentle mother, that I never told a lie to about 
any but you-that's what's grievin' me and making my heart heavy ; and I'm 
thinking, John, no blessing will be over us this way ; and the last time I was 
with the priest, he told me as much ; and that's another thing, it has kept me 
from 9n9 duty* lately ; and John agra, maybe it would be better we unsaid the 
words that-" 

Her lover would not permit her to finish the sentence. "Unsaid the 
words ! " he repeated ; '' do you mean, Anty Casey, that we should unsay the 
promise we made kneeling by that blessed well, to each other, in the sight of 
God, with his stars looking down upon us ; haven't we the same hearts in our 
breasts, the same feelings towards each other? the Coynes and the Caseys are 
not farther off than they were. At the very last failday, though hurling Casey 
dragged his coat through the fair green, daring a Coyne to touch it, did I lift a 
finger to him? and for whose sake did I stand back, with the eyes of all my 
people on me, but for yours? And this is my thanks? Oh, Anty, I never 
thought it would come to this!" and he dashed himself passionately on the 
ground ; while poor Anty, terrified at his vehemence, stood by trembling, not 
knowing how to appease his anger. 

"John, dear, sure I hope for the best," she said at last while kneeling by his 
side, [' it was for the best, I spoke, only to unsay the words, until such time as 
I could tell my mother the truth, and maybe bring my father to rason ; he's 
bitther intirely lately on account of Jim Coyne of the mill's boat, that you heard 
of, and that stirred up all the bad blood of the family. And my mother, that 
seldom takes part in anything, joined my father last night against every Coyne 
that ever broke the world's bread." 

" And you agreed with her," again interrupted the impetuous young man, 
springing up, " you know you did, Anty, or you would not be for unsaying the 
words ; it's all bccause hardship has weighed heavy on the Coynes, while the 
Caseys have got up in the world ; but I care no more than you." 

" But I do care, John ; God, he sees my heart, for it's light to him ; and he 
knows I would rather beg my bread with you through Ireland's ground this 
minute, than live in a palace with any other--and that's more," she added 

* Confession. 
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turning away her face, upon which the moon shone brightly, as if ashamed of 
the confession-lL that's more almost than I ever dare own to myself before." 
Her lover pressed her to his bosom, and instead of unsaying the words, they 
repeated their vows of mutual affection ! kneeling before the cross which some 
pilgrim had carved ages ago upon the south side of the well ; and was regarded 
with extreme veneration by the peasants-who mingle religion with the busi- 
ness of their lives ;-some call it superstition, and so it is, to a certain extent, 
but still it proceeds from a 'looking upwards' at all times and under all circum- 
stances-a firm belief in the omnipotence and omnipresence of the Creator; and 
a trust in Him, which never fails them, is never shaken, and seems to grow 
stronger the more they prove the instability of all worldly promises. And yet, 
when Anty returned home, her spirits were heavier than ever, and though her 
father was in excellent humour, she could hardly prevent tears from rising to, 
and overflowing her eyelids. 

"Anty, avourneen," he said, "put a brighter colour in yer cheek, and 
n finer polish on yer hair aginst this time to morrow night,-there's one will 
be here then that will be proud of ye, as well he may be,-and you of him ; 
Anty, a cnshla, I'm not going to keep my daughters moulding at home ; hould 
up yer heads, girls, there's money bid for ye ; the best in the counthry know 
there's something in Jack Casey's house besides smoke. Come, Honor, 
take the plate from yer sister, and get supper ; we can't have her always, nor 
you either, little Honor, when yer time comes ; a cushla machree, we'll have 
a bright house this time to morrow, when Alick Cotter and his father's to the 
fore-." 

" Anty, what ails you, agm!" inquired her mother : " Anty my jewel ; 
Anty, honey !-Oh, John, the life has left her ; she's both cowld and heavy in 
my arms! Anty ! mother's blessing! spake to me darlint! " Anty had fainted 
on her mother's bosom. 

"What ails her?" inquired her father, sternly, when she had somewhat 
recovered, "what ails her?"- 

"A  wakeness came over her." said Honor, tremblingly. 
" I'll have no such wakenesses come over my girls," observed the old man, 

in a determined tone; "I'm not going to give them what I earned by the 
labour of my hands and the sweet of my brow, unless they plaze me in the only 
thing I want them to plaze me in." 

I want nothing from you father, dear," exclaimed Anty, falling at her 
father's feet; "I ask nothing but to be let remain here, to slave for you and 
my mother to the day of my death, if you'll not ask me to marry Alick 
Cotter-that's all-but I'll die first-1'11 never say the words for him before 
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Piiest or Bishop. Oh, father, sure you'll never crush the heart of your 
poor Anty."-A loud and angry scene followed, but Anty lacked courage 
to confess the truth :-errors in domestic management acquire fearful strength 
as they grow-and the first harshness-the first equivocation-the first 
duplicity-if not stifled in its birth, is certain to produce a base and powerful 
progeny. 

The farmer was not to be turned from his determination. The next 
evening Alexander and his father arrived at Ballyran, where all was made 
ready to receive him and Anty, in obedience to commands she had not the 
power to dispute, moved silently about the house, more changed in her 
appearance within twenty-four hours, than if ten years of ordinary existence 
had passed over her head.-After supper the two fathers sat at the table with 
the punch " screetching hot" between them, arguing stock against stock, 
advantage against advantage, guinea against guinea; while the lover, not 
consulted in any way in the transaction, was left, as was supposed, to make the 
best progress he could in the affectians of his intended bride; in accordance 
with this design, he seated himself by her side on the ' settle' which was close 
to a wall that projects in Irish cottages before the door, so as to form a sort of 
screen to protect those who sit round the fire from draughts. He addressed 
the poor girl in the rural jargon of prescribed love-making, her mother 
and sister were busied about the house. She listened to all he said as one who 
heard not; but on his endeavouring to kiss her, she sprang from her seat, and, 
casting a look of horror and disgust on the perplexed youth, rushed from the 
room;-while the fathers were so intent on their traffic as not to note the 
occurrence. Alick was sufficiently astonished to remain with his eyes fixed on 
the fire for some minutes, and then endeavoured to keep himself awake 
by setting the dog and cat to fight; a pastime they sometimes indulged in after 
the fashion of the master and mistress of the house, reversing, however, the 
finale, as the cat usually came off conqueror. This, however, was put an 
end to by " the misthress" throwing a pitcher of water over the combatants ; 
and, being informed by Honor that " Anty was above in the room, and would 
not come down," the lover, imagining his duty ended, folded his arms, and fcll 
asleep. 

"And now, children," said John Casey, rising, at last, " and now, children, 
having settled this business to our entire satisfaction, it only remains for us to 
give ye' our blessin', and fix the day for his reverence to spake the words- 
but tllunder and ages, Mr. Cotter, why, yer boy's fast asleep-and--Mitty- 
Honor-where's Anty?-where's Anty? I say." He continued furiously, 
stamping, while Honor and her mother, after telling, what they believed, that 
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she was above in the shrank in affright before him, and young Cotter, 
roused at last, looked stupid and astonished, as sleepy-headed people do when 
auddenly awakened. 

Anty was nowhere to be found ; she had taken nothing with her ; even her 
bonnet and cloakewere in their.accustomed places. Honor, as much terrified as 
her mother, at her absence, flew towards the well, the trysting-place, where she 
thought she might find her sister. She was followed by her father and young 
Cotter; it was a fine clear night, but the moon hardly showed above the 
horizon. Ye needn't run so fast, Honor," said her father; " I found only 
this morning who she had fixed her mind on, and the message she sent to one 
who I'd rather see her a corpse at my feet than married to. And I fastened 
her pretty messenger in until this night was over, for he wouldn't tell me the 
rights of what she entrusted to him. No need to hurry, she'll be met at the 
well, but not by him she expected." 

" Here she is, father, like a silver rod under the starlight; for the love of 
God, don't terrify the life out of her. Anty, I'm here," shouted Honor. 

" To disgrace her family this way," muttered the old man between his 
clenched teeth, grasping his shillelah more tightly in his rigid hand, "to 
disgrace me and mine !" I t  would appear that Anty, not meeting her lover as 
she expected, saw who was coming, and knowing the stern violence of her 
father's nature, resolved, in a moment of desperation, that he should not over- 
take her. She flew like an antelope across the field. 

l L  Father, father," exclaimed Honor, in irrepressible agony, '' she's making 
for my aunt's house, and the foot-bridge is broke. Oh, father, the narrow 
strame is deep enough there to drown ten men.-Stand back, father; let me 
call." And she did-but in vain; Anty unconsciously rushed forward to 
her doom. They saw her on the very edge of the bank-and then she 
disappeared. Honor and the young man arrived almost together at the fatal 

spot; nor was old Casey far behind;-in an instant both the men had 
plunged into the dark water, from the broken edge of the frail bridge, which 
they had often talked about repairing. Once, while they were striving with 
the rapid stream, Honor saw, or fancied she saw, her sister far below where 
she stood. I t  might have been she-or the sudden brightness of the moon- 
she could not tell which. Had not her screams brought help, and speedily, 
Casey would have shared his daughter's fate ;-Alick's arms were strong-and 
he was a good swimmer,-he dived moreover, and well-but brought 
nothing from below save the broad leaves of the water-lilies, which clung 
around him like a shroud. The next morning, the once light-hearted and 
joy-giving girl was found in a pool-about three hundred yards from wherc 
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the accident occurred-into which the eddy of the stream must have hurried 
her, even while the voices of her father and her sister were ringing in her 
ears. There she lay-as if asleep-one hand grasping a bunch of rushes, the 
other tangled in her hair. In death, she was even more beautiful than in 
life ; and no one who looked upon ever forgot her ;-bitter were the Iamenta- 
tions at her untimely end. The most celebrated keener in the country 
composed a Iceen expressly for her, calling her " The fair-haired girl of the 
clear stream ; " " The white dove of the valley ; " " The early blossom 
sllaken from the bough by the north wind ; " " The music of the waters ;" 
and other epithets equally gentle and endearing. Her young companions 
kissed her in her shroud; and her broken-hearted lover presented himself 
at her wake ; and after pouring a torrent of bitter reproaches upon the grey- 
haired old man, demanded the privilege of carrying her head, i. e. walking 
under the head of her coffin, to the grave. The Coynes mingled with the 
Caseys at this mournful funeral. The people call the pool the Grave of the 
Maid, or the Maiden's Grave, to this day. The village boy will not ply his 
idle business of angling in its waters, but cross himself, and pass on to another 
spot. Nor do the young even now deem it lucky to meet their sweethearts 
under the shadow of the well-tree. Coyne emigrated soon after ; and a long, 
long time, elapsed before the bereaved parents were observed to go about 
their usual occupations. Time, however, though it does not obliterate, dis- 
perses, sorrow. 

Honor grew in stature and in beauty, and the love of both father and mother 
twined close, and more closely, round their surviving child. 

"I'm thinking," said the old man to his wife, "I'm thinking-don't 
let the little colour that the throuble has left there quit your ould face 
intirely, agra, whenever I'm going to spake to ye; but I am thinking that 
I-Ionor has more than a mind to take up with young Lawrence Coyne." 

Lord, save us ! " muttered the old woman, laying down her knitting, and 
looking over her spectacles at her husband, while she txembled violently 

what might follow. " I'm sure of i t ;  my ears hear nothing b ~ ~ t  her step 
and her voice, and the study of my life is to try to see into her heart1'- 
he pauscd-'~ if it is so," he continued, " and I know it is, I'll not put against 
it," (his wife clasped her hands in silent thankfulness,) " I'll never put against 
it, even if it broke my heart; though the spirit's going out of the factions, 
and the boys are forgetting their odd ways, and born foes are dying friends; 
still a Coyne's a Coyne, and a Casey's a Casey ; but I'll not put against it 
either for the sake of the dead or the living; if Jack Casey's heart was 
hard, it has had enough to soften it;  and you, my poor woman," he added, 



with the touching emotion of a stern man, the more powerful, from being so 
seldom excited, you have had enough to break yours, poor Mitty ! you war 
young and handsome-so like HER when I had you first-and you bore that 
thrial without ever throwing one reproach in my face-or meetin' me once, even 
once, with a could look, though 1 murdered your child!" The old man laid 
his furrowed brow upon the faded cheek of his loving wife, and their tears 
mingled together 

ti I t  was her hard fortune, John, dear; it was the will of God; and she's 
one of the bright angels long ago. I often think, and I laying awake in the 
night, I often think what a time it will be when we see her in glory ! and she 
maybe the angel sent by the Lord's goodness, to give us the first insight into the 
ways of heaven! But don't give way, John, agra. Sure it was the will of God." 

( l  Not it," he exclaimed, starting up ; " I t  was the wilfulness of man, that 
flew in the Lord's face." 

iL Whisht, whisht, Alana machree, and don't be talking such wild words, 
that's enough to lift the roof of the house-it was the will of God, avoumeen ! 
and that's my great comfort-His holy will be done ! " and she covered her 
face with her hands and rocked herself backwards and forwards, while her 
husband paced up and down to subdue his emotion. 

Ll Well !" he said at last, " but about Honor. Lawrence isn't a bad boy for 
a Coyne ; though he has nothing but his hands and his heart." 

"Many an Irish boy has made great way intirely in the world with no 
more." 

" I can't take what we've got out of the world," said the man, his old hard- 
ness dictating an apology for his present liberality. 

" And if you could, dear, sure, it wouldn't be any use ! there's a dale of 
differ betwixt the riches of earth, and the riches of heaven." 

"You may tell Honor-that-she may ask Lawrence Coyne here-or, do 
you do i t ;  that will be better-he's a good boy, though a Coyne ; one can't go 
past luck, and so-a Coyne must be in the family-that's sartin-his house can 
be mended with the thrifle she'll have at first, and in God's name, let him take 
home his bride-let him take home his bride-better he should take her home 
than death, Mitty. W e  know that the ozdd man must part with his money- 
better his money than his child, you know ; and they'll be convanient, not far 
away from us in our ould age-there's no going past luck-a Coyne and a 
Casey, in these times ! " And so he muttered to himself, and walked up and 
down long after his wife had hastened to communicate the tidings to Honor, 
who could hardly believe it possible that the good news was true, and that she 
was at liberty to make her own choice. 
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In  the early part of the next spring, a group-similar in character to that 
we have pictured-was seen passing along the road leading from Ballyran 
to Ballyduff: the bride was ' bringing home' to her husband's house, followed 
by her aged parents and the blessings of her people. 

About three or four miles east of Kenmare are the copper and lead mines of 
the " Kenmare Mining Association;" the former at Ardtulley, the royalty 
belonging to J. D. Croker, Esq. (but the property is at present in dispute), the 
latter on the estate of the Marquis of Lansdowne at Shonagarry. They have 
been three years at work, but with limited success ; a shipload of seventy-eight 
tons had been just sent off to Swansea ; we have not been able to ascertain the 
price it brought. I t  is a peacock ore ; the principal shaft has been sunk seven- 
teen or eighteen fathoms; and a steam engine was erecting to facilitate the 
progress of the work. The mines give employment to about 120 persons, nearly 
the whole of whom are Irish. The lead mine we were satisfied to inspect only 
on the surface; the copper mine we descended, accompanied by the captain, 
Thomas. The levels extend from east to west above sixty fathoms ; the vein 
is gcnerally about five feet wide, part in a bed of limestone, and part in a stone 
of much softer character. The land-carriage is three miles; but where man and 
horse labour are cheap, this is no material drawback, the cost of transfer to the 
quay being somewhat less than 2s. per ton. 

The road from Kenmare to IGllarney, for the first five miles, possesses little 

- -.- ~- - - - -  
to interest; it is nearly due north; but 
before entering on this road a deviation to 
the west will conduct the traveller to 
many objects of considerable beauty. A 
mile or two from the town are the ancient 
ruins of Dunkerron castle, once the hos- 
pitable seat of the O'Sullivan Mor; and 
Cappanacuss, another shattered castle of 
the same family. Farther on, the river 
Blackwater flows into the bay; the 
adjacent scenery is highly picturesque; 
the river rushes through a deep ravine, 
the steep sides of which are thickly 
wooded. Its source is a small dark lakc 

among the Dunkerron mountains ; and near its mouth it is crossed by a bridge 
of two lofty arches, passing over a chasm of great depth. 

Twelve i d e s  to the west, the antiquary may obtain one of the rarest treats 
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which the country supplies, by visiting, on thc verge of the coast, the singular 
fort of Staigue, or Staigue-an-ar, " the staired place of slaughter." I t  is a circular 
stone structure, standing on a hill, within a deep hollow, formed by surrounding 
mountains, and open only on the south, to tlx sea. The periphery is divided 
into ten compartments of steps or seats, ascending to the top; the whole 
surrounded on the outside by a moat twenty-six feet wide and six feet in depth. 
Mr. Windele considers it " a remain of the primitive Cyclopean or Pelasgico- 
Irish architecture, used in the early fortresses of Ireland, and indifferently called 
' Cahir,' ' Boen,' and ' Caisiol."' Vallancey has pronounced it to be a Phceni- 
cian amphitheatre, and describes it as unique. But since his time, many other 
erections of a similar kind, or varying from it in no essential points, have bcen 
discovered in various parts of the island, and in this district in particular. 

The new road to Killarney is one of the best roads of the kingdom, and 
the surveyor who laid it down should receive a passing benediction from the 
lips of every traveller ; the old road which lay between Mangerton and Torc is 
now completely deserted. The present course leads for some miles along a range 
of hills which overlook the Upper Lake. For a considerable space the eye and 
heart are cheered 
and invigorated by 
a striking contrast 
to the wilclness of 
the barren hills 
and rushy valleys 
-the grandcur and 
beauty of' the scene 
gradnally expand, 
the foliage becomes 
thicker and more 
varied, as he ad- 
vances; and, at 
length, when he 
has passcd ' l  the 
Tunnel" cut through a huge rock, the wllole glory of the lake bursts upon him. 
I t  is the foretaste of a banquet, abundant, healthful, and delicious. 

The lakes of I<illaniey are three in number; the UPPER LAKE, the TORC 
(or Niddle) LAKE, and the LOWER LAKE: these we shall endeavour to describe, 
with the islands, and other attractive objects, they contain; and, afterwards, 
such matters of interest and importance as are to be encountered in their 
immediate neighbourhood. 
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The Upper Lake is the first at which the traveller arrives, if he journey 
from Kenmare; but the last to be examined, if his starting-point be the 
town of Killarney." I t  is the smallest of the three, and much narrower 
than either of the others; but for grace and beauty, and all that makes 
the scene attractive, we cannot class it below them. I t  is situated in the 
midst of an amphitheatre of mountains; the effect of which is consider- 
ably heightened by the comparatively limited space the lake occupies. 
From the police station (marked on the map) the best view will be 
obtained. 

The tourist on approaching the lakes of Killarney is, at once, struck by the 
peculiarity and the variety of the foliage in the woods that clothe the hills by 
which on all sides they are surrounded. The effect produced is novel, striking, 
and beautiful ; and is caused chiefly by the abundant mixture of the tree-shrub 
(Arbutus Unedot) with the forest-trees. The Arbutus grows in rich profusion 
in nearly all parts of Ireland ; but nowhere is it found of so large a size, or in 
such rich luxuriance, as at Killarney. The extreme western position, the mild 
and humid atmosphere, (for, in Ireland, there is fact as well as fancy in the 
poet's image, 

'' T h y  suns  w i th  doubtful gleam 
W e e p  whi le  t hey  rise,") 

and the rarity of frosts, contribute to its propagation, and nurture it to 
an enormous growth, far surpassing that which it attains in any part of 
Great Britain; although, even at Killarney, it is never of so great a size 
as it is found clothing the sides of Mount Athos. In Dinis Island there 
is one, the stem of which is seven feet in circumference, and its height 
is in proportion, being equal to that of an ash-tree of the same girth 
which stands near i t ;  and on Rough Island, opposite O'Sullivan's cas- 
cade, there is another, the circumference of which is nine feet and a half. 
Alone, its character is not picturesque; the branches are bare, long, gnarled, 
and crooked; presenting in its wild state a remarkable contrast to its trim, 
formal, and bush-like figure in our cultivated gardens. Mingled with other 
trees, however, it is exceedingly beautiful ; its bright green leaves happily 

* The tourist, to whom time is an object, should take a gu~de from Kenmare; he wlll then be made 
familiar with every object of interest and importance before he arrives either a t  Cloghreeu or Killarney, and not 
find it necessary to retrace his steps. He may also visit the Torc Waterfall on his way, and also Mucross 
Abbey. The jo~uney from Kenmare, and the examination of these two places, may be easily accomplished in 
me  day. 

t I'liny says it is called Unedo" because, having eaten one, you will nerer desire to mt another. I t  is 
said, however, that an agreeable wine is made from the berry in the south of Europe. 
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mixing with the light, or dark, drapery of its neighbours-the elm and the 
ash, or the holly and yew, with which it is almost invariably intermixed. 
I t  strikes its roots apparently into the very rocks-thus filling up spaces 
that would otherwise be barren spots in the scenery. Its beautiful berries, 
when arrived at maturity, are no doubt 
conveyed by the birds, who feed upon 
them, to the heights of inaccessible moun- 
tains, where they readily vegetate in 
situations almost destitute of soil." Its 
most remarkable peculiarity is, that the 
flower (not unlike the lily-of-the-valley) 
and the fruit-ripe and unripe-are found 
at the same time, together, on the same 
tree. The berry has an insipid though 
not an unpleasant taste, is nearly round, 
and resembles in colour the wood-straw- 
berry; whence its common name-the 
Strawberry-tree. I t  appears to the greatest 
advantage in October, when it is covered 
with a profusion of flowers in drooping 
clusters, and scarlet berries of the last year ; and when its gay green is strongly 
contrasted with the brown and yellow tints which autumn has given to its 
neighbours. I t  is said that, although now found universally in Ireland, and 
more especially in the counties of Cork and Kerry, it is not a native of the soil, 
but was introduced into the country by Spanish m0nks.t 

While upon this subject, it will be well to notice another remark- 
able botanical production to be met with in the immediate vicinity of 
Killarney. 

The Bristle Fern (Trichomanes speciosm) is peculiar to Ireland, and has 

* A worthy gentleman with whom we conversed in reference to this peculiarity, committed a genuine bull : 
"If you go to ICillarney, 'tis there you'll see NATURE-the trees gvowing out of the solid rock." 

t On this point, however, botanists are much divided in opinion. We have had opportunities of consulting 
two of the most eminent in Ireland. By one we are told, "There is not the least doubt of its bcing truly 
indigenous, for it is found growing on the wild declivities of Glengariff, and bordering many of the little 
mountain loughs in the remote parts of Kerry, which still remain in a state of almost primitive nature." By 
the other, we are informed, "Touching the Arbutus, my opinion is, that although now growing spontaneously 
around Killarney, particularly on limestone, and what is termed red talcose slate, yet I am euclined to think it 
not strictly a native, but introduced from Spain by the monks. Innisfallen in the sixth century was a place of 
great wealth : numerous and valuable presents were constantly contributed to i t ;  and the stranger monks pro- 
cured from their own countries whatever would prove useful, either medicinally, culinary, or ornamentaL 
Consequently, some of our rarest plants are found in the vicinity of these religious buildings." 
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not hitherto been discovered either in England, Scotland, or Wales. It 
is described by Edward Newman, Esq. F.L.S., in his elegant and interesting 

"History of ~ r i t i s h  
Ferns," as growing 
luxuriantly at Glan- 
dine, near Youghal, 
and at Torc Wa- 
terfall, Killarney ; 
but it seems ques- 
tionable whether 
it has ever been 
found in any other 
part of the island ; 
and it appears li- 
mited even in the 
vicinity of the lakes 
to this single local- 
ity." " I visited 
the waterfalls," he 
says, "all round 
Killarney, but with- 
out success; and it 
was only at the 
often-recorded ha- 

bitat of Torc that I found the slightest trace of Trichon~anes.~~ He perceived 
it to the left of the seat, whence tourists take the grand view of the fall; 
completely clothing the rocky bank-the dark green fronds hanging heavily 
down, dripping with wet ; and if the sun is shining, begcmmcd with drops, it 
is a beautiful sight. 

The guide-an old soldier of the S9th regiment of foot-who has 
exclusive jurisdiction over the waterfall, is not at a little proud of the distinction 
it enjoys, and described to us with kindred enthusiasm the delight of 
Mr. Newman, on discovering the treasure he had so long and vainly sought. 
The naturalist literally danced with joy, and gave vent to his ecstacy in a 
loud halloo that was heard above the roar of the cataract. The veteran has, 

* A correspondent informs us, however, that since the publication of Mr. Newman's book, "At Mount 
Eagle, seven miles from Dingle, the most western highland in the county, the rare Trichomanes speeiosm was 
found in the chasm of a moist hut exposed cliff, unprotected by brushwood, and at a much greater elevation than 
the sheltered aud shaded locality of these beautiful ferns a t  Torc." 
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however, since grown so chary of his wealth, that he bestows a leaf only as a 
mark of peculiar favour, and is careful never to pluck one while any of the 
regular guides are by, that the secret of the mine may not be communicated 
to many, and its riches be exhausted by continual robberies of the curious 
or the careless;-a very wise precaution, of which, particularly as it was not 
exerted to our prejudice, we can in no degree disapprove. 

The exceedingly beautiful road, we have described, led us-after a course 
of five or six miles along the shores of the Upper Lake-to the pretty little 
inn at Cloghreen, immediately facing the entrance gate to Mucross. " The 
Mucross Hotel," kept by Edward Roche, is a long narrow building, with but 
one story above the ground floor-it is constructed with due care to comfort 
and convenience, and contains a large number of rooms. The situation is 
peculiarly eligible-lying almost at the foot of Mangerton, close to the Torc 
Waterfall, and almost adjoining the Abbey. I t  does not, however, from any 
point, command a view of the lakes. Mr. Roche is unremitting in his atten- 
tion to his guests, and is not unfrequently their guide, or their pilot, among 
the adjacent wonders. The servants, too, are active, civil, and obliging; the 
head waiter, in especial, merits a compliment from us-he was ever at hand 
when wanted, always ready with a word of caution, or a sentence of advice, 
yet never intruding either; and he contributed largely to the many sources 
of enjoyment the pretty and unpretending inn supplied. The " charges" for 
" entertainment" at this fashionable resort of persons who have no immediate 
or pressing thought of economy were absolutely startling, and may be addcd to 
the novelties, as well as the recommendations, of the scene.* 

* I t  was certainly not very difficult to content us with "creature comforts" when so many means of 
obtaining intellectual feasts were within our reach; but if we had been less easily satisfied, we could in no way 
complain of the "tr~Lle" furnished by Mr. Roche; everything was good and everything abundant. Our readers 
--such, a t  least, as have located at any fashionable English watering-place-will therefore share our surp~ise 
at  perusing the hill laid before us ; we extract the items for one day :- 

s. d 
Two Breakfasts, ...................................................................... 3 0 
Two Dinners , .................................. .... .................................... 4 0 
Pint of Wine , .......................................................................... 2 0 
Two Teas , .............................................................................. 2 0 
Bed , .................................................................................... 1 6 

- 
12 G 

The inoderate tourist may coiiseqne~itly calculate his necessary expenses at  Ihll~rney at s o n ~ e t l ~ i ~ ~ g  less t l~an  
seven shillings per diem. The only charge for \I hich he will complain is that for the hire of a boat-sixteen 
shillings; it includes, howem, the dinners of five men. The charge for a pony to Mangerton or " the Gap" is 
five shillings. Mr. Roche is amply supplied with good boats and sure-footed ponies with careful men and boys 
in abunc1.1nce. 

Tr~vellers who prefer state to quiet, may take up their abode a t  the Royal Victoria Hotd " kept by 
Mr. Finn, for niany years landlord of L'the Keninare A~lns," in the town of Killarney. The charges hem 
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Our first duty after our arrival, was to select "a gu~de." 
Irish guides are, as our readers will imagine, the most amusing fellows in 

the world; always ready to do anything, explain any matter, go anywhere- 
for if the tourist proposes a trip to the moon, the guide will undertake to lead 
the way-" Bedad he will, wid all the pleasures in life." They are invariably 
heart-anxious to please ; sparing no personal exertion ; enduring willingly the 
extreme of fatigue ; carrying as much luggage as a pack-horse ; familiar, but 
not intrusive ; never out of temper ; never wearied of either walking or talking ; 
and, generally full of humour. They enliven the dreariest road by their wit, 
and are, of course, rich in old stories ; some they hear, others they coin, and, 
occasionally, make a strange hodge-podge of history-working a volume of 
wonders out of a solitary fact. If they sometimes exact more than is in (' the 
bond," they do it with irresistible suavity ; the guides of all countries extort; 
the Irish guide does so only by-" laving it to your honour." 

The car-driver we hired in Cork was sober, civil, thoughtful, and attentive 
not only to onr directions, but to our comforts. If yer honour will change 
sides with the lady she'll not feel the hill wind so keen," or " Shall I face about, 
that ye may have a sight of the view ? I can turn first this side, then that ; 
for it's aqua1 both sides, though different." John soon ascertained that we 
were view-hunters; and, though he certainly had no taste for the picturesque, 
he was most anxious to minister to ours. He got on very well until he arrived 
at Glengariff, but John's knowledge of roads extended no farther; the con- 
sequence was a hint that a guide would be an acquisition to our party, and it 
was taken. W e  selected one who recommended himself as "the boy to run 
aside or afore the horse to keep his spirit up-and was as light of foot as of 
heart." When the lad received his appointment he was surrounded by half a 
score of competitors, all highly lauding themselves and disparaging their 
rivals ; the moment he was fixed in office, however, they warmly congratu- 
lated him and us :-l1 Yer honour's lucky to have the smartest boy in the 
barony," said one ; " He's as good as a road-book for the curiosities," quoth 
another ; while a third half whispered, " It'll be worth yer ladyship's while to 
be lost in a mountain, or stuck in a bog, to see the cuteness of liody." Rody 
comrncnced duty at once by ordering the crowd round our car to keep back, 
in a tone of official importance; and as one woman with a fish-basket was 

exceed those a t  the Mucross Hotel; hut it is a very splendid establishment, and may vie, both in external 
appearance, as well as in the costly character of its interior, with any hotel a t  Brighton or Cheltenham. 
Moreover, the situation is perhaps unrivalled in the kingdom ; it is about a mile and a half from the town- 
we have marlced its locality on the map -the adjoining grounds are exceedingly beautiful: it skirts the lower 
lake, commands a fine view of Ross and Inisfallen, of the evergreen Itills that form their background, and the 
most distant mountains. 
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rather troubleson~e, he exclaimed '' Be off wid ye, Biddy Braddy, sure the lady 
knows that the grandfathers of all the Bantry cockles were reared upon 
Frinchmen." 

Rody was a famous example of his class-the boy-guides; shrewd and 
intelligent; while the racy spirit of the mountain animated his expressive 
features. Sometimes he would grasp the back step of the ear and run behind it, 
kicking out, every now and then ; and, when a little more familiar, indulging 
the genuine Irish propensity of asking questions either of us or of John. 
Once, when we had not seen him for some minutes, we looked through the 
front windows, and perceived him coiled up on the horse's shoulders, perched 
like an imp, and grinning with mischievous delight, inasmuch as he had suc- 
ceeded in persuading our innocent driver that a l' tunder storm was on to'dcr 
side de mountain," and would blow us all up, if it met us-"lonesome like." 
He told us his father '( could talk Latin wid a priest; he was a Kerry boy ; 
indeed, he'd bate any one at Irish history, and could tell de battle of Ventry 
harbour out of de face, widout looking into a book at dl at all." He himself 
had l1 walked tree mile to school, and tree back over de mountain-and to a 
fine scholar, able to taehe Greek to de schoolmaster of de Nashanol School 
--indeed he wanted to be a poor scholar himself, and travel de eountiy for 
his idieation; but wouldn't like to be a piiest."-" Why?"-Rody did not 
answer at first, but looked sly and shy; at last, when pressed very much, hc 
confessed that " indeed he mightn't be comfortable widout a wife!" Informa- 
tion as to his own personal affairs was interspcrsed with sundry l1 speerings" 
with regard to our objects and occupations. W e  had " a power and all of books 
-he'd engage we had fine larnin' "-and then he gave us the names of every 
mountain-pass and stream ; exchanged laughing salutations with the few we 
met; and told John a wonderful story of a lady who walked the tunnel ladin' 
into the kingdom of I<eiry, sometimes wid a head and sometimes widout 
one;" adding a divertissment, apparently for his own amusement, of a " Cork 
boy," a stranger, who entered the tunnel a "fine hearty boy, and came out 
to'der side eat all to de lcgs." Lord save us," ejaculated John, " and is that 
tme?" "Why den," replied the Kerry scout, drawing himself up in his 

rags, which were kept together by a sort of invisible machinery that we could 
not comprehend ; " De ye think it's imposin7 on ye I'd be ? Sure de legs do 
be wdkin' all alone by themselves, in de sight of one's eyes, over de moun- 
tains." ' l  Did you ever see them?" inquired John, with the air of a man 
determined to probe truth itself to the bottom ;-" Look at de eagle ! Look at 
de eagle ! " shouted our guide. l1 Hoora for de eagle ! " and he sprang upon x 
projecting rock, whcrc ho contiriued jumping upwards and tossing his arms 
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in the air, calling to the noble bird, who sailed majestically over our heads 
without an effort, "to let de wran out from under his wing," until we lost sight 
of both eagle and guide. "That's a never-may-care sort of sprissawneen as ever 
I met with in all my travels," said John, touching his hat, after jogging on 
quietly for about a quarter of a mile, " and now he's off, and there's the only 
bothering corner we've come to yet-a cross road-the baste himself dosen't 
Imow which to take, on account he was never this way before. I'm thinking 
we pickt the crooked stick out of the lot of them, for guides." " I'm not as 
crooked as your own eyes, Johnny from Cork !" exclaimed the boy, apparently 
rising from the morass that extended along the road : "for here I am, and her?% 
for the ladyn-he placed a bunch of rushes in all the downy beauty of their 
seed, upon the cushion, and selecting one, blew off the down, which floated 
away like a small flake of snow-" De girls below in de glin, call it ' light o' 
love,' " he said, laughing, " and more call it a rush ! "* 

The night did not overtake us on the mountains, though a growling thunder- 
cloud, scattering a few drops of heavy rain, rattled past, and made us thankful 
for the shelter, of a mighty rock. Rody crouched under the horse, and when 
we reached the pleasant and improving inn at Kenmare, and dismissed the 
glen-boy, he took ow gratuity with manifest delight and gratitude, though John 
~~fterwards declared " He bothered the life out of himself and the horse intirely, 
with his mighty quare ways." 

W e  have encountered guides in various parts of Ireland ; the neat, orderly 
legend gatherer of the noble ruin of Carrig-a-gunnel, near Limerick; the 
pretty, barefooted, blithesome maiden at  the Abbeys of Adare, who turned 
us over to a game-keeping man, because, "in troth her feet were tinder, 
so she couldn't keep on the shoes all that morning;" the stout dame at Blarney, 
who, with all her veneration for her kind and lawful Priest, was not over well 
pleased to see him do the honours of the lake, the rock-close, and the very top 
of the castle; &ting, more than once, that " his Revcrence, dear gentleman, 
had a dale too much larnin7 to be showing ould castles, and keepin7 all the talk 
to himself, .God bless him for a fine portly man;" the withered, keen-eyed 
guide at  the glorious rock of Cashel, who talked of Walter Scott, and 
Miss Edgeworth ; pointing to where the true patriots of Scotland and Ireland 
had paused, and praised the ruin, every stone of which was dear to the old 
~nan's heart ; the woman at Holy-cross, with her " black bitter c ~ s e , "  on the 

* We h a w  seen scores upon scores of bogs looking like waviilg tields of snow, from tlle immense qnantity 
{ZE this beautiful down, wl~ich floats its own seed over the earth. I t  contrasts so well with the dark earth and 
&till darker mountai~~s.  T l ~ e  people so~nctirnes gather i t  for yuilting, thxt is, to use as we use wadding. Ws 
thought that a little ingenuity nrigt~t convert it to a more beneficial purposc. 



soldiers who " batthered " to piccc~s the finest monument of the ruin ; tllc 
innumerable guides at the caves of Mitchelstown, seeming compounded of 
yellow clay, tallow candles, and rosin-all talking at the same time, chattering, 
and shouting, and scrambling, and inventing, as if invention could add to 
the magical beauty and mystery of these extraordinary caverns ; the ranting, 
roaring guide at Glendalough, who tells you in the tone of a Stentor, that 
" he lost his voicc shouting agin the waterfalls, and the falss guides, 
that would be taking the bit out of his mouth, and he the only legan guide 
of the counthry," and who makes it his boast that he can "invint over- 
night ould ancient legends enough to intertain the quality a whole summer's 
day." 

But our especial business, now, is with the Killarney guides, and truly thcir. 
name is 'Legion;' every child, boy or girl, from the time it is able to crawl 
over the door-step, seems to have a strong natural instinct to become a guide- 
to climb, or rather trot up, Mangerton, round the Devil's Punch-Bowl, or, what 
is still worse for the traveller, disturb the solemnity of the Eagle's Nest, when 
it reverberates to Spillanes' bugle, by the piping treble of their importunities 
that you will drink goat's milk fresh from the--cow-taste poteen, or eat wild 
strawberries.* 

As we have said, immediately on our arrival at Gloghreen, we proceeded 
to appoint our " body-guard;" and, our ptirpose being known, a score of 
candidates for the anticipated honour and emolument, presented themselves, 
chattering eagerly outside the gate of the garden of our hotel. They were, 
as we found invariably, of all sizes and ages-eager to display their accomplish- 
ments, and set themselves off to the best advantage. "I was with the man that 
was with Sir Scott and Misther Moore himself, ye'r honour. To say 

* I t  is deplorable to see the hundreds of beggars and "guides" that  infest this most exquisite scenery. 
We hope the time is almost come when they can shelter and feed beneath a roof; ,but last summer it was 
painful to  see mothers of families, attended by their children, well-grown, handsome girls, and fine young men, 
wasting the entire day in moving up and down Mangerton with a cup of milk, a leaf of stra~vber~ies, or a 
couple of table-spoonfuls of whiskey; and worst of all, satisfied with the donation of a penny, or even a half- 
penny to  each, for the expenditure of time which, in any other country under the sun, would hare produced 
ten times the sum. "It's twice this blessed day I've been up  to  the top of Mangerton, and see, there's all 
I got to take home to a starving mother and blind sister," said a fine-hoking girl of seventeen, while leaning 
against the gardcn-wall of the pretty hotel a t  Cloghreen, running her fiuger listlessly round the edge of the cup 
she dangled by the broken handle, and tossing three halfpence about in it. "And why don't you stay a t  home 
and knit or work?" was the natural observation. "I do knit, ma'am, and my mother mends my bits of rags, 
and my sister, God help her, begs betimes, and cries always; the only chances we have, is when the quality 
romes among us." I t  is vain to preach industry-that meets with no pay, or to tell people not to  beg who are 
starving; we return again and again and again to the regret that  the legislature has not devised some means of 

employment and relief for this fine and superabundant popnlation. We do not .rsk charity, we only ask, for 
them, employment; employment which the waste lands, the extensive fisheries the rivers, that expend to  mr 
purpose their thousand horse-power in turhlcnce and foam, rould supply. 
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nothing of the ladies, that desarve to have the most said of them; God bless 'em; " 
-" I'm the boy that's mintioned in Mr. Crofton Croker's book ; "-" I know 
every spot where there's a road, and where there isn't sir,"-" and I'll make a 
road for the lady, whether there's one in it or not." can't go wrong if 
ye hire us all," exclaimed a little fellow, whom his compmions called 'Go- 
by-the-Ground'. " The tall boys '11 point out the beauty of the heavens, and 
the short ones the beauties of the earth." We had however, instituted 
very minute inquiries as to the qualifications of the several candidates 
we were likely to encounter; and, in reality, our choice was already 
made. Common politeness, nevertheless, compelled us to ask a few ques- 
tions before our determination was made known. Each, by turns, came 
forward to state his claims, exhibit his testimonials, and assure us that 
he above all the rest was the guide especially provided for us by good 
fortune. Our scrutiny ended by the appointment of three ;-Sir Richard Cour- 
tenay, "I<night of Mangerton," as commander-in-chief; a most kind, consi- 
derate and attentive fellow-with but one arm-whose name we unfor- 
tunately forget; and Mr. Lyons, "the Captain of Mangerton."* By what 
means the latter worthy obtained his commission we cannot say, but Sir 
Richard at once enlightened us in regard to his distinction, by answering in 
reply to our question, " How did you obtain your title?" " Troth, sir, I was 
be-nzjhted on the mountain." The real fact is, however, that the gallant 
knight-who, like his great prototype, is "sans et peur sans reproche," had 
once the honour of conducting a Viceroy to the top of the far-famed mountain, 
where the peer and peasant being both literally "in the clouds," the 
latter, at least, descended to mid-earth a much more important personage than 
he was when he commenced the ascent-and ever since with plain Richard 
Courtenay, it has been 

" Good den, SIR Richard." 

As our readers will have other opportunities for making acquaintance with the 
intellectual capabilities of this- 

" T h e  finest guide t h a t  ever  you  see, 
W h o  knows  every  place of curiosity 11- 

we shall for the pre,=nt limit our description to his personal appearance; first 

* I t  may be necessary to state that althougl~ we had our reasons for procuring the aid of so many-at an 
expenditure which brought a very ample return-one gnide is, of course, sufficient for the Tourist; half-a-crawl. 
a day fully satisfied Sir Richard, and a less sum made content the jmiior officers in our service. Our guard 
however was seldom limited to these three ; for a notion of our liberality having gone abroad, we found, 
generally, in attendance, a score of volunteers. 'I I'm following ye for the pure love of looking at ye, my lady," 
said one of thcm, "and not for the poor pay I expect." 
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~ i v i n g  his "veritable portraitnre," carrying the portfolio of Ifr. R. 1). 
Tongue-the artist-by whom 
he has been accurately pic- 
tured. Note his peculiar hat 
-not quite a " caubeen," 
although the mountain blasts 
have materially changed its 
shape since i t  was "a  bran- 
new beaver ;'' his small keen 
grey eyes ; his " loose " good- 
natured mouth - that pours 
forth in abundance courteous, 
if not courtly, phrases; and 
pronounces scraps of French 
with the true pronunciation of 
an actual native-of Keny ; for 
Sir Richard having mixed in 
good society, " parley-voos " as 
well as bows with the grace 
of a travelled gentleman. His 
coat was certainly not made by 
a Stultz, nor his brogue* by a 
Hoby ; but the frieze suits well 
with his healthy and sun-burnt 
countenance, and the shoes are 
a fitting match for the sturdy limbs that have borne him a thousand times up 
the steep and high mountain of Mangerton. 

* The ' I  brogue," or shoe, of the Irish peasantry differs in its construction from the shoe of any other eoun- 
try. I t  was formerly made of untanned hide, but for the last century at least it has been made of tanned 
leather. The leather of the tippers is much stronger than what is used in the strongest shoes, being made of 
cow-hide dressed for the purpose, and it  never has an inside lining like the ordinary shoe ; the sole leather is 
generally of an inferior description. The process of making the brogue is entirely different from that of shoe- 
making; w d  the tools used in the work, excepting the hammer, pinchers, and knife, bear little analogy. 
The awl, though used in common by both operators, is much larger than the largest used by the shoemaker, 

and unlike in the bend and form. The regular brogue was of two 
sorts-the single and double pump. The former consisted of the 
sole and uppers only; the latter had a welt sewed between the sole 
and upper leather, which gave it  a stouter appearance and stronger 
consistency. In  modem times the broguemaker has assimilated 
his manufacture to the shoe by sewing the welt on an inner sole, 
and then attaching the outer sole to it in shoe fashion. In the pro- 
cess of making the regular brogue, there formerly were neither hemp, 

wax, nor brides used by the workman, the sewing all being performed with a thong, or, as they called it, a 
" fong," made of horsehide prepared for the purpose ; and it was no mean part of the art, the cutting and pointing 
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Before we procecd .o visit the Upper Tlnke-to whic.ll we shall first 
conduct the reader-it will be desirable to lay before him a brief history of 
the most interesting and the most celebrated portion of Ireland-a scene which 
far surpasses, in natural beauty, aught that nature has supplied elsewhere in 
Great Britain; for, with scarcely an exception, the devoted worshippers of 
Loch Katrine and the fervid admirers of the northern English lakes have 
yielded the palm to those of Killarney; some, however, having qualified the 
praise they bestow upon " the Pride of Ireland," by admitting only that "the 
three lakes, considered as one-which they may naturally be, lying so close to 
each other-are, together, more important than any one of the lakes of 
Cumberland and Westmoreland."* A glance at the map will show that the 
three are separated but by very narrow channels ; and that two of them have 
scarcely any perceptible division. They have, nevertheless, very distinctive 
characteristics : the Lower Lake is studded with islands, all richly clothed 
with evergreens; the Upper Lake is remarkable for its wild magnificence, 
the mountains completely enclosing i t ;  and the Middle Lake is conspicuous 

the fong for use. When the sole is formed to the last and the upper leathers put together, the workmen do not 
attach them on the last to each other for the purpose of sewing, as the shoemaker does, but, laying the upper 
leather on his knee, he takes the sole, in which he has made a groove or channel to facilitate him in taking a hold 
for his sewing, turns down the edge, and placing it in the upper leather, begins usually at the heel part. IIe 
takes his hold not in a straight line, but puts his awl in a diagonal direction, and follows his stitch in this manner 
AAAAA SO that a section of the seam would present this appearance. When thc sewing is performed 
and the seam pared level and hammered flat on the block, which stands in the middle of the workshop, and 
serves as a lapstone, the brogue is then turned inside out by the help of a long iron bar of from eighteen to 
twenty inches, with one end flattened, which they call " a  spoon." This instrument serve the purpose of a long 
slick, or slicker, to harden and polish their work. When the hrogue is turned, it is flattened by striking it 
against the block, and then, for the first time, the lnst is put into it. The brogne is then slicked all over, upper 
as well as sole, with the handle part of the spoon, and then set before the fire to dry and harden. The heel of 
the brogue is made of what they call "jumps," tanner's shavings stuck together with a kind of paste, and 
pressed hard, and dried either in the sun or before the fire. This, when properly dried, is cut to the size of the 
heel and sewed down with the fong and then covered with a top-piece of very thin sole leather fastened on with 
deal or sally pegs, and in this one particular they had to boast over the shoemakers in the neatness of execution. 
When the brogue is ready to be taken off the last, they give it the last finish by rubbing it over with a woollen 
rag, saturated in tallow, called a LLgerrag," then the brogne is considered fit for sale. The brogue is worn larger 
than the foot, and the difference is filled up with a sap of hay or straw. They are considered by the country 
people more durablc for field labour, beiug less liable to rip in the sewing than if put together with hemp and 
wax ; and being cheaper than shoes, are in more general use, although there are few people, particularly females, 
who can afford it, who do not keep shoes for Sunday and holiday wear. The brogue is designated by the appel- 
lation "brogue gailoch;" the shoe ''brogue goulda;" and the makers of each have the same distinctive 
names : "gracy gailoch" being the term applied to the broguemaker, and " yracy goulda" to the shoemaker, 
marking the distinction between the original Irish shoe and the one of English introduction. The brogue- 
makers pride themselves on the antiquity of their trade ; and boast over the shoemakers, whom they consider 
only a spurious graft on their more noble art. 

* Such is the admission of Mr. Wordsworth in a letter we have had the honour to receive from him on 
the subject; and he adds, I have more than once expressed an opinion that the county of Kerry, so nobly 
indented with bays of the Atlantic Ocean, and possessing a climate so favourable for vegetation, along with its 
n~ountains and inland waters, might without injustice be pronounced in point of scenery the finest portion of 
the British Islands." 
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for a happy mingling of both-yet inferior to the one in grace and beauty, and 
to the other in majestic grandeur. 

The romantic beauties of the Killarne~ lakes were celebrated ages ago ; in 
a very ancient poem they are classed as L L  the tenth wonder" of Ireland. The 
Irish name is Loch Lene-'' the Lake of Learning," according to some autho- 
rities-a name by which it is still recognised among the peasantry, and which 
it is presumed to have derived from the number of " bookish monks" by whom 
its monasteries of Innisfallen, Mucross, and Aghadoe were at one time crowded. 
The lakes are formed and supplied by numerous minor lakes that exist in the 
surrounding mountains, and may be described as an immense reservoir for the 
several rivers that also flow into them, having received on their way the waters 
of innumerable tributary streams. The only outlet for the waters thus collected 
is the narrow and rapid river Laune, a channel along which they proceed to the 
Atlantic through the beautiful bay of Dingle. The origin of these lakes- 
covering an extensive valley-is, therefore, self-evident ; but fiction has assigned 
to them one of a far less obvious nature ; for, as will be readily supposed, the 
scene is full of wild legends and marvellous traditions, harmonising with the 
poetical character of the locality. 

The legends which account for the existence of the lakes vary in some 
respects ; but all have one common source-the neglecting to close the entrance 
to an enchanted fountain, which caused an inundation, and covered, in a single 
night, fair and fertile fields, and houses and palaces, with water. One of them 
attributes the misfortune to the daring impiety of an O'Donoghue, who, full 
of scepticism-and wine, scorned the tradition which doomed to destruction 
the person who should displace the stone over the well-head, and resolved to 
expose its falsity, by removing it to his castle: his subjects, with whom his 
word was law, awaited the result in fear and trembling-all but his favourite 
jester, who fled to the summit of a neighbouring mountain. When the morning 
sun broke, he looked down into the valley and saw nothing but a broad sheet 
of water. Another legend throws the responsibility of the awful event on a 
fair young peasant girl, who was wont to meet her lover-a stranger ignorant 
of the mystic spell-by the fountain-side : one night they were lulled to sleep 
by the music of its flow; at day-break the girl awoke screaming " The well! 
the well ! " I t  was too late ; the water was rushing forth, and overtook them 
as they ran. They were drowned, and involved in their fate the inhabitants of 
the whole district." 

* There are many other lakes in Ireland that have originated in similar accidents; that of Loch Neagh has 
bccn made falniliar to English readcrs by the great Irish poct-who com~nemoratev 

" The long.faded glorics t l~ey covcr." 

Six couturies back, thc Lradiliou w u  related by Gernldus Carnbrcllsis; whicla Hulinslled rrynts .  "There nia" 
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The legends all agree, however, that the men and women who then peopled 
the lovely valley did not perish, but still exist beneath the lake; where the 
07Donoghue continues to lord it over his people; living in his gorgeous 
palace, surrounded by faithful friends and devoted followers, and enjoying the 
delights of feasting, dancing, and music, as fully as he did upon the dry land 
Many a time and oft, as by the banks of the lake 

" The fisherman s t r ays  
W h e n  t h e  clear cold eve's declining, 
H e  sees t h e  round towers  of other days 
I n  t he  wave beneath  h i m  shining." 

The confirmation of the story, does not rest upon proofs so slender as the 
sight of palaces under water ; many living men having-as we shall presently 
show-not only seen the chieftain during his brief walks or rides upon earth, 
but actually visited him in his own magnificent halls, and partaken of his 
boundless hospitality. 

The name of 07Donoghue is so closely associated with Killarney, and has 
been so frequently referred to by writers who have visited the lakes, that, 
perhaps, no Irish legend is so familiar to the English reader. Wander where 
you will in this delicious neighbourhood-either up the mountain, along the 
valleys, upon the water, or in any one of the islands, you are sure to find some 
object connected with i t ;  every rock of unusual form is forced into an illus- 
tration of the story; the guides and boatmen will point out to the tourist 
0'Donoghue7s horse, 0'Donoghue7s prison, his stable, his library, his pigeon- 
house, his table, his cellar, his honeycombs, his pulpit, and his broom; and 
almost on the summit of lofty Mangerton, a huge stone is described as the shaft 
of his jaunting-car, which he broke one night returning from a revel with the 
arch-enemy, who, to give a fitting reception to his gallant guest, had filled for 
that night the L L  Devil's Punch-bowl" with the genuine dew of the mountain. 
Scores of the peasantry may be encountered who have as firm a belief in the 
existence of the spirit-chieftain as they have in their own ; and we have met 
with persons of education who do not hesitate to express their opinion as to the 
truth of his periodical appearance. 

says Holirlshed, "in old time, where the pool now standeth, vicious and beastlie inhabitants. At which time 
was there an old saw, that as soone as a well there springing (which for the superstitions reverence they bare 
it was continuallie covered and signed) were left open and unsigned, so soone would so much water gush out 
of that well as would forthwithe overwhelme the whole territorie. I t  happened, a t  length, that an old trot 
came thither to fetch water, and hearing her cfilde whine, she ran with might and maine to dandle her babe, 
forgetting the observance of the superstitious order tofore used. But as she -.as returning backe, to hare 
covered the spring, the land was so fame overilown as that it passed bir helpe; and shortly after, she, hir 
suckling, and all those that wcre within the whole territorie, were drowned; and this scemeth to carrie more 
likelihood with it, because thc fishers in a clcare sui~nic d i c  see thc steeples imd olhrr piles plainlie and 
distincthe in the water." 



Although its variations are numerous, the original story may be told in a few 
words. I11 ages long past, O'Donoglme of Ross was lord of the lake, its islands, 
and the land that surrounded it. His sway was just and generous, and his 
reign propitious ; he was the sworn foe of the oppressor ; he was brave, hospit- 
able, and wise. Annually since his death, or rather disappearance, he is said to 
revisit the pleasant places among which he lived- 

" So sweet is still the breath 
Of the fields and the flowers in our youth we wander'd o'er." 

Every May morning he may be seen gliding over the lake mounted on a white 
steed, richly caparisoned, preceded and followed by youths and maidens, who 
strew spring flowers in his way; while sounds of unearthly sweetness glide 
along the waters, and become thunder as they make their way up the surround- 
ing hills. Although he appears in state only on May morning- 

(<' For when last April sun grows dim 
The Naiads prepare his steed for him, 

Who dwells, bright lake, in thee,") 

he is seen on various other occasions ; and lucky is the child of earth by whom 
the immortal spirit is encountered ; for be he peer or peasant, good fortune is 
sure to wait upon him-and therefore many are they who peer with longing 
eyes along the lake, at sunrise, or in twilight, to catch a glimpse of the chieftain, 
and listen with eager ears for the music that heralds his approach. 

We have said that many living witnesses are ready ?o testify to the 
appearance of the O'Donoghue, either riding over the lake, walking on the 
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shore, or playing " llurly " upon the surface of the waters ; and we have con- 
versed with so many of them, of credit and repute, that we can have no 
hesitation in believing them to have actually beheld that which they affirm 
they have "seen with their two eyes." The circumstance, however, is now 
easily accounted for; although, a few years ago, it was impossible to consider it 
otherwise than supernatural. The legend, told in so many ways, is a fertile 
source of amusement to visitors. Every rock of the Lower Lake is in some way 
or other associated with it: the most remarkable of these rocks is "OIDonoghue's 
horse,"* of which the accompanying print will convey an accurate idea; 

although from 
some points of 
view it bears a 
much closer re- 
semblance to the 
form of the animal 
whose name i t  
bears. W e  were 
the more desirous 
of preserving a 
copy of this na- 
tural wonder, for, 

* There is another family of the same name-O'Donoghue of the Glens-distinct from that of Ross, 
though equally ancient. This branch is described as, from time immemorial, the very opposite to that of the 
spectre-chief-being turbulent, cruel, and tyrannical. Their territory embraced the wild and uncultivated 
valleys ~ a t e r e d  by the river Flesk; and there still exibt some remains of their castle of Iiillaha. The race 
is characterised by the ancient poets and chroniclers as "fierce leaders of battles." The latest of these chieftains, 
Geoffrey O'Donogl~ue of '' Glinne," having joined in the great Tyrone rebellion, forfeited their estates-their 
"territory of Glinfleislrc, containing twenty one carrucutes, almost all mountain, bog, and un~rofitable land." 
The prrsent representative of this branch of the O'Donoghues is a youth, the grand nephew of Daniel 
O'Com~ell, Esq., n1.P He is an only child ; his father also was an only son ; and for generations back there has 
been but one son to each, to preserre the famous name of the family. The peasantry, as usual, have their own 
mode of accounting for this fact-if it be so. One of them gave us the fullowing tradition :-"Your honour 
should know that O'Donoghue of the Glin was a hard man; not all as one as  O'Donoghue of Ross; and he 
took deep offince agin the only son of a poor widdy woman, and threw the poor boy into one of his great dark 
dungeons. Well, the widdy went for justice to the Mac Carthy More; who ordered O'Donoghue to deliver him 
911 to his mother, or if he didn't he'd be after paying him a visit with his faction, just to ask him the rason why. 
So wid that O'Donoghuc said he'd consint to do the bidding of the Mac Carthy, and tould the harald to wait 

outside the hall-door of his c:~stlo till he'd bring the boy to him; wid that he went and hanged the lone widdy's 

child, anti pitchcd him over the battlemints, wid a scrap o' writin' telling the Mac Csrtliy t l ~ a t  as he hadn't been 
plnsed to say whether he wanted the young fellow alive or dead, he had made the choice for him himself, and 
sent him the body to do what he plased wid. Well, yer honour, the widdy caught the corpse in her arms, and 
gave a screech that  was heard by the holy monks of Aghadoe; and she down on her two bended knees and 
cursed the O'Donoghuo, :x?i prayed that none of the race might ever have more nor a single son. Her people 
were ould follyers of the family, and she couldn't ask the Lord to crush them out and out;  so she prayed there 
might be only one son for ever and ever to keep the name of the grate O'Donoghue from perishing. And she 
was heard-frum that day to this, there was never more than one boy of the name." 
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its base being nearly undermined by the continual action of the water, it is not 
likely it can long remain on the comparatively slender props that now sustain 
it. I n  a few years the " horse " may be an inmate of the chieftain's stable under 
the waves ; but he will cease to be an object of interest and attraction to the 
dwellers upon earth. The guides and boatmen have all, of course, "had a 
sight" of the chieftain, and will tell the tourist amusing stories-but those they 
have only heard-of their ancestors, who not only saw, but conversed with him 
and shared his hospitality in his palace below the waves. One anecdote will, 
perhaps, bear repetition; it was told us of the way in which Gandsey, the famous 
piper-to hear him play is one of the richest and rarest treats of Killarney- 
'' got his pipes." The adventure, however, did not happen to Gandsey himself, 
but to the party from whom he obtained the bequest of the bagpipes-as being 
the only musician of the district worthy to inherit so precious a gift.* W e  
questioned the kind old man as to the accuracy of our authority. He smiled 
and bowed, but was silent. As he did not, therefore, express any doubt con- 
cerning the fact, we shall relate it in the words of our informant-no less a 

person than Sir Richard Courtenay himself. 
"Ye see, yer honours, Thady Connor (who was own brother of Maurice 

Connor, that had the wonderful tune, by the manes of which he married tlie 

f Gandsey is  old and blind; yet a finer or more expressive countenance we have rarely seen. His manners 
are, moreover, comparatively speaking, those of a gentleman. For many years he was the inmate uf Lord 
Headley's mansion, and was known universally as "Lord IIeadley's piper." He was gea t ly  loved by his 
patron, and respected by all his iieighbours ; and fortunately, liis Lordship did not die without making some 
provision, though limited, for his venerable prot8gQ. His son, too, p h j s  the bugle for paities, when Spillane is 
occupied-for the  iLold residenter" has, of course, the preference. I t  would be difficult to find anywhere a 
means of enjoyment to surpms the music of Gandsej's pipes. No one who visits the lakes must omit to send 
for him. Those who return without hearing him will have lost half the attractions of Iiilldrney. Above all, 
he must be required to play the "Moothereen Rue" (" The Hunting of the Red Fox "). I t  is  the most exciting 
tune we have ever heard, and exhibits tlie power of the Irish pipes in a manner of which we had previously no 
conception. I t  is of considerable length, beginning with the first sight of the  fox stealing the farmer's goose ; 
passing through all the varied incidents of the chase-imitating the blowing of the horn-the calls of the hunters 
--the baying of the hounds-and terminating with "the death," and the loud shouts over the victim. Gundsey 
accompanies the instrument with a sort of recitative, which he introduces occasionally, with very beneficial effect 
-commencing with a dialogue between the farmer and the fox, thus- 

Good morrow, fox ; "-" good morrow, sir; " 
Pray, fox, what are you a-ating? "- 

" A  good fat goose I stole from you; 
Sir, will you, will you come and taste it ? " 

"Then I tell you, I'll make you rue 
The goose that  you are a-atiug ! " 

I '  Sir, all may see what I've with me- 
It's the leg of a salmon I'm a-ating." 

C;:lndsey is, moreover, a library of old Irish airs; his treasure is iuexl~austible; and as a performer 011 thp 
p i p e d i e  has very few rivals in Ireland. We have rarely enjoyed an evening so thoroughly as that he passed 

with us in our p:irlour of the inn at Cloghreen, and record i t  among the greatest treats of our lives. 
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grand sea lady at Trafraska), was the gratest piper i11 these parts, and taught Mr. 
Qandsey a power of fine music ; and the both of them, as well as Maurice, were 
stone blind. Well, Thady's pipes war ould and cracked, and had a squeak in 
'em that bate the Millinavat pig hollow ; and the gentry war mighty fond of 
him, and many a time said something about the new pipes they intinded for 
him; but, somehow, they ever and always remimbered to forget, and the 
dickons a dacent pair Thady would ever have had, but for the ga t e  
O'Donaghue, that gave 'em to him in the ind. And the way of it was this : 
Thady, like his brother, loved a drop-and a big one-and two drops better nor 
one. And one night he spint at a wake, and wint off airly, on account of a 
weddin' he had to be at, the morrow morning, a long way off, among the Reeks. 
So, to be sure, he was overtaken wid a wakeness, and an imprission about his 
heart. ' Arrah, what's this ? ' says he ; ' sure it can't be the liquor, and I after 
dhrinking no more than sixteen tumblers, to keep myself sober !' Wid that 
he sits down by the road side, and begins to play to himself to keep himself 
from sleeping ; and then, all of a suddent, he hears a troop of horsemen ridin' 
past him. ' A  pretty set of boys ye must be,' says Thady, ' to be out at this 
time o' night,' says he; 'fitter for ye to be in your dacent beds,' says he, 
' than gambo-ling about the country; I'll go bail ye're all drunk,' says he. 
Well, wid that, up comes one of 'em, and says, 'here's a piper, let's have him 
wid us.' Couldn't ye say-by yer lave?' says Thady. 'Well, then, by yer 
lave,' says the horseman ; ' And that ye won't have, seeing I must be at Tim 
Mahony's weddin' by daybrake,' says Thady, 'or 1'11 lose my good seven 
thirteens.' So, widout a word, they claps him upon a horse's back, and one 
of 'em lays hould of him by the scruff of his neck, and away they rode like 
the March wind-ay, or faster. After a while they stopped: 'And where am I 
at all, at all?' says Thady. ' Open yer eyes, and see,' says a voice. And so 
he did-the dark man that never saw the sun till that blessed night; and 
millia mkrther! if there wasn't troops of fine gintlemen and ladies, wid 
swoords, and feathers, and spurs of goold, and lashins of mate and drink npon 
tables of solid diamonds, and everything grand that the world con-tained, since 
the world was a world. ' Ye're melcim,' says the voice, ' to the castle of the 
grate O'Donaghue.' ' I often heerd talk of it,' says Thady, nothing danted- 
and is the Prence to the fore ?' ' I'm here,' says the Prence, coming for'ards ; 
and a fine, portly man he was, sure enough, wid a cocked hat and a coat of 
mail. ' And here's yer health, Mr. Connor, and the health of all my 
descindants, grate and small,' says he-'and when they're tired of the sod, 
they'll know where to get the best entertainment for man and baste,' says he, 
'every one that ever owned the name.' If Thady passed the bottle, yer honours, 



'twas the first time and the last. Well, to con-tinue; the dance began, 
and didn't Thady play for the dear life ' J ig Polthoge,' and 'Planxty 
Moriarty,' and all the jigs that ever war invinted by man or mortial. 
And the gintlemen and ladies danced wid their hearts in their toes. 
'Twas all very well till the ould ancient harper of the 07Donaghues asked 
for a thrial agin Thady, to see wouldn't he get louder music out of a 
handful 0' cats-guts ; and Thady bate him to smithereens ; when the blaguard 
that was bet comes behind Thady, and, wid an ould knife they called a 
skeen, cuts the bag of his pipes, and lets out the wind that makes the music. 
'I'm done now,' says Thady; but first he hits my fine harper a rap on 
the head, that sent him reeling along the flure; and all the company 
set up a loud ullagone that the dancing was over, and Thady might go home. 
'And who'll pay me for my pipes?' says Thady, 'that war as good as new,' 
says he-for he was a cunning boy, and wouldn't be crying down his own 
lawful property-'that war as good as new,' says he, 'and that anl't worth 
minding,' says he. 'Fair exchange is no robbery,' says thc Prence, a id  
here's a pair that711 make yer fortune ; so be off as fast as ye can, for the harper 
is bringing up his faction, and he'll sarve you as he did yer pipes.' Well 
Thady makes a spring; there was a whizzing in his ears, and the waters 
rushed into his eyes, blincling him agin; and he hears a voice after him 
that he thought was the harper's-only it wasn't; but it was his wife 
Biddy, that was waking him, and he asleep, under the very hedge 
where the O'Donaghue found him over night. And now, plase yer 
honours, nobody misbelieved the story he tould tlie neighbours, because, 
ye see, the bran new pipes were to the fore; there he had 'em under his 
arm; and sure, how 'ud he get 'em, if it wasn't from the 07Donaghne 
himself?" 

As a contrast, as well as an associate, to this legend, we may give another. 
Our guide directed our attention to a scene of surpassing beauty, and exclaimed, 
'' That's the place, and a beautiful place it is-a place that any country may 
be proud of. I've seen people that would float beneath the shadow of those 
mountain woods for a whole summer day, and then return again in the twilight, 
and wait to sce the moon rise, and then stay out until she had nearly finished her 
rounds in the heavens. I don't like it," added Sir Richard, shaking his head, 
I don't at all like it ; the lakes are mighty lonely, and even along the shores 

you seldom hear the song of a bird, or any Zi&y noise, except the belling of tlie 
deer. It's a lonesome place without the company of one's own kind-though 
I'm not saying that's the best one might haw in it-still, it's mighty lonesome 
in itself." 
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"There is a spot somewhere about this mountain of Glen$, is there not, 
called The Lady's Leap 3 ' " 

" There is ; and some say it is that point, and others say it is this one, just 
above us, pushing out there through the trees." 

"Do you know the legend?" 
"Oh, that's no laigend at all-not the sort of thing Sir Richard do be 

making to amuse the strangers ! " said one of the boatmen ; " but as thrue as 
that the heavens are above us. Everybody knows that the lady who made the 
leap was never seen afterwards upon earth, any way." 

The legend we gathered from the various versions of our guide and boatmen 
is this:-Long, long ago it was, that a beautiful young lady lived out yonder, in 
an old ancient castle, which, like many a fine place that was among the hills, and 
in the glens of Ireland, isn't there now. She was more lovely to look upon than 
all the other fair daughters of Kerry-bright as a sunbeam, gentle as a dove, 
lightfooted as a white roe ; her hair was darker than midnight, and her young 
heart spotless as snow when falling; her voice was so full of music that the bards 
used to listen, and echo it upon their harps, then throw them aside in despair 
and call them tuneless ; the poor blessed her as she passed them, for she came 
of a generous race, and added fresh glory to their names; and the rich honoured 
her, though she did not honour them because of their riches. She was the only 
child of her father; and when he said, " Oh, my daughter, wilt thou not choose 
for thyself from amongst the princes of Erin one to be a protector and friend 
to thee, and a father to my people when I am gone ?" she turned the light of 
her bright blue eyes away from her father's face, and wept. I t  seemed as, 
with the power of making all hearts love her, she thought not of love towards 
man, but closed her heart against all earthly affection. Upon this the holy 
people, priests and nuns, said, " The fair maiden will be one of us, she has no 
love for the vanities of the world." But the more experienced among them 
answered, ('Not so; behold the fashioning of her robes, their varied colours, and 
see the blue of her mantle, the curious embroidery, and needle-work, and the 
jewels that glitter on her brow and in her hair; those who think of cloisters 
do not delight in gauds." There was only one amongst her maidens-Una, 
of the raven locks, that kept silence, and opened not her lips; the others 
called their mistress a second Bridget, and chattered of how they would not use 
their lovers so-if they had them ; but Una, her chosen follower, her humble 
friend, made no comment; thinking, doubtless, like all of quiet tongue, so much 
the more. Now every one knew that wherever her lady went, Una followed: 
and the two maidens would wander days and nights together along the borders 
of the lakes. Sometimes Una would carry her lady's harp; and when the 
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fishermen heard their voices in conversation or music, they would row far from 
them, respecting them too much to disturb their retirement. Sometimes the 
lady would sit in her boat, which was lined with purest gold, and Una would 
row her along the silvery lines traced by the moonbeams on the waters ; and 
the lady would play and sing in that lonely way, until the first rays of morning 
warned her that the night was past. The month of April drew near its end, 
and when the last day came, the lady said to her attendant, "Una, sleep on to- 
night, for I mcan to work a spell, and discover if it can be given to mortal to 
converse with him who dwells beneath the glorious waters of the beautiful lake.'' 
And Una was sore afraid, and trembled ; but she lay down and tried to sleep. 
But she could not sleep, for she wondered why she should be told to do so; and 
h he followed her mistress secretly and in silence. When Una arrived at the 
margin of the lake, she concealed herself behind an arbutus; but the lady stood 
beneath the cliff, and Una could only see the star that glittered on the top of 
her silver wand as she moved it to and fro. 

IJna was not long there before she heard a noise as of foaming waters ; and 
then it came nearer and nearer, until she beheld the form of a knight on horse- 
back, his white plumes waving above his helmet, which seemed one huge 
diamond, his armour laced together with all manner of coloured jewels. The 
horse was half hidden by the foam of the wave ; but Una said it seemed as if 
the knight bestrode a rainbow. The softest, sweetest music that ever was heard 
accompanied him to the shore ; and when he sprang upon the bank where her 
lady stood, every tree on Glen& bowed down its branches to do homage to their 
native Prince. Una was not so overcome with the sight but that she heard the 
knight praise her lady's beauty, and promise that if she would be faithful to him, 
and him alone, for seven years, meeting him on that spot every May morning 
until the seventh morning, that on the seventh he would bear her away to his 
lake-guarded palace, and make her his bride. This she promised to do; and 
sorry was Una to hear her, for she thought within herself, how sad it would be 
for the country to lose so fair a bIossom, the poor so good a friend, and her aged 
father so dutiful a daughter. 

For six May mornings, following each other with their flowers, and wreaths 
of hawthorn, and tender lambs, and singing-birds, and maids as innocent as the 
one and as blithe as the other-for six May mornings, before the lark sung its 
carol, or the thrush left its young to seek for food-did the lady meet her royal 
lover in the same place. The seventh morning was at hand. She changed 
not, she thought of no other. Her heart was with the Water-king ; and every 
other suitor was dismissed, to her father's grief and the disappointment of her 
people. 
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Una counted the days of April with sorrow; mingling her tears with its 
showers, and watching her beloved lady with more than usual anxiety. 
'( Surely," she thought, " she will never have the heart to leave her old grey- 
headed father;" and she thought this the more, when she saw how her 
lady's eyes filled with tears when the good old man kissed and blessed her- 
alas! for the last time. This night, also, she permitted Una to receive her 
saffron robe and jewelled coronet, and, then taking her hand, she told her she 
had been a faithful servant, and, she knew, had kept her secret; and Una fell 
at her feet and embraced them, and lifted up her voice and wept bittedy ; and 
she felt her lady tremble, and hot, large tears fall upon her brow; but she 
said, " Una, 1 am pledged to my love to be his bride, and I go to keep my 
word-do thou be a child, unto his death, to my father, and divide my jewels 
and garments amongst the poor. I shall take nothing with me save this white 
robe-my bridal robe-and this wreath upon my head ; " and the wreath was 
made of the white water-lilies-their cups more pure than silver, and their 
threads more bright than gold. This wreath she placed upon her brow with 
her own hands ; and then walked out into the balmy air, while- the stars were 
alive in the sky, and the wood-pigeons dreaming over their nests. Una 
followed at a distance, and saw that the Lake-king was waiting for his bride. 
For a moment her lady stood upon the bank, and waved her arms towards the 
home of her youth, then paused, and turned towards her lover, whose noble 
steed stood as firmly on the liquid waters as if his silver shoes had pressed the 
earth-the white plumes of his helmet waved and danced in the morning air, he 
stood in his stirrups to receive her, and the same moment the sweetest music 
floated all around. The lady sprang from earth for ever ; and away-away- 
away-swifter and brighter than a thousand sunbeams-the Prince and his 
beautiful Bride flashed across the lake ! 

' I  And spirits, from all the lake's deep bowers, 
Glide o'er the blue wave scattering flowers." 

Our readers may believe as much or as little as they please of these stories 
of actual interviews between children of earth and the spirit of the disembodied 
prince : but that he has been seen, accompanied by "' troops of friends," there 
can bc no rational doubt. Among other witnesses to the fact, we summoned 
one who was very unlikely to be influenced by pre-established superstition- 
an Englishman, a protestant, and, moreover, a soldier of the 30th regiment, 
of the name of Thomas Reynolds. We sent for him to our hotel, and found 
him a plain-spoken native of Devonshire ; a sturdy ploughman, who last year 
won the prize at a ploughing-match ; the man had evidently no imagination, 
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and was as little likely to invent a fict~on, or to give it currency, as any one we 
Lave ever seen. His story was this; he was plougliing at  Innisfallen with 
another man, an Irishman; they were engaged in plonghing up the ancient 
church-yard of the island-a labour which Reynolds disliked, and to which his 
comrade strongly objected; but Lord Kenmare7s steward insisted on its being 
done. The morning following the day on which they commenced their work 
they were mooring the boat in which they had proceeded to the island, when 
they saw a procession of about two hundred persons pass from the old chnrch- 
yard, and walk slowly and solemnly over the lake to the mainland. Reynolds 
was himself terribly alarmed ; but his companion fainted in the boat. The cir- 
cumstance occurred at  daybreak, when it was almost twilight. H e  affirmed that 
he saw, repeatedly afterwards, smaller groups of figures; but no crowd so 
numerous. In answer to our questionn, he expressed his pei-fect readiness to 
depose to the fact on oath ; and asserted that he would declare it if he were on 
his death-bed. The people, he added, were astonished to find him-an 
Englisl~man and a protestant-confirming their story. The man had certainly 
no object in coining a deceit ; we have not heard of his ever having told it to 
any stranger; it was a mere accident that made us acquainted with it ; and he 
was evidently indisposed to satisfy the inquiries of the curious. 

Before the science of optics was well understood, these veiy curious and very 
interesting appearances were supposed to be the result of supernatural agency. 
W e  now know that all such phenomena are the effects of natural causes, and can 
even be reproduced artificially. They are caused by refraction or reflection of 
the rays of light, and sometimes by both combined, and differ from "the airy 
child of vapour and the sun" (Rainbow) only in being more rare ; because they 
require more unusual atmospheric changes, and uncommon localities, of hill and 
plain, land and water, to produce them.* 

* This tradition therefore is founded upon natural causcs, and the spectre of O'Donoghue is a real vision. 
Many such illtlsions are on record. The mirage of the sands of the East  exhibits distorted images of real objects, 
so as  t o  deceive all travellers. 11. Mongd, w11o accompanied the French army i n  Egypt, and Dr. Clarke, 
witnessed and have described these phenomena-lakes, trees, and houses in the midst of a naked desert; 
and s o g r e a t  was the optical deception, that  they would not believe i t  such till they passed through the 
apparently lovely spots, and foulld nothing but a few miserable Arab huts and stunted slrrubs in a waste of arid 
land. Similar appe;lrances are rectikled by Scorcsby and others, a s  occuvring in the Arctic seas: shapeless icc- 
bergs assume the form of towers and battlements and ships riding in harbours. Somo of tho ships seemed, 
:+s Ly enchantment, floating in the air ;  which Scoresby afterwards discorered to hare  been the ref!ectiot~ 
of his father's rcssel ~ \ h i c h  ncconipanicd him, in the atmosphere, though the real ship was a t  a distance far 
l~eyond that  a t  which objects could be seen by direct vision. From a similar cause arise the " Fata  M O ~ ~ I X ?  
in the Straits of hlessina, described by S ~ v i n b u n ~ r  and otlicrs. Beautiful landscapes, with men ar,d cattle in 
motion, appear on the surface of the  seas. These are found to be reflections of ohjects on the distant opposite 
coast of Reggio. I n  certain states of the atmospl~ure, these spectra are lost as  it ware on the surface of the 
sea, and every sheet of water os it passes becomes a distinct mirror reflecting them. But perhaps the most 
striking of these appearances is the celcbrnted "Spectre of the I1:lrtz mou~ltains," ml~ich kept the district 

YOL. I. 2 D 
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THE U P P E R  ~ , A I < E  will require no very detailed description. Its length is 
somewhat more than two miles ; i t  is in no place more than a mile in breadth : its 
circumference being about eight miles. I t  is narrow and straggling; the islands 
it contains, though small, are numerous and gracefully wooded; but its chief 
value is derived from the mountains-the most conspicuous being c c  the Reeks" 
-by wliicll it is, on all sides, surrounded; and which throw their dark shadows 
upon the water, so as to give it a character of gloom, in perfect keeping with the 
loneliness of the scene. One feels as if the sound of a human voice would 
disturb its solitude; and wishes the oars, that row him over it, were muffled. 
The more prominent of the islands are "Oak Island or Rossburkie," " Stag 
Island," " Eagles' Island," " Ronayne's Island," and " Arbutus Island ; " and 
nearly in the centre the fine and beautiful cascade of Derricunnihy sends its 
abundant tribute to the lake. Its superabundant waters are discharged through 
the pass which commences at  " Colman's Eye "-a promontory that juts into the 
lake, and limits the passage to a breadth of about thirty feet.* 

in terror and alarm from time immemorial, till h1. Haue, the French chemist, discovered the cause. Ire 
went for the express purpose of witnessing the phenomenon; and for thirty mornings climbed the Brocken 
lIountein, without being gratified. A t  length, early one morning, he observed on the opposite side of the 
hill the gigantic figure of a man turned towards him. The distinctness of the form left no doubt of the 
reality of the figure ; while he contemplated the monster with wonder and awe, a sudden gust of wind nearly 
blew off his hat, and when he put up his hand to hold i t  on, he observed the giant do the same. IIe 
now found that i t  was nothing more than a dilated imago of himself reflected from the surface of all oppo- 
site closed atmosphere. No doubt the legend of O'Donoghue took its rise from some similar optical deception. 
I t  is said to be seen a t  the same hour of the morning, and a t  the same time of the year, as that of the Brocken 
Spectre. Solhe horseman riding along the opposite shore of the lake is reflected by the atmosplieric mirror, 
and seems to  continue his course along the surface of the water. Upon this principle i t  is easy to account 
for the qpearances wl~icll from time to time terrify the peasantry-and tho scene wituessed by Reynolds is 
tluls to be oxphined. 

* The Promontory derives its name from a legenda~y personage, who is said, from some unexplained cause, 
to have leaped across the stream and left his footmwks imprinted in a solid rock on the other side ; the gnides, 
of course, point them out to the curious stranger. Impressions of a similar character, closely resembling the 
human foot, are found in various park  of Ireland; Mr. Windele considers that '' in their origin they are 
druidic." Spenser mentions that he had seen in Ireland stones on which the ceremony of inaugurating 
chieftains was performed. On one of them he found "formed and engravcn a foot, which they say was the 
measure of their first cclptnin's foot, whereon he, standing, received an oat11 to preserve all the auncient former 

customs of the country invioli~blc." Boul'aye le Gouz, in 
1644, notices the print of St. Fin Bar's foot on a. stone in the 
cemetery of the cathedral of Cork-it has long since disap- 
peared. The knees, as well as the feet, have left these impres- 
sions on rocks. That of Clough-na-Cnddy, in the demesne of 
Lord Kenmare a t  Killarnoy, is very remarkable. We copy 
a picture of the famous stone from Mr. Crolcer's " Legends." 
A t  "the Priest's Leap" (according to the story we have else- - ..-> where qnoted), his reverence left the mitl.1:~ of his feet and 

~ ~ ; ~ , ~ d ~  ;ts well as his krlees. These singular freaks of' nature, or rernains of art, are regarded with exceeding 
rellerstion by the peasnutry, who have legends in co~i~lexion with every one of them. But wc shall illustrat~ 

tile snl>jrct of capsular stones more fd ly  when treating of the county oSTippcrary. 



There are three modes of visiting the upper lake-one by water, another by 
the Kenmare road, crossing the old Weir bridge, and the other by proceeding 
through the Gap of Dunloe ; the latter is to be recommended, as affording the 
tourist who is willing to rise early, an opportunity of examining, in one day, the 
most remarkable points in the scenery, proceeding by land and returning by 
water through the three lakes. 

The Gap of Dunloe is, in itself, one of the greatest, if it be not altogether 
the greatest, of the Killarney wonders. The entrance to the Gap is between 
three and four miles from the town of Killarney ; the pass is about four miles 
in extent ; and the pedestrian will find a pretty considerable " bit" in addition 
before he arrives at  the lake, where arrangements have been-of course pre- 
viously-made for the boat to meet him. The journey to the entrance may 
be in a carriage; but the remainder must be made either on foot or on the back 
of one of the little sure-footed ponies that know every rock and stone they will 
have to encounter. A slight deviation from the road will conduct to the ancient 
and venerable ruins of Aghadoe, consisting of the remnant of a round tower, 
the walls of a small cathedral church, and the base of a round castle, called 
sometimes "the Pulpit" and sometimes ' l  the Bishop's Chair." The church 
is a low oblong building, consisting of two 
distinct chapels of unequal antiquity. 
The ornamented doorway, although much 
injured by time, is still exceedingly 
graceful and beautiful. The artist has 
indicated that, as usual, the church is 
rendered revolting by the relics of morta- 
lity that lie scattered in heaps in all 
directions around it. Many of the skulls 
have been bleached by the rains and winds 
of centuries, and are as white as the clearest 
paper. 

A short distance from the entrance to 
the Gap of Dunloe, there is a singular cave 
\vl~ich the tourist should on no account omit 
to visit. I t  is is situated on a field immediately adjoining the high road ; and 
was discovered in 1838, by some workmen who, in constructing a sul~lr fence, 
broke into a subterranean chamber of a circular form, the walls of which were of 
uncemented stones inclining inwards, with a roof, also, of long transverse stones. 
I n  the passage were f o ~ ~ n d  several human skulls and bones 

The cave of L)unloe must be regarded as an ancient l r i s l~  library latoly 
disinterred, and restored to the light. The books are the large iinpost stoucs 



whicl~ form the roof. Their angles contain the writing. A library of such a 
literature was never heard of in England before, and scarcely in Ireland ; and 
yet i t  is of the highest antiquity. The discovery opens a new page concerning 
the hitherto disputed question touching the acquaintance of the ancient Irish 
with letters. The Ogham writing, as it is called, is stated to have been known 
and practised in Ireland long before the era of Christianity ; it is to the Irish 
antiquary what the Rzmes are in the north, a i d  the Arrow-headed or Wedge 
clmacter is in Babylonia and Persepolis. I t  is more intelligible, however, 
than the latter, but far less known and elucidated than the former. As we 
have said, it has been a much-disputed question amongst Irish writers ; and as, 
until a late period, it was nowhere found on monuments, there were not wanting 
persons disposed to treat the claims of its upholders with contempt, and to regard 
the Character as the imposture of idle bards and sennachies. The scale consists 
of four series of scores, each series embracing five characters, and each letter 
ranging from one score to five. The position of these groups in reference to a 
main or medial line, called Fleasg, constitutes their power. I t  has been called 
the Craov or branch Ogham, because it has been assimilated to a tree; t h e @ q  
answering to the trunk or stem, and the scores, at  either side, or passing through 
it horizontally, or diagonally, to the branches. 011 the m?jority of the monu- 
ments on which i t  has been found, the angle is availed of to form the fleasg. 
On the Callan-stone, and on one other hitherto discovered, the medial line is 
cut on the centre of the stone. 

The scale originally consisted, and indeed properly does so still, of but 
sixteen letters. This must also be regarded as an additional proof of its high 
antiquity. Such was the Phenician, Pelasgic, Etruscan, and Celtiberian 
number. O'Halloran has given us the Ogham in its original extent. 

b l t  s n d t c a o u  e ~ m g  

i n  subsequent ages it was corrupted or improved by the addition of coni- 
pounds, diphthongs, and letters of foreign extraction, so that the present scale 
consists of twenty-five primitive and compound characters. 

I 11 m l l l l  lllll " ~ ' J l ' L ' w 4 y y ~  I I; :: - " 1 

b 1  t s n h d  t c a r m g n g  cr r a o  n e i e:; oi ui ia ao p 

The earliest written piece of Ogham writing, at  present known, is in an ancient 
velluin MS. of the eleventh century, which had been at one time in the hands 
of Sir .Taints T l i x c ,  and is now prcscrved in the British Xuseum. 
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During a subsequent visit to Killarney, we discovered a cave of a different 
character; but one of the antiquity of which there can be no doubt, and of its 
singular interest there can be as little question. 

I t  was iumoured that an ancient house of the O'Donogl~ue's, in the same 
vicinity, was abandoned soon after it was built, as " unlucky," in consequence 
of the builder's erecting it "convenient to a Rath." Tllis was a clue; we 
followed it up, and, under tlie guardianship of Sir Richard, proceeded to make 
our inquiries. The result was the proceeding about half a mile from this ruined 
house, with half a score of candles, and a couple of stout fellows with spades. 
W e  found the Rath easily-a green mound on the summit of a small hill, per- 
fectly circular, the circle formed by a hedge of mould, of the artificial character 
of which there could be no doubt. W e  saw what we supposed to be tlie entrance 
to the chambers underneath ; it was nearly in the middle of the enclosure, and 
open-as they all are-to the east. With some difficulty we persuaded our 
workmen to aid us in tlie task of clearing away the stones that had been flung 
into this opening. After a couple of hours' hard labour, we had the satisfaction 
to find the passage clear, and wide enough to admit the body of a man.* 

As the service was one of some little danger, we drew lots with Sir Richard 
who should adventure first. The task fell to him. Lighting each a couple of 
candles, and bearing each a small stick, we entered as nearly together as we 
could. Having descended about ten yards- a gradual slope---there was a sort 
of landing, upon which we took rest: the passage was so narrow that we could 
not sit upright. 

The descent was resumed. Presently some loosened stones fell, and informed 
us that beneath us there was water, about twelve yards lower, and to this 
water we came. The stick assured us that its depth was not dangerous ; and 
so into the cave we went-the first of human beings, most probably, who had 
entered it for two thousand years. The cave was a perfect circle, about sixty 
f'eet in diameter, and in height not above five feet. W e  could not stand upriglit. 
The water was about two feet deep, so that, unfortunately, it was impossible for 
us to ascertain if any object of interest was to be found on the floor, for the 
water became mndded very rapidly.? Probably some remains of bones might 
have bcen discovered; for the best authorities seem to considcr them sepdchral. 

* Oue of them caught a very severe cold, in cunsequence of his visit below; and, of course, his illness was 
attribntetl to the effects of the curse upol~ all who put a spade in the Rath. I t  is the invariable custom to fill 
up all such o p e n i l ~ ~ s  ; first, because i t  is considered unlucky to the land to leave them open ; and next, becaose 
occasiollally they brenk the legs of cattle, whose feet stumble in thein. 

-f The weather had been exceedingly wet for some days before our visit; water had therefore made its waj- 
into the c u e ;  bnt that in dry sensons there was no water there, we had conclusive proof. 011 exan~inin; 
closely, we found the sides of the cave scraped in a singular manner, the marks being evidently fresh. A little 
reflection convinced us that this arose from the rabbits, ~ h i c l l  11:d ~n:tde thrir v-ny in, and lrad been sei~rclliug 
nho~it to find :I v:iy out. 
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Peering narrowly about us, we perceived a liolc tliat looked like a fox-hole. It 
was, however, barely big enough for us to crawl through; and we entered 
another cave, smaller, but similar in form and character. Another such passage 
led us into another such cave. W e  could find only those three, but have no 
doubt that others exist; indeed, we felt quite certain that another hole in the 
Rath, much about tlie size and character of the one we opened, would lead to 
precisely the same results-the discovery of a line of subtei~anean chambers; 
and we have little doubt that they go all round the hill. An old man pointed 
our attention to a spot somewhat distant, both from the entrance we explored, 
and that to which we now call attention, which he said he recollected to be 
named " the chimney," and which assuredly was an opening into a room under 
ground. 

The chambers we explored appeared to have been merely sco~ped out, and 
in a very rough manner ; there was no evidence of the exercise of skill, except 
that the corners of two of the rooms were formed by a wall of uncemented 
stones, each about 14 inches by 7, and evidently selected with some care. These 
nad been laid one above another from the floor to, we imagine, within two feet 
of the roof; they of course passed considerably higher than the rooms, which, 
we have observed, were only five feet high. 

The entrance to the Gap is a sudden introduction to its marvels; the visitor 
is at once convinced that he is about to visit a scene rarely paralleled for wild 
grandeur and stern magnificence; the singular character of the deep ravine 
would seem to confirm the popular tradition that it was produced by a stroke of 
the sword of one of the giants of old, which divided the mountains and left 
them apart for ever. Any where, and under any circumstances, this rugged 
and gloomy pass would be a most striking object; but its interest and import- 
ance are, no doubt, considerably enhanced by the position it occupies in the 
vely centre of gentle and delicious beauty. The varied greenery of the 
pleasant glades that skirt the lakes, or line the banks of their tributary rivers, 
has hardly faded from the eye, before the bleak and barren rocks, of forms as 
varied and fantastic as they are numerous, are placed before i t ;  and the ear, 
in lieu of the mingled harmony of dancing leaves, and rippling waters, and 
songs of birds, is compelled to listen only to the brawling and angry stream 
rushing onwards, wasting its strength in foam, but continually changing its 
form-here a creeping rivulet-here a broad lake-and there a fierce cataract. 
Along the banks of the river is a narrow and, of course, circuitous, path. 011 

the right, the Reeks, with their grand-master, Carran-t~el-'~ the inverted 
sicklen-the highest mountain in Ireland, look down upon the dark glen; while, 
on tlic left, Tomies and the Purple mouritain rise above it, and with a more 
gracious countenance; for tl~cir sidrs are not so stecp but tliat tlic goat finds 





sure foot i~~g and pleasant pasture; and the cow-if it be Kerry born-may also 
wander and ruminate at leisure. The road, or rather bridle track-the pony 
that treads it must not be a stranger-often passes along the brinks of precipices, 
and then descends into absolute pits; the roar of the rushing torrent is heard 
plainly all the while-now and then in the depths below, and now and then 
as a talkative and warning guide by the side of the wayfarer. The dark 
stream is the Loe; and i11 its limited course through the Gap it expands at 
several points into lakes of various and uneqaal magnitude, and again contracts 
itself to gather force for a new rush through the valley. The rocks along the 
pass are of forms the most grotesque; and each has rcccived some distinguishing 
name from the peasantry.* The one here pictured is called " The Turnpike." 
Although the 
mountains on 
either side are 
for the most part 
bare, they pre- 
sent occasionally 
patches of culti- 
vation, " few and 
far between ; " 
but sufficient to 
show that even 
in this savage 
region the hand 
of industry mny 
be employedwitl~ 
advantage. From 
some crevices, 
too, peep out the gzy evergreens-high up, and often so far distant that the eye 
cannot distinguish the arbutus from the prickly f~~rze .  occasion ail^, too, the deep 
gloom of the pass is dispelled by the notes of Spillane's bugle-waking the echoes 
of the mighty hills ; and now and then the eaglc soars above the valley. Still it 
would be impossible for the very lightest-hearted to be otherwise than sad while 
passing through this dark and deep ravine ; it oppresses the spirits with exceed- 
ing melancholy. Yet it has its own peculiar sources of pleasure ; and, strange 
as it may seem, nothing at IGllarney afforded us so much intcnsc enjoyment.t 

* One of them is christened from its singular shape, '' OIDonoghue's Bc:nt." Sir Ricl~ard was ready as 
usual with the why and wlierefore ; but in this installee Iris interpretxtiun was w r y  Irisli-'I Gad, sir, ~ - e  
nlwajs knew his 11cart was a big one, but nercr thought it w1s so hard." 

t The Gap of' Dunloe is fiimous in song as  the favoured Ii:~unt of " Iiatc Kearn~y"- 
" 0, did you ne'er hear of I L t c  Rr:vney." 
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When the Pass terminates, and the Tourist is, as will be supposed, wearied 
in heart and foot, he suddenly comes upon a scene of unrivalled beauty. A 
turning in the narrow pathway, brings him j~mt over the Upper Lake; and 
hanging above " the black valley "-the Coom DLW. The reader will obtain, 

from the pencil of Mr. 
Cresmick, a happier notion 
of the excitement produced 
by the change, than our 
language can give him. I t  
mas with an uncontrollable 
burst of enjoyment that 
we gazed upon the deli- 
cious scene. A short time 
before we had thus i11- 
dulged in a luxuriant 
draught of nature, we had 
examined one of the most 
singular relics of very an- 

cient art. On tlie side of a lofty hill is the " Logan Stone"--about twenty-four 
feet in circumference. The peasants call it the "balance rock," and it is doubtless 
a druidical remain of remote anti quit,^. Moore likens it to the poet's heart, which 

'' T h e  s l ightes t  touch  alone se ts  moving ,  
B u t  dl ear th ' s  power  could n o t  s lmke f rom i t s  basc." 

Leaving " the Black Valley," with the wltite cataract that crowns it, the 
tourist passes through " Lord Brandon's demesne ;" and having found his boat 
waiting in one of the sweet and lonely creeks, of which there are so many, he 
takes his seat, and prepares for pleasure of a less fatiguing character-the oars 
rapidly convey him through the Upper Lake. 

For a centnry a t  Igast, there has always been a " Kate," and no doubt will be to the end of time. A 
remarkably old woman, a few years ago, inhabited one of the cabins in the Gap ; and when she had nnmbered 
five score alld six, she r e c ( k d  the honourable and not unproductive distinction ; this however was not, we 
presume, t l ~ e  Kate of wholn the Poet says 

" ?'here's niischicf in every dimple." 
Tbe present " I h t e  Iiearney" we unfurtunately did not see, for she was " u p  de mountain wid de goats." 
We h e a d  nrnch of her; end imagine her to be a fine, stout, healthy lziss, a worthy descendant of the 
hlilesian giant. Midway in the Gap is a sort of hostelrie, that re~ninded us of the little foreign mouutain 
i~ins. A long narrow room neatly white-washed, and adorned with a few prints, shelters a very clean deal 
table, upon which whisky, goat's-milk, and brown-bread, is placed for the refreshment of tmvellers who 
choose to partake thereof. I t  is a great contrast to the wretched dwelling a little beyond it, where the 
persons to whom it belongs resided. The woman was making a good linen shirt for her husband; and 
though t l ~ e  cabin was so dirty, tlie pipgins for milk were exquisitely clea~l,  and the woman told us she had 
'<forty goats though the Glen ; bnt the aigles, b:d luck to them, took away every cock and hen she had in 
the world, and lnughed at her nftericards." 





The narrow and tortuous channel, about four miles in length, that leads from 
the Upper to the Middle, or Torc lake, is full of interest and beauty ; the water 
is clear and rapid; and on either side it is amply wooded; the "patrician 
trees" happily mingling with the " plebeian underwood ; " through which 
glimpses of the huge mountains are occasionally caught. 

About midway is the far-fanled Eagle's Nest, the most perfect, glorious, and 
exciting of the 1Gl- 
larney echoes. The 
rock, (for in com- 
parison with the 
mountains that loolr 
down upon it, it is 
nothing more, al- 
though, when at its 
base, i t  appears of 
prodigious height,) 
derives its name 
from the fact that, 
for centuries it has 
been the favoured residence of the royal birds, by whose descendants it is 
still inhabited; their eyrie being secured by nature against all human 
trespassers." The rock is of a pyramidical form, about 1700 feet high, 
thickly clothed with evergreens, but bare towards the summit; where the 
nest of the bird is pointed out, in a small crevice nearly concealed by 
stunted shrubs. W e  put into a little creek on the opposite side of the river ; 

* The peasants relate several amusing stories of attempts to rob the " Aigle's Nest;" and many feats aro 
detailed of the efforts of daring mountaineers, to make property of the royal progeny. The Boatmen tell an 
illustrative anecdote, of a " ragabone" soldier, L ' \Vh~  says, says he, I'll go bail I'll rob it,' says he. Maybe 
you will, and maybe yon won't,' says the aigle; and wid that she pnrtinded to fly off wid herself. So 
the sodger when he sees that, lets himself down by a long rope he had wid him ; and 'I have ye now by your 
sharp noses, every mother's son of ye,' says he. When all of a sudden out comes the ould aigle, from 
a thunder cloud, and says very civilly, says she, 'Good morrow, sir,' says she; <a11d what brings 
ye to visit my fine family so airly, before they've had their break'ast?" says she. 'Oh, nothing at all,' says 
the sodger, who ye see was grately frightened, 'only to ax after their health, ma'am,' says he, land if ere a 
one of 'em has the tooth-ache, for which I've a spaeific that I brought wid me in my pocket from furlin parts.' 
'Ye brought some blarney in the other pocket then,' says the aigle, 'for don't I know ye came to stale me0 
childre ?"  ' Honour bright,' says the sodger, ' do you think I'd be doing sieh a mane thing?' ' 1'11 lave it to 
a neighbour o' mine whether ye did or no,' says the aigle. So wid that, she bawls out a t  the top of her voice, 
' Did he come to rob the aigle's nest ? ' In coorbe the echo made answer ' to rob the aigle's nest.'-c Hear to 
that, ye thieving blacguard ! ' says the aigle ; ' and take that home wid ye,' giving him a sthroke wid her bake 
betune the two eyes, that sent him rowling into tbe lake-and I'll go bail none of his progenitors ever went to 
rub an aigle's nest after that day.n 
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but remained in our boat, having been recommended to do so. Our expectations 
of the coming treat had been highly raised, and we were in breathless anxiety 
to enjoy it. The bugle-player, Spillane-to whose slrill and attention we gladly 
add our testimony to that of every traveller who has preceded us-landed, 
advanced a few steps, and placed the instrument to his lips-the effect 
was MAGICAL-the word conveys a poor idea of its effect. First he played a 
single note-it was caught up and repeated, loudly, softly, again loudly, again 
softly, and then as if by a hundred instruments, each a thousand times more 
musical than that which gave its rivals birth, twirling and twisting around 
the mountain, running up from its foot to its summit, then rolling above it, and 
at length dying away in the distance until it was heard as a mere whisper, 
barely audible, far away. Then Spillane blew a few notes-ti-ra-la-ti-ra-la : a 
multitude of voices, seemingly from a multitude of hills, at once sent forth a 
reply ; sometimes pausing for a, second, as if waiting for some tardy comrade to 
join in the marvellous chorus, then mingling together in a strain of sublime 
grandeur, and delicate sweetness, utterly indescribable. Again Spillane 
sent forth his summons to the mountains, and blew, for perhaps a minute, a 
variety of sounds ; the effect was indeed that of '' enchanting ravishment" 
-giving 

"resounding grace to all Heaven's harmonics." 

I t  is impossible for language to convey even a remote idea of the exceeding 
delight communicated by this development of a most wonderful property of 
Nature ; sure we are that we sliall be guilty of no exaggeration if we say, that 
this single incident, among so many of vast attraction, will be sufficient recom- 
pense to the tourist who may visit these beautiful lakes. When Spillane had 
exhausted his ability to minister to our enjoyment-and the day was declining 
before we had expressed ourselves content-preparations were made for firing off 
the cannon. As soon as they were completed, the match was applied. I n  an 
instant every mountain for miles around us seemed instinct with angry life, 
and replied in voices of thunder to the insignificant and miserable sound that 
had roused them from their slumbers. The imagination was excited to 
absolute terror; the gnomes of the mountains were about to issue forth and 
punish the mortals who had dared to rouse them from their solitude; and it was 
easy for a moment to fancy every creek and crevice peopled with "airy things." 
The sound was multiplied a thousand-fold, and with infinite variety; at 
first it was repeated with a terrific growl; then a fearful crash; both were 
caught up and returned by the surrounding hills; mingling together, now in 
perfect harmony, now i11 utter discordance; while those that were nearest 
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became silent, awaiting the on coming of those that were cliqtant ; thcn joining 
together in one mighty sound, louder and louder; then dropping to a gentle 
lull, as if the winds only created them; then breaking forth again into a 
combined roar that would seem to have been heard hundreds of miles away." 
I t  is not only by these louder sounds the echoes of the hills are awakencd; 
the clapping of a hand will call them forth; almost a whisper will be repeated- 
fkr off-ceasing-resuming-ceasing again. The most eloquent poet of our age 
Ilas happily expressed the idea we desire to convey :-- 

" A so l i ta ry  wolf-dog, r a n g i n g  on, 
T h r o a g h  t h e  b leak  concave,  w a k e s  t h i s  wondrous chimc, 
O f  aGry voices lock'd i n  unison,- 
Faint-far off-near-deep-solemn a n d  sublime." 

About a mile from the Eagle's Nest is the old Weir Bridge, a bridge of 
two arches, of which only one affords a passage for boats, and through which 
the water of the upper lake rushes into Torc lake on its way, dvougli the Lame,  
to the sea. The current is ex- - 

- 
ceedingly rapid, and i t  is usual 

- 

for tourists to disembark and a 
walk across the isthmus, me6t- , 
ing the boat on the other side, $&$% 
the passage being considered 
one of mucl~ danger to persons 
who are either easily alarmed 
or indisposed to take the advice 
of the boatmen, l L  plase to sit quiet." Mr. Roche, who acted as our helms- 

* '' VC gazed a t  the wood, the rock, and the river, with alternate hope and fear ; and we expected, with a 
plc;\si~rg impatience, some very marvellous event. * * * Angels from the sky, or fairies from the mountain, 
or O'1)onoghue from the river, we every moment expected to appear before us."-Okenden. (1 760.) " Our 
singlo French horn had the harmony of a full concert, and one discharge of our little piece of cannon was 
n~ultiplied into a thousand reports, with this addition that when the sounds seemed faint, and almost expiring, 
they revived again, and then gradually subsided. I t  equals the most tremendous thunder."-Der~ick. 
( I  7 0 . )  " Each explosion awakes a succession of echoes, resembling peals of thunder, varying in number and 
intensity according to the state of the atmos~)here."-FVindeb. "Our imagination endues the mountains with 
life, :n~d to their attrihntcs of magnitude, and si!cnce, and solitude, we for a moment add the power of listening 
and :L ro;ce."-Inglir. "The mountains seem bursting with the cmsh-now it  rolls, peal upon peal, through 
their cmggy hdlorvs, till a t  length, dying away iu tlrc distance, all seems over; hark! i t  rises again; other 
monnt:iins mimic the thunder, and now it  is lost in a low growl arnons the distant 11ills."-Croker. ''A roar- 
i q  i, l~cnrd in the bosom of the opposite mounhin, like a peal of tl~under, or the discharge of a train of artillery, 
and this echo is multiplied a number of times until it gradu;~lly fades away, like the roaring of distant thunder:" 
-Czw~y's Guide Book l L  I t  is sc:irccIy in the power of language to convey an idea of the extraordinary effect 
of t l ~ e  cc!ioes under this cliff, whether t h y  repeat t l ~ c  dulcct notcs of music, or the loud discordant report of a 
cxnnm. I<urhnntment llcre appears to lisvc rcsu~ncd her reign, and those who listen are lost in amazement 
a ~ ~ d  deli;l~t."-- IlilLl. 



man, was, however, anxious to try the strength of o w  nerves, as well as to 
exhibit one of the Killarney lions in its wrath and power, shaking its mane 
in angry vigour; he, therefore, gave us no warning until we were actually 
within the fierce current. W e  shot through i t  with frightful rapidity; 
and it was evident that a very small deviation either to the right or 
the left would have flung us among the breakers, the result of which 
must inevitably have been fatal. The men, who had rested on their oars, 
were watching us with some anxiety, and the moment we were in safety 
they awoke the echoes with F loud shout, and congratulated ns on our 
" bowldness." 

W e  can claim but little merit for our heroism; having been perfectly 
unconscious of the peril we encountered until it was over. W e  had forgotten 
the disasters that Mr. Weld records, and to which Derrick made reference half 
a century before him. W e  may, therefore, be excused for our ignorance of the 
waning conveyed in a poem entitled " The Old Weir Bridge," by one of the 
poets of the district :- 

" Shoot not the old Weir, for the river is deep, 
The stream it  is rapid, the roclcs thcy are steep, 
The sky though unclouded, the landscape though fair, 
Trust not to the current-for death may be there." 

When the bridge is passed, the tourist is in Tore lalre, and immediately 
facing Dinis Island-the property of Mr. Herbert of Mucross, who has 
generously built upon i t  an exceedingly pretty, picturesque, and commodious 

cottage, for the gra- 
tuitous use of visitors. 
I t  is furnished with 
every requisite for their 
entertainment ; and the 
housekeeper, a most 
attentive and obliging 
person, is ready with 
her friendly greeting 
and willing service to 
those who may require 
her attendance ; a turf 
fire being always pre- - " A 

pareJ fbr that necessary portion of all Iris11 feast. -the potatoes ; arid, 
moreover, with arbutus skewers, to aid in producing a luxury that may 
give a new pleasure to the most refinecl epicnre-the salmon sliced and 
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roasted within a few minutes after he has been a free denizen of the 
lake.* 

A t  Dinis Pool the current divides; one branch, turning to the right, 
enters Torc Lake ; the other, turning to the left, runs between Dinis Island 
and Glen& mountain, and joins the Lower Lalie at the Bay of Glenh- 
beautiful Glen&! I t  is said that Sir Walter Scott, standing somewhere 
near this junction of the waters of the three lakes, exclaimed in a quotation 
from Coleridge,-- 

" E e a u t i f n l  e x c e e d i n g l y  ! " 

There is, we thinli, ~iothing at IGllarney, where nature is everywhere 
cliaiming to absolute fascination, to equal this surpassingly lovely spot. The 
mountain of Glenh, clothed to lnsuriance with the richest evergreens, looks down 
upon a little vale cndowcd with the rarest natural gifts, and which the hand 
of taste has touclicd, here and there, without inipairing its primitive character. 
Glen&-a name that signifies "the glen of good fortune,"-is the property of 
Lord Kenmare, whose accomplished and excellent lady-we heard her virtues 
very often lauded by the tongue of liumblc tlion$i powerless gratitude-has 
built a cottage- 
orn& in this de- 
licious vallcy ; 
it is in happy 
keeping with the 
beautiful and 
graceful scene ; 
and the ~valllrs 
and tliat 
surround it are 
so formed and 
clisposed as in no 
dcgrcc to clecluct 
from its simple beauty. Here also, a pretty and conveiiient cottage has 
been crectcd for the accommoclatioi~ of strangers; it is placed in one of the 
forest glades, close to the shore; and is spacious enough to aEord entertain- 

* We were not lucliy enough to secure the prize ~vhich a " veritable A~i~phitryou"  night covet; for although 
Mr. Roclie took especial care tha t  our dinner should not be without salmon, wc suspcct it was "fish out of 
water"  many days. On tlic Shannon, howercr, we mere more fortunate, havi~ig canght, lauded, and eaten part 
of our salmon witliin n qri irter of an hour. We c;tnrrot say if our e t~ joynen t  arose from the principle 
$hat '' t t ~ c  swctea t  bre:td i>, that  \\Iiirh a mnli w r n h ; "  I'rit crrt:~inly Ke never t:isleil an>tl~ing so thoroughly 
delicious. 
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ment for several parties.* Glen&--although we have described it here- 
properly belongs to the Lower Lake. 

THE TORC, or Middle, or .Mucross, LA ICE,^ for it is known by each of these 
names, is more sheltered, and less crowded with islands than the other lakes. 
The entrance into it from the upper lake we have described; that from the 
lower lake is either round by Dinis Island (a course seldom taken) or under 

Brickeen Bridge, a bridge of a single 
tk arch, which connects Bricken Island 
' with the Peninsula of Mucross. 

Upon this Peninsula is the far-famed 
Mucross Abbey; and the great tribu- 
tary to the lake is the beautiful Torc 
cascade, supplied from the " Devil's 
Punch-Bowl," in the mountain of 

, ! Mangerton, conveyed through a 
-~ narrow channel, called " the Devil's 

"rhe cottage-sacred to the repose and refresl~ment of the travellers by land and water-has, beyond even 
11s surpqssing pictorial lo\~elincss, a moral cl~arni  that  hallows it in our memory. A friend of ours iu ICiris:~le 
had told us of the k i u d ~ ~ e s s  he once experienced from a woman, t o  whom Lady Kenmarc has intrusted the care 
of her favourite I~aunt.. T K s  gcutle~nan managed to lose his way on the mountaiu, where 1% was discovcrcd, 
faint, weary, and ill, by one of the farin labourers; the worthy care-taker acted as  she well knew her lord und 
lady would have done-received the wanderer with more than hospitality; and but for her timely :lid he must 
have incurred s severe fit of illncss. We ran into the little creek, and landed on the lawn, wandercd about the 
f.~iry scene for some time, and gathered the fragrant bougl~s of the bog-myrtle, until warued by some large 
heat drops of a Killarney shover. To  avoid tltis we retreated, not towards Lady Ihnniare's cottage, althouglt 
it is shown to visitors, but into the clirerful cottage of Mrs. 3lc Dowel. I n  the kitchen, a clean well-furnisltc~l 
room, there were five or six girls of different ages, well-dressed, and well-looking, a11 actively n11d pleasmtly 
employed. Two were folding and ironing clot lm ; clean, "well got up" things, tllnt would do no dishonoor to 
a lady's wardrobe. A little pretty blue-eyed maid was marking a sampler; another, mllo loul;t:d like her twin 
sister, was, with a very sober counten:ulce, achieving the "turning the heel of a stocking," a mystery we confcss 
we could never understmd. Another mas I;ncndi~rg doug11, All was activity and cheerfuluess; the father :w11 
his sons were nbroad a t  their Iiuslrandry, the niotl~er and her m:ridcns busy in their home ; the w r y  ccnt, instcad 
of sleeping Inzily by the fire, was w : l s l ~ i ~ ~ g  her liitterl's face. We were show11 illto the little psrlonr :-good 
clii~irs and tnl~lcs, :I brilliant parrot worked it] fair smot~th tent-stitch, had just bceu fiuisl~ed to ornalnent tlx: 
room ; and tlterc were :I few ratiotinl buolrs carcf~llly pl:~ccrl, tlt:lt evinced sould jiulgnicni in t l ~ c  selection. T l ~ c  
mother of this bnppy f;lmily told us tha t  a nloster c:me twice a \veelr to instruct her dauglltcrs in ph in  d n c a -  
tion, as  slte did not like seiiditig t l~ein to schoul ; slte could teacl~ them a great deal of woman's work herself, 
:lid thougl~t  a mother's eye good over her children. We thought so too. Only let our readcrs itnagille 11ow a 
~ I I I T C I ~ I J ~ ,  nrglifimt, dirty family would have marred the fascination of Glen%. and tlieu picture to themselves 
tllc hannouy t l ~ t  esisted bctsrceu the moral iund pictorial beauty of the sccnc. Impro~enicnt  is progressing, 
: I I ~  it only rc~ns ins  for tllose e ~ g ~ g e d  in the work to be patient and united, aud then sucll f:unilies as  this nil1 
cease to be noted as  estraordinnry. The well-ordered and industrious, t l~ough l~umble Itousehold, mill live in 
our mcmorics wit11 the csceeding lovcliuess of the 1inl1ir:ll sctwe. 

f Tllc lake 11erivc.h its I1:unc fro111 the Irihj~ 1'0r1~, :I wild 11u:1r;" : i d  RIIIC~OIS, " t l ~ e  1,I.u~ of wild ~ivine.'' 
I)i~lis is h i \ - c d  f ~ ~ i 1 1  1) iw i : h ,  the Iqi1111il>: i d '  1\1<: ~ ~ ~ t r r ;  ''  XI^ l~ricl ice~l  fru111 Ihic-ill, " t l ~ c  place of s111all 
tl~0ltL." 





Stream." The cascade is in a c l ~ a s ~ n  between tlic mountains of Torc and Man- 
gerton: the fall is between sixty and seventy feet. T l ~ e  path that leads to it by 
the side of the rushing and brawling current, 
which conducts it to the lake, has been judi- 
ciously curved so as to conceal the full view 
until the visitor is immediately under i t ;  
but the opposite hill has been beautifully 
~lanted-Art having been suminoned to 
the aid of Nature-and the tall young 
trees are blended with the evergreen 
arbutus, the holly, and a vast variety of 
shrubs. As we advance, the rush of 
waters gradually breaks upon the ear, and 
at a sudden turning the cataract is beheld 
in all its glory. I t  is exceedingly beautiful. 
At  times the torrent is very great ; but not 
unfrequently the supply is so limited, that it dwildles, Ly coml)arison, into a 
mere mill stream.* 

The abbey of Mucross adjoins the pretty village of Cloghreen, and is in 
tlie demesne of Henry Arthur Herbert, Esq., which includes tlie whole of the 
peninsula. The site was chosen with the wnnl judgment and taste of the 

. b - r ,  

kt .-. monlrs of old," who invari- 

-d. ? ably selected the pleasantest 
,y-Yc - - - _ _--- - - - --- 

of all pleasant places. The 
e- 
- --- -- - - . 
~ = - - -  - - original name mas Irelough 

-- %E%- -and it appears that long 
prior to the erection of this, 
now ruined structure, a 
church existed in the same 
spot, which was consumed 

=5- i - nionlis, according to Arcll- 
dall, in 1440; but the annals 
of the Four Mastcrs give 
its date a century earlier: 

* Some years ago, on the  occasion of a viceroy's visit to  the  lakes, in order to  give his Excellency an 
nnusuai treat, the  current was dammed up for several hours-the barriers to  be removed as soon as  he made 
his appearance. Unhappily fur the glory of the place, horvcrer, one of the  equerries rode on before, and the 
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both, however, ascribe its foundation to one of the Mac Carthys, princes of 
Desmond. I t  was several times repaired, and once subsequently to the 
Reformation, as we learn from the following inscription, on a stone let into the 
north wall of the choir: 

" @mte p felici statu fris QLijuBe @oleni qui ijunc sacru conbetu Be nobo 
reparnre tttrabit 3 n n o  Bomini millesimo sexcentesimo bigesinto s e ~ t o . ~  

The building consists of two principal parts-the convent and the church. 
The church is about one hundred feet in length and twenty-four in breadth ; 
the steeple, which stands between the nave and the chancel, rests on four high 

and slender pointed arches." The principal 
entrance is by a handsome pointed door-way, 
luxuriantly overgrown with ivy, through which 
is seen the great eastern window. The inter- 
mediate space, as indeed every part of the 
ruined edifice, is filled with tombs, the greater 
number distinguished only by a slight elevation 
from the monld around them; but some con- 
taining inscriptions to direct the stranger where 
especial honour should be paid. A large 
modern tomb, in the centre of the choir, covers 

the vault, in which in ancient times were interred the Mac Carthys Mor,t and 

superintendent perceiving the glittering apparel through the trees, imagining that the moment was come, gave 
tlle signal, and long before the Viceroy appeared, the assembled waters had mingled with those of the lake. 

* Dr. Smith states that the old bell which originally hung in this tower was, a few years before he wrote, 
found in the lake ; and the '' Cork Remembrancer," about the same period (1750), records that of the bell 
found in Hillarney Lough, the circumference is as big as a table that will hold eight people to dine at. The 
clapper was eaten away by rust, and they are now making it for a steeple a t  Killnrney." We could not 

ascertain what had become of it. 
t The following gracefdly-written epitaph 118s been carved on the tomb, of which the descendants of the 

Mac Carthy Mor and the O'Donoghne Mor are now co-tenants: 
What more could Homer's most illustrious verse, 
Or pompous Tully's stately prose rehearse, 
Than what this monumental stone contains 
I n  death's embrace, Mac Carthy Mor's remains ? 
Hence, reader, learn the sad and certain fate 
That waits on man spares not the good or great; 
And while this venerable marble calls 
Thy patriot tear, perhaps, that trickling falls; 
And bids thy thoughts to other days return, 
And with a spark of Erin's glory burn ; 
While to her fame most grateful tributes flow, 
Oh ! ere you turn, one warmer drop bestow ! 
If Erin's chiefs deserve thy generous tear, 
Heir of their worth, O'Donoghne lies here." 
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more recently the O'Donoghue &tor of the Glens 
buried here so late as the year 1833. Close 
to this tomb, but on a level with the earth, 
is the slab which formerly covered the vault. 
I t  is without inscription, but bears the arms 
of the Earl of Clancare." The convent as well as 
the churc?~ is in very tolerable preservation; and 
Mr. Herbert has taken especial care, as far as he 
can, to baulk the consumer, Time, of the remnants 
of his glorious feast. He has repaired the founda- 
tions in some parts and the parapets in others, and 
so judiciously that the eye is never annoyed by the 
intrusion of the new among the old; the ivy 
furnishing him with a ready means for hiding the 
unhallowed brick and mortar from the sight. I n  
his caretaker," too, he has a valuable auxiliary; 
and a watch is set, first to discover tokens of decay, 
then to prevent their spread, and then to twist and 
twine the young shoots of the aged trees over and 

, whose descendants were 

around them. 
The dormitories, the kitchen, the refectory, the cellars, the infirmary, and 

other chambers, are still in a state of comparative preservation; the upper 
rooms are unroofed; and the coarse grass grows abundantly among them. 
The great fire-place of the refectory is curious and interesting-affording 
evidence that the good monks were not forgetful of the duty they owed 
themselves, or of the bond they had entered into, to act upon the advice 

* A tract of country lying along the banks of the Laune is still distinguished as Mac Carthy More's country, 
and is so marked on the map. Here, it is said, was the ancient castle of the chiefta'ns of the sept; but their 
lands probably extended from the lake to the ocean. The Mac Carthy More was the representative of the 
ancient kings of Mnnster, and continued for centuries the most poweiful prince of Desmond. The castle 
of " Palice, otherwise Caislean na Cartha," according to Mr. Windele, "stood a naked ruin" so late as 1837, 
when it was destroyed in the night by an accursed road-jobber, and its materials removed for the repair of the 
adjoining highway, to the grief and indignation of the whole people of the district. The Mac Cartby More was 
the elder branch of the Mac Carthys, Lords of Muskerry (whom we have already mentioned). In  1565, Donald 
Mac Carthy More was created, by Queen Elizabeth, Earl of Clancare and Viscount Valentia. His haughty 
followers, however, despised his new title, and slighted their chieftain, who had condescended to accept it a t  
the hands of the Sassenach; and i t  was speedily laid aside. The power and influence of the Mac Carthy More 
may be estimated by the e x t e ~ t  of his feudal sovereignty. Besides the payment of tributes and other 
exactions, at his summons, the O'Donoghue of Ross, the O'Donoghue of Glenflesk, Mac Donough of 
Duhallow, O'ICeiff of Dromlariffe, Mac Awley of Clanawly, O'Callaghan of Clounmeene, O'Sullivan More, 
O'Sullivan Bere, Mac Gillacuddy, and others, were bound to attend him in the field, and furnish sixty horse 
and fifteen hunared foot. 

POL, 1. 2 8 



ot St. Panl, a d  bc " givcu to hospitality." This recess is pointed out as 
the bed of John 
Drake - a pil- 
grim who, about 
a century ago, 
took up his abode 
in the Abbey, 
and continued its 
inmate during a 
period of several 
years. As will 
be supposed, his 
singular choice 
of residence has 
given rise to 

aLundant stories, and tile mention of his name to any of the guides or 
boatmen will at once produce a volume of the marvcllous. We gathered 
from a score of relators the facts we have here put together. When the 
man made liis dwelling in this lonely and awful place-the companion of 
the dead, living among the frightful and half-decayed relics of mortality-it 
is said, his hands were small and delicate, his air and manner tranquil and 
dignified, and his " tongue" was not of the south. He appeared to be under 
forty years of age, and made no effort to gain a reputation for sanctity. The 
belief among the peasantry is, that he had committed some crime which, in 
accordance with thcir creed, demanded desperate atonement, and that his 
penance was to be made within the holy yet haunted walls of Mucross Abbey 
-it is certain that he braved the weather-changes of either seven or eleven 
years-without any shelter, but what the chimney afforded-without any 
covering, but his ordinary clothes, and a single blanket, bestowed by the 
charity of some gentle-liearted dweller in the village : he never asked alms, 
nor would receive more at a time than a single penny ; he never ate in any 
dwelling but his own, if so it might be called; and yet he had enough. to pay 
for his potatoes and fish at all times, and to bestow a halfpenny and his 
prayers on those who seemed more miserable than himself. He was seldom, 
if ever, seen at chapel, though he prayed daily at particular spots in the 
abbey-yard, devoting the remainder of his day to the cultivation of his garden. 
We gathered a bough from a currant-bush, still fresh and vigorous, that had 
been planted by the poor penitent, "who came," as the guide said, "as 
suddenly amongst them as a flash of lightning." I t  was reported and believed 



that this lonely man had frequcnt and personal contests with the author of all 
evil, that he was doomed to wrestle with him in the flesh, and that i t  was only 
by prayer and fasting he was able to overcome. W e  never met with one 
of the inhabitants who had courage enough to venture within the holy 
precincts of Mucross after nightfall ; but some hardy fellows had been near the 
walls, and reported that they heard bitter groans, loud and angry words, and 
sounds as if of men engaged in mortal combat. I f  John Drake was missed from 
the village for any length of time, some of the peasants would ascend to his 
bed-the old chimney, which, when we saw it, was garnished by an enormous 
trcc of ivy, that clasps the wall in its gigantic arms,-and there they would 
find him, worn, and sad, and weary. This, however, occurred but seldom : 
11e was always gentle and patient, and frequently cheerful-kind to children, 
who curtsied when he passed. Once a woman of tlie village, inheriting 
her sex's curiosity, asked him if he had ever seen "anything" in the 
ruins. " Nothing," he replied ; " nothing worse than myse?$'' Whatever thc 
cause of his seclusion-whatever he endured, he kept to himself: he neither 
found fault with others, nor interfered with them in any way. Once an old 
man on the verge of the grave demanded his prayers : " God help you, my 
poor man," he said ; " and God will help you : but as for me, all the prayers 
I can say from sunrise to sunset are not sufficient for myself." I t  is almost 
needless to add, that he partook of no pastime; observing, that "those wlio 
were harmless had a right to be happy," and those who were not, would try 
to be so in vain. IIe excited so strong a sympathy in the minds of his kind- 
hearted neighbours, that it was no uncommon thing, when the young girls said 
their usual prayers for the repose of their parents' souls beside their graves, to 
tell over an extra rosary for "the sins of poor Joha Drake." Joliii never 
talked of the past or the future, and the peasantry imagined lie would leave 
his bones amongst them. Such, however, was not the case. One day (it 
was in spring) he was nowhere seen; another and another passed; and 
at  last they sought him in his usual place. He was gone: the straw of 
his bed was damp, his staff and wallet had vanished; the wren, the sparrow, and 
the robin peered from tlie nests he had protected, and twittered tlieir anxicty 
for his return; the humble fruit-trees he had cared for were full of blossom, 
and the roses venturing forth their tender buds earlier than usual-but John 
Drake was gone. I n  a retired neighbonrhood small events produce great 
sensations : the reports as to his sudden disappearance where he had resicled so 
long were numerous ; some declared '' lie had been spirited away ; " others, 
that " he drownded himself in the lake ;" again, that "he had been seen crossing 
the Flcslr-bridge." I n  short, the reports were as varicd as numerous, until 
thc summer, with its influx of visitors, created new thenles, and John Drake's 
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name might have been forgotten, but that it added a new feature of interest to 
the beautiful abbey of Mucross. Whether the continuation of the mystery be 
romance or not, we cannot say ; but they tell how, about ten years after John 
Drake's disappearance, a lady, " a furriner by her tongue," arrived at Killarney, 
where she remained for many weeks; how she inquired about the pilgrim; how, 
day by day, she used to ascend to the solitary garden, and weep floods of tears 
over his couch; then pray where he had prayed, and distribute abundant 
alms to all who had been kind to him. She would answer no questions ; and 
the two servants who attended upon her could not speak English. After much 
prayer and penance, she departed as she came, a lonely, unknown lady ; and 
John Drake was heard of-no more. 

The cloister, which consists of twenty-two arches, ten of them semicircular 
and twelve pointed, is the best preserved portion of the abbey. In  the centre 
grows a magnificent yew-tree, which covers, as a roof, the whole area; its 
circumference is thirteen feet, and its height in proportion. It is more than 
probable that the tree is coeval with the abbey; that it was planted by the hands 
of the monlrs who built the sacred edifice centuries ago. The yew, it is known, 
lives to a prodigious age; and in England, there are many of a date considerably 
earlier than that which may be safely assigned to this.* 

Although for a very long period the monks must have lived and died in 
the abbey of Mucross, posterity has been puzzled to find out the places 
where they are interred. Time has mingled their remains with those of the 
tens of thousands of nameless men who have here found their homes; but 
the peasantry still point 
out an ancient, singular, 
and rudely - constructed 
vault on the outside of 
the church, and immedi- 
ately under the east win- 
dow, where the bones of 
the holy fathers have be- 
come dust. Until within 
the last three or four 
years, the abbey of Mu- 
cross and the adjacent 
churchyard were kept in a very revolting state. I t  is the custom of the Irish 
to inter the dead within a few feet, sometimes within a few inches, of the 

* I t  is believed that any person daring to pluck a branch, or in any way attempting to injure this tree, will 
not be alive on that day twelvemonth. To such an extent has this conviction t'1ke11 root in the neighbour- 
hood, tllat we thought our attendant would have f h t e d  on seeing one of us pluck a sm:ill twig fiom the yew. 



surface ; and as the ground becomes crowded, it is often necessary to remove 
the remains of one inmate before room can be found for another. The conse- 
quence is, that all the old abbeys and churches are filled with decayed coffin- 
planks, and skulls and bones, scattered without the remotest care to decency, 
and absolutely disgusting to the spectator." This reproach has been entirely 
removed from Mucross by the care of Mr. Herbert, and now there is no disagree- 
able object'to intrude upon the sight. 

A visit to Mucross Abbey may naturally suggest some account of the 
funeral ceremonies of the Irish, which are peculiar, remarkable, and in- 
teresting. 

The most anxious thoughts of the Irish peasant through life revert to his 
death ; and he will endure the extreme of poverty in order that he may scrape 
together the means of obtaining "a fine wake" and a "decent funeral." He 
will, indeed, hoard for this purpose, though he will economize for no other ; and 
it is by no means rare to find among a family clothed with rags, and living in 
entire wretchedness, a few untouched garments laid aside for the day of 
buria1.t It is not for himself only that he cares ; his continual and engrossing 
desire is, that his friends may enjoy "full and plenty" at his wake; and 
however miserable his circumstances, the neighbours" are sure to have a 
merry meeting and an abundant treat after he is dead.$ His first care is, as his 
end approaches, to obtain the consolations of his religion ; his next, to arrange 
the order of the coming feast. To " die without the priest" is regarded as an 
awful calamity. W e  have more than once heard a dying man exclaim in 
piteous accents, mingled with moans-"Oh, for the Lord's sake, keep the life in 

* Sir Richard Colt Hoare and Sir John Cam (whose travels in Ireland were published about the years 
1816 or 1817) both complain of this evil in the strongest terms. The latter says, "So loaded with contagion 
IS the air in this spot, that every principle of humanity iinpe~iously calls upon the indulgent owner to exercise 
his light of closing it up as a place of sepultnre in future. I warn every one who visits Killarney, as he 
valucs his life, not to enter this abbey. Contrast renders doubly horrible the ghastly contemplation of human 
dissolution, tainting the surrounding air with pestilence, in a spot which nature has enriched with a profusion 
of romantic beauty." Mr. Herbert, however, knew the Irish better than did the knight. To have closed the 
abbcy as a phce of sepulture," would hwe  been impossible. Their attachment to a place of family burial i~ 
notorious; to "lay their bones among their own people," being the hope that clings to them most firmly 
tlirongh lifc. It is a singular contradiction, that they manifest, notwithstanding, such utter indifference to the 
decencies of the grave-yard. Mr. Herbert adopted the wiser course of digging a large pit, and conveying into 
i t  the relics of mortality that were formerly scattered about the church. Mr. Roche, who assisted a t  tile 
rcmoral, informed us that the process occupied four men during five weeks; between seven and eight hundred 
cart-loads having been taken away. 

t Only a month ago, we gave a poor woman, an inmate of our parish workhouse, a few shillings. On 
asking her soon afterwards what she had done with her money, she said she had purchased with it a fine 
calico under-gnnnent, to be kept for her shroud, that she might be buried decently. 

$ The wake-feast of the present day, however, is confined to the use of tobacco and snuff. In some cases, 
indeed, punch is distributed; morc rarely still tea and coffee. The practice, first perhaps prompted by 
hospitality, was carried to injurious, and often ruinms, excess. 
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me till the priest comes !" I n  every serious case of illness the priest is called 
in without delay, and it is a duty which he never omits; the most urgent 
business, the most seductive pleasure, the severest weather, the most painful 
illness, will fail in tempting him to neglect the most solemn and imperative of all 
his obligations-the preparing a member of his flock to meet his Creator. 
Wheh the Roman Catholic sacrament of extreme unction has been adminis- 
tered, death has lost its terrors-the sufferer usually dies with calmness, and 
even cheerfulness. He has still, however, some of the anxieties of earth ; and, 
unhappily, they are less given to the future destinies of his family, than to the 
ceremonies and preparations for his approaching wake. 

The formalities commence almost immediately after life has cea~ed.'~ The 
corpse is at once laid out, and the wake begins ; the priest having been first 
summoned to say mass for the repose of the departed soul, which he generally 
does in the apartment in which the body reposes! I t  is regarded by the friends 
of the deceased as a sacred duty, to watch by the corpse until laid in the grave ; 
and only less sacred is the duty of attending it thither. 

The ceremonies differ somewhat in various districts, but only in a few 
minor and unimportant particulars. The body, decently laid out on a table 
or bed, is covered with white linen, and, not unfsequently, adorned with black 
ribbons, if an adult ; white, if the party be unmarried; and flowers, if a child.* 
Close by it, or upon it, are plates of tobacco and snuff; around it are ligllted 
candles. Usually a quantity of salt is laid upon it also.$ The women of the 
household range tllemselves at either side, and t l~e  keen (caoines) at once 

* Indeed, sometilncs, that event is anticipated l>y the assembling of friends and nrighbouw. Mr. Wal~efield 
mentions the following circumstance, which occurred to hiin a t  a cottage where he called to inquire after a poor 
inan who was ill of c ~ n s n m ~ t i o n ,  hut who, having a good constitution, see~ncd lilcely to live for some time. ' I  I 
found," s:rys lie, ' L t l ~ e  kitchen full of men and women, all dressed in their Sunday clothcs; I, therefore, asked 
one of them, 'What are they going to do ? and the answer was, 'We are waiting for the wake.' I inquired rrho 
was dead. ' N o  one; but the man within is all but dcnd, and we are chatting a bit that we may help the widow 
to lift him when the breath goes out of his body.'" 

t There is among the peasantry a religious order, called '&The Order of the Virgin," tho members of which, 
male and female, are nlways buried in a brown habit. The duties of this order are to say, daily, certain stxtcd 
prayers. The garment is nlways prepared long before death. 

$ Salt has been considcrcd by all nations as an emhlcm of friendship; and i t  was anciently offered to 
guests a t  an cntertuiument as a pledge of welcome. In  Egypt, and the neighbouring idolatrous countries, snlt. 
when strewed about, was enible~natic of calamity and desolation. Hence the p o p l a r  superstition respectin;; 
"spilling the salt." The Persian Berliani Iiattea, cited by Wait, explains the phrase, < ' to  have salt upor1 the 
livcr," as a metaphor expressive of enduring c,alarnity upon calamity, and torment upon torment. 

§ The Irish words l L  Caoin" and " Cointhe" cannot easily be pronounced according t o  any mode of writing 
them in English. The best idea that can be given of the pronunciation, is to say that the word has n sound 
between that of the English words I h n "  and ' I  Queen." The word was anciently written Cine (Sine), 
and was similar to the Hebrew h33, i. e. Lamentation,-la1nentntioplanctz6s, p1oratus.-Vide !? Ban. i. 17. 
To enter, with any degree of minuteness, into the antiquity of the Keen, and the arguments in support of 

its Eastern origin and character, would he impossible within reasonable limits. " The custom," observes 
the Rrv. G. N. Wright, " of pouring forth a I d  strain of lamentation at the fuurrnls of thrir friends and 



commences. They rise with one accord, and, moving their bodies with 
a slow motion to and fro, their arms apart, they continuc to keep up a 

heart-rending cry. This cry is interrupted for a while to give the ban caointl~e 
(the leading Ireener) an opportunity of commencing. At  the close of every 

stanza of tlie dirge, the cry is repeated, to fill up, as it wek, the pause, and then 
dropped; the woman then again proceeds with the dirge, and so on to the close. 

relatives, though now probably peculiar to Ireland, is of very ancient date, and can be traced back to heathen 
origin with tolerable certainty. As far as the analogy of languages will prove, there is very singular testimony 
to this point : the Hebrew is Huluul; the Greek, 02oluzb; the Latin, Ululo; and the Irish ~ululluloo. If it be 
then of heathenish origin, i t  may be supposed to arise from despair, but, if otherwise, from hope. That it is not 
a fortuitous coincidence of terms, but also a similarity of customs, to which these mixed modes are applicable, 
may easily be proved. We find in the sacred Scriptures many passages proving the existence of this practice 
among those who used the Hebrew tongue-' Call for the mourners,' &c. 'Man goeth to his long home, and 
the mourners go about the streets,' kc.  I t s  existence amongst persons speaking the Greek tongue is proved from 
the last book of Homer, where females are introduced mourning over Hector's dead body. I t  is not alleged 
that the Greeks introduced the name or the custom, but thnt the Grceks were in Ireland might perhaps be 
proved from the Greek church at Trim, in the county of Neath, and also from the life of St. Birgilius, Bishop 
of Saltzburg, where mention is made of Bishop Dobda, a Grecian, who followed St. Virgilius out of Ireland. 
Amongst the Romans there were women called Pr@$ccc, who uttered conclanzatio; and Virgil, speaking of Dido's 
funeral, says, ' Fccnzheo ululatu tecta fremunt.' The analogy between the Roman and Irish funeral ceremony 
before the government of the Decemviri, was amazingly striking. The Keenagherb or Keeners (for so the 
Praficc mulieres are called by the Irish) are in the habit of beating their breasts, tearing their hair, and 
wringing their hands. Now we find the following law relative to Roman funerals, among those of the twelve 
tables-'Mulier ne faciem carpito-' Mulieres genas ne radunto.' The antiquity of this custom is thus 
established beyond doubt, and secures for the Irish peasantry the sanction of ages for a practice which a 
stranger might otherwise contemplate with horror." 
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The only interruption which this manner of conducting a wake suffers, is from 
the entrance of some relative of the deceased, who, living remote, or from some 
other cause, may not have been in at the commencement. In  this case, the ban 
caointhe ceases, all the women rise and begin the cry, whlch is continued until 
the new-comer has cried enough. During the pauses of the women's wailing, 
the men, seated in groups by the fire, or in the comers of the room, are 
indulging in jokes, exchanging reparteGs, and bantering each other, some about 
their sweethearts, and some about their wives, or talking over.the affairs of the 
day-prices and politics, priests and parsons, the all-engrossing subjects of Irish 
conversation. 

A very accurate idea of an Irish wake may be gathered from a verse of a 
rude song, with the singular title of " O'Reilly's Frolics," beginning-" When 
Death at the bowlster approaches to summon me." V17e purchased it from a 
ballad-vendor in Limerick, who was bawling it through the streets in the voice 
of a stentor :- 

" W h e n  m y  corpse will be laid on a table along the  room, 
W i t h  a whi te  sheet  on m e  down to  m y  toes, 
M y  lawful wife b y  me, a n d  she  c ry ing  most  bitterly, 
And  m y  dear loving children mak ing  their moans ! 
T h e  n igh t  of m y  w a k e  long steamers of tobacco, 
Cut  on  a plate, on m y  navel for fashion's sake, 
Mould candles i n  rows, l ike  torches, watching mc, 
A n d  I cold i n  m y  coffin b y  t h e  dawn  of day." 

I t  is needless to observe, that the merriment is in ill keeping with the 
solemnity of the death chamber, and that very disgraceful scenes are, or rather 
were, of frequent occurrence ; the whiskey being always abundant, and the men 
and women nothing loath to partake of it to intoxication." 

* Two English gentlemen, one an officer, vis~ting Killarney a few years ago, were exceedingly anxious to be 
present a t  a wake; and as their stay was to be very brief, they had some fear that their curiosity was not 
likely to be gratified. The caiman who drove them, overhearing their conversation, a t  once removed all dread 
on the subject, by information that a dncent boy, a cousin of his, died suddenly that very morning; and sure 
he was to be waked that night; only, as his people lived far up the mountain, i t  would be troublesome to bring 
him into the town." To oblige their honours, however, the thing was to be done. Of course, the news was 
followed by a liberal donation ; and a promise of whiskey enough to make the party merry. Evening came, 
and with it the two gentlemen. The body of my poor cousin" was laid out in proper style; the empty bottles 
were filled by contributions from the strangers; and an ample supply of pipes and tobacco was also procured. 
The evening commenced; one visitor after another dropt in; some expressing their astonishment and horror 
a t  finding '' laid out" the hearty young man they walked and talked with yesterday. The affair was proceeding 
capitally; the Englishmen asking questions, and passing comments upon the novel and singular scene ; until, 
after some remark more than ordinarily ludicrous, the mouth of the corpse was observed to have a sudden 
twinge. One of the strangers noted the fact, and, starting up, exclaimed, " By Jove, the rascal is alive ! " and 
at the same moment thrust a lighted cigar agaimt his cheek. The dead man instantly started up, grave-clothe8 
and all, made a rush to the door, fortunately plunged through it, and ran along the road, pursued by the exasper- 
ated officer. The dead outran the living-or there might have been a wake in earnest. I t  is needless to add, 

that the carman and his friends speedily vanished. 
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The keener is usually paid for her services-the charge varying froin a 
crown to a pound, according to the circunlstances of the employer. They 3L J,- 

" l ive  upon t h e  dead, $ c~r~ii3.~ 
By le t t i ng  o u t  t he i r  persons by t h e  hou r  . . 
T o  mimic sorrow w h e n  the hear t ' s  no t  sad.', -2: 3 5:-2 l 

I t  often happens, however, that the family has some friend or relation, rich in 
the gift of poetry ; and who will, for love of her kin, give the unbought eulogy 
to the memory of the deceased. The Irish language, bold, forcible, and com- 
prehensive, full of the most striking epithets and idiomatic beauties, is peculiarly 
adapted for either praise or satire-its blessings are singularly touching and 
expressive, and its curses wonderfully strong, bitter, and biting. The rapidity 
and ease with which both are uttered, and the epigrammatic force of each 
concluding stanza of the keen, generally bring tears to the eyes of the most 
indifferent spectator, or produce a state of terrible excitement. The dramatic 
effect of the scene is very powerf~~l: the darkness of the death-chamber, 
illumined only by candles that glare upon the corpse-the manner of repetition 
or acknowledgment that runs round when the keener gives out a sentence- 
the deep, yet suppressed sobs of the nearer relatives-and the stormy, uncon- 
trollable cry of the widow or bereaved husband, when allusion is made to the 
domestic virtues of the deceased,-all heighten the effect of the keen ; but in 
the open air, winding round some mountain pass, when a priest, or person 
greatly beloved and respected, is carried to the grave, and the keen, swelled 
by a thousand voices, is borne upon the mountain echoes-it is then absolutely 
magnificent.* 

The following affords an idea of the air to which it is usually chanted :- 

This keen is very ancient, and there is a tradition that its origin is super- 

* Mr. Beauford, in a communication to the Royal Irish Academy, remarks, that " the modes of lamenta- 
tion, and the expressions of grief by sounds, gestures, and ceremonies, admit of an almost infinite variety. So 
far as these are common to most people, they have very little to attract attention ; but where they constitute 
a part of national character, they then become objects of no incurious speculation. The Irish," continues that 
gentleman, "have been always remarkable for their funeral lamentations, and this peculiarity has been noticed 
by almost every traveller who visited them ; " and he adds, " I t  has been affirmed of the Irish, that to cry was 
more natural to them than to any other nation ; and at  length the Iris11 cry became proverbial." 

VOI,. I. 2 0 
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natnral, as it is said to have been first sung by a chorus of invisible spirits in 
the air over the grave of one of the early kings of Ireland. The keener 
having finished a stanza of the keen, sets up the wail, (indicated in the music 
by the semibreve at the conclusion,) in which all the mourners join. Then a 
momentary silence ensues, when the keener commences again, and so on 
-each stanza ending in the mail. The keen usually consists in an address 
to the corpse, asking him " Why did he die ? " &c., or a description of his person, 
qualifications, riches, &c. It is altogether extemporaneous ; and i t  is sometimes 
astonishing to observe with what facility the keener will put the verses 
together, and shape her poetical images to the case of the person before her.* 
This, of course, can only appear strongly to a person acquainted with the 
language, as any merit which these compositions possess is much obscured in 
a translation. 

The lamentation is not always confined to the keener; any one present who 
has "the gift" of poetry may put in his or her verse: and this sometimes 
occurs. Thus the night wears away in alternations of lamentation and silence, 
the arrival of each new friend or relative of the deceased being, as already 
observed, the signal for renewing the keen. But we have witnessed the 
arrivals of pcrsons who, instead of going over and sitting down by the corpse, 
(which indicated an intention to join in the keen,) fell on their knees 
immediately on entering, and offered up a silent prayer for the repose of the 
departed soul. The intervals in the keen are not, however, always silent- 
they arc often fillcd up by " small plays" on the part of the young, and on the 
part of the aged, or more serious, by tales of fairie and phantasie; nor is it 
uncommon to have the conversation varied by an argument on religion, for 
even in the most remote parts so large an assemblage is seldom without a few 
straggling protestants. 

The keener is almost invariably an aged woman; or if she be cotnpara- 
tively young, the habits of her life make her look old. W e  remember one, 
whom the artist has pictured from our description; we can never forget a 
scene in which she played a conspicuous part. A young man had been shot 
by  the police as he was resisting a warrant for his arrest. H e  was of " decent 
people," and had a fine wake." The woman, when we entered the apartment, 
was sitting on a low stool by the side of the corpse. Her long black uncombed 

locks were hanging about her shoulders; her eyes were the deep set greys 
pculiar to the country, and which are capable of every expression, from the 

* The facility of producing rhymes in Irish arises from this, that  vocal rhymes are sufficient for poetry. 
Provided the closing vowels be the same, like consonants are unnecessary-contrary to the laws of rhyme in 
ot1,er tongues. 
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bitterest hatred and the direst revenge to the softest and warmest affection. 
Her large blue 
cloak was con- 
fined at her 
throat ; but not 
so closely as to 
conceal the out- 
line of her figure, 
thin and gaunt, 
but exceeding- 
ly lithesome.- 
When she arose, 
as if by sudden 
inspiration, first 
holding out her 
hands over the 
body, and then 
tossing them 
wildly above 
her head, she 
continued her 
chant in a low 
monotonous tone, occasionally breaking into a style earnest and animated; 
and using every variety of attitude to give emphasis to her words, and 
enforce her description of the virtues and good qualities of the deceased, 
" Swift and sure was his foot," she said, ('on hill and valley. His shadow 
struck terror to his foes ; he could look the sun in the face like an eagle ; the 
whirl of his weapon through the air was fast and terrible as the lightning. 
There had been full and plenty in his father's house, and the traveller never 
left it empty ; but the tyrants had taken all except his heart's blood-and that 
they took at last. The girls of the mountain may cry by the running streams, 
and weep for the flower of tlle country-but he would return no more. He 
was the last of his father's house ; but his people were many, both on hill and 
valley, and they would revenge his death !" Then, kneeling, she clenched 
her hands together, and cursed bitter curses against whoever had aimed the 
fatal bullet-curses which illustrate but too forcibly the fervour of Irish hatred. 
" May the light fade from your eyes, so that you may never see what you love ! 
May the grass grow at your door ! May you fade into nothing, like snow in 
summer! May your own blood rise against ye, and the sweetest drink ye take 
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be the bittherest cup of sorrow ! May ye die without benefit of priest or clergy ! " 
To each of her curses there was a deep "Amen," which the ban caointhe 
paused to hear, and then resumed her maledictions. Akin to this is another 
keen, of which we have been favoured with a translation :-A keen, by a poor 
widow on her two sons, executed for treason on the testimony of a perjured 
informer, whose name it appears was Hugh : translated as literally as the idiom 
of the English language will permit. 

" My beloved, my faithful boys, 
When yesterday your case was called, 
Soon started up Hugh. 
How many falsehoods did he not swear, 
That would hang men a hundred and one. 
Then shook the court to its foundations ; 
The earth shook, and the skies, 
The bolt of heaven fell; 
I t  blasted the bloom of the trees, 
I t  stopped the song of the birds. 
Alas ! alas ! a thousand times, 
That the bolt fell not on Hugh. 

" Evil befall the grand jury and the judge; 
Evil befall the twelve who tried you. 

That did not look upon your brows, 
To see the bloom of youth there, 
And give arms to each upon his shoulders, 
And send you beyond the waters far away; 
For even then your mother would hope for you. 
Oh that she was not your judge or your jury! 
She would spcnd days twenty and one, 
Without or food or drink, 
That she might save her boys." 

The following is brief, but contains a volume of Irish history. A female 
member of the Mc Carthy More family dying in indigence, was carried to the 
grave on the shoulders of peasants; her coffin supported by poles. An old 
woman, named Mary Riordan, celebrated in the south for her caoines, seeing 
her thus borne to her last home, pronounced the following lamentation :- 

'' 0 mo cara, thu as mo runcri, 
A gaoil na prunci, 
As na Carhach coolmui, 
A mead na diag a nun div, 
As nar vaag a thruliv, 
Don clan do rug cunthis, 
Il'iaria Muiscri, 
Ad vreh er da stumpin, 
Thri do duhiv." 

I "0 my love, my heart's love, 1 Thou kin of princes, 
/ The yellow-haired Mc Carthys- 

I Of those who went not into exile, 
Or were not drowned in the waves, 
The children whom a countess bore 
To the Earl of Muskerry, 
Carried on two poor stick3 
Throughout thine own tcrrituiy." 



Another caoine of this woman's has been preserved ; she was known by 
the name of Maura Vaan-" White Mary "-this being a distiilctive title of 
her kindred, perhaps from the colonr of their hair. An indigent stranger, an 
itinerant vender of small wares, died at  a farmstead. The neighbours attended 
his poor wake; and among them was this woman. I11 the course of the night 
some one said, L C  I t  is a pity to let him lie there like a cow or a horse ; get up, 
Mary, and say sonlething over him." " VCThat can I say?" she answered; " I 
know nothing about him." She was prevailed upon ; and thus began :- 

" Ap1)roach me, wo~rien : 
If you grieve not for him who lies hcra, 
You have yourselves lost many friend,<." 

I n  this manner she continued to appeal to their private feelings and sorrows 
-reminding one of the loss of a husband, another of a lover, another of a 
father; and worked upon their feelings to such a degree, that every woman 
present was soon in tears, and all of them rose with one accord, and over the 
corpse of the unknown indulged each her own private grief. 

Besides caoifzzes, extempore compositions over the dead, tlzir~ios, or written 
elegies, deserve mention. They are composed almost exclusively by men, as 
the caoines are by women. Many of them are of no mean pretensions as efforts 
of genius. Specimens are to be found in manuscript in the house of every 
peasant who cultivates the language of his country. They differ from the keens 
in little more than that they are written with more regard to metre. The 
measure, in English called Izwoic, is the most common, and suits them best. 

W e  might greatly extend this portion of our inquiries; but, however 
interesting to some, we should do so at the risk of being tedious in the opinion 
of a large portion of our readers. The following, however, we must be per- 
mitted to transcribe ; it is a translation from the original Irish by Mr. Callanan, 
the poet, whose lines on Gougane Barra we have already quoted. It is said 
to be the composition of " a fosterer" of Morty Oge O'Sullivan, the chieftain of 
Berehaven, who was shot in attempting to resist the service of a warrant for 
his arrest under a charge of murdering a gentleman, his near neighbow. His 
body was conveyed to Cork, lashed to the stern of a king's cutter, and towed 
through the ocean. His head was subsequently exposed on the gaol of that 
city. He  was, it is said, betrayed by one of his own followers :- 

"The  sun on Ivera no longer shines brightly; 
The voice of her music no longer is sprightly; 
No more to her maidens the light dance is dcar, 
Since thc death of our darling, O'R~dlivan Bear. 



" Scully, thou false onc ! you basely betrayed him 
In his strong hour of need, when thy right hand should aid him; 
He fed thee, he clad thee, you had all could delight thee, 
You left him, you sold him ; may Heaven requite thee ! 

" Scully, may all kinds of evil attend thee ! 
On thy dark road of life, may no kind one befriend thee ! 
May fevers long burn thee, and agues long freeze thee ! 
May the strong hand of God in his red anger seize thee ! 

"Had he died calmly, I would not deplore him, 
Or if the wild strife of the sea-war closed o'er him ; 
But with ropes round his white limbs, throagh ocean to trail him, 
Like a fish after slaughter,--'tis therefore I wail him. 

" Long may the curse of his people pursue them : 
Scully, that sold him, and soldier that slew him ! 
One glimpse of Heaven's light may they see never ! 
May the hearthstone of hell be their best bed for ever ! 

"In  the hole which the vile hands of soldiers had made thee, 
Unhonoured, unshrouded, and headless they laid thee; 
No sigh to regret thee, no eye to rain o'er thee : 
No dirge to lament thee, no friend to deplore thee. 

"Dear head of my darling! how gory and pale 
These aged eyes see thee, high spiked on their gaol ! 
Thy cheek in the summer sun ne'er shall grow warm ; 
Nor that eye e'er catch light, but the flash of the storm. 

" A curse, blessed ocean, is on thy green water, 
From the haven of Cork to Ivera of slaughter ! 
Since thy billows were dyed with the red wounds of fear, 
Of Muiertach Oge, our OISullivan Bear." 

The wake usually lasts two days; sometimes it is extended to three, and 
occasionally to four. Where the survivors are "poor and proud," however, 
the body is consigned to earth within twenty-four hours after death; for 
it is obvious that the expenditure is too great to allow of its continuance longer 
than is absolutely necessary. When the corpse is about to be taken out, the 
wail becomes most violent ; but as then nature is most predominant, it is less 
musicab Before the coffin is nailed down, each of the relatives and friends 
kisses the corpse, then the coffin is brought out and placed on chairs before 
the door; and in some districts, the candles (which from the first were kept 
constantly lighted) are brought out also, and placed on other chairs in the same 
relative position they occupied within, and they are not taken away until the 
coffin is settled in the hearse, and the procession beginning to move. 

The funerals are invariably attended by a numerous concourse ; some from 
affection to the deceased; others, as a tribute of respect to a neighbour; and 
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a large proportion, because time is of small value, and a day unemployed is 
not looked upon in the light of money lost. No invitations are ever issued. 
Among the upper classes, females seldom accompany the mourners to the grave; 
but among the peasantry the women always assemble largely. 

The procession, unless the churchyard is very near, (which is seldom the 
case,) consists mostly of equestrians-the women being mounted behind the 
men on pillions ; but there are also a number of cars, of every variety. The 
wail rises and dies away, at intervals, like the fitful breeze. On coming to a 
cross road, it is customary, in some places, for the followers to stop and offer 
up a prayer for the departed soul ; and in passing through a town or village, 
they always make a circuit round the site of an ancient cross.* In  former times 
the scene at a wake was re-enacted with infinitely less decorum in the church- 
yard; and country funerals were often disgraced by riot and confusion. Itinerant 
venders of whiskey always mingled among the crowd, and found ready markets 
for their inflammatory merchandise. Party fights were consequently very 
common; persons were frequently set to guard the ground where it was 
expected an obnoxious individual was about to be interred; and it often 
happened that, after such conflicts, the vanquished party have returned to the 
grave, disinterred the body, and left it exposed on the highway.t The horror 
against suicide is so great in Ireland, that it is by no means rare to find the 
body of a wretched man, who has been guilty of the crime, remaining for weeks 
without interment-parties having been set to watch every neighbouring 
churchyard to prevent its being deposited in that which they consider belongs 
peculiarly to them. 

I t  is well known, that if two funerals meet at the same churchyard, a contest 
immediately takes place to know which will enter first; and happily, if descrying 
each other at a distance, it is only a contest of speed ; for it is often a contest 
of strength, terminating in bloodshed and sometimes in death. This arises 
from a belief that the last person buried in a churchyard is employed in 
bringing water to his fellow-tenants of the "narrow house," until he is 
relieved in turn by the arrival of a new sojourner in the dreary regions of 
mortality. 

* Thus a corpse, passing through Fethard, in the county of Tipperary, is always carried round the pump, 
becanse the old cross stood there in former times; and there is a certain gate of the same town, (for a 
considerable part of the fortifications remain,) through which a corpse is never carried, though in their 
direct course, because it was through that gate that Croinwell entered the town. 

t In August, 1839, our informant saw lying, amongst the nettles in the burial ground a t  Mucrosa, a 
coffin, the lid of which had been removed, and in i t  there lay exposed to the unhallowed gaze of curiosity, a 
body in an awful state of decomposition, which had been left there by its relations, because they were not 
strong enough to possess themselves of some particular nook in the abbey, which was defeuded by the 
friends of a body already in possession; which this party would have exhumed, but failing to do so, threw 
the coffin into the nettles, aud suffered i t  to  remain unburied. 



The lower classes of the Irish have always held in exceeding abhorrence the 
practice of disinterring the dead for the purpose of assisting science ; and the 
men who, in former times, were employed by surgeons to procure "subjects," 
always held their lives by very slight tenures.* Indeed, the surgeons them- 
selves were generally objects of suspicion, and not unfrequently of dislike. In  
order to prevent the possibility of disinterment, we have known parties watch 
the grave night after night-always in large groups, and, in those days, never 
without an abundant supply of whiskey. To many of the country church- 
yards--the church having vanished ages ago-a iude hovel is attached, where 
the parties may sit at night; and where some man is paid to watch, by the 
friends of the deceased persons. 

The most touching and sad though interesting funeral we ever attended, 
was at Mucross, during our recent visit. I t  was a damp and somewhat gloomy 
morning, and the waiter, who entered fully into our desire, told us, with evident 
pleasure, that "we were in great luck, for two widows' sons were to be buried 
that day :"-adding, I'm sorry for their trouble, but sure it was before them ; 
and as they could not get over it, and as you had the curiosity to see it, I'm 
glad they're to come to-day." 

* A distinguished lecturer on auatomy in Cork, Dr. Woodroffe, \vhose name is familiar to men of science 
in eve~y quarter of the globe, related to us some sterli~lg auecdotes in illustration of the strength of this feeling 
among the humbler Irish. He was oucc sumnioued hastily to visit a family of considerable respectability, the 
head of which had died of apoplexy. He was the only son of his mother-and she was a widow. Dr. Wood- 
roffe described the scene with a degree of eloquence in which we should vainly attempt to follow him. The 
'Lneighbours," poor as well as rich, had gradually strolled into the room in which the corpse lay; and Uhe 
narrow chamber was crowded. The departed had been loved and respected by a11 ; and there was everywhere 
signs of earnest sympathy in his fate. The agony of the bereaved household was absolutely appalling. The 
doctor tried several experiments with a \ziew to restore life-or rather to satisfy the eager demands of the sur- 
vivors ; for be well knew that all human efforts mere vain. Every minute the mother murmured, '&Doctor, 
doctor, give me back my good son !" At length he prepared, to depart, when the half-frant,ic woman seized him 
by the arm, exclaiming, in a very angry voice, ' I  I say, you ;ha11 give me back my brave son ! " The 'doctor 
placed his hand on her shoulder, and said, in a deep and impressive tone, while the whole room was hushed, 
"Woman, apply to Cod-can I raise the dead?" Instantly, the solemnity of the scene was broken by a 
voice screaming out from a far corner of the apartment, "Raise the dead! raise the dead! that ye can, ye 
thieving villain-didn't ye take my poor mother out of her quiet grave, in Douglas churchyard, bare three 
weeks ago?" On another occasion, the doctor, driving in one of the hired cars from Passage to Cork, observed 
that a pretty young country girl was his fellow-traveller; and on returning a t  uight found she was again in his 
company. The circumstauce led to a conversation; and the girl told him she had been to Kilcrea to see 
her graudmother buried, for the robber-doctor had sworn he would have the old woman's body; and she 
(the grand-daughter) had sworn to baulk him. Our readers will easily imagine that a curious and amusing 
scene ensucd; the unsuspecting girl ftankly explaining the mode she had adopted to keep her oath, which 
consisted principally in her having interred the body in a remote corner of the old abbey, and covered i t  with 
large stones. The dialogue was terminated only by the doctor's saying, Well, if Dr. Woodroffe said he 
would have her, you may be sure he will keep his word-for I am Dr. Woodroffe." The astonished and 
terrified girl screamed to the driver to stop the car; sprung off-ran back to Cork-instantly proceeded to 
Ii~lcrea, a distance of several miles; and having explained her case, had no difficulty in procuring assistance to 
remove her old grandmother from the place she had, in her simplicity, pointed out to the very person from 
whom she most desired to conceal it. 
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We walked about a quarter of a mile away, as it were, from the Cloghreen 
entrance to Mucross, to arrive at the gate appropriated for the passage of the 
dead to their last homes. Long before we could see any portion of the crowd, 
we heard the keen swelling on the ear, now loud and tremdous, anon low and 
dying, dying away. Keening has fallen into disuse in this district; but 
the Keny keen was more like what we imagine the wild wail of the Banshee 
to be, than the demonstration of human sorrow. The body had been placed in 
a plain coffin-what, in England, would be called a shell: and this was put 
upon a very common hearse, not unlike a four-post bcd, drawn by an active 
but miserable-looking horse. The widowed motheq shrouded in her blue 
cloak, sat beside the coffin; and when the keeners cried the loudest, she 
rocked her body to and fro, and clasped her hands, as if to mark the beatings 
of her stricken heart. Those who followed were evidently the poorer class of 
artisans from the town of Killarney, and peasants of the neighbourhood ; yet 
they were orderly and well-behaved-no drunken man disturbed the mournful 
ceremony. The humble grave was dug, not by any appointed sexton, but by a 
"neighbour ;" and before it was half-finished, the other funeral we had been 
told of had filled another corner of the churchyard. This one had no 
hired keeners, yet there was no lack of tears, and sighs, and bitter wailings. 
To us it was a wild and singular scene. While the narrow and shallow graves 
were preparing, the mothers were crouching at the head of each coffin. The. 
deep blue hoods completely concealed each countenance; and so alike in atti- 
tude was one to the other, that they could not have been distinguished apart. 
Groups of men and boys were scattered throughout the churchyard. In the 
distance, a young girl was kneeling beside a grave : sometimes she wept, and 
then threw herself upon the green sward with every demonstration of agony. 
Not heeding the crowd, who waited patiently for the lowering of the coffins, 
two aged women were seated, midway between the two funeral parties, on a 
broad flat stone, intent upon observing both: like the crones in the Bride of 
Lammermoor, they discoursed of the departed. 

"And which of the two widdy women do you pity most, Ally?" 
' L  Och and troth, by dis and by dat, I can't tell. Sure I saw Mary O'Sul- 

livan's boy alive and well yesterday mornin', an' he said-it was mighty quare 
-' Mother,' says he to her, an' he going out at the door-" 

L L  Did he turn back to say it, alana?" interrupted the first speaker. 
" He did." 

Inugh ! Inugh ! see that now. I wonder he hadn't better sinse than to 
turn back of a Saturday mornin'." 

( Mother,' says he, ' what a handful you'll have of white silver to-night, 
and I in work all the week! "' 

YOL. 1. 2 a 
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" 'God bless you, my darlint, Amin!' she answered, and then he came 
about and kissed her. Oh, wasn't she turned intirely from life, when, in less 
than an hour after, he was brought in a corpse, and he her only comfort and 
help ! I remember her a fine brave-looking woman, and see what she is now. 
Well, God look down upon us all!" 

" Yarra ! amen-there's Betsey Doolan out there, showing her bran-new 
shawl at a funeral ! Well, the consate of some people ! Do you know where 
the up funeral is from ?"  

" T'otlicr side of Mangerton, they say-an only son too !" 
"Oh Peggy, you aint in airnest, are ye?" 
" Fait, it's as thrue as gospel, Ally! or may I never light another pipe-two 

lone women's only sons : aint it a sorrowful sight? But her boy was going off 
in a consumption this many a day; and sure that was some comfort to her, to 
have him left in the sight of her eyes, and left to do what she could for him till 
the last ; that was some comfort. Holy Mary! did ye hear that cry from Widdy 
OISullivan ? What ails her ? I-" 

"Pah! they've got down on her husband's coffin, and she can't abide his 
bones being disturbed, and small blame to her; he was a dacent man. Yah ! 
yah! hear to that screetch, i t  bates the head-keener of them all-the strength 
of the trouble of the widdy's heart was in i t ;  poor craythur! the Lord above 
look down and comfort ye." 

I wonder will any of the quality in Killarney look to her? It's a pity my 
Lady Kenmare's not in i t ;  sure she looks to every poor craythur that wants. 
Oh, thin, sure the power of the blessings she resaves from the poor will carry 
her soul to heaven ! It's a comfortable blanket I had from her last frost. May 
she have all her heart's delight to the end of her days." 

lL Some people have grate luck," said the other woman with a sneer; "but 
by dis and by dat, I never made a poor mouth to the quality." 

" And the dickons thank ye for yer perliteness, and the man that owns ye 
in constant work ; not like a poor craythur such as me, who has no head, God 
help us, these ten years to think for the childer-only our own two hands to 
gather for them and ourselves the scrapings of the earth."" 

At last we saw the coffin lowered, but a little way beneath the turf, and the 
humble grave was quickly filled. There was no priest of any description 

* In Ireland, as we have said, they keep their relatives but a short time from the grave, after death. 
\Ye expressed much pain at  this hurrying mortality to decay. " Yah I" said an old Kerry man, sure 
they could not affoord to keep i t  longer, even the richest of us." "How do you mean 'afford,' my good 
friend? the dead require no entertainment." A ~ i r k  ! no-but the living do. Sure no one would lave a 
corpse widout company, and company must hare velcome; and how could they afford the entertainment for 
more than three days at most? Sure they never tuin the neighbours out while the corpse is in ; that's the 
custom of the country, my lady, you see." 
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present, nor do tlie Catholic priests in general attend the humble funerals. 
This we think exceedingly improper ; i t  is distinctly and positively his duty- 
a duty he owes to the poor as well as the rich ; and yet the victim of sudden 
death had prayers, many and sincere, offered up over his grave! When the 
coffin was conlpletely covered, and the friendly gravedigger threw down his 
spade, every person in the churchyard knelt down; the men uncovered their 
heads, the females clasped their hands ; the very children crowded to the spot, 
and knelt silently and reverently under the canopy of heaven ; there was no 
word spoken--no sentence uttered; the desolate widow even suppressed tlie 
sobbings of her broken heart ; and thus the people remained prostrate, perhaps, 
for several minutes. When they arose, the funeral howl broke forth afresh, in 
all its powcrful and painful modulations. 

The otlier funeral was soon over ; and the people from beyond the moan- 
tnin exchanged greetings with those who dwelt in the town. After a little 
time, their immediate friends-for the poor are the friends of the poor-per- 
suaded the widows to rise from the earth, and their tottering limbs were sup- 
ported with the most tender care, while every epithet to soften and cheer was 
used towards them. Much that was said was in the native Irish, and of that 
we understood little: but it was impossible to mistake the eager looks and 
sympatliizing tears of many who were present. 

I t  so happened that the two widows met when leaving the place where 
their last earthly blessings were consigned 
to the earth. '' I'm sorry for your trouble, 
my poor woman," said the mountain widow 
to the townswoman. 

" Thank ye, and lrindly too ; tlie Lord's 
hand is heavy on us both ;" she replied, 
lnolxing earnestly, and yet with an almost 
meaningless gaze on the widow who ad- 
dressed her, and who was a much younger 
woman. " Two only sons ! " she added- 
" they tell me, t y o  only boys, yours and 
mine, and we to be left! but not for 
long. Tell me, avounieen "-and she laid 
her hand on her arm, and peered into her 
face-" did your bo? die hard?"* 

" God be praiscd! lie did not ; he wasted away without any pain or 

* l ' l~is ~ ~ l c n o s - ' ~  Did lie snffcr scrercly nt tllc Inst ? "  
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trouble. Long summer days and winter nights I watched and prayed for him 
-my gra boy ! but the Lord took him for the best, if I could only think so." 
She paused to weep, while the people round her-some in Irish, some in 
English-exclaimed, " God comfort her ! "-" the Lord look down on her ! "- 
" Holy Mary pity her ! "-" Well, she has grate strength intirely." a The 
breath left him," she added, "as easy as the down of the wild rush leaves 
its stem." 

'' Then thank God always," said the old woman-" thank God that he did 
not die hard! the neighbours will tell you how I lost mine. He was alive 
yesterday ; ay, he was as full of strength as the finest deer on Glen&, and what 
is he now? Oh! but death was hard on h in~  ; I didn't know his face when I 
looked on it! think of that, my poor woman, think of that; the mother 
that bore him didn't know his face! Oh! it's a fine thing to have an easy 
death, and time to make our souls. Holy Xary!" and she commenced 
repeating the litany to the Virgin with inconceivable rapidity, while her 
face wore the cadaverous hue of death, and her eyes gleamed like lamps in a 

sepulchre. 
" She's turnin' light-headed," said a man in the crowd. " Get her home, 

Peggy, the throuble is too strong for her intirely, and no wonder." 

THE LOWER LAICE is, as we have said, much larger than either Tork Lake 
or the Upper Lake ; and tourists generally prefer it to either of its sister rivals. 
I t  is more cheerful, and in parts more beautiful ; but, as we have intimated, less 
graceful than the one, and far less grand than the other. 

There are islands, small and large, in the Lower Lake, to the number 
of about five-and-thirty, including those of all sizes and proportions, that 
are not merely bare rocks; and nearly the whole of them are luxuriantly 
clothed in the richest verdure and foliage. The principal in extent and 
the most distinguished for beauty are, Ross, Innisfallen, and Rabbit Island; 
but among the lesser " stars of earth," there are several that surpass their 
comparatively giant neighbours in natural loveliness and grace;-such, for 
example, is Nouse Island, the tiny speck that lies between Ross and Innis- 
fallen. I t  will be unnecessary for us to do more than point attention to 
them on the map ; the two greater islands, however, call for some descriptive 
details. 

The usual place of enlbarkation for strangers, who design to visit the 
various objects of attraction that must be seen by water, is at a quay on Ross 
Island, immediately under the walls of Ross Castle, to which there is a carriage 
road, crossing a small bridge, from the town of Killarney. The guests at this 
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two hotels, Roche's" and "the Victoria," have their own miniature piers; 
the former at a little creek under the banks of Mucross. Ross is more 
properly a peninsula than an island, being separated from the main land only 
by a narrow cut through a morass, which it is more than probable was a work 
of art, with a view to strengthen the fortifications of the castle. The island, 
for so it must now be termed, is the largest of the lakes, containing about 
eighty plantation acres. I t  is richly and luxuriantly cultivated ; a portion of 
it is converted into a graceful and carefully-kept flower-garden, where seats 
are placed so as to command tlie more striking and picturesque views; and 
in every part Nature has been so judiciously trained and guided, that the 
whole scene is one of exceeding beauty. The castle is a fine remain; much 
less injured by time than the majority of its co-mates in Kerry county. I t  is 
a tall square embattled building, based upon a limestone rock, sustained at the 
land side by a plain massive buttress ; from the north-east and north-west angles, 
project two machicolated defences. I t  contains a spiral staircase of cut stone. 
I t  was erected by one of the earlier chieftains of the Donoghues.* I t  forms a 
conspicuous feature in the landscape from every part of the Lower Lake ; and 
as the modern additions to the ancient strncture are rapidly becoming ruins 

* Of course the several legends connected with the name of the O'Donoghue have their source in this, 
his Castle of Ross. The peasantry will point out the window from which he leaped into the lake when he 
exchanged his sovereignty on earth for that  of the waters under it. He was endowed, they say, with the 
gift of trnnsforming himself into any shape, and his wife requested him to exhibit some of his transforma- 
tions before her. He warned her, that  if he did so, and she displayed any symptoms of fear, they would he 
separated for ever. She still persisted, in the spisit of female curiosity, and in pesfect confidence that she could 
look on unmoved. On his assuming, however, some very terrible shape, she shrieked with terror. He imme- 
diately sprang from the window into the lake below, and remains there an enchanted spirit ; his enchantment 
to continue until, by his brief annual ride, the silver shoes are worn ont by the attrition of the surface of the 
water. Lady Chatterton observes that I L  the tale respecting O'Donoghue's subaqueous immortality, was first 
printed in a French romance, entitled 'Hypolite, Comte de Douglas,' which is known to  have been the 
production of the Comtesse dlAunoy, who died in 1705." And from the cnrious chain of argument which 
Lady Chatterton skilfully forges-we use the word metaphorically-it would appear that the immortal chieftain 
can be no other person than the identical O'Donoghue, who surrendered Ross Castle to the Parliamentary 
General Ludlow. Of the race of the O'Donoghues, L L  the Annals of Innisfallen" have furnished various 
particulars, which give a pretty clear insight into the character of gone-by times when "might made right,') 
and illustrate the utter insecurity of life and property, that  kept tlie '' petty kings" always armed lest the 
stronger should come and strip them. From the year 1024 to 1238, of the " Kings of Locha Lein," nineteen 
out of twenty were "slain ;" some in open fight, some by treachery, and some having been previously driven 
out of their territories. The last item in the dismal account stands thus :- 'L Jeoffsey O'Donoghue, and Saora, 
daughter of Donchad Cairbreach O'Brien, his wife, as also his brother and his three sons, burned in his,house 
a t  the garden of the Greenford, by Fineen M'Donnell Gud, being betrayed by his own hnntsman." Anlong 
the " fierce leaders of battles," nerertheless, there were a few distinguished as '' gentle a t  arms;" and some 

who never forsook the muse." The list, however, which gives so dark a picture of the age, refers to the 
O'Donoghue of the glens, and not to the ancestors of the spirit chieftain. Yet the milder branch has d t o -  
gcther withered and vanished ; while of the l' turbulent," the '' rnthless," the I '  proud and stern in battle," 
the representative still exists. 
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also, they will ere long increase rather than lessen its interest-more certainly 
if Lord Kenmare will take some trouble to cover them with ivy. During 
the war, the out-buildings were used as a barrack. The castle is famous in 

Irish histoiy, as being the last 
in Munster to hold out against 
the Parliamentary army; in 
1652, Ludlow, the successor of 
Ireton, assisted by Sir Hard- 
ress Waller, laid siege to it. I t  
was defended by Lord Mus- 
kerry, with a sufficiency of 
troops, and an ample supply 
of provisions : yet the castle, 
so well prepared for defence, 
surrendered upon articles, with- 
out striking a vigorous blow. 
The circumstance is attributable 

to the tcrror that seized upon the garrison, when they beheld war-ships 
floating on the lake, in fulfilment of an ancient prophecy, which foretold 
that tlie castle could be taken only when an event occurred-almost as 
improbable as that " Birnam forest" should come " to Dunsinane." Although 
i t  is very unlikely that Ludlow had heard of this tradition, or would have 
heeded it if he had, it is certain that, having considered it wisest to attack the 
castle by water, he had constructed boats for the purpose ; " and," as he says, 
"when we had received our boats, each of which was capable of containing 
one hundred and twenty men, I ordered one of them to be rowed about, in 
order to find out the most convenient place for landing upon the enemy, which 
they perceiving, thought fit, by a timely submission, to prevent the danger 
that threatened them." General Ludlow does not explain how the boats were 
conveyed into the lakes; and so great must have been the difficulty of 
transporting them from any distant part, covered as this district of Ireland 
then was with bog and forests, that the boat has been generally considered to 
have been nothing more than a raft. An accident enabled us to remove all 
doubts on the subject. 

I n  the wall of the ancient church of St. Multose, at  Kinsale, we discovered 
an old tomb, partly concealed by rubbish; and learned that this division 
of the structure had, until very lately, been blocked up by heaps of stone and 
mortar. The inscription on a wooden pannel, almost rottcd away, and fixed 
immediately over tlie grave, was in Latin ; the word '' l<crria" excited our 
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curiosity; and, on clearing the stone, we were amply rewarded for our labour. 
We read as follows :- 

L L  Spem reponant alii sanctis et angclis; 
JESUS, 

En nomen venerandum quod liberavit nos. 
ted~aytmr 

Cum genitore jacet Thomas cognominc Chudlcigh, 
C o n n m e  

Regibus Anglorum struxit uterqne rates, PotzcL61rsc 
Ars genitoris erat przestans, heu ! hcu ! brevis aetas, 
Causavit terris velificasse ratem, 
Velificare ratem terris benc Kerria novit, 
Rossensis turris capta labore probat; 
Pergito mnsa precor, natum cantare studeto, 
Ingeniosus erat, przeditus nrte pari, 
Ille ratem regi cui dnt Kinsalia aomcn, 
Condidit ast alii laus data magna fuit, 
Condidit hanc inquam lector tnlit alter hoaoren, 
Sic alii sibi non, dulcia vitis habet, 
Sic alii sibi non, grandia portat eqans, 
Sic alii sibi non, cursitat arva canis, 
Sic alii sibi non, navigat ipsa rates."" 

As we have observed, from all parts of the lake, and from every one of the 
ad,jacent nlountains, the castle of Ross is a most interesting and attractive 
point in the scenery ; and it amply repays the honour it receives by enabling 
the visitor to obtain, - 
from the summit of --- 

A- - 
--zi=zz- 

---r-- =-- -----_ ---- = its tower, a com- --- - -=-*= .--e-- - 
G - - - manding view of -- 

every important ob- 
iect by  which it is 
surrounded. An 
hour passed in wallr- 

hour pleasantly and 
profitably spent ; 

- - and curiosity may - 

be gratified by inspecting the surface of the famous copper mine, the debris of 

* " Some repose their hopes on saints and angels ; 
JESUS, 

Revered is that venerated name which has saved us. 

Here, with his ttl ler,  lies Thomas, by surname Chudleigl~, 
For the kings of t l l ~  Englisl~ both built ship% 
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which is scattered in profusion upon the western shore; among them are 
several huge portions of a steam-engine-the first, we believe, ever introduced 
into Ireland. Of these mines we have already given some notice. When 
opened by Colonel Hall in 1804, he obtained unequivocal proof that they had 
been worked previously ; but at a period very remote, and when mining, as 
an art, was utterly unknown. Several rude stone hammers were discovered; 
of which the accompanying cut will give a sufficiently accurate idea. W e  

is obviously worn by use. They 
and it is not unlikely that 
there ; but they certainly 
we obtained had no mark 

procured two of them during our recent 
visit to Killarney, but they are now, of 
course, becoming scarce. A groove had 
evidently been cut, or rather rubbed, 
round it, so as to attach to it  a handle by  
a strap, perhaps of leather ; and the larger 
end, against which the blows were stiuck, 
are popularly called " Danes' Hammers ;" 

the Danes may have been the miners who left them 
received their shape from nature, for one of those 

of the groove. Another circumstance, we remember 
to have heard from Colonel Hall, corroborative of the assertion that the mine 
was worked ages ago: the miners found the remains of fires all along the 
vein; these fires must have been lit in order to consume the limestone in 
which the ore was bedded, so as to form a natural smelting-home in the 
quarry. Of course the mine had been loosely wor ld ,  and very little af its 
wealth had been removed." 

The father's skill was uncommon ; alas ! alds ! his !lfe @as short 
He caused a ship to sail on the land, 
That the ship did sail on the land Iierry well knows, 
The tower of Ross taken with difficulty proves. 
Proceed Muse, I implore; study t o  sing the p a i s a  of the son. 
He was very ingenious, skilled in the same art, 
He built a ship for the King to which Kinsale g i ~ e s  a name : 
He built, hut to another great praise was given, 

He built this, I say, reader, though another bore away the honours. 
Thus for another, not for itself, the vine affords sweet grapes; 
Thus for another, not for himself, the horse bears heavy burdens; 
Thus for another, not for himself, the dog courses over the plains ; 
Thus for another, not for herself, the ship herself sails the seas." 

The descendants of the ship-builder are still living, and the name of the ship of war, "the Kinsale," appears 
in the old Navy Lists. The dockyards of Kinsale were famous for a very long period. 

* " To the antiquary, the discovery of these early works at  Ross is of some value, as imparting a distinct- 
ness and certainty to a somewhat, otherwise, nebulous portion of Irish history on which doubts had fallen, and 
thos verifying those much-disputed statements of the early working of mines in Ireland, which some would 
have treated as figments."- Windele. 



rLoss Island is nearly in the ccntrc of the Lower Lake; the nest in 
importance is Innisfallen-sweet Innisfallen ! I t  receives from all tourists the 
distinction of being the most beautiful, as it is certainly the most interesting, of 
the lake islands. Its peculiar beauty is derived from the alternating hill and 
dale within its small circle ; the elegance of its miniature creeks and harbours ; 
and the extraordinary size as well as luxuriance of its evergreens ; and it far 
surpasses in interest any one of its graceful neighbours, inasmuch as here, 
twelve centuries ago, 
was founded an 
Abbey, of which 
the ruins still exist, 
from which after- 
wards issued " the 
Annals of Innis- 
fallen"-among the 
earliest and the 
most authentic of 
the ancient Irish 
histories." On ap- 
proaching it, we 
seem to be draw- 
ing near a thick 
forest; for the foliage is remarkably close, and extends literally into the water, 
many bf the finest trees having their roots under the lake. On landing, however, 
we find that the lofty elm and magnificent ash, mingled with hollies of gigantic 
growth, and other cvergreens of prodigious height and girth, only encircle a 
green sward, of so pure and delicious a colour as to demand for Innisfallen, 

* The original work, written, and for several centuries preserved, in the Abbey of Innisfallen, is now in the 
Bodleian library. I t  is on parchment, in medium quarto, and contains fifty-seven leaves. The earlier portion 
consists of estracts from the Old Testament, and a history of the ancient world down to the arrival of St. 
Patrick in Ireland, in 432. From this period it treats exclusively of the affairs of Ireland-terminating with 
A.D. 1319. I t  appears to have been the production of two monks; one of whom carried i t  to the year 1216, 
and the other continued i t  to the year 1320. There are several copies of i t  extant ; one of which is in the 
collection of His Grace the Duke of Buclcingham, at Stowe; part of this was translated and printed in lS2.5 by 
Dr. O'Conor. The facts are narrated iu the smallest compass, and present a dry but sad I' succession cf crimes, 
wars, and rebellions." Sir  James Ware selected and published several passages, to which he refers as 
authorities ; a single quotation may satisfy the curiosity of our readers :-" Anno 1180 : this abbey of Il~nis- 
fallen being ever esteemed a paradise and a secure sanctuary, the treasure and the most valuable effects of the 
whole country were deposited in the hands of the clergy; notwithstandii~g which, we find the abbey was 
plundered in this year by Maolduin, son of Daniel O'Donoghue. Many of the clergy \\-ere slain, aud even in 
their cemetery, by the Macarthys. But God soon punished this act of impiety and sacrilege, by briuging many 
of its authors to an untimely end." 

\ 01.. I 
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beyond every other part of Ireland, the character of being pre-eminently 
"the Emerald Isle." Vistas have been skilfully formed through the trees, 
presenting on one side a view of the huge mountains, and on the other of the . 
wooded shores of Ross. Of the abbey a few broken walls alone remain ; i t  is 
said to have been built in the seventh century by Saint Finian Lobhar (the Leper), 
the descendant of one of the most renowned of the Munster kings; and it 
was subsequently appropriated to the use of the regular canons of St. Augustin. 
A far more ancient structure, the small Oratory or Chapel, represented in the 
print, is an object of considerable interest; its situation is picturesque; and 
its appearance, 

" Being all with ivy overspread," 

is in happy keeping with the ancient character of the island. For upwards of 
a century i t  has been desecrated to the purposes of "a  banqueting-house" for 
visitors, who are seldom content with "chewing the cud of sweet and bitter 
fancies ;" but, within the last few months, the good taste of Lord Kenmare has 
caused it to be unroofed, and converted into what it had been since the ejection 
of the monks-a ruin. 

Our guide, Sir Richard, having first conducted us up and down the tiny 
hillocks, and through the miniature vales, of this delicious isle- 

" A chosen plott of fertile land 
Amongst wide waves sett, like a little nest; 
As if it had by Nature's cunning hand 
Bene choycely picked out from all the rest, 
And laid forth for ensample of the best,"- 

and having listened with evident pride and pleasure to our expressions of 
exceeding delight, proceeded to introduce us to the two island-wonders-" the 
Needle," and "the Bed of Honour." Through the former he led, or rather 
pushed us ; it is a crab-tree with a kind of double trunk, forming an aperture, 
the forcing through which is said to have a powerful influence on the after- 
destiny of '( the gentler sex;" and to the latter the gallant knight ushered 
us with all due state and ceremony. The '' Bed of Honour" is a seat formed 
by the matted branches of a yew-tree ; but the traditions that account for its 
name are confused and contradictory ; and to its miraculous effects we cannot 
proffer ourselves as witnesses. Sir Richard, however, and Spillane, who also 
accompanied us, took advantage of our disposition l L  to sit awhile and rest," for 
the day was very fair, and the sun was sinking 

"With a pure light and a ~nellow," 

to enlighten, and interest, and amuse us, by relating some of the legends of the 
lakes. Although we have no design to detain our readers for so long a period 
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as these capital racounteurs kept us, under the shadow of the venerable tree, we 
design to incur the hazard of wearying them by compressing some of the tales 
-premising that t h ~ y  may be, and we hope will be, told at greater length and 
with far greater effect, by the two worthies themselves, in the midst of scenery 
unsurpassed by any country of the globe, to many persons who will here peruse 
them " shorn of their beams." 

They told us- How St. Patrick never came into Kerry; but only 
looked into it, holding his hands out to it, and saying "I bless all beyond 
the Reeks."- How Fin Mac Cool kept his tubs of goold in the lake 
under Mucross, and set his dog Bran to watch them ; this was ages ago, long 
before the flood. An Englishman-a grate diver intirely-came over to try 
wouldn't he get the goold; and when he went down, the dog woke from his 
slumbers and seized him; and I'll go bail he never tried th' experimint 
agia.----- How, when O'Donoghue leaped out of the windy of Ross Castle, 
his enchanted books flew after him-and there they are-O'Donoghue's 
library, to be seen this day; only turned into stone, and like the Killarney 
guide-bo~ks-rather heavy.- How, right under the Crebough there was a 
huge carbuncle, that, of a dark night, lit up the rocks under the lake, and 
showed the palaces and towers of the ould ancient city that the waters 
covered.- How Darby got his "garden1'-a group of barren rocks in 
the Lower Lake. He asked ould Lord Kinmare to let him cut wattles out o' 
the trees of Innisfallen. "I will," says my lord, "as many as ye plase, 
between an hour before and an hour after midnight." So Darby took him at 
his word, and went to work. But no sooner did he touch the bark of one of 
the blessed trees, than he was whisked away in a whirlwind, and flung with 
a skinful of broken bones upon the bit of bare rock, that we call 'Darby's 
garden ' to this day.- How a holy hermit fell into sin, and did a hard 
penance for seven long years, just where the trees under Mucross dip into the 
water. He walked straight into the lake, and stuck his holly-stick into the 
gravel at the bottom, and made a vow never to leave the spot until the kippen 
threw out branches and leaves. And for seven years he stood there, without 
sleep or food ; till at last the stick blossomed, and in one night became a grate 
tree, and then the holy hermit knew he was pardoned ; and 'twas he that did 
the wonderful cures from that day out, till all the county was running after "the 
Hermit of the holly-tree."- How the first 07Donoghue was a tall slip of 
a boy; and he was sitting in his ould nurse's cottage, when she set up a 
screech that the O'Sullivans were staling the cattle. So up he gets, pulls an 
ould sword out of the thatch, and kills every mother's son of the thieving 
blaguards. When the fight was over, up comes liis gilly, and " didn't we do 
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that nately?" says he; and "were you helping me? " says O'Donoghue; "I was," 
says the gilly. So with that, O'nonoghue goes out and sticks one of the dead 
men agin the wall, with his eyes staring open, and his spear in his fist; and 
he calls out the gilly, "kill me that big fellow," says he; and the gilly 
was frightened and tried to scull< off. "I knew ye were a coward," says 
O'Donoghue; and hanged him on the next tree.- How the Englishman 
inquired of a ICeny peasant, by what means Ireland happened to have so 
many mountains-to which the Kerry boy made answer thus, "Ye see, Ireland 
being the finest and the best country in the world, in coorse was the last 
country that Nature made; and when Ireland was finished, Nature had a 
dale 0' stuff to spare ; so she left it there-and that makes the mountains."" 

How the giant Eel, that lives in a goulden palace in Lough IGttane, 

* One amusing anecdote of quizzing an Englishman was related to us in the Gap of Dunloe. We met a 
donlcey, with a coating of hair so long as to resemble that of the llama. John, our Cork driver, turned out 
of his way to look at i t ;  and so suggested to one of our guides to have some fun with the '$ Corkeen." lL Have 
you any bastes of that kind in Co~k?"  was the question. 'I Is  it asses you mane?' was John's question in 
return. "Oh no!-bedad we know they'le plenty enough in Cork; they needn't import them any how. 
But sure t11 rt's not an ass." '' Not an ash !" " Yarra, man alive ! when did ye see an ass with such a coat 
as that on its back 1" John looked doubtingly at the mass of s11aggy hair that was standing listlessly in the 
middle of the road; and its coat was so long that only the tips of its ears were visible above the shag. " Bedad 
it is a qnare baste sure enough," said John at last; " but now before ye'll have time to invint any fresh lie 
about hirn, and s u e  you Kerry boys are quick a t  that-1'11 tell ye that's the same baste the taylor in Patrick 
Street got to make the dandy coats from, the gintlemen are so mighty fond of wearing now." This little 
jest raised Jvhn imniediately in the estimation of his companions, and led to a recital of the following story. 
" There were two young gintlemen here last summer, mighty dandy chaps intirely, and we couldn't make out 
what cuuntry they belonged to, purtending they couldn't understand us. And sure enough mc could return the 
compliment, for their words war fine-drawn, finer than flax, twenty cuts to the dozen-they bothered the life 
out of us with questions, and kept putting down everything they saw or heard in their bits of note- 
books. One of 'em F-s from Americay, I believe ; and his comarade called hirn ' Willey.' Well, they 
war just the sort-for ne're used to them, and can see asy enough whether they have a good heart to the 
country or not; they na r  just the s o ~ t  to misrepresant eve~ytl~ing, not out of badness, but from being 
strangers to our ways; and so we tl~ouglit we'd give them some fine big lies to carry home ; and we met that 
baste in the Gap: and 'that's the original Irish ass, yer honours,' said I, ' the true breed;'-well, that went 
down in the book wid a sketch. ' That's the discendant, and the only one living in the connthry, yer honors, of 
thc rule one, that O'Donoghue was riding for divarshin the evening the waters broke in upon him. Are you 
sure of that?' said one. 'It's as tl~rue, sir,' I made answer, ' as that it's the rale animal ;'-well, t l~at went 
down, and then they coshered together, and said ' tha t  was a singular fact ;' and so I thought I'd give them 
anothcr to make it phwal. ' There's an ould ancient woman in the Gap, makes beautiful stockings out of its 
hair,' I says; ' and if yer honors would like a pair, just as a curosity, I tliililc I could get them maybe as a 
favour; and then no one could misdoubt, when you had them to show;'-well, they took wonderful to the 
stockings, and got some ; fine, grey, coorse stockings they war, made out of the wool of the Keny sheep ; and 
the ould woman caught the wind of the word cute enough, and was up to the thing at once ;-well, they paid her 
for them more than what she ax'd, and yet her comcience wasn't altogether tinder about the price ; and, och ! 
0, yea, just to hear how they talked to each other in a furrin tongue that sounded mighty like bog Latin, and 
put the stockings by so careful." "What a shme!" we exclaimed. "Oh! it was only a bit of a spree! 
-an innocent joke for divarshin. Yarra ! sure the strangers get many a laugh out of poor Paddy, and it wonld 
ill become us not to velum the con~pllment." 
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walliecl one midsummer night into the Lowcr Lake, kicking up a bobbery in 
the l d l s  of the 07Donoghue; for which impudence the Eel is chained for 
ten thousand years to the rock we call O'Donoghue's prison ; and many's 
the man that's heard its moans, and seen the water rise and fall above it, as 
i t  twirled and twisted, trying to squeeze itself out of its hanc1cuffs.- How 
Fin Mac Cool fought at  Ventry Harbour, the battle that continued without 
interruption three hundred and sixty-six days. And Dalav Dura, the champion 
of the Jlonarcli of the world, slain six hundred of Fin's best troops in six days, 
all in single combat ; so Fin successively killed Fion BSLCuslreen Loumbunig, 
Pinaughlaugh Trackluslreen, and the champion Dulav Dura; and fought so 
long and so lustily, that his limbs would have fallen asunder if they hadn't 
been kept togethcr by his amour ;  till, in the end, Fin totally destroyed his 
enemies, and took possession of the field with trumpets sounding, drums 
bating, and colours flying, having been fighting for i t  one whole year and a day. 

How Wacgillicuddy of tlie Rccks was a boy or gilly to the Mac Carthy 
Mor; and he went into Connaught to seek his fortune; and he fell in love 
with a young lady and she with him ; and he boasted to her father that he  
had more ricks than the father's land could grow hay enough to cover with 
hay-bands; so the father sent a messenger into Kerry to know the truth of 
Ids riches, and whether the young stranger had the grate fortune he spolie about. 
And, to be sure, tlie daughter gave the messenger a hint; so lie thravelled to 
Keuy, and saw you:~g Macgillicuddy7s father ating his dinner on his knecs, 
with heaps of rats all about the cabin he lived in ; so he goes back and tells 
the fair maid's father, that the Macgillicuddy had more live cattle about him 
than he could count, and was ating off a table he wouldn't part with for half, 
Connaught. So, in coorse, the boy got the girl.----- How Ossian used to see \ 
white horses riding through his fields. So, says he, by Jakers, the next time 
they come, I'll mount one of 'em, says he. And he did. And they took him 
to the Thier-na-oge-that's the land of eternal youth; and a mighty 
pleasant place he found it, wid beautiful ladies, fxcsh and fair as a May 
morning. Only after a while, I'll go home," says he, "just to ax how my 
friends are." " Och, they're dead," says the king; " dead these fifteen 
lmndred years," says he. Pooh," says Ossian ; " sure I haven't been 
here more than a year." "Well, go and see," says the king; "mount one 
o' my white horses ; but mind, if ye get off his back, ye711 be ould, shrivelled, 
and withered," says he ;  ('and not the fine bould gorsoon ye are now.'' So 
Ossian went; and he wondered grately to see such a many ould castles in 
ruins-for ye see, yer honours, 'twas after Cromwell went through the country 
like a blast; bad luck to his seed, breed, and generation: Amin! Well, 
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Ossian meets an ould clargy going home to holy Aghadoe, and he trying to 
lift a sack o' corn on his back; and "help," says he, "for the sake o' the 
Virgin." " Faiks, I will, honest man," says Ossian ; " for the sake of virgin 
or married woman, or widdy," says he; for ye see Ossian was a hathen, 
and didn't know what the holy father meant by " the Virgin." So he leaped 
off his horse, and in a moment he was an ould, shrivelled, withered man, 
oulder looking a dale than the priest he was going to help wid the sack 
o' corn. So the blessed monk of Aghadoe knew that the spell of the enchant- 
ment was broke; and he convarted Ossian; made a Christian of him on the 
spot; and by the same token, it was to a dale finer and better country than 
the Thierna-na-oge, that Ossian was carried that same night.- How the 
blessed abbot of Innisfallen walked for two hundred years about the little 
island that wasn't a mile round. And the way of it was this :-He was 
praying one morning early, before the sun was up ; and he heard a little bird 
singing so sweetly out of a holly-tree, that he rose from his knees and followed 
it, listening to the music i t  was making; and the little bird flew from bush 
to bush, singing all the while, and the holy father following; for so sweet 
and happy was the song of the little bird, that he thought he could listen to 
it for ever; so where it flew he went; and when it changed its place, he was 
again after it ; the little bird singing all the while, and the holy father listening 
with his ears and his heart. At length the abbot thought it was nearing 
vesper time; and he blessed the little bird and left it. When he stepped 
back to his convent, what should he see and hear but strange faces and 
strange voices; the tongue of the Sassenach in lieu of the wholesome Irish. 
And the monks asked him what right had he to wear the habit of the holy 
Augustines? And so he told them his name, that he was their Sbbot, and 
that he had been since daybreak following the music of the little bird that 
was singing sweetly among the branches of the holly-tree. And they made 
answer, that two hundred years ago the holy abbot had left the convent, and 
was never heard of afterwards-and that now the heretic and the stranger 
was ould Ireland's king. So the holy father said, " Give me absolution some 
of ye, for my time is come ; " and they gave him absolution : and just as the 
breath was laving him, they heard at the lattice-window the sweetest song 
that ever bird sung; and they looked out and saw it, with the sun shining 
on its wings that were white as snow ; and while they were watching it, there 
came another bird; and they sung together for awhile out of the holly-tree, 
and then both flew up into the sky ; and they turned to the holy father-and 
he was dead. 

We must refer to our guide, Sir Richard, for a longer catalogue of Lakc 
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Legends; his store will hardly be exhausted between sunrise and sunset 
of a whole summer day. But his hearers may form their own conclusions as 
to whether the gallant knight " hath the rare faculty of inventing" as well as of 
reporting. If, to some, his stories are as good as new, to others, probably, 
they will be as good as old: at all events we may safely promise that Sir 
Richard will talk as long as he finds listeners ; and that to the last he will 
neither exhibit signs of weariness, or tokens that the book of his memory is 
about to close. 

I t  is needless for us to tarry any longer upon the Lower Lake : we can do 
no more than apply to every island that graces it-to every little bay into which 
it runs-to the shores, wooded with rich evergreens, by which it is surrounded- 
to the streams of the mountain or the valley by which it is supplied-to the 
cataracts that force their way into it, over huge rocks and through thick forest 
glades,-the ephithets "sublime and beautiful," upon which we have been 
compelled to ring the changes again and again. 

We cannot quit the subject, however, without requiring the reader to make 
with us the ascent to the summit of Mangerton ; or, if he be in rude health 
and strength, and time be not of much value, he may encounter Carran Tuel- 
the highest mountain of Ireland-from the top of which he will see, still more 
gloriously pictured, the magnificent panorama of the lakes at the foot, the 
Atlantic Ocean in the distance, and, between them both, a tract of country 
unparalleled for rude grandeur and gentle beauty. 

The village of Cloghreen is a very short distance from the base of 
Mangerton. The tourist, however, should diverge somewhat from the direct 
route. to examine 
the little church 
of Killaghie-we 
believe the small- 
est church in the 
kingdom. In its 
construction it is 
rcry simple; and 
is obviously, with 
the exception of 
its tower, of re- 
mote antiquity. 
Wild flowers, of 
various hues, grow 
from the walls and adorn its roof of stone. 
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The journey to the summit of Mangerton is not to be thought of lightly, 
although the labour may excite a smile in those who have climbed the "Monarch 
of Mountains." For a very long period, until within the present century in- 
deed, Mangerton had usurped the honour of ranking as the highest of the Irish 
mountains: so Dr. Smith describes it, although he admits that the Reeks lllool~ 
more lofty." Since the inquiries of Mr. Nimmo, and the improvements in survey- 
ing, Mangerton has, however, been compelled to resign its throne, and 'l hide 
its diminished head."" Still, to dwellers in the valley, and more especially 
those of the city, its height is sufficient to afford a pretty correct idea of what a 
veritable mountain actually is. We commenced our excursion on a morning 
that gave promise of a fine day; mounted on the sure-footed ponies whom 

practice had made perfect," and who are never known to stumble. Indeed, 
a trip would not unfrequently prove fatal to the rider. A road leads from 
Cloghreen to the base of the mountain. As this portion of his service 
seemed to be that upon which Sir Richard chiefly prided himself, he 
had assumed an additional degree of importance; and issued orders l1 in 
good set terms " to his subordinates. A crow d soon gathered about us, 

men, women, girls and boys, 
with vial-bottles of potheen 
and cans of goat-milk ; each 
with a greeting-" ycr ho- 
nour's welcome to Man- 
gerton." About a score of 
them were in attendance 
as we reached a group of 
wretched hovels at the foot 
of the mountain; and the 
crowd grew like a snowball 
as it moved onwards. Take 
a portrait of one of them 
-a fine hale and healthy 
mountain maid ; as buoyant 
as the breeze, and as hardy 
as the heath that blossoms 
on its summit. The sure 

feet of our horses were soon tried; the little rough-coated animals had to 
make their way over rocks, bogs, and huge stones, through rushing and 

" Tt is now ascertai~~ed that the height of Mangerton is 2550 feet, while that of Carran Tuel is 3410. 



brawling streams, and along the brinks of precipices -places where it 
wodd be very difficult for persons unaccustomed to mountain travelling 
to move along on foot. At length we reached "the Devil's Puncll 
Bowl," a small lake in the midst of rocks almost perpendicular. Our rude 
sketch may convey some idea of its sin- 
gular character. The water is intensely 

, \ 
cold; yet in the severest winter it never - - - 

- 
freezes. The peasants, of course, at- - - 

tribute this peculiarity to the influence 
of his satanic majesty; but from its 
position it is nevcr calm, being in a 
state of agitation on the mildest summcr 
day.* As it is chiefly supplied by 
springs that pass over the surrounding 
peat-beds, the water is of a very dark 
colour, and its depth is said to be un- 
fathomable, A footpath marks the 
way to the summit of the mountain. 
It is a perfect level of considerable ex- 
tent, and covered with a deep stratum 
of peat moss, into which the foot 
sinks some inches even in the driest 
weather. 

The view from the mountain-top defies any attempt at description ; it was 
the most magnificent sight me had evcr witnessed-and one that greatly 
surpassed even the dreams of our imagination, In l l~c far away clistnnce is 
the broad Atlantic, with the river of Kenlnare, tlvc bay of Dingle, and the 
storm-beaten coast of Iveragh. Midway are the monntains-of all forms and 
altitudes, with their lakes and cataracts, and streams of white foam. At our 
feet lie the three Killarney lakes, with Glen&, and Torc, and even Tomies, 
looking like protecting walls girdling them round about. The islands in the 
upper and lower lake have, some of them, dwindled into mere specks, while 
the larger sccm fitted only for the occupation of fairies. The rapid river Launc 
winds prettily along the valley; and the Flesk-bridge, with its dozen arches, 

* I t  is said that Charles Jnmcs Fos is the on1.v person who evcr ventured to swim across the lake. During 

his residence at Iiilarney, tho clllistiim name of the barber who attended him was Nicholas; and it  was a frequent 
boast of the L 'U l t imu~  Eo~nmorum))l as FOX is styled by the great poet-biographer of the age, that he was 
'Lsl~nved by old Nick in the morning; swam across thc Devil's punch bowl nt noon; and got a s  drunk as 

tlic Dcvil at  night." 
YUL. I. 2 K 



resembles a cldd's toy. We were peculiarly fortunate as regards the weather ; 
for agzxinst tlie intense cold that prevails at all seasons on tlie heights, we hat1 
been duly warned and prepared ; and our guide was loaded with matters we 
might have sadly missed if they had been withheld till our return." W e  had 

* The "boys" and gir!s of M a n y t o n  followed us through the whole of our day's joun~ey-a very 
htiguing one i t  must have been to those who derived little or no enjoyment from the novelty and be:mty of 
the scene. Their hope was, that  we might become fatigued enough to require either the whiskey or the milk. 
Q r  both, of which each carried a s~nnll quantity. The "jugs" are of wood, of various forms, and by nu 

means ungraceful. The four we subjoin, 
we copied from "the dresser" of a 
cottage somewhat above the ordinary 
class; but they are the common drink- 
ing vessels of the Kerry peasantry. 
The crowd of half-guides, half-beggars, by 
whom we were attended, we made con- 
tent by taking a few drops of their bever- 
age from the can of each; bestowing, in 
return, a recompense, small enough, but 
evidently larger than they usually received. 
When they saw us in safety a t  the foot of 
the mountain, they parted from us with a 
joint and cheerful hurra', aud a mingled 
wish for "good luck" wherever we 
might go. We had passed some distance 
on our way homeward, when we over- 
tuok a young girl, whose avocations were 
obviously the very opposite of the idlers 
we had left. She carried on her back a. 

large and heavy hamper of potatoes, and 
was walking barefoot, of course, and with 
pain. We gave her a single I~alfpenny. 

Small as was the coin, it was repaid by a torrent of eloqncnce. ''Heaven bless yer honor! it's few gives a 

halfpenny to a poor orpliiu like me-tliougli it's little the mother that bore me, or the father that nursed me 
on his knees, thought I'd come to be a s201.e to Xlike Sullivan ! Sure no sarvint erer stops with him but he 
~nurders,-a'rnost ! and I'd not 113: bccn wid l ~ i m  so long, only he's on his keepin on account of a blow Ile 
struck :t man, who's clozan ecer since, and the 'polirsh' afther Mike."-'L And has Mike a wife? "-" He 
i~:rs, s u r e a n d  he's not bad to her, though he's such n devil, and she's the same, on the tongue, though a 
ki~ld heart warms her busum-God bless her! "--"How long are your parents dead?" Here the poor girl 
wept agnin. "The Lord took my mother and some more of us, as good as eight years agone; and my father 
struggled wid the porerty of the world until four years come h1artiuln:w-then, then, he died, he died ! and 
left me ou the stony bed of a cowld, cowld world. Och hone! it's little I knew the bitter blast of the 
wind, or the chill of the frost, whin he was in i t  to  warm me with his sweet smile, or kind words! Oh, my 
father! nly father! who is in heawn ! I wish I was worthy to be with you ! " This lvas eloquence ; the 
child could not 11nre been fourteen-she was small and finely formed-and the tears couched each other down 
her cheelis. " JY1i;tt do you get as wages? "-&' One and sixpence."-" A week? "-LL A yarra, no !-a 
quarter, and two meals a day : but,, glory be to God ! I'm growing bigger and stronger, and though I can't be 
morc willing, I'll be more able to work; and sure that'll be some comfort." We gave her sixpeuce. The 

magnitude of the gift amazed her:  down she dropped on her knees. "0 father in heaven, look down and 

bless thirn ul:o looked to yer poor orphin! May the holy saints guide ye, and purtect ye, and make yer bed 
in  heave^^ ! " Shc was up in an instant; for the horse was ascending one of the perpendicular sort of hills 
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scarcely reached the top, when the clouds came suddenly around us-around 
above and below ; we could not see our companions although they were but a 
few yards from us, and the rough play of the wind prevented us from hearing 
their voices. At  length Sir Richard crept to our side, and, as if infected by 
the solemn expression of our countenances, he abstained for awhile from break- 
ing the reverie in which we iiidulged. After a time, however, he murmured 
some words of alarm lest the clouds should continue and prevent our seeing 
the glorious prospect he had promised us. The dark light, for it is scarcely 
paradoxical to say so, continued about us for many minutes. I t  was a bright 
white mist in which we were envelopcd ; and, as we attempted to peer through 
it, we could compare it to nothing but lying on the ground and looking 
upwards when the sky is unbroken by a single cloud. After a time, however, 
the clouds gradually drifted off; and the whole of the magnificent panorama 
was displayed beneath us. The effect was exciting to a degree; the beau- 
tiful foreground, the magnificent midway, and the sublime distance, were all 
taken in by the eye at  once. While we gazed, however, the clouds again 
passed over the landscape, and all was once more a blank ; after a few minutes 
they departed, and gave to full view the whole of the grand and beautiful 
scene ; and in this manner above an hour was occupied, with alternate changes 
of darkness and light, On our way down the mountain, we deviated from 
the accustomed track to visit Coom-na-goppel-" the Glen of the Horse;"- 
so called, according to Mr. Weld, " from the excellence of its pastures ; " but, 
according to Nr. Windele, "from the circumstance of one of these poor 
animals having been accidentally precipitated over a craig into a dark lougli 
at its base." The glen may be likened to a gigantic pit, surrounded on all 
sides by perpendicular mountain rocks, in which the eagle builds his nest 
without the fear of man : i t  is inaccessible except from one particular spot, where 
its superabundant waters have forced a passage into a still lower valley. To  
reach it from the heights above would be almost impossible. Following the 
course of the stream, we are conducted through rich pasture ground to the 
borders of a spacious lake-Lough Kittane; in extent it nearly equals Torc 

nhich an Engli>h horse (unless born and brought up to steeple-chasing) would condemn as inpracticable; 
and then, all smiles, as n moment before she had been all tears, the girl exclaimed, "I'll buy myself a new 
handketcl~er when I go to Hillarney: I won't tell Mike Sulliv:m, for fear he'd take i t  from me-but I'll buy 
the handltetcher. Oh, the Loid p~ntcc t  ye! I wish I knew how to pray slrong for ye! but the Lord sees 

us all, and knows our he nts. Tliat's my way now (pointing over a bog); and sure it's hard for an orphin 
to  turn her back on the fiicnds the Lord sent her on the high-road." And after clasping her hands in blessing, 

the mountniu-cldld sprang over a ~oclry fence, and took a footpath that led round the mountain ; she was 
accompanied by n lean dog, that see~ned to attend without companioning the lonely girl ; there was no sympathy 
between them ; she did not call to him, but he followed her rotlicr as a matter of necessity than choice. Long 
after we parted, we could trace them as they ascended, stage by stage, the mountain-side. What a number 
of blessings can be purchased in Irclmd for sixpence ! 
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Lake, but nature has left it without adornment, surrounded by rude and barren 
hills. On the same side of Mangerton there are many other lakes, each of 
which sends its tribute to those of "1Gllarney"-and a visit to any one of 
which will amply recompense the traveller. 

I t  is time that we leave the Killarney lakes; for our design is not to produce 
"a  gnicle-book."" Our readers need scarcely be told that we have rendered 
very insnfficient justice to their exceeding beauty ; or that we have passed over, 
altogether without notice, numerous objects of great interest and value, from 
which the tourist will not fail to derive amusement, instruction, and enjoyment. 
I t  is, indeed, difficult, if it be not actually impossible, to convey a notion of their 
numerous and wonderful attractions. The pen of the writer and the pencil of 
the artist will equally fail to picture them, for they are undergoing perpetual 
changes that cannot be described ; and i t  will not be easy to recognise at  noon, 
or at  evening, the scenes that may have been closely examined, and even copied, 
in the morning; so infinitely varied are the effects produced by the peculiar 
fluctuations of light and shade that occur over the whole district-the islands, 
the shores, the water, and the mountains.? 

* The visitor must procure his 'bgnide-boolts," if he desires them, before he leaves Cork, for he will not 
obtain them in Iiillarney. Thcse books are, of course, numerous; but, as a mere key to the lakes, the old 
work of Mr. Weld continues without a rival. I t  is now, however, very scarce. The volumes of "Legends of the 
Lakes," by T. C. C~oker,  are cnpital in their way, but contain f,rr more to  excite a laugh than to  convey 
knowledge. Curry's "Guide Book" is useful as a cheap directory, and i t  is exceedingly correct as well as, 
considering its size, comprehensive. The book, I~owerer, that no one should be without, is that  by Mr. 
JVindele, entitled "Historical and Descriptive Notices of the City of Cork and its Vicinity, Gougaun Bana, 
Glengariff, and 1Cillarney."'-Publisl~cd by Bolster, Cork. I t  is full of information upon a variety of topics, and 
will prove a t  once ta most efficient guide and a most agreeable companion. Since the above note was written, the 
authors of t l m  work have published a small volume, entitled " A  Week a t  Killarney," which contains the whole 
of the matter printed in this work, with many additions :-they may describe i t  as  " A  Guide to the Lakes," for 
they carefully collected all the information that n ight  seem to be of service to the tourist: to  this book they 
may presume to direct the attention of those who contemplate a visit to this beautiful and romantic district. 

+ Among the inducements to visit the lakes, there is one we cannot omit to  notice. For a description of it 
we must draw upon a friend, as  we were not ourselves fortunate enough to  witness i t ;  we allude to one of 
Killarney's far-famed stafhunts.-It is not, perhaps, generally known that its mountains abound with red 
deer. Torc alone contams many hundreds, and in the summer evenings they may be heard belling on all sides 
of its lake. The houuds are now kept by Mr. Herbert; a famous pack, well suited to thc wildness of thesc 
glens. The place of meeting on this occasio~i was Derricunnihy, the beautiful cascade on the Upper Lake. 
The morning was fine, and we procured one of the many fine boats which are to be hired a t  Killaruey. They 
were all in requisition ; nothing could surpass the beauty of the scene as we threaded along the various windings 
between the Upper and Lower Lake; boats, lustily manned, filled with ladies, whose gay attire and cheerful 
faces caused even the mountains to sing with pleasure, for the merry laugh from each boat as i t  passed the far- 
famed Eagle's Nest was returned tenfold by its echoes, which kept up a constant reply to the view-ha1100 of 
the boatmen, the bugle of the helmsman, and the fainter cadence of the female voice. A t  length we reached 
the Upper Ldie, and n7ere surprised a t  the number, beauty, and appointments of the various boats;-Lord 
Headley's with his crew, Mr. O'Conncll's, O'Sullivan's, kc .  &c., the flags bearing their respective mottoes, all 
eagerly awaiting thc moment of action. A t  length Mr. Herbert arrived in a splendid cutter, manned by some 
old college friends, himself pulling stroke-his blue banner bearing the title of his bark, the ' Colleen Dhas' 
(,Lhe beautiful maid). The hounds were now laid on, and soon made the echoes ring with their music. We 



On reviewing what we have written concerning tlic Lalrcs-although 
conscious that we have failed in giving the reader even a limited idea of theh 
grandeur and beauty-we trust we have succeeded in detailing their advantages 
so far as to induce many persons to visit them, who have hitherto been accus- 
tomed to pay their annual visits to the Continent. Those who require relaxation 
from labour, or may be advised to seek health under the influence of a mild 
climate, or search for sources of novel and rational amusement, or draw from 
change of scene a stimulus to wllolesome excitement, or covet acquaintance with 
the charms of Nature, or wish to study a people full of original character- 
cannot, we feel assured, project an excursion to any part of Europe that will 
afford so ample a recompense. 

Ireland will, unquestionably, supply every means of enjoyment that may bc 
obtained in any of the continental kingdoms, and without calling for the 
sacrifices of money and comfort that will be inevitably exacted by the leeches 
of Germany, France, and Italy. Irish civility and hospitality to strangers have 
been proverbial for ages-existing even to a fault; strangers will find, wherever 
they go, a ready zeal and anxiety, among all classes, to produce a favourable 
impression on behalf of the country ; and in lieu of roguish couriers, insolent 
douaniers, dirty inns, and people courteous only that they may rob with greater 
certainty and impunity, they will encounter a people naturally kind and intclli- 
gent, in whom it is impossible not to feel interested; and even where discomfort 
is to be endured, it will be deprived of its character of annoyance by the 
certainty that every effort has been, or will be, exerted to remove it. We shall 
indeed rejoice, if our statements be the means of inducing English travellers to 
direct their course westward-knowing well that, for every new visitor, Ireland 
11411 obtain a new friend." 

pulled along shore parallel with thew cry ; a t  length we turned into a bay a t  the bottom of the lake, and theu 
lay to by the advice of our boatmen. We had scarcely reached the spot when the helmsman raised his hand in 
silence, and pointed towards the glens; we saw a majestic s tas  bounding towards us. Within a few yards of 
our boat he dashed into the lake, and was qnicldy followed by the hounds, tracliitig 11i:n vith fatal accuracy. 
They soon reached the opposite shore, and climbed the mountain-side; at length the bugle sounded, and a 

Irnudred voices proclaimed that  the monarch of Torc had f'allcn. The novclty of the scene, the excitement of 
the peasantry, the beauty of the rowing-all contributed to render intercstiug this novel pastime. 

* Of the hundreds of books of "Travels in Irelaud," there is scnrcely one that  does not bear testimony 
to its abundant sources of interest and elljoylnent; and of late the olily ground of comp1;lint-habits of 
intemperance,-which frequently produced discord and danger, has bccu entirely removed. To tho security 
with which persons may journey we have already made reference-in no country is a stranger so coinpietely 
secured fro111 injury and insult; and nowhere is the property of a traveller in greater safety. We might fill 
a dozen pages with extracts from the works of travellers, which recommend, in stronger terms t h : ~ ~  those we 
have used, a visit to Ireland as a means of obtaining pleasure and informalion. We s11all content ourselves with 
one, selecting a passage from the interesting and valuable ~olumee of Lady Chatterton, who is not only an 
English lady, but one who has travelled through every state of Europe. To her experience we are indcbtrd 
L r  this evldence in support of our opinion :-" After having travelled so n ~ u c h  o w  thc dusty and beaten 
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Not only will opinions that have hitherto operated prejudicially towards 
Ireland be removed by personal intimacy with its people-effects infinitely 
more important will arise out of it :  the greater the intercourse between the 
two countries, the more mill the Irish be convinced how utterly unfounded 
are assertions that describe the English as regarding them with " unrelenting 
hate and bigoted detestation ; "-assertions that tend to produce incalculable 
evil, by persuading Ireland, on the one hand, that the spirit from which 
proceeded centuries of oppression and misrule is the spirit that now prevails 
over and influences not only the British government, but the English people ; 
and, on the other hand, create suspicion and dislike on the part of the English 
towards the Irish, by assuring England that it has a dangerous enemy in 
its neighbour and natural ally. I t  is equally untrue and unwise to say 
that the English hate the Irish: the reverse has been proved whenever 
proof was called for. In  old times, indeed, there may have been hatred; 
but it was, at least, mutual: to revive the memory of, and dilate upon, 
ancient animosities, can have no other result than to renew and strengthen 
t liein. 

The tourist in Kerry will be most agreeably disappointed if he imagine 
that his sources of information and pleasure, in visiting it, are limited to 
the far-famed lakes. Kerry abounds in natural wonders ; and the beauty and 
grandeur of the sccnes to which we have more especially referred, may 
certainly be equalled, if not surpassed, in other, although less celebrated, 
districts of the country ; above all, by the wild sublimity of its sea-coast. I t  
will be in our power to do little more than direct the attention of the reader 
to the map, in order to convey an idea of the numerous bays and harbours by 
which it is indented from the Shannon to Bantry Bay. Our description 
of their advantages and attractions can be little more than a mere list of 
names of places, upon which Nature has abundantly lavished ller rarest gifts. 

track infested by the usual summer tourists abroad, I find infinite pleasure in exploring the grass-grown and 
interestiug nooks of deserted Ireland; in arriving a t  inns where they do not know by rote the whole list of 
one's wants ; where the 1andl:dy's face expresses a refreshing mixture of surprise, awe, and pleasure, in which 
cannot be detected that cold, confident, sum-total-of-a-bill sort of look, which is visible on the blazd'd counte- 
~ ~ a n c e s  of forcign innkeepers. My ill health makes me often peevish and impstient a t  the sight of a bad Led 
wllen travelling; and thc poor chambermaid has much trouble to content me in the arrangement of it, which 
I generally supcrintei~d mysrlf. In  the ~nidst  of my fretfulness I have often been amused with the impatient 
and contemptuous toss of the head with which the French fillc-de-chambre unwillingly assists my innovati~ns 
on the establisl~ed rules of bed-making-so unreasonable in her eyes. I h a w  smiled a t  the muttered '' Che 
seecaturn, che d o n ~ ~ a  capriziosa!" of a dark-eyed Italian ; and have observed the imperturbable air and plod- 
ding obedience of German miidchens; and the half-provoked, Ilalf-dull stare of the English chambermaid. 
l:ut 'tis only in Ireland that my peculiarities have met with comp:issionate sympathy from the ea:er m d  kind1)- 
sensitive, ragged maid-of-all-work, of a little unfrequented inn. This is tile more strangr, as the girl has. 
lmhaps, never slept on anything better tlrao a 'luck of straw' hersclf, and thcrefure the must uncomfortable bed 
\rould appear in her eyes luxurious in the ~xtrrmc." 



The town of Killarney may be dismissed in a sentencc: tlie tourist will be 
satisfied with a drive through i t :  a short time ago, he was compelled to make 
it his head-quarters, but the inns established on the borders of the lake have 
ruined those of the streets, although there still exist many neat and convenient 
lodging-houses for the acconlmodation of visitors who object either to the 
cost or bustle of an hotel. In  tlie year 1830, the number of houses exceeded 
1000, and the population was about SO00 ; both, however, have since largely 
increased. I t  has little or no trade; and the only approach to manufacturw 
are the toys made of Arbutus wood, which are purchased by strangers as 
souvenirs of the place: the best are made by a widow and her daughters, who 
have a sl~op in the High-street, immediately opposite the Kenmare Arms. 

Before we direct the attention of the reader to the sea-coast of Kerry, we shall 
require him to visit another of the inland lakes, although from its proximity to 
tlie sea i t  appertains almost as much to the ocean as the land-having, to a con- 
siderable extent, the advantages and attractions of both. The vicinity of Lough 
Carah has long been a terra incognita-partly owing to the fact, that its beauties 
were unknown to, and consequently undescribed by, tourists-having been 
penetrated only by tlie sportsman, for whom i t  had, and has, temptations irre- 
sistible-and partly in consequence of the bad roads that led to it, and the ill 
accommodation provided for strangers when there. These obstructions to its 
fame are now in a great degree removed. There is a small and well-conducted 
inn, kept by an Englishman, at  Glenbay, on the coast of Castlcmaine-on the 
high-road to Iveragh and Cahirceveen-a tolerable centre for the sportsman and 
the tourist; and it is more than likely that the Magillicuddy, to whom the 
property belongs, will witl~in a very short period build " a house of entcrtain- 
ment" immediately adjoining the lakc. 

Carah Lake lies about fifteen miles west of Killarney, and is approached 
by the high-road to Killarglin, a miserable village, about four miles from the 
lake, where is also a small inn. The approach on this side, with the exception 
of the view of the Reeks, is uninteresting. I t  may be reached also by a new 
road, branching off from the former about ten milcs from Killarney, and 
leading through a ravine in the Reeks called Glouncetane, by the very beau- 
tiful lake of Coos, and through tlie valley of Glencar to the upper end 
of the lake. This road is on the eve of completion, and well deserves to be 
explored, as there are few parts of Ireland which exceed the valley of Glencar 
in wild and solitary beauty. The lake of Carah, taking its origin in this valley, 
runs in a northerly direction to the sea, to which it is connected by the Carah 
river, about five miles in length, celebrated for its winter salmon-fishing. 
The length of the lake is about seven miles, and its breadth varies from two 



to four. I t  is divided into upper and lower. The lower, which is widest and 
least picturesque, is however a very fine sheet of water, and contains many 
objects of interest. From this point is obtained one of the best views of the 
Reeks. The mountains on the eastern side terminate in that of Gortnagloron ; 
it is almost perpendicular, and luxuriantly wooded. One of the chain contains 
a singular cave-the retreat of a band of Rapparees in the olden time. The 
upper lake may be classed among the grandest and most beautiful of the lakes 
of Kerry, being little, if at all, infcrior to its more celebrated namesake of 
Iiillarney. The mountains here open, snrrounding Glencar like an immense 
amphitheatre, at the distance of five or six miles, rising one above thc other in 
endless varieties, with the Reeks-and Carran-Tuel towering high above the 
rcst. The lake terminates in a long river or bay, navigable for about two miles, 
running up into the glen between scenery of surpassing beauty." 

Postponing, for a while, our descriptive details of the wildest but perhaps 
most picturesque of the Irish counties, we shall take some note of the games 
in favour with the peasants of the county, and then introduce the reader to a 
scene and a character peculiar to Kerry-the "Hedge School," and the 
" Poor Scholar." 

In some parts they have a singular and primitive mode of playing 
at backgammon in the fields. The turf is cut out, so as to make "a 
board" of large size; flat stones are used for the men; and to perform 
the business of dice, a person sits with his back to the players, and calls out 
whatever cast he pleases; upon this principle the play is conducted. 
But the great game in Keiry, and indeed throughout the South, is the 
game of Hurlcy "--a game rather rare, although not unknown in England.? 

* This river ccnacs to be navig::ble a t  a place called Blackstones, where the river from the mountains rushes 
into it, t1:rongh lwgc n m s r s  of b l x k  rock, from w h c ~ ~ c c  its name. A t  this spot, one of the prettiest on tlie 
lakc, Petty, the mcrstor of the Lansdownc f:unily, established, about the eud of the seventeenth century, a 
little colony of Engli~lnnen, v h o  sclcctcd tlie site for a foundry for smelting iron, both for t l ~ e  convenience 
of water ciirringe, and the neig1iboui.liood of the large forests tbat  then covered the country. Of this little 
settlement there still exist sery interesting remains : their furnace is almost perfect, surrounded with largo 
heaps of clinkers, the residue of the iron stove, and the ruiued gables of their habitations, amongst which 
can be discovered that of their rlcrfi?.mnn and their chapel. A very peculiar interest attaches to those 
~.cmains of by-gone industry. The destruction of the Irish woods must have been a very profitable speculation, 
which could have induced them to encounter the many difficulties of their situation, where they were obliged 
to form their little gardens on the bare rocks with earth brought a distance of many miles, and where their 
only communic:ltion for pmvisions and the export of their iron was by the lake. Large masses of iron have 
been found in turning up  the ground; and the hops they planted for their ale are now growing wild in the 
woods. They re~n:~incd some yearb in the county; until, indeed, they had consumed nearly all the timber. 

t I n  l'Hone's Every-day Bcok," hurling is described as  a game "peculiar to  Cornwall." According 
to the account there given, it differs materially from the Irish game. " I t  is played with a wooden ball about 
three inches in diameter, covered with a plate of silver, which is sometimes gilt, and has commonly a motto- 
'Fair play is good play.' The success depended on catching the ball dexterously when thrown up, or dealt, 



It is a fine manly exercise, with s~~fficient of danger to produce excitement; 
and is indeed, par excellence, the game of the peasantry of Ireland. To be an 
expert hurler, a man must possess athletic powers of no ordinary character; lie 
must have a quick eye, a ready hand, and a strong arm ; he must be a good 
runner, a skilful wrestler, and withal patient as well as resolute. In some 
respects i t  resembles cricket; but the rules, and the form of the bats, are 
altogether different; the bat of the cricketer being straight, and that of the 
hurler crooked, as shown in the accompanying print. 

The forms of the 
game are these :-The 
players, sometimes to 
the number of fifty or 
sixty, being chosen for 
each side, they are 
arranged (usually bare- 
foot) in two opposing 
ranks, with their hur- 
leys crossed, to await 
the tossing up of the 
1d1, the wickets or 
goals being previously 
fixed at the extremities 
of the hurling-green, 
which, from the nature 
of the play, is required - 

to be a level extensive plain. Then there are two picked meu clioaeu to keep 
the goal on each side, over whom the opposing party places equally tried 
men as a counterpoise ; the duty of these goal-keepers being to arrest the ball 
in case of its near approach to that station, and return it back towards that of 
the opposite party, while those placed over them exert all their energies to drive 
it through the w-iclret. All preliminaries being adjusted, the leaders take their 
places in the centre. A person is chosen to throw up the ball, which is done 
as straight as possible, when the whole party, withdrawing their hnrleys, stand 
with them elevated, to receive and strike it in its descent; now comes the 
crash of mimic war, hurleys rattle against hurleys-the ball is struck and 
re-struck, often for several minutes, without advancing much nearer to eitlicr 

and carrying it off expcditiously, in spite of all opposition from the adverse party; or, if that  he impossible, 
throwing it illto the hands of a partner who, in his turn, exerts his efforts to  convey it to his own goal, which 
is often t h e e  or four iuiles distant." 

1'01.. I. a d 



goal; and when some one is lucky enough to get a clear "puck'' at it, it 

is sent flying over the field. I t  is now followed by the entire party at  their 
utmost speed; the men grapple, wrestle, and toss each other with amazing 
agility, neither victor nor vanquished waiting to take breath, but following the 
course of the rolling and flying prize ; tlie best runners watch each other, and 
keep almost slioulder to shoulder through the play, and the best wrestlers keep 

as close on them as possible, to arrest or impede their progress. The ball 
must not be taken from the ground by the hand ; and the tact and skill shown 
in taking it on the point of the hurley, and running with it half the length of 
the field, and when too closely pressed, striking it towards the goal, is a matter 
of astonishment to those who are but slightly acquainted with the play. A t  
the goal, is the chief brunt of the battle. The goal-keepers receive tlie prize, 
and are opposed by those set over them; the struggle is tremendous,-every 
power of strength and skill is exerted; while the parties from opposite sides of 
the field run at  full speed to support their men engaged in the conflict; then 
the tossing and straining is at its height; the men often lying in dozens side by 
side on the grass, while the ball is returned by some strong arm again, flying 
above their heads, towards the other goal. Thus for hours has the contention 
been carried on, and frequently the darkness of night arrests the game without 
giving victory to either side. I t  is often attended with dangerous, and somc- 
times with fatal, results." 

Kerry, as we have intimated, possesses, pre-eminently, one distinction 
for which it has long been famous-the ardour with which its natives acquire 
and communicate knowledge. I t  is by no means rare to find among the 
humblest of the peasantry, wl~o  lime no prospect but that of existing by daily 
labour, men who can converse fluently in Latin, and have a good knowledge 
of Greek. A century ago, Smith wrote that "classical reading extends 
itself, even to a fault, among the lower and pcorer kind in this country ; many 

* Matches are made, sometimes, between different town-lands or parishes, sometimes by barony against 
barony, and not unfrequently county against county ; when the " crack menn from the most distant parts are 
selected, and the interest excited is proportionably great. About half a century ago, there was a great match 
played in the Phoenix Park, Dublin, between the Munster men and the men of Leinster. I t  was got np by 
the then Lord Lieutenant and other sporting noblemen, and was attended by all the nobility and gentry 
belonging to  the Vice-Regal Court, and the beauty and fashion of the Irish capital and its vicinity. The 
victory was contended for, a long time, with varied success; and a t  last i t  was decided in favour of the Rlunster 
men, by one of that  party running with the ball on the point of his hurley, and striking i t  through the open 
windows of the Vice-Regal carriage, and by that manoeuvre baffling the vigilance of the Leinster goals-men. 
and driving i t  in triumph through the goal. This man is still living; his name is Mat. Healy, and he has 
been many years a resident in London. Between twenty-five and thirty years ago, there were several good 
matches played on Kennington Common, between the men of St. Giles's and those of the eastern parts of the 
metropolis; the affair being got up by the then notorious Lord Barrymore a i d  other nobleme11 who led the 
bporting circles of the time. 



of whom, to the taking them off more useful works, have greater knowledge 
in this way than some of the better sort in other places." And he adds, that 

in his survey he had met with some good Latin scholars who did not under- 
stand the English tongue." A more general spread of information, and 
increased facilities for acquiring it, have deprived I k r r y  of the honour of 
being exclusively the seat of peasant-learning in Ireland ; but its inhabitants 
are still remarkable for the study of the dead languages, acquaintance with 
which has been formed by the greater proportion of them literally under a 
hedge. 

The  genuine " Hedge Schools" of Kerry are rapidly disappearing ; and 
necessarily with them the old picturesque schoolmasters-in some respects a 
meritorious, in others a pernicious, class: for wherever there was disaffection, 
the village schoolmaster was either the originator or the sustainer of i t ;  was 
generally the secretary of illegal associations, the writer of threatening notices, 
and too frequently the planner and leader in terrible outrages. The national 
system of education has destroyed their power, by substituting in their places 
men who are, at all events, responsible to employers interested in their good 
characters and good conduct. The ancient Domines, however, had their merit; 
they kept the shrivelled seed of knowledge from utterly perishing, when learning, 
instead of being considered 

"better than house and land," 

was looked upon as an acquirement for the humbler classes, in the light of a 
razor in the hands of a baboon-a thing that was dangerous, and might be 
fatal, but whiclr could do no possible good either to the possessor or to society. 
The Irish schoolmaster is now paid by the state, and not by "sods of turf," 
" a  kish of praties," "a dozen of eggs," or at  Christmas and Easter "a  roll 
of fresh butter ;" for, very commonly, there was no other way of liquidating 
Elis quarterly accounts ; yet this mode of payment was adopted eagerly on the 
one side, and received thankfully on the other, in order that the gorsoon 
might have his bit of learni~g, to keep him up in the world." The English 
of the lower classes covet Imowlecige, but only as a source of wealth; an 
Irishman longs for i t  as a means of acquiring moral power and dignity. " Rise 
up yer head, here's the master ; he's a fine man with grate larning ; " " Whisht! 
don't be putting in your word, sure he that's spaking has fine larning;" 
"Sure, he had the world at  his foot from the strength of the larning;" " A  
grate man entirely, with a power of larning ; " " No good could ever come of 
him, for he never took to his larning;" " T h a t  could you expect from 
him? since he was the size of a midge he never looked in a book;"-wch 
are the phrases continually in the mouths of the Irish peasantry. Utter 
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worthlessncas is invariably supposed to accompany a distaste for information ; 
while he who has obtained even a limited portion of instruction, is always 
considered superior to his fellows who are without it, and precedence on all 
occasions is readily accorded to him. Those who would teach the Irish, have, 
therefore, a fine and rich soil upon which to work.* 

"The  Hedge Schools" arc, as we have intimated, almost gone from the 
country. Ouring our recent visit, we saw but two or three of them; some 
twenty years ago we sllould have encountered one, at  least, in every parish. 
They received their peculiar designation from the fact, that in fine weather 
the school-room was always removed out of doors ; the Domine sate usually 
beside his threshold ; and the young urchins, his pupils, were scattered in all 
clirections about the landscape, poring over the "Gough," or "Voster," (the 
standard arithmeticians of Ireland long ago,) scrawling figures on the fragments 
of a slate, courting acquaintance with the favoured historian, Cornalius Napos, 
or occupied upon the more abstruse mysteries of the matliematics ; the more 
laborious and persevering of the learners generally taking their places, book 
in hand," upon, or at  the base of, the turf-rick, that was always within the 
master's ken. I n  addition to the pupils who paid to the teacher as mnch as 
they could, and in the coin most at  their command, there were generally in 
such establishments some who paid nothing, and were not expected to pay 
anything-"poor scholars," as they were termed, who received education 
" graatis ; " and who were not unfrequently intended, or rather intended 
themselves, for the priesthood. They were, in most instances, unprotected 

" The passion for knowledge rece~ved not many years ago a singular and striking illustratiun. The 
people who inliabited a rude district of the Co~nmera mountains felt the necessity of a teacher for their 
children. They were a half-savage race, who had "squatted" among the rocks and bogs, parts of wliich t h q  
had reclaimed so as to afford them something beyond the means of existence. They could, however, offer 
very little induce~nc.nt to a schoolmaster to settle among them ; every temptation was tried without effect; 
a t  length they resolwd upon a daring expedient to  remove the evil of wliich they complained. They took 
forcible possession of a Domine, and convej-ed him by night from a distar~ce of several miles to the vicinity of 
their rude mount;~in-huts. H e  was freely and bountifidly given everything to make him comfortable; a 
cabin was built for him ; his '' garden" was dug and planted ; a "slip of a pig" was added to  his household 
goods; and he was told that  he had only to order to  have aught that  the "neighhours" could procure him. 
But he was closely watched, and given clearly to understand that until he had educated oue of his new pupils, 
and fittcd him to supply his place, he was not permitted to wander a mile from his domicile. This imprison- 
ment actually continued for five years; and i t  will, perhaps, surprise no one to learn, that  when the Domine 
obtained permission to visit his old friends, and con~munieate to them the fact of his being still in existence, 
he positively refused to stir, and died among the people to  whom he had become attached, and whose children's 
children he lived to educate. We believe such occurrences are not uncommon; circumstauces brought tllis 
one under our especial notice. The feeling is by no means confined to  the pensantry; there is a mania for 
giving youths a classical education, which in the middle class is decidedly inimicxl to the commercial interests 
of the country. A young man may have a liberal and polished education without entering a University; 
3oing so, frequently unfits him for the ordinary routine of business ; he is but too apt to imbibe a taste for 
disi~lay, at variance with the sober and honest dutics of middle life. 



orphans ; but they had no occasion to beg, for the farm-house as well as the 
cottage was open for their reception, and the "poor scholar" was sure of a 

God save you kindly," and L C  Kindly welcome," wherever he appeared. I n  
this way, with scant clothing, a strap of books over his shoulder, his ink-horn 
suspended from his button-hole, and two or three ill-cut inky pens stuck in 
the twist or twine that encircled his hat, the aspirant for knowledge set forth 
on his mission, sometimes aided by a subscription commenced and forwarded 
by his parish priest, who found many of his congregation willing to bestow 
their halfpence and pence, together with their cordial blessings, on LLthe boy that 
liad his mind turned for good." Now and then a ugood-for-nothing" would 
take upon himself the habit and name of a "poor scholar," and impose upon 
the good-natured inhabitants of a district; but in a little time he was sure to be 
discovered, and was never again trusted. Such fellows used to be seen lounging 
about the corners of the streets in country towns, pretending they "war goin' 
to Kerry for larnin, God help 'em, when they got a thrifle to pay their 
expinses." They were invariably great thieves, and fetchers and carriers of 
strife and sedition, and generally terminated their career as professed beggars. 
Very different from such, was a lad we knew in our youth, and whose simple 
history we delay our readers to hear ; ~t will illustrate the " scholastic system" 
we are describing, and at the same time exhibit the self-sacrificing generosity 
of the Irish peasant. 

I t  was towards the middle of September, or as they, in Ireland, usually 
style the period, "the latter end of harvest," several years ago, that we were 
sedulously gathering a nosegzy of blue corn-flowers and scarlet poppies, in 
the field of a dear relative, whose labourers were busily employed in reaping. 
A group of Irish harvesters are generally noisy, full of jest, and song, and 
laughter; but we observed that, although not more diligent than usual, these 
were unusually silent-yet the day was fine, the food abundant, and no 
(' sickness " afflicted the neighbourhood. Our ramble was accompanied by a 
fine Newfoundland dog-Neptune, a fellow worthy of his name. After 
walking along at our accustomed pace, (for he disdained idle gambols,) Nep 
came to a dead stand. There was a remarkable old tree in the hedge, so old 
that it was hollow almost to the top, where a few green boughs and leaves 
sprouted forth, as remembrancers of past days; the open part of the trunk 
was on the other side, so that a stranger standing where we stood could have 
no idea how much it was decayed;-at this old tree Nep made a point, as 
if setting a bird ; he would neither advance nor retreat, but stood with h e 3  
eyes and erect ears in a watchful position. I t  occurred to us that the reape .s 
had whiskey or some smuggled goods concealed there, and we resolved to 



fathom the mystery. In  accordance with this resoltltion, we commenced first a 

descent into what is called the 'gripe' of the ditch, and then seizing upon the 
bough of a sturdy little hawthorn, were about descending, when two rosy-cheeked 
harvest-girls interposed- 

" Ah, thin, don't iv you plase-(bad luck to you, Nep, for a tale-tellin' ould 
baste of a dog!-couldn't ye let the young lady have her walk?)-don't, iv you 
plase, Miss, machree, go up there. Faix, it's the truth we're tellin' ye, 'tisn't 
safe. Oh, ye may laugh, but by all the blessed books that ever war shut or 
opened, it's true ; 'tis not safe, and maybe it's yer death ye'd get if ye go." 

This, of course, only whetted our curiosity. "The men have concealed 
whiskey tl~ere." 

" Oh ! bad cess to the dhrop-sure they don't want it, when they get their 
glass at  the heel of the evenin' without so much as axing for i t ;  we'll tell, if 
ye won't tell ov us to the master and misthress-though we couldn't l d p  it, 
ibr it's God's will. Sure the boys tliere never raised their voice in a song, nor 
even the 7cinJu of a laugh ever passed their lips, just out of regard to the quiet- 
ness-the craythur ! and sure the dhrop of new milk, and it just to look at a 
grain of tea, is all we give on a two-pronged fork or the ould shovel. And the 
weather's mighty fine, as i t  always does be when the lilies of them's in throuble; 
sure, the dew falls light on the spring chicken ! " W e  pressed still more 
strongly for an explanation. "Well, i t  was the loneliest place in the parish," 
answered Anty, a blue-eyed girl of sixteen, the very picture of good-nature and 
mischief, though her features were tutored into an expression of sobriety and 
even sympathy. " And what else could I do, barrin I was a baste?" she con- 
tinued. " And see even that poor dumb dog looks like a Christian at  the tree 
-Nep, asy now, and don't frighten-" 

" What, Anty ?" 
Whisht ! an I'll tell, but you musn't let on," for maybe I'd lose the work. 

-It's-only a little boy we hid in the tree!" 
" A  boy!" 
'' By, faix! he was a boy, the craythur; but he's an atomy now, wid 

whatever it is-maasles, or small-pox, or feavcr, myself doesn't know-but 
it's bad enough. He's a poor scholar! the jewel, thravellin to make a man of 
I~imself, which, if the Lord doesn't raise him out of the sicliness, he'll never 
be; thravellin the world and ould Ireland for larnin, and was strzccJct as he 
came here; and he thinking he'd have six months, or maybe a year, with 
hIr. Devereux, who has grate haythen as well as christian knowledge ; and 
sure no one would lct him into their place for dread of the sickness that 

* I'retend to  knot\ t Taken ill 



brought lamentation into all our houses last year ; and I found him," continued 
the girl, bursting into tears, "I found him shivering under an elder bush, that7:, 
unlucky in itself, and pantin' the little breath in his body out; and I'd ha' 
thought there would ha7 been little use in all I could do : only what should 1 
see, whin I took my eyes off him, but a cow licking herself the wrong way; ant1 
that gave me heart, and I spoke to him, and all he axed for was a drink of 
wather, and that I'd take liim to liis mother, the poor lamb ! and she hundreds 
of miles away, at the back of God-speed maybe; and sure that kilt me intirely, 
for I thought of my own mother that the Lord took from me before I had 
sense to ax her blessin'. And ye'd think the life would lave the craythur every 
minute-so, first of all, myself and this little girl made a fine asy bed for him 
inside the ould tree, dry and comfortable, with the new straw; and then we stolc 
granny'splaihen* out of the bit of a box, and a blanket, and laid him a top of' 
i t ;  and when we settled him snug, we axed my uncle if we might do it, and 
lie said I~e'd murder us? if we had any call to him ; and we said we wouldn't, 
because we had done it already; but, in the end, my uncle himself was as 
willing to do a hand's turn to the poor scholar as if he was a soggarth,$ which 
he will be, plase God ; only the sickness is heavy on him still, and the people 
so mortial affeard of it." 

"The poor boy," added tlie other girl, lL  had bitter usage where he was 
before, from a cowld-hearted nagur of a schoolmaster, who loved money better 
than laming-wliich proved he had no call to it, at all, at all. Xre heard the 
rights of it from one that knew-may the Lord break hard fortune before eveiy 
poor honest woman's child !-and took his bit of goold from him, and gave him 
nothing but dirty E~zglis?~ ,fir it, and he wanting Latin and the Humanities- 
what he hadn't himself, only coming over the people with blarney and big 
words-the Omadawn !-to think of liis taking in a poor soft boy like that, 
who was away from his mother, trusting only to the Lord, and the charity of 
poor Christians that often had nothing but their prayers to send along the road 
with him ! Sure it must be a black bittller heart intirely that would not warm 
to a boy that quit the home where his heart grew in the love and strength of 
his mother's eyes, to wander for laming." 

In a little time we discovered that tlie poor scholar, who rejoiced in the 
thoro~~ghly Irish name of Patrick O'Brien, had been most tenderly cared for, 
not only by those kind-hearted girls, but by each of the harvesters : two young 
men in particular took it turn about to sit up with the lone child the greater 
part of the night, listening to the feeble ravings he uttered about his mother and 
his home, and moistening his lips with milk and water-the fatigue of tlie day's 

* A square of flannel, or sliawl. t A figw of spe rh  j: Soggarth, youna prim:. 



labour under a scorching sun, with no more strengthening food than potatoes 
and milk, did not prevent their performing this deed of love and chai-ity. 
When we discovered him, the fever-to use Anty's words-had twned on him 
,fir good, and he was perfectly rational, though feeble almost beyond belief, 
and only opening his lips to invoke blessings upon his preservers. We 
found that he had suffered from measles, rendered much worse than they 
generally are by fatigue, want, and ill-usage. A few evenings after, when the 
golden grain was gathered into shocks, and the field clear of its labourers, 
we set forth, accompanied by Patrick's first benefactress, to pay him a visit. 
The weather was clear and balmy, and so still that we could hear the grass- 
hopper rustle in the tufts of grass that grew by the path. The corn- 
creak ran poking and creaking across the stubble, and, one by one, before the 
sun had set, 

"The wee stars were dreaming their path through the sky." 

I t  was a silent but not a solitary evening, for every blade of grass was instinct 
with life, peopled by insect wonders, teeming with existence-creating and 
fostering thought. Even Anty felt the subduing influence of the scene, and 
walked without uttering a word. As we drew near the old tree, we heard a 
faint, low, feeble voice-the voice of a young boy singing, or rather 
murmuring, snatches of one of those beautiful Latin hymns which form 
a part of the Roman Catholic service. We knew that it proceeded from 
poor Patrick; and Anty crossed herself devoutly more than once while we 
listened. He ceased; and then, by a circuitous path, we got to the hollow 
side of the tree. 

The poor lad was worn down by sickness, and his eyes, naturally large, 
seemed of enormous size, looking out as they did from amid his long tangled 
hair. His head was pillowed on his books ; and it would seem as though the 
l L  plaikens" of half the old women in the parish had been gathered together 
to do him service. His quiveling lips only opened to express gmtitude, and 
his thin hands were clasped in silent prayer when we left him. His tale had 
nothing remarkable in it-it was but one among many. He was the only son 
of a widow, who, having wed too early, was reduced from comfort to the 
depths of privation ; her young husband closed his sorrows in an early grave, 
and she devoted her encrgies to the task of providing for her two children; 
the girl was blind from her birth, and the boy, whose feelings and manners 
would have led to the belief so prevalent in Ireland of the invariable refine- 
ment of l 1  dacent blood," resolved to seek by the way-sides and hedges the 
information he had no means of obtaining in statelier seminaries. Those who 
know how strongly the ties of kindred ace intertwined round an Irish heart- 



only tl~ose e m  u~lderstand how more than l~arcl it is for the parcnt to part with 
tlie child. Notwithstanding, Patrick was blessed and sent forth by his mother 
-an Ishmael, without the protecting care of a Hagar-amid the wilderness of 
the world. More than once he returned to weep upon her bosom, and to repeat 
the assurance, that when they met again he would be a credit to his name. H e  
had, as Anty said, suffered wrong from an ignorant schoolmaster, who plundered 
him of the small collection the pricst of his parish had made for his benefit, and 
then ill-used him. 

His illness we have told of; his recovery was hailed with hearty joy 
by "the ncighbours," who began to consider him as a property of their own 
--a creature they had all some interest in. He was duly received at  the 
school, the master of which deserved the reputation he had achieved-for, 
despite his oddity, and a strong brogue of the true Munster character, he was 
a good classic of the old rhgime, and a most kind-hearted man. Although 
no Domine ever entertained a more exalted opinion of his own learning, or 
held ignoraamuses (as he pronounced the word) in greater contempt than 
Mr. Devereux, still, when he found a pupil to his mind, who would work hard 
and constantly, he treated him with such consideration, that the youth was 
seldom permitted to speak except in the dead languages. He  wore a rough 
scratch wig, originally of a light drab colour ; and not only did he, like Miss 
Edgeworth's old steward in "Castle Rackrent," dust his own or a favoured 
visitor's seat therewith, but he uscd no other pen-wiper, and the hair bore 
testimony of having made acquaintance with both red and black ink. He  
prided himself not only on his Latin and mathematical attainments, but on 
his " manners ;" and even deigned to instruct his pupils m the mysteries of a 
bow, and the necessity for holding the head in a perfectly erect position. 
Sometimes he would condescend to bestow at word of advice to one of the 
gentler sex, such as ' L  Jinny, that's a good girl ; I knew yer mother before you 
were born, and a fine, straight, upright Girtha she was-straight in mind an' 
body; be a good girl, Jinny, and hould up yer head, and never sit back on 
your chair-only so-like a poplar, and keep yer heels together and yer toes 
out-that's rale manners, Jinny." Often did he exclaim to Patrick, " Lave off 
discoorsing in the vulgar tongue, I tell you, and will you take up your Cor- 
nalius Napos, to say nothing of Virgil, if you plase, Masther Pathrick, and 
never heed helping Mickey-the-goose with his numbers. Hasn't he Gough 
and Voster, or part of them any way? for the pig ate simple addition and 
compound fractions out of both the one and the other. And, Ned Lacey, I 
saw you copying I know what, upon your thumb-nail off Pathrick's slate. 
I'll thumb nail ye, yon manc puppy ! to be picking the poor bop's brains that 
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way ; but the time will be yet, when you'll be glad to come to his knee, for it is 
he that will have the vestments, and not the first nor the last, plase God, that 
got them through my instructions. Pathrick, sir, next Sunday, when you go 
up to the big house as you always do, mind me, sir, never open yer lips to 
the misthress or the young ladies but in Latin-Greek's too much for them, you 
understand me, unless they should ask you to give them a toucll of it out of 
feminine c~n-iosity, knowing you have the advantage of being my pupil ; but 
no vulgar tongue out of your head, mind that; and when you go into the 
drawing-room, make yer bow with yer hand on yer heart in the first position, 
like an Irishman." 

Under all his pomposity of manner there was much sterling good-the 
old schoolmaster never would accept of any remuneration from a "fatherless 
child," and consequently had an abnndant supply of widows' children in his 
seminary. " What does it cost me," he would say, "but my breath ? and that's 
small loss-death will have the less to take when my time comes ; and sure it will 
penetrate to many a hcart, and give them the Imowledge that I can't take out 
of the world with me, no more than my other garments." I n  less than a gear, 
Patrick had become his teacher's right hand ; he was not only his " first 
Latin," but in a fair way to become his first Grecian ; and the only thing that 
tormented the worthy schoolmaster was, that Patrick was " no hand" at 
"mathematicks." He  wrote frequently to his mother, and sometimes heard 
from her; but at  last came the mournful intelligence that he could see her no 
more. She had perished of fever-one of those dreadful fevers that finish the 
work commenced by starvation, had taken her away from present care, and 
denied her all participation in the honours she anticipated for her son. The news 
ciushed the heart of the poor scholar; and with it was mingled not only sorrow 
for the departed, but a deep anxiety on account of his little blind sister. " The 
neighbours," he said, "will, I know, keep her anlong them-a bit here, 
a sup there-and give her clothes cnough for summer ; but my dread is that 
she'll turn to begging, and that would be cruel to think of-my poor little 
blind Nelly ! " * 

" Where are you going this evening, Patrick?" inquired the old school- 
master, as his favourite pupil was leaving, having bade him his usual respectful 
good-day. 

"I  promised Mrs. Nowlan, sir, I'd go up there and read a bit with the 
boys, to help tElcni with you." 

* A poor scholar never considers hiinself a besgar, nor is he evcr so considered-he travels for lenrni?c(r, 
a11d this bare fact elltitles 11im to respect and assiatunce-it is regarded in the light of a pilgrimage, but uot  
be~;gasy. 



lL Well," observed 9lr. O'Leary, " never inind that now ; I want to discoorse 
you this evening." 

"Thank you, sir," he replied with a heavy sigh, hanging his hat on the 
same peg that supported the Domine's great-coat ; "but the throuble has 
moidered my head-I'm afraid I'm not equal to much to-night, sir." 

"Ah !" said the old man, " learning's a fine thing, but there are things 
that ruin it intirely-in vulgar phrase, that bother it. Sit down, Patrick, and 
we'll see if for once the master and his pupil-the old man's and the young 
one's thoughts go the same way." 

Patrick did as l L  the master" desired. "Tell me," inquired the Domine, 
resting his elbows on his knees,--" tell me, did the news you got, poor fellow, 
determine you on doing anything particular?" 

I t  did, master, it did ; God help me, and look down upon and bless you, 
and every one that has been kind and good to me !" 

What have you determined? or have you brought your resolution to a 
point ? '' 

" I have, sir. It's hard parting-but the little girl, sir-my poor blind sister 
-the lone darling that never wanted sight while she had her mother's eyes- 
the tender child, sir ; the neighbours are all kind, all good, but they can't be 
expected to take for a continuance the bit out of their own mouths to put it into 
hers-that can't be expected-nor it shan't be ; I mean to set out for home on 
Monday, sir, plase God, and be to that poor blind child mother and father, and 
brother. She is all of my own blood in the world now, and I can't make her 
heart as dark as her eyes. Thanks be to the Almighty, I have health and 
strength now, which I had not when I left home-health, strength, and know- 
ledge : though," he added in a tone of intense sorrow, " that knowledge will 
never lead me to what I once hoped it would." 

" What do you mean?" inquired the old schoolmaster : " expound." 
"illy heart, sir, was set, as you know, on making my way to the altar; but 

HIS will be done ! I was too ambitious ; I must work to keep Nelly-she must 
not starve or beg while I live upon good men's hearts: we are alone in the wide 
world ; instead of learning, I must labour, that's all ; and I'm sure, sir, I hope 
you won't consider the pains you have taken with me thrown away ; you have 
sown the good seed ; if the rock is barren, it is no fault of yours ; but it is not 
barren-why should I deny the feelings that stir within me ?" He could not 
proceed for tears; and the old man pushed his spectacles so violently up his 
forehead as to disturb his wig. 

"What's to ail the little girl," said Mr. Devereux at last, to live, as 
many have done before her-in forma pauperris? Sure-that is7 of a certainty, 
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I mean, you found nothing painful i.1 stopping a week at Mrs. Rooney's, a i d  a 
month with the Driscols, and so on, and every one glad to have you." 

"God reward them! Yes, sir, that's thrue; and of late, I've given the 
children, wherever I was stopping, a Z$t of the Zeaming; but poor Nelly has 
no right to burden any one while my bones are strong enough to work for her 
-and she SIXALL NOT ! " 

(' And how dare you say that to my face, Patrick O'Brien ? " screamed the 
schoolmaster, flinging his wig right on the nose of a respectable pig, who was 
poking it over the half-door intended to keep in the little children, and to keep 
out the pigs. ' l  How dare you-in your pupilage-say 'she shall not ?' I say 
she shall! She shall burthen me. I say you shall go for her and bring her here, 
and my old woman will be to her as she is to her own granchildren, not a hair 
in the differ. All belonging to me, glory be to God, are well to do in the 
world ; and a blind child may be a bright blessing. Go, boy, go, and lead the 
blind girl here I won't give up the honour and glory of my seminary becase 
of an afflicted colleen. mThen you go to Maynooth, we'll take care of her ; my 
granchildren are grown too wise, and I'll be glad to have a blind child to taclie 
poems and thiigs that way to, of the long winter evenings, when I'm lonely for 
want of the lessons; so now no more about it. She'll be all as one as the 
babby of my old age, and you'll be Father Pat, and maybe I'd have the last 
blessed sacrament from yer hands yet." And so he had; for this is no 
romance. The blind child was led by her brother to the old schoolmaster's 
dwelling. Many of the neighbouring poor said, "God reward you, Misther 
Devereux, yer a fine man.'' But the generous act excited no astonishment; 
generosity of character is so common amongst the peasantry, that it does not 
produce comment-they are in the constant habit of doing things and making 
sacrifices, which, if done long ago, would have been recorded as deeds of heroic 
virtue ; but there are no village annals for village virtues ; and at the time the 
schoolmaster's generosity made little impression on ourselves, simply because it 
was not rare, for near him lived a poor widow who, in addition to her own 
three children, fostered one whom the wild waves threw up upon the shore from 
a wreck; and another, who took three of her brother's orphans to her one-roomed 
house ; and another, who nourished the infant of a beggar who died in her hus- 
band's barn, at the breast with her own baby, 

The old schoolmaster is dead; but before he dicd, he had, as we have said, 
the desire of his heart. A blind sister lives with l L  the soggarth" to thls day, 
and he is respected as all deserve to be who build their own fortunes bravely 
and boldly, and having laid a good foundation, are not ashamed of the labour 
that wins thc highest distinction a frcc-born man can achieve. 



The only established route by which the traveller will be enabled to form 
any idea of the character of tlie coast scenery of Kerry, is that which conducts 
him to Killarney through Limerick and Tralee. But a journey so made will 
supply him with but a very limited notion of its grandeur and beauty. I t  
will be necessary for hiin to make frequent excursions, in order to visit the 
several attractions of the county-beginning with Tarbert on the banks of the 
Shannon, and ending with "the Skelligs," a group of small island-rocks in the 
Atlantic ; or, if his starting-point be l 1  the Lakes," he will examine, first, the 
southern parts, beginning with the huge promontory that lies between the Bays 
of Dingle and Kenmare. 

Lough Carah, which we have briefly described, is almost in the direct line 
to the wild and picturesque district of Cahirciveen, the southern coast of Dingle 
Bay, and the interesting harbour and island of Valentia-with the exception 
of " thc Blasquets," the point of land in Ireland nearest to America. I n  the 
vicinity of Cahirciveen is " Derrynane," the seat and the birth-place of the late 
D. 07Connell, Esq. M.P. I t  was originally a farm-house ; and has been added 
to from time to time, according to the increase of the property, or family, of its 
possessor. To determine the order of architecture to which it belongs would 
bc, consequently, difficult. It is beautifully situated; and in its immeciiate 
neighbourhood are the picturesque ruins of an abbey, founded in the seventh 
century by the monks of St. Finbar. The island of Valentia bclongs to '( the 
I h i g h t  of Kerry," who resides there. Although very fertile, and still 
maintaining the distinction which Smith bestows upon it, of being " esteemed 
the granary of the county," its only peculiar produce is that from its slate 
quarries-the slabs from tvl~ich are of great strength and size, and find a ready 
market in London. The Spaniards occupied the island and harbour until 
expelled by Cromwell, whose lieutenant erected forts at both the entrances, 
in order to put a stop to the privateering purposes to which it was applied. 
A harbour light-house of great utility has been opened during the present year. 
About twelve miles south of the harbour are "the Skelligs," a group of rocks 
which class among the greatcst curiosities of the Atlantic. They were 
formerly celebrated as the resort of pilgrims ; and many a weary penance has 
been performed upon their naked and inhospitable crags. The Great Skellig 
consists of two peaks, which rise from the ocean so perpendicularly as closely 
to approximate to the shape of a sugar-loaf: the larger rising in thirty-four 
fathoms of the ocean to 710 feet above its level; the occasional projections being 
clothed with gmss of " a  delicious verdure and remarkable sweetness." The 
island is, at all times, nearly coverccl with sea-fowl; a circumstance for which 
Dr. Kcating, thc fanciful " historian" of Ircland, thus accounts :-(' There is a 



ccrtain attractive virtue in thc soil, which draws down all the birds that attempt 
to fly over it, and obliges them to light upon the rock ; " n, notion of whicli the 
poet has thus availed himself :- 

" I s l e t s  SO f resh ly  fa i r  
T h a t  n e v c r  h a t h  bird come n i g h  them,  

But ,  from h i s  course t h r o u g h  a i r ,  
H a t h  b e e n  w o n  downward  b y  them.'' 

The peasantry have numcrons tales to tcll in connexion with thesc singuIar 
- 

rocks ; and a whin~sical tradition exists, that every madman, if left to his own 
guidance, would make his way towards them. They have, however, of late 
years, lost much of their sacred character, and are now-a-days visitcd by very 
few penitents.* A few years ago, two light-houses wcre erected on the great 

* Dr. Smith glves a striking account of the perils through which the penitents passed. To the top of the 
Great Skellig there is but one path, and that so difficult that few pcople are hardy enough to attempt it. 
Upon the flat part of the island are several cells, said to h a w  been chapels-for "here stood auciently an  
abbey of canons regular of St. Austin." "They are built in the ancient Roman manner, of stone curiously 
closed and jointed, without either mortar or cement, and arc impervious to the air and wind, being circular stone 
arches a t  the top." Upon this subject wc shall have some remarks to offer hereafter. Dr. Smith's description of 
the superstitious ceremonies performed here by the peasantry is interesting; the more so as, if even in his time 
'&the zeal of devotees" was cooling, in ours i t  is more than likely to vanish altogether. "Here," he says, 
L'are several stone crosses erected, a t  which the pilgrims perform certain stationary prayers, and have peculinr 
orisons to perform a t  each station. When they h a m  risited the cells and chapels, they ascend the top of the 
rock, part of which is performed by squeezing througn a hollow part resembling the funnel or shaft of a 
chimney, which they term the Needle's Eye. This asceiit (altlioug11 there are holes and steps cut into the 
rock to climb by) is h r  from being gained withont trouble; but when this obstack is suniiounted, the 
pilgrim arrives a t  a small flat place, about a yard broad, which slopes away down both sides of the rock to the 
ocean; on the further side of this flat, which, from its narrowness on the top, is a Bind of istl~mus, the ascent 
is gained by climbing up a smooth sloping rock, that only leans out a very little, and this they call the Stone 
of Puin, from the  difficulty of its ascent; there are a few shallow liolcs cut into it, where they fix their hands 
and feet, and by which they scramble up. This kiud of sloping wall is about twelve feet high, and the danger 
of mounting i t  seems terrible, for if a person should slip, he might tumblc on either side of the isthmus down 
a precipice headlong many fathoms into the sea;  when this difficult passage is surmounted, the remaining part 
of the way up to the highest summit of the rock is much less difficult. On the top are two stations to visit, 
where there are also some stone crosses; the first is called the Eagle's Nest, probably from its extreme height; 
for here, a person seems to have got into the superior region of the air, and i t  is ascended by the lielp of some 
steps cut into tlie rock without much difficulty. If the reaaer can conceive a person, poised as i t  were, or 
rather perched, on the summit of this pinnacle, beholding the vast expanse of the ocean all around him, except 
towards the east, where the lofty mountains on the shore appear like so many low houses, overlooked from 
the lofty dome of some cathedral ; he may be able to form some idea of the tremendousness and awfulness 
of such a prospect. The second station which the devotees hare to  visit on this height, and which is 
attended with the utmost horror and peril, is, by some, called the & k d l e .  and by others, the Spi t ;  which is 
a long narrow fragment of the rock, projecting from tlie summit of this frightful place over a raging sea; 
and this is walked to by a narrow path of only two feet in breadth and several feet in length. Here the 
drvotees, womcn as well as men, yet astride on this rock, and so edge forward, until tliey arrive a t  a stone 
cross, which some bold adventurer cut formerly on its extreme end, and here, having repeated a pater-noster, 
returning from thence concludes the penance. To get b:rck down the Stone of P a k  is attended with some 
address, in order to lnnd safe on the rock, wliich I called an isth~nus. Many persons, abont twenty years ago, 
came froin the relr~otcst parts of Ireland to pwform these penniices, but the zeal of sneli adreuturons dewtpes 
hath heen very much coolcd of I.rte." 



Rlrellig, by the 'Yriuity House. The eifect has been almost to put an end to 
wrecks on the coast. 

To  visit the wild peninsula, north of Dingle Bay-which runs out into the 
Atlantic, and which contains, on the south, Ventry harbour, Dingle harbour, 
Mount Eagle, and Castlemaine, and on the north, Smerwick, Mount Brandon, 
and Tralee Bay,--the tourist should fix his head-quarters at  Tralee, the 
principal town of the county. Tralee contains nearly 10,000 inhabitants ; the 
rcmains of several ruins are in its immediate vicinity ; and, among others, that 
of an abbey, in which, for several centuries, the Desmonds wcre buried, the 
first occupants of its tombs being Thomas Fitzgerald, surnamed "the Great," 
and his son JIaurice, who were both slain at Callan, in a fight with the 
Mac Carthy Nor. The most interesting monastic remains in Kerry are, 
however, those of the abbey of Ardfert-about six ndes  north-west of Tralee. 
Ardfert is a bishop's see, held in cornmendam with the bishopric of Limerick. 
The ruins of the 
cathedral are still 
in good preser- 
vation, and bear 
marks of high an- 
tiquity. I n  the 
western front are 
four round arches, 
and in tlic eastern 
front three elegant 
narrow - pointed 
windows. On the 
right of the altar 
are some niches 
with Saxon mould- 
ings. A round 
tower, 120 feet high, and built chicfly of a dark marble, which formerly stood 
ncar the west front, sucldcnly fell down in 1771 :- 

" Where my high steeples nllilom used to stand 
On which the lordly falcon wont to towre, 
There now is but an heap of lime and sand 
For tlle screech owl to build her baleful bowr-." 

The cathedral is dedicated to St. Brandon, and contains the cemeteries of 
many of the old families of Kerry. The tomb of one of thein is pictured in the 



accompanying ~lietch. 111 tllt: innnediate ~lei~hbourhood are the ruins o f  

other churches, of which 
tradition states that Ard- 
fcrt formerly had seven. 
The remains of four may 
still be traced within 
the cathedral enclosures. 
Of the strong castle, the 
seat of the Lords of Kerry, 
which formerly protected 
the churches of Ardfcrt, 
ilicrc are now standing 
but a few broken walls; 
it was, according to 
Smith, " dcmolished in 
the wars of 1641, by one 
Lawler, an Irish captain, 
who set it on fire." But 
the building then destroyed was a recent structure, erected on the site of the 
ancient castle "built by Nicholas, the third Lord Kerry, in 1311, and re- 
cdified by Thomas, the eighteenth Lord, in 1590."* I n  the village of 

* The Pacata Hibernia notices the siege and taking of Ardfert Castle by Sir Charles Wilmot; and the 
same page relates an incident frightfully illustrative of the period. " Ardart for some nine days made good 
defence, and had burned with fireworks such boards and timber as Sir Charles had placed against the wnll of 
the castle for his men's safety as they undermined. Dnt a t  the last, Sir Charles sent for a salcer out of an 
E~lglishma~l's ship (which one Hill, the master, lent him), v i th  a purpose only to break open the door 
of the castle, for the walls were too strong for so small a piece to offend. The rebels :it the sight of the 
&er yielded; Sir Charles hanged the constable ; the rest of the w r d ,  which was but eight, with the women 
and children, were spared. Towards the latter of August, Maurice Stack, the brave undertaker before spoke 
of, was by Honore ny' Brien, wife to the Lord of Lixnaw, invited to dine with her, in her husband's castle of 
Gc:tnlieu, in Iccr~y;  a t  which time Donne11 Obrien, brother both to her and the Earl of Thomond, was then 
with his sister. Dinner being ended, the young lady desired to speak with the said Stack privately in her 
chamber, where, after a little time spent, and disagreeing about the matter then in speech, the lady cried out 
unto Dermond Hewghe Mac Corman, William Odonichm, and Edmond Oheher (being a t  the chamber 
door), 'Do you not hear him misuse me in words?' Whereupon with their sbenes they instantly murdered 
him in the place : as  soon as  he mas slain, she sent unto her husband, and milled the inurtherers to  rep.~ir 
unto him. Of this barbarous and inhuman act, some s.ry thnt this lady was the principal agent, though s o ~ ~ i e  
of her friends have since sought to excuse her. The Earl of Tho~nond upon the knowledge of i t  was so 
infinitely grieved, and for the same held his sister in such detestation, as from that d:ly forwards (to t,he day of 
her death), whicl~ was not many months after (as I think), he never did see her, nor could not abide the 
memory of her name. Bnt, howsoever, this worthy subject (more worthy than whom there was no one of 
Ireland birth of his quality) was thus shamefully butcl~cred as you have heard. The Lord of Lixnaw, not 
satiated with llis blood (traitrously and shamefully shed), the next day after ho l~nnged Thomas Encnlly Stack, 
the brother of the s:lid Ni~urice Stack, whom 11e had l d d  prisoucr a long time bcforc." 
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O'Dorney are the ruins of another abbey, a shapeless pile, but the deformity of 
which is hidden by the ivy that covers the whole of it. 

The peninsula to which we have referred, that stretclies out into the 
Atlantic, is full of interesting historical associations, as well as abundant in 
natural beauties. W e  nlust touch upon them very briefly. The Spaniards 
had settlements in this district; and remains of the fortifications still exist.* 
The ruins of old castles are numerous all along the coast. One of the most 
conspicuous of them is that called Feniter's Castle, the ancient stronghold of 
the Ferriters, the 
last of whom, Pierce 
Ferrite]., took part 
in the troubles of 
1641, and, having 
surrendered under 
promise of pardon, 
was betrayed, and, 
with all his fol- 
lowers, put to the 
sword. The ruin 
is situated in a wild 
spot, almost on the verge of the Atlantic-a single tower is all that endures. 

* A fort called the Fort Del Ore, was built by the Spaniards close to Srnerwick; they received-in 1580- 
a consider:tble reinforcement, and assumed so formidable a position, that the Earl of Ormoud 'L marched towards 
them." Being, however, unprovided with artillery and provisions, lie retired without attacking the fore~gners; 
but on his way back he encountered Sir Walter Raleigh with some other captains. and together they advanced 
towards the enemy. "Captain Rawlegh," says the historian, "having been well acquainted with the custom 
of the Irish, remained in ambush, and waited until several of Desmond's Kerns came into the forsaken camp, 
to pick up whatever the English might hare left, when he inmediately fell upon them with his men, and cut 
many of them to  pieces." The Spaniards and the Irish being close pressed by land and sea, and after many 
vain sallies, surrendered lL  a t  discretion!' The usual system was adopted. The Spaniards were all, except their 
commander, put to the sword, and the Irish were hanged to a man. The cruelty, however, i t  would appear, 
I' displeased the Queen ; " the English, according to the adlnissio~~ of the historian, "having no excuse for it, 
but the smallness of their army (being onlv equal in number to  the enemy), the scarcity of provisions, and 
the near approach of tho Irish rebels." The butchery is, and ever will be, a foul stain up011 the memory of 
Raleigh: i t  was a gratuitous and merciless act of slaughter, utterly indefensible; and mas so considered in 
Englinld, where Sir Walter had some difficulty in clearing himself of the charge that  arose out of it. I t  was. 
however, but in keeping with the whole of the system pursued by the English in these parts: they gave their 
Irish foes no quarter, and seem to have considered their courage and endurance only as additional reasons for 
their extermination. The " Pacata Hibernia" describes sucu atrocities without the smallest approach to 
sympathy with the sufferers. The details of the sieges of several castles In this vlcmty, although full of 
horrors, are highly interesting. Glin Castle, in the county of Limerick, but on the borders of IZerry, was 
gallantly defended by the Knight of the Valley. The knight's son, a child of six years old, was in the 
rresident's hands, "ready a t  his will to be executed." To terrify the warders, "he caused the child to be 
set upon the top r-f one of the gabions," sending word to the garrison, l' tliat they should have a h i r e  marke 
to  bestow their small shott upon." The knight made answer, that fear for the boy's life should not make his 
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The whole of the peninsula is indented with bays and harbours, from which 
the mountains ascend, giving a character of rude grandeur to the scenery. Take, 
for example, a sketch in Dingle Bay. The mail-coach road from Tralee to Lime- 

rick passes 
tlirough tllc 
town of Lis- 

. the latter on 

bank of the 
Shannon. The far-famed caves of Ballybunian are about an equal distance 
from both! but on the coast. Listowel is a poor town, with, of course, the 
ruins of a castle. In  the year 1600, this castle, which held out for Lord 
Keny against the Lord President, was besieged by Sir Charles Wi1mot.t 
Listowel is watered by the Peal, a river which the Irish poet has immortalised 
in one of the sweetest of his songs ; founded on a tradition, that the young 
heir of the princely Desmonds, having been benighted while hunting, took 

followers forbear to direct their vollegs against their enemies, for the mother who bore him still lived and 
might have more sons. The President, however, changed his mind, and the "poor child was removed.'' The 
knight was slain in a sally. The "rebels" retired to the battlements of the castle, l L  to sell thcir lives as deare 
as  they could." In  conclusion, some were slaine in the p l m ,  and others leapt from the top of the castle into 
the water underneath it, where our guards kiiled them." 

* Tarbert is on the confines of the county of Limerick, and was the seat of Sir Edward Leslie, Bart. ; 
from whence Lord RIacartney embarked for his government of Nadras in 1781 

t The account of the siege, as published in the '' P:~cata IIiberuia," is c~ceedmgly interesting As a chamber 
was preparing to place the powder i n  a niine to blow up the castle, a spring of water guslied out in such 
abundance, that Sir Charles was obliged to begin a new work, wl~ich he carried under ground to tho midst of a 
vault in the castle. The work being perceived by the garrison, they called out for mercy but he would hear of 
no other terms but their surrendering a t  discretion. The ward, being eighteen men, submitted on their 
knees, but the women and cliildren were suffered to depart. Nine of the English having been shot during 
the siege, 11e presently caused the same number of prisoners to be hanged; and by the President's order, the 
residue were soon after esccutecl, as they had all of them been under protection, except an Irish priest, named 
Sir Der~not Mac Brodie, who was pardoned for the following reason :-It happened that, upon surrendering 
tho castle, the Lord Icerry's eldest son, theu but fire venrs old, was carried away by an old tyoman, almost 
n:~ked, and besmeared with dirt. Wilmot detached a party in search of h m ,  who returned ~ ~ i t h o u t  finding 
the child; but the priest proposed, if Sir Charles would spare his life aud that of the chld,  to discover where 
he was: ~vli icl~ being granted, he went with a captain's guard to a thick wood, six miles from the castle, whir11 
n-us almost impassable, wliere, in a hollow cave (L' not much uulilie by description to  Cacus his denne, or the 
mouth of Avernus "1, they found the old woman and the child, whom they brought to Sir C h d e s ,  n.110 sent 
both thr  priest and the child to the Lord President. 



shelter in the house of one of his dependants, named BSac Cormac, with whose 
fair daughter he became suddenly enamoured. He married her ; and by this 
inferior alliance alienated his followers, whose brutal pride regarded this indul- 
gence of his love as an unpardonable degradation of his family." The story 
rests on the authority of Leland; the poet makes the lord thus address his 
rebellious clan :- 

" You who call i t  dishonour 
TO bow to  th is  flame, 

I f  you've eyes, look b u t  on I ~ e r ,  
t e ~ m f l ~ n n a  

And  blush w M e  you blame. Conmae 
I I a t h  t h e  pearl less &lliteness 

Because of i t s  b i r th  ? 
po~~t&Q~Se- 

EIath the  voilet less brightness 
F o r  growing ncar  ear th  ? " 

The caves of Ballybunian are not often visited ; yet they may be classed 
among the most remarkable of the natural wonders of Ireland. The old 
historian alludes to them very briefly :-" The whole shore here hat11 a variety 
of romantic caves and caverns, formed by the dashing of the waves ; in some 
places are high open arches, and in others impending rocks, ready to tumble 
down upon the first storm ;" a small volume descriptive of them was, however, 
published in 1834, by William Ainsworth, Esq., to which we must refer the 
reader. They are distinguished by names, each name bearing reference to 
some particular circumstance, as the "Hunter's Path," from a tradition that a 
rider once rode his horse over i t ;  '' Smugglers' Bay," for centuries famous as a 
safe shelter for " free traders ; " the " Seal Cave," &c. &c.* 

The county of Kerry is bounded on the north by the estuary of the 
Shannon, which separates it from the county of Clare, on the east by the 
counties of Limerick and Cork, and on the south and west by the Atlantic 
ocean. Large districts of Kerry are, however, pron~ontories ; a circumstance 
to which Camden refers, when he describes the county as "shooting forth 
like a little tongue into the sea, roaring on both sides of it." A mine of 
wealth is therefore at hand, which activity and industry, aided by a moderate 
capital, might easily render available ; yet the fisheries are few, and we have 
heard of none so extensive as to be in proportion to the great supply that 
Providence has placed within the reach of those who would turn it to account. 

* "The cliffs of Ballybunian arc even less remarkable for their dimensions, than they are for the singular 
form of rocks, which seem as if carved by the hand of man; and, independently of the lofty nlwal precipices, 
whose angular proportions present every variety of arrangement, as in Smugglers' Bay, where they oftentimes 
are semicirculnrly arranged, like the grain-work of an arch, or the tablets or small btrings running round a 
window, or are piled above one another in regular succession, presenting a geological pl~cnomenon of great 
grandeur and magnificence; they have also other distinct be:iuties, which originate frequently in sinlililr 
causes."- Ai~i8wovth. 
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W e  may again be permitted to express a hope, that the m e n t  movement in 
favour of "Irish manufactures" will affect the natural sources from whence 
the prospects of Ireland may be most surely derived, and that, above all, the 
fisheries-the deep sea and the river fisheries-mill receive the consideration 
to which they are undoubtedly entitled. I n  the various rivers in the south, 
the fishermen have a peculiar mode of taking fish, which they call pusha-pike 

-= - 
-- - -- - 

water, moors his 
boat to a pole 

- fixed in the wa- 
ter, and spread- 
ing a net loosely - 
over two poles, 
placed at  an 

angle, lowers it into the narrow channel of the river; when this net is touched 
by a fish, his hand, which holds the upper part, feels the touch, and be instantly 
raises the net, as shown in the annexed print, and secures the prize. Salmon 
are often taken in this manner The great export trade of K e x y  is in butter; 
a large proportion of which finds its way to England through the market of 
Cork. The Kerry cow is proverbially small, but of remarkably beautiful shape, 
and especially valuable for the quantity and quality of its milk. 

The fishing-boats, generally, have 
a curious anchor, of very primitive 
character. A large flat stone is em- 
braced by wood, as in the accompany- 
ing cut ; the bow being of iron. 

Kerry in extcnt ranks as the fourth 
of the Irish counties. I n  1754, according 
to the estimate of Dr. Smith, the county 
contained no more than 10,228 houses, 
and a population not exceeding 51,140 : 
in 1821, however, it had more than quadrupled that amount; and by the last 
census i t  had approached 250,000. The county is divided into eight baronies- 
Iragliticonner, Clanmaurice, Corkaguiny, Truchanackmy, Magunihy, Iveragh, 
Dunlrerron, and Glanerough; its only towns of note are Tralce, Killarney, 
Listowel, and Kenmare. 





WATERFORD is, perhaps, the least interesting, and certainly the least 
picturesque, of the counties of Ireland; it is, for the most part, barren of 
trees ; and the soil, naturally poor, has had little advantage from cultivation. 
Its coast, moreover, is inhospitable; its bays and harbours being few; and, 
with the one great exception, neither safe nor commodious. It resembles 
Cornn-all, not only in its rugged character, and the comparative poverty of 
its surface-it is likely to rival in mineral wealth the great mining county of 
England. 

The mail-coach road from the borders of the county of Cork to Waterford 
city is through a barren tract of country, which presents few objects worthy 
of notice ; the tourist will, by taking this route, however, visit Dungarvan, the 
town that ranks next in importance to the capital of the shire. I t  is a sea- 
port, but with little trade; and belongs chiefly to the Duke of Devonshire, 
who has expended a large sum in its improvement.* Persons who are 
not compelleci to pursue the beaten track, and may choose their own route, 
either in proceeding to or from the South, will no doubt prefer passing 
through the county of Tipperary, although the journey be somewhat circuitous. 
The direct course, in either case, is through Youghal and Lismore; the road 
between these two towns running along the banks of the Blackwater-one of 
the most beautiful of all the Irish rivers. At Youghal, a long narrow bridge 
connects the counties of Cork and Waterford ; and over this bridge we passed 
for the purpose of examining the singular round tower and ruins at Admore.? 

* Although Dungarvan occupies but a very minor position in history, one very interesting circumstance is 
connected with it. In 1G48, it was besieged and taken by Cromwell, who, having ordered the inhabitants 
to be put to the sword, rode into tl:e town a t  the head of his " ironsides." I t  is stated that, a t  the precise 
moment upon which the fate of many hundreds depended, a woman, named Nagle, forced her way through 
the ranks, with a flaggon of beer in her hand, and drank the General's health, calling upon him to pledge 
her. It is added that Cromwell not only very gallantly accepted the challenge, but was so pleased with the 
woman's courage and courtesy, that he retracted his order for carnage and pillage, and permitted his soldiers 
to partake of the liquor which they, heated and thirsty, found very refreshing, and which the servants of the 
woman abundantly supplied. Smith, who relates the anecdote, gives no authority for it 

t The bridge was commenced in the year 1829, and finished in the year 1832, a t  a cost of somewl~nt 
less than £18,000. The architect was Mr. Nimmo; the resident engineer during the erection of i t  was 
J. E. Jones, Esq., who is now succcssfully pursuing his profession in London. Until the bridge was built,, 
a dangerous ferry of nearly half a mile was the only means of communication at tllis point between the two 
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Ardmore is about six miles from Youghal ; but the foot passenger, by crossing 
a ferry and a steep hill, may very materially shorten the distance, so as to 
bring it within an hour's walk. I t  is one of the places which, for many 
reasons, no one shoulc! neglect to visit. Though now a miserable village, 
containing no house, but that of the rector, above the rank of a cabin, 
time was when Ardmore classed among the high places of Ireland. I t  was 
anciently an Episcopal see, erected by St. Declan, in the infancy of the 
Irish Church, and before the arrival of St. Patrick. St. Declan was, it is 
said, a native of Ireland, who travelled to Rome, and returned to teach his 
countrymen, in the year 402. The ruins of two churches, from their arehi- 
tecture nearly coeval with the saint's era, are in the immediate neighbour- 
hood; and one of them, part of the chancel of which had been until lately 
repaired, and used for service,* is close to the famous Round Tower. I t  
will be our duty to touch this tender subject on some future occasion-but 
we shall hazard no theory of our own ; contenting ourselves with detailing, as 
succinctly as possible, the various opinions that have been put forth from time 
to time as to the age, origin, and purpose of these singular, peculiar, and, it 

would seem, un- 
meaning and use- 
less structures, 
which appear to 
have been con- 
structed for no 
earthly object ex- 
cept to set an- 
tiquaries by the 
ears, and puzzle 
posterity.t The 
Round Tower at 

Ardmore differs from all the others that are still standing in Ireland; inas- 

counties, except by going a dibtance of sixteen Irish miles by the bridge of Lismore. Youghal bridge is one 
of the most remarkable in the kingdom; i t  is 1,642 feet in length, and is composed of forty-seven bays of 
t l k ty  feet span. I t s  breadth is twenty-two feet; and height above high-water ten feet. 

* On the west end of this ruined church are several carvings in basso-relievo, which, although much injured 
by time, are evidently illustrations of sacred history : one of them represents " Adam and Eve with the Tree 
of ICnowledge between them," and another the "Judgment of Solomon." 

t Dr. Smith, in his History of Waterfcrd, settles the matter a t  once, by affirming that this a t  Ardmore 
was used for a bclfry or steeple, there being towards the top not only four windows to let out the sound, but 
also three picccs of oak still remaining, on which the bell was hung. LLThere are also," he adds, "two channels 
cut in the sill of the door, where the rope came out, the ringer standing below the door withoutside." We 
slinll src, however, that the learned Doctor has been vely unsuccessful in carrying conviction to the Irish 
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much as it is divided by four beltings into as many stories, with a window 
to each. I t  is built of elaborately cut stone, is between ninety and one liun- 
dred feet high ; the entrance is about thirteen feet from the ground ; and 
the circumference of the base is about forty-five feet. I n  the upper story 
there are four opposite windows. The conical cap, which has vanished from 
most of the Irish round towers, still graces that of Ardmore; and in Smith's 
time, this was surmounted by a rude cross '( like a cmtch," which, it is 
said, some sacrilegious soldiers destroyed by making it a mark for musket- 
shots. 

Ardmore has, for a very considerable period, supplied the most striking, 
painf~d, and revolting illustration of the superstitious character of the Irish 
peasantry. Happily, customs that are equally opposed to reason and religion 
are rapidly removing before the advancing spirit of improvement, and its 
gigantic ally, Education; and as the Roman Catholic clergy are, at length, 
convinced that it is their own true interest to discourage or suppress them, 
they will, no doubt, be noted, ere long, only among histories of gone-by evils 
and absurdities-to which Ireland has been, of late years, so extensive a con- 
tributor. Although unwilling to describe matters discreditable to the country, 
and the majority of its people-and which are gradudly disappearing from 
among them-it is impossible for us to avoid a subject that has been so long 
and so closely associated with Ireland. Nearly every district of the country 
contains some object of peculiar sanctity, to which ignorance attributes the 
power of curing diseases, and, frequently, of remitting sins. Visits to these 
places were formerly, and to some extent are still, enjoined as works of 
penance for crime ; in other cases they mere voluntarily undertaken by '( peni- 
tents;" but the more usual motive was that of obtaining health for the 
body; and tedious and wearisome journeys have often been made for the pur- 
pose of drinking water from some specified fountain, by persons who were 

antiquaries generally-although some of them entirely agree with him-the pieces of oak still remainmg" 
whereon to  hang the bell, being regarded as  of no value on the question. 
-In fact, some others of the round towers, a t  this day, as Cloyne, are 
used as belfries. The channels in the sill of the door are also with great 
probability deemed to have been formed to secure the head of a ladder 
whicl~ rested on them. Several corbel stones project, without any 
apparent regularity, from the interior face of the wall. Two are rudely 
sculptured, and represent the faces of some nondescript animals. 
Whether similar sculptures appertain to any other round tower is un- 
known, as  few of them have been subjected to so rigorous an examinn- 
tion as this of Ardmore. The occurrence of such figures may afford 
subject for curious specul~tion to the antiquary, but as  yet no determinate opinion lias been formed about 
them. Mr. W. Haclcett, of Middleton, has had casts taken of them, and thus brought the objects, doubtless 
of contention, home to the doors of thc belligcreuts. 
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apparently l~ardly able to crawl a few yards from their own thresholds. 
These holy places are, for the most part, Wells ; and many of them have kept 
their reputations for centuries, the fame of some being undoubtedly coeval 
with the introduction of Christianity, while that of others probably preceded 
it-the early Christian teachers having, it is believed, merely changed the 
object of worship, leaving the altars of idolatry unbroken and undisturbed. 
These wells are to be found in nearly all the parishes of the kingdom ; thcy 
are generally betokened by the erection of rude crosses immediately above 
them, by fragments of cloth, and bits of rags of all colours, hung upon the 
neighbouring bushes, and left as memorials; sometimes the crutcl~es of con- 
valescent visitors are bequeathed as offerings, and not unfrequently small 

., buildings, for prayer and shelter, have 1,; < 
been raised above and around them. 
As an example, we copy the far-famed 
and wonder-working well of St. Dolough, 
within a few miles of Dublin, and on 
the road to the castle of llalahide. 

= Each holy well has its stated day, 
when a pilgrimage is supposed to be 
peculiarly fortunate ; the patron-day, 
i. e. the day of its patron saint, attracts 

1 crowds of visitors, some with the hope 
of receiving health from its waters, 
others as a place of meeting with dis- 
tant friends; but the great majority of 

----.- them are lured into the neiglibour- 
.--z-r- - -- 

- -. - -- 
-. hood by a love of idleness and dissipa- 

tion. The scene therefore is, or rather was, disgusting to a degree ; but the 
evil has of late greatly diminished ; and, since the spread of temperance, there 
being neither drinking nor fighting in the vicinity, the attendants are almost 
entirely limited to the holiday-keepers and the credulous. A few months ago 
we visited St. Ronogue's well, a place high in repute, distant a few miles from 
Cork. There were not above a hundred persons of both sexes present, and 
scarcely a dozen cars were on the ground ; the scene was remarkably tranquil ; 
there were baskets full of cakes and biscuits for sale, but no whiskey. The 
beggars were of course numerous, as usual-the halt, the maimed, the blind, 
and persons afflicted with all manner of diseases; and we were petitioned for 
charity, '' for the love of God," in voices of all tones, from the base of the 
sturdy vendor of rclics, to the squeaking treble of the miserable baccach 
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(lame man).* But there was no drinking, no swearing, no fighting, the 
visitors appeared sober in mind as well as in habit, and acted as though they 
considered the well a place for serious reflection rather than for idleness and 
dissipation. Two old women were dipping up the water in tin cans, and 
exchanging supplies for small coins from the applicants ; and when they had 
filled their bottles (brought for the purpose), and knelt at the rude cross, and 
repeated a few patcrs" and " aves " before it, they departed to their homes 
in peace and quietness;-the only objects worthy of remark connected with 
the ceremony being two or three blind pilgrims, who stood by the sides of the 
well and handed to each comer a thin pebble, with which he signed the mark of 
the cross upon a large stone at the well-head, and which frequent rubbing had 
deeply indented. The acwm- 
panying print represents the 
well in its state of comparative 
solitude; but it was seldom on 
any day of the year without 
some devotees. The scene we 
have described presented a 
striking contrast to what we 
recollect it about twenty years 
ago, when the " pattern" at 
St. Ronogue's Well was the 
signal for assembling the wortl~less and the dissipated of the whole county, 
when to the superstitious rites of the morning succeeded the saturnalia of 
the evening;-the having drank of the holy water being corlsidered as a 
licence for every sort of debauchery; and it was rare indccd that the crowds 
(which usually amounted to some thousands) separated without having wit- 
nessed a fight between two factions, who invariably fixed the day and place 
for a settlement of their diffcrenccs. We have reason to believe, that tlirough- 
out Ireland similar and equally beneficial changes have taken place ; and that 
pictures of besotted bigotry and disgusting brutality have now reference only 
to timcs past.? 

* One of them askcd us for a halfpenny. ("\Ire have cone to give ye," a a s  our answer. "That's bad 
English, yer honour," was his instant rcply. 

t The Holy Well-Tubber Quan-near Call-ick on-Suir, is  in great repute for the many miraculous cures 
effected by its waters. The well is dedicated to two pntron saints, St. Qnan, after whom it takes its name. 
and St. Brogawn. The times for visiting i t  are the thrce last Sundays in June, when the people imagine 
the saints exert their sacred influence more particularly for the bcnefit of those who apply for their assistance. 
I t  is confidently said, md firmly believed, that a t  this period the two saints appear in the well in the ahapc 
of two small fishes, of the trout kind; and if they do not so appear, that no cures nil1 ta6c plncp. At t l~is 
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The drinking of the ~vaters of Holy Wells was, however, but a very mild 
mode of doing penance for sin, and by no means a severe process, by which 
the diseased devotee was to be made whole. Other customs of a far more 
reprehensible naturc prcvailcd. The pilgrimage to '' Lough Derg" might 
have vied with any of the abominations of Juggernaut; the most ignorant 
and savage of the tribes of Africa have few ceremonies more utterly revolting 
than that to which, a few years ago, the Irish peasantry were, hem, directly 
and systematically encouraged. I t  is not necessary for us to publish the 
details; but the gross observances that so long prevailed at Ardmore, and 
which to some extent still continue, we cannot pass over; although7 as wc have 
intimated, the Roman Catholic clergy now (' set their faces" directly against 
practices which, for ages, they tolerated generally, and encouraged partially; 
and which consequently are destined-we trust ere long-to be numbered 
among things of the past. 

The 24th of July is the patron-day of St. Declan, whom the Romish 
Calendar states to have flourished prior to the appearance of St. Patrick. 
He is said to have landed at Ardmore, and to have there first preached 
Christianity; where, also, he built in one night the famous round tower and 
the adjoining church, of which the ruins still remain. The grave in which 

time, among the penitents who go pilgrimaging to the well, the bustle is immense around the neighbourhood 
for many miles, people coming from a great distance to avail themselves of the benefits. Among them 
are to be seen persons aRlicted with almost every disorder, and many who are perfectly convalescent, either 
from curiosity, or under an impression that using the waters while under the blessed iufluence of the patron 
saints, will preserve them from being aWicted at some future time. At the well the ceremonies are as 
follows:-On ascending the hill, which the penitents do bare-foot (and, in many instances, the entire 
journey is undertaken in the same way), they kneel by the side of the stream, and, with their bodies bent, 
repeat a certain number of Paters and Aves. They then enter the stream, the water of which all describe to 
have a particularly intense culduess. They go through the stream three times, a t  a slow pace, repeating in 
each round a certain number of prayers; they then go on the gravel walk, and traverse i t  round three times 
on their bale knees, oftell till the blood start in the operation: in this part of the ceremony they repeat the 
same number of prayers in each round as thcy did in the stream, and when finished, without giving themselves 
time to rest, thej perform the same rounds on their bare knees round the trce, but on the grass. This tree 
is a particular object of veneration, and presents a curious spcctaclc, bcing covered all over with human hair, 
the penitents cutting off locks of their hair and tying them on the branches as a specific against headache. 
Perhaps notlimg can evince more powerfully thc strong natural affections of the people than a visit to this 
place. There may be seen labouring up tho acclivity the father, and more often the mother, bending beneath 
the weight of the grown-up son or daughter, who have been rendered by illness unable to perform the pilgrimage 
for themselves, and not unfrcqueutly the sturdy rustic, or dutiful daughter, in the fullness of filial love, 
carrying an aged father or mother, and performing by proxy all the requisite ceremonies, while others do the 
like for the repose of their departed relatives. As might be expected, the place is well attended with beggars, 
who crowd there from an immense distance, expectmg to reap a good harvest; and many of them are pro- 
vidcd with beads and crosses for sale, which they offer to the notice of the visitors. I t  is said that a church, 
dcdicated to the mints, Quan and R ~ o g n ~  n ,  forrnrrly stood hrre, and where thr tree stands at the present day 
was the sitc of the ancient altar, 
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he is supposcd to have been buried, and a singulnr mass of rock on the sr.3- 

, shore. near the 
church, are ob- 
jects of peculiar 
veneration. The 
Holy Well, too, 
is very pietur- 
esque; we have, 
availed our- 
selves of the 
kindness of 
Lady Deane, by 
which we have 
been enabled to 
introduce acopg 

A "  

of it. The roek is believed to have floated over the ocean from Rome, 
with the vestments of the saint, a bell for his tower, and a lighted candle 
for the celebration of mass. The gravc is first visited; here an old hag 
has fixed herself to sell t,he clay contained within it, and to which many 
virtues are attached. I t  is often mixed with medicine, and taken by the sick ; 
it is also carried abroad by those from the district who emigrate: and there 
are few Roman Catholic houses in the country round where a portion of it is 
not kept to guard against evil spirits, misfortune, and sickness. The bottom 
and sides of the grave are the solid roek, yet there is always clay enough found 
in it to supply the enormous demands. This is of course managed by the 
woman who supplies the article; but the fact that it never fails, is attributed 
to the miraculous influence of the saint. 

After paying their devotions at the grave, the people crowd to the Holy- 
stone, and having gone on their bare knees several times round it, creep under 
it lying flat on the belly. The painful contortions of some of these poor people 

it is distressing to witness, as they force 
themselves through the narrow passage. 
I t  is only at law water that this part 
of the ceremony can be performed; the 
stone (which weighs perhaps four or fi~re 
tons) rests upon two small rocks, leaving 

-- a passage under i t ;  as shown in thc 
- .  - accompanying print. After the wper- 

stitious rites have been gone through, the scene of rioting, quarrelling, and 
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drunkenness that ensued, was, formerly, disgusting to a degree-and it was 
rarely that a pattern" passed without the loss of lives.* 

* We copy the followiilg account of the melancholy scene from the note-book of a gentleman of high 
attainments and nndonhted veracity. I t  was written on the spot:-"22nd July. Arrived this evening a t  
Ardmore, preparations already making for the due celebration of the Patron's day; visited the dmmitorg. 
of St. Declan; an  old meagre figure had possession of the grave, in which she ate, drank, and slept, that 
none other might claim a right to i t ;  one half of her only appeared above ground; the last supply of earth 
for the approaching demand had just been put i n ;  she recommended us strongly to take a portion in the 
name of God and the blessed Saint (on pronouncing the latter name she with due reverence dropped a 
low curtsey), a s  a preventive against fire, drowning, &c. &c., if eaten with due faith.-23rd. Barrels of 
porter and whiskey arriving by sea and .land in numbers, already three hundred have landed, and every 
avenue teems with figures moving along to pay their devotions.-10 o'clock. C,omrnenced my rounds, though 
the 24th is the Patron's day; walked down to the sea shore, where a few yards below high water mark 
is the far-famed stone that in the fourth century (before the arrival of Saint Patrick) came floating over 
from Rome a t  the prayer of St. Declan, with a bell upon it for the edification of the Irish. On our way, 
we passed through assembled multitudes pitching tents, fastening up carts and cars as dwellings, arranging 
their goods, and now and then fighting, without which Paddy cannot live long in good humour; passed 
on, here the first scene began, and I counted 154 persons kneeling round the stone, ffesh comers every 
moment succeeding those who had told their beads and said their prayers. I watched their motions as they 
approached the stone; they took off their hats, then lowly bowed their heads, and dropped their knees on 
the pointed rocks; here they repeated several prayers, telling over their beady; then salemnly drew near 
and reverentially kissed the unformed mass several times, then humped their hacks against i t  three times, 
drew baek in awe, dropped again on their knees repeating more prayers, and silently retired; children in 
arms were pressed down till their little mouths touched the holy stone. The crowd then formed a long line 
winding up the narrow path that leads along the mountain's brow to St. Declan's chapel; here, too, I went: 
the scenery was beautifd as we looked over the precipitous cliffs across the bay of Ardmore. On the brink 
stand the remnants of a chapel, said to be the first built in Ireland. On entering the gateway, on your right 
I~and, is the well St. Declan blessed ; 8 narrow doorway leads to it, a formidable figwe had possession of I:, 

and dealt out in pint mugs to those who paid; some drank it, some poured it on their limbs, their head, 
their backs, in the most devout manner; some claimed a second portion to bottle and carry home to sick 
relatives, or to preserve their houses from fire; they then knelt down to the well, a r d  sl id t L i r  prayes:  
after which, devoutly turning round, they repeated their prayers to a littlc mount, nnuer wlich 1 1 d  been 
the east window, crept on their knees to it, kissed it, said more prayers, crossed themselve.;, a rd  v:a!ked 
on; here the crowd of mendicants was great, and the miserable objects of defwmity more lamentable than 
I had ever seen, and too disgusting to detail ; the crowd now wound higher up :he hiL, i~ciined back again, 
snd proceeded to the grave, here they knelt again in the most abject posture, aaying prayers, and waiting 
fur their turn to be admitted into the little dormitory, where the old hag distributcd thc carth, and gave 
lectures on its efficacy, as preventing drowning, burning, kc.  A fcw yn.ds brought us to the far-famed 
round tower, the most perfect in Ireland; here again the devout pilgrims rcpcatcd prayers and told their 
beads. and knelt with the utinost humility, kissed thc towcr, broke off pieces, which they carried away; 
then the whole crowd filed off to thc chapcl, which was open to receive them, and mass was celebrated 
in all due form; here the devotions of thc day cndcd; a t  twenty different periods I counted the people as 
they passed ; they avcragcd fifty-firc a minute, which gives a total of 12 or 15,000 persons; these numbers 
accorded with other calculations. The touts, sixty-four in number, are now complete, eating, drinking, 
dancing, occupy thc multitude. One figure is walking about with a boiled leg of mutton and salt in one 
hand, a big knife in the other, vociferating ' a cut for a penny !' ' a cut for a penny !' here cheese and fish 
are selling; some tents contain gaming-tables; but the great body of persons are going round as  on yesterday; 
they arc more numerous, a few force themselves under the stone, praying as they crawl with difficulty. Seven 
o'clock-All now appears confusion, every man is drunk, and every woman is holding a man bark frnm the 
deadly combat; bloody knees from devotion, and bloody heads from fighting are not uncommon. Eight 
o'clock-Three cabins are now blazing furiously, not a vestige can be saved; such a scene-fighting pulling: 



We have allnded to a class of persons who play very conspicuous parts at 
these patterns-the half beggar, half vender of rosaries and relics, and whole 
schemer and cheat. With somc anecdotes of a notorious vagabond of the 
genus we have been favoured by a friend in Cork ; we shall give his portrait 
at full length-that of Garrett Mansfield, better known as Garrett the Beg- 
garman; and somctirnes called '(Garrird a Crooka," or of the Crook. A 
likeness of him is worth preserving ; for he may be regardcd as nearly "the 
last of his race:" temperance having very largely contributed to diminish 
their numbcr. 

" Garrett" was publicly known in the town of Monaster as a drunkard of 
the most inveterate description; between his predatory practices, and his 
appcals to the "neighbours," as he termed them, he wTas for many years 
enabled to indulge in the luxury of fifteen or twcnty glasses of raw spirits per 
day. He was married, and his conjugal character was in keeping with his 
other irregularities. The neglect of his wife and family was such, that they 
had to commence the tradc of begging on their o m  account; and he never 
visited them, but to beat them for the purpose of extorting money. Yet Gar- 
rett professed himself a saint of the most exalted order, and being gifted with 
an imposing appcarance, and a lively imagination, narrated stories of his own 
sanctity, which were listened to with avidity by the "neighbours," whose love 
of the niarvellous predominated, for the time, over their conviction of Garrett's 
rcal character. 

On Sundays, Garrett was stationed at the chapel door long before the 
c~ngregation assembled-here, unlike ordinaiy beggars, he disdained the 
vehement antiquated chanting appeals, which assailed the ear from a string of 
maimed and blind paupers, extending from thc chapel gates to a considerable 
distance ; these knelt or prostrated themselves in the middle of the road ; but 
Garrett, under the plea of infirmity, partly real and partly assumed, sat on one 
side, saying his beads with a patronizing smile, expressive of benevolence, 
and greeted the parishioners as they arrived with a welcome, as though his 
anxieties for their spiritual welfare were relieved by the evidence of their 
attendmcc at the house of prayer. His manner was intended to convey to 
each individual that he or she was the object of his particular devotion: "May 
the Lord bless you, at any rate," to one.--" That the Lord may make a bed 
in Glory for you, however," to another. To a gentleman who had been 

drinking whiskey, holy-water; crying, cursing-I have never seen. Nine o'clock-Fire nearly subdued for 
want of fuel ; here comes the old Jasebel from the grave, covered with earth, half naked, and yellow as the 
clay of which she bears a poltion, and is strewing i t  in places the fire cannot reach, to show its virtue in 
destroying that  devouring element. 25th-Tents nearly struck; a few of the most devout remain to complete 
their devotions. Seven o'clock-All is still again, and Ardmore is again a mere secluded village." 
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dangerously ill, and made his first appearance after his recovery, he would 
say, ('Welcome, welcome, welcome, by the Grace of the Lord," looking to the 
assembled multitude with an air of triumph, (' Iwas  not idle;" which none 
could interpret otherwise than as a conviction that the gentleman's recovery 
had been brought about by Garrctt's prayers. 

Hear him on the subject of his sanctity. 
" Oncet upon a time, and of all times since the beginning of the world whin 

should it be but the time of the throubles in the middle of the year ninety- 
eight. The Lord save us and keep us from such times as thim for ever more. 
The sojers came to Monaster, (the Caithness fencibles; you often hear tell of 
them,) and if they did, they done nothing only slashing the people from mornin 
till night. Why thin, my dear, among the rest 0' their good doings I did'nt 
escape them, for they pressed my little car, and my little baste (the benevolence 
of a gentleman ignorant of his real character had furnished him with both), 
to car baggage down the counthry. W e  stharted for the road, and we were 
thravelling, and thravelling, and thravelling, until at long last we got down to 
the bottom of the Black North, until we come to a town that they call it by 
the name of Ballinrobe. 

In the morning whin I got there, after putting up my little baste and 
taking the best o' care of him, I wint out to the door o' the cannan's stage, 
and I see all the Christhins going to Mass, for it was a Sunday, the Lord be 
praised ! Whin I see thim all going to the chapil, well become me, I'll engage 
I joined in with them; and whin we come to the gate, we found it was locked 
and not a sow1 inside. Why thin, whin they opened the gate, the minnit I 
put my foot inside the chapil yard, what do you think but, my dear, the bells 
bigin to ring of themselves, and all the people obsawed there was nobody 
within to ring em. I did not say a word, nor let on any thing, but away 
with me into the chapil, and the pcople follin me. Why, thin as I'm in 'the 
presence,' as soon as I was inside the door of the chapil, the book on the althar 
fled open iv itself, and the candles lit up in wan minnit. To be sure the 
pople all wandered in the world what it was, but I only went up to the rails 
and knelt down, and said my bades for a spell; and thin I wint fair and aisy 
isto a corner, near a big windy that was there, and I knelt down agin, and 
bigin a saying o' my bades. Why thin the day w a  mighty close in itself, 
and whin I was getting too warm intirely, I took off my loose coat, and I looked 
abont me to see would I see a nail or any thing that way, I'd hang it upon till 
Mass 'ud be over; and whin I could'nt find anything av the sort, I was so bint 
on my prayers that I only thrun up my coat, and there it staid, my dear, 
hanging over a grate sthrame 0' light, that the sun was shinin in tho '  the 
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windy. At long last, the priest came out o' the sachristy, and hc wint to the 
foot of the althar, and from that he wint up the sthips, and whin he got to the 
althar, and come to the book and seen it open, he turned round and he axed 
the clcrk, says he, ' what on earth ailed you,' says he, ' to open the book ?' says he. 
And when the clerk tould him he did not, 'was it any o7 yees?' says be, to the 
little boys with their albs on em. ' Was it any o7 yees?' says he, that opened 
thc book,' says he. ' 'Twas neer a one of us,' says they. My dear life and soul 
of the world, when he hear that, he looked very skeered intirely; and he 
turiied round to the althar and he begin turning the laves over, and hether 
and sthriving to read, and you'd pity the way he was wiping the paspiration 
off his face. Well, he went on turning, and turning, and turning the laves? 
'till all ov a suddint he looked in close to the book, and whin he looked into 
the book, my dear, he stopt up as if he was shot My dear, 'twas thin the priest 
nibbed his facc fair and asy with a handkercher, and after looking up an& 
saying some prayers, with his two hands stretched out, he turned round and 
he tuk off his vestment, and he laid it on the althar. 'Yand,' says he, 'to the 
congregation,' says he, 'I was in grate throuble since I come to this althar,' 
says he; 'yand, 'twas by great struggling and sthriving that I got over it,' 
says he; ' I've found out,' says he, ' there is some angel, or aither some grate 
holy man in the chapel,' says he; 'yand, if it is a thing that I cannot find 
out this grate holy man,' says he, 'there is no use in talking, I cannot go on 
with the mass.' So wid that he come down from the althar, and he ordered 
the holy wather, and he tuk a brush, and he wint down the length of the 
chapil, and he spathercd, and spathered, and spathered, and wheresomcver 
he went the people made a bohreen for him ; and whin he wint the length of 
the chapil he turned back, and he wint over to the north side, and thin he 
crossed the althar and come to the south side, where myself was a lsnecling 
down a saying o' my bades; and whin he come, he lifted up his two hands 
and sprad thim over me; and he turned round to the people, and says he, 
'I've found,' says he, 'this grate holy man; he is here,' says he. ' Yand,' 
says he, 'lave me find that ye'll all thrate him well,' says he; ' yand, I have 
to tell ye that there's a blessing for evermore from this day out,' says he, 
'over the town of Ballinrobe,' says lie-'for,' says he ' wheresomever he'll go,' 
says he, 'there's a blessing,' says he, 'in his road,' says he. So thin he went 
up to the althar and wint through the mass fair and aisy ; and whin mass was 
over, all of tho people came to me, and they tuk me up on their shoulders, 
and they never stopt till they brought me to a strong farmer's house. Yand, 
my dear, whin I got into the farm-yard, there was a little boy, a son of the 
farmer's, and he was deaf and dumb from the hour he was born, and whin he 
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seen me he ran towards me before all the people ; ' yand,' says he, ' ~velcome!~ 
says he, ' Garrett,' says he, ' w-elcome ! welcome ! welcome ! ' Well, thin 1 
wint into the farmer's house, and all the poor people that was sick and sore 
came to me, and I'll engage ' h a s  strong and hearty they wint away." 

W e  must illustrate the character of Garrett by another brief anecdote. 
Poor Mr. Swayne had been dead about three wceks, and, as Garrett observed, 

l 1  the widdy was gradially getting over her grief," when, one Monday morning, 
our hero was seen leaning against one side of the widow's hall-door, apparently 
suffering from great mental or bodily pain. 

To any question asked him by the passers-by he gave no satisfactory 
answer. " Yeh, lave me alone ! lave me alone, Ochone ! Ochone ! Oh ! " was 
his reiterated exclamation. At length, the little girl, "going a messages" 
reported the fact to Mrs. Swayne, who ordered a good loaf to be given to him ; 
this was returned, and the widow sent him a tenpenny token with directions 
to pray for her husband. The tenpenny being also returned, Mrs. Swayne 
yielded to the girl's suggestion, that she had better see him herself, as poor 
Garrett "was in grate trouble 0' mind intirely." He  was shown accordingly 
into the parlour, and smtcd on the chair nearest the door-a position which 
enabled Garrett to shut out all listeners from overhexing the communication 
which it was difficult even then to induce him to make. 
'' Yeh ! Lave me alonc, m'am ! lave me alone ! I niver come across the 

likes in all my days; in all my days I niver come across the like." Mrs. 
Swayne's anxiety to discover the cause of so much agitation, induced her to 
offer Garrett a little whiskey, but this he also refused. What he had to 
disclose was a circumstance which had occurred the previous night, and until 
he had " aised his mind," it was necessary that neither bit nor sup should enter 
his lips. " Lave me alone, ma'm ! lave me alone ! Sure I see the masther ! 
Last night, ma'm, I had'nt a morsel of hay for my little baste, nor anything to 
buy it, so I orily dhrove him down before me to the Inch, knowing full well 
that your honour would only be plased with me. The night was as dark a 
night, the Lord save us, as ever fell out of the heavens. Yand af it was whin 
I had my little baste grazing fair and aisy in the Inch, and nothing to disturb 
mc only the noise of the river, well become me, I got undler a ditch, and bigin 
a saying o' my bades and praying for all the sowls that ivir left us. Why 
thin I was, may be, half-an-hour at my prayers, whin, in one minit, while 
you'd be clapping your hands, my dear life and soul of the world, all the sky lit 
up aqua1 to ere a flash of lightning cver you see, and whin I lifted up my head 
and looked to the southward, what should I see coming down the hill from 
Kilva but five thousand hurlers, with five thousand hurleys, and five thousand 
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white silk handkclchcrs on their heads, and cvery hurley made of the 
shiningest silver cvcr you see, and thin, my dcar, I turned my head towards 
the north, and what 'ud you think, but I see five thousand more hurlers coming 
down from Bally-Edmund as fast as the finest racer in the whole world, and 
they had gouldcn handkerchers and goulclen hurleys. Why thin, where mould 
they come, but down to the Inch, where I was a saying o' my prayers; and 
they warn't long I engage before they bigin the game, and no placc ud do 
'em to make a lubawn only over my own head. Yand such grate goaling 
was niver seen in the whole world. Twice the ball was dhriven within 
one inch of the cool, and twice i t  was dhruv back ; why thin, the third time, 
just as the game was widin one inch o' being won, a goaler made a blow at 
thc ball, and it wint rising, rising, rising, my dear life, and niver coming 
down at all, and both sides looking up in the sky. You'd hear a pin dhrop, 
and you'd think the eyes 'ud fall out of their heads, and they ever and 
always watching and divelling for the ball, till at long last down comes 
the ball sure cnongh, and well bcconle the same goaler, he gave it one 
thundering blow, aqual to Fin Mac Cool, and in one minit over it came, 
rowling, rowling, rowling, until it came under the lubavn where myself was 
a saying o' my bades. Yand, my dear, all the goalers stepped up, and the 
formost part ov 'em made a division out from the middle, and he that won 
the cool, walked through 'em, until he walked out and come over quiet 
and asy to myself. Why, thin, his face was shinin like glass, and as bright, 
aqual ko the sun; yand it would be good for your sow1 to see the happy 
smile he had on him; and whin he came ncar me, who should it be but 
the masther! 'Garrett,' says he, 'you see what was done, and you see 
what throuhle I had,' says he: ' yand it wasn't my arm that won that 
cool,' says he, 'only somcthing that was doing,' says he, 'by some o' 
them I left. Yand,' says he, ' 'twas only ithin the last half-hour, I got 
the liberty of thrying at all,' says he, 'and 'tis what got me through the 
thrial is, what happened while the game was going on. Yand, tho' I'm 
only three weeks dead,' says he, ' I thought it was three thousand years,' says 
he; 'yand I'm happy now for evermore,' says he; 'and,' says he, 'bit nor 
sup yon must not taste till you tell herself,' says he, 'that you see mc,' 
says he.'' 

Here the widow handed Garrett the rejected glass, which, with a prefatory, 
but inaudible ejaculation, he speedily emptied, and replaced it on the table, 
with many a shudder, shake, and grimace, like one not accustomed to drink 
raw spirits. 

a (Whin you see her,' says he, 'tell her to be hsppy,' says he; ' 2nd 
VOL. I 2 1, 



tell hcr tllcrc's only one thing throubling o' me, and that is, she cannot be 
with me,' says he, 'for twenty long years more ; but after that time, she will 
come, and she'll be with me,' says he, ' in glory,' says he, ' during Secla 
Seclorum,' says he. ' But there is one thing that must be done; the Inch 
where I found rest, must be ever and always for the use of your little baste,' 
says lie; 'Garrett,' says he, 'go 'long home now,' says he, ' yand lave the 
little baste where he is,' says he, ' till you tell her every tiling. Yand,' says 
he, 'any londing she'll have, you'll Iiwe the preferencc ov it,' says he. So 
with that, my dear, he walked back, and dhrov the ball in among the hurlers, 
and d i n  he got into the middle agin, they closed r o ~ ~ n d  him; and in one 
minit the night becamc dark as the tomb, and not a hurler to be seen. Yard 
I was very wake intirely, l i a d y  I codd stir; but I crept out from under the 
ditch and got home as well as I could, and whin T got into the house, and 
whin I see thc candle lighting, I fainted dead, and was in a swoon ever since. 
Only I was in d r ~ a d  of not telling your honour, I would'nt be able to lave my 
house for a month." 

To the " neighbours" who knew poor 111s. Swaync, it would be unneces- 
sary to add that Garrett was ordered into the kitchen, where he had plenty 
of '' nourishment ;" and as long as she lived, the " little baste " was never 
driven from the Inch. The poor woman did not remain after her husband, 
so long as Garrett had foretold. She died within seven or eight years, and 
her unfeeling executors, disregarding the solemn charge which Garrett had 
received, drove the "little bnstc" to browsc on the hedges and ditches of the 
'' neighboi~rs." 

From Yougllal to Lismore, a distance of about eighteen miles, the road is 
exceedingly picturesque and highly interesting, pilssing, for a considerable 
apace, along the beautiful banks of the Blackwater, of which i t  commands 
nlany striking views. W e  preferled, horvcver, cnpging a boat, and making 
the journey by water. 

From the source of this fine rivel, 111 Slieve Louglicr, one of the Kerry 
mountains, to its mouth at Youghal, it passcs through a large extent of 
country, ncarly every portion of which is closely, and often painfully, asso- 
ciated with thc histoly of Ireland. The banks are for the most p a ~ t  
wooded; at times, the river runs through fine, fertile, and productive 
valleys; at othcrs, it wilrils at the base of, or betnecn, huge and barren 
mountains, but everywhere affording pleawre, at  least to the lovers of the 
picturesque. Every now and thcn, the inteicst of the scenny is enllanccd, 
and the records of the neiplibourliood are illustratrd, by some ruin of castle 
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or church ; very many 
of the latter, lying brc 
toppling cliffs that 
skirt the sides or over- 
hang the river. Here, 
for example, is one of 
them. The most re- 
markable of the many 
ruins that will be 
encountered betwee11 
Y oughal and Lismorc 
are Iiincrcw, once the 
property of Sir Wal- 
ter Raleigh, and ori- 
ginally belonging to 
the Knights Tem- 
plars; Molana, where 

of the strongest of the former, and the most famous 
)ken and covered by weeds, in the graceful glens or 

A .  

it is said Raymond le Gros, the friend and councillor of Strongbow, lies 
buried ; Strancally, a stronghold of the Desmonds, where, according to Smith, 
theye was, in ancient times, a caw used as a p ison  f o ~  such penom as had 
fortuncs in this part of the country, whom the cruel an2 tyrannical Earl 
had invited to his castle to make merry, and afterwards confined in this 
hole, where he suffered them to perish." One person, by good foitune," 
having escaped, proclaimed the treachery of the Earl, and both the cave 
and the castle were destroyed. Dromana, the reputed birth-place of the old 
Countess of Desmond, who, at the age of one hundred and forty years, crossed 
the Channel and travelled to London, to demand from James the First the 
restoration of her jointure, and whose death is said to have been caused by a 
fall from a cherry-trcc, into which she had climbed. Affane,* where, in 1564, 
was fought " a  bloody battle" between the Earls of Ormond and Desmond, 
in which the leader of the Geraldines was wounded and taken prisoner by 

* I n  the neigl~bourhood of Affane, according to  Mr. Ryland, may be examined the traces of two remarkable 
aorks. The first is  s large aoubk trench, called in Irish, nian Bo Padnuc, or the trench of St. I'atrick's 
Cow. It estends for many miles through the district. The peasantry assert that i t  was the work of St. 
Patrick's cow, when she went to Ardrnore in senrcli of her calf that  had becn stolen. Dr. Smith conjectures 
that i t  is the remains of nn ancient higllway from Cashel to Ardmore, be t \ r ee~~  which two places there \ras 
probably in tho tiine of St. Patrick, and his contemporary St. Declw, a frequent comn~unication, and then 
this road was made by these s:iints in inlitation of the numan highways, v l ~ i c h  they must have often met 
on their tmvels. Another, but less extensive, ridge, the Doctor conceives to have been "a boundary or fence 
III;& to preservo the cattle ngxiost wolves," wlricli were not ba~lislred from 1rcl;utd until many centuries aRrr 
:' llie scrpenls." 
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his ancient, hereditary, and implacable foes-the Butlers. As they were 
carrying the fierce chieftain on their shoulders from the ficld, onc of the leaders 
of the Ormond pnrty rode up and enquired, in a taunting tone of triumph, 
" Where is now the great Lord of Desmond?" The faint and wounded Earl 
raised himseli-, and replied, " Where, but in his proper place-on the necks ot 
the Butlers." * On approaching Lismore, and on the right bank of the river, 
is the prettily situated and improving town of Cappoquin ; the church spire of 
which is seen rising above the trees. 

Among the mountains above Cappoquin is the singular settlement called 
hllount Melleray. In  the year 1831, when the Monks of La Trappe were dis- 
persed by the French government, a considerable number of them proceeded 
to Ireland, and obtained from the proprietor, Sir Richard Keanc, s lcasc of 
575 acrcs of mountain land, for a term of ninety-nine years at a nominal rent. 
I t  was a brown, heathery, stony waste ; of this they have reclaiined 200 acres 
-having been assisted by the peasantry, who worked for then1 for several 
inonths, and supplied them gratuitously with horses and cars ; they were also 
greatly aided by subscriptions from the neighbouring gentry-the Duke of 
Devonshire giving them S100. Soon after their ai~ival, they circulated 
printed handbills, reco~~nting the different prayers they would contract to 

* The rivalry of the two great earls might furnish materials for a volume. Prior to the fight a t  Affane, 
Russel says, they appointed a day to  end their diKcrences by the sword; and the place of battle was to  be on 
the bounds of the counties of Cork, Limerick, and Tipperary. "The Earl of Desmond brought upon tha t  
occasion into the field (he says, as my father who served under him told me,) 4000 foot and 750 horse, the 
greater number being his own fi~llowers, and the chief men of Mnuster. And the Earl of Onnond came 
thither with no less preparation, both in number of forces and also with artillery. These strange wmpetit,ors, 
for the space of fourteen days, confronted each other in the open field, and yet came not to a battle, contrary 
t a  both their desires; hut, by the mediation of certain great lords then m the army, and especially by the 
i~~tercession of the Countess of Desmond, who was mother to  the Earl of Onnond, they were reconciled and 
made friends." This f~iendship was of an odd kind, however; we are told upon the occasion of another 
reconciliation, an aperture was cut in an oak door for the earls to shake hands through, each fearing to be 
poniarded by the other. Cox says, that  in the conflict a t  Affane the Earl of Desmond lost 250 of his men. 
To this, Dr. Smith (Hist. of W;~terford), apparently for the sake of speaking in rouud numbers, adds twenty, 
meking the number of killed amount to 500, which, in. a recent publication, has been magnified into 800!  
no doubt by a typograplhd error, easily accounted for, the substitution of the figure 8 for 3. NON it  appears 
from the  answers of the Earls of L)esmond and Ormond to certain interrogatories dated 18th of FeLmary, 
1564  (li), respectively addressed to them on the suhject of this affray, which original documents are preserved 
In the State Paper Office, that  the total amount of Desmond's force was not 200 men, viz., fifty-sir horsemen, 
threescore gallou~glasses, whereof thirty-one were harnessed (in armour), and about threescore footmen and 
Bern, making a total of 176, besides horse-bogs and stragglers, number unknown. The force of Onnond was 
more than double, viz., 1 0 0  horsemen, and 3 0 0  gallowglasses and kern, besides straglers, And according 

to the artful representation of Ormond, who states that he merely weut to assist Sir Maurice Fitzgerald in 
romoving his goods from Dromana, it would appear that  Desmoud, a t  the head of his followers, rushed at him 
ill a ferocious and headlong manner, without assignin:: any reason for his conduct, or having received ally 
direct provocation. Omond's  words are, the earl "when hl the plain fielJ, without message or other furthcr 
circumstance. gave charge upon me " 



offer up to the Virgin, on account of those who gave alms. The invitation 
to contribute was pretty generally accepted ; and even now, occasionally, they 
make calls for assistance, which are rarely refused. They have built a chapel 
160 feet long, with a steeple about 170 feet high, a dormitory, refectory, and 
numerous farm offices. All these are built of the stones picked off their 
land. The entire mason-work, carpentry, &c,, was peiformed by eight of 
the brotherhood; they were three years in accomplishing it. They have 
planted some trees, principally firs, and have plenty of turnips and potatoes, 
besides pasture land. They make their own butter and bread, which, with 
vegchblcs, form their sole subsistence. They are possessed of thirty cows. 
The chapel has a large painted glass window at the east end ; the altar, &c., is 
gilt and ornamented in the usual florid style seen in Catholic chapels throngh- 
out Ireland. In ploughing the ground, they were frequently obliged to have 
a dozen men, before each plough, to pick up the stones. In  the visitor's room, 
they show an illuminated missal which, it is said, was written by St. Bernard, 
Abbot of Clairvaux, and preacher of the second crusade. On their arrival in 
Ircland their number amounted to fifty; it is now about seventy. They are 
nearly all of them of English or Irish birth ; they keep the vow of the order, 
and are never heard to speak. Their mode of life is, of course, simple to 
austerity; and it is certain that, to what the generality of mankind consider 
enjoyment, they are entire strangers." We have not heard them charged 
with, in any way, interfering with the opinions, either religious or political, 
of their neighbours ; but they have introduced among them several improve- 
ments in agriculture, which may amply repay the occasional help that is 
bestowed. Above all, they have made it manifest that labour, aided by a 
moderate capital, may render productive the most unpropitious soil; their 
mountain fields now yield abundant crops; the finest vegetables are reared 
in their gardens; the best butter is produced in their dairy-a barren 
and utterly useless waste has been converted into a tract rich in verdure, 
extensively planted, and adding considerably to the natural resources of the 
c0untry.t 

* Dr. Smith informs us, thnt when St. Carthagh founded the Cathedral of Lismore, (in the immediate 
neighbourl~aod of Mount Melleray, (he founded also an abbey of Canons Regular. " His rule is said to  be 
extant in ancient Irish, and was w r y  severe and particular." H e  adds in a note, tha t  I' one custom practised 
by these religious men was, that  when they had been sent out of the monastery, a t  their return they kneeled 

down before the abbot, and acquainted him that they had done their endeavours to fulfil his orders. These 
monks lived after the same manner as those of La  Trappe in France a t  present; for they confined themselrea 
to feed on vegetables, which they raised and cultivated with their own hands." 

t A continuance of rain during our stay in the vicinity prevented our visiting l h n t  Melleray,-a circum- 
stance we do not so much regret, since Lady Chatterton has fully described the Convent and i ts  iuhabitants 
m he]. interesting "Home Sketches and Foreign Recollections" just published :-'l We were,'' she says, " very 



The approach to Lismore is picturesque and beautiful; the river ceases to be 
navigable a short distance from Cappoquin, and a canal to facilitate intercourse 
with the town has been cut, at the expense of the Duke of Devonshire; one 
of the few absentee landlords (if, indeed, his name is to be entered on the list) 
who is continually labouring to benefit and improve a country from which he 
derives a considerable proportion of his income." The canal runs for some 
miles through a finely planted pleasure-ground; and nearly all the way, the 
noble castle, high above the level of the water, is kept in view, crowning a 
laridscape at once magnificent and graceful. 

courteously received by the Superior, who showed us all over the establiihment. He has a most benevolent 
countenance, full of Christian humility, yet quite devoid of that  cringing and servile expression I have some- 
times remarked in Italian monks. IIe first took us through the garden; where the only flowers they have 
yet cultivated were blooming over the fcw graves of deceased brethren. The sun was shining upon them and 

upon the painted glass window of the chapel near. I was struck with the idea that these poor men must 
e140y a more firm conviction of future bliss than most people. Their own daily fare is hard, and apparently 

miserable. No luxury, no ornament of any kind, is visible in those parts of the building in which they dwell. 
The garden, too, only contaius common vegetables for their use; but the church is highly decorated. They 
expend all their money, all their ingenuity, in embellishing the temple of the God they serve; and they cause 
flowers to bloom on the graves of those who are gone, as if to show that real bliss can only be found in a 

hereafter. There are about seventy monks in the establishment, all English and Irish. They were invited to 

return to France, but refused. Some of them were men of rank and fortune; hut once a brother, all distinction 

ceases. Their dress is a white cloth robe, over it a black cape, with long ends reaching before nearly to the 

feet, and a pointed hood of the same dark hue. The effect of these singularly attired and silent beings in thc 
carpenter's shop, where sewn or eight were at work, was vcry striking; i t  seeined almost as if we were viqiting 
another world and another race. Strict silence towards each other is observed, and their mode of life is very 
severe. They rise a t  two o'clock every morning, both summer and winter ; yet they do not partake of their 
first meal until eleven o'clock. They never eat meat or eggs, and hare only two meals in the day. The second 

is a t  six; and we saw what was preparing for i b b r o w n  bread, stir-about, and potatoes. The latter are 

boiled by steam; and a prayer is said by the monks just before they are turned out of the huge boiler, and 
carried in wooden bowls to the refectory. We also visited their dairy, where they make the best butter in the 
neighbourbood, by a peculiar method, in which tbe hand is not used. The dorrnitoq is fitted up with a 
number of wooden boxes on both sides. Each box is open a t  the top, and contains the small bed and a 
crucifix, and just room enough for the brother to dress and perform his devotions. The chapel is very large; 
and the monks are now decorating the altar and seats with very rich carving. I t  is entirely done by them- 

selves; and we were told that some of the best carvers and gilders were rich men, who, of course, had never 
even tried to do anything of the kind till after they becxrne monks. It is the same, too, with those who now 
dig the fields, aud plant potatoes, and break stones, and make mortar. With all this hard life of deprivation 

and labour, the monks appear h q p y  and very healthy." 
* His Grace is but proprietor of estates in 11dand;" for he is not an Irishman either by connexion, 

birth, or dcscent-and the country has no nntural claim upon his :~Ecction. He cannot therefore justly be 

named amoilg "absentees." Persons of all classes-the rich landowner and the poor cottier join in his 

praises; from;every side we received confirmatim of onr own impressions, after glancing round his property 
it, this and in other districts He is fortunatc in having just and benevolent agents, but they have been 
selected in accordance with the suggestions of his own upright and generous mind. Erery tenant upon the 

Duke's estates may, if he he honest and industrious, live a3 comfortnbly and as independently as  the tenant of 
o.ny landlord in England. He  is not permitted to pay a 1.1rgt.r rent than the agent knows he can afford to 
pay by moderate labour and tnking into account the chances of accidents and failures of crops; and evcry 
pussible inducement is held out to him to ilnprovr his condition. H:~pl~ily there are iu Ireland Inany such 

landlords. But, un l~ap~i ly ,  those of a yery opposite c11:viicter arc by no means rare. 
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The district surrounding Lismore was part of the grant to Sir Waltcr 
Lialeigli; and was included in the estate subsequently sold by liim to the 
Xarl of Cork. Thc castle sustained many sieges during the several Irish 
mars; and, in 1641, was gallantly defended by the young Lord Broghill; it 
derives greater fame, however, from being the birth-place of Robert Boyle, 
the philosopher, who was born in the castle on the 25th January, 1626-7 ; 
he TV~LS the sevcnth son, and fourteenth child, of the fiist Earl of Cork. 
It is situated on a steep 
rock, rising perpendicu- 
larly from the river ; to 
look down &om one of its 
chamber windows would 
iualrc the clearest head 
dizzy." From this point, 
however, the prospect 
is sublime to a degree; 
the Blackwater winding 
through a verdant plain ; 
the mighty mountains 
on either side ; and iin- 
mediately beneath, the 
thick foliage of gigantic 
trees, overhanging the 
river, crossed by n, bridge peculiarly light and elegant; while here and there, 
both above and below it, the eye fails upon a salmon weir,t the distant 

" There is  a tradition that  James the  Second started back in terror when suddenly conducted to a lattice, 
from which he was to take a view of the surrool~ding scene. The nindow still bears his name. 

t There are no fcrrcr than 43 salmon on the Blackwater hetween Youghal n11d Lismox ; the  one 
immedi:kely under thc castle is the Imt and the most productive; where it is by no means rare to'hkn 600 
fish a t  a haul. The fishery is reuted from tho Duke by Mr. Foley-nt n rcntnl, we were iuformed, o f f  700 
per annum. The fish, bcing property, are conscque~~tly preserved ; and the water is not flee to the angler, 
althoogh lie may, and wc belierc often does, obtain tbe privilege to fisll there from the courtesy of the renter. 
From d l  me \lave heard and yeen, we conbider there is no spot in Ireland that  ofers to the angler so man? 
temptations; thc scenery is everywhere delicious; the banks that  immediately skirt t!le river are not, incon- 
veniently c~owded ni th t w e s  ; the accommodation at the in11 is nnexceptio~~able-tl~e charges small, the rooms 
comfortable, and the scr\,ants attentire to a degree ; above all, the river is  thronged \\-it11 sa!mon, and :~hnnnd. 
with the h e s t  trout. It is no exaggeration to say thdt we taw the salmoi~ leaping in hundreds. Circumstances 
pwivnted our being able to throw a fly until the ekaning of the day after our arrival; and as our stay was 
brief, we had but a couplc of hours to devote to tbe sport-a sacrifice of enjoyment to duty which all brethren 

of the angle will untlcrstnnd and appreciate. Our recompense was, therefore, but a brace of fish-compara- 
t i d y  small in size, for the largest weighed but ten pouuds and a quarter. If the river in the neighbourhood 
of Lismore were free, we doubt if there be any place iu the United Iiingdom that  would promise so ample a 
recompense t o  the votarics of the gentle craft; and we pwinme to hint that  so great would be the conseq~ient 



murmur of which, liumbly imitative of the cataract, comes upon the 
ear :- 

"the fretful  melody 
Of wate r ,  g u r g l i n g  through t h e  r a g g e d  weir, 
Brought  o n  t h e  breeze." * 

Lismore is, therefore, classed high in the list of Ireland's natural beauties; 
and for many centuries it has occupied a prominent station in its history. 
Tlie castle is said to have been originally built by King John ; but the place 
Tns " famous" long before his reign.t It is kept in repair at the cost of the Duke 
of Dcvonshire, who occasionally pays ~t visits-too few and far between. I t  is a 
fine building, with a noble court-yard ; and although the greater portion of it is 
comparatively modern, the ancient parts are sufficiently apparent to associate with 
it the memories of by-gone strength and splendour. I t  has, nevci-thcless, a lonely 
look ; our knock at thc cntmnce-door had a hollow sound ; we were conducted 
through the apartments by the housekeeper, a courteous and obliging matron ; 
but we did not encounter another person ; the scene was a solitude we would 
gladly see broken ; its aspect was the more chilling bceause every chamber was 
furnislied as if for an expected guest. I t  presented a singular and striking con- 
trast to the noise, bustle, and excitement usnally to be found in the vicinity of 
an Irish mansion : even the old eagle, so many years a denizen of the castle yard, 
looked as wild as if he had been at liberty: here there were no loiterers neglecting 
profitable labour for the chance of guiding some visitor L'up the avenue," or dog- 
boys lingering around the gates because "maybe the master would be for sport.'' 
The " dog-boy," by the way, is a person to be found, we believe, only in Ireland ; 
or rathcr, he is of a class to be met with nowhere else. In  Ireland he never 
outgrows his vocation. He will, perhaps, be best described by an anecdote. 
It was evening when we drew up at the gate of an old castellated house in the 

influx of visitors to his beautiful town, that a far greater revenue would arise to the Duke than that which 
he de~ives from the rental of the weir. Even under existing circumstances, there are few places a t  once so 
prolific: of e n j o p e n t  and so accessible-Lismore being but a few hours' jouruey from Waterford, and Waterford 
being but twenty hours' sail from Bristol. It may be well to suggest that the angler should take with him 
to the Blackwater but a limited supply of flies; those that may be very killiug elbewhere he will find perfectly 
i~seless here. There is, however, a sportsman resident in the neighbourhood, who is an accomplished master in 
the art, from whom all requisite aid and information may be obtained. His name is Hallahan : and he d l  
act as a guide. 

* The old historian, in allusion to them, states that  " tha t  the working and the noise of the water through 
them, tbat  here runs pretty rapid, forms a kind of an artificial cataract, and resembles the sound of such, which 
Elougll not high is of a considerable extent, and adds a lulling soRness to the beauty of the scene." 

t Dr. Smith states that  the name is derived from "Lis," a fort, and " Mar: great; in referenea to n 
nonish fortification tbat formerly stood to the east of the town ; but that its more ancient name was Dun- 
sqinne-" Dun" also signifying a fort, or place situated on an eminence, and llSqein," a tlight-which seems 
to allude to the flight of St. Carthagh to tbis p h e ;  before which i t  was named Magh-sqnith, i e. the field of 
thc sliield. 
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county of Cork; its master had been celebrated all over Ireland as one 
whose hcart and hand were frank and free. For a long series of years his 
house was the only inn in the district; and though one was at last built, few 
strangers were permitted to sojourn thereat without receiving an invitation 
from the thrice-hospitable owner of the domain to leave Boniface and his fare, 
and partake of thc festivities of the castle. Every Saturday, by the hands of 
his grey-haired chaplain, he distributed alms to a very considerable amount 
amongst the poor; thereby, some said, increasing beggary; and from a11 me 
heard, me believe the bounty was more liberal than jiulicious : still, it  was the 
overflowing of a most benevolent hcart, and we much regretted that death 
had called him to his long home only a few days previous to our visit to what 
was once the temple of the most boundless hospitality. W e  heard of his loss from 
every cottager to whom we spoke on the road. " Ye'r thravelin the co~mtllry 
in a black time-for he's gone-God be good to him, as he was to the poor- 
that made light hearts wherever his name was heard." It's the outside of the 
walls that's shown the stranger now !" observed a woman when the servant 
obtained entry into the court-yard by  removing what they called ('the stone- 
portel;" a huge stone tliat kept the @tes together at thc bottom. " It's the 
same walls, the same ip-y, the same everything-barrin the heart / " exclaimed 
another. The new hcir was evidently unpopular, but who-educated at Eton 
and Oxford-could be popular at such a timc and in such a place ? The old 
gentleman had not been buried three weeks: the needful lawyers and somc 
English gentlemen were to dine tliat evening in the castle-a sort of installation 
dinner, which the people said was given too soon-and they rarely find fault 
with festivity. A few of the guests had arrived, and were looking about with 
a cold and critical air that boded no good to the old timber, nor, truly, to the 
old castle; for, as we passed a group that were talking on the steps, we heard 
the words - " lumbering place," - " gloomy,'' and (' inconvcnicnt ; " with 
sunclry other phrases signifying "modern improvement," under the name of 
which much dcsccration of the antique and benutiful has been perpetrated. 

W e  strolled along the bank of a river that rolled heavily through t l ~ e  domain; 
indeed, the very atmosphere was triste, burthened as it were by a heavy load of 
sorrow. Once or twice an owl flapped from one ivied tree to another; and once 
we paused to listen to the cooing of a wood-pigcon. When we returned, the 
guests had entered, and the lights and noise borc cvidence that the revels had 
begun. When near the gate, we turned to talw a last look of a spot so long 
associated with Irish hospitality-one of the last strongholds that had yielded 
to modern habits. 

"I must soon take a last look at i t  myself, thongh renrccl about it, like a 
YOL 1 2 Q 



bat, or a dog, or any wild animal, God help me, now !" said the hoarse voice 

of a young man. He had been leaning against a tree, his arms folded, his head 
only covered by thick matted locks, and having together such an aspcct of 
tattered despair as made us curious to ascertain its cause. 

" Were you born here?" 
" I was found here, ye'r honours, half dead in the snow ; and it would have 

been a blessed thing for me if I had died that night." W e  made some 
observation upon this unusnal regret from Irish lips; for they gene~ally 
speak humbly and patiently, and cling to life as L L  the Lord's gift," even 
when it seems wretched in the extreme. "The first thing I remember," 
he continued, LLwas following the oukd dog-boy about, and being half-eat 
by the hounds in a mistake, and that brought me under tlie master's 
eye-'the lucky star' t h y  called i t ;  he took a fancy to me, pity he 
had for every one; and when thc ould dog-boy died, I got liis place. 
There used to be lasl~ings of young gentlemen down here h m  college in 
those days, and I had a gay life of it with the dogs-and the hunt-and the 
huntsmen-tllc poor animaIs knew me so well that nothing could be done 
witl~out me ; if the liuntsman was the head, I was the tail, of the pack ; and 
fishing, and hunting, and shooting with the gentlemen made them forget 
the distance between us, until IT almost forgot it too. The prcscnt 
master had to teach i t  to me oncc. He never forgot i t ;  nor," he added 
bitterly, " I  either. I had no wages, but full and plenty, and loads of 
clothes and money; the master never met me without throwing me a tester, a 
thirteen, or maybe half-a-crown; and the young gcntlemen, if they gave a 
curse, gave half a shilling along with it. I know I might have saved money - enough to take me out of the country in comfort and credit, instead of starving 
where T have been fed : but nothing was saved here-I never h a r d  the word 
nsed. I was going with two young gentlemen that were on a visit to the 
master to fish in the far lake, and he was so jovial, poor dear gentleman! 
that he woke ur-the whole house indeed-that morning, with a viewllalloo ! 
as clear, and loud, and strong as ever he gavc it, and stood awhile at the gate 
laughing and saying that they'd catch no fish, and the like. And when I turned 
back to look at him, he was talking to the smith, as he always dici once a month 
or so for the last five years, about having up new gates ; and as I raised my 
hat, he laughed ; and somehow I was heart sorry, I could not tell why, but I 
was-and no wonder !-the shadow of liis death was over me ; I saw him no 
more ! It's a weary wnrld ! Poor gentleman ! he was took snddent by dcatb, 
and in grate ~hroulsle, because hc hadn't scttled his affairs, and had time 
just to make tlie great divisions for the bulk of his property ; and he mas 



in grate throuble intirely about his servants, and ordered them dl up into the 
room, that he mighn't forget any. 'I  see them all,' he says, 'except poor 
Tom;' and then hc gave way, and the lawyer put the pen i11 his hand, 
and he had life left enough to sign; and then charged his chaplain to re- 
commend his heir to provide for his servants, and the breath left him-and I 
not there ! " 

'( But the heir will provide for the servants," we observed. 
" Not for me," he said ; I don't even know what I do here ; I am forbid 

to come within these walls ; and yet, like a wild bird, I can rest nowhere but 
in my ould ncst. The hounds were out yesterday, and they found me, and 
would mind no other ; they were flogged back to thcir kennel for remembering 
an o d d  friend ! I have no learning-I have no friends nor money ! and yet I 
am a man, able and willing to work. I have worked, though I was never taught 
the value of what they tell mc is so valuable-time. I was taught nothing but 
dependence, and what has i t  brought me ? " 

Though of late years dwindled to a rank scarcely above that of a villagc, 
time was when Lismore vied in importance with the most flourislling city of 
Ireland-having been a university and a bishop's see.% I t  was founded early 
in the seventh century by St. Carthagh ; and, it is said, contained no fewer 
than twenty churches ; " the ruins of several of them " being in Smith's time 
"remembered by persons then living.'' The see of Lismore was united to that 
of Wateiford so long ago as 1358. 

AS we have intimated, our journey from Listnore to Waterford city was 
through thc county of Tipperary ; a route ~vhich led us along the base of the 
I~nocknieledown mountains-a rangc that divides the two counties; on the 
highest of which lie, or rather were laid, the remains of Major Eeles, an 
eccentric gentleman of considerable ability; who was a mighty huntsman, and 
also a close searcl~cr into the mysteries of electiicity.t W e  rccouirner~d to all 

* An old writer of the life of St. Carthag11 thus commemorates the ancient fame of Lismore. "Lismom 
is a fiunous and holy city, 11nlf of which is am asylum, into wl~ich no woman dare enter; hut it is full of cells 
m d  holy monasteries, and ~eligious men in great nurubers abide there, and thither holy men flock together fiom 
all parts of Ireland; and not only from Irela~ld, but also from England aud Britain, being desirous to move 
from thcncc to Clirist." There is a tradition Lhat Icing Alfred receit-ed part of his education in the college of 
I.ismorc; and althongli i t  rests upon no guod authority, i t  is by no means unliltely to be true. Henry the 
Second, as we learu from Xatthew Paris, lirst proinulgatcil English law in I rc ln~~d ,  a t  Lismorc, in 1178. 

t 'rhc Rcv. B. H. Ryland, in his Histo~ly of JJr:~terford, s t i l t~s  that hlr. Edes  had his horse and dog interrrd 
with him on tllc summit of the mountaiu. We have, however, the testimouy of his re1:ttii.e and representa- 
tive that the statement is incorrect. "It is true that  he v a s  interred on the summit of ICnockn?rl~~1own 
mountain ; but not that his horse and dog m r e  buried with him." Kumour has, uf course, added largely to 
the fact that the eccentric gelltlelna~~ selected his 1;rst home apart from cromds. We not only heard the 
addition of the steed and hound, but were tuld by rna~iy that, by his directions, an iron rod was driven throngh 
his h d y ,  in orilcr thnt it 111ight :+tt~act the l igl~t t~ing t o  dcucend an1 consume him utterly. 
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travellers who are not pressed for time to pursue the route me are describing ; 
it will aEord thein rare enjoyment : first, for a considcrable length along the 
wooded hills in the vicinity of Lismore, and all the way by the side of a 
brawling river, iushing over huge rocks into the valley ; then over bleak and 
barren mountains, without human habitation, or token that labour l ~ a s  been 
at work to draw wealth from their sterile soil. W e  had grown wcary of the 
scene ; our horse still more so, for he had been tasked to draw us up hill for 
many niilcs, when we suddenly conlnlenced a descent. Nwer can we forget 
the glory of the scene that in a moment burst upon us. W e  were driving- 
so rapidly as to cause some alarm-along the brink of a precipice, from which 
we were protected by a wall scarcely three feet high; there was evidently a 
valley beneath us, but a thick mist was over it, through which we could but 
peer, with a sort of dim and d~eamy guess a t  its depth and extent, not 
altogether unmixed with apprehension lest our jaded steed should stumble. 
The clouds began to recede from the landscape; in a few seconds the sun 
had completely dispelled thcm; and a bright evening light was over the 
valley. I t  extended for many miles-perhaps ten-east and west, and north 
and south ; a spacious plain, hemmed in by mountains-the mountains nearly 
all barren, stripped even of the thin coat of peat which the necessities of the 
cottiers compel them to collect from time to time-as fast as it accumulates- 
and burn into ashes to manure their small gardens. The contrast between these 
bare hills and the fertile valley was very striking. W e  mere in Tippe- 
rary, where outrage has far less than in any other part of Ircland, thc palliation 
it not unfreqnently derives from misery and want; the cottages within our ken 
had all of them a comfortable aspect; their chimneys sent up the curling 
supper-smoke; a belting of trees generally surrounded them; and they were 
whitewash$ one and all. The season was close upon harvest, and the fields 
were ripe for the sickle. The rich valley mas, indeed, a glorious prospect from 
the side of that rugged mountain. 

The City of Waterford ranlrs among the oldest and most famous of the citics 
of Ireland. I t  was anciently called " Cuan-na-GriothV-the Harbour of the 
Sun; and its existence is said to be dated so far back as A.D. 155. Certain i t  is, 
howcvcr, that it was a place of some note in the ninth century, when it was a 
colony of the Danes ; who retained possession of it until the invasion of Ire- 
land in 1171. A singular roimd castle still stands on the quay, and bears an 
inscription, signed by Sir John Newport, Bart. as Mayor, which records that 
it was erected by Reginald the Dane, in the year 1003 ; was held as a fbrtress 
by Strongbow, in 1171 ; was converted into a mint, by Statute 3rd Edward 
IV. in 1463-and that in tlic year 1819, i t  was conve~ted into a jail for 
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refractory boys and sturdy beggars-to which purpose it is at  present applied. 
From the Danes the city' is said to have received its name ; Waterford being 
considered a corruption of "Vader Fiord"-the Ford of the Father, or the 
Great Haven ; for it has received both translations. In the various contests of 
which Ireland has been the arena, Waterford has played a conspicuous part; 
having endured sieges from Strongbow, Cromwell, and William 111. to say 
nothing of Perkin Warbeck, against whom the citizens fought lustily for eleven 
days, bringing many prisoners into the city, who had their heads choppcd off 
in the market place." For their gallantry, they received, among other honours, 
the motto they still retain. 

Of the several sieges, (the result of them all being the same, i. e. the surrender 
of the city, after much parleying and some fighting,) the only one that calls for 
comment, is that which it sustained from Oliver Cromwell ; the Protector com- 
manding in person on the occasion. It was taken in a singular way: the 
citizens aided by Lord Orland, had, for a considerable period, kept the Iron- 
sides at bay; when two brothers, named Croker, in the army of Cromwell, were 
sent with thirty musketeers to set fire to a few houscs in a suburb. So grcat a 
smoke was raised that the Irish fled, leaving some of their ladders on the 
ramparts. One of the Crokers said to the other, " it would be a brave thing if 
they should set upon the town and take it." 

So, calling their thirty men together, they mounted the wall, rushed into 
the town, hallooing and firing as they advanced, the noise and smoke conceal- 
ing their numbers, so that the inhabitants believed the whole English army 
mere set upon them, and abandoned the city. One of the Crokers was killed ; 
the other, however, opened the gate to Cromwell. So far the circumstance is 
recorded by the county historian; and there is a family tradition, which 
states that the Protector was so well pleased with the reckless bravery of the 
surviving Croker, or rather with its result, that he wrote, resting the paper on 
the pummel of his saddle, an order for his soldier to receive the lands of Sir 
Walter Coppinger, an Irish gentleman whose property had been confiscated 
by the Parliament. Mr. Croker, a short time afterwards, proceeded to Lis- 
nabrin, near Tallow, to take possession of his castle and newly acquired estate ; 
he was met by the fair daughter of the deposed Inlight, but only with the 
weapons that women may wield. She besought permission to tarry awhile 
longer with her agcd father within their ancestral walls, until another dwelling, 
and one suited to their ruined fortunes, could be provided for them. The 
request was granted; but the lady never quitted the castle of Lisnabrin, 
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notwithstanding that Cromwell's officer remained the lord of it." Thc union 
was a happy one. Although the Crokers, since this period, have branclied 
off into many families in Ireland, the name of Walter has descended and 
is peculiar to the Lisnabrin line. And Captain Walter Croker, of the 
Royal Navy, the late possessor of Lisnablin, recently perished at the 
island of Tongataboo, in the Pacific, under circumstances even more 
reckless and daring than those which determined the fortune of his 
ancestor. 

I t  is, however, its fine harbour that distinguishes Waterford, far more than 
its historic renown. It is happily situated on the southern bank of the Suir, 
about sixteen miles from its influx into the sea. The harbour is exceedingly 
beautiful; not so richly planted or ornamented by villas as that of Cork, 
yct scarcely inferior to it in the grace of its foreg~ound, and the grandeur of 
the mountains that look down upon it. But Waterford has one great advantage 
over its neighbour-the river Suir is navigable for very large ships ; hwing 
sufficient depth of water to allow vessels of from 800 to 1000 tons burden to 
discharge their cargoes at the quay. The quay is unrivalled in Ireland, and, 
perhaps, in England. I t  is a mile in length, and in a continuous line. On 
tlie side next the river is a broad path, somewhat raised, which forms a de- 
lightful and healthful promenade for the citizens. At its western extremity, 
connecting the city with the county of I<illrenny, is a wooden bridge across 

* Another romantic incident is connected with the career of Cromwell in waterford. There were three 
branches of the Le Poem (ancestors of the present Marquis of Waterford), settled in the county; their castles 
wcre Iiil~neaden, Cnrraghmore, and Don Iale. ICil~neadcn was destroyed, its master hung upon an adjoining 
tree, i d  his estate parcelled out among the soldiers. A similar fate was decreed for Cu~*raghmore. It 
cl~anced that the lord thereof had a shrewd daughter, who well knowing that her father would as soon eat his 
breastplate as say a civil word to the king-killer, devised a plan, which she luckily carried illto execution, of 
seducing the lord into one of his own dungeons, where she safely bolted and barred him in. She then received the 
l'rotcctor, readily placed in his hands the keys of the castle, and succeeded in persuading him that altl~ough 
her father had considered it prudent to remove for a time out of the way, he was not only well disposed 
towards the existing dynasty, but willing to give proof of i t  in any way the Protector might command. The con- 
sequence was that Corraghmore remained with its lord. Of the third branch the story is still more remarkable. 
The C ~ s t l e  of Don Iale was bravely defended by a lady. I t  was built on a rock almost inaccessible, and 
judging from the rnins that still remain, the place was of prodigious strength. It is situated on the coast, 
between Tramore and Uungarvon. History records that it made a gallant defence, holding out for a long Lime 

agsinat the attacks of a fierce so!diery well provided with artillery; but that it yielded at  length and was 
dcatrayed. To this fact tradition has largely added. The brave Countess was the life and soul of the defenders; 
day nnd night she wnq upon the ramparts, auimating by her presence and energy the spirits of her dependants. 
She had i t  seems a skilful engineer, who defeated all the plans of the besiegers; and, a t  length, wearied out, 
Cro~nwcll was on the point of raising the siege ; he had, iudecd, partially dmwn off his forces. The Cuuntess 
had retired to rest, but had neglected to attend to the wants of her fatigued soldiers. Her engineer sent to 
demand refreslirnent for himself and his comrades, a d  received in retnrn the unwxrlike meed of '' a drink of 
buttermilk." Irritated by the insult, he made signals to the retreating foe, and surrendered to t l ~ e ~ n  the 
c:istlc. I t  was forthwith 11!own np by gunpowder, and the Countess perished ammg tile ruins. 





the Suir; it is 832 feet in length and forty in breadth; supported on stone 
abutments and forty sets of piers of oak.@ 

The city has an exceedingly cheerful appearance ; the principal mercantile 
houses being built along the margin of the river, and commanding a view of 
the opposite side-in the colmty of Kilkenny-where several villas have 
been erected, and above which towers a lofty range of mountains. But *,he 
Comnieragh mountains, which occupy the centre of the county, and are seen 
from all parts of it, as well as from a considerable portion of Tipperary, are 
those which merit especial notice. They present a varied and picturesque 
outline from every point of view ; and from the sea, or so~lthern side, are well 
known to mari~lem, by whom they are called "the high lands of Dungarvon." 
They are of considerable 
elevation, the highest peak, 
called M6n-E-bullach, i. e. 
'' TheNountof the Summit," 
is atableland, about 2500feet 
above the level of the sea; 
and is remarkable for having 
on its summit three lakes, 
well stoclred with trout. In  
two of these lakes, called 
Stillogues, are found a large 
black trout, very unpalatable 
-in the other, called Loch- 
an-Cumalig-owr, i. e. "The 
Lake of the grcy Phantom," 
(we spell as near the pronun- 
ciation as we can,) may be 
found the red trout and the gillaroo. Bnt the greatest natural curiosity in these 
mountains, is the appearance and site of a nearly circular lake, by name 
Coom-shinawin, i. e. "The Valley of Ants." This circular basin appears 
to have been formed at an eady age by a landslip, or to have been 4 

* The building of this bridge was undertaken in 1793, by a company, (incorporated by act of parliament,) 
who subscribed &30,000 to complete the work, including tho purchase of the ferry. The money was raised 
by loans of £100 each, the interest of which was to be paid by the tolls of the bridge. The work, having 
been completed for a less sum than was originally estimated, only required the payment of £00 on each 
debenture. The present value of the shares is about f 180; the tolls letting for £4,500 per annum. The 
architect proposed to the company to erect one stone arch every year, until the whole should be completed, 
~ n d  thus ultimately raise a substantial and permanent structure. Unhappily the suggestion was not acted 
upon ; a sub,ject of blame, when it is considrrcd that the fnnils wore ample for so Jesirable a purpose. The 
architect was a Mr. Cox, of Bosto11, America. 
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crater of an extinct volcano, and the appearance of the rock of the basin, 
which at the highest side has an altitude of about 1200 feet, would rather 
favour the latter supposition, for its perpendicular side is at right angles with 
the water, quite different from the inclination or dip of the slate; and 
would, tllercforc, induce the spectator to conclude that fire was the agent. 
About a fourth of the distance down the almost perpendicular slope lies a 
cave, covered by a projecting rock, called Crotty's Rock. I t  takes its name 
from a bandit of ancient days, who whcn hard pressed made it his asylum ; for 
which, as it cannot be approached from the bottom, it seems most admirably 
adapted by nature. The ground at the base of these mountains, particularly 
that part which runs parallel to the leading westcrn road to Dungarvon, has 
bccn brought into cultivation within the last few years-.especially on the 
estate of Col. Palliser, who is the proprietor of a considerable portion of this 
mountainous district." 

Its proximity to England is no doubt of considerable advantage to the 
port of Waterford, and it is perhaps matter of surprise that greater results 
have not arisen out of it. The introduction of steam seems to have bene- 
fited Waterford far less than might have bccn anticipated. Its merchants, 
indeed, have long incurred the reproach of indifference to the great sources of 
wealth which Nature has provided for them ; having been content to act rather 
as agents than as principals in commerce. At onc pcriod, "All bustle 
and no business, like a Waterford merchant," became a proverb : of late, how- 
ever, they have in a degree bestirred themselves, and by recent returns we 
learn there are now 149 vessels, measuring 20,756 tons, and navigated by 
1061 men and boys, belonging to thc p0rt.t But the improvements that have 

* The Commeragh Mountains h m e  often afforded a secure retreat to those unfoitunate men who h w c  set 
the laws of their country a t  defiance; a i d  within the lavt fcw years have been famous for harbouring two 
notorious outlaws, the CosnolZgs. These unhappy men were brotliers, and had teen three times taken 
prisonels, and as uften made their escape from jail. By retiring into the fastnesws of the mountain districts, 
they contri\ed, for a long time, to baffle all attempts of thc police-they were assisted by the farmers, who 
supplied the111 with necessaries-and they had made erery preparation for embarking for America, when unfor- 
tunately fur themselves, they were fool-hardy enough to venture into Waterford to buy new hats; 2nd the 
police having received information, they were taken prisoners from their beds. 

t T l ~ c  principal trade is with England, to which is exported a large quantity of agricultural produce of every 
kind-butter, pork, bacon! flour, and all kinds of provisions; and since the establishment of s t e a m - p a d 4  
comrnu~iic;dion, great numbers of live cattle have bccn scnt across the Channel. The value of these exports in 
1813  w a s  £2,200,454. 16s. The average for thc last few years scarcely exceeds f l$OO,OOO ; but this decrease 
is rather the result of rediiced prices, than of any diminution of the quantity. On an average of three jears, 
from 1831  to 1834, the quantity of provisions exported annually was 3 8  tierces of beef, 8 8 0  tierces and 1,795 
barrels of pork; 392.613 flitches of bacon; 132,384 cwt. of butter: 19,139 cwt. of lard:  152,113 barrels 
of wheat; 160,954 barrels of oats; 27,408 barrels of barley; 403,852 cwt. of flour ; 18,640 cwt. of oat- 
meal ; 2857 cwt. of bread : and of lire stock, the number annually exported during the same period was, on 
an average, 41,241 pigs: 5,808 head of cattle, and 9,729 sheep; the aggregate value of all which amounted 
to L&,00?,668. 14s. per annum. 
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taken place in the city of late years are neither marked nor numerous ; we 
counted but five houses in course of building; and it has but little increased 
within the last quarter of a century. Of public structures, displaying architec- 
tural skill and taste, there are none in Waterford; but a contract has been 
recently entered into to erect a '(Savings' Bank," at the cost of 34000. 

The Cathedral of Waterford is reported to have been originally built by the 
Danes in 1096, when they first embraced Christianity; and, before it was 
a improved," is said to have bcen a stately and venerable edifice ; its character 
is now very incongruous. A11 interesting ruin is close to it, that of a monastery 
of Franciscans, part of which, in good repair, exists as an alms-house for aged 
women, called "the Holy Ghost Hospital,"* (founded by Patrick Walsh 
in 1545,) and part was for a considerable period used as a French church, 
having been assigned by the corporation to the French Protestants who settled 
in Ireland in consequence of the revocation of thc edict of Nantes.? Water- 
ford abounds in schools ; it has one, however, somewhat peculiar-an inspec- 
tion of which gave us much pleasure. I t  is named "The School of the 
Christian Brothers," and was founded in 1803, by Mr. Edrnund Rice-a 
name that should be placed high on the list of benefactors to mankind. He 
retired from business, while comparatively young, and devoted his entire time, 
and talents, and the property he had obtained by industry, to the cducation 
of youth. At that period education was not easily obtained by any class, 
and was almost beyond the reach of Roman Catholics. The benefit he has 
conferred upon his native city by nearly forty years of labour is, therefore, 
incalculable; his schools having been generally attended by from 500 to 600 
scllolars. 1 

* An ancient statue of carred woad stands in a niche on one side of an  altar a t  the extremity of one of 
the rooms. I t  is supposed to represent the Almighty, n i th  the globe of the earth in his hand, resting on the 
sabbath day, after the creation. Hence the name of the statue in Irish is " Ri an Downy,"-the King of 
Snndnp. 

+ The Friary-one of the many suppressed in the reign of Henry the Eighth-was purchnsed by Mr. Walsh, 
a member of a respectable Roman Catholic family, then residents in the oity, with the property annexed to it, 
for the endowment of an hospital, to be called "the IIoly Ghost Hospital," for the support and maintenance 
of poor inhabitants of Waterford; the Coiporation were nominated as  Trustees, and the appointment of the 
masters of the Hospital was to be approTed by the representative of the Walah family. They afterwards 
became aliens, and the master is now selected by the Corporation. The Institution supports sixty poor females. 
We were informed that In the charter or deed which conveyed thc property, by the founder, there was intro- 
duced a curious clause appropriating a certain sum to be paid a Roman Catholic clergyman annually to say 
masses for the repose of the soul of King Henry the Eighth. 

f There are a t  present upwards of 600 boys in attendance, the average number through the year is 550. 
The system of education pursued, combines what ismost excelleut in Lancaster's axid Bell's, with what is most 
practical and useful in recent improvements. The course of education comprises reading, writing, arithmetic, 
book-keeping, English grammar, and (for those destined for trades) geometry, mensuration, and architectural 
drawing. There is besides a good deal of miscellaneons information inc dentally furnished to the pupils. The 
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The rircr Suir-" the gentle Suire" of Apenser-- 

"that ,  making  w a y  
I3y smect Clonmel, adorns rich Waterford "- 

rnrllis among the noblest rivers of Ireland; it is broad, deep, not too rapid, 
:~nd its character is liigllly picturesque, both above and below the city. 
It lists " out of a spring at the foot of Banduff mountain," in the county of 
Tippcrary (wlwe the Nore has its source also), and, receiving several tribu- 
taries on its nay, falls into St. George's Channel between Dunmore Point and 
Hook ITead, i r i  the county of TVexford. About four miles from the city, the 
Suir is united with the '' stubborn Nore" and the "goodly Barrowv-- 

''All which, long  snnder'd, do a t  las t  accord 
To join in one, cre to  the  sea t h e y  come, 
So, flowing all  from one, all one at l as t  bccome." 

A magnificent view of the confluence of the three rivers is obtained from 
tlic Hill of Faithlegg-n corruption of Faitli-league-which rises above Chcck 

Point, formerly a packet- 
. - 

station, and the scene of 
the enterprising but, un- 
fortunately, unsuccessful 
labours of the late Cor- 
nelius Bolton, Esq., who 
established a cotton-fac- 
tory here, and engaged 
in various other specn- 
Iations, having for their 
objcct the improvement 
of the country. The pic- 

turesque ruin of the ancient cliurch of Faithlegg forms a desirable subject for 
the pencil. 

conductors of these scl~uols endea~our to ascertain the taste, talent, and intended trade or bnsiness of each 
boy, in order to give a proper direction to his studies. Eot their great concern is the training of tlie affections, 
tlie manners, and the habits of their youthful charge. Many of the boys have already made the educa- 
tion they received in these schools the means of an honourable mainteuance, and many have their present 
prospects considerably brightened by the possession of an education suited exactly to their condition in life. 
Subscriptions collected annually in the city and vicinity axe the principal support of the establishment. All 
denominations contribute liberally. Those amoilg the subscribers who contribute most bountifully, according 
to their means, are such as h a ~ e  been educated in the school. The most destitute of the children are clothed 
-but in such a way as that their dress does not distinguish them from the other scholars. Boys leaving 
school for situations arc, when in need of it, provided with decent and comfortable clothing. A circulating 
library, containing ; i I ~ r i ~ t  four hnndred religious and literary works, is attached to the school. The scholars 



Tliere are but two towns of consideration on the banks of the Suir- 
Clonrnel and Carrick ; and they are both in the county of Tipperary, although 
both have suburbs in the county of Waterford, the river being crossed by 
bridges at these . - -  
places. On either ,._ , .. I .. ~ - 

, , .**- - -- ,- 
- .  side, ruined cas- - = --- -- - -z- .J= --=~-=--~ =- 

+= -zF<?=~ - ., -. - - - ---- - - =- ~ - tles abound ; one 
of them, " the 
ancient seat of 
the Osboines," 
we have copied. 
The family has, 
for centuries, 
held a prominent 
and an honour- 
able position in 
the county.* 
Among these re- 
minders of an- 
cient times are 
scattered many fine villas-the woods of which are'very refreshing to the 

are admitted "without religious disti~iction"-but, of wurse, they are all of the 1to:n.m Catl~olic faith; the 
city containing excellent schools for Protestant children. I t  is but just to state that  in the books used in 
the school, aud in one more particularly-a "literary class book"-compiled for its especial use '<by  the 
brothers," we found the best principles inculcated by selectiur~s from the best authors. Of schools for Protcstaut 
children, there are, as  we have said, mauy. I n  the parocllial school (under the patronage of, and carefully 
attended to by the Protestant clergy), there arc 140 cliildren of both sexes, well and respectfully educated 
under the care of a respectable master and mistress gratuitously. The mercantile school is also a Protestant 
establisl~ment; it was founded for the purpose of cducnLin~ young persons for the situations of clcrlrs in 
merchants' establishments. A number of respectable inhabitants of the city formed themselves into a com- 
mittee, collected funds, annual subscriptions, and so founded the school. There are a t  present sixty boys 

there, whose education is remarkably well attended to, and under the direction of the committee, who meet 
periodically; and once a year there is an anriual meeting of the subscribers at large, before whom the statement 
of the funds of the institution is laid. All persons who cannot afford to pay for their children's education have 
them educated there gratuitously, on being recommended by two members of the committee; and those who 
can afford, pay very moderate sums, accordi~~g in a great deg~ee with their means. There is also an iufant 
school, in which about 1.50 children from three to eight years uf age are educated on the same principle, i. e. 
gratuitous to those cl~ildren whose pnwnts cannot afford to pay for their education, on their being well recom- 
mended; and those who can afford, pay a very moderate sum. This is also a most useful institution, and is 
under the superintendence of a committee funned of the ladies of the city. It may be considered also as a 
P1,otestant establishment; for although Catholic children are equally admissible with Protestants, there are not 

more than ten in the school. 
* Tekia-con; from Tengh cinn Cora, L'thc head of the Weir," was the ancient residence of the Osborne 

family, the first of whom in Ireland was Sir Richard Osborne, of Ballintaylor, co. Waterford; created a 
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eye, the more because of .the utter absence of foliage except where wealth 
has been busied-Waterford being more barren of trees than any other of 
the Irish counties. A lofty tower, which attracts notice from all points of 
the scenery along the river, directs attention to Curraghmore,-the mansion 
of the Marquis of Waterford. The house is a comparatively plain struc- 
ture, built in 1700, on the site of an ancient castle, part of which still exists. 
The park is extensive,-the most extensive in Ireland, and larger, perhaps, 
than any in England-comprising nearly 5000 statute acres of land; it 
has been planted with the rarest trees, and commands mapificcnt views of 
the surrounding country.* " The character of Curraghmore" (me copy from 
the Rev. Mr. Ryland7s excellent History of the county) "is grandeur; not 
that arising from the costly and laborious exertions of man, but rather the 
magnificence of nature. The beauty of the situation consists in the lofty hills, 
rich vales, and almost impenetrable woods, which deceive the eye and give 
the idea of boundless forests. The variety of the scenery is calculated to 

baronet in 1629. The last of the family, who inhabited Tekin.com, was Sir John Osbornc, who died in 1713. 
The family afterwards removed to Newtown, on the co. Tipperary side of the river. The late Sir Thomas 
Osbor~~e married an English lady, who has since resided on the estates, which are inherited by an  only 
daogliter, recently of age. Lady Osborne and her daughter are almost idolized by their tenantry; and it would 
be hard to find in Ireland more satisfactory evidence than may be procured here, of the vast improvement that 
can be wmuglit in the condition of the people by judicious management. 

* Between Dungarron and Killmacthomas, in a glen a t  a short distance from the road, is a large insulated 
rock, called by the country people Clough lourish, of which they tell the following legend :-At some period, 
by them undetermined, a dispute arose between two gossips-a thing in that  part of Ireland formerly of rare 
occurrence, as  they conaidered the affinity of sponsorship bound them more closely together, than even the 
closest ties of consanguinity; so that it would be coilsidered a more heinous crime to wrong a gossip than a 
fi~ther or a brother. This dispute arose out of the accnsation of a man, for some base purpose, that his fcmalc 
gossip had been unfaithful to her husband. There are no people on earth more tender of female honour than 
the Irish, and the slightest imputation subjects the unfortunate accused to the lowest degradation, neglect, 
and banishment. I t  was usual, in such cases, to refer to the priest of the parish; he being supposed to have R 
greater knowledge of local affairs than any other person, urould best judge of the character both of the aomscr 
and the accused, and have no by-interest to serve, that  would hinder him from giving a fair and impartial 
judgment on the point referred to his decision. I n  this instance, the woman bore untarnished famo. Early 
in the morning, all the parties assembled, attended by their friends and relatives, and set ofF for the cliapcl, 
where the cause was to be examined before the altar, it being considered impossible that  any person would thcm 
pronounce a lie. Nothing particular occurred until the party arrived a t  the stone, where some altcrcation 
ensued between the accuser and the husband of the accused; when the former, falling on his knees, called upon 
the stone to bear witness to the truth of his allegation. A t  the moment, a loud crash was heard, the earth 
shook, and the stone was rent from its summit to i ts  base; while the aor~ la  were distinctly spoken from the 

cleft in the rock, " Asminic een eirin a shoriv ;" which is Englished by '"rile truth is bitter sometimes!' Aud 
it is a common saying, when a doubt hangs over any allogation made to the prejudice of a person, <' Asminic 
een eirin a shoiiv, arsa Clough lonrish a taloubh:" "The truth is bitter sometimes, says the stone speaking in 
the earth." 

I n  Curraghmore house there is a "hlurrain Stone," which, it is believed, will cure tho murrain in cattle. 
We have heard that the stone is frequently borrowed by the country people, and placed in a running brook, 
snd the cattle driven through the water, charmed by the stone, are considered cured. The " Murrain Stonc" 
1s one of the heir-looms of !he Beresfords. 
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please in the highest degree, and to g~atify every taste ; from the lofty moun- 
tain to the quiet and sequestered walk on the bank of the river, every gradation 
of rural beauty may be enjoyed." Not far' from the grounds, and adjoining 
the Suir towards Clonmel, is thc picturesque well of Tubber Grieve, a holy 
well in high repute with the peasantry. I't formed a striking and interesting 
subject for the pencil of Mr. Egan. , In the immediate vicinity of the grounds 
of Curraghmorc 
is the small 
town of Port- 
law,which, f h m  
a poor and in- 
significant vil- 
lage, has grown 
into a place of 
considerable 
importance, in 
consequence of 
having been se- 
lected by the 
Messrs. Malcolmson of Clonmel, to determine the question whether cotton- 
factories may or may not flourish in Ireland.* The experiment has  been 
eminently successful ; it has given proof that energy and industry, applied to 
the natural resources of Ireland, may enable the Irish manufacturer to enter 
the market and compete with the manufacturer of England. The establishment 
affords employment generally to abovc il thousand men, women, and children; 
the proprietors are enabled to buy the raw material and to vend the wrought 
article on terms as beneficial as those enjoyed by the nlanufacturer of Man- 
chester; in all respects the spinners of both countries are on a par; while in 
Ireland the advantage of labour at a cheaper rate is to be takcn into account. 
The difference of wages, however, although a serious item in the aggregate, is 
small; the Irishman who can do nothing but dig is indeed miserably paid, 
but tl:c moment he acquires a trade he demands and mill receive very nearly 
as much as an Englishman of the same grade will be able to earn in England. 
The Messrs. Malcolmson llavc made-deservedly and most honourably made 
--large fortunes by this concern; and they have set an example which me 
hope to see extensively followed. But the result, in thcir casc, it should be 

* In the gear 1818, the Messrs. bIalcul~nson, a110 are members of the society of Friends, commenced the 
erection of their cotton factory ; there was then a small flour-mill on the premises. This was taken down, 
and f i e  first portion of the now extensive pile of buildings erected on its site. 
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remembered, is not the work of a day; for a considerable period Messrs. 
Malcolmson had to contend against difficulties under which ordinary minds 
would have sunk ; suspicion and prejudice were both eager to stay their pro- 
gress ; it was found almost impossible to conviilce the people that the looms were 
designed to render them comfortable and independent ; and even when hostility 
had comparatively vanished, there was a general dislike to use the article they 
had manufactured-even the women employed upon the work obtaining their 
cloths from the English market, rather than assisting to establish their own. 
But the obstacles against which these enterprising gentlemen had to contend, 
and which in the end they have completely overcome, do not now stand in the 
way of other capitalists ; the greater number of them at least have disappeared ; 
while the capabilities for producing wealth have in no degree diminished." 

The town and neighbourhood of Portlaw, have, of course, shared the 
prosperity of the Malcolmsons. The houses are cleanly and comfortable ; the 
people are all decently dressed ; and there is an air of improvcmcnt in every 
thiug that appertains to them. The good that may be done by the establish- 
ment of such manufactories in various parts of Ireland is incalculable; the 
benefits they would confer are sufficiently obvious ; and if it can be shown, as 
it may be by reference to this at Portlaw, that the profit is certain, if the 
factories be properly conducted, there will be no lack of enterprising individuals 
ready to cmbark capital in similar undertakings. I t  has, indeed, been for a 
long time obvious, that Ireland, with its immense watcr power and its super- 
abunclnnt population, living cheaply, and therefore able to work cheaply, was 
peculiarly calculated to manufacture articles in cotton; but, unhappily, there 
has been so entire a want of confidence in the steadiness and sobriety of the 
people, that few were found willing to risk a property which might be dcstroycd 
by the evil passions or caprice of a single individual, influencing other incli- 
d u a l s .  The unsettled political state of the country, too, militated greatly to 
increase the evil ; and of late years othcr difficulties have arisen which have 
effectually prevented Ireland from participating in the capital and the enter- 
prise of England. While the " Repeal agitation" kept the public mind awake 
only to objects of pcrilous excitement, it was impossible for speculation to find 
its way into those districts of the country, where employment was most needed 

* A s  very satisfactory evidence of tho removal of muny of thcso obstacles, we may qnote tho Report" of 

the Nining Colnpnny of Ireland, pulished during thc prcscnt year. "Thc improrement in the company's 

affairs arises from increased productiveness in the mincs, and additional economy in working them-which 

latter has been greatly facilitated by the more sober and industrious habits of thc men employed, who have 
thereby participated in the company's prosperity." This irnprove~nent is mainly attributed to the perseverance 

of the men in keeping the '' Temperance Plcdgcn which thcy have nearly all of them taken. 



and would be most productive ; cvcn in populous cities, a benefactor who in 
ever so small a degree opposed the popular will, for the advantage of the com- 
munity as well as for his own gain, ran no inconsiderable risk of ruin. Under 
such circumstances, it cannot be surprising that Ireland has derived little or no 
advantage from that surplus capital which has been expended so largely, and 
so wildly, upon schemes infinitely less promising than the mines, and fisheries, 
and wastes of the sister country.* 

The distance from the city of Waterford to the sea-coast (across the promon- 
tory), as will be seen by a reference to the map, is but five or six miles, although 
the liarbour is of a much greater length. The two places most famous, on the 
coast, are Dunmore 
and Tramorebo th  
favourite bathing- 
places ; but thc 
former long en- 
joyed the advantage 
of being a govcrn- 
ment packet station, 
and possesses both 
a lighthouse and a 
pier. The villagc is 
beautif~~lly situated ; 
the coast is bold and 
rocky, and it is immediately upon the sea. The pier is 600 feet in length, 
and the cost of the works is believed to have exceeded S100,000, a sum im- 
mensely disproportionate to their value to the public. " A druids' altar" stands 
on a rocky eminence near Dunmore. The situation is particularly wild and 
beautiful. I t  commands a view on one side of the estuary of the Suir with 
Cremla island and Hook tower, arid on the other the great bay of Twmore 

" On this subject, one fact is worth a thousand argmnents. A fcw mont11s ago, we voyaged from Ihblin 
to Liverpoal in company with onc of tllc most cxtoiisive of the AIancbester manufacturers-a gentleman of 

immense wedth, who holds nearly the highest position among the wcalthy cotton-spinners of that  town, and 
is a "liberal" in politics. He informed us, that  his main object in visiting Ireland was, to ascertain what 
prospect existed there, that might induce certain individuals to  rcmcvc thcir mills from the neighbourhood of 
Manchester to somc parts of Ircland-in ordcr to  iutroduce among the people of that country a new mode of 
employment. The result of his inquirics was, hc said, in all respects satisfactory; and he should, undoubtedly, 
have recommended the parties, who had faith in his judgment, to  establish cotton works there, with a view, 
especially, to  thc cxport trade with Amcrica-hut f o ~  the repeal agitation, which so unsettled men's minds, as 

to create strong doubts whcthcr such undcrtukings were justifiable; or, a t  all events, conviuced him, that  to 

postpone their introduction for a time was the snrcst way of rendering them permanent. He could not, therefore, 
ado& the experiment, wtil " thc repeal agitation" wa, :rbanilnned. 
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with the rugged precipices of the Cumarocks in the distance. The altar con- 
sists of fourteen perpendicular stones, forming a perfect circle of thirty-six yards 
in circumference, on the outside. Across the centre, forming the diameter, are 

two horizontal stones 
parallel to each other, 
each two yards wide 
and seven long. They 
are covered by five 
flat flags, forming a 
covered passage about 
two feet high, closed 
at one end. This 
covered way occupied 
thc ccntre of the circle 
-distant three yards 

from one side, and four from the other. One stone of the roof is raised on one 
side by the interposition of a block, so as to resemble a cromliac or sacrificial 
flag, " from which the blood of the victim flowed off." At a short distance are 
the iuins of the ancient church at IGlma Combe. 

The village of Tramore is more sheltered than that of Dunmore ; and appears 
to be in higher favour with the citizens of Waterford. Of late ycnrs several 
capital houses have been built there, and it wears a prosperous aspect. Passage, 
the ancient "bathing village," is now completely deserted; although still 
maintaining some importance as a ferry, in connexion with the oppositc coast 
of Wexford. Between Passage and the sea are the ruins of a few houses 
that point out the locality of New Geneva, originally a colony of the 
Genevese, afterwards a barrack, and now almost levelled with the pasture 
ground around it. Its history is curious and interesting. In the year 
1781, domestic feuds induced a large number of the most ingenious and 
industrious of the Genevese mechanics to emigrate; above a thousand of 
them signed a memorial to Earl Temple, the then Irish viceroy, praying that 
some situation might be allocated to them to form a settlement in Ireland. 
The proposal was readily listened to; it was considered very desirable to 
introduce into the country so many enlightened Protestants, scvcral of whom 
possessed property as well as talents; the Irish Parliament voted a sum 
of £50,000, towards defraying the expenses of their emigration and in con- 
tructing a town for their reception ; and the highest hopes were enter- 
tained as to the importance of thc new colony and its influence upon the 
destinies of the country in which it was to be planted. The "city of 



New Geneva" was soon commenced; a space was enclosed, dwelling-houses and 
workshops were built, and cvcry thing promised well ; when suddenly the whole 
project fell to the ground, and, by degrees, the Genevese quitted Ireland without 
having either benefited it or themselves. The cause of this unforeseen, and, - 
for the south of Ireland, unfortunate circumstance, was never satisfactorily 
explained. I t  was said the Genevese werc unreasonable in their expectations 
and demands, particulady in the articles of their charter, in which they 
demanded greater privileges and freedom than were compatible with the lams 
of the country. I t  was further said, that the jealousy of the corporation of 
Waterford was roused, and that they insisted on extending a jurisdiction ovcr the 
new citizens, by obliging them to bring their causes for adjudication to their 
local courts. But the circumstance which most of all contributed to render 
the project abortive, was the recall of Earl Temple. Hc had been its great 
patron, and when he retired, none of his successors pursued the scheme with 
similar ardour. 

Subsequently, Kew Gcncva became a barrack, being used chiefly as a d6p6t 
for recruits ; and during the troubles of 1798, it was converted into a prison 
for the confinement of rebels.% 

By far the most interesting and important district of the county of Watcr- 
ford, at the present moment, however, is that of Bonmahon,--on the coast, 
midway between Dunmore and Dungarvon,-in the immediate vicinity of 
which are the mines of Knoclimahon, the property of the "Mining Com- 
pany of Ireland,"-now, we believe, the most prosperous and profitable of 
the Irish mines. The company was formed in 1824, chicfly by the exertions 
of Richard Purday, Esq., the present secretaiy; and it has been conducted 

* The Rev. Robcrt Walsh, LL.D., to whom v e  are chiefly indebted for this account of New Geneva, states 
that  "among the attempts to escape recorded to have been madc by the unfurtu~~ate men confined here, one 
is remarltable. The plnce was surrounded by a high wall, which several had endeavoured to scale, but were 
shot or detected in the attempt. I t  wns then resolved to try and escape, not over, but under it. For this 
purpose they commenced running a mino from one of the cells, and adopted a most ir~genious expedient to 
dispose of the clay. Their wives had bcen permitted to hring provisions and refreshments of different kinds, 
and when they had deposited the contcnts of thcir bags or baskets, they took away each a portion of the earth 
raised from the excavation, and fepassed the scntinols without suspicion. In  this way, by ewer)- day removing 
and scattering a little of the mould, the minc was ~c tna l ly  pushed to a considerable distance beneath the wall. 
But just as their plan was likely to  succeed, i t  was discovered by Colonel Hall, who commanded the garrison ; 
the unfortunate convict who was working a t  the now nearly finished escavation, was dragged out of the hole, 
and placed with his companions under strictcr guard for the future." I t  will Ee no-slur upon the memory of a 
generous soldier to  say, we have often heard Col. Hall cxpress the exceeding grief he felt at being compelled 
t o  disappoint the hopes of so many unfortunate men a t  the moment when they were assured of fulfilment. 
The labour of excavating had occupied some weeks, nnd so certain were the prisoners of obtaining their free- 
dom, that  their friends were actually waiting for thcm with boats, cars, and horses, to convey them away, ;it 
the very hour the discovery was made. 
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so advantageously for the shareholders as to have realised large profits, and to 
promise results still more beneficial to them and to the country. The mines 
were originally worked about a century ago; and since, from time to time, 
various projects have been set on foot to conduct them on a large scale: none 
appear to have been successful until they came into the hands of "the Mining 
Company of Ireland." They arc held on leases for thirty-one years, with the 
exception of a part, held in perpetuity at a rent of five per cent. of the produce ; 
the leases include all minerals within a tract extending over three miles on the 
course of the lodes. The produce is chiefly copper, although lead in consider- 
able quantities has been raised. As the mines are so close to the coast, the 
ores are shipped on peculiarly advantageous terms ; and there is an immense 
water power, by means of which the whole of the operations were for a long 
period conducted. Becently, however, a pumping-engine on the expansion 
principle has been erected; and also one for winding ores to the surface. 
According to the latest report of the company, "the Knockmahon Copper 
Mines may now be considered one of the best established and most important 
of the extensive mining districts in the empire, from the extent and richness 
of the produce, the favourable locality, and the superior machinery and other 
means provided for realising these advantages." * 

Although the mines at Knockmahon are the only mines in thc county of 

* The following return of sales of copper ore, the produce of I r i h  mines, a t  Swansea, April 29th, 1840, 
will illustrate the superiority both as to quality and quantity of the Knoclirnahon Mines owr the other mines 
of Ireland :- 

MINES. 21 CWTS. PRICE. PRODUCE. 

Bal!ymurt;lgll ............... 5 0 1  ............ 2 7 4 ............ 1,192 11 0 
Allihies ...................... 358 ............ 7 1 7  5 ............ 3,053 1 6  0 
Tigrony ..................... 1 3 7  ............ 4 0 0 ........... 547  18  6 
Connorce .................... 1 4  (prccijr.) 2 1  1 5  6 ........... 304 1 7  0 - -- 

1747  2 1  cwts. 10,UOG 1 6  6 
During the half-year ending the 1st of December, 1840,  the quantity of ore obtained from the 1Cnockmaho:l 
Mines was 3716 tons, and the gross value &31,703 0s. ld. ;  the net profit, E10,951 Is. 9d. The report from 
which we have quoted gives a very encouraging statement of the company's actual coudition and future 
prospects. We quote from it the following passage:-" Referring for details to the abstract of accounts pre- 
sented herewith, your board has the satisfaction to state, that the result is profit amounting to £92,986 15s. 5d., 
of wllich sum £3,463 17s. 4d. has been applied in improvements and additions to your mines, still lea\.ing 
araili~ble £10,529 18s. Id. ; a sum considerably exceeding the amount hitherto obtained in a similar period, and 
onusually large in proportion to the amount of deposited capital, £140,000." At the Iinockmahon Mines there 
has been expended in working during the six months ending with the 1st  of December, 1840, £18,660 6s. 3d. 
How gratifying a contrast does this state of things present to that  which existed scarcely thirty years ago!- 
for so recently as the year 1811, Mr. Wakefield thus writes ("Account of Ireland, Statistical and Political," 
vol. i. p. 134): "Mr. Weaver, an eminent mining agent, informs me that  the Cronebane mines are discon- 
tinued, and those a t  Killarney also; so that  there is not a copper mine now worked in Ireland." 
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Waterford now extensively worked, all accounts agree in describing the im- 
mense mineral wealth of this district of Ireland ; and there can be no doubt 
that in a very few years it will be rendered available to an extent in comparison 
with which what has been already done will appear trivial and unimportant. 
W e  shall, however, enter more at length into this branch of the subject wlier~ 
we visit the county of Wiclclow; where, although there is no single mine so 
productive as that of Knockmahon, the works are more numerous, more varied, 
and better calculated for description. 

In Waterford, some years ago, thc lower classes had a species of amuse- 
ment, we believe, peculiar to them : it was practised on Ash-Wednesday, and 
was called " drawing the log." It was instituted as a penitential exercise to 
the bachelors and maidens who permitted Lent to arrive without "joining in 
the holy bands." The log was a large piece of timber, to which a long rope 
was attached; it was drawn through the streets of the city, followed by a c~owd 
of men and boys of the lowest grade armed with bludgeons, shouting and 
hollowing '' Come draw the log, come draw the log; bachelors and maids, 
come draw the log." The party had generally a piper, who squeezed from his 
bags the most noted of the national airs; and it was no small part of the frolic 
to see the poor minstrel upsct in the mire by the jolting of the unwieldy piece 
of timber over the rugged stones with which the streets were pavcd. The 
most scandalous scenes of cruelty often occurred; young men and young 
women being forced from their homes, tied to "the log," and dragged through 
the city. The custom has, of late years, been, very properly, discontinued. So 
also has another, equally disgraceful,-the practice of cock-throwing has been 
long in disuse in every part of Ireland; yet it was at one period a sport 
almost universal among the lower grades of the various cities and towns. A 
cock was tied by the leg to a stone or '' kippeen;" the thrower, who paid a 
penny a throw, was to fling a stick, of a fixed size from a fixed distance, at the 
poor bird, which was to be his property if he killed it. Expert throwers used 
to carry home many prizes thus obtained, although it was not uncommon to find 
a cock living through a whole day, in spite of all attempts to destroy it. The 
day for this sport was Shrove-Tuesday, a day which is still dedicated to games 
and amusements far less ciucl and irrational. In  Ireland, as in England, it is 
" pan-cake day ;" and as it precedes the gloomy season of Lent, a more than 
usual degree of merriment is considered not only pardonable, but commend- 
able. The old custom of '(pan-cake tossing" still prevails in every district 
of the south. The accompanying engraving will convey an idea of the scene 
enacted on the occasion. The family group-and the " boys and girls" of thc 
ncighbours-gather round the fire-side ; and each in turn tries his or her skill 
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in tossing the pancake. The tossing of the first is always allotted to the eldest 
unmarried daughter of the host, who pcrforms the task not altogether without 
trepidation, for much of her " luck" duxing the year is supposed to depend 

upon her good or ill success on the occasion. She tosses it, and usually so 
cleverly as to receive it back again, without a d e  on its suiface, on its 
rcverse, in the pan. Congratulations upon her fortune go rouncl, and another 
makes the effort : perhaps this is a sad miscl~ance ; the pancake is either not 
turned or falls among the turf ashes ; the unhappy maiden is then doomed- 
she can have no chance of marrying for a year at least-while the girl who 
has been lucky is destined to have her '(pick of thc boys" as soon as she 
likes. The cake she has tossed, she is at once called upon to share, and 
cutting it into as many slices RS there are pes ts ,  she hands one to each: 
sometimes the rnotlier's wedding-ring has been slipped into the batter out of 
wliich this first cake is madc, and the person who receives the slice in wliicll 
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it is contained, is not only to be first married, but is to be doubly lucky in 
thc mattcr of husband or wife. Men also are permitted, as in the instance 
pictured by Mc Clise, to have a chance ; and it is a great source of ammement 
to jog their elbows at the important moment, and so compel them to "toss the 
cake crooked." 

The stranger will be imprcssed-more perhaps than he will be in any other 
city of Ireland--with the conviction that Nature has, in Waterford, received 
far too little aid from the hands or minds of men. Although a mercantile city, 
and one with advantages peculiarly eligible and accessible, there is a sad aspect 
of loneliness in its streets, and a want of business along its fine quays-except 
on days when steam-boats leave, and the live stock" assemble in huge droves 
to cmbark for the English market. The hotels too-usually sure indications 
of prosperity or its opposite-have a deserted look ; it would hardly be exag- 
geration to say that the grass springs up between the stone steps that lead to 
their doors. The hospitality of a kind and estimable friend, indeed, prevented 
our being very familiar with their internal arrangements ; but the stay of a few 
hours sufficed to satisfy us that strangers were unexpected guests. The waiters 
lounged from the adjacent coach-office to the public room of the head inn with 
an air of unconcern and unsatisfied curiosity, as if occupation would be a novelty. 
We have already alluded to Irish waiters as a peculiar class, and may perhaps 
be allowed to lighten matter-of-fact details by some description of their pe- 
culiarities. 

The word "waiter" in England suggests a well-dressed, well-behaved, 
orderly man, with a napkin under his arm, a i d  a bill, either of fare or for pay- 
ment, in his hand. He is a person of importance, because he ministers to our 
comforts, and is neither active nor civil beyond the activity and civility he is 
in duty bound to exhibit to each guest, according to tho said guest's station; 
which he imagines-or rather, (for an English waiter does not indulge in 
imagination,) which he 7mozos, he can a~certain at once. His bow is conse- 
quently very low to a coach-and-four; while he merely inclines his head to 
the commercial traveller. He is obsequious to the drinkers of champagne and 
claret, but hardly nods to the order of a pint of sherry. I n  Ireland waiters are 
altogether a different sct of beings-lively and erratic, shrewd and observing; 
anxious, according to human nature, to get the most they can; and yet, in 
accordance with his11 nature, willing to give all they can in exchange. An 
Irishman may be a knave, but he is seldom a miser-he has nothing but time 
and attention to give, and he gladly bestows both. 

The Trish waiter, except at first-rate hotels, is never well dressed, and is 
always too familiar to be considered " well-behaved." An Irish waiter does 
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many things which an English waiter never thinks of; but his grand occnpa- 
tion is finding out the business of his master's customers. 

" Upon my conscience," we heard one say to another, "it's I that '11 cry 
Hurra when the new poor-law comes in play, for my tongue's worn to a shrcd, 
and my throat turned into a fair highway, striving to keep them beggars away 
from the quality; and if I don't treat them with civility, it's murdered I'd be 
out and out, as an example to all waiters. Sorra a thing I found out, for a 
week, with them, for beggars. Instead of laming the news, it's watching them 
I am." The Irish waiter is a fellow of local information, well read in politics, 
and having a strong tendency to liberalism, and yet more anxious to discover 
your opinions than to tell his own. Hc is both lazy and active,-lazy at 
his work, and active at his amusements: he will cheat you in a bargain, but 
he will not rob you; he is almost invariably good-humoured, and as cunning 
as a fox: from the moment you enter his master's house, he considers you 
somewhat in the light of his own property; he turns over your luggage 
until he has discovered your name, and ten chances to one but he manages, 
before you have been half an hour in the house, to find out, in the most 
ingenious manner, whence you came, whither you are going, and what you 
are going about. He is free, yet respectful; familiar, but by no means 
vulgar." 

" I beg yer pardon, ma'am, but there's a cruel draught in that window; 
stay till I move the chair, and sure I'd rather that the gentlemen should catch 
a salmon than your honour catch cold in Lismore." Indeed, the waiter at 
Lismore was a rare specimen of his class: he was a stout, sailor-like fellow, 
with sandy hair and eyes; keen and vigilant where there was any chance of 
bustle or excitement, but idle enough where only his regular work was to be 
attended to: he would race half over the town to seek for an angler, a fishing-rod, 
or fly, a picturesque beggar, or a piper ; but make you wait as long as he pleased 
the brushing of a cloak, or the laying of a cloth. He looked upon us as mere 
English, and had commenced a set of interrogatories after his own fashion, such 
as " I hope it was by the Blackwater ye came-sure the likes of you ought 
to see thc country, and it's morc than a day or two, or three, ye'll be for 
staying here, I'll engage." A gentleman of our party " cut him short" in SO 

abrupt a manner, that the Lismore waiter ever after kept his eye upon him, 
suspicions of reproof. W e  were busied in adjusting a fishing-rod and preparing 
some flies, and the waiter, throwing down the loaf which he had been cutting 
into small square junks for dinner, came to our assistance,-" Yer honour sees 
-this is the way-you understand-there-now twist it. Snre I'll throw a 

linc with you in thc morning, if that gentleman will keep his eye off me; 
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wasn't I glad when he left the room !-I'll go bail now, he's an aistem 
Ingeeman-and a bachelor; bedad! I thought the nose was whipt off meeself 
to-day-he picks me up as a hungry bird does the &st worm. Well, maybe 
I'd have been a quare fellow meeself if I had'nt married young. I'll go bail, 
yer honour did that same thing yerself; but as for that dark gentleman, taking 
down the ould castle like life, and marking every stick and stone-" 

" Well and what of that, fellow?" said our friend in a deep tone, calling 
up a look of dark displeasure as he entered unperceived by the loquacious 
waitef. 

LL Nothing !" answered the attendant, dropping the rod suddenly ; '' nothing, 
sir, only ye've grate talent intirely, at taking everything down." 

At another inn, the waiter was an old, (' knowingv-looking fellow, with a 
sinister expression, not at all Irish, but which he doubtless had acquired in the 
Spanish Lageon," from which he told us he was a " returned officer," He  
was one of the old class, who considered your religious faith a clue to your 
opinions. Something we said about not boating on Sunday, coupled with the 
possession of a Protestant prayer-book and a letter of introduction to the rector 
of a neighbouring parish, who unfortunately was from home, led him to the 
belief that we were " black Protestants ;" and we asked some questions abont 
schools, he said, with a Burleigh shake of the head, that " it was a benighted 
place intirely-nothing but a National School in the chapel-yard-that, indeed, 
his peq le  war all Protestants," &c. Circumstances combined to unsettle his 
opinion; and after a day or two he had amived at the conclusion that we were 
of the right sort." On expressing our belief that the place where so many 
scholars went to school could not be, as he had said it was, L' benighted," he 
made answer, " Oh, sure ye misunderstud me-I meant the place was benighted 
once;'' and on our taxing him with endeavouring to mislead us touching his 
religious creed, '' My people," he exclaimed triumphantly, " only my people, 
the Lord be praised !" 

Another waiter, who amused us much, was an active, lissom, little man, 
who endeavoured to persuade us that everything in the house was the best that 
could be obtained in '( all Ireland." The inn was a wayside one in Kerry, 
where we were detained two days by illness and bad weather. 

" Well, is there any chance of the weather changing?" 
I'm sorry it's not pleasing to you, ma'am, but we've the best weather in 

all Ireland." 
(' These eggs are done too much."-" The finest eggs in all Ireland, ma'am; 

but I'll make an alteration in them." " IS your mutton good?"-" The best 
in all Ireland." "And your cook?"-" The best in all Ireland." The 
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mutton, however, was so very underdone, that we pointed it out to our good- 
natured waiter. "Yes, sir-I see, ma'am; the mutton in these parts, as I 
tould yer honours, is the best in all Ireland ; and so juicy, that it's the natur 
of it-that's it-it's the juiciness of the mutton makes it so. I give ye my 
honour it's that-ye understand-the quality of the meat, nothing else-the 
goodness of it; but maybe ye'd like the cook to take some of that out of it-I see- 
she'll do so in five minutes-the finest cook in all Ireland ;" and he bore off 
the mutton as triumphantly as if we had chimed in with his praise. It rcturncd 
to  us after the cutlet fashion. He exclaimed, while laying the dish on the 
table, with the invariable flourish, " I tould yer honours"--" the finest cook in' 
all Ireland-two ways, ay tin ways, with the same thing-it goes down one 
thing, and comes up another. Ay, faith, the lady would never forget it if she 
saw her toss a pancake : she'll send it up the chimney out of sight, and down 
it'll come finished-all but the aiting." 

At  Killarney the waiter was a spruce elderly man, clean, active, and most 
elaboratcly dressed, with care, attention, and, above all, good-nature enough to 
furnish half-a-dozen of his class in England. No matter what you required 
done or procured, he anticipated your wishes. When we were removing our 
note and sketch books, we also took our own paper-knives, leaving two of 
arbutus wood upon the table that did not belong to us. The waiter observed 
it, and with more good-nature than ceremony thrust them between the leaves. 
lL Oh then, sure, sir,-sure, madam, you're not going to lave Killarncy without 
something to remimber it-you'd hurt the feelings of the house if you'd scorn 
such thrifles." 

"There's nothing keeps me in this poor countiy," said a remarkably fine- 
looking lad, a waiter at  a wayside hostelric, full of spirit and good-nature, 
and who was very grateful for a little. a There's nothing keeps me in poor 
Ireland but the one thing." "I suppose you are in love and cannot afford 
to get married?" " Bedad, sir, it's little it take's to do that same, and I 
managed that four ycars ago : and if I forget it, sure I have the little woman 
and two as purty babies as ever made a poor v~tas's heart beat with hope or fear. 
No then, only it's just a quare ould grandmother, who's too ould to go with 
us, or to have any understanding of anything, barring her own way : ' Wait,' 
she says, ' wait until ye lave my ould bones with my people; but it's not asy 
I'd rest in my grave if one of my own people did not put me there. Wait 
only for my berrin,' she says; 'and after that, if you must lave Ireland to 
give yer strength and labour to a foreign sod, when there's so much here 
that only wants many hands for the turning, and a little money to make 
it prosper, why go, in God's name; but sorrow to those that suffer the 
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strength of the country to go out of it.' And then the poor odd  craythcr 
will romance a dale, though I'm thinliing there's razon in some things she 
says, for sure the prime of the country is laving it, and more's the pity." 

We found at Roundwood (the rendezvous of tourists in the county of 
Wicklow, and long celebrated for the whims and peculiarities of its "Judy7' 
lately deceased) a civil but common-place waiter; and unfortunately, civil, 
well-conducted persons are much more agreeable to meet on the highways of 
life than upon paper ; but to make up for the waiter's want of national char- 
acter, there stood by our horse's head-a blind hostler! Without being aware 
how heavy an affliction had been laid upon him, we asked him if the day was 
likely to continue fine; he turned his face towards the wind, and then we 
perceived that he was indeed quite blind; his face was peculiar, long and 
sallow, with that touching expression of melancholy, utterly without fretful- 
ness or complaint, which commands sympathy; he said the day would be 

fine but showery :" the whiteness of his shirt, the cleanliness of his well- 
mended clothes, the poor fellow's appearance altogether, won our attention. 
IIe unharnessed the horse with ease and rapidity; and we afterwards learned 
that he performed the office of hostler and LLboots" to peifection, and, what was 
singdar, never mistook horses, harness, or even mispaired the shoes he clcancd. 
When his work was done, and sometimes it was not finished until past mid- 
night, hc would set out alone to his cottage, upwards of a mile (an old Irish 
mile) from Roundwood. He married, we were told, one of the prettiest girls 
in the county, who preferred her blind lover to all others, and has had no 
reason to repent her choice, for he is sober and industrious, and she is careful 
and thrifty. 

Irish waiters used to be proverbial for their fondness for whiskey ; but that 
has becn banisl~ed by the Temperance Societies. We remembe~ one-but 
in his extreme old age-Tom Lavery, at a half public-house, half hotel, fre- 
quented, in the days of our fathers and grandfathers, by gentlemen who 
thought it necessary to make their wills before they started for Dublin ; for in 
those times they travelled on horseback. Tom never considered it neces- 
s a ~ y  to offer an apology for bcing tipsy, after dinner. "I am everything a 
gentleman can desire,'' he would exclaim when staggering about; "no one 
can say, Tom Lavery you take your ' morning'-,Torn wants no morniug- 
Tom scorns to touch sperits until any gentleman may take his glass-Tom 
Lavery is as sober as e'er a judge in the land-ought to be." Tom was a 
regular " afadavid" man to his employer : whatever he would say, Tom would 
depose to; professing himself ready to make oath that the " post-chay" in 
their yard would go as aisy on thrce wheels as on four ; and that there wem't 
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such illegant cattle for blood and bone in the counthry-whin their blood w:~s 
up, and they warmed on the road. Very often he would don a jacket arid jnclc- 
boots, twist a wisp of hay into a saddle, and act post-boy.* 

Neddy Kelly was another of the old school of waiters who l L  tcndcd upon 
tlie quality" in the only inn a t  a sea-side-tom, it chose to be called, much frc- 
quented in those days by bathers-in the season-and by sailors and smugglers, 
both in and out of it. Neddy was a free-and-easy, good-humoured, cuu- 
ning old fellow, treated with kindness and familiarity by those who frequentcd 
the honse; he never hesitated in giving his opinion, whether it was asked or 
not. One day, an English gentleman was dining with two Irish ones, and, 
not having been informed of Neddy's habit, when he ordercd "anchovy 

* Of this Inan we obtained two anecdotes that may be worth taking note of. He had enpiged one night to 
r1rii.e an clr~111,n1ellt, with, as Ire sxid himd",  a horse and a half, fur one of his cattle wns lame, a d  the other 
blind ; but while rattling duan  a hill in hrmous style, the traces, or more properly slreakiug, the ropes, gave 
uay, and the vll.~ise upset. The fair innamoratis was lifted through the roof by her intended, aud, tu Tom's 
dian~ay, he diatiuctly heard the rattle of a pursuing chaise on the brow of the hill; in an instant be had mouutcil 
the lover before his iutended bride 011 the blind horse, which he knew to be sure-footed, and giving i t  a good 
lashing sent them off a t  full gallup ; he then placed across the road the budy of the carriage. Of course, a fearful 
tumbling and slruggling eusued, in the midst of which Tom managed to cut the traces, and mounting upuu one 
horse, he lod the othrr off iu triumph. His career was uenrly brought to  an end by this daring adventure, f h  
the lady's enr:~ged father discharged a pistol after the c u n n i ~ ~ e  waiter, which took effect-not upon him, but upwi 
the lame horse, $0 that  lie escaped fur the time scot free.-Tom was never more delighted than when gentlemrn 
were engngcd in an affxir of honnur ; the sight of a. pair of duelling-pistols gave l h  as much spirits as an extra 
tnmbler, and he was known to be so useful on those ocrasions that his fullowing the party to the ground W:IS 

nerer ohjccted to. 110 wuuld tell tales by the hour of habbreadth escapes and of duelling determinations 
amouutiug to pad ive  tllirst for blood, that  would hardly be credited now-a-days; and yet, strange to say, IIC 
appeared as much dclightcd ~ ~ i t h  sturies of subsequent reconciliation: "It was a treat to ace them so p:icr;~bla 
killer it-as luring as two brothers-xting the buttered toast, and the spiced beef, aud the peppered devils, and 
r l r i i~h i~~g  the tea, wit11 a. drop uf tnountnin-dew to floronr it, and yet to know, that for anything or notlliug a t  all, 
t l~rj 'd  be up and a t  i t  agein." Tom Lavery was nerer a spoil-sport but once:-A you~lg man, tlie ouly son, 
the ouly hope, of a widowed lady in the neighbourhood, had fired a t  some slight which he i~n;~gincd lie 11:d 
sustni~~ed frum auother youth about his own age. Tom liked them both after his own fashion, and rertainly 
did uut like that  the lad should run the chance of being L'murdel-ed entirely," and he nothing better th;m 11 
gonoun, wllen, if suntred to live ten years longer, he might malie the finest fighting inan in the county. This 
was Tom's argument to himself, hilt thcrc was an untle~.-current of deep feeliug fur the pour lady-mother ef the 
hot-headed boy, fur she had bean a kind friend to  Turn's people. Tom's love of fighting was so well kuoxvu 
that  no one ever drciiined of his endeavonling to prevent a reucontre, and the pistds were given him to carry 
to the ground. The old naite~-'s dropping a hmdkerchief was to be the signal for firing. Tom manaxed 
to  extract the balls with admirable dexterity, and at the appointed signd they fired. To Tom's utter a s t o n i A  

rnent the youth opposed to the nidow's son staggered and fell, and the generous-hearted boy, who but a few 

lnornents before had declared thxt nothing but blood should wash out the insuit hc had rcccivcd, ma~s in ;III 

inbtant on his knees beside his L'expiring" friend, giving vent to the most bitter self-rcproachcs, and mingling 
them with prayers that he might bc spared. After a little time, the youth revived. I n  the bitter ngolly af 

repentance, his friend entreated his forgiveness. " Yarra! hlasther Charles," whispered Tom, "don't 

fake on so. Sorra. a lia'porth of harm ye're done each otlinr, thougll ye may have thnt luck in u few 

years, plaze the pigs. Get up, hlasther Bob, I'm ashamed of ye-so I am! Ttnn, bnd cess to mc 

if there's anything upon the face of the living earth the matter wid you-didn't I i r w  the bull-dog's f m t k  

rnewe.!f? " 
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or soy," to rclisli what Neddy termed " a  rattling mlre," he could hardly 
believc thc cvidence of his senses as the waiter, without moving from 
the lounging position he had assumed against the sideboard, replied-- 
" They're not wholesome, plaze yer honour ! " " Whether or not, my good 
fellow," exclaimcd the gentleman, "I must trouble you for one or the other." 
'' Oh! it's no throuble in life, sir; and even if it was, I'm sure the whole 
countliiy knows that Neddy Kelly has been too long in this establishment to 
rrlilld throuble. I know my duty, I hope, yer honor; but as to them fumn 
things, wc'vc too gratc a regard for tlie liealt11-the constitutions, sir, of our 
customers, to pisin thim with anything worse than melted butter, a drop of 
oil, or a tllrifle of pepper ; as to salt, why tlie best thing a gentleman can do, 
is to plaze himself." l r  011 ! '' said the Englishman, with much good humour, 
'' then, I suppose, you are a physician?" "I'd be long sorry, sir; for liviwg 
/we, I'd have no practice." When the party had arrived, depending on this 
same waiter's assurance that there was " everything in the house they'd plaze 
to tliinlr of," in addition to the "chickens and bacon" which the Irish gen- 
tlemen h e w  could always be obtained of excellent quality, the Englishman 
llad suggested the addition of lamb-chops to complete their dinner. The 
chickens and bacon, with a dish of potatocs, "laughing," as Ncddy said, 
"ready to break their hearts," made their appearance; but there were no 
lamb-chops. They were immediately inquired after. (' Oh ! " said the waiter, 
" the quality runs entirely on chickens and bacon." (' But you said you had 
lamb, and I ordcrcd it," was thc Englishman's cool reply. 'L And I said the 
truth, sir," answered tlie unabashed Kcddy. " I said we had lambs, let alone 
/u1~7), and thought it mighty kind of yer honor to inquire; and, sure, there 
t1lc.y are, if ye'll be satisfied to look out of the windy: little waggle-tail, 
innocent cl.aythurs ! sure it was mighty lucky of the ould ewe to give us twins 
these hard times." I n  tliosc days, an inn of that description afforded neither 
muce nor butcher's rrlei~t, except on market days; but Neddy would not 
expose the nakedness of tlie land, by pcrmitting (if hc could a ~ o i d  it) the 
supposition that there was anything his master's house could not furnish. The 
gentlemen wrw talking, after dinner, of the various extraordinary things they 
had heard of or seen, and telling Jiunchausen-like tales to while away tlie 
evening. At last one told a story more wonderful than the others had 
achieved. " Now," he exclaimed triumphantly, "let any one beat that ! " "It's 
azy doue ! " chimed in Keddy, who had been listcning, half-insidc and half- 
outside the parlour-door. '(Nary Larey had five husbands, and shc madc 
confession on her death-bed to her uncle's sister, her own aunt that mas, that 
she killed every mother's son of them in their s le~p,  by tickling t l ~ e  soles of their 
feet M it11 a lavcn's f~ather." 
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The maritime county of M'aterford is in the province of Munster : it is 
bounded on the west by the county of Cork, from which it is divided by the 
river Blackwater; on the north by the counties of Kilkenny and Tipperary, 
from which it is separated by the river Suir; on the east by the county of 
T'Vexford, the harbour of Waterford running between them; and on the 
south by St. George's Channel. It is divided into seven baronies-Gaultier, 
Middlethird, Upperthird, Decies without Drum, Coshmore and Coshbride, 
a i d  Glanohiry. Its only towns of "size" are Dungarvon and Lismore. 
The extreme length of the county is about forty miles ; the greatest breadth 
twenty. The population, according to the ccnsus of 1831 (exclusive of that 
of the city, tvllich is a county in itself, and which amounted to 28,821), is 
148,233; in 1821, it was 127,842. In  1777, the number of houses in the 
county was 9577; in the year 1788 (according to Mr. Ryland), the number 
had increased to 16,085; in 1813, to 22,923; and in 1521, it was 25,545. 
According to the Ordnance survey, the county comprises 461,598 statute 
acrcs, of which 343,564 acres are cultivated land, and 118,034 are unreclaimed 
mu~rltain and hog. 





L I M E R I C K .  

LIMERICK is distinguished in history as "the city of the violated treaty ;" 
and the Shannon, on which it stands, has been aptly termed "the King of Island 
Rivers." Few of the Irish counties possess so many attractions for the 
antiquarian and the lovcr of the picturesque: and, with one exception, no 
city of Ireland has contributed so largely to maintain the honour and glory of 
the conntry. The brave defenders of Limerick and Londondeny have 
received-the former from the Protestant, and the latter from the Catholic, 
historian-the praise that party spirit failed to weaken; the heroic gallantry, 
the indomitable perseverance, and the patient and resolute endurance under 
suffering, of both, having deprived political partisans of their asperity-com- 
pelling them, for once at least, to render justice to their opponents ; all having 
readily subscribed to the opinion that " Dcrry and Limerick will ever grace the 
historic page, as rival companions and monuments of Irish bravely, generosity, 
and integrity." 

From a very early period Limerick has held rank among the cities of Ireland, 
second only to that of the capital; and before its walls were defeated, first, the 
Anglo-Norman chivalry ; next, the sturdy Ironsides of Crornwell; and last, the 
victorious army of William the Third. Like most of the Irish sea-ports, it was, 
in the ninth and tenth centuries, a settlement of the Danes, between whom and 
the native Irish many encounters took place, until finally the race of the sea- 
kings was expelled the country.% 

* Towards the beginning of the ninth century, the Danes of Limerick seem t o  have been a nnmerous and 
powerful body ; they proclaimed one of their chieftains, Turgesius, king, and cruelly and rnthlessly oppressed 
the native inliabitants, "ruling them with a rod of iron, and forcing them to t a s k  of the very dregs of servi, 
tude." The spirit of resistance was a t  length roused ; and- te~tiattt 

" Malachy wore the collar of gold 
U1!iich he won from the proud invader." 

l lalacl~y was King of I\Ieath, who had a daughter of excellent beanty," whom Turgesius deaired to be ccE0pht61 
favourite and prime mistress of his seraglio." The Irish kiug dared not insense the tyrant by a refusal; hut 
el~trented that  the maiden niigbt be receired privately ani! a t  night into his palace, "to conceal her shame from 
the world," promising also to send with her fifteen of the most celebrated beauties of his small kingdom-each of 
whom eclipsed the charms of the lady the Dane desigr~ed to  honour. The proposal was accepted, and a time 
appointcd " t o  crown his hopes and give him possrssio~l." To fifteen of his soldiers he promised the fifteen 
h i d l  vigins: and they assembled to receive their ~ i f l s .  The princess and her train were admitted through 
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It is certain that at this early period Limerick was a place of considerable 
importance; for some time after, indeed until the conquest by the English, 
it was the capital of the province, and the seat of the kings of Thomond, or 
North Munster, who were hence called Kings of Limerick. Upon thc arrival 
of Strongbow, Donne11 O'Brien swore fealty to Henry the Second, but 
subsequently revolted; and Raymond Le Gros, the bravest and noblest of 
all the followers of Strongbow, laid siege to his city. Limerick was at that 
time " environed with a foule and deepe ditch with running water, not to be 
passed over without boats, but by one foord only ;" the English soldiers were 
therefore discouraged, and would have abandoned the attempt to take it, but 
that ('a valiaunt knight, Meyler Fitz-Henry, having found the foord, wyth a 
loud voyce cried ' St. David, companions, let us corageouslie pass this foord.'" 
For some years after the city was alternately in the possession of the English 
and the Irish ; on the death of Strongbow, it was surrendered to the keeping 
of its native prince, who swore to govern it for the King of England; but 
the British knights had scarcely passed the bridge, when he destroyed it and 
set fire to the town. After again repeatedly changing hands, it was finally 
settled by the renowned William de Burgo, ancestor of the prcscnt Maiquis 
of Clanricarde, and remained an appanage to the English crown. At 
this period, and for some time after, Limerick was "next in consequence" 
to Dublin. Richard the First, in the ninth year of his reign, granted it a 
cllarter to elect a mayor-an honour which London did not then enjoy, and 
which Dublin did not receive until a century later ; and King John, accord- 
ing to Stanihurst, was "so pleased with the agreeableness of the city, that 
he caused a very fine castle and bridge to be built there." The castle has 
endured for abovc six centnries; in all the "battles, sieges, fortunes," that 

the gates of the place,  and introduced into the apartments of tlie king. She was pronounced to he-as she 
well might be-far lovelier th:m her companions; and the Dane seized hcr, with tile view to force her into 
his ch.mber. The t1111ch of his base hands was the signal agreed upon. The fifteen attendants in an instant 
duffed their maidenly attire, each armed with a sword that  had been concealed by the woman's ~arments ,  and 
stood before the astonished and terrified tyrant, as the stoutest and bravest youths of the Irish chivalry. They 
seized and bound the tyrant, fell upon his unprepared guards, slew all whn olq)osed them, and opened the gatea 
to the King of Rleath and his troops, who had been anxiously awaiting the result of the experimect, without thc 
walls. Not a man of the Danes escaped. " Wher~ the fury of the Iris11 was abdtrd," adds the old historian 
Iieating, 'Land there was no enemy left in the castle, the King of Meath entered the room where Turgesius 
lny ho~und, and upbraiding him with his excasive cruelties, the injuries he had committed upon the Iris11 ladies, 
;in& his repcat~d mnrthers, he commanded hiin to be loaded with irons, and to be carried before him in 
triumph." The effpct of this victory was to destroy the power of tlie Dnnes, fur a time, in Irel.tnd; some' 
of thern, however, were pern~ittcd to  remain in a state of bondage as irksome as that in which they had so 
long kept the Irish. 1'11~ tyrant Turgesius, after enduring a severe imprisonment, and being a witness to the 
miseries of his countryncn, " h;d  :m end put to his unfortunate life, being thrown, bound in fetters as he wen, 
illto Loch A ~ I I I I ~ I I ,  w111:m 11c pwisl~ed.'' 





have since occurred, it has been 
by the contending parties; and 
it still frowns, a dark mass, 
upon the waters of the rniglity 
Sl~annon. Within the last few 
months, the improvements that 
have taken place in the city 
have opened it to view; and 
an idea of its strength and mag- 
nitude may by obtained from 
the accompanying print. The 
castle, together with,the bridge, 
are also represented in the en- 
graving, from a painting which 
Mr. Crcswick has executed ex- . 

the object most coveted, perhaps in Ireland, 

pressly for our work. 
Although, during the reign of Elizabeth, Limerick had its full share in thc 

vicissitudes of the period, and its history is closely connected with that of 
"the Desmonds," of which wc shall have to treat presently, in noticing 
l<ilmallock, their principal seat, it was not until the contest between Charles 
the First and the Parliament, that the city became again the scene of a fierce 
and bloody struggle. Early in the year 1651, Ireton, the son-in-law of 
Cromwell, invested Limerick, and besieged it closcly for six months. Although 
in the end he succeeded in taking it, the result was mainly attributable to the 
treachery of one of the leading officers of the garrison, Colonel Fennel, who, 
having previously betrayed to thc Parliamentary forces the important pass of 
Killaloe, which afforded a safe and easy communication with the county of Clare, 
aftermaids-and at a most critical moment-surrendered to Ireton the forts 
callcd St. John's Tower, and Price's Mill, and turned their own cannon upon 
the town.* A treaty was signed on the 27th of October, 1651, granting to 
the inhabitants their lives and property, with the exception, by name, of twenty- 
four individuals, including the brave governor, O'Neil, " who opposed and 
restrained the deluded people from accepting the conditions so often offered 
to them." Limerick was then delivered to the Deputy-General, "for thc use 

* The traitor received his reward. We learn from Clwendon Lhat he was, a few months afterwards, taken 
prisoner by the Parliament forces, "and hanged, notwithstanding his scrviecs in their cause." Leland and 
Ferrar both state that  Fennel was tried for several murders, condemned t o  dcath, and executed at Limerick 
ilnlnecliately after its surrender. 
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of the Parliament and i;he Commonwealth of England."* The sufferings of 
the garrison and the inhabitants must have been intense. Ludlow informs us 
that the troops, in marching out of the city, had more the appearance of 
skeletons than of men: some of them dropping dead of the plague as they 
staggered along; while the bodies of many were left disinterred in the yard of 
St. Mary's church, where the soldiers were ordered to deposit their arms.+ In 
keeping with the ruthlesa practice of the period, Ireton immediately proceeded 
to wreak his vengeance upon the persons who had been most active in delay- 
ing him before the walls of the city. A strict search was made for those 
who were excepted from the terms of capitulation. The Bishop of Emly, 
General Purcell, and "Francis Woulfe, a friar," were found concealed in the 
pest-house; they had the form of ti-ial by court-martial, and were executed. 
SO also were all who had been excluded from the terms of capitulation, except 
O'Dwyer, Bishop of Limerick, who escaped in the disguise of a private 
soldier, and O'Neil the governor. He pleaded that he had c L  ever acted as a 
fair and honourable enemy ;" but Ireton was inexorable, and a court-martial 
condemned the gallant general to death. Some of the officers, however, more 
generous than their chief, protested against the sentence ; and the republican 
leader agreed to take the verdict of a second trial-when the life of O'Neil was 
saved by a single voice. Ireton himself was, however, a few days afterwards, 
summoned to a higher trihunal ; he caught the plague, and died at Limerick, 
on the 26th of November, 1651.f 

* "Nos. 29, 1661. The P.irlisment approved of the Artwles of Lilnenck; they gave the messenger one 
hundred pouuds who brought the news of the surrender, m d  ordered the next Lord's-day to be a day of 
thanksgiving."-dfemorids of English Afairs. 

t A history of the sufferings of the Irish of JIonster during this calamitous period would exceed credibility, 
if they were not attested by the actors themselves who perpetrated the wholesale butcheries. Plague, pestilence, 
and famine, wmbined with the sword to depopnlate the district; so that, according to undoubted testimouy, 
&'a man might travel taeuty or thirty ~ililes without meeting a living creature." Wherever an Irishman was 
encountered, 110 quarter was given. Ludlow himself describes the atrocious device of his soldiers, to smoLe 
the Irish out of the caves in which they had taken refuge. Yet it mast be borne in micd, that this horrible 
system was considered only a just retribution for the msssacres of 1641, which-making due deduction for 
the spirit (so close upon the time when it was almost impossible to judge rationally, much less mercifully) in 
which it is written-Sir John Temple characterises as  "the most execrable plot laid hy the Trkb, for the 
universal extirpation of all these British and protestants: the bloady progress of their rebellion withiu the compass 
of the first two months ; their honid cruelties in most barbarously murdering or otherwise destroying many 
thousands of men, women, and children, peaceably settled and securely intermixed amongst them, and that 
without any provocation or conside~able resistance a t  first made." 

f The Bishop of Emly, O'Brien, wns one of the n~os t  active LLsoldiers" of the garrison: and to his 
exertions was m'ainly attributable the resolution with which it held out against the powerful army of the 
Commonwealth. Lord Clarendon states th;;t he had, '6from the beginning, opposed the king's authority 
with the greatest passion, and had the misfortune to be put to death by those who were equally the king's 
enemies. The following interesting account of him is given by Dr. Bourke in the " Hibemia Domiuicana." 
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A still more conspicuous and important page in thc history of Limerick, 
howevcr, is filled by details of its resistance to the a m s  of William the Third, 
and "the violated treaty" that resulted from the subsequent surrender of the 
city. The battle of the Boyne had been fought; and James the Second, who 
landed in Ireland, at Kinsale, on the 12th of March, 1689, quittcd it, and 
abandoned his partisans, embarking at Waterford ; and leaving behind him a 
character upon which the memorable exclamation uttered at the Boyne Water 
is the best comment-cc Exchange commanders with us, and we will fight the 
battle over again !" , 

Early in August, -WM, William summoned the city to surrender; the 
French general, Roileau, who commanded the gan-ison-rather for the king of 
France than the king of England-returned for answer, that "he was surprised 
at the summons, and thought the best way to gain the good opinion of the 
Prince of Orange was to defend the placc for his master King James." The 
siege was at once commenced. The city was amply supplied with troops and 
provisions ; its natural strength had been considerably augmented ; it was for- 
tified by walls, batteries, and ramparts, and defended by a castle and citadel.* 
I t  consisted of the English town and the Irish town; thc former, being on an 
island, built upon a rock, and surrounded on all sides by morasses that could 
at any time be flooded, was considered almost impregnable ; and although the 
Irish town was less defensible, if it were captured, the English town might 
still be maintained. The flower of the Irish army were within its malls, or in 
its immediate neigl~bourhood; the counties of Clare and Galway were open 
to them, from which to draw supplies ; and a French fleet rode triumplmntly 
in the Shannon. The garrison, however, was little disposed to act in concert; 
the jealousy of the commanders of the French and Irish had spread to their 
troops ; and they cherished feelings of contempt or hatred towards each other, 
that augured ill for their success in opposing the steady and disciplined forces 

" Tercnce Albert O'Brien vas  a friar of the Dominican convent in Limerick, a doctor of divinity, elected pro- 
vir~cial of that order in 1643, and appointed Bishop of Emly in 1644. He was so active in persuading the 
Irish to hold out a ~ a i n s t  Cromwell's forces, that Ireton, during the siege of Limerick, offered him forty 
thousand pounds to desist from his exhortations, and quit the city with a passport to m y  othcr kingdom. IIe 
refused this offer heroically, in consequence of which he was exempted from pardon, tried, and condemned to be 
beheaded. He bore the sentence with resignation, and behaved to his last moments with manly fortitude. IIe 
addressed Ireton with a prophetic spirit, accusing him of the highest injustice, threatening him with life for 
life, and snmmoniug him to the tribunal of God in a few days. Ireton caught the plague in eight days, and 
died soon after, raging and raving of this unfortunate prelate, whose unjust condemnation he imagined hurried 
on his death. The Bishop of Emly was executed on the eve of All-Saints' Day, and his head was fixed on u 
spike, a t  the top 4 a tower, near the centre of the city." He died with great courage; but Gencral Pureell, 
who was hanged \ ~ i t h  him, was so weak as to be held up by two soldiers a t  the place of esecution. 

* After thc battle of the Boync, the Duke of Tyrconnell estal~lished his rice-regal court a t  Limerick. 
vor.. T 2 u 
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of William. But his army was greatly reduced in number, and labonred 
under the disadvantage of carrying on its operations in an enemy's country. 
The most distinguished officer among the Irish was Sarsfield, whom James 
had created Earl of Lucan; and who is usually described by the historians 
of his party as the counterpart of Bayard-"sans peur et sans reproche."* 
William, however, having obtained artillery from Waterford, a breach was at 
length effected; and on the 27th of August, orders were issued for the assault. 
The best soldiers of William's army, the British grenadiers leading, rushed 
to the breach ; and a large division actually forced their way into the town, 
but, bcing unsupported, were cut to pieces in attempting to force their way 
back. The English forces fought bravely, but they were as bravely opposed. 
The Irish returned as often as they were driven back ; their native courage 
stimulated by their wives and daughters, who took p a t  in the bloody con- 
test, using apinst the encmy the weapons they seized from the slain; and 
after a struggle of four hours, the besiegers were forced to retire to their 
trenches, with a loss in killed and wounded of more than 2000 men, the 

" P e t  the fame of Sarsfield seems to have been derived from a single exploit, and one that argued activity 
rather than courage. Those who read the histories of the period will be a t  a loss to discover the facts upon 
which his reputation is grounded, and will, we imaghe, arrive a t  the conclusion, that i t  was a t  lcast rnagnificd 
beyond its just proportions. The singlc circumstance referrcd to is this. A Frcnch deserter from the English 
camp had c o n ~ e ~ e d  intelligence to the town, that  a large supply of artillcry stores wcrc on their way from 
Dublin; Sarsfield resolved to iutcrccpt i t ;  :tnd set out for that purpose, with n body of 500 chosen horse. 
They lu~kcd  all d.ly among tho mountains; and a t  night, when the escort h x l  turned their horses to graze, 
and were sleeping in thc full scnsc of sccurity, within little more than a dozen miles of the English force, the 
Irish drngoons burst upon them with a terrific shout, and slew, or took prisoners, the whole of the convoy. 
It was, howcvcr, impossible to convey the prize into Limerick; SarsGeld, therefore, filled the guns with powder 
to the muzzles, nnd half buried them in the earth; collecting the other stores around them, he formed an 
immense pile, to which a train was laid; to the train a match was applied. The shock prodnced by the 
explosion was felt in the camp of William. Sarsfield new every pass of the mountains, and easily made his 
way back to Limerick, although troops were on the alert in every direction to intercept him. Sarsfield 
was killed a t  the battle of Landen, and the following lines are to be found under an  engraving of his 
portraiture :- 

" Oh! Patrick Sarsfield, Ireland's wonder, 
Who fought in fic!d like any thunder; 
One of King James's chief commanders, 
Now lies the food of crows in Flanders." 

Desertion from the army of William the Third-in which were many Frenchmen-was by no means mre. 
I t  was induced by procl~tmations from Tyrconnell, which found their way into the English camp. The follow- 
ing is an cxtract from one of them:-"Whereas we are informed that the foreign troops and others now in the 
Prinre of Orange's army in Irelndd, sensible of the injustice of his cause, and reduced to great extremity for 
want of pay and subsistence, are inclined to withdraw from his service. For their encouragement, we do 
hereby publish, declare, and engage, that  every trooper or dragoon who shall qnit the Prince of Orange's service, 
and come into Limerick or Athlone with his horse, shall hme two pistoles in gold or silver, and every foot 
soldier one pistnle of the like coin : and such of them as shall desire to go abroad, shall have a conleniency of 
going to Franw, and on their arrival there they shall have pardon and indemnity from the kmg, for deserting 
his service and joming the Prince of Ormgp." 



flower of their force.* The siege was raised ; and on the 30th of August, the 
army of VCTilliam commenced a retreat-the king himself embarking shortly 
afterwards for England, at Duncannon Fort, and leaving the conduct of the war 
to his generals Solmes and Ginckle, and the civil governmcnt to Lords Sidney 
and Coningsby.7 

So important, however, was Limerick considered, that Ginckle engaged in 
active preparations for another attempt to take it ; $ and having succeeded in 
obtaining possession of Athlone, after a bloody contest, and beaten the Irish 
forces at the memorable and eventful battle of Aughrim, where St. Ruth, the 
brave but arrogant general appointed by Louis to command the allied forces 
of France and Ireland, was slain, the shrewd and hardy Dutcl~man again 
concentrated his forces in the neighbourhood of the city, which had now become 

* The historians of the period dwell in terms of enthusiastic praise upon the courage of the Irish forces; 
and William himself, who witnessed the scene from an adjacent fort, is said to  have mingled expressions of 
disappointment with those of generous admiration of the bravely of his enemies. Within two minutes after 
the commencement of the attack, the noise was so terrible," m<tes an eye-witness, " that one would hdve 
thought the very skies ready to be rent asunder." "This was seconded by dust, smoke, and aIl the terrors 
the art of man could invent to  mine and undo one another; and to make it the more uneasie, the day itself 
was excessively hot to the by-standers, and much more, sure, in all respects to those iu action." " The smoke 
that went from the town rcuched, in one continued cloud," i t  is said, " t o  the top of a mountain a t  least six 
miles off;" an assertion that  will not appear exaggerated, when i t  is known that  a bat te~y,  which formed one 
of the defences of the bleach, and which contained a magazine, was blown np  during the engagement. Among 
its ruins lay the blackened bodies of a whole regiment of Brandenburghers, who had succeeded in taking it, 
when an unknown hand-doubtless that  of some self-deroted patriot-set fire to the powder, and lim~dreds of 
bra>-e men were blown into the air. 

t Paul de Rapin, the author of the "History of England," was a lieutenant in General Douglas's regiment, 
a t  the siege in 1690; the day before the siege was raised, he was wonnded in the shoulder, and his brother 
was shot through the body the same day. Dean Story, also, the historian of the period, was actively engaged 
on the occasion of the last siege, in 1691, being chaplain to tho army. 

$ Colonel Luttrell, an officer in the Irish army, was accused of betraying to the besiegers an important 
"pass" of the Shannon, which greatly f:wilitated their at tacl~s upon the city. The name has ever since been 
sponymoos with illfamy in Ireland ;-he " sonld the pass," is a common saying with the peasantry to denote 
the inicpity of informing;" and they believe, when a powerful storm disturbs the river Shannon, that  '' the 
spirit of the traitor Luttreil is abroad shrieking upon the waters." This fact is singularly illustrative of the 
injustice thdt may be wrought by tradition. There is  no doubt that  Luttrell was entirely guiltless of the 
charge of treason to his party advanced against him. H e  was tried by a court-martial, the members of which 
were selected hy Tyrconnell, and acquitted. The following testimony of the Earl of Westmeath, in a letter t o  
Xr. Harris, the ailthor of n Life of King William, is  unimpeachable. L' I was in Limcrick," he writes, "and 
present a t  Colonel Luttrell's trial; though neither I nor Sarsfield, nor Colonel Purccll, were on the court- 
martial. My Lord Tyrconnell appointed those lie thought he had an influence on to be on it, who, though 
many of them were his nephews, and Mark Talliot his naturnl son, who being much wounded at Aughrim 
came to the court-martial, Colonel Luttrell was acquitted, nnd i t  was impossible he could be found guilty by 
me11 that  11ad either honesty or honour. I read in a printed book a false allegation against Coloncl Luttrell, as if 
he had given an opportunity to Ginckle to have a bridge laid over the Shannon. Coloncl Luttrell was then 
confined in the castle of Linleriek, and brigadier Clifford commanded when the bridge was laid ovcr, and by a 

vrry great neglcct he made no opposition to it. He was for that neglect confined in the castle ; and I bclicve, 
if thc capituhtion had nut been made, he n ~ u s t  of course be coudemned by a court-martial." 
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a retreat for the defeated adherents of James-the only one left to them in all 
Ireland. The second siege occurred in the autumn of 1691 ; and occupied 
about six wcelis, during which the English had obtained little advantage of any 
import, notwithstanding the empty boast of Lauzun, that he would take it 
with roasted apples." * The garrison, however, began to weary of a struggle 
from which they could derivc nothing but glory ; and the besiegers had weighty 
reasons for desiring to terminate the contest at any cost. On the 23rd of Sep- 
tember, a cessation of hostilities took place ; an amicable intercourse was opened 
between the two armies; and articles of capitulation were, after a few brief 
delays, agreed upon. 

The treaty was signed on the 3rd of October, 1691 : it consisted of two 
parts, civil and mi1itary.t The military articles stipulated for thc surrender 
of Limerick, and the other fortresses " now in the hands of the Irish ;" and 
provided that the garrisons should march out with tlie honours of war, and be 
supplied with shipping, if required, to convey them to France, or elsewhere, 
at the cost of the British Government. The civil articles were thirteen in 
number ; the &st and ninth are they which have produced so much discussion. 

* The only remarkable incident that  occurred during the siege was the slaughter that  took place a t  
' 

Thomond Bridge, in consequence of the treachery or pusillanimity of a French majnr. On the 22nd of Sep- 
tember, the works which defended the Clare side were ordered to  be attacked; the Irish fought bravely, but 
were ultimately beaten, and made a rush to the bridge. The Frenchman, fearing, i t  is said, that  the English 
grenadiers would enter with the retreating soldiery, ordered the drawbridge to be raised, and left the fugitives 
to the mercy of their pursuers. The consequence was, that nearly all the Irish were destroyed; 600 having 
been put to the sword, and 150 drowned, in the vain attempt to reach the walls by swimming. The circum- 
stance undoubtedly contributed to the ultiniate surrender rf She city, a s  i t  increased the suspicion with which 
the Irish had long regarded their French allies. 

t This celebrated document is said to have been signed by the several contracting parties on a large stone, 
near to Thomond Bridge, on the county of Clare side of the river. The stone remains in the position i t  

occupied a t  the period, and is an object of curiosity 
to strangers, as well as of interest to the citizens of 
I,irnerick. \Ire therefore thought i t  desirable to 
procnre a drawing of the relic, which retains its 
name of " the Treaty Stone." Although the 
statement depends entirely on tradition, i t  is  not 
unlikely to be true. A inedal was struck to per- 
petuate the memory of the surrender of Limerick. 
The busts of King William and Queen Mary were 
represented; on the reverse was '' Fame sounding 
her trumpet, her wings spread, holding in her right 

- hand a mural crown and a palm branch, which she 

. . extends towards a bright light diffilsed from heaven. - .,- .,/;'&f''"' 
T l ~ e  city of Limerick is seen in tlie background, 

closely I.esieged, the bombs flyiug into it, and round the medal this inscription :-'Non haec sine numine 
Divu111,'-these things are duc to propitious Heaven. On the exergue, Limerica capta, Hibernia subacta, 
Oct~rLris IS91 ;'-Limerick talien :ind Ireland subdued, in October 1G91." 
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The ninth provided that Roman Catholics should be required to take the oath 
of allegiance, and no other; and the first, that 

" T h e  Roman Catholics of th i s  kingdom (Ircland) shall  enjoy such  privileges i n  t h e  exercise of 
the i r  religion, a s  a re  consistent w i t h  t h e  lams of Ireland, o r  a s  t h e y  did enjoy i n  t h e  reign of 
K i n g  Charles t h e  Second; a n d  the i r  majesties ( k i n g  Will iam a n d  queen Mary), a s  soon a s  thesc  
affairs will permit  them t o  summon a parliament i n  th is  kingdom (Ireland), will  endeavour t o  pro- 
c u r e  t h e  said Roman Catholics such  further security i n  t h a t  particular a s  m a y  preserve t h e m  from 
a n y  disturbance upon t h e  account of their  said religion." 

That both the letter and the spirit of this solemn compact mere broken, 
no unprejudiced mind can now entertain a doubt; and it is the merest sophistry 
to contend that the king had no power to ratify the bargain he had made by 
his agents, and subsequently confirmed under the great seal of England.* I t  
was, indeed, ratified by the Irish parliament, and was, at least, tacitly adhered 
to during the reign of William the Third ; yet his successor not only did not 
consider it binding, but enacted laws far more oppressive upon the Roman 
Catholics than any that had previously existed. It should be borne in mind, 
that the articles were agreed to and signed at a time when the contracting 
parties were at least on equal terms ; they were not dictated by a victorious to 
a conquered army; for it is sufficiently notorious that the city of Limerick 
was in a better condition to sustain a siege than it was when William the 
Third led his soldiers, beaten, from its walls ; and independently of their own 
abundant resources, the Irish army was in hourly expectation of relief from 
France-and which relief did, in fact, arrive within two days after the capitu- 
lation ; when a fleet, consisting of eighteen ships of the line-having on board 
a large supply of men, arms, money, and ammunition-cast anchor in the 
Shannon. To this must be added, that the condition of William's gcneral 
was in the highest degree perilous; the winter was about to set in; and the 
position of his master such as to preclude the possibility of augmenting his 
force in Ireland. The chaff of the Irish army had been blown away ; and that 

* " William and Mary, by the grace of God King and Queen of England, Scotland, France, and Ireland, 
defenders of tho faith. To all to whom these presents shall come greeting. Whereas certain articles, bearing 
&ate the 3rd day of October last past, made and agreed on between our justices of our kingdom of Ireland, and 
o w  general of our forces there, on the one part, and several officers there commanding within the city of 
Limerick, in our said kingdom, on the other part; whereby our said justices and general did undertake that 
we should ratify those articles, within the space of eight months or sooner; aud use their utmost endeavours 
that the same should be ratified and confirmed in parliament: and whereas the said city of Limerick hath been 
hmce, in pursuance of the said articles, surrendered unto us: now know ye, that we, having considered of the 
said articles, are graciously pleased hereby to declare, that we do for us, our heirs, and successors, as far as i n  
us lies, ratify and confirm the same, and every clause, matter, and thing therein contained. And as to such 
parts thereof for which an act of parliament shall be found to be necessary, we shall recommend the same to be 
made good by parliament, and shall give our royal assent to any bill or bil!s that shall be passed by our two 
L~uses of parliament to that purpose." 



which remained oas  sound and substantial. They had been deserted by  the^ 
king, and, in truth, could scarcely have determined who or what they were 
fighting for; and, after all, i t  would be difficult to say what better terms they 
could have contended for if Ginclrle had been a prisoner within the walls of 
Limerick. Whether true or not, that a proclamation-distinguished as f i  the 
secret proclamation)" because though printed it was never published-had 
been " prepared by the lords justices, offering to the Irish terms still more 
advantageous than those granted by the general," it is certain that the articles 
were considered by both parties as guaranteeing to the Roman Catholics of 
Ireland as large an amount of civil and religious freedom as they expected or 
required. On the one side, had been attained the object fought for-(we may 
conclude that the personal cause of the monarch who had deserted them had 
ceased to have any influence over their proceedings)-and on the other, 
William the Third was secured the possession of his newly-acquired crown 
and kingdom, and left at liberty to employ all his means and energies to con- 
tend against his enemies on the Continent, where, at  that precise period, the 
star of his destiny was certainly not in thc ascendant. 

I n  Irelaud it has ever been, still is, and we fear will be for a long time 
to come, the fate of those who desire to steer an even and equitable course 
between all parties, to disappoint and dissatisfy all. The treaty of Limerick 
was bitterly inveighed against by the Anglo-Irish, as "unreasonably favour- 
able," and as securing from confiscation the properties of such Roman Catholics 
as had escaped the Cromwellian forfeiture-upon which grasping hands were 
ready to be laid. The Irish protested against a surrender at the very 
moment when it seemed to be least excusable-the army of William being 
exhausted, Limerick being amply provided with stores, and the boom of the 
French cannon being almost within hearing of the garrison. The court of 
France exclaimed against the "treachery" of the allies, for whom it had made 
large sacrifices ; and the feeling in England was manifested, by hesitation in 
ratifying the contract, and by a complete breach of it during the subsequent 
reign.* 

There can be, however, as little question, that the result of the siege of 
Limerick decided, in reality, a battle for the extension or contraction of 

* Even in the very place where "The Treaty" was agreed to and signed, i t  was most flagrantly violated. 
In  1703, an act was passed that  no Roman Catholic should come to dwell in, or inlidbit the city or suburbs of 
Limerick, or town of Galway; and that the then Roman Catholic residents should depart out of the said city 
and town before the 25th of March, 1705, unless they g m e  sufficient securities for ba r ing  true and faithful 
allegiance to the queen and her successors. These measures were carried into effect with inore or less ngour 
a.s the rumours of invasion rose or fell, until the year 1724, when liberty to dwell within the city of Limerick 
was granted to  Bornan Uatliolics, without requiring them to  enter illto securities for their good behaviow. 
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the Reformed Faith-not alone in Ireland, or in the British dominions, but in 
Europe; and that the parties most deeply influenced by the result of the contest 
were-not Ireland and England, but England and France. From the swrender 
of Limerick only, may be safely dated the establishmcnt of the Protestant 
religion in these realms, and its entire immunity from the threats of coutinen- 
tal enemies. If, therefore, thc contract had been fulfilled to the letter, and the 
defenders of Limerick had obtained for themselves, their contemporaries, and 
their successors, all that was promised them, the gain to England and Protes- 
tantism would have bcen immeasurably greater than that which could have 
accrued to Ireland and Catholicism. 

On the 4th of October, General Talmash marched into the Irish town and 
took possession. " They found," writes the annalist, " the works exceedingly 
strong, and the town as dirty." I t  was indeed almost a mass of ruins, 
"presenting a spectacle of desolation and misery." Immediately after 
thc admission of William's troops, a scene occurred that has, perhaps, no 
parallel in histoiy. Gincldc's object was to induce as many of the Irish as 
possible, either to join the army of his master, or to disband and return to 
their homes. On the other hand, the generals Sarsfield and Wauchop 
laboured to induce thcm to enter the service of France, where, it was under- 
stood, the officers were to obtain rank in proportion to the number of men 
they added to the French forces. Ginckle issued a proclamation addressed 
to the soldicrs of the Irish army, laying before them the advantages they 
would enjoy by following his counsel ; and Sarsfield and Wauchop harangued 
them, in answer,-holding out to them, especially, the prospect of their "rightful 
king" regaining his crown, and their consequent return "full of honour and 
triumph" to their native land. The Irish clergy, too, were called in to assist. 
Preaching at the head of each regiment, ' l  they pointed to France as the great 
and glorious nation that invited their services, while she was waging thc battle 
of the true re1igio.n in the midst of a corrupt world, upon whose arms the 
blessing of God had been and would be; and they designated King William as 
the great leader a d  apostle of the fearful heresy which had sprung up in the 
latter agcs of the church, and all under his standard as incurring the dread risk 
of perdition." 

On the 6th of October, the whole of the Irish troops, to thc number of four- 
teen thousand, were drawn up at Thomond Gate; the lords justices (who 
had arrived from Dublin for the purpose), and all the generals from the 
British camp met them, and rode slowly along the line, their late enemies 
receiving them with music and arms presented. It had been agreed by the 
rival commanders, that when thc addresses to the men from both sides were 
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concluded, they should be marched past a flag, raised at a given station, where 
those who were to be enlisted for England should file off; while those for 
France were to proceed onwards. Sarsfield gave thc word " March! " Profound 
silence reigned over the whole mass ; not a sound was heard, except the steady 
tramp of the Irish soldiers as they advanced, until the solemnity of the scene 
was broken by the shouts of the multitude assembled within sight, when " the 
royal regiment of guards," fourteeen hundred strong, reached the flag ; and all 
-excepting seven-passed it. Of the whole army only three thousand either 
joined the English, or obtained '[ means to carry them home ; "* the remainder 
were subsequently embarked for Francc, and laid the foundation of those famous 
id Irish Brigades," which occupy positions so prominent and so honourable in 
the after wars of Europe.? 

Of their daring courage many anecdotes are preserved. One of them may 
be regarded as a key to the whole. '' Complaints founded," says the narratol; 
4' in jealousy and envy, being made against the Brigades, the king took occasion 
to tell the marshal, Earl of Thomond, 'Some of your countrymen, marshal, 
give me a good deal of trouble.' ' Sire,' he replied, ' your majesty's enemies 
make the same complaint in every part of the world.'" 

So ended the siege of Limerick, terminating the Irish war of the 
Revolution. The articles were ratified by King William, on the 24th of 
February, 1692 ; and on the 3rd of March, it was announced by proclamation 
that "peace was restored to Ireland." No serious attempt was subsequently 
made to disturb it;  although, for upwards of half a century afterwards, Limerick 
was an object of peculiar distrust to the British Government. So late as 1750, 
no less than seventeen gates were in existence, and several regiments were 
always garrisoned there. A statement of the military arrangement of Ireland, 
transmitted from Dublin to Mr. Edgar, secretary to the Pretender, in 1726, 
contains this passage : " In Limerick there are 22, and in Cork 11 companies of 
soldiers stationed. The companies selected are all English protestants, and 
other foreigners." 

* I t  is  said that Ginckle was so mortified and disappointed a t  the result of the day's proceeding, and 
especially with the  active interference of the Roman Catholic clergy, that he was inclined to  quarrel with the 
Irish general, and threatened to  send back the hostages. Sarsfield bowed, and said, "I  am in your power." 
"Not so," rcpliod the gallai~t Dutchman, "for you shall go into the town again, and do the worst you can." 

t That the hearts of the army were not with the French is, however, sufficiently notorious. Of the 
portion that  was marched for Cork, a vcry large number-more than half, indeed-deserted on the way. 
"The men," says O'Driscol, " quittcd their ranks every mile they proceeded, and went to their own homes, 
or to look for homes amongst their friends and rclntions ; " and of those that  were embarked in the Shallnoo, 
"A regard for truth," writes the old historian of Limerick, i 'oblig~s us to confess, that  many nnjnstifidble 

means were used to  inveigle these brave fellows into the French service. They were torn from their wives 
and families, and when some of the unhappy women clung to tho sides of tho boats to  share the fates of their 
husbands, their fingers were cut off, and some of them perished in sight of their husbands." 
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The city of Limerick, situated in an estei~sive plain watered by the 
mighty Shannon, about sixty Irish miles fieom the sea,* is divided, like all 
the towns of note in Ireland, into English town and Irish town ; but a third 
division, called Newtonn Pery, was addcd to it during the last century-the 
work being commenced in 1769, by the Right Hon. Edmond Sexton Pery. 
The English town stands on tlie "I<ing's Island," an island formed by the 
Shannon, which dividcs, about half a mile above tlie city, into two strcams ; 
the narrowest of which is named the Abbey River. There is also an exten- 
sive nnd populous suburb on the opposite side of the river, in the co~mty 
of Clarc. Tllc more modem parts are remarliably handsome, the streets being 
wide and the houses evenly built: the ancient portions, on the contrary, are 
narrow and confined, and dirty to a proverb. Timerick may be classed 
among the best cities of Ireland, and it is rapidly improving. Within tlie 
last few years, squares and crescents hnvc bcen largely added to it, and 
several pnblic buildings have been erected on a plail at once elegant and 
convenient. When Dr. Campbell wrote his " S~uvey"  in 1775, the 
number of its strcets was twenty-seven, and of its houses 3859; in 1787, the 
houses, according to the calculation of Mr. Fel-rar, numbered 4300; in 1827, 
according to hIIGregor, 
there were seventy streets, 
bcsides numerous lanes ; 
and by the census of 1821, 
tlie houses were enume- 
rated at 8268, Tile popu- 
lation was then 59,045 ; 
and in 1831, it had in- 
creased to 66,554; includ- 
ing, however, that of tlic 
'l rural district." The most 
remarkable of the ancient 
structures of Limerick, 
with the exception of 

King John's castle," is 
the Cathedral-dedicated to L C  St. Mary ;" a large and hca3.y-looking structure, 
built on the site of tlie palace of O'Brien, king of Limerick. I ts  tower is 

* Ferrar stntes that the city derived its ancient name 'l Lurnnench " from the fact that " tho island on 
which it is built, so pleasing in its situation, and so well calculated to pre;.eut surprise by the river Shannon 
surrounding it, was fixed on fur the rendezvous of a gang of ootln~vs, who sl~hiiited by pInndc,ring the neigh- 
houring counties. Here they brought their horses and other booty, from mlivnce i t  acquired thc name of 
Lumneach, or a spot made bare by feeding horses." 

VOT.. I. ? .< 



remarkably high ; and from the s~uninit there is a nlagnificent prospect of 
tlie various objects of attraction in the immediate neig1lbourhood;-it is, 
indeed, the only place from which a view can be obtained; for there are no 
adjacent liills-a circumstance to which the city is considerably indebted for its 
natural strength.* The merchants of Limerick are active and enterprising; 
but their advantages are less than those of many other Irish seaports; and 
although a ( 'next neighhour" to America, the long and circuitous sea voyage 
from English lia~bours has cmtailed tlie trade that might have been looked for 
with the Unitcd States.? 

The city has been long unrivalled in Ireland for some peculiar advantages ; 
the wodd is familiar with the fame of Limerick lasses, Limerick gloves, 
Limerick hoolrs, and Llmerick lace-the latter, however, is a distinction of 

* There is a curious and interesting tradition connected with the bells of Limerick cathedral. The story 
is prettily told, and will hear repetition. They Rere, i t  is said, brought originally from 1t;rly. where they 
were manufactured by a young native, who grew justly proud of the successful result of years of anxious toil 
expended in their production. They were subsequently purchased by the prior of a neighbouring conrent; 
and with the profits of this sale the young Italian procured a little villa, where he had the pleasure of hearing 
the tolling of his hells from the convent cliff, and of growing old in the bosom of domestic happiness. This, 
however, was not to continue. In  some of Lhose broils, whether civil or foreign, which are the undying worm 
in the peace of a fallen land, the good Italian was a sufferer amougst many. H e  lost his all; and, after 
the passing of the stonn, found himself preserved alone amid the wreck of fortune, friends, family, and home. 
The convent in which the bells, the chefs-d'ceuvre of his skill, were hung, was razed to the earth, and the bells 
were carried anay to another land. The unfortunate owner, haunted by his memories, and deserted by his 
hopes, became a wanderer crer Europe. His hair grew grey, and his heart withered, bcforc he again found a 

home and a friend. In this desolation of spirit, he forrned the rebolution or seeking the place to which the 
tre:lsures of his memory had been f irdly borne. He sailed for Ireland, proceeded up the Shannon ; the 
vessel anchored in the pool near Limerick, and he h i e d  a small boat for the purpose of landing. The city 
was now before him ; and he beheld St. Mary's steeple, lifting i ts  turreted head above the smoke and mist of 
the old town. He sat in the stern, and looked fondly towards it. It was an evening so calm and beautiful 
as to remind him of his own native haTen in the sweetest time of the year-the death of the spring. The 
broad stream appeared like one srnuoth mirror, and the little vessel glided through it. On  a sudden, amid 
tile general stillness, the bells tolled fruin the cathedral ; the rowers rested on their oars, and the vcssel went 
forward with the impulse i t  lrad received. The aged Italian looked towards the city, crossed his a r m  on his 
breast, and lay back in his seat ;  home, happiness, early recollections, friends, family-all were in the sound, 
and went with it to his heart. When the rowers looked round, they beheld him with his face still turned 
towards the cathei1r:il; but liis eyes were closed, and when they landed they found him dead! 

t We are indebted to the industry of Mr. Inglis-to whose accuracy in collecting facts, and perfect fairness 
in reporting them, we g1:tdly bear testimony-for the following statement, showing that the advance of the 
prosperity of Limerick has been rapid and uniform :-" The amount of exports has nearly doubled since the 
year 1822. Nor has this increase been in only one branch of trade. With very fcw cxceptions i t  has 
attended every bmnch. The corn esport trade, especially, has advanced. In  1822, the export of wheat was 
109,593 barrels; in 1828, the export had increased to 150,583 barrels; in 1832, the quantity exported was 
194,144 barrels; and in 1833, 218,015. I n  barley, the export has novcr hccu great; and although i t  has 
doubled since the 4-ear 1824, i t  has somewhat decreased during the two last years. I n  oats, the increase Las 
been very great. F ~ o m  155,000 barrels, exported in 1822, the p n t i t y  had risen, in 1832, to 408,000. I n  
flour and oatmeal, too, the increase of esport has been steady and great. Of the former article, 172 ewt. 
only was exported in 1824. In 1828, the quantity had risen to upwards of 6,000 cwt.; in 1832, it was 
33,000 cwt.; and in 1833, upwards of 27,000. I n  oatrncal, the advance has been equally great. The butter 



more recent growth. The women of all ranks throughout the county are 
remarkably beautiful in form and featurc. The gloves retained their celebrity 
for above a century; but the manufacture has dwindled of late, and a short 
time ago, a glover of tlie city excused his want of punctuality in discharging 
an order, by the simple truth that he had not yet received a supply from 
Cork, where "Limerick gloves" are now, almost exclusively, made." The 
hooks have long been, and still are, famous-the saying, that "every liook is 
worth a salmon," continuing to hold good.? The original 07Shaughnessy is 
dead; but his namesake and successor, as well as another maker named 
Glover, uphold the high character they have establisl~ed in the estimation of 
every brother of the angle. They bear a very high price-necessarily so, in  

trade, wl.ic11 I ha1.e f o u ~ ~ d  rather declining in most other places, exhibits no symptom of decline in Limerick. 
In 1829, 42,869 firkins were exported; in 1831, 67,699 firkins were exportcd ; the folloiv-ing year, there 
was an advance lipon this quantity; and in 1833, 75,000 firkins were exported. In many other articles ot 
trade, the iimease has been equally p a t , ;  but the general increase of trade is bcst observed by the estimated 
value of the whole exports. In 1822, the estimated value v a s  2479,538; in 1830, the estimated value 
was 2720,266 ; the following year, it was B 5 4 , 4 0 6 ;  in 1832, i t  was £1,005,945 ; and in 1833, £936,995. 
The tonnage of vessels clearing out of the port exhibits the same advance. I n  1822, the tonrrag~ was 
92,876; in 1825, 41,871; in 1831, 52,326; in 1833, 56,850." We have procured the followiug 
returns of the quantity of provisions shipped from the port in the year 1840:-Beef, 1097 tierces; 
ditto, 48  barrels; pork, 9573 tierces; ditto, 15,726 barrels; butter, 71,513 firkins; bacon, 56,542 cwt.; 
wheat, 54,528 barrels; oats, 325,901 barrels; barley, 10,454 barrels; bran, 1883  cwt. ; flour, 58,840 cwt.; 
ontmeal, 29,660 cwt. ; lard, 11,328 cat .  ; l~ams, 8769 crvt. ; hides, 460 cwt. ; malt, ,186 cat. The *hole 
of the exports of this year, 1840, may be estimated a t  about the value of f l$OO,OOO. Unhappily, however, 
the extent of thc export trade, although sufficiently illust,rative of the prosperity of the city, is by no means a 

test of the comforts and welfare of the people. I n  1x22, when the exports were comparatively small, potatoes 
were cot above lad.  per stone; and in the year 1840, when they were greatest, the same article of food had 
reached to 8d.-the poor being lherally starving. 

* The leather wab so delicate, and the workmanship so fine, that a pair was frequently passed through a 

wedding ring; we purchased a pair enclosed in a wahmt shdl. 
t The Limerick hook is formed of the purest steel, aud each hook is separately tempered; the point is 

rernarlrubly sharp, carried almost to the fineness of a nrcdlc; it will never bond 
and rarely break ; it is longer in the fang than any other hook; and has no bend, as in 
the Kirhy hook. Here for example is one of No. 6, and another of No. 9. The 
salmon hooks are frequently much larger than the No. 6. The flies used on the 
Shannon are of a vely gaudy character-much more so than either the English, 
Scotch, Welsh, or even Lhose applied to other Irish rivers-the feathers most avail;~blr, 
are tliosc of tlie goldc~i p l ~ ~ i ~ s i i u t  (toppings). Although fully effective in luring tho 
snl~non, it resembles no illsect hitherto discovered. We had prepared, for introduc- 
tion hcre, some observatious un angling in Ireland; but the county of Liinerick 
supplies 11s with so many topics more peculiar to it, that these remarks we rrserve for 
n futurc occa-ion. The S11a11non is fmnous for salmon-fishing, but not fnr the salmon 
alone; and the rivers that  run into it abound in trout. The i~:creased f;~cilities for 
exporting to England hare of course materially raised the pricc of the fish; Imt R few 
years ago salmon was usually suld in Limerick market for a penny :I p~innd; and it 
was a common proviso in the inde~~tures of an apprent,ice to any decent tradr, t11:tt l:n 
should not be required to eat salmon for dinner more than thrice a aeek. \Y r  have 
soon one of the contxicts that contained the sinrular stir~ul;~tion. 



consequence of tlie exceeding nicety and care with which they are nianufac- 
turcd. They have been, of late years, greatly improvcd. Tliey were forrncrly 
ill-shaped and heavy; t h y  are now liglitcr in tlie wire, of a more graceful 
form, and far better tempered. Large quantities of them are exported to Ame- 
iica; but in Erigland, too frequently, anglers are deceived by a base imitation 
of then1 made at Shefield. Of the Limerick lace, we hare more to say. Thc 
lace manufacture, now so extensively carried on, and brought .to so high a state 
of yerfectlon as not only to rival but surpass that of any district in England, 
was introduced into Llmerick in 1829, by Mr. Walker, an Englishman. The 
experiment mas comnic~iced upon a very lirliited scale : twenty-two lace- 
workers having been brought from Kottingham-the cradle of tlie English lace 
trade-to teach the art, and endeavour to establish it in the ncighbourhood.* 
The attempt mas eminently successful ; year after year it continued to prosper, 
until it  has attained a high degrce of vigour-produciiig immensely beneficial 
results, a i d  promising to increase largely in valuc and importance. In 1844, 
there were employed in the manufacture about 1700 females, in the various 

+ There are three principnl lace manufactories in Limerick, that  of RIessrs. Walker and Laml~ert is 
the oldest, sod conti~lues to  be the most extensive. A considerable loss was sust,iined by Mr. Walker 
a t  the contl~iencernent of his patriotlc undertaking; but as  he became acquainted with the character 

and habits of fue people, he was enabled, fl;ldu:~lly, to  overconle all the difficulties in his way, and 
of late years 111s estnblislnnent Itas steadily prokress~d. I n  1844, h e  employed 7100 females, nbout 
8 0 0  of whonl ,\-ere apprenlices, worki~lg In the fiictories a t  Limerick and ICilrush: while allout 300 w w .  

employed a t  their oivn I~ouses, in the counties of' Timerick and Clare. The great snperiority of the lace 
mauufnctured by these gentlemen, over tha t  of a similar clnss of goods made either a t  Nottingbam or other 
lacc mmofacturing districts of England, is universally admitted by all who are ncqunintcd with it.  It sho~dd  
be borne in mind, that  a vast quantity of inferior material is constantly thrown into the market as Limerick 
lace, that  has no a f h i l y  to  it, either in design or in execution. Tne man:~fxtory next in importance is 
that of Mr. Lloyd (an E~ldisl l lnan :u well as  Mr. TVL~~PI.) .  He  settled in the city in 1834, to aid in the 
managerncnt of Xr. Walker's concern, where he continued for eighteen months, davotirtg his attention to 

tlic introduction of a new style of walt ,  which he asserts " h ~ s  given to the manufacture the character 
it now bears in  the Englith m d  Scotch marlsts." I n  1835, a separation took place between Mr. Wa.ker 
and Mr. Lloyd; and the latter commenced the establishment which he now carries on, in A b b ~ y  Court; 

where he employs about 4 0 0  gids nnd womeu, wllose agcs vary from eight or nine to about thirty. A 
third factoly, but  more limitcd, is tl 'at of Mr. Greaves (an Englishman also); i t  was commenced, in 1836, 
on a small ~cale ,  but in consequence of the great energy and r.ctivit,y manifested by this gentleman, his factory 

I ~ a s  largely increased ; he now gites emplopment to 200 femles,  a,ld is cr~niinnally adding to the nunber. In  
the several establishments, the utmost attention is p&i to the social nud mord  condition of the workers; anti 
good hilbits are studioudy taught them as well as  their Business; they are remarkably clennly and well- 
ordered; and their appearance i s  he'1it1ry and comfortable. Thcir health is cw~fu l ly  watched by medical 
practitioners, rvl~o attend upon them at  their own honscs in cases of illness, the expense of which is defrayed 

by the masters. 'The utmost attention is paid t o  them by their instructors, who are milch interested as  
vell as catnestly d iqmcd  to relder thein proficients in their work. They sre apprenticed a t  an early age, 
and altl~ough some tiinc must elapse before the employer can receive any recompense from their labom, they 
a t  once receive a stnall late of M : I ~ ,  e c j ~ t i ~ ~ ~ l ~ i ~ t ,  however, to  t h i r  actual wants, and aogmentinq aa they 

p g r e s s .  The proprietors of the several coocerm spare neither trouble nor expense t o  improve the manufacture. 
MI.. Lhyd  annually visits Brussels, Caeu, and othzr parts of France, to  collect new designs; and he is con- 
s~q~lpn t ly  enh led  to produce specimens as elegant aud highly wrought as any of'c,mtinental manuhmture. 



branches of the trade, consisting of tambourers, runners, darners, menders, 
mashers, finishers, framers, muslin-embroiderers, and lacc open-workers; tlie 
ages of the workers vary from eight years to thirty years ; the average scale of 
wages is three shillings and sixpence weekly; some earn, however, a4 much as 
seven shillings. The groundwork is made by nlachinery, as invented by Mr. 
Heathcoat, M.P. for Tiverton. 

The influence of these establishments has been largely felt in Limerick and 
its vicinity. A love of industry has been extensively spread anlong the hum- 
bler classes, arising from the certainty that it will be amply recompensed ; tlie 
cottages of the workers are conspicuous for neatness and good order ; and very 
many of the apprentices h a ~ e  sums varying from one pound to twenty pounds 
deposited in the savings bank-a considcrablc portion of them earning more in 
a week than the day labourer, and the eiiqdoynxnt continuing during the whole 
of the year. 

There is anotlm establish~nent in Limerick, that we niay not omit to notice 
-it is that of Dlr. Russell, the extensive provision mcrc2iant. In  this concern, 
an anr~ual sum of about &200,000 was, for some years, expended ; the average 
number of pigs sdtcd annually was about 50,000, and about 2,000 head of 
cattle. I t  is needless to say, that since the famine these numbers have very 
materially dirninishcd. The building in which the business is carricd on 
covers an area of three acres, entirely roofed in ; while underneath are tanks 
capable of containing 600 tons. When we walked through it in 1844, we 
saw above 15,000 hains cured and dried; and thc managers have attained 
so much skill by practice, that the article is held in the highest estimation 
throughout Ireland, and would be equally so in England, if the consumer were 
enabled to distinguish it from the York ham, for which it is continually sold 
by the retail dealers of London. Mr. Russell enlploys two hundred and fifty 
men; coopers, curers, smokers, renderers, " bacon-bed men," choppers, pack- 
ers, sortcrs, &.-and pays weekly above 3100 in wages.* Close to the 
city, on the banks of the canal, are powerful and extensive mills, called 
Lock mills. The first flour machines that were ever used in Ireland for 
separating bran from flour, and each quality of flour from the other, were 

* Mr. Russcll has a " ra t  hsr?nclr" on his p r~~n i ses .  It is about twelve feet long and six feet broad, atid 
the walls ahout four feet high with a coping-stone on the top. that  projects a couple of feet inside thc wail- 
tho inside of the wall is full of holes that  just admit a rat's body, leaving his tail outside-the whole is corcrcd 
with old hoards; there are two passages for them to come outside into the yard, where they are fed and never 
disturbed ; the consequence is they never go into his store ~~11ei.e the bacon is-unce every three months he 
closes tlie holes that  co~nmunicate with the yard-he uncovers the walls and the rats all run into the liolav 
in the aal ls  ; their tails are "hanging out," when a man goes in,  takes them one by one by the tails and throws 
them i n t o  a barrel, whet1 they arc all destroyed, to lea\-? room for a fre.h supply. 



erected here. The mills were built by Uzulle, a Dutchman, who also built 

the different locks of the canal, and the new bridgc which connccts English- 
town with Newtown Pery. 

Limerick, like all the cities and towns of Ireland, abounds in charitable 
institutions. There are two or three of them, however, that call for especial 
notice. The first is the Protestant Orphan Friends' Society," founded in 
1833. The report issued in 1840 gives the sum collected during the year at  
$769 7s. 7d.-raised by subscriptions at public meetings, and after sermons ; 
S720 10s. having been expended in forwarding the benevolent purpose of 
the charity. There are, at present, 215 orphans, in the city and county, 
under the care of the society. Its peculiar feature is this-that the children 
are not boarded together in any one place, but are locatcd with discreet matrons, 
in various places; these matrons receive monthly payments, and are superin- 
tended in every parish by a committee of ladies, who watch over the present 
condition and future prospects of thc children with unceasing care; the average 
sum allowed for the support and clothing of each child is about four pounds pcr 
annum. There are among the number, the orphans of physicians, clergymen, 
schoolmasters, sub-inspectors of police, and persons of almost every trade and 
calling. When sufficiently educated, they are apprenticed to tradcsmcn and 
farmers, articled to the gentry as servants, &c. 

Barrington's Hospital and City of Limerick Infirmary was erected and 
founded by Sir Joseph Barrington, Bart., and his sons, Matthew, (Crown- 
solicitor, from whom 
the funds were princi- 
pally derived), Daniel, 
Croker, and Samuel, 
Barrington, at their 
sole expense, for the 
benefit of the poor of 
their native city. The 
building was com- 
pleted in the year 
1829, and incorporated 
by ,4ct of Parliament 
in 1830, under the 11th 
George IT., by which 
it was deemed and con- 
sidered as the City of Limcrick Infirmary. By this act the family andits 1leir.s 
male are governors for life. Donors of twenty guineas are also govcniors for 
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life; and subscribers of three guineas are ailnual governors. They form a 
body corporate, with power to purchase land and personal property. The 
committee consists of thirteen of the governors. The hospital was opened for 
the reception of patients on 5th November, 1831, and continued to admit 
medical and surgical cases until June 5th, 1832 ; when, in consequence of the 
devastation committed by epidemic cllolera, the Board of I'iealth obtained 
permission from the governors to have the hospital given to them for patients 
affected by i t ;  and during the nine months the hospital was open for the cure 
of that disease, there were 1537 cases admitted, of which 986 were cured and 
551 died. I n  July, 1833, it was again opened, and continues to receive cases 
for medical and surgical treatment; but, notwithstanding there is no other City 
Infirmary, it has always languished for want of funds. 

The Mont de PiBtC, or charitable pawn-office, which some years ago was 
established in Limerick, under the auspices of Mathew Barrington, Esq., was, 
most unhappily, not found to answer : it has been abandoned ; and with it, we 
fear, has perished tlie several branches which at one period promised a long and 
healthy life, to the great comfort and benefit of the community.* 

The great attraction of Limerick-although by no means the only one- 
is, however, its majcstic and beautiful river: " the lcing of island rivers,"- 
the "principallest of all in Ireland," writes the quaint old natrrtralist, 
Dr. Germrd Boate. I t  takes its rise among the mountains of Leitrim- 
strange to say, the precise spot has not been ascertained-and running for a 
few miles as an inconsiclerable strcam, diffuses itself into a spacious lake, 

* The name Mons Pietas came m t h  the ~went lon  from Italy. I n  the first centuly of the Christian era, 
free gifts were collected and preserved In churches to defray the expenses of divine service, and for the reiicf 
of the poor. The collections thus made were called Monter. or Mounts, a name originally applied to all 
money procnred or heaped together, and it has appeared that the inventor added the word Pktas, to g i ~ e  to 

his institutiou a sacred or religious character, and to procure for i t  universal approbation and support. I n  
Italy their establishment is of a vely early date : and in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the p!an had 
spread to nearly all its cities. The first lending-house in Germany was authorised by the Emperor hIaximilian 
the First, iu 1498, in a grant to the citizens of Nuremberg. I n  1.568, a lending-house was established at 

Amsterdam by the magistrates, a t  the recommendation of William, Prince of Orange; and in 1619, a t  Brus- 
sels; in 1630, a t  Antwerp; in 1622, a t  Ghent. Attempts were made between the years 1626 and 1695 to 
introduce the system into France; but they were unsuccessful until the year 1777, when a Mont de Picit6 was 
established in Paris by a royal ordniance of Louis the Sixteenth. Bnonaparte, by the Code Kapoleon, 1804, 
further regulated tliese establishmeiits in France, enacting "That  no house of loan or security can be est:ib- 
lished hut to tlie profit of the poor, and with the approbation of government ;" and d~rlaring that the object of 
these institutions should be, " to lolcer interest to tlie poor, and turn pro@ to the Hospitals." The principle 
upon which these institutions mere formed, therefore, is to relieve the temporary wants of the poor hy advances 
of money upon pledges, securing them from rapacious m d  usurious exactions. and that the pvojits (after 
defraying the expemes and paying the interest of the capital employed) should hrcome a fund for the benefit 
of the class of persons from whom they are derived, and appropriated to their maiutenance and support, w h ~ n  
sickness or Siease prevent theit pursuing their o~dinary occupations. 



called Lough Allyn. Issuing thence i t  pursues its course for several miles, 
and forms another small lake, Long11 Eilre; again spreads itself out into 
Lough nee,--a lake fifteen miles in length and four in breadth ; and thcnce 
pioceeds as a broad and rapid river, passing by Athlone ; then narrowing again 
until it rcaclics Shannon Iiarbour ; then widening into far-famed Lough Derg, 
eighteen miles long and four broad; then progrcssing until it arrives at 
Killaloe, where it ceases to be navigable until it waters Limerick city; from 
whence it flows in a broad and majestic volume to the ocean for about sixty 
miles : running a distance of ~~pwards  of 200 miles from its source to its mouth 
-between Loop Head and ICcrry IIead (the space between t l~em being about 
eight miles), watering ten counties in its progress, and aflofding facilities for 
commerce and internal intercourse such as are unparalleled in any other portion 
of the Unitcd Kingdom. Pet, unhappily, up to the present time, its natural 
advautages have been altogether neglected ; its munificent wealth having been 
suffered to lie as utterly waste as if its blessings were offered only to an un- 
peopled desert.* 

T o  render tlie Shannon a navigable river has long been a cherisld 
object; but the difficulties appeared insurmountable. So far back as 1638, 
the subject excitcd the earnest attention of the unfortunate Earl of Strafford, 
then viceroy of Ireland; and a letter has been preserved addresecd by him, 
and signed by the Privy Council, to the Earl of Thomond and others, stating 
that " hecre is one that offers to make the river Shannon natigable from 
Lymericke to above the food of Killalow, and hee demands for his payment 
and charges therein £3000." Until very recently, however, no effort was 
made to improve i t ;  and so recently as 1832, Mr. Rhodes (civil engineer, 
member of a commission appointed in 1831) reports that "the grand designs 
of nature have been in a great measure frustrated; and the rivcr (an odd 

* " Taking a virw of this majestic river, its lakes and lateral branches. which receive the drainage of a 
considerable portion of Ireland, they also aupear as ~f formed and designed by Nature as the great nrtcries of 
the kingdom for facilitating its ag~icultnral and commercd purposes, by marking out a splendid line of inter- 
course for an expeditious and cheap mode of conveyance (through a populous country) supenor to any in the 
empire, and only requiring a little assistance from Art to render i t  beneficially useful to an unlimited extent; 
but her grand designs have hitherto been in a great measure frustrated, and may not ~mproperly be compared 
to a ' sealed book.' This is caused by a few natnrd,  but the greater part are art~ficial, obstructions, which 
dam up the water, and inundate the country to s formidable extent: this reuders the navigation very imperfect 
by the great accumulation and expnnse of its waters in winter, few beacons to mark out the course, and tbe 
detention by adverse winds, unless a~ded by steam power. In  summer-time the water is too slrnllow a t  
several parts for a laden vessel, or even with a moderate draft of water, to get over them, so that, t ~ k i n g  it 
altogether, i t  almost amounts to  a prohibition of any trade being carried on with certainty, (at present being 
very limited,) vbich is to be regretted, as it tends greatly to retard any general or permment improvement 
taking plnce tliroughout this great exteut of fine con.ltry, fertile and abundant in its agriculturd and mineral 
productions."-Report, Ricer S h n n o n  Notigation (Mr. Rhodes), 1832. 
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simile, by thc way) may not unaptly be compared to a sealed book."" I t  
would be foreign to our purpose to enter upon the subject of the Government 
plans now in progress for remo~ing the obstacles that have hitherto rendered 
the broadest, the longest, and the most bcautiful of British rivers comparatively 
valueless ; there can be no doubt that, if successful, they will amply repay the 
enormous sums expending upon them, by "effectually advancing the com- 
merce, manufactures, agriculture, and population of Ireland, and the consequent 
strength of thc empire at large."? 

" The spacious Shenan spreading like a sea," thus answers to the descrip- 
tion of Spenser; for a long space its course is so gentle that ancient writers 
supposed its name to have been derived from " Seen-awn," the slow river; 
and for many miles, between O'Brien's Bridge and Limerick, it rolls so 
rapidly along as almost to be characterised as a series of cataracts. At the falls 
of Killaloe, it descends twenty-one feet in a mile; and above 100 feet from 
Killaloc to Limerick ; yet there is scarcely s single mill at work all that way. 
Its banks too are, nearly all along its course, of surpassing beauty ; as it nears 
Limerick, the adjacent hills are crowned with villas ; and upon its sides arc the 
ruins of many ancient castlcs. Castle Connell, a village about six miles from 
the city, is perhaps unrivalled in the kingdom for natural graces ; and imme- 
diately below it are the Falls of Doonas (represented in the annexed engraving 

* The second Report of the  Commissioners for Improving the Navigation of the Shannon has been recently 
issued. It having bee11 arraugcd with the Treasury that  the ordinary expenditurc for work shall not exceed 
£100,000 a-year, nearly the whole of this sum has been absorbed by the necessary payments for cmpen-  
sation and purchase of lands, providing steam-dredging vessels, and othcr expenses, preparatury to the com- 
mencement of the principal works, several of the most important of which have been commenced during the 
spiing of the present year. The Commissiouers are also about to turn their attention to the plans m i  
specifications necessary for entering into contracts for works on tho Upper Shannon, the improvement of 
which appears to be of more pressing necessity then the Limerick division, as the navigation of the latter is 
already open. Several eel weirs, and other impediments to the na~igation, have been rcmo~ed  with complete 
success. The Commissioners have also T1ery properly turned thcir attention to the preservation of the eels 
aud salmon with which the river abounds, arid have, by the organization of water-bailiffs, kc., prevented 
much of the fry of both from being destroyed, as they used to be, wantonly. They have received the 
co-operation of the neightouring proprietors, an association of whom have appointed watcllmen to act under the 
water-bailiffs appointed by the Commissioners-the latter in no way interfere with fishing a t  the proper season. 
The actual expenditure for the past year has been E2,370 for establishment, f 87,628 for works, and $44,714 
for loans to counties, which are to  be repaid. Thcy have received in rents, tolls, and wharfage, $3,960. 

t " The opeuing of the Shannon will he the certain means of physical improvement to the people along i ts  
bauks and in its vicinity, and to the country a t  large, and is deserving the most serious co~~sideration of the 
legislature; as the establishing of lines of i~~tercouree, and promoting habits of iudustry amongst the people, 
would be the most effectual me:ms of dissipating the present feelings of discortent, and of pre~lenting the 
recurrence of those lawless acts which are so much to be rtzgrettcd througl~out this part of the country: but 
i t  is  a work of too much magnitode, nndcr all the circumsta~lces, to he attempted by any individual iuterest ; 
and I am of opinion that  that  no grcat and really permanent system of improvc~nent must be looked for upon 
the general liue of the Shannon, but through thc intervention of legislatiye enactment and s11perintendence."- 
Report Riaer- Shannon AraFIyatbn (Mr. Rhodes), 1832. 

YOT.. 1. 2 Y 
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from t,he pencil of Nr. Creswick), where the river rushes over huge mountain- 
rocks, affording a passage which the more daring only will make; for the 
current-narrowed to a boat's breadth-rushes along with such frightful 
rapidity, that the deviation of a few inches would be inevitable destruction.@ 
This, although the most remarkable of the falls, is succeeded by several others, 
between Castle Connell and Limerick-the whole scene, however discouraging 
to the political economist, as presenting a picture of wasted strength, being 
delicious in the highest degree to tlie lover of natural beauty. 

The immediate cnvirons of Limerick are not picturesque ; the city lies, as we 
have said, in a spacious plain, the greater portion of which is scarcely above the 
level of the water: at short distances, however, there are some of the most 
interesting ruins in the kingdom, in the midst of scenery of surpassing 
loveliness. Of these, the tourist should first visit Carrig-o-gunnel, next Adare, 
and then Castle Connell, the most beautiful of many beautiful places upon the 
banks of the noble Shannon. 

In the immediate vicinity of Adare-but also in other parts of the country 
-a singular and peculiar race of strangers settled, a century and a half ago, 
and still keep themselves, to a considerable extent, apart and separate from 
the people. They are known as the Palatines."t Early in the last century, 

* We cannot easily forget our sensations of mingled alann and enjoyment, wbie  rushlng along this 
course-at night, but by the light of a brilliant moon; i t  was exciting to the highest degree. We had confi- 
dence in our helmsman (if so we must term the man with the paddle-rudder he held in his hand); yet every 
now and then the voyage was a startling one ; and the danger quite sufficient to shake stronger ncrves than 
ours. He had nothing to do, but to keep a keen eye upon the rocks, a t  either side, and guide his ''cot" by 
pushing aside a wave with a strong arm, so as to keep in the centre of the current; and he did so with 
wnnderful accuracy. We were afterwards convinced that  there was in reality no more peril than there would 
have been upon the Thames; for the boatmen are so skilful and so \re11 practised tha t  they govern their boats 
with absolute certainty. The boats are flat-bottomed (fur often tho stream is not above a few inchcs deep), 
ns~.rowed, and squared at the stem and stern. The paddle is a yiece of flat wood, about three fect long, 

increasing from the handle to  tho breadth of about ten inches; unly one is used; which the man changes 
from side to side according to the direction in which he desires to proceed-using i t  alteruately to advance 
tlie Loat, aud as a helm to steer its conrse. We refer more especially to the boats used by the fishermen, in 
which the oars are seldom resorted to ; for they are pushed up the stream by a long and strollg pole ; and the 
eurreut takes them down i t  without an effort. The above portraits of a "cot" and the rudder-paddle will 
convey a sufficiently accurate idea of their forms-although the artist has represented them, as they no doubt 
we when they proceed from the docks of the builder. 

$ About sixty years ago, Ferrar, the histo~ian of Limerick, thus wrote of the Palati11es:-'LTl~ey preserve 
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Lord Southwell introduced into Ireland a number of German Protestants; 
placing them originally at Court-Matress. 

Even now they are very different in character, and distinct in habits, from 
the people of the country. W e  visited several of their cottages, or, as they 
are better pleased to call them, "houses," in the neighbourhood of Adare; 
and the neatness, good order, and quantity and quality of the f~wniture-useful 
and ornamental-too surely indicated that we were not in a merely Irish 
cabin. Hugc flitches of bacon hung from the rafters; the chairs were in 
several instances composed of walnut tree and oak; massivc and heavy, 
altliougli rudely carved chests contained, as we were told, the house linen 
and woollen, and the wardrobes of the inhabitants. The elders of the family 
preserve, in a great degree, the language, customs, and religion of their old 
country; but the younger mingle and marry with their Irish neighbours. 
The men are tall, fine, stout fellows, as our Irish friend said, " to follow;" 
but there is a calm and stern severity and reserve in their aspect that is any- 
thing but clieering to a traveller to meet, particularly after being accustomed 
to the brilliant smiles, and hearty " God save ye kindly," so perpetually on 
the peasant's lips and always in his eyes. This cl~aracteristic is also remavk- 
able in the cottages-the women are sombrc-looking, and their large blue 
eyes are ncitlier bright nor expressive; they are slow to bid you welcomc; 
and if they rise from their seats, resume them quickly, and hardly suspend 
their occupations to talk with you; not that they are ~~nconrteous-they are 
simply cold, reserved, and of that high-toned manner which is at  ease with 
or careless of the presence of strangers. In  their dealings they are considered 
upright and honourable : like the quakers of old, they do not intelfue with 
either politics or religion, are cautious as to land-taking; and in the troublous 
times, when the generality of persons were afraid to walk forth, the quict 
Palatine pursued his avocations without let or hindrance, being rarely if 
ever molested. Many of thc old Palatines used to have their bibles buried 
with them; and this accounts for our being unable to find any other than 

their language, but i t  is declining; they sleep between two beds; they appoint a burgomaster, to  whom they 
appeal in all disputes. They are industrious men, and have leases from the proprietors of the land a t  reason- 
able rents ; they are consequently better fed and clothed than the generality of Irish peasants. Besides, their 
modes uf  husbandry and crops are better than those of their neighbours. They have, by degrees, left off their 
sour-cruut, and feed on potatoes, milk, butter, oaten and wheaten bread, some meat and fowls, of which they 
rear many. They keep their cows housed in winter, feeding them with hay and oaten straw; their houses are 

ren~nrkally clean, to whict~ they have stables, con-houses, a lodge for their plough, and neat kitchen-gardens: 
tlle women are very industrious, and perform many thinys which the Irish women could never be prevailed ou 
to do ;  besides their domestic employments and the care of their children, they reap the corn, plough the 
gi.ound, and assst  tile men in everything. I n  short, the P:~lantines have benefited tllo country by i~icreasiri~ 
lillage, K I I ~  are a laborious, independent pcople, who arc mostly employed on their own slnall farms." 
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English bibles in their houses. W e  failed, indeed, to discover any boole in 
their own language; but one of the elders told us, they had given many of 
them to thc soldiers of the German Legion as keepsakes, while that body was 
q~~artered in the neighbourhood. They are at present, both as regards their 
customs and traditions, only a relic of thc past, and yet one so strongly 
marked and so pcculiar, that it  will take a long time before all trace of the 
'(Father-land" is obliterated. Their superstitions, also, savour strongly of 
the banks of the Rliine ; but they are careful in communicating them, which 
may proceed from thcir habitual reserve. A Palatine yonth, we were told, 
retained a morsel of tlie sacramental bread for tlie purpose of "charming" 
his gun. I l i s  father disapproving of such an experiment, and finding that the 
bread liad really been rammed into the rifle, discharged i t  at the barn; and 
tlie peasantry declare that it left its mark i n  bbod upon the wall, and that to 
conceal the fact, tlie old Palatine built a new wall against the old one, holding 
~t irreverent to pull the stones out. They retain thc names of their ancestors, 
such as " Fritz,'' " Neta," " Ella," " Ruth," " Ebenezer," which are common 
among thcm, ancl sound strangely when mingled with the more aboriginal 
Dinnys and Nellys. There was a famous "wise man" of the Palatines 
some time ago, called " Charley the Dutchman," who settled himself as orchard- 
man at Ballingranc, and after some years emigrated with ('the native Irish." 
" H e  was mighty strong intirely," said our informant, a genuine Paddy, 
"at a11 sorts of devilment; stronger than ere another man in tlle eountliry. 
He'd xidclle a cat, (bad ccss to them for cats-the Palatine cats lrnow a dale 
more than the cats of the counthry, by rason of their ancestors llaving crossed 
salt wather,) he'd riddle a cat into a woman, and a woman into a cat, while 
you'd look round you; he'd open one of his father's books and fill the mom 
with live crows ; lic'd bring young ducks out of hens' eggs, and cl~ange a 
barnacle into fish-asy. He'd take the likeness off one man and lay it on 
another; he'd sifflicate, and sign, and worry, a i d  harry the whole counthry 
for nothing only just di>arshin, and no one the wiser, banin they conceited it. 
He'd change a hare into a white wolf-he'd charrum bullets out of guns- 
he'd fetch live men out of stone walls ; you see, me didn't care so much about 
that, because his people had fine steady laming, and are grate intirely at hook 
knowledge, and so one would give them the good of it ; but the great fault of 
Charley the Dutchman, was the way he had of tnrning the heads of dl the 
11-omen in the conutliry-married and single; there were scores of boys in 
every town-land more lilrcly than he-ay, troth, a tholmnrl times; and the 
way it mas, he'd ha~dly,  to all appearance, look a t  the same side of the road 
with them-and yet, one and all, you'd think ! " continued the inccnsed Irish- 
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man, with strong empiiasis; "you'd think it was Venus, or Solomon, or 
Nicodamus, come among them; and sorra take me, if they wouldn't rayther 
have n dose of his medicine, than a superscr@tion from the best doctor in 
Dublin. Never a boy in the counthry had any chance with him ; and the 
weary on him, he did not care three hairs of an ould wig for one of them- 
them Palatines don't take on about love and fighting, and divarshin of all kinds, 
like ourselves. I don't see what call thcy l ~ a d  to the counthry at all; though, 
by the same token, they behave mighty quiet and dacent now they are in it. 
Only," he added, slowly and solemidy, " it's a foolish thing to see such steady 
sensible men so sooperstitious." 

W e  have frequently heard a similar remark from the peasantry. Any super- 
stitions not peculiarly their own they invariably condemn; the person who 
sneered at Palatinc "follies," would place implicit faith in those that distinguish 
his own district and his own people. 

We are tempted to relate a characteristic anecdote brought to our 
memory bv the remarlr. Onr attention was some time ago directed to a very 

aged woman and a young 
girl sitting beside the 
u d l  of a half-roofed 

cabin. From the sketch 
we made of .them, Mr. 
Weigall has produced 
the accompxnying print. 
The aged crone appeared 

I.- to be bent double by 
:. ' age ; she clasped in her 
- ' hand a long rough stick, 

which she used as a 

<- - . =., " divining rod7' for the 
\ - . -  . ' discovery of " spring 

water." ' h e  girl-wiio was remarkably Iiandsonle-mas evidently watching 
until the oracle found voice, for it was sufficiently apparent that the consul- 

- - 

tation was one of no ordinary momcnt. The friend who was our companion 
knew the g-irl, and addressed her; she was prompt with a reply. "I stood 
at her door with the rising sun," she said, "to know who charmed away the 
cow's milk, that my mother paid her to find out; and to lrno~v also about a 
little matther of my own-that ain't much; and sorra a thing she did but eat 
her brenlifast and comc out in the sun, like the butterflies, and I tending on 
her."-And why do you not come another day?"-" What! and leave my 
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luck? which would be all as one as turning it. Och ! sure that would never do. 
Maybe she'll spake at the change of the day, there7d be something in that! " 

He very well knew the subject that had brought two such unsuitable 
associates together: the one was a famous dabbler in the "hidden art;" the 
other was a rustic jilt as well as a rustic beauty. Our friend-who had the 
care of the village dispensary-easily divined the designs of the girl, and he 
communicated to us the secret of her purpose of telling the following anecdote 
of the last lover she had trifled with. A smart lad-Aby Arnold his name- 
had called upon him a short time previously, with the startling request, 
"Doctor, I'm come to ye, sir, to ask ye to raise my breast-bone off my heart, 
where it's troubling me, doctor dcar." I t  is a common idea, that in cases of 
trouble, the breast-bone sinks and presses against the heart. 

The doctor never attempts to reason with a patient nnder such peculiar 
circumstances ; but by complying with his whims, saves his time, and relieves 
the sufferer. (( Very well, Aby, shall I do it with a lmif~?"-~~No, doctor 
dear, iv you plaze, with a hot glass, sir; and iv you plaze, if that doesn't do- 
bedad ! ye must turn my heart's blood the other way, sir, for it's bating and 
boiling it do be, and all on account of that Kate Cleary, and ould Nanny 
Lacey for her adviser; that's the way I'm in, you see, and a dimness afore 
my eyes, doctor, whenever she's in my sight, and every drop ov blood in my 
body out of it in my head, and it's then my breast-bone presses hard and fast 
into my very heart. So, doctor, you'll raise it, iv you plaze." Tlie operation 
was performed to the patient's satisfaction by a cupping-glass ; and the doctor 
hoped that Aby had chosen another love, as lie Elad not seen him for some days. 
One morning, however, upon thc doctor's entering the surgery-there stood Aby. 

"It's worse than ever, sir, on me; bedad it is. I'm sure she's given mc 
something not rGht, for sport ; I'm sure she has. See, doctor, I was altogetlier 
another man,+quite a gay fellow! until late yesterday evening. You know 
Barney Gallagher; well, when I went into the dancc-house, what sliould I 
see but her covering the buckle and heel on toe on the flure opposite him, 
and he, the ugly frosty-faced thief, flinging and rattling like murder. Mrell, 
whin I looked on the shinc of her hair, and the shine of her eyes-yon 
would not b'lieve it, but it's thruth I'm tellin ye-my breast-bone wint clown 
upon my heart, worse than ever! and staid there! Ah, yarra! it never 
rose since ; and doctor, sir, if ye can't give me something to mdlre her uneasy, 
the Lord love ye, and take her charrum off' me. Sure I was obligated to 
lave the dance-house, with ihe wakeness she put on me ; and then to see her 
and that flattering deceiver coming out together for a breath of fresh air, and 
she having the impudence to ask me 'how I felt;' and s11cll a skit of a laugh 
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upon her purty mouth-bad luck to it-the Lord forgive me, but sure it's 
hard for me to be wastin' into my grave for a slip of a girl like that. So, 
doctor, if ye'd bleed me this turn, may be that some of the charrum would 
come away with the blood; and, anyhow, I know ofie that can punish her 
with it: so, iv you plaze, you'll rize it again for me." The doctor did not 
argue with the man, for hc knew that if he did, he would immediately go 
to some "wise man or woman," and so lose both his time and money ; but he 
forthwith cornplied with his request. Several weeks elapsed, and Aby did not 
return; but at last one morning he made his appearance with a basket of eggs. 
"Long life and success to yer honour, doctor dear, and it's fine health I 
have, sir, praised be the Lord and yer honour-that last Jinished it, yer h m u r  
-Kate Cleary missed the boy she was afther, and thought to put the 
comether of her shining hair and her shining eyes on me, no later than 
last night; but sure a little colleen-das, little brown-cyed Shelah N e d ,  that 
I'm under s promise to next Monday for the priest to spake the words, 
she was with me, and though I felt my blood going a little faster-and asthray 
like-sorra a taste of harrum it done me; and 'Good evenin' to you, Miss 
Cleary,' says I ; and ' 1'11 be happy of the pleasure of seein' you at my place,' 
says Shelah; and the craythur hadn't power to say more, on account of the 
blushes; and so, doctor, dear, I'm cured now, and hope the eggs will prove 
fresh ; and sure if I know any boys with the same ailment, I'll recommend them 
to yer honour." 

As a large majority of the ruins of old castles, abbeys, and churches, in 
the county of Limerick had their origin in the wealth and power of "the 
Desmonds," it will be desirable that we give some history of that family; we 
must therefore entreat our readers to make a step across the county-from 
north to south-and visit the chief seat of their state and power, the fallen 
" city of Kilmallock." 

Kilmalloclr has been termed the Balbec of Ireland ; " it is a place of high 
antiquity, and is said to have been a walled town before the invasion of the 
Anglo-Normans. A monastery was founded herc in the early part of the 
seventh century by St. Mochelloc, who died between the years 639 and 656. 
The place is now a mass of ruins; miserable hovels are propped up by the 
walls of stately mansions, and 'Lthe ancient and loyal burghv-for so it was 
styled so recently as 1783, when it retained the privilege of sending two 
members to Parliament-is as humiliating a picture of fallen grandeur as may 
be found in any country of the world :- 

"The peasant holds the lordly pile, 
And cattle fill the roofless aisle." 
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The ancient houses, or rather the remains of thenl, are of hewn stone, and 
appear to have been built on a uniform plan ; they were generally of three 
stories, ornamented with an embattlement, and tasteful stone mouldings ; the 
limestone window-frames, stone mullions, and capacious fire-places, are carwd 
in a bold and massive style, and retain nearly their original sharpness. 
Unfortunately, however, there is no - -<. 

-. -__ I r -. -- 
care for the preservation of these in- 
teresting ~emains;  they are daily be- 
coming less and less; much of the fine 
materials may be found built up in the 
neighbouring cabins, and mnch more 
has been broken up to repair the street. 
A few-very few-of the massivc and 
elaborate residences of the ancient 
burghers still endure ; and the cas- 
tellated gate houses, which guarded 
the entrances to the town from the 
Limerick and Cork sides, still stand 
in tolerable preservation. The walls, 
although rather ruinous, still s~uround , ... 

the town, harmonising in their dilapidation with its altered fortunes. The 
engraving appended is a copy of one of the few remaining doors, braced with 
iron. The abbey and church, being held sacred by the peasantry, are in a 
better state of preservation than the houses.* 

* " The most remarlcable of all the ruins, because the most uncommon, are the remains of a aide street, 
with a range of houses on each side, the walls of which, built of hewn limestone, are as fresh as the day 
they were finished. The plans of these houses are nearly all the same; they present two or more gable-ends 
to the street, and are divided into three stories. The entrances, by spacious portals with semicircular arches 
open into small halls, which communicate with broad passages, that probably contained the stairs, wheuce 
there are door-ways leading to the principal apartments. The windows, of a square form, and small in pro- 
portion to the size of the rooms, are divided into ~omp:~tments  by one or more uprights, and sometimes by a 
cross of stone. The chimney-pieces are large and lofty, and the fire-placcs caloulated for containing huge 
piles of wood. All the ornaments are of a very simple kind." We have wpied this Eescription from Weld's 
"I<illarney ;" i t  was sufficiently accurate in the year 1812; but, as wo have stated, the beauty OF these ruins 
is gradually departing-a spoiler more constaut in labour a t  their destruction than even the queen's deputy 
or the general of Cromwell being continually a t  work among the marvels of the old city. 

LLTradition relates," (we again borrow from Mr. Weld,) <'that whcn the commander of the Parliamentary 
army entered Kilm;~llock, he was so struck with its uncommon b p u t y  that, contrary to the dictates of that  
cruel policy which led to the destruction of every fortified town and every castle and habitation of the Irish, 
he resolved ta spare the place ; but having afterwards learned that nearly the whole of the inhabitants bore 
the same name, he judged it imprudent to lea\e so powerful a confcdoracy in quiet possession of their property, 
and, adding another to the numerous examples of vengeance which had already been exercised to strike terror 
into the enemy, he gave orders to demolish the city." At this period, however, KilmalIock had risen pliatnix- 
like from its ashes, for it had been previously destroyed during the reign of Eliznbctl~, by order of James Fitz- 
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The former, which stands within the town walls, and adjoins the river, 
was dedicated to SS. Peter and Paul. I t  consists of a nave, choir, and south 
tral~sept. The choir is still used for divine service, whilst the nave and 
transept are unroofed. The former (the nave) is subdivided by a range of 

four pointed arches, spring- 
ing from three square 
columns of plain mason- 
work. There are several 
old tombs within the body 
of the nave and transept. 
Standing in the centre of 
tlie west wall is a circular 

I belfry, rising, in two unequal 
stages, to some height above 
the church. I t  is perfo- ' rated by ,yeever1 pointed 
windows, and sccms to be 
coeval with the church of 
which it forms a part. 

Strange to say, however, the late Henry O'Uricn, the author of a very 
remarkable work on the Irish Round Towers, adopted, with respect to 
this, the mistake of some preceding tourist, whose imagination converted 

maulice. The following extract from a letter addressed by the council of Ireland to the queen relates the 
p:lrticulars of that  event :-" After Gilberts departinge, the governtment of that coulitrie being committed to 
the Earle of Orinonde, wee understood by an  advertisemonte sent from the carle the continuauce of the rebelly 
weakness, till of late that  gatherioge a force of naked rascals unto him, (as thc earle writethe,) the copy of 
whose letter we hearewith send unto your Majeslie, uppon a sodaine hathe assailed the town of Kimaloge, tlie 
second of this present" (&larch l5!, LLslcalinge the wJ les  abowte the dawingc of the daie, and not beiuge 
resiqtcd in eny sort by the inhabitants of the towne of Kilmaloge, hathe take; i t  (being us we are enfornied 
encourag~d to come thetlter partelie for that  i t  was made knowne unto him (as i t  shoulde sccmo by secret 
advertisments) liow sleilderlie and necligently the towne was garded), and as  some snspcctc, and not altogeatllcr 
withotit rxnse, he was alurcd arid broog.ht thearurto by the drawghte of some of the inhabitauts or their 
neighhours nrir ahowtes. So that  enterii~ge tlie t o s n e  as  afore we have declared he bourned the most part of 
it, a fewe castles excepted, the mnlles yet remaininye staildinge and with no great cl~ordge to bc repaired, and 
made gardeeble: the ttiinge spemetl to  he so sodaine, that  neither the earle who had chardge of tho couutr~e,  
nor the toanes men tliemselves whom it senlethe to toutche neerest, never suspected eny suche matter ;  for if 
they had advertised eny suche daunger or increase of rebel's power, thear had belie sufficient supplie of men sent 
to  have prevented that attempt. .4nd thus tnoche oure dier Sovereigne, we thought i t  oure bounden dowtics to  
advertise yo= highness of the trouthe of the surprise of Kihnaloge, knowinge how apt theise people bc to spred 
slanderous and seditions hnttes, and to sowe rnine and fanlse rumours. wch are not unlike maye be by some 
report brought to  youre Majrsty's ears." This curious historical extract, from the MSS. of the Stnte Paper 
OHice, and other particnlxrs respecting the history of Kilmallock, have been copied from the "Historical 
Illustrations of Kilmallock," in 4to, hy Mr. Crofton Croker, of which one copy only of the letterpress was 
printed, with fifty copies of the illustrations for distribntion among his friends. 

YOL. I. 2 2 



it into one of the ancient round towers. St. Nochelloc he changes into 
Malloeh, who, he says, adopted his name from the city of i\lalloch, that 
is, the sun, or Apollo ; and this city was the 3lacollicnm of Ptolenzy, hodk 
Kil-mallock! To Mr. Crofion Croker we are indebted for our view of the 
ancient structurc, taken nearly from the entrance to the present one, which is 
fitted up in a small part of the old building. I t  was here that the " Suganl' 
Earl of Desmond made his abject subinissicn to the cliivalrous Sir Jolin Perrott, 
with the point of that lord deputy's sword resting upon his heart. The original 
record of this singular transaction exists in the State Paper Office. 

The Dominican friary, of which we dso give a view, is situate at the 
north-east side of tlie town. I t  is subdivided into a church and convent. 
The former is again separated into a choir, nave, and transept, a tall steeple 
standing at their intersection; the west wall of which, as well as the south 
wall of the steeple, has fallen down. A distinguished English antiquary, the 
late Sir Richard IIoare, observes of this Fiiary, " i t  surpasses in decoration 
and good sculpture any I have yet seen in Ireland; but does not," he adds, 
seem older than the reign of King Edward the Third." The east window is 
"in a chaste and 
elegant style;" and 
thereare manyparts 
of the building that 
merit notice, and 
furnish good sub- 
jects for the pencil 
in avariety of points I 
of view. A great " 
part of the clois- .. 
ters still remaim ; 
but it was never of 

~ - =  - - ~  - _ - = ~ -  -- . ~.. -- ~ 

an ornamental cha- 2 . 

racter, the ambulacrnm having been formed only of timber. In  the choir is a 

handsome canopied niche. A fragment of the tomb of the White Knights 

also lies on the ground; a small hollow in the middle of which is said by the 
peasantry to be never without water. This they call the Brnon shinshe?., i. e. 
the drop of tlie old stock. 

The history of the once famous race of thc Dcsmonds, or Fitzgeralds of 
Desmond or South M~mster, is, as we have intimated, inseparably interwoven 
with that of Kilmallock, which for so long a period was the chief scene 
of their power arid splendour. The family is of Anglo-Norman origin; the 
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founder of it, as well as that of the house of Kildare (now Leinster), being 
Mauricc Fitzgerald, one of tlie followers of Strongbow ; from him descended 
the Desmond '( Geraldines," a race, the relation of whose career in every suc- 
ceeding reign, until event~~ally broken and scattered, is '' stranger tlian fiction," 
many parts of it possessing the character of high romance. A work now very 
rare, by the Father Rosario O'Daly, bishop of Coimbra, entitled "Initium, 
Incrementum, et Exitus familis Gcraldinorum," and publislled in 1665, traces 
the name up to one of the companions of Bneas  who settled with him in Italy; 
and brings down its fortunes to their close, in the person of the young protes- 
tant earl, in whom was broken the spell that had so long bound the populace of 
south Nunster to the name of the Geraldines. The Desmond branch alone, 
with a territory of nearly four counties, extending above one hundred miles, 
and containing more than 570,000 acres, were at all times subjects of distrust 
and suspicion to the existing government. 

Maurice Fitz Thomas, the fourth Lord of Decies and Desmond, a descendant 
and namesake of the invader, was ennobled by the title of Earl of Ucsmond on 
the 27th of August, 1329. For about a century afterwards, the 1x0 branches, 
the Tcildares and Desmonds, seem to have been more bent upon extending 
their possessions, erecting castles to secure them, and strengthening and con- 
firming their power, than in interfering with the petty contests of the period. 
The chieftains of this powerf~d family, however, were repeatedly intrusted with 
the government of Ireland. An Earl of Kildare, during the reign of Henry 
the Seventh, having been attainted of rebellion, was sent a prisoner to London, 
where, after a yeay's confinement, he was permitted to plead his cause in the 
presence, of the king. I t  is recorded that when the soveleign advised him to 
get good counsel, tlie earl replied, "I will have the best in England, even the 
king himself; " and when accused of burning the church of Cashel, he aclinow- 
ledged the act, alleging as his apology, that he "thought the archbishop had 
been in it." Yet the daring chieftain so far succceded in impressing the 
monarch in his favour, that when his accusers closed their charges by passion- 
ately exclaiming, " All Ircland cannot govern illis earl," Henry replied, " Then 
this earl shall govern all Ireland." He was forthwith restored to the roynl 
favour, and the government of the country was confined to his hands. The 
rebellion of his son, " Silken Tl~omas," is the most prominent event in tlie 
succeeding reign : he was sent in custody to England; but, less fortunate with 
the eighth Harry than the earl had been with liis prcdecessor, the chieftain, 
with five of his uncles, perished on the scaffold, while his youngest brother, 
a child in his twelfth year, was with dificulty preserved from the same fate. 
The boy was at the time ill of the small-pox, at  Donole, in the county of 



Kilkenny ; and when search was made for him, he was conveyed to the custody 
of his aunt, the widow of Mac Cartliy Reagh, Prince of Carbery, who, in order 
to secure him safety from his enemies, married O'Donnel, the powerful dynast 
of Tyrconnell; but the lady liavir~g reason to apprehend treachery on the part 
of her husband, had the young heir removed to France, where he was sheltered 
until after the king's death, when he returned to England, and by the beauty 
of his person, fascinating manners, and remarkable accomplishments, captivated 
the daughter of Sir Anthony Browne, by whose intercession with Edward the 
Sixth thc car1 was ultimately restored to his honours and estates:x 

But Gerald the sixteenth Earl of nesmond occupies so prominent a page in 
the history of the wars of Eli~abeth, that the memory of his fortunes has vividly 
descended to the present day in the history of the swarms of English 
adventurers who preyed thereon: Spenser, Raleigh, Boyle, and a host of 
illustriouv and noble names are among the number. Dr. Leland cxtracts a 
passage from the queen's lettcr, in which the Earl of Desmond is characteriscd 
as "a  nobleman not brought up where law and justice had been frequented." 
He became conspicuous as " ingens rebellibus exemplar ;" and his power is 
thns referred to in Baker's Chroi~icle : " Desmond possessed whole countries, 
together with the county Palatine of Kerry, and had, of his own name and 
race, at least 500 gentlemen at his command, all whom, and liis own life also, 
he lost within the space of three years, very few of his house being left alive." 
I t  is certain, however, that he was driven by wrong and oppression to take up 
arms,-and there is as little doubt that his "vast estate was a strong induce- 
ment to the chief governors of Ireland to make or proclaim him a rebel," with 
a view to the partition of his lards among themselves and their dependeilts ; 
a project that was eminently successful ; his great rival, thc Earl of' Ormond, 
having the lion's share, and subsequently overcoming and taking him prisoner 
at Affane. I n  1573, the Earl of Desmond was liberated from custody, or 
rather from surveillance, and he soon appeared at the head of his followers, 
having, as he stated, LLentered into a league with the Icing of Spain for the 
defence of the Catholic religion, under the sanction of the Pope." His ancient 

and hereditary enemy, the Earl of Ormond, was given the military command 
of Munster, with dircctions to crush his powerful opponent; and the struggle 
was conducted " with all the vindictive bitterness of a personal quarrel ;" o m  

* I t  was a daughter of this earl mho inspired the muse of Surrey. He made, it is said, in conformity with 
the chivalric spirit of the age, the tour of Europe, proclaiming tho unpxrallded charms of the ladge Geralilinc; 
issuing a defiance against any knight who should presume to qaestion her supcrioritg; and proving his prowese 
and knightly skill, by overcoming aspersers of her beauty, a t  Florence and at Windsor: 

" rostred s l ~ c  mas with ~nilke of I ~ i s h  breast : 
Her sire 311 ede." 
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of the earliest results of the contest was the total destruction of Kilmallock, by 
order of James Fitzmaurice, brother of the earl. 

The war was continued, wit11 various alternations of fortime, for several 
years,* until, in tllc cnd, the unhappy chieftain was reduced to the direst 

" A romantic incident of the war is thus rccordcd in the life of Sir John Perrot. I t  is so striking an 
illustration of the character of the age, that we do not hcsitatc to  give i t  a t  length. "James Fitz Moris, (the 
brother of the earl,) knowing that  the Lord President did dcsicr nothing more than the finishing of those warres, 
and the subduilige of those rebells, made shcw that  he was willing to finish the same with comhate or single 
fight, and did send the Lord President word thereof, as  bclicving tbat  the Presidents longinge for a speedie yssue 
and expcctntion thereof would keepe hym for a time from farther action and proceeding agynst the rebells ; aud 
soe indeede it tooke the same effect, for James Fitz ~ I O S ~ S  did first offcr to  fight with fiftie of biv horsemen 
agynst tbe Lord President and fiftie of his, which the Lord President willingly accepted, and made choyse of 
soe many, whereof most were his owne servants. But when the time of performance came, James Fitz Rloiis 
made excuse, and sent word that  he would willingly fight with thc Lord Prcsident in single combate, hand to 
hand. To  which message the Lord President sent answer, that  although he lrncw thcre was a difference betwixt 
theyr Fersons and theyr places, yet he would willingly accept his chnllcngc for the finishing of the warres 
Then tlie time, place, and manner of this cornbate was concludrd on, thc place appointed a t  Amely, an  
old tonne six miles fnim Kyllmallcck. The weapons that  were assigned to fight withall, was by James 
Fi tz  Bloris nppoyntment, sword and targett; aud they should bc both clad in Irish trousses, which the 
Presideut did provide of scarlett, and was redie accordiug t o  appoyntment, saying-'That although he knew 
James Fitz Noris to be his infcrior in all respects, yet he would reolion i t  a life well zdvcnturcd, to  bcrcve 
such a rebell of his life.' Thither came the Lord President, nnd thither came most of the nobilitie and 
geutlcmen of that  province to see this combatt performed. When the time of perfonnancc camc, James 
Fitz hloris came not,, but sent a cunning and subtle excuse by one Cono Roe Oharnan, bainge an  Irish poet, 
saying, that  he ~ o u l d  not fight with the Lord President a t  all, not soe much for fesre of his lifc: but bccausc 
on his life did depend the safety of all such as  were of his party. 'For,' said he, 'if I should kill Sir John 
Perrot, the queene of England can send another President into this province ; but if he do kyll me, there is 
none other to  succeede me, or to  command as I doe, therefore I will not willingly fight with hyrn, and so tell 
hym from me.' When the Lord President herd this, he was much discontented that  he had suffered hymself to  
be thus abused, and that  lie had lost so much time and opportunitie, therefore be vowed without delay to 
Lhun t  the foxe out of his hole,' as  he sayd." 

The tr:lgical fate of this James Fitz IIoris, wlro, after many encounters with the best troops of Elizabeth, was 
slain in a petty broil, may bear trenscribing. " He had advanced some distance into the wunty  of Limerick, whcn 
his carriage horses (which they terme garons) waxed fzlint, and could not travel1 anie further: wherefore he com- 
manded some of his men to go before and look what garons they first found in the fields, they should take them 
and bring them unto him. And as  it fell out, they espied a plow of garons plowing in the field, which they foorth- 
w ~ t h  toolce perforce from the poore husbandmen, two of them, and carried them awaie. Whercupon, according 
tn  the custome of the conntrie, the hobnb or the hue and crie was raised. Some of the people followcd the 

track, and some went to tbeir lord's house, which was Sir William Burke, being neere a t  hand to advertise the 
mstter, who h a r i g  three or foure of his sonnes and very tall gentlemen a t  home v i t h  him, they tooke their 
horses and a few licrnes, and two shot with them, and followed the track, and orertooke thcm at  a fastenes fitst by 
the wood side, where they found James Ft tz  RIoris, whom before they knew not to  be come iuto those parties t o  
make hmd to answer them. But wben he saw that  it was his cousine Theobal~i Burke, and his brother, and his 
con~pnnie, wlio had beene his companions in the late rebellion, nhen Sir John Perrot was Lord President 
of hlounster, he spalie oner unto them and said, ' Cousine Tlieobald (who was the eldest son to his fnti~cr\, 
two ci~rriage horses slid1 be no breach betwecne us two : :mi I hope that  you which doo know the cause that  
I h a w  now in hand, you will take my part therein, ano uoo :is 1 aud others will doo :' and so continuing some 
speeches, did what he could to  d rav  him and all his compnie t o  be partakers in  this rebellim. But h e  
nnqaered that  he and his f.lther had alreadic dealt too much that  waie with him, and that  he will neuer doo 
t h ~  lilw again? ; for his father, he, and all his brethren had sworne to be true, obedient, and faithful to  the 
~ p ~ n ~ s m m n j t i ~ ,  2nd which 0th they would neurr brenke, cursing the d:iie and t h e  tbat  enm they joiiird 
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necessity, his enemies being incessantly on the alert "to hunt the fox out 
of his hole." 

Sevcral of his narrow escapes are recorded; " trnstinge to no house nor 
castle, he did shrowde himselfe in the woods and bogs ;" and on one occasion 
he and his countess escaped by standing almost naked up to the chin in water, 
while his pursuers passed by, "putting to the swoord as manie as they found," 

and so returning to Kilmallock. I n  the extreme of his adversity, he received 
intimation that if he submitted to the queen's mercy, his life would be spared, 
but that pardon could not be accorded to his followers. With the resolute 
cnergy that characterised him when he made at M a n e  his memorable reply 
to the taunts of the Ormonds, he sent for answer-"Tell thc lords justices 
that I would rather forsake my God than forsake my men." The last scene 
of his eventful history was a fitting termination to the turbulence and 
waywardness of his carcer. He  had taken shelter in a wood near Tralee; 
when his necessities having compelled him to seize some cattle belonging to a 
poor woman, " a hew and crye" was raised. A party of English soldiers went 
in pursuit, and having tracked the cattle into " a  little grove, in a lonely and 
mountainous glen," at midnight they entered a ruined hovcl : crouched 
beside the embers of a fire sat an old man: his venerable aspect mas no 
security against assault ; an Irish soldier, " one Daniel Kelly," made a blow 
with his sword at thc powcrlcss solitary, and wounded hiin severely in the 
arm. (' Spare me, spare me," exclaimed the aged man, " I am the Earl of 
Desmond." The appeal was made in vain ; the ruffian struck off his head, and 
conveyed it to the Earl of Ormond, by whom it was sent, "piclrled in a 

with him in so bad a cause against hir majestie; and therefore required to l:is gllrons againe, or else he 
would come by them as  ell as he could. James Fitz Dloris standing upon his reputation, thought i t  too 
such dishonourable unto him to depart with that  which he had in hand, and, therefore, utterlie denied the 
dcliurie, and thereupon each partie set spurre to the horses and incountered tho one the other. The skirmish was 
verie hot and cmell, and Theobald Burke and one of his yoonger brethren were sluiue and some of their men. 
James Fitz illoris likewise and his companie bad the like succeuse, for he himselfe was first hurt  and 
wounded, and then ~vith a shot stricken through the head, and so mas sldne, with sundrie of his companions ; 
wherein he found that the pope's blessings, and warrant, his Agnus Dei, and his graines had not those vcrtues 
to sane him, as an Irish stnffe, or a bullet, had to kill him." "Thus," says Leland, " the ambitious 
schemes of this aspiring and turbulent Geraldine ended with hi3 life in a pctty lirnwl unworthy of a soldier." 
Smith states that  Fitzmaurice being remarkable by a yellow doublet was shot in the breast, and died in 
the arms of Doctor Allen, and these particulars occur iu an Irish manuscript, from which source, although hc 
hasnot referred to his authority, they were probably derived by that  writer. It is ulso rehteil by Smith, 
thnt "after ritzmsurice's death, his cousin, llauriee Fitz John, caused his l~end to be cut off, and left i t  
wrapped in a blanliet under an old oak;  the body without an hcad being brought to Kimallock, and there 
hanged upon a tree." His mangled remains were afcerwnrds, according to the barbarous fashion of the time, 
cut ii:to quarters, which w r e  set upon the gates of the town. Hooker says, $'After hc was thus dead, and 
tho same made knowen to the Lord Justice, he gave order thnt he shonld be hanged in tile open market of 
Kilrnallocke, and be beheaded and quartered, and the quarters to be set upon the towne gates of Iiilinallocke, 
fur 11 pcrpct~u~ll ~ncmoriall to his rcproch for l ~ i s  trcnsons :md pcljlxics, c~n t ra r i e  to his s~demiie 0th. 
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pipkin," as an acceptable present to Queen Elizabeth. The body, after having 
becn concealed for eight weeks, was at length interned in the little chapel of 
Killanamana in Keny; and Daniel Kelly, "the well-beloved subject and 
soldier of the queen," received an annual pension of twenty pounds for the act, 
which he continued to enjoy until for some less "honourable" deed he was 
hanged at Tybnrn. 

James, the young earl, the son of the unhappy Gerald, had been 
consigned as a hostage to the queen; and was for several years kept a close 
prisoner in the Tower. His cousin, meanwhile, known in history as the 
"Sugan E~I-I,'> still continucd the war; and in 1586 a bill of attainder was 
passed against the late earl, with one hundred and forty of his kinsmen and 
adherents, vhose honours and estates were declared forfeit to the crown. 
Out of this gigantic forfeiture arose the queen's favourite measure of 
establishing an English colony in Munster; and the younger branches of 
various English families of distinction were invited to bccome '' Under- 
takers." * 

The Sugan Earl of Desmond, after an ineffectual struggle with the English 
power, became, like his uncle, a wretched fugitive among the mountains 
and morasses of the family estates; but was subsequently taken, endurcd 
seven years' imprisonment in the Tower of London, where he died, and in 
the chapel of which he lies buried ;t owing his life less to the mercy of the 

* The estates coufiscated contained nearly 600,000 acres, in the counties of Cork, Limerick, Kerry, and 
Waterford: more than one l d f  were restored to the "pardoned traitors;" the remainder was divided into 
seiguiories of 12,000, 8000, 6000, and 4000 acres. The English undertaker was to have an estate in fee- 
farm, yielding for each seigniory of 12,000 acres, for the first three years, &33 6s. 8d. sterling, and after that 
period double the amount. The undertaker was to have for his own demcsne, 2100 acres ; for six farmers, 400  
acrcs each : six freeholders, 100 acres each ; and the residue mas to be divided into smallcr tenures, on whicl~ 
thirty-six families a t  least were to be established. The lesser seigniories were to he laid out and peopled ill 
thc same manner, in proporti011 to their extent. Each undertaker was to people his seigniory in seven years ; 
he was to have license to export all commodities duty free to England, for five years-the planters were to 
be English, and no English pla~lter was permitted to convey to any mere Irish. Each undertaker was 
bound to furnish the state with three horsemen and six footmen armed-the lesser seigniorics in the same 
proportion; and each copyholder was to find one footman armed; but they were not compcllei to serve out 
of Munster for seven years, and then to be paid by the crown. 

t The hdr-breadth escapes of the Sugan Earl were as remarkable as those of his predecessor. On one 
occasion he was tracked to a wood near Iiilmallock, and a party sent to arrest him. He  was in  company with 
Mc Craghe, "the Pope's bishop of Corke ;" and they were both "lodged in n poore ragged cabbin." Desmond 
fled bsrefoot, "having no leisure to pull on his shoes:" but Mc Craghe was met by somc of the soldiers 
'' clothed in a simple mantle, and torne trowsers, like an aged churle ; and the soldiers neglecting ao poore a 
creature not able to carry weapon, suffcred him to pass nnregarded-not thinking him worth a hanging." The earl's 
capture was a t  length effected thus :-we condense the account from the ' Pacata Hibernia.' One Desmond 
Odogan, a harper, dwelling a t  Gaqduffe, used to harbour this arch-rebcll; upon one occasion of some stealth 
in the country, the thieves making towards this fastnesse, the soldiers pnrsued them into the wooil, where the 
supposed erle was ready to goe to supper, but discovering the soldiers, he and his companions left thcir meate and 
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sovereign than to a policy of state ; for " whilst he lived his brother John could 
not make any pretest to the earldome." 

I n  order to work a counter-charm by the name of Uesmond, the son of the 
late earl was released from the Tower, where he had been a prisoner since his 
infancy; lie was restored to the honours of his family, created Earl of Desmond 
by petcnt on the 1st of October, 1600, and sent into Ireland, where he took 
up his residence at Kilmalloclr, under the surveillance of the Lord President of 
Munster, and in the immediate charge of Xaster Boyle--afterwards Earl of Cork. 
The project, however, failed utterly. On his arrival at the seat of his princely 
ancestors, "there was a mighty concourse of people, insomuch as all the strccts, 
doores, and windowes, yea, the very gutters and tops of the houses, were so 
filled with them, as if they came to see him whom God had sent to be that com- 
fort and delight their soules and heartes most dcsircd; and they welcomed him 
with all the expressions and signs of joy, every one throwing upon him wheat 
and salt, as a prediction of future peace and plenty." The next day was Sunday; 
the flocks of the Desmond followers soon learned that the young heir of 
their hopes and hearts had renounced the faith of his ancestors ; on his way to 
the church the people '(used loud and rude dehortations to keepe him from it ; 
unto which he lent a deaf ear :" on his return lie " was railed at  and spet upon 
by those that before were so desirous to see and salute him." Hc  rcmained, 
therefore, but a few months in Ireland ; returning to the court of London, where 
he soon afterwards died. 

With the dcath of the young heir and the imprisonment of the Sugan Earl, 
the power of the Desmonds-either for good or evil-terminated. 

We have devoted no inconsiderable space to the history of this once powerful 
family; because, throughout the south, and in Limerick county more especially, 
it mill be difficult to travel a dozen miles in any direction without encountering 
some ruin that tells of their former greatness. 

made haste to shift for themselves. The soldiers finding the provision and a mantle, which they knew to he his, 
followed the chase of the stag now roused. By this time the harper had conveyed the Sugan E u l e  into the 
thickest part of the fastnesse, and himselfe with his two other companions of purpose discovered themselves to 
the souldiers, and left the wood with the lapwings policie, that they being busied in pursuit of them, the other 
might remaine secure within that fastnesse; and so indeed it fell out. The earl was supposed to have fled 
into the country of the white knight, his near kinsman; and the knight was rebuked with sharp word. and 

bitter reprehensions for not having apprehended the traitor, for which he was threatened to be called upon to  
answer both with life and lands. Upon which the white knight vowed with his soule that  he would give the 
presidelit a good account of him alive or dead. Forthwith he made known unto some of his faithfullest fol- 
lowers to help him in the perill he stood; upon which one of them which loved him dearely compassionating 
the perplexity he was in,-But would you indeed (said he) lay hands upon James Fitz-Thom~s, if you knew 
where to  find him? the knight confirmed i t  with protestations; Then follow me, said he, and I will bring 
you where he is. They were guided to a narrow cave, in the mountain Slewgort, which had but a narrow 
mouth yet deepe in the ground, where the caitiff earl was thea lurking: and so he was taken. 
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W e  sliall now condi~ct the reader along tlie soutliern shore of the mighty 
Shaniion to the borders of the county of Kery-a distance of about thirty miles 
don?  an excellent road, constructed about thirty years ago, and which is the 

general route of travellers pro- 
ceeding from Dublin through 
Limerick to tlie Lakes of IGl- 
laney. \Tithin a mile or two 
of the city, attention will be di- 
rected to the venerable ruin of 
llungret Priory-said to have 
been founded by St. Patrick, and 
bearing evidence of high anti- 
qnity. A few broken walls 
only remain, insufficient to bear 
out the testimony of " Comack 
Mac Cuillenan in the Psalter 
of Cashel," that it formerly 
gave shelter to "one thou- 
sand five hundred monlis," five 

lmdrctl of ~110111 wcre dcvotcd to pieadling and instruction; five hundred 
more being so classed and divided, as to have a perpetual full choir day and 
night ; the remainder being old men, who devoted thcmselves to religious and 
charitable works.* 

About four miles farther will be reached the singular ruin of Carrig- 
o-Gunnell-the (' Rock of the Candle ;" one of the most striking, romantic, and 
interesting to luc found in Ireland. Its site is remarlrably comman&ng; i t  
covers the summit of a huge rock, overlooking the broad Shannon, tile 
"lively" city of Limerick, and miles upon miles of a richly-cultivated country 
-filling thc mind with vivid images of past power and strife ; while the deep 

* A whimsical legend in conncxion with the priory is still current among the peasantry; a saying I L  as 
wise as the women of 1Iungrct1' being common to this day. I t  aruse, as i t  is said, from the following 
eircuinatilnce :-The fame of the learned and musical monks l~aviug videlp spread, a deputation was sent from 
tlie famous college a t  Cashel, in order to ascertain wl~ich of the two monasteries might claim the honour of 
being most perfect in the dead languages. The nio~iks of RIungret became alarmed, lest they might be 
beaten in the contest, and so their reputation be ruined. They, therefore, hit upon an expedient t o  escape the 
danger of defeat; and having dressed up some of the junior students as women, and others as peasants, placed 
them a t  convenient distances dong thc road, by *hi& l l~eir  rivals of Cashel must necessarily trnvel. As t,he 
deputatio~l advanced, they naturally iuquired the  way to Alungret, and put to the persons they met othcr 
quest~ons-each of which was immediately answered either in Greek or Latin. The worthies, consequently, 
held a conference; and disliking also to cneounter the risk of being worsted a t  their own weapons, they very 
wisely resolved to  retrace their steps, and avoid a battle in which they would of course be overoome-inasmuch 
as so impregnated was the whole neigl~bourhood with learning, that even the women and workmen the re~f  
could speak Auently the languages they came to make the subject of battle. 
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dark woods of Cratloe in the distance summon to memory legends of banded 
outlaws, who sheltered there during years of turbulent foray on the one hand, 
and melancholy mismanagement or oppression on the other. 

I t  was a soft balmy day, in the full sunshine of summer, when we called at 
the care-taker's cottage, snugly sheltered by some tall trees, by the sidc of s 
private road that leads to the castle. W e  found Collins an agreeable, good- 
tempered, and, what was more to the purpose, talkative fellom., with a most 
communicative expression of countenance ; and certainly we never listencd to 
romantic legends with greater pleasure than we did to his, beneath these broke11 
walls. At first he sccmed to fear we might laugh at him ; but when he saw 
that we were really interested, his cheek flushed, his eye brightened, and he 
passed from St. Patrick to the fairies, from the fairics to the spirits-touching 
upon every exciting theme, except " Whiteboyism," which, after a little time, 
he told us frankly, "he would rather not discoorse about." 

We paced up the richly-wooded ascent, and at last arrived where the 
prospect was most glorious. I t  lookcd, as our guide said, borrowing uncon- 
sciously a phrase attributed to William the Third, '( a country worth fighting 
for." East, south, north, west, the scene was indeed magnificent. Limerick 
county, and this portion of it more especially, is famous for the riclmess and 
fertility of its soil. '( I t  has a fine command of country, surely," said Collins, 
"and a candle lit here now would be seen as far as Beamon's.* Lord save us ! 
every miracle St. Pathrick did had the 'humanites' in it-not done out of 
grandeur, or a love of power. Now, putting out the candle, sure that was a 
blcssed act. You see, any one who caught a glimpse of the candle between 
sunset and sunrise (and what other time would a candle be seen?) -any one 
who caught a blink of it would be a corpse before morning; and Saint 
Pathrick, having something else to think of besides such things, was benighted, 
and knocked at an old woman's door near Cratloe. 'Let a poor traveller in,' 
says the Saint. ' I'd let you in, and kindly welcome,' answered the woman, 
'only through the dread of Beamon's candle-life is as sweet to me at three- 
score and seven, as it was at fifteen ; and if I am to go, I should wish to go 
according to the will of God-not the power of Evil.' The Saint then looked 
towards where the old woman said the candle burned; and by the power of 
his holiness he extinguished the candle ; and when the light was put out, the 
witch Beamon h e w  that a greater power than her own had entered the 

* The legend of Beamon's candle-said to have given a name to the " Rockn-is a very famous legend. 
In  ancient times a hut stood where the castle now stands; an3 the only dseller in it was an old witch, , 
named Beamon. Every night a candle flung its gleams around the adjacent country; and whoever chanced 
to see it became a corpse before morning. Even to this day the peasant when he passes it, after the sun is 
down, will turn his eyes in an opposite direction. The power of the necromancer was destroyed in the manner 
described to us by our guide. 
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country-and p a t  was her outcry; it troubled the waters of the Shannon, 
rising them up into high waves, and shook the branching woods of Cratloe, 
so that thc trees ached again: but St. Pathrick was too good and too holy a 
man to be satisfied with doing things by halves, and so he caused the evil 
spirit to pass out of Beamon ; and the evil spirit was so linked with her life, 
that they both went out together. No blame to St. Yathrick for that; and 
then, in the name of the holy Evangelists and the knowledge of St. Peter's 
keys, he took possession of Carrig-o-Gunnel, and turned it into a monastery, 
or something of the kind; and some wanted him to change its name. But, 
'No,' says the Saint, ' let it be called the Bock of the Candle, while Ireland 
is green,' he says; 'for a token of the power of God through me-that 
when future ages ask the reason of the name, they may know what strength 
was given to Saint Pathrick, to extinguish the false light of witchcraft.' He 
was a wonderful Saint for certain," persisted our guide, "and would walk 
along the road like any common man, without pride; and some, not able to 
see the diffcrence between meekness and meanness, said, on account of his 
plainness, he was no Saint; and a company of them that were resting in a 
ditch saw him coming, and thinking in their foolishness to play the Saint a 

trick, agreed that one should lay across his path letting on to bc dead. ' This 
poor man,' begins one, (this poor honest boy is dead, plase your reverence.' 
' Sure enough he is dead,' says the Saint ; ' you are right ; ' and the mockers set 
up a loud shout of laughter ; and the Saint feeling his power, took no heed, but 
walked on; he knew how they would be punished-he was quiet in his 
strength like everything strong; so when the scorners went to lift up their 
companion, surely and truly he was really dead. And some said, ' Take him 
home to his own people, that the tears of his mother may fall like dew upon 
his cheek, and that the prayers of his sisters may lift his soul higher towards 
the throne of God.' Rut an old wise man madc answel; 'Not so ; the holy 
Saint has done this to prove your foolishness, to show his power, but not 
to slay to the uttermost; lct the tree lie where it has fallen until his return, 
which will be to-morrow, and spend your time in fasting and in prayer.' 
And so they did; they knelt round the body, bewailing their own folly, 
and praying that it might be forgiven; and when the sun had risen, they saw 
the holy Saint under the strength of its beams walking towards them, and 
the birds of the air flying over his head-the specklcd thrush, and the 
blackbird with the yellow bill, the robin, and the dove resting upon his 
shoulder, and the white-fleeced shccp and little trembling lambs following 
his shadow; and it struck their hearts that men in their foolishness have not 
the wisdom of the birds of the air, and bcasts of the field; and having so 
thonght, they humbled themselves in the dust, and the Saint commanded the 



dead man to arise in the name of God; and so he did; and knowing their 
hearts werc humbled, and the irreverent spirit passed out of them, he spoke no 
word of reproof, but blessed them, as he continued his journey." 

W e  admired tlie feeling of this legend much, and we admircd also the 
earnest simplicity of our guide, who told the tale with a quaintness, and at times 
a savour of orientalism, that was quite charming. "Ah! " he said, " the wise 
ladies and gentlemen laugh at me sometimes, but I do not keep in such discooiac 
long ; I know what I belicvc, and bear witness to what I have seen. It's no 
wonder that Ireland should be more haunted, move visited by holy things than 
other lands ; blessed be the saints who made it their dwelling for hundreds of 
years. I have seen corpse-candles walking the banlcs of the Shannon. I have 
heard the voices of the good people, and felt their music. ringing in my ears ; 
I've been bewildered by thcin like u goose in a fog, until I couldn't see my own 
h n c l ;  and yet there are many would think I was no Fetter than a romancer 
1 told them all I beliezed." 

We agreed with him at least on this point, and proceeded to examine 
the "Rock." The castle must have been of amazing strength, and the out- 

works evidently extended a long way down the adjacent slope, for soinc traces 
of the old walls may still be discovered. I t  is said to have been built by the 
O'Brien family, and was the seat of Donough O'Brien in 1530, having been 
frequently "lost and won" during the contests with the Earls of Desmond. 
I t  became a ruin, however, only so recently as 1689; dnring the siege of 
Limerick it was garrisoned by the adherents of James the Second, but they 
surrendered, without resistance, to Major-General Scravenmore - which 
sccms to have been," writes the historian of tlie period, "rather from a want 
of instructions what to do than courage to defencl it, for, to give the Irish their 
due, they can cleft id stone malls \-ery handsomcly." 'i'his same historian, 



Dean Stmy, was intrusted with the office of destroying the castle, and 
received no less a sun1 than £160 for the purchase of gunpowder to "blow up 
Carrig-o-Gunnel1 and Castle Connell." The effects of the explosion are still 
sufficiently obvious, for huge masses of broken walls are scattered about in pic- 
turesque confusion ; although one or two of the towers and portions of the mm- 
parts still cndure in a state of tolerable preservation. W e  ascended one 2f the 
towers with some difficulty ; but our toil was amply recompensed-ncvcr can 
me forget the grand and beautiful scene that was then brought within our ken ! 

A noble ash-tree grows in the centre of the ruin: we took our seats 
bencatli it, upon a moss-grown relic of the olden time, and again listened 
eagcrly to the stories of our most pleasant guide. Now, however, he had 
changed his theme-and although still loath to " discoorse" of the daring 
men who, it is notorious, a few years ago, madc the vaults and caves of 
Carrig-o-Gunnel1 their places of secret meeting, lie was led to allude to them, 
indirectly, by the reference to the fate of a young girl who, about twenty years 
ago, gave a name to tlie spot. From the information we gleaned from him, added 
to subsequent inquiries, we are enabled to tell our readers her sad history. 

There is little more in the story than a development of the strength and 
durability of female affection-proof of rcclrless daiing on the one hand, and 
of pure devotedness on the other. Old Jacob Bobenezer had commenced 
with that rigid discipline toward? his daughter Rachel which he imagined 
would fortify her against all the Irish Whiteboys that ever galloped beneath 
the moonlight; and, moreover, every Sabbath-day he invited to his table a 
young man, in whose sober manners, discreet conduct, and great worldly- 
mindedness, he exceedingly rejoiced. Adam Switzer, the only son of his 
most esteemed friend, had, upon being told by his father that Rachel 
wo~xld be a fitting bride for him in every respect, resolved to mamy hcr; 
and lier father coiitemplated the fast-growing crops, the plentiful increase, 
the well-fed kine of the Switzws, as if they had already been added to his 
stock. Rachel neither smiled nor frowned upon the youth: if shc had done 
either, there might have been hopes that his suit would prosper; but of all 
things indifference is the most fatal to love. Young Adam did not know this 
-or, if he did, hc did not heed it. IIow Rachel became acquainted with James 
Ilenncsey is not upon record ; they nwer frequented the same places of worship 
or of amusement. James %as knonn to be a ficrce and restless fellow, full of 
those wild notions of liberty which eventually render a man either a hero or a 
slave; he was of a good but sinking family, handsome, and better educated 
than most young men of his time and statiori. Of all the youths in the neigh- 
bourhood, lic was the most frequently spoken of in terms of strong disapproba- 
tion by the Bol)c~~cwrs and the Switzers. 
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" Any news to-day, good Adam ?" the wife would inquire ; for truly 
Jacob grows so deaf that he hears but little, and Rachel and I never visit but 
amongst our own people." 

" Nothing," Adam would answer, " but that James Hennesey grows worse 
than ever; he told a magistrate of his own people he lied!" 

" Oh ! to a burgomaster ! " exclaimed the old lady. 
" Pel-haps i t  was true," suggested the mnidcn. 
" And even if it was !-but such a thing could not be true. I wonder you 

do not see how impossible it must be, Rachel," continuecl the dame. 
" I t  would be a grcat blcssing if he were out of the country," said Adam ; 

"he  t u n s  the heads of the men and the hearts of the wonlen." 
" I do not see what that is to thee," answered the dame, "as loiig as thy 

own head is steady, and this maiden's heart sure." 
Rachel looked one way, and Adam another, but neither seemed pleased. 
That very night, beneath the waning beams of a harvest moon, the Palatine 

girl was weeping upon the shoulder of James Hennesey-weeping as if her 
heart would break-weeping, not loudly, for her grief was heavy-hearted, so 
that its demonstration could liardly make way. She had met him tliat night, 
and too often bcfore, in her own bower, over the trellis of which the aged hands 
of her father had trained woodbine and roses, tliat she might sew, and spin, and 
knit, and read her bible in the free and fragrant air-there she had frequently 
met her lover, and listened to the deep and passionate dec!arations of an 
affection which, to do him justice, he really felt. 

" I daren't come again into the valley, darlint of my heart, my own cushla 
nlachree! it would be as much as my life is worth. I daren't do it, by night 
or day," he continued; " the storm may blow over, as storms have done before, 
or as people say they do, forgetting what they rive and wrack in their passing ; 
and if it does, why, Rachel, I'll ask you boldly from your father, and if he 
refuse, we must take the leave he will not give; if the storm does not pass, 
why then, mavourneen, I must leave the country, that's all. 

" And I with you-I with you," said Rachel, suddenly changing from the 
calm, cold, patient girl, to the wildly enthusiastic and devoted woman; " I 
will ncvcr lcavc you, James ; the grcatcr thc shame, the harder thc fate ; but 
the more truly will I cleave to you." 

James Hennesey was indeed, as the country people express it, "on his keep- 
ing ;" his connexion with Whitcboyism had become notorious, and he could no 
longer walk abroad with impunity; he was a marked man among the marked 
-for he was well known to possess the hardy daring, and the rude but powerful 
eloquence that entcrs at once into, and masters, Irish hearts. 

Nacllel clung to t l ~ c  hope that brighter timcs would come. She could not 



comprehend why her father would oppose her union with James, mhcn he was 
made aware how (according to her belief) the youth was maligned and perse- 
cuted. She had often irnplored him to tell the truth to the Palatine ; but James 
knew better than the unsophisticated girl, the horror that such a man as Jacob 
must feel at the idea of his child being the wife of a proscribed outlaw-for so 
in reality he was. He therefore trusted to his own influence over the affec- 
tionate creature who had so confidingly launched her heart upon a stormy and 
perilous sea; and well he might have trustcd one so pure and so devoted. 
After many vows and little consideration, Rachel agreed to meet her lover under 
the ash-tree amid the ruins of Carrig-o-Gunnel the next Sunday, at midnight ; 
he could know, he said, by that time it was likely he should be obliged 
to leave the country altogether; or, if his former errors were ovcrlooked or 
forgotten, he swore to the weeping girl that he would enter upon a new life, 
and become anything, cverything, she desired. With men like James Heu- 
nesey such resolutions are broken almost before they are fdly expressed. 

I wish, Jacob," said Rachel's mother to her h~~s l~and ,  on the following 
morning,-'( I wisl~ you would come into our child's room ; it is near ten of the 
clock, and she is still sleeping. I did not lilrc to wake her, but she is so disturbed, 
that I cannot bear to look on her. She is little more than half undressed, her 
arms tossed over the coverlet, and her beautiful hair clings in heavy wreaths 
to her damp brow." Thc Palatinc moved, with a lighter tread than was his 
wont, to the door, through which his worthy wife had passed ; she pointcd to 
their child, while the old man lingered on the threshold, gazing with a troubled 
countenance upon his fair daughter. " Leave her alone," said the confiding 
father, (( leave her alone ; even now her head has fallcn from her pillow upon 
the bible t l~at  was half-placed heneath it-the child tarried too long at her 
prayers." If Rachel could but have head  the words, how bitter would have 
been the reproaches of her conscience ! 

The next Sabbath brought her common-place lover, and even he obscrved 
that the maid Rachel seemed disturbed.'' She had received in the morning 
from the hand of a mountain-boy a feather from a wild bird's wing-" Sich 
birdeens," said the urchin, '(fly far, but remimber where they build their nests." 

Rachel had not forgotten. She did not, however, meditate a far flight, 
for she took nothing with her, save the national cloak of their Irish serving- 
girl; and enfolding herself in its ample scrccn, she threaded her way across 
the meadows which lay between her dwelling and the Rock of the Candle. She 
was a fearless girl, and yet many things contributed, that night, to make her 
shudder, despite her confiding lovc. She knew she was doing wrong, and, as 
she flew past the gloomy spots that tradition had invested with a pcculiar or 
fearful interest, she paused and trembled, every now and then ; the ruins of the 
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magnificent rock loomed in the distance, and frunued ill mystelions grandeur 
over the rlioonlit meadows. At last, panting and breathless, she achievcd t l ~ e  
trysting-tree, and stood with hcr hands claspcd ovcr hcr panting bosom bcneatll 
its shadow; the breeze sighing through the leaves, the rustle of the rabbit as it 
cropped the clover, the beating of the bat's wing upon thc air, the heavy whir 
of the broad-faced owl-even the half-murmured bleat of a kid, as it nestled 
more closely to its mother's side, increased her fears ; nor was it until she was 
clasped in her lover's arms, and felt his warm breath upon her cheek, that she 
again forgot all the world in him. Whatever were his plans, he liad no time to 
dcvclop them-for tlie rolling first of one stonc, then of another, down thc 
ravine, told James Hennesey that footsteps unaccustomed to the rocky passes 
were approaching. 

I n  an instant, before she had timc to remonstratc, or cvcn ask why or how, 
James had lifted her in his arms, and passed with her into the depths of one of 
the caves known only to the disaffected. I t  was the action of an instant; and 
the girl brought up with so much care, and in so mach piety, was clinging to 
thc most daring of the nThiteboys, in the midst of twelve or fourteen fellows, as 
daring and more desperate than he. She heard the sharp, quick click of tlieir 
pistols, and was nearly snifocated by the smell of the ardent spirits that stimu- 
lated them to so much evil; thc light of one bogwood torch, shaded as it mas, 
was sufficient to show her the glitter of pikes, and the more hornid expressions 
of fiend-like faces that glared upon her; suddenly, even this light was extin- 
guished, and James murmured she L L  was safe," for she was with him. Rude 
and harsh words were exchanged in whispers, which the firm authority of Hen- 
nesey suppressed. Rachel heard the heavy tramp of a strong man near her ; it 
was the tread but of one man-yet what child does not recognise a parent's 
footstep? A horrid conviction that her father had tmcl<ed her flight came upon 
her: for a moment she could not speak, but at last terror lest any harm might 
come to him forced a word or two from hcr clammy lips. 

" Stand here ! l1 muttered Hennesey, "if you cling to me I cannot save him, 
if i t  be he. Rachel, his life will answer for this rashness, for he cannot live and 
we be discovered." Still, although fainting, she clung feebly to  her lover: the 
footsteps passed away, but the girl was roused from her insensibility by a voice 
calling her sternly and heavily by name, far above where she lay. 

" Rachel !-my child !-Rachel ! "-she felt that James had quitted her, and 
she sti-uggled in tlie darkness with those who would have held her back; it 
was a faint struggle-a feeble girl against strong-armcd mcn. 

" Father, I am here," she cried, but her tones were weak-a pause-and 
then came a distant rush, and blows, desperate and determined. " They won't 
h e  if they can help it," said one fellow to another, in the same suppressed toile. 



She heard no more ; uttcrly cxliausted, she lost all consciousness, nor did she 
revive until aroused by the rapid motion of a horse, and again a well-known 
voice whispered, L C  Darling avournecn, you are safe with me." 

Several months had elapsed after this occurrence; the old Palatine's garden 
bore a neglected aspect ; the trees mere untrimmed, the path overgrown with 
weeds; a light gleamed without its walls, for the night was dark; and through 
one or two apertures in the window the glimmer of a candle flickered over the 
flower-bed that had been Rachel's. ViTitliin, sat the Palatine and his wife ; his 
hair was now white, his figure lean and dwindled ; his eyes were weak and dim, 
as he bent ovcr his bible-but the eyes of his wife were fixed on him. W e  
have heard God's word again and again," he said, L C  and we must be comforted. 
It was a mcinorable mercy that on that night no blood mas shed, though mine 
was thirsted for: do not look so sad, wife-God is a wise God." 

"I do not look sad," she answered, "for you are with me, Jacob; but 
when I think that you will not be so long-if-" 

There was a slight lmocliing at the door. 
" Who's there?" inquired the Palatine. The sound was repeated. 
"Friends know i t  is not safe to open doors to a tongueless man," he 

answered; and then came a reply in tones that sent him staggering against the 
wall, while his wife, with a speed that marred her intention, endeavoured to 
undo the fastening. At last, Rachel crawled, rather than walked, to her father's 
feet; but he would not look upon her : she then took refuge on her mother's 
bosom, who parted the hair upon her brow, while large, heavy tears dropped 
like hail upon the wasted features of her child. 

" I have you here for ever now," said the poor woman; "here you will 
remain-no one mill rive a crushed and faded flower-for ever now." 

L L  For one hour," answered Rachel, "for one hour, and then I quit you, 
my mother, for a long, long time. Mother, in Heaven's sight I declare I had 
no thought of leaving you that night ; and he saved my father's life, and will 
carry to his grave the mark he received in defending it." 

IIer mother declared she should not leave her. 
" Let her go to her keepel;" said the old man, sternly. 
But Rachel arose, and answered, "Father, before the day was done, he was 

my l~usband ; he has worked me no wrong, for the choice was my own ; and I 
am thankful to bear shame with him, if it can lighten his heavy load. Mother, 
you would have done as much for my father." 

" There is a curse, strong as well as deep, that sooner or later will over- 
whelm the children of disobedience," said her father, bitterly. 

" I know it-I believe it-I feel it-but even so, I submit." 
" The time will come," continued the old man, sooner or later-the time 
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will come, when he in whom you trusted will fail you in your uttcimost need; 
when he will pour into the core of your breaking heart the poison you gave 
your parents. Oh, what fools are those who put faith in their own children! 
He  will spurn you and desert you." 

" He may do so," she replied, weeping, (( he may do so; but I will never 
desert him." 

"Jacob," interposed his aged wife, Jacob, our cliild-she-given to our 
prayers after long years of expectation-she says she has but one hour to stay 
with us; do not let it pass thus. She is still our child, Jacob; but one hour 
to stay," repeated the mother, wringing her hands-" bat one hour !" 

" Not an hour now," said Rachel, ((not much more than half; you, mother, 
will listen to me ; people spoke falschoods of him ; decoyed away hc was : but 
he is not what they say ; they will not hear him, will not pardon him ; if he 
remained in Ireland, he must be as he is, outlawed and wretchcd. He has 
yielded to my prayers ; and in a foreign land, where we are going, he may still 
be what the Almighty intended he should be-great and good; he gave me 
one hour to bid you farewell, to pray for your forgiveness ; only one hour ; and 
the minutes are flying while I speak." 

" Will he come for you?" inquired her father. " Oh no, he cannot, he dare 
not venture here, nor would others let him," she replied. The old man rose 
steadily from his seat, and before either mother or daughter .was aware of his 
intention, he had scizcd Rachel in his iron grasp. "As the Lord liveth," he 
exclaimed, '( you go not hence ; I will bind you to the horns of the altar ; I 
will not suffer even a tainted sheep of the true fold to become the prey of the 
ravening wolf: here you remain ; vain will be your cries for aid ; all vain : 
here will P stand; and whoever enters shall have the recompense he comes for, 
who would rob an old man of his child." Rachel implored, conjured, entrcated, 
wept ; even her mother's tears were added to hers ; but all in vain. The Pala- 
tine shouldered one of the heavy muskets of his own country; and paced baclr- 
wards and forwards, opposite to where he had bound his child with cords which 
her mother dared not loosen. Iris eyes scowled upon the unhappy girl, while 
ever and anon he muttered between his clenclied teeth such texts of Scripture 
as seemed to him to bear hardest upon her case-threats against disobedient chil- 
dren, and denouncements against the associates of the ungodly. When the first 
gleam of morning broke through the crevice of the window, Rachel spake again. 

ti If h a m  come to my husband, his blood he upon your head!" I t  seemed 
after that as if a portion of her father's sternness had entered into her gentle 
nature. She would neither taste food nor drink; but sat with clasped hands, 
and eyes turned towards the mountains, the sun-lit tops of which mere seen 
through the latticed window. " She will die, she will die," said her mother. 
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l1 Pray God she may," was the father's harsh reply, "that I may lay her in 
the grave, and then be gathered to my fathers." 

She did not die; but a desperate and very dangerous fever came to her 
relief, for it took away her mind from present thoughts; weeks and months 
elapsed ere she was able to sit at the cottage door. But the lapsc of time had 
wrought changes in many ways : the country was more tranquil ; and people 
said that since James Hennesey had disappeared matters were become altogether 
different. The Palatine relaxed but little of his severity, except that, thinking 
himself secure in Rachel's weakness, he suffered her mother to move her from 
place to place in her arms. She took no interest in anything. Nothing amused, 
nothing drew from her a word or even a look of intelligence. All blessed her 
as they passed along the road, and the little children used to heap her lap with 
mild flowers. Her mother reconciled herself to the violerice which her husband 
had practised when she found that no letter, no token arrived from James; 
that he had gone into exile was certain-but had he forgotten Rachel? Months 
rolled into years; two years had passed; and Rachel was still the same. 
Usually the Palatine preserved the most rigid silcnce towards his daughter, but 
sometimes he would give vent to bitter feelings, and reproach her in strong 
language ; it was all thc same, her features remained unmoved, and she seldom 
shed tears. Once, indeed, when they were alone, and her mother wept over 
her, she desired her to be comforted, as she should be happy yet. 

People wondered how she lived, how anything so heart-broken could remain 
so long in a torturing world. 

One morning she told her mother she would lie down: and her father at the 
noonday dinner, looking into the room (where he had once been deceived), laid 
his hand upon her shoulder, as if to assure himself that she was there " in the 
flesh." Suddenly she opened her eyes, and raising her hcad, kissed his cheek ; 
he was so unprepared for the act, that he had no time for consideration, and, as 
if by instinct, a blessing fcll from his lips. When her mother came to her 

1 with some food, she said, " Father has blessed me at last; you do so too, then 
let mc sleep." 

When the evening meal was prepared, and her mother again sought her, she 
was gone ; if the neighbours had seen her, they stoutly denied it, and declared 
that she was spirited away by the "good people." The old Palatine traversed 
the country like one demented, bending his way at last to the ruins of Carrig- 
o-Gunnel, not with any distinct hope of finding her there, but from the 
natural desire of seeking in every possible and impossible place for a thing 
cherished and lost. 

There, under the ash-tree, he saw his child, her head reclining against its 
trunk; he called to hcr, in a voice treniulous from an emotion he would fain 



have suppressed ; it was vain ; he fell on his knees by her sidc ; hc turned her 
face towards him ; the cheek upon which he had impressed the kiss of return- 
ing affection was cold, her heart had ceased to beat, her eyes to weep for ever ! 
Then, indeed, the strong pent-up currcnt of parcntal love, that had been so long 
congealed within his bosom, burst forth. He wept as only strong men weep ; 
he lifted up his voice, exclaiming like the Royal Poet-Prophet of old-" Oh ! 
Rachel, my child ! my child ! would that I had died for thee ! " 

People say that the spirit of the Palatine girl wanders amid the ruins of the 
Rock of the Candle to this day; and there are few bold enough to approach 
the elm-tree after night-fall. " But, sure, your honours," said our guide, when 
he had closed the story, the leading points of which we have thus preserved, 
'' a spirit so good as hers could harm no living mortal." 

But superior in interest even to Carrig-o-Gunncl, are thc storied rcmains of 
Askeaton-distant from Limerick about sixteen miles. Askeaton is a populous 
and busy-looking town, situate on the river Deel, near its junction with the 
Shannon. A waterfall of considerable elcvation, formed by a bariier of rock 
stretching across the entire bed of the river and visible from the town, has given 
name to the place-As-ceabtinne, "The cascade of the hundred fires." The 
fires wcrc probably in somc way connected with the ritual of the Druids-the 
old Irish Ghebres. I t  was a holiday when we entered Askeaton, and its 
streets were densely crowded-business, or pleasure, or devotion, as well as the 
fineness of the day, having congregated together a very numerous population. 
This circumstance gave the place, to our minds, an aspect of cheering industry, 
which probably otherwise it has no claim to. At all events, its command of 
the tide-water, and its favourable position, ought to entitle it to a considerable 
trade: in England it would surely possess it. An excellent bridge of five 
depressed arches connects both sides of the town, for it lies on either bank of 
its river. The place was formerly surrounded with a wall and other defences. 
I t  was incorporated in the eleventh year of James the First. In  1642, it was 
for a while garrisoned, but afterwards abandoned by Lord Broghill, the com- 
mander at that period of the parliamentary forces, and in some time after 
temporarily held by the confederated Catholics. At the Limerick side of the 
town, a new church has been recently built. I t  partly occupies the site of a far 
more ancient structure, founded in 1298 by the Ihights-Templars, and of 
which all that is now lcft is a portion of a tower, the lower part of which is a 
square, the upper an octagon. 

The castle, an ancient residence m d  stronghold of the Earls of Desmond, 
stands at the foot of the bridge, and even in its extreme ruin shows that it had 
been a pile of grcat strength and importance. In 1674, it was attacked by 
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Sir George Carew, when the garrison was withdrawn; but at their departure 
they blew it up with gunpowder, the effect of which was, that tlie whole interior 
of the keep was exposed, and so continues, by the falling away of the wall at 
the river-side. I t  was originally arched, and the whole stylc refers its date to 
the period of "the Roses." At a short distance from the keep stands a long 
oblong building of two stories in height, a id  unroofed. The basement story is 
arched, and that abovc, an apartmcnt of fine proportions (now used as a ball- 
alley by the villagers), was lighted by several broad-mullioned windows, 
enriched with cuspated lieads, weather-cornices, &c. This must originally 
have been il magnificent chamber, and seems to have been used either as a 
domestic chapel, or a banclueting-room. 

But the object of principal interest here is the abbey. I t  stands at the 
oppositc side of, and adjacent to the river, near the Catholic chapel, and is a 
pile of very considerable extent, and in tolerable preservation. It was founded 
in 1420 by James, seventh Earl of Desmond, for conventual Franciscans, and 
was reformed in 1490 by the Observantine friars. James, the fifteenth Earl, 
died and was buried here, in 1558. In 1564, a chapter of the order was held 
within it. At the suppression of monasteries, towards the end of the reign of 
Elizabeth, after the destruction of Desmond's power, this structure shared the 
general fate ; but an abortive effort at its restoration was made in 1648, by the 
confederated Catholics ; since then it has been gradually, though slowly, pro- 
gressing to its present state. The church stands in the midst of the conventual 
buildings. It is a long oblong, from which a transept branches off at the north 
side, at the intersection of which formerly stood a tower, tlie ruins of which lie 
around in solid masses.++ 

The east window is a broad and lofty opening of five lights, the mullions 
forming intersecting tracery at head. Thc transept opens into the church by 
two fair, broad, and lofty arches. It is divided in its length by a range of 
three similar aarhes ~pringing from plain pillars, and forming a lateral aisle. 

* There are several ancieut tombs inscribed in Mesa-Gothic letters. Some handsomely-executed canopied 
niches, richly ornatnented with crockets and finals, line the side walls, and near the altar end is a mural 
moilurncut with the fullowing inscription,-the filst line a hexameter, the secout? a pentameter:- 

Epitaphivm chronographic~m 
IIic Oliverus inest gcnitus geuitunpe Richardus 
Stephenson clericandor uterque clluro est, 

Ano. lG.22. 
D. O. nr. 

llnritis suis Richwdo Stephenson eivs et filio Dm. Olivero Stephenson ac posteris suis hoe bustum fieri 
fecerunt D, hlargarita ni Brim et Eliuora Browne. Ano. Do. 1G1G. 

We were told that  the only liviug descendant of these Stephensons is uow a poor weaver, residing in tho 
noigllbourhood 
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This portion of tlic building also contains some old tombs. The cloister, which 
lies at the south side of the clnlrch, is not the least beautiful portion of tliis 
interesting ruin. It  is a11 area encompassed by low-arched ambnlatolles, open- 
ing on a central square in a succession of small, neatly-executed, pointed 
arches, twelve to each side. An old white-thorn occupies the centre. The 
refectory, dormitories, hospital, and other offices, are all in fair preservation, 
and, meet haunts as they are for ('musing melancholy," are not without their 
due attraction to detain the footsteps of the curious visitor. 

About two miles from Askeaton is tlle small village of Slianagolden, one 
milc south-cast of which, and closely approaching the mountainous tract lying 
between Limerick and Kerry, stands out a prominent grassy hill of considerable 
elevation arid steepness. I t  is unconnected with any other eminerxe in its 
vicinity ; this is the hill of Shannid-quasi Shanait, ( L  The old place." I t  
terminates i11 a double peak, evidently artificial, each forming a truncated cone, 
fashioned in ages remote for purposes of defence. That to the north is sur- 
mounted by a castle, the area of which, 180 feet in circumference, covers the 

whole extent of ulatfonn. In 
height this structure is some- 
thing between thirty and forty 
feet; the walls are ten feet in 
thicliness. Its form is polygonal 
without, circular within. It  con- 
tains rieither vault nor staircase. 
An external wall, about twenty 
fcet in height, and but little in 
advancc from it, surrounds thc 
structure. Lower down, a deep 
fosse, 600 feet in circunlference, 
flanked by an earthen rampart, 
forms a girdle round the hill. 

l'reviously to tllc seventeenth century tliis castle was held by the Earls of 
Dcsmond, and the cry of " Sliannid aboo," i. e. '( Shannid victorious, or huna 
for Sliannid,71 forms the motto of the knights of Glen, a still subsisting branch 
of the Geraldines, as " Crom-aboo," from the place called Croom, in the same 
county, has been adopted as the motto of another branch of the same spreading 
family-that of the Dukc of Leinster.% The southern peak is crowned by 

Many of these war-cries are retained as  family mottoes-that of the Fitzgeralds, for example, "Cram- 
:tlJou," by h e  Duke of Leinster ; others have been long sincc abaudoned, and others have departed with the 
farnilics who bore tllem. The @Neal's cry was Lamh-de.~rg-aboo-IIuraa for the red hnnd (his crest); 
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one of the ancicnt laths; a hill fort, forined of earth, and surrounded with 
deep fosses and ramparts. The area of this is extensive, and it possesses a 
feature peculiar to it, that of being subdivided into fous equal portions by the 
intersection of a rather deep cut through the centre; with what object it is 
hard to determine. This structure is, of course, of greater antiquity than the 
adjacent castle. The utmost date that can be assigned to the latter is the 
commencement of the twelfth century, whilst that of the ratli may be lost in 
the clouds and mists of the remote ages." The purpose for which it was 

O'Blien's, Lmh-laider-aboo-Huzza for strong hand ; the  Bourkcs, Gdraigh-aboo-Huzza for the red Euglisl~- 
man ; the Fitaptricks, Gear-hider-aboo-Huzza for strong and sharp-alluding to their crest, a liou and a 
dragon ; the Alac Swinays, Battailah-aboo -Huzza for the noble staff; the Hiffzrnnns, Ccnrt-na-suas-aboo- 
Huzza for the right from above; the Husseys, Cair-direach-aboo-Huzza for strict justice, kc .  &c. I n  the 
tenth year of the reign of Henry the Seventh, an act was passed, prohibiting the use of those family war-clics: 
"Item, prayen the commons in this prrsent Parliament assembled, that fornsmueh as tlierc has been great 
variances, malices, debates, and cornp:misons, between diverse lords and gentlcnicn of this land, ~ h i c h  h ~ t h  
daily increased by seditious means of diverse idle and ill-disposed persons, uttcrly taking upon them to  be 
servants to such lords and gentlemen; for that they would be borne in their said idleness, and tbeir othcr 
unlawful demeaning, and nothing for any favonr or entirely good love or will that  they bear m t o  such lords 
and gentlemen. Therefore i t  be enacted and establislred by the same authority, That no person, ne persons, 
of whatsoever estate, condition, or degree he or they be of, take part with any lord or gentleman, or uphold any 
such variances or comparisons m word or deed, as in using thme words, Corn-abo, Butler-abo, or other words 
like, or otherwise contrary to the king's laws, his crowo, and dignity, and peace ; but to call only on St. George, 
or the name of his sovereign lord the king of England for the time being. And if ally person or pcrsons, of 
whatsoever estate, condition. or degree he or they be of, do contrary so offending in the premisscs, or any of 
them, be taken and committed to ward, there to remnin without bayle or mainprize, till he or they havc made 
fine after the discretion of the  king's deputy of Ireland, and the king's eounsail of the same, for the time 
h~:,ng."-Rot. Pad. cap. 38. 

There is no object which the peasantry regard with so much superstitious dread as  the n t h ,  from tho 
henef that  i t  is the especial property of the fairies. I t  is almost impossible to find a labourer who can be 
tempted by any reward to put  his spade into one of them. They have consqnently remained undistnybrd 
for ages; 'and often a large space is, therefore, suffered to continue an unprofitable waste in the centre of :I 

fertile meadow. Stories in abundance are told of punishments that  hare followed attempts to open or lc\el 
these raths, and of scenes and objects witnessed by persons who have uuconsciously slept bcside them, or 
passed them a t  night. We hare a large collection of these illustrati~e stories, some of which we may hereafter 
print. One of them may, for the present, suffice.-Several hundred years ago, long before Dane or Saxon 
had set foot on "the sod," and disturbed the viewless revels of its guardian genii, a rnan stood within thc 
circle of a rath in that  part of Ireland now called tho county Kilkenny. H e  was a man who, through impro- 
vidence, had reduced himself to  a state of utter destitution, and had probaLly sought that spot lonely us 
consonai~t to the state of his mind. I t  was u~idnigl~t  ; and amidst the breezes that  sighed in the long grass of 
the hill, he recognised aerial voices, and soon discovered that he was in the presence of no less a person;p 
thnn the king of the faisies, who was holding a council of his tiny subjects a s  to the best method of carr j i i~g 
off the daughter of the king of Afunster. The man immediately offered his assistance, which was as readily 
accepted. Off they set for the court of the kiug of Munster ; and before many minutes they were back again a t  
the rath with the king of Muns teh  fair daughter among them, whom the fairies were about to take with tholn 
into the rath, when the man had the courage to  ask her for llis bride, and the fairy king generonsly complied 
with his request. But  in bringing her to  his humble dwelling, he found her to be only a breathing statue, 
beautiful indeed, and warm with life, but incapable uf speech or motion. He once more repaired t o  the n t h ,  
and again heard two fairies conversing-"A man went with our host last night," said one of the speakers, "and 
carried off the king of iilunster's daughter, who slill lies in tbe cloud of death; but if he pulled the herb that  is 
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erected was at once of a domestic and militaly character. In a country so 
subdivided as was ancient Ircland, into clans or tribes of different descent3 
and almost perpetually harassed by internal dissensions, security of residence 
was not always easily attainable; but every means which the knowledge and 
experience of the time suggested was made available for the purpose. The site 
of course a.as a cardinal object-a hill, the neighbourhood of a river, a wood, or 
a mornsq, was sought out, and this being chosen, the fosse was hollowcd out, 
the high embankment thrown up, and the interior of the enclosed area was 
wrought, in tlie style Cyclopic, into galleries of intricate maze, serving at once 
as repositories for valnables, as granaries, and sonletimes as outlets in casc of 
emergency, and often as places of interment. The form of these forts was 
gcncrdly round; the circle, indeed, appears to have been a favourite figure with 
the ancient Irish : it was adopted in their dwellings and their tcmples, whether 
these last consisted of stone pillars or lofty towers. Czsar found the Britons 
attached to a similar form in the construction of their houses. The spmnve 

fort is, however, often found, but made of similar materials. W e  are to 
presume that the buildings which occupied the area within the intrench- 
ment, were generally formed of the same materials, still used by the peasantry 
in the erection of thcir " ~ m d  edifices,"-earth intermixed with rushes or 
straw, and the roof composed of thatch or shingle. Timber, doubtless, was 
also extensively used in these structures ; indeed the ancicnt Irish are 

now under his feet, and gave i t  to her boiled in new milk, she would soon recover." The man accordingly 
acted on the hint, and his lovely bride was soon in full possession of all her faculties, and continued to lire 
with him happily fur some time, until the bridegroom began to dread the resliz;rt,ion of the old adage, ' I  When 
poverty enters the door," &c., and had recourse once more to the rath. Here he overheard another conversation 
of the fairies, wherein they planned no less an enterprise than tlie carrying away of all the king of Munster'~ 
cattle. The child of earth again offered his services, which were as readily accepted ; and the "creagh" was 
gallantly accomplished. But the king of Munster was a cunning old fellow, and notwithstanding the precaution 
of the fairies in changing the prmt of the cattle's hoofs, he succeeded in following the course of his flocks and herds, 
aud arrired a t  tlie dwelliiig of his unknown son-in-law, nov  a rich and happy man, the fairies having bestowed 
on him a large share of the spoil in recompense for his assistnuce-(for Swedenhorg's doctrine, that spirits can 
only act on men by men, is an axiom in tho philosophy of fairy-land.) The son-in-law, whom we shall call 
Kenneth, receired the king very courteously. and having cautioned his wife against discovering herself to her 
father, got ready a very sumptuous entertainment. The king having first caught, through the casement, a view 
of the cattle, remarked that  they were very like his own that he had lost. "There is  nothing in the world," 
replied his liost, that  has not some other thing exactly like unto i t "  " True," replied the king, and seemed 
satisfied. But  when he beheld his daughter, nature could not be deceived, and he burst into tears. "Why 
dust t h u  weep, 0 king ?' demanded Kenneth. " Because thy wife is  the exact resemblance of my long-lost 
daughter," replied the king. 'lA11d what reward wouldst thuu give to the man tlrat would restore her? 
demanded Kenneth. "Her  hand." "Behold her, then, before thee." An explanation now took place, the 
happy result of which we may anticipate; and Kenneth had ever after good reason to  bless t.lie hour in which 
he first heard the fairy voices in the rat l~.  That  raths are structures uf very remote antiquity is  apparellt from 
the circumstance of their being found in places where the Danes never settled ; aa also frum the cromleachs 
and stone circles sometimes found un their summits, plainly identifying them with the age of heathenism. 
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reputed to have been well skilled in what the venerable Charles O'Conor 
calls "lignarian architecture."++ Such scenes are indeed everywhere very 
productive of superstitions: some of them are not without a moral, as our 
rcaders will find, if they h a w  thc paticnce to accompany us through a story 
related to us upon the very spot we are describing :- 

Two men were leaning against the buttress of an old park wall, which in 
many places was overgrown with ivy: the youngest was hardly more than a 
youth, although there was evidence in his firm and assured manner that hc had 
for some time considered himself a man ; the other was considerably advanced 
in years, and was of a much humbler class in society than the younger, to whom 
he looked with a11 the aEection which an Irish fosterfather bcars for the child 
his wife has nursed. 

The young man was of noble bearing, well grown, and finely proportioned ; 
the jesting expression of a mouth whose muscles seemed almost too flexible for 
a determined purpose, was corrected by the intelligence and fervour of the eyes, 
and the breadth and dignity of a lofty brow. He had thrown off his hat; 
perhaps i t  pressed too heavily upon his throbbing temples; perhaps i t  was cast 
upon the grass that the breeze might play more freely through his clustering 
hair: but his temples did throb, and his lip was trembling with emotion. H e  
spoke no word in reply to the aged servitor's gasrulity, yet he talled on, as 
though his heart rather than his mind ovcrflowcd. Scating himself on a 
fragment of rock at  the young man's feet, the old man talked as earnestly and 
respectfully to the youth as though he had been the heir of the O'Briens, not a 
discarded younger brother of the name and race. 

" Things must mend, Masther George-they must mend !" he said, over and 
over again. " Many an Irish gentleman would be proud to have fifty young 
brothers like you, just to make divarshin for himself and his fiiends, and keep 
the pulses of life bating through thc housc-Why don't you turn to the army 
at  once, sir? I've heard the old master say he had forty promises of commis- 
sions for the whole of ye. Or marry an heiress, sir ? Well for her to get you ! 
Ay, sir, you've looked too often in the glass not to believe that!-Or- 
But where's the use of thinking? thoughts are-nothing !-not worth a thrashed 
straw ! Who would have thought your own brother could-Well, there, 1'11 
not say a word against him-only he is the most unnatural-Well, I'm done ! 
But-it's no matter-I wonder how he'll look his father in the face hereafter ! 

* Of other fortified dwellings they possessed several kinds, as the  Dun, the D a n g h ,  the Lios, the 
Cashiol, the Cahir. These names are sometimes found combined, as Dundangio~i, near Cork ( c o ~ ~ u p t e  
Dundannion), Lois na rutha, the Court of Forts, &c. The Cas lh l  and Cahir are generally of stone. Staigua 
fort, ~ I I  Kerry, of which we hare  spoken a t  page 179, is one of this olasu. 
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But he never can-Well, there, Masther George, I'm finished! Surc, if you 
mnst make your way, you've a power of talents and beautiful book-learning- 
Can't you be a counsellor, or a judge, at once, sir? 'Deed, Masther George, 
you're breaking my heart with your silence, so you are, sir ; and I've thought 
of everything ! " 

" And done nothing," added the young man. L L  AS usual, plenty of words 
and no acts ! " 

" What can I do, dear?" replied the servant. " Sure, 1'11 lay down my life 
any day, and follow you to the world's end. I'll do that, and never lavc you 
while there's a shadow of troubIe over you; I'll never lave you until you're a 
grate man, sir, and then, may be, I'd come back to my own little place, and lay 
my bones beside hers that loved you dearly. Sure I wonder she's not stirring 
in her grave with the knowledge of your trouble ! I don't know what's for it 
now at all-barring-you'd drame !-Now don't look that way, don't ! for 
it's as true as gospel ! There's a deal of 'hidden trem~re'  about the place, and 
if you could but drame of it you'd be sure to find it ! " 
'L Corney," answcred the young man-" Corney, I've been dreaming all my 

life; it's quite time I awoke." 
'' Oh, sir, how can you say that? Sorra a more active young gentleman is 

in the country-or a better shot-or a more beautiful dancer-or a finer horse- 
man-or one with a better voice. And all the world knows you're a fine 
hand at the pen; and, sure, the beautiful song you wrote last is sung by all 
the Iadies in the county, as well as every ballad-singing blackguard in the street, 
-and that's fame any how ; and they tell me there isn't a head in the kingdom 
you could not take off with your pencil; and one I know said, 'If Master 
George had only one of the talents he possesses, he could get good bread by it 
all over the world.' 'Draming,' indeed ! Faix, no! its wide-awake you've 
been, not a wink on your eyes or ears, sir-but I wish you would drame. You're 
the seventh son, with only a thrifle of girls between ; and that's luck, and you've 
only to lay your head on the draming-stone on thc seventh day of the seventh 
month, as the morning comes alone out of the dark twelve of midnight (morning 
drames are always truest), and I'll lay any wager your eyes will be opened-in 
your sleep,-and you'll drame of the hidden treasure that all thc world knows is 
in the family, if it could only be got at. It's a pleasant place, sir-sheltered and 
to itself-close to the bohereen you cross to get to Slieveburgh when you go 
shooting. They say a white doe comes once a-year to drink at the stream, and 
it's close to a holy well, and in sight of a cross road, so that altogether it's a 
place you may rely on.'' 

" I know the dreaming-stone well, Corney," answered young 07Brien; "but 
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if hidden treasure is to be discovered, why don't you send my brother there, or 
some of the elder ones ; they're the legitimate dreamers ? " 

They might lie there for ever, Masther George, and no light be given them. 
Haven't I told you it was the seventh son that should be aftcr draming? Be- 
sides, dear, sure you're my foster-child, and her that loved your shadow in the 
sun-God help us !-stiff and cold in her grave." 

" Well, I'll think about it, Comey." 
" Don't, sir, dear, don't think about it-whenever the old masther wcnt to 

tl~idc about anything it was never done-do it, dear, do [it. To-morrow is the 
seventh day of the seventh month ; do it, darling ! and, may be, it's over our 
heads in silver and goold we'll be before this day week. I wondcr what will 
the young masther think then of his seventh brother?" 

George O'Brien was a bright-hearted, clever fellow, full of intelligence and 
talent, which from many causcs had lain fallow. He had high aspirations and 
high hopes ; but the live-hard and yet do-nothing sort of life he had led since 
his father's death had impaired rather than strengthened his mind. The asso- 
ciations of childhood bound him to the spot where he had been born. Slieve- 
burgh, the giant-headed mountain, which was the weather-glass of all his 
excursions, was also his landmarlc when away from home, and the moment he 
saw its peak rising from amid the clouds, he shouted as if to an ancient friend. 
But he must not think of that now: his brothcr had insulted him-he had 
rudely bade him forth-with a sneer at his '' fine sentiments." Full of sad 
thoughts, mingling as they did with fancies, those misty futures, that- 

Come like shadoms, so dopartn- 

thoughts, the very vapours of the imagination, gathered into something more 
funned and fixed, as some plan for the hereafter crossed his brain, and then 
vanished. 

Making some excuse to get rid of his old follower, George O'Brien wandered 
through what was now only the brushwood of a forest, which had been for cen- 
turies the pride of his ancestors. As the evening gathered in, he threw himself 
on the grass beside the stream where he had thrown his first fly, and, aftcr much 
patience, hoolred his first trout. The dinner-bell rang-its cracked and bitter tone 
soundcd in his ears rather as a warning from, than an invitation to, the festive 
board; hc felt he could sit therc no more : was it really no more? The bright 
vision of his mother's smile, the very echo of his father's blessing, floated round 
him ; and, covciing his face with his hands, he wept bitterly; and those tears 
relicved him. He reviewed the past, and was only roused from his rcvciie by the 
gathering of a thunder-storm. I t  must have been near midnight whcn he left 



the cottage of an old gamekeeper, where he had taken shelter from the heavy 
rain of a July storm that would have drenched him to the skin. Peal after peal 
of thunder rolled through the heavens, and the lightning played the most fear- 
some pranks round the peak of Slieveburgh-now circling his rocky head as 
with a glory-then fixing, as it were, its centre there, and radiating round the 
summit in lines of many-tinted light, Despite his determination not to enter it, 
he wandered in the direction of the old hall, more moody and thoughtful, and 
yet as planless for the future as ever. I t  might have been the light falling in a 
particular way ; but as he stood for a moment upon the ruined wall of the deer- 
park, surveying with aching cyes the hill and dale of his favourite haunt, he 
thought he saw a white doe rush into the glade in which the " dreaming-stone" 
had lain for centuries. Prompted by the instinct of a keen sportsman, he rushed 
after i t ;  and su~ely he could not be twice deceived-the creature paused and 
looked back, and then darted forward as beforc. Of course he followed, but still 
more strangely lost sight of it, exactly where the (' dreaming-stone7' was shel- 
tered by a projecting rock that was overgrown with every species of wild flower 
and fern, while a little bright gurgling stream, whose bed was dotted with 
silvery pebbles, meandered round the rock, now almost laving its base, at other 
times rambling far away, as if it intended to return there no more. George 
thought he had never seen the spot look half so lovely : the sky, cleared of 
every vestige of cloud by the past storm, was one canopy of blue, starred by the 
countless multitudes of unknown worlds ; the young moon was like a bride amid 
her handmaids, the earth beneath glittering with dew, and fragrant from the 
herbs and thyme he had crushed beneath his feet. The half-sleepy chirp of the 
tcndcr nestlings, disturbed in their repose by his hasty footsteps, was answcred 
by the insect murmur which is felt rather than hrwd to be a noise in the 
stillness of the holy night. 

An unaccountable stupor arrested his steps-he passed his hand over his 
brow in vain-luy a violent effort he sprang over the bubbling brook, but it 
seemed as though he had entered a charmed circle ; nothing codd exceed his 
drowsiness ; the winking stars became paler and more pale ; the winds 
whispered the softest music through the trees; the air was warm and per- 
fumed; he endeavoured to keep his eyes open, but they closed and closed, 
and at last, completely overcome by the "drowsy god," he sank beneath the 
shelter of the rock, his head resting on the " dreaming-stone," which, covered as 
it was by a deep bcd of the softest moss, was as soothing and refreshing a 
pillow as a wcary man could desire. But, llowever nmch overpowered when he 
laid down his head, George O'Brien declared he found it impossible to sleep 
when once fairly resting on the moss ; but if he fouiid it impossible to sleep, he 



found it also impossible to move-he was spell-bound-everything painful or 
unpleasant passed from his memory, which was rendered pure, and gentle, and 
docile as the mind of a little child. All that he had heard and loved in his 
infancy was with him in that perfect and entire repose which his restless spirit 
tasted for the &st time, and as the moments passed, elevated by a new nature, 
all was peace. Gradually a veil of mist, soft and transparcnt, dcsccnded from 
the brow of the overhanging rock, and curtained him round about ; and althongh 
another manner of spirit possessed him, he still retained enough of the spirit 
of the old world, to wonder if he should really dream, or learn aught of the 
"hidden treasure" which tradition said should one day be revealed to wliich- 
ever of the O'Bricns was most worthy of the revelation-provided he sought 
the mystciious knowledge on the (( dreaming-stone." 

This idea sccmcd gradually to take possession of his imagination, over- 
whelming all other thoughts: it mas rather a curiosity to discover what he feared 
would not be revealed, than any desire to profit by the red bars or jewelled 
plate, which every one said had long been concealed '' somewhere" about his 
ancestral castle ; it was a species of ambition to learn to unravel mystery, to 
seek and find that which had been lost, to say-((1 have been chosen from 
among many to do this thing." The idea of its being superstitious never 
occnrred to him, nor did he, for a moment, think how the mist folded itself in 
such graceful ever-moving drapery around his couch, as if invisible hands 
arranged and re-amanged it for his enijoyment. By degrees the forms so busied 
became apparent, outlined in the most delicate tracery, as they floated from 
beneath the waving fern, or rounded into perfect beauty, from out of the full- 
bosomed roses that clustered beside the " dreaming-stone ;" transparent, fragile, 
delicate things they were, as they mingled together in fantastic movements, 
tinted by the hue or tone of the flowers that gave them shelter; some smaller 
than the rest-indications of life, rather than life itself-seemed born of the 
purple lieatl~; otlicrs of the elastic liarebell; others, severe-looking elves, \\it11 
a certain air of self-gratulation, showing a trifling degree of pretty scorn for 
their con~panions, were the denizens of a Scottish thistle, while those more 
particularly of his own land, green and gay as grasshoppers, sporting in 
emblematic trios- 

" TO one thing constant never," 

enlivened his imagination, and quickened his fancy by their rapid and elastic 
movements ; many of a sedate dignity came and went, with diadems on their 
brows ; others with wands, which they seemed to have the power of elongating 
at pleasure ; there were few, if any, of the ordinaiy mischiefs supposed to belong 
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to fairyland, thc diminutive gnomes and little mocking sprites; few, distortcd 
or robbed of their fair proportions ; no matter how minute they were, theis tiny 
forms were well defined and full of grace and motion ; and the last troop that 
gathered round him seemcd more intent on pleasing the " child of earth," who 
had come among them, thafi on sporting with each other; and yet there were 
some, and those too came nearest to the young man, bending above his brow, 
and raising the curls that clustered round his head, who looked at him with 
earnest eyes, in which thcrc was an expression of the deepest interest-an 
interest devoid of jest, a solemn, deep expression, as though they knew the past, 
and would fain direct him as to the future ; and, soft as the whispering of the 
south wind, questions were breathed into his cars, which he had not power to 
reply to. 

At  last, after the moon had sunk and the stars disappeared, or become fainter 
and still more faint in the expanse around them, it seemed that those benevolent 
spirits comprehended his dcsirc, for he heard strange, unearthly whispers, 
repcating hidden treasure, hidden treasure." And while all retreated and 
continued wreathing themselves above and around the rock, or swinging to and 
fro upon their favourite flowers, or bathing in the stream that murmured on its 
way, or caught the dew-drops, and by some wonderful alchemy converted them 
into solid gems, one of tall and majestic stature (for a fairy) advanced to the 
young man's side, and bent the wand she carried in her hand over his cycs. I t  
looked at a distance like a silver rod, but he found it was only a line of light, 
and it gave him the power of seeing all things contained in the secret vaults of 
his 'family. The rurnour went that much treasure had been hidden in the sullen 
chambers, where the great shut in thcir boclics to moulder in proud and ghastly 
solitude ; and he looked there, but there was nothing except bones, heaps on 
heaps of bones, round which the cerements of the grave mouldered, with here 
and therc a jewel, or a chain of gold, or a stray white pcarl, but no trcasurc 
beyond that; and if there had bcen, he would not have despoiled the crackling 
relics of humanity of what they most foolislily held so dear. I t  was refreshing 
to escape tlicse gloomy chamel-houses ; his wandering spirit shudderingly 
returned to its dwelling, and was grateful to be again with the fields and flowers. 
'( None there ! " murmured the fair lady ; '( no fit place to seek trcasuse from 
amid our buried ancestors-none there again !" h d  again the wand of light 
~assed over his eyes, and the foundations of thc rude fortress, its prisons, its 
secret passagea, its labyrinths, were traversed, encountering nothing, save head- 
less arrows, a notched battle-axe, and then, in a square cell, one end of a huge 
rusty cliain was fastened to the wall, and at the other end, within a ring-like 
fetter, was a long nhite bone, dangling- above a llcap of monldcri~ig humanity ; 
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a slrull, round which somc fair hair twisted, and fragments of cloth, still bright; 
a broken pitcher, and an iron lamp, whose oil was all burnt out, the fragments 
of a deed of sin and death ! On and on, carefully too, for his hope of gain had 
roused him to exertion ; but no treasure-not enough of gold or silver coin to 
fill an infant's hand. Fatigued and worn by disappointment, his spirit came 
back, as it were, to his breathing home, and then the faiiy smiled and said- 
'' Beneath the waters seek !" And the wand again did its bellest ; but fruitless 
was the search bcncath thc lake-no hidden treasure there-nothing below the 
waters but the long entwining roots of the aquatic plants and small shooting 
fish, flying like arravs to escape the jaws of the devouring giants of the lake. 

- Once, indced, he thought something that lay coiled round with rope was worth 
investigating; but it was only a heap of iron-headed pikes, that, as sweet Mcrcy 
willed, had never tasted blood. 

George O'Brien had never admitted that he believed in the story of tlie 
"hidden treasure," and yet he felt disappointed when its falsehood was so com- 
pletely established. IIe clung to the tale as-according to the old saying-men 
cling to straws; but now it proved naught, he was disappointed-chilled- 
distressed. He thought, " Out upon all prophecy ! none b ~ l t  fools would listen 
to such old wives' tales. And I to be such an idiot-and these misty phaiitoms 
to deceive me so, making such sport of my credulity!" 

" You have hidden treasure still to seek," said the lady of the wand, " but, 
unfortunately, you would not scck it whcre it lies, until your mind was dis- 
abused of its false hopes-you would not seek it where it is to be found until 
all other charm was gone. Why is it that creatures such as you, cndowed with 
rarcst gifts, will stir amongst old bones, exist amid rubbish of the universe, 
ponder over mildewed chronicles, watch and wait for dead men's shoes, with 
life, and health, and energy, and intellect, in the very flower of their strength, 
beating through their veins?" 

As the fairy spoke her form dilated, and she bceamc a creature of such 
infinite light and life, that the youth felt as though he could have worshipped 
whilst listening to the music of her voice and words. 

" Why should YOU," she continued, "why should you seek without fur 
'hidden treasure,' when your hidden treasure is within? when evcry true 
feeling cherished into action runs as a silver stream at your command? tvhen 
the lever of intellect, fixed to one purpose, can do whate'er it wills? Oh, that 
men would but have faith in thcmselves! that they would but render the 
homage due to Him who gave by using well the gift ! Behold ! " 

And she circled his head with her wand of light, and, as it were, the "hid- 
den trcasnre" of the refined gold and jewelled worth, heaped up and stored 
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away in idleness within the secret recesses of his own mystic frame, were laid 
bare unto himself. His astonishment increased at their magnitude-he had no 
words to express his wonder at their immensity-he could not cbprehend why 
he had not before turned his eyes upon his inner self. 

" See you not," she continued, while waving her wand around him, " see 
you not these treasures, 'hidden' now no longer, waiting but to be used, 
ready to leave their prison-house, and joy in light, and life, and activity- 
the source of wealth and station, power and independence, to yourself, and 
of good to all within and far beyond your sphere? These are the hidden 
treasures of-'' 

" Oh, Masther George ! Masther George, dear ! I couldn't help asking you, 
you looked so happy ; and such a smile, sweet as an angel's, upon your lips. 
I know your drame's for good, only the sun shouldn't touch the dramer's lids, 
for if he does he steals the drame and the dew together. So I woke you, dear, 
and to-night we'll have the treasure up." 

" Not quite so soon as that," said George, " though treasure we certainly 
shall have, Corney-sound, healthy treasure, in abundance." 

'' I told you so-I told you so,'' answered the old man, rubbing his hands. 
" But why not to-night ?" 

'' My treasure will come with time, Corney-be all my own-my immor- 
tality ! I t  is not buried in the earth, but is abroad-living-breathing-I feel 
it now" 

Corney feared his dear young master had gone crazed; but he was wrong, 
he had found his senses with the hidden trcasure; and a few years of hard 
labour proved to him and his faithful Corney that truth may be found on a 
" dreaming-stone." 

Proceeding south-east from Askeaton, or journeying from Limerick to 
Kerry by another and an excellent road, the tourist will pass two places of 
great interest-Adare and Croom-the former on the direct route, the latter 
a mile or two away from it, but supplying an ample recompense to visitors, 
as containing the only round tower that now exists in the country. Adare 
is about eight miles from the city, a neat and apparently flourishing town; 
immediately adjoining which are the remains of several monastic edifices, 
the greater number of them being within the walls of the Earl of Dunraven's 
beautiful park. One of the old abbeys has been converted into a church, and 
another into a chapel; and both retain traces of their original grandeur, 
although modern "improvements" have essentially changed their character. 
The erections of these abbeys, churches, and a castle of the Desmonds, 
which "much incommoded the English" during the Elizabethan wars, are 



not of very remote dates. A house was founded here, for friars of the order 
of the Holy Trinity, for tlie redemption of Christian captives, in the reign of 
King Edward the First, by John Earl of Kildare. The Augustinian Friary, 
called also the Black Abbey, was founded in 1315, and King Edward the 
Second confirmed the grants made to it, A.D. 1317. The house of Grey Friars 
was founded in 1465, by Thomas Earl of Eldare,  and Joan his wife-and they 
were both buried in thc choir. The ruins of these, and others, have been re- 
cently put into complete repair at  the charge of Lord Dunraven; and at the 
time of our visit, the new additions of mason-work were so apparent as con~idcr- 
ably to impair the " beauty of age;" but within a comparatively short period, 
the ivy will grow over them, and they will have been secured from f ~ ~ r t h e r  
dilapidations of Time for ages yet to come. 

The whole central district of Limerick is, indeed, studded with remains, 
religious and castellated, still emphatically speaking of the former power of 
the Geraldines-now ruined and decayed. A chain of towers may be traced 
in continuous succession from the Shannon to IQlmallock, indicating the territo- 
rial supremacy of the Fitzgeralds, whilst their numerow and elaborate ecclesias- 
tical structures tell of the wealth, munificence, and taste of that noble race. 
IGlmallock, Askeaton, and Adare, are deservedly objects of pilgrimage to all 
who love the picturesque and relics of the magnificent. But this district is not 
alone intercsting because of such remains and their associations. I t s  legends, 
its vestiges of a far older time than that in which the Geraldines predominated, 
are numerous and varied. The fairy marvels of Knockfeerena, and its 
enchanted chieftain Donn;" the subaqueous wonders of the palaces and 
gardens of Lough Gur, where the last of the Desmonds is detained in tlirallJ 

* "Called by the people of the country ' Ihock  Dhoinn Firinne'-the Mountain of Donn of rruth. 
Tl~is mountain is very high, and may be seen for sevelal miles around; and when people are desirous to know 
whether or not any day will rain, they look a t  the top of Knock Firinne, and if they see a vapour or mist 
them, they immediately conclude that rain will follow, believing that Donn (the lord or chief of the monn- 
tain) and his dr ia l  assistants are collecting the clouds, and that he holds them for some short time to warn 
the people of tho approaching rain. As the appearance of mist on that mountain in the morning is cons~dered 
an infallible sign that the day will be rainy, Donn is called [Dorm Firinne'-Donn of Truth."-Mr. E. 
0. Reilly. 

t The legend is, that the last chieftain of the Desmonds-of course, excepting him who became an 
"apostate" and dicd in England-keeps his state under the waters of the lake, from which he rises a t  day- 
break, on the morning of every seventh year, and rides, fully armed and accoutred for contest, round its shores; 
and this duty he is compelled to discharge until the shoes of his steed, which are made of silver, are worn out, 
when the term of his enchantment will expire, and he will retnrn to earth to resume his station and regain 
his estates. About seventy years ago, Mr. Stackpoole B~y1t.e made some attempts to drain the lake, and 
formed a channel to convey the water into ground dill lower. The progress of the work was stopped by the 
sudden death of that gentleman, who was killed by a fall from his horse on returrlig at night from the house 
of a neighbour with whom he had dined. I t  is scarcely necessary to add that the peasants universally attri- 
buted tlie circumstance to an encounter with the E d  of Desmond, who billed the new proprietor of the lands 
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arc of no less interest than the time-honoured fanes of the same lake, on the one 
hand, and those of the like druidical character near Croom, on the other. The 
very name of Oroom is redolent of its heathen origin as a temple of the ruler of 
the Irish gods, the formidable Croom, or Tarran, the 'I'hunderer. 

Within a mile of this prettily-seated town, in the centre of an extensive 
valley stretching out from the eastern base of I<noclrfeerena, stand the remains 
of a srnall but very ancient church, whose era belongs to the very earliest 
pcriod of Christianity in Ircland. It is a plain oblong, about forty-six feet in 

length and eighteen 
broad. The walls 
are rather of a Cy- 
clopian constnlc- 
tion, and are well 
coated with ivy. I t  
was lit by  two small 
windows, the arch- 
ing of which, as well 
as that of the door, 
has been destroyed. 
The frame-work of 
the door and win- 
dows, as is usual in 

these very ancient structures, is of sandstone. On one of the jamb stones 
of the door are a number of scores, a circumstance worthy of remark, becausc 
such scorings have been frequently found on or near other Romanesque 
remains, and are supposed to have some affinity to the Ogllam character. 
Ten feet north of the c l~urc l~  stands one of those round towers so peculiar 

for his presumption in attempticg to disturb the chieftain in his dominions beneath thc waters. There is 
mother curious legend connected with thid lake, but not peculiar to i t ;  i t  is, that  for many years no farmer 
could cultivate an acre of ground along its borders; for the moment the grnss or corn sprung up, the young 
shoots were eaten off bg some unseen or unknown an~mal.  A sturdy fellow, horvcver, set himself to watch, 
night after night; and a t  length he saw a fine fat milch cow, followcd by scven milk-white heifers, emerge 
f h n  the Loug11, alid cnter his meadow ; he ran between thorn and the water, and closed the gate of the field, 
Lut not before the old ww, more "cute" than her progeny, had rushcd by him and made her escape; but the 
calves remained and became his property-and "mighty proud he was of them, for there wern't the likes 
uf them in the barony." One night he left the gate open, and ncxt morning his singular visitors were 
gone. Sir Walter Scott, in a letter " to the author of the Fairy Lcgonds," has this remarkable passage: "AS 
fut the water-bull, they live who will take their oaths to having seen him emerge from a small lake, on the  
boundary of my property here (Abbotsford), scarce large enough to havc held him, I should think. Some 
traits in his descriptiuu seem to answer the hippopotamus, and these arc always mentioned both in Highland 
n d  Lowland story; strange if we could conceive there existed, under a tradition so universal, some shadowy 
reference to these fossil bones of animals, which are so often found in the lakcs and bogs." 
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to Ireland, and so fruitful of controversy to her antiquaries. I t  is fifty 
feet in height, and fifty feet in circumfe~ence, at its base. The door, which 
has a semicircular head, is sixteen feet from the ground. Above this arc 
tlrce windows at different heights. One of then] is round-headed, and two 
otlieru are pointed or lancet-headed, the arches consisting of stones placed 
diagonally. The upper portion, with its conical cap and top windows, has 
been destroyed. Thc floors were placed on rests, formed by diminishing 
the thickness of the walls. The pcasantry call it Clogatuse na &?art. 
Clogazcse signifies the "growth of stones," and bears refercnce to its supposed 
sudden construction in one night.* No engraving of it has been heretofore 
published. 

Lough Gur, of which we have just spoken, claims particular notice at  our 
hands, because it has hitherto received so little attention from previous tourists, 
and even from the county historians. This secludcd lake is distant abont ten 
miles south of the city of Limerick, is irregular in form, and the circumference 
is between four and five miles. From its bosom rise onc large and three or 
four small islands. The principd i s l a~d ,  which is connected with the eastern 
shore by a causeway, contains about sixty acres, and is called Knocta-dun, or 
the fortified knoll. I n  the days of the Desmonds, two strong square towers 
defended the most accessible points of approach on the eastern and southern 
sides. 

But i t  is the ex- 
tensive asscmnblagc 
of druidical remains 
on this island, and 
around the lake, that 
rentlcr it pcrhap.; 
the most interesting 
spot in Ireland for an 
antiquabnvisit ; yet, 
strange to say, these 
gigantic relics, which 
extend over many 
miles of country, have 
been allowed to re- 
main unexplored and 
undescribed. Three stone circles, close to the higb road between Limerick and 

* The peasantry have their legends in connexian with every round toner; in nearly ever). instance the 
tower is said to have bees built in vnc night. 
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Corlr, are mentioned for the first time by Mr. Twiss, in his tour though Ireland, 
published in 1775. Ferrar, who, twelve years after this, published a history of 
Limerick, rnerely quotes Twiss's brief account, although by a couple of hours' 
ride he might have seen these ancicnt tcnlples with his own eyes, and noticed 
them from actual observation ; and he then censures Dr. Campbell, author of 
the Pl~ilosophical Survcy of Ireland, for omitting to mention " ihe dmidical 
ruin near Lough Gur." In the more recent history of Limerick by Mcssrs. 
Fitzgcrald and AlcGregor, these three stone circles are slightly described ; but 
not suficiently so, to lead the reader to suppose that, considerable as they are, 
they form only a very sslnall part of perhaps the most magnificent druidical 
work, considered as a wholc, that exists in the world. In  1830, Nr. Crofton 
Croker communicatcd to the Antiquarian Society of London the observations 
made by him during an investigation of three days, and "so obvious," he states, 
is the connexion between the various circles, pillar-stones, altars, and other 
works, tlint an examination of one leads the eye to discover others; and 
thus was he Icd on from one remain to another, over a space of country, the 
circumference of which he estimates at not less than ten miles. " Beyond tliis," 
he adds, "even at a distance of fiftecn miles in a direct line from the lake, I 
found stone circles and other druidical works, between wliich and those at 
Longh G m  I was unable to establish a connexion, although it appears probable 
that such once existed." 

As the tliree stone circles on the west side of the lake are close to the high 
road, the touiist will per- 
haps act judiciously in 
making them his start- 
ing-point, and proceeding 
round the lake by a roacl 
which branches off at a 
place called Holy Cross. 
This road will lead him 
by the ruined church, 
which stands on an 
eminence that descends 
to the southern shore of 
the lake. The roofless 

and deserted walls, represented in the annexed print, still retain the name of 
"the New Church." I t  was built by Lady Bath, as appears by the chalice 
and patine now preserved in the neighbouring church of Knockaney. From this 
point, various stone circles and other poniierous remains may be seen, and a 



serpentine passage of considerable lcngth, formed by parallel lines of huge 
masses of stone, can be traced from the shore, terminating in the Red bog, a 
tract of low ground at some distance. The opposite side of the road from that on 
wlvllich the church stands, is crowded with druidical works, which it is impossible 
for us to particularise ; one, however, called by the country people (' Labig yer- 
muddagli a Grana," that is, Edward and Grace's bed, is here represented. 

This was probably a tomb. I t  had been a complete oblong chamber, formed 
by great stones, and covered over with vast flags. The length of this sepulchral 
chamber was thirteen feet and a hulf, the breadth six feet. An old woman 
resided in it for many years, and on her death the covering stones were thrown 
off, and it was left in its present state by "money-diggers, who fonnd only 
some burned bones in an ould jug, that surely xrus not worth one brass farthiug." 
Above this tomb a tabular rock, upwards of ten feet in circumfcrencc, rests 
npon four supporters. And not far distant, thcre is a singular natural formation 
called " Carrignanalh, or the Mass roclc." I t  is f ~ d l  of chasms and hollows, 

and is said to have received its name from a priest having regnlarly celcbrated 
within one of its rccesscs the ceremonies of the Roman Catholic church, at a 
pcriod when that religion was proscribed. 

T l ~ e  eastern shore of Tlough Gur abounds also with mighty vestiges of 
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druidical power. One eminence, particularly, called Carrickgalla, has two 
remarkable circular works of Cyclopian masonry, termed by the country people 

Danish forts;"" and in all directions branching off from the once sacred 
shores of this beautiful and romantic lake, evidence exists of an assemblage of - 
altars, temples, caves, and tombs, much too numerous for us even to notice in 

the most rapid man- 
ner. This chain of 
druidical works ex- 
tends into the county 
of Tipperary. A 
cromleach, the largest 
we haw cvcr sccn, 
stands on Galtee More, 
and on Cromwell Hill, 
a sepulchral chamber 

\ called Labig yermud- 
dah, or Edward's bed, 

here represented, and similar to that upon the southern side of Lough Gur, 
which we have just depicted. 

Tn the low ground throughout this district of ancient druidism, in swampy 
hollows, now surrounded by bog, and which bog there can be little d o ~ h t  was 
formerly richly wooded, the antlers anll bones of that gigantic animal, thc 
JIoose Deer, long since extinct in Ircland, have been dug up in considerable 
quantities. A complete skeleton of the animal exists in Dublin, procured from 
this locality, and between the measurement of the antlers of which and a pair 
in the hall of I<ilfi.ush, the seat of Xr. Gubbins, the following is a com- 
parative vicw :-- 

Distance between the extreme tips, metlsured by the skull 
Ditto in  straight l h e  across .................................. 
Length of each horn ........................................... 
Greatest breadth of the palm ................................. 

.......................................... Length of the beam 
............................................ Ditto brow antler 

............................................... Ditto aur antler 
CircurnCerence of the beam a t  the root of the brow antler 

" The vulgar tradition which attributes so marly of the antiquities of Ireland to the Danes, has probably 
arisen from a mistranslation of '' Tuatha-de-danaun"-the Danonians, one of the oldest tribes of the aboriginul 
I~ish, who were supposed to erect all their works by nmgic. 

Ft. In. 
11 10 

Ft. In. 
12 G 

9 2 8 8  
5 9 1 6  12 
2 1 0 1 2  I 1 9 0 0  
0  8 9 1 0  
1  4 1  !*I 
1 02 1 1 oa 
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I n  1525, Mr. John Hart, by the desire of the Royal Dublin Society, drew 
up a description of the skeleton of the fossil deer of Ireland (Cervus Jlega- 
ceros). H e  was sent down by the Society to put the bones of this animal 
together, in consequence of a communication from the Rev. William Wray 
illaunsell, Archdeacon of Limerick, dated the 7th of April, 1524. The 
Archdeacon had several of thcse remains in his possession, which were 
found in a hollow between Rathcannon and Knocktoo, in 1818 or 1819; 
two of the best antler specimens having been forwarded to the representatives 
of Lord Northland and Lord Buckinghamshire, as joint proprietors of the 
district. 

The valley in which tliese remains were found," says Mr. Hart, "con- 
tains about twenty plantation acres, and the soil consists in a stratum of pcat 
about a foot thick ; immcdiatcl~ under this a stratum of shell marl, varying 
from one and a half to two and a half feet in thickness ; in this many of the 
sliells retain their original colour and figure, and are not marine; under the 
marl there is a bed of light-blue clay ; through this onc of nip workmen drove 
an iron rod in scvcral places twelve feet deep without meeting opposition. 
Most of the bones and heads, eight in number, were found in marl; many of 
them, however, appeared to rest in clay, and to be merely covered by tLe 
marl. The remains were deposited in such a manner as to prevent the 
possibility of ascertaining the exact component parts of each skeleton; in some 
places portions were found removed many yards from otEiers, and in no 
instance were two bones found lying close to each other. The position also 
was singular; in onc place two heads were found with the antlers entwined 
in each other, and immediately under them a large blade-bone ; in another, a 
very large head was discovered, and although a most diligent search was made, 
no part of the skeleton was found : within some hundred yards was another ; 
the jaw-bones were found, and not the head." 

Mr. Crofton Croker, to whose active researches in this very curious 
district in 1829 we are chiefly indebted for having called our particular 
attention to it, has placed his note-books and sketches at  our comnland, but 
the space to which we must confine this work prevents our making any use 
of them beyond extracting the subsequent memoranda.% 

" The pair of moose-deer horns a t  Kilfrush were found east of Slieveriagh, a t  Garryspillane. Another and 
a larger pair was discovered in the same locality, and are now a t  Beavor Castle, having been given to the Duke 
of Rutland by Mr. Gubbins; another pair was given by that gentleman to Sir David Roche, of Cahiras. 
Several bones were also found, but have not been preserved. Three pair of horns were found a t  Castle farm 
bog, near Hospital, two of which hang up in the hall u f  Kilballyowen, the seat of the O'Grady ; the largest of 
these measures from tip to tip about eleven feet, the other is much smaller, Mr. Lowe, of Castle Jane, has 
two pair of moosedeer horns, which were fuund east of Slieveriagh, undel. the mountain. At Castle Jane, a 
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We must content ourselves with this brief description of one of the most 
singular and interesting districts of its class to be found, perhaps, in the world ; 
but wt: here avail ourselvcs of a fitting opportunity for supplying some account 
of the ancient mythology of Ireland, and of the druidical monuments-of 
which so many remaill in every part of the country. For the information we 
supply we are chiefly indebted to Mr. Windele-to whose researches into 
the antiquarian lore of Ireland we have, on several occasions, referred-and 
to Mr. J. B. .Wright, of Clonmel, a gentleman deeply learned in early Irish 
antiquities. 

pair was used to stop a field-gate. The late Mr. Oliver, of Castle Oliver, had a noble pair of moose-deer horns 
which were thrown away. A t  Mr. Harrison's, of Castle Harrison, there is a pair which was fuund a t  
Ballingaddy. A t  Mount Coote, the seat of Mr. Coote, there is another pair. Three pair were fouud a t  
Iiippme, about a mile from Charleville, and were in the possession of Copley, an innkeeper there. A pair 
of horns was turned up in Ballyhay hog, in making t,l~e new line of road, by a man who flung them in again. 
A t  Derk, near Pallasgrane, a pair of moose-deer antlers is in the summer-house of Mr. Beary's garden. 
Another pair are a t  Mr. 07Donnell's, of IGllredagh, who has also several bones. At Elton, the Rev. Standish 
O'Grady's, there were two pair of moose-deer horns, one pair of which have been given by Mr. O'Grady to 
Lord Dunrit~en. A t  Mr. Considine's, a t  Derk, there is a pair, which were found close to the house. Mr. 
Gubbins, of Iienmare Castle, near Hospital, gave a pair of moose-deer horns to Mr. Ginnii, of --- , near 
Devonport, said to measure from tip to tip sixteen feet. From the bog of Garrycdlira, under Cromwell 
Hill, an imperfect pair of horns were taken out, which must have been of prodigious size, as the beam a t  the 
root of the brow-antlers measured fifieen inches. I n  1829, Mr. Crofton Croker raised in Ballingaddy bog a 
pair of moose-deer horllq but as they were near the surface, the ground in drying had cracked them into 
several pieces ; one horn, however, measured twelve feet and three-quarters uf an inch from the tip to the root 
of the brow-antler; and he was told that no less than nine or ten pair of mouse-deer horns had been dug up 
about the same place, within the previous sixteen years, by a man named Cleary. We might readily 
extend this catalogue, but we have done enough to show how abundant this noble animal must have 
been in the county of Limerick; indeed, althongll such remains are more lmmerous here than in any 
other county, they are found in all parts of the kingdom; few of the mnnsions of the aristocracy. are without 
a pair. 

LL When and dohere did this gigantic spccies of deer exist? Such is the question which arises a t  once to 
every man's mind-yet nothing but mere conjecture can he given in reply. No tradition of its actual existence 
remains : yet so frequently are bones and antlers of enormous size dug up in the various parts of the island, 
that the peasantry are acquainted with them as the 'old deer,' and in some places these remains are so numcrous 
and so frequent that  they are often thrown aside as useless lumber. A pair of these antlers were used as a 
field-gate near Tipperary. Another pair had been used for a similar purpose near Newcastle, in the county of 
\Vieklow, until they were decomposed by the action of the weather. There is also a specimen in Charlemont 
House, the town residence of the Earl of Charlemont, which is said to have been used for some time as a 
temporary bridge across a rivulet in the county Tyrone. Now, though similar remains have bocn found in 
Yorlcshire, on the coast of Essex, in the Isle of Man, in different parts of Germany, in tho Forest of Bondy, 
near Paris, and in some parts of Lombardy, it is evident that the animal had its favourite haunts in our fertile 
plains and valleys, and has some claim to the title of the Irish fossil deer. Thus one pnrt of the questio~l is 
answered-we can tell whe1.6 the animal existed, as  far as extreme prabdbility can go, but as  to uden, it 
baffles our investigations. There is presumptive evidence that MAN existed a t  the same poriod with this animal 
-one proof of which seems to be in a rib of the deer  resented to the Dublin Society by the same gentleman 
who presented the skeleton), and which has evidently been ~erforated with an arrow, or some similar sharp 
pointed instrument. It is not improbable that the chase of this &antic creature formcd of the business 
and pleasure O F  the then inhabitants of the country, and that amongst its enemies might be include3 the wolf, 
and the celebrated Irish wolf-dog." 
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The two great religious systems of pagan antiquity were Xabceism, or star- 
worship, and Fetichism, or the worship of animals. The first, the more ancient 
of the two, at one time pervaded the whole ancient world. The heatlienism 

of the Irish was an admixture of both systems. Its nlythcology ccousistccl of a 
plumlity of dcitics, in which Crom, or Taran, or Ti-nzor, held the supremacy. 
From him we have places named &iacroom, Baltimore, Galtimore, &c. Tllc 
planets and the elements, under personifications, formed a principal portion of 
the objects of this creed; and then there .were a host of subsidiary Genii under 
the name of sidhe, answering to the minor deities of Greece and liome, a$ the 
elves and fairies of the Teutonic nations.* The belief in the sziIAe, or good 
Pc~ple-Eumenides-still survives in popular superstition, and in Well-worship, 
origiiially referable to the genii of fountains. 

Alas, or Aine,t as the muter deorum, was one of their deities of the first class 
-&mites was the Persian Venns. Toth they worshipped in common with the 
Britons and Egyptians. He was the Irish Dew Zocorum. Guoth, the wind, 
was another principal object of their adoration. I n  all this mythology wc see 
traced a connection with the religions spstems of early Greece, Hetruria, 

/ Phrygia, Pllcenicia, Egypt, and India. The Samothracian Cabiri were the 
t succot~ri?y Gods of Ireland. Their mystcrics were known in Gaul and Britain. 
I Diodorus, v. 56 ; Strabo, iv. 

But of all their deities, the sun, or Baal, appears to have been accounted in 
highcst popular esteem. And of all heathen superstitions, surely, to adopt the 
language of Milman, sun-worship was the most beautiful and natural. It is 
said they recognised this planet under *forty different appellations; but he was 
best known under those of Gdun and Buul, or Belus,-frum which the classical 
Apollo was derived by corruption. 

Fire was consecrated to Baal as his emanation. Like the ancient Persians, 
they originally worshipped fire without temples. Zoroaster reformed the Persian 
ritual ; who introduced his reformation amongst the Irish is not known ; but 

* The Sidhe (pronounced Shee) were called s p i d s  of the hill, because supposed to come out of pleasant 
l~ills, (vid. 0'Flaherty7s Ogygia). They were also snpposed to come in the breeze, the musical sighing of 
which was thought to be their voices. Among the divinities of the Tutha-de-dananns, it is mentioned that 
" Storm, Wtnd, and Breeze (Sidhe) were their three horses." Many dlusions are made to them in Maopher- 
son's Ossian, which are all genuine, as they correspond to passages in old Irish poems. 

The genii of the fuuntains correspond t n  the angel of the waters in the Revelation, ch. xvi. 5. The question 
asked St. Patrick and his compnnions hy Eithne and Finola, the daughters of Laoghre, was whether God dwelt 
"in the hills or the valleys, in the fountains or the rivers?" It is also observed that  they took the apostle and 
his companions, from their white gawnents, to be men of )ridhe, or gods of the earth. I t  may be worthy of 
observation, that  the notions of the Irish and other ancient nations concerning the world of spirits wonder. 
fi.lly l~armonise (allowing for the colonring of unenlightened fancy) with the intimations of Scripture. 

t Aine, ill Irish, signifies a ring or c i ~ d c .  
\Oh. I. 3 R 
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undoubtedly such a change was effected when the Round Tower, which has its 
prototype only in Syria, Persia, and India, was introduced as a $re tewyde. 
Down to the period of the fall of paganism, fire was differently lighted up in 
Ireland, by two apparently opposing sections of the old religion ; by one on the 
mountain summit, by the other beneath the cover of their Tur-aghan, or fire 
tower. A further sectarian difference prevailed between the ipicolist and the 
worshipper of water; the latter holding fire as the genius of evil :-" et ignem 
habebat ut infesturn."-(Colgan.) 

Four grand festivals in honour of fire were held within the year, via. in the 
beginning of Spring, in May, at Midsummer, and on the first of November. 
The May and Midsummer fires are still kept up; the former under its old 
denomination of Seal tinne or Beal's fire; and the universality of ignicolism 
is evidenced by the observance of that day as a festival still by many nations. 
The Beltain of Scotland is but the Oabndi maggio of modern Italy. In 1644 
the May-pole m7as denounced by Act of Parliament in England. The Scla- 
vonians and Bohemians still light up a midsummer fire. In Ireland, candles, 
a kind of feast of the lanterns, have been substituted for the November fire- 
who is ignorant of the mysteries and superstitions of '[ All-hw2Zow eve?" They 
possessed many places of sacrifice, such as Magh adha& (thc ficld of adoration), 
in Thomond ; Bealach magh-adhair, near Cork, still marked by the remains of 
a cromleach ; several pillar stones inscribed with Ogham; and caves of various 
forms and sizes. Their principal periodical offering of victims was at  Moy 
Slcacht, or the plain of slaughter, in the county of Leitrim. 

They believed in a temporary future state and held the Pythagorean 
doctrine of the Meternpsychosis,* which taught a return again to a terrene 
existence after a certain lapse of years. A remnant of this bclicf still lingers 
in the superstition of the peasantry, who regard moths and butterflies as 
embodiments of the souls of their departed relations. Their Elysium was 
Innis nu n'oge, or Tir nn n'oge, or the Island of Youth. I t  was also called 
Flath-inis, or the noble island, and Hy Brasil. This belief was the origin of 
all those fabled Islands that have been luring dreamers, from the days of Saint 
Brendan, down to the discovery of Brazil, aided probably by some of those 
optical delusions, called Fatu Morgana by the Italians. 

* Some are of opinion that they did not hold the Metempsychosis exactly in the Pythagorean sense. They 
believed that the body went to the formation of other bodies, but that the spirit hovered in the air, watching 
over the destinies of earthly friends, frequenting groves, woods, and valleys in summer, and rocks, caves, and 
mountains in winter-that they all followed their favourite sports, associated together, and fought many 
battles with the spirits of their former enemies, and in defence of their friendr on earth. That their enmity 
to each other caused them to abuse, sometimes to kill, and carry away their enemies' relations, haunt the~r 
houses, disturb their rest, injure their cattle, &c. Hence the origiri of fairies, Banshees, I'ookas, &r. 
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I t  may be regarded as a distinguishing feature in the Celtic mythology, 
that its views of the spiritual world are not so gloomy and terrific as those of 
the Gothic; and we do not find any idea of a future state, or place of punish- 
ment, among its cheerful dogmas, as in the Edda and other Scandina~ian 
monuments. Hence there is no indigenous word in the Irish language to 
express hell; whereas the word for heaven is strictly indigenous, and literally 
signifies "the isle of the noble,"-Flath-inis-as we have already said; to 
which there is the following allusion in the song of an ancient bard, preserved 
in the Highlands of Scotland :- 

"Come thou mildly o'er the deep, 
Oh friendly gale ! that movest slow, 
And bear my shade upon thy wings, 
IVith speed unta the nobles' isle." 

This island was said to be situate off thc western coast of Ireland, and generally 
invisible, except to some gifted individuals, who occasionally descried it through 
the grey mists of the distant ocean. It was said to be a region of perennial 
spring and endless pleasure. And they even appear to have considered the 
very scene of their sepulture as affecting their state after death, from their 
anxiety to be buried in places remarkable for beauty. Thus, in thc poems of 
Osian, (we mean the Irish Osian,) and other ancient bards, we read of "the 
grey stone rising amidst beauteous verdure," the warrior sleeping "beneath 
the green sunny hill," " the pleasant airy hill," " on the margin of the blue- 
rolling lake," with " the warm. beam of the sun above him," " by the course of 
the blue-winding stream of thc verdant field," &c. A similar custom seems to 
have prevailed in the East, in the remotest agcs; as, for instance, Abraham 
bought for his sepulture, from Ephron, the Hittite, a jieield bordered with trees, 
and the ancient Arabians loved to be buried in a verdmt va7Iey by a running 
stream-which is supposed to be alludcd to in Job xxi. 22, 23. 

Their priesthood consisted of the celebrated Druidic Hierarchy. The 
propriety of the name has been disputed by some modern Irish antiquaries, 
who would substitute for the term Druid that of Magus; but the latter word 
is never found in ancient Irish writings, whilst Braoi is invariably used." I t  
is a curious coincidence that the name of the Parsee priest is also Baroos. 
The order embraced numerous subdivisions, as bards, &c. Religion with them 
mas essentially connected with medicine. To the use of medicinal herbs, 
adn~inistered with much mummery, were added amnlcts, charms, spells. The 

* The simple solution of the difficulty is this, that those who wrote in Latin on the Druids, finding r 
resemblance between them and the Magi af the Bast, very properly adopted Magus, as the fittest word for 
translating the Irish Dmoi. 
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herbs were collected with great ceren 
helebore, &c., were deemed specific, and 

The costume of thc F<lid (Vates) or 

nony. The misletoe, vervain, black 
gathered at appointed seasons. 
prophet, and the chief Druid in the 
accompanying sketch, is delineated 
from a description in a curious manu- 
script (in the possession of Mr. 
Wright) of the late Dr. Paul 
O'Brien, Irish Professor at May- 
nootl~. The chequed under-gar- 
ment is conformable to the ancient 
Irish law, which ordained that an 
ollamh (to which class the Druids 
belonged) shotdd have six colours 
in his garment. The white mantle 
was common to all the Druids of 
the British isles. The grey or sky- 
bluc hooded mantle on the Vates is 
also mentioned on the Welsh triads. 

The fan-shaped ornailleiit representing the sun and the half-moon under it, 
in the chief Druid's head-dress, are not only found on sepulchral urns, but 
have actually been dug up in bogs, and have been accurately described 
from occular observation by General Vallancy and others. In  a figure of a 
Druid in Montfaucon, lie is represented wit11 the half-moon in his hand, as if 
it had been a t  times used as a talisman. Thc samc author has another Druid 
with a wand, and in Ireland there is still a tradition concerning the " Druid's 
wand," which they say some possess, and are thereby rendered very knowing 
and successf~~l.* 

f I n  Ireland, where the ancient laws distinguished the different ranks by the number of colours in their 
g~rmeiits, the bard wore a garment of five colours; the Druid-strictly so called-one of six colours; and 
the three degrees were further distinguished as follows:-The bard, or properly speaking, the  File, wore a 
while mantle, and a hlue cap ornamented with a gold crescent. The Faid, or prophet, wore a mantle of grey, 
or sky-blue (the original word may signify either, or, properly speaking, a hue or tint compounded of both), 
nnd a white hood, called prophet's hood: his badge was a golden star, with the inscription "The judgment 
of Heaven will severely punish iniquity." The Druids, or highest degree of the order, wore a long robe of 
crimson, and a shorter one of white, and each had su~pended a t  his side his Druid's knifc: thcy wore white 
caps, ornamented with gold plates, in shape and appearance like fans. The Arch-druid, in addition to  these 
garments, wore a white mantle edged with gold : around his neck was a golden chain, from which was sns- 
pcnded a gold plate, inscribed with the words The gods require sacrifice : " on thc front of his bpdolbe~ne or 
Druid's cap, was a golden representation of the sun, under a half-moon of silver, supported by two Druids, 
one at ench cusp, in an inclined posture. That this is a correct representation, appears from thc numhcr of 
gold and silver or~iaments which have been found in Irish bogs. Many of thcsc arc of exquisite workmanship, 
having in some of their deviccs a resemblance to those described above : nre may instance, in particular, the 



The Druidical Tenyle consisted of a circle of large upright stones. The 
area was of various dimensions. 
Circularity in their stone monu- kl @- - ments was a fayourite form 
with the pagan Irish. I t  is 
observed not onlv in thcir \ 

.I 

temples, such as these circles 
and fire-towers, but even in 

c L their dwellings, their Cathirs, 
forts, &c. The circular form of the ancient Irisll edifices appears to have its 
origin in sun-worship ; and their being generally open, arosc in all probability 
from an opinion similar to that of the ancient Germans, that i t  was unworthy 
of the author of all space to circumsciibc his presence by walls and hnman 
architecture.-Vide Tacitns. I t  may probably be traced up to the ancient 
Zabian religion, wliich spread from India over Canaan, Greece, Etruria, and 
Scandinavia, undcr various modifications. The circle served at once as a place 
of worship, a court of justice, and as a rude sort of astronomical observatory, 
wherein they marked the rising and setting of the sun, moon, and stars, 
the seasons, and periods of the day, &c. I t  is curious that in the Scottish 
Highlands they still express going to church as going to the claciinn, or stones. 
Circles are sometimes concentric. A t  Rathmichacl, county Dublin, we have 
thrce of them, one within the other. Stone circles are common in Amcrica; 
they are also found in Persia, in the province of Coimbatoor in India, and 
over all northern Europe, as well as in several of the islands of the 
Mediterranean. 

The altar known to English antiquaries by the Greek name of Tr'rilithon, 
received in Ireland the appropriate name of Oi-ombac, or stone of Crom, 
and a particular class of tlie priesthood was named C'rwztheat-. I t  consisted of 
a grcat incumbent rock, or flag, in its rude state, untouched by chiscl or 
hammer, and rested on a number of pillar stones, as at AZtoir in the west of 
tlie county of Cork: however, we sometimes find the altar-stone resting at 
one end on tlie ground, whilst the other was lifted upon a single supporter. 
And again, but rathcr rarely, the natural rock is adopted as the basis. This 
is exemplified at Currig a Choppeen, near JIacroom, in the county of Cork, 
where the stone rests on the point of the rock, and is held in its place by 

crescents and far,-shapcd ori~amerrts said to Lo worn by the Druids; the former were, as we have said, very 
probably used also as talismans, as Blontfaucon represents a D ~ u i d  with one of them in his hand. The most 
judicious attiqnaries have referred these ornaments t o  a very remote period. Dion notices the art of dyeing a 
beautiful cri~nson among tho Irish ; and garments of various colours were much worn among the Celtic nations, 
as appears from Diodorus Siculus, arid athers. 



wedges. Their erectors were rather curious in the formation of their mom- 
merits. I n  the county of Limerick is an altar stone which must have been 
conveyed several miles, no similar stonc bcing 
found adjaccnt to its present site. The samc 
may be observed of two altars near Kenmare; 
the incumbent or tabular stones are red, 
whilst the supporters are the natural lime- 
stone. The Cromleac was at once sacri- 
ficial and sepulchrxl ; urns have been 
found beneath some that havc been 
opencd, thus proving their sepulclml 
uses. Their erection proves a know- 
ledge, by those who raised them, of the wcdge, 
the lever, and the inclined plane. The Hindoos 
raise such blocks by an inclined plane of solid 
earth, inclosing the upright stones on which the 
superincumbent one is intended to be placed. Sir 
William Ouseley saw a Cromleac near Fassa, in 
lJersia. At North Salem, near New York, is a 
very fine monument of this description. The Steb, 
or pillar stone, in lrcland called a Dulhz, stands 
generally single ; but often it is found in groups 
of various numbers, from six tO two, often 

- - - < in straight lines, and sometimes forming - - -- -- - -- 
- - - 

quadrangles and triangles. The Dallan - --- - --- =-- -- 
was set up for several purposes; some- @ 
times as an object of worship-a Phallus < 
-at others as monumental, marking the a= 
site of a battle, the grave of a chieftain, or : 
serving as a terminus. Some had an astro- 
nomical purpose ; on many of them inscrip- 
tions in the Ogham character have beeu 
found ; circles are inscribed on 

= 
a 

more, within which the Chris- --- 
-3 -- 

tian has inscribed the figure of - - I - - 
the Cross. One stone, near - 

Realahamire, already men- 
- - s 

tioncd, has on it two circles, 
one above the other, designed 
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apparently to represent the sun and moon. That given in the sketch is found 
a t  Durrus, near Bantry. The single pillar stone was worshipped by more 
nations than the Irish. The Elgaba7, rvhich Heliogabdus adored at  Emesa, was 
a cone-shaped stone. Eusebius, from the Phcenician annals, relates that Dious 
consecrated two columns to $re and wind-a very Irish practice. The 
Romans swore "per Jovem lapideum." The original Mercury and Bacchus 
of Greece were unhewn stones. The Paphian Venus was a white pyramidal 
Stone. I n  addition to the other objects of the Dallicn, above noticed, it sllould 
be mentioned that i t  was used also on the inauguration of the princcs and 
chieftains of Ireland. Spenser has recorded this their use down to his own 
times; and many of them still bear on their upper surface the imprint of 
something like the form of a human foot, fancied by the old natives to be the 
impression of the foot-mark of the first chieftain, who had been raised to the 
rule of his people. These marks were also connected with the celebration of 
religious rites, oil having been poured into the cavities which they formed. 
I t  is stated that stones capped with gold were dedicated to thc sun, others 
with silver to the moon ; and so i t  was of old in Israel : " W o  unto him that 
saith to the dumb stone, Arise, it shall teach: behold it is laid over with gold 
and silver." Hab. ii. 19.* 

* Divination, according to Livy, was very common among the Celts, and we see from Tacitos how much i t  
was practised by the Germans; and in Ireland the same word signifies a druid and a diviner. I n  an ancient 
pocm ascribed to Ossian, we find the Druid of Tara directing the attention of Fingal to "the signs of the air,'' 

and drawing omcns from the nspcct of " thc sun in the field of the clouds." Fingal (or a s  he is called in 
Ireland, Fin Mac Cool) appears from the same poem to have belonged to  the degree of Faids or Vates. But 
it is in that part called thc Lamentation, and sometimes the Song of Omens, that  we find a distinct enumeration 

of the various omens obscrvcd by the Druids. A h  (who appears from another part of the poem to have been 
a Druidess) lamenting the death of her l~usband and her two sons, who fell in battle with the Fenia~is, says- 

I knew by the mighty hosts 
In the clouds above the summit of the tower 
By the forms in the willeys of tho air, 
That danger was not far from my three (heroes) 
I knew by the fairy voice in the breeze, 
Resounding from the spirits of the hill, surely in rnv exr, 
That r~o t  far from me was the rending news- 
Your fall-my deep, bitter sorrow ! 
And I foresaw on the dawn of the day, 
When my three fair hcrocs parted from me, 
By the appearance of tears of blood on your cheeks, 
That you never would return to the fort. 
I knew by the deep voice of the raven, 
Each morning since you departed f m n  me 
That some of you would fall, 
And, alas! too true was the warning. 
I foresaw, oh ! lights of wlour, 
From the foam of the torrent beside the furt, 
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lTTe may now quit tlic county of Limerick-in many respects the most 
interesting and important county of DZunster, not only in reference to the 
number and magnificence of its ancient remains, and its grand and picturesque 
scmery, but also as regards those modern iinprovenients in agriculture, 
manufactures and commerce, by  which it is rendered honourably conspicuons 
among the counties of the south of Ireland. 

I t  is bounded on the north by the Shannon, which divides it f?om the 
county of Clare; on the south by the county of Coik; on the west by the 
county of Kerry ; and on thc cast by the county of Tipperary. The popula- 
tion in 1821 was 218,432; and in 1831, 248,800. I t  is divided into ten 
baronies-Owncybeg, Coonagh, Clanwilliam, Small county, Coshlea, Coshma, 
Pobblc-brien, Upper Connello, Lower Connello, Keury, with the liberties of 
Limerick and ICiln~allock. Its principal towns are those of IGlmallock, 
Askenton, Newcastle, Rathlreale, and Bruff. 

The aspect of the county is generally flat, and its soil is proverbially rich ; 
a considerable portion of it, stretching from the city, south-east, to the borders 
of the counties of Cork and Tipperary, being so fertile ar to have received and 
merited the title of the Golden Vein; and few districts in Ireland are more 
abundantly supplied with rivers-the munificent a i d  beautiful Shannon i'anking 
transcendetitly above them all. 

like blood at the time of yonr departme, 
This deceit which v a s  ever with Finpl .  
I furcsmv, whcu the great tree withered 
Bclwccn the branches, aud verdant leaves before the tower, 

That victory would not attend your course, 
From thc wiles of Fm, the son of Comhal. 
I kncw, when looking after you 
On tho day you departed from the court, 
By the flight of the dark raven out I:dore yon. 
That i t  was not a good sign of your rehim. 
I knew, by tlie hound of Ciardan 
Blournfully bn~ying a t  evening, 
'L'ltut i t  was not long till I'd fiud grief, 
Your fall, my three heroes, under sorrow. 
I knew by the vision of my dream, 
'That show'd to me its awful form, 
My head and my hands cut from me, 
That you were without power. 
I knew in the appearance in my visiou, 
A lake of blood in place of our touer, 
That my three heroes were killed 
By the wile never absent from Fingal. 





THE inland county of Carlow is of small extent, being about twenty-sis 
Irish miles in length from north to south, and twenty-three in breadth from 
east to west: and it possesses no feature of a peculiar or exclusive character. 
W e  have, therefore, chosen to close with it the first volume of our work, 
because-as it will require but a limited notice-we shall thus be enabled to 
introduce other topics of more importance, or that are likely to have greater 
intercst for our readers. Our print-f~om a drawing by Mr. Haney-repre- 
sents the town, with thc fcrtile and beautiful country that surrounds it. 

It is in the province of Leinster ; bounded on the north and north-west by 
the Qneen's County and the county of Kildxre; on the west by the county oi' 

YOI.. 1. a r 
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ICilkenny ; and on the east and south-east by the counties of Wicklorn and 
IVexford. It comprises, according to the ordnance survey, an area of 219,863 
acrw, of wliich 196,833 are cultivated land, and 23,030 mountain and bog. 
'l'he population was in 1795,44,000; in 1821, it had increased to 78,952 ; and 
in 1831, to 81,649. I t  contains six baronies-C;tllorv, Forth, Idrone, east and 
west, Rathvilly, and St. Jlnllins; and its principal towns arc Carlow, Leighlin- 
Bridge, Tullow, Bagenalstown, and ITacketstown. The county is thickly 
ctuddecl with thc seats of resident gcntry-very few of its " landed proprietors" 
being absentees. 

The town of Carlom is seated on the east bank of the river Earrow, the 
" goodlie Barrow,"* as Gpenser terms i t ;  its sonrce 1s in the Slieve Bloom 
mountains, in the Queen's County, and passing through the towns of Portar- 
lington, Nonastereven, Athy, Carlow, Leighlin-Bridge, and Graigue-ne- 
managh, i t  fnlmis n jnnction with the Nore, and both join the Suil; a fern 
miles from \Vaterford. The Barrow is navigable for a distance of forty-threc 
miles. 

The town is modern in its general aspect, presenting a singular contrast to 
its nrighhour, the city of IGlkenny-so full of nragnificent castellated and 

monastic remains. The 
only ancient relic in Car- 
low is (' the Castle." I t  is 
situated on a gentle emi- 
nence, overlooking the 
river ; and is said to have 
been erected by Hugh 
De Lacy, who was ap- 
pointed lord-deputy ot 
Ireland in the year 1170. 
I t  was built after the 
Anglo-Norman style of 
architecture ; a square 
area, surrounded by 
thick walls, fortified and 
strengthened a t  each 

comer by n large round tower. Until the year 1814, it had bravely witlistood 
the attacks of time and war ; but its ruin was effected by the carelessness of a 

* It is said to have been called, by the mcients, Bergus: or Bargus, and by the Irish, Bearbha; but  some 
writers o~nsider its present name to be merely a slight alteration of Barragh, the boundary river, as it was for 
several centuries the boundary which divided the English pale from the Irish clans. 
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medical doctor, into whose hands it came, and who designed to put it ' ( in  
order" for the ' L  accommodation" of insane patients. I n  the progress of his 
work he applied gunpowder, with somc unexplained object, to the foundations, 
and in a moment completed its destruction, leaving but two of its towers, 
and the wall between them. Their present height is sixty-five feet, and the 
length from one tower to the other is one hundred and five feet; as the 
ruin is but one side of a square, it affords a correct idea of the large space 
the castle formerly occupied. Our engraving is from a drawing, taken before 
i t  was so effectually ruined. As i t  was built to protect the English of the 
Pale, it occupies no minor station in lrish history. I n  the reign of Edward 
11. i t  was made the head-quarters of the seneschalship of the counties of 
Carlow and Kildare, instituted in consequence of the disturbed state of 
those districts. I n  the year 1361, Lioncl Duke of Clarence established the 
exchequer of the kingdom in Carlow, and expended 5500 in fortifying it 
with walls, of which at  present there is not a vestige. I n  1494, James Fitz- 
gerald, brother of the Earl of Kildare, besieged the castle. The lord-deputy, 
Sir Edward Poynings, proceeded at once to oppose him, when, after a brief 
siege, i t  was surrendered. I n  1534, Lord Thomas Fitzgerald, who with others 
rebelled, had possession of six of the principal castles of Ireland, amongst 
which was that of Carlow. I n  1641, the castle was invested by a strong party, 
and reduced to great extremity. A number of Englishmen had taken refuge 
within its walls, and the garrison was about to susrender, when i t  was relieved 
by Sir Patrick Wemys, on whose approach the insurgents raised the siege, 
and fled, after burning the town; but upwards of fifty were killed in the 
pursuit. Finally, in 1650, it was surrendered by Captain Bellew, commander 
of the garrison, to Sir Hardress Waller, after having been bombarded with 
cannon. A field about half a mile distant, on the oppositc side of the river, 
in the Queen's County, is still pointed out as the place where Waller planted 
his artillery on the occasion. Ireton had previously summoned it to surrender, 
but in terms more than usually courteous; informing the governor that "we 
have been your gentle neighbours hitherto, doing little more than looking 
upon you. But the time being come now that we are like to deal in earnest 
with your garrison, as effectually and speedily as God shall enable us ; that I 
may not be wanting on my part to save any of the blood which may bc spilled 
therein, I am willing, upon a timely surrender, to give terms to so fair an 
enemy." The garrison was suffered to march out with the honours of war; but 
there are grounds for suspicion that its surrender was effected by treachery. 

This treachery," says Carte, a was now g o w n  universal, arising sometimes 
from the fears of the inhabitants, and sometimes from the corruption, avarice, 



or cowardice of the garrisons of the towns, and was the cause of the loss of the 

Carlow is one of the most fertile and best-cultivatcd of the counties of 
Ireland, and has been termed " the garden of Erin ;" it is almost exclusively 
an agricultural county, its soil being admirably adapted for the production ot 
corn of every description-a fact that may account for the number of flour- 
mills to be found in every district of it, the Barrow affording great facilities 
for export tlirough the towns of New Ross and Waterford, the river having 
been rendercd navigable for boats of considerable size; but the navigation 
requires still farther improvement. The principal mills are those of Mr. 
Alexander, at Milford, and the Lodge Mills, at Bagenalstown, of which Mr. 
Crosthwaite is the present proprietor. The grain raised in this county bears 

* We h a w  been favoured with the following, a s  among the most popular of the many legends connected 
\\ith the ancient castle. I t  is given in the words of a gossipping old man, whom our informant had the good 
fortune to meet as he stood to  take a n  admiring view of the venerable ruin. " DO you see tha t  large round 
breach, in the middle of the wal! opposite there, sir 9" wls  the question dcmanded of us, in reply to an inquiry 
respecting the origin of i ts  present dismantled appearance. ' I  Yes," we snswcrcd. LiPray can you tell us how 
or by whom i t  was effected?" "To be sure I cau. 'Twas Cmmmel-Oliver C m m c l ,  sir, who did it," 
replied the man, warming as he spoke, and assuming a tone of no small importance, a s  it were, to  show how 
thlly he was acquainted with the subject. 'LNow, sir, if you were to see the caetle on the othcr sidc, or to 
enter it, and climb its walls, as I have often done in my youth, you would see that  the spot in which the breach is, 
is the weakest m d  least thick of any in the entire building ; and well the crafty, cunning Crummel knew that, 
when he planted his cannon right fomelzst that  very part." '' But how did he become acquainted with the 
fact of its being so ?" we asked. "Why, then, I'll tell you that too, sir," rejoined our friend. " Well, you 
see, when the castle was besieged, the poor fellows who were shut up wilhiu it, after a short time had nearly 
consumed all their provisions; and water, which you know will not Beep fresh for any length of time, was the 
first to fail them. There happened to be in the castle two or three old women, servants of the governor, and 
as the loss of these was to be preferred to  that  of a single soldier-of whom there were barely enough to  
maintain the siege-recourse was had to  the sending one of them during the night to the river, which, a s  you 
may see, runs hard by, for the purpose of drawing water to  the castle. Well, as chance would have it, some 
of Crummel's soldiers, wandering about at the time, fell in  with the old woman, and carried her off to their 
camp, dete~mined to  have some sport out of the ' Hirish hag.' Learning, however, the object of the errand 
in which they had surprised her, and that  she had been an inmate of the castle, they resolved to turn the 
circumstance to  their best advantage, and accordi~lgly promised her restoration of freedom and a reward, pro- 
vided she could conduct them into the  fortress, or inform them of any way by which they would be likely to  
succeed in their designs. Frightened almost out of her wits by their threats, and now encouraged by their 
promises, she acquainted them with the fatal secret, that the portion of the front wall to which, on the inside, 
the staircase was fixed, was, in fact, the only point that  would yield a t  all to  their artillery. In  short, after 
some time, they agreed on the following terms-that she, being sent back to the castle, should, about 
the middle of the ensuing night, ascend the stairs that conducted to the battlemcnted parapet surrounding 
the summit of the walls, and, starding by i ts  edge, should hold forth a burning torch to signify the place where 
the frailty lay. Liko a fool, as she must undoubtedly have been, and like a wretched dupe as she proved 
herself, she.kept her word, and exhibited a t  the appointed hour the signal agreed on ; and Crummel, who had 
heen most anxiouslg awaiting her appearance, instantly discharged his shot in the direction where the light 
was seen, and continued the battery until he succeeded in cdmpelling the gnrrison to surrender. And now, 
Irt me tell you, that  she was the first to meet her death on that occasion-the old hag, as she deserved, having 
own blown to atoms-the victim of her own treachery." 



a high price in the markets of London and Liverpool; its butter also is famous, 
competing with that of Cork and Kerry, a i d  large tracts of rich pasture-land 
are occupied as dairy-farms. 

The establisl~ment at  Milford is one of the most extensive and celebratcd 
in Ireland. I t  is situated about four miles from Carlow, on the Barrow, in 
the centre of a lovely valley, through which the river runs, surrounded by 
hills, and with the magnificent mountains, Leinster, Blackstairs, and Brandon, 
in the back-ground. The roof of the mill is flat, covered with terceira, formed 
of chalk, tar, and sand; the walls are castellated, so that it has, from st 

distance, a very pleasing and striking effect. Plantations of fine trees are 
growing up around it, and the aspect of the whole neighbourhood is remark- 
ably cheering, comfortable, and encouraging; all giving tokens of the 
improvements that are procecding under the direction of its enterprising 
proprietor and his sons. Roads have been opened through several of the 
adjacent mountains, and cultivation has naturally followed ; the hedge-rows 
in every direction are as neatly and carefully trimmed as those of England; 
the cottages are exceedingly clean and well-ordered,-for they are frequently 
white-washed, the material being supplied " gratis" to every applicant ;- 
many of them are covered with climbing plants, and, together with their 
sober and industrious occupants, bear unquestionable evidence of the vast 
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importance of resident landlords in improving the face of the country and the 

social condition of its population. 
The mill was originally established in 1790, and was commcnccd on a large 

scale ; the neighbourhood was propitious, the soil being very rich, and based 
on a bed of limestone, which gives an inexhaustible supply of manure. The 
corn to be converted into flour is invariably purchased from the farmers or the 
peasantry, many of whom grow only some eight or ten barrels, and sell it in 
order to purchase materials more necessary to satisfy their own wants-rarely 
or never grinding it for their own use. Nr. Alexander carries on his trade in 
corn at eight different places in Carlow and the adjoining counties, from 
whence it is transported to Milford, to be converted into flour, and thence 
distributed through the country or exported to the English markets; and he 
largely manufactures oatmeal, the character of which stands very high in the 
principal mart-Manchester, where it bears the best price. He has also a 
malting-house, now in active work, although this branch was abandoned soon 
after the introduction of tEle existing malt-act, familiarly known in Ireland as 
a the measure for making smuggling easy." 

Ireland has been termed " the granary of Great Britain," and it is so to a 
considerable extent ; its manufactures are very limited, and almost its whole 
population are employed in the cultivation of the soil; yet it is notorious that 
i n  this country there are more acres capable of raising food, unemployed for 
any beneficial purpose, than are to be found in any other country of Europe. 
But evcry day incrcases their extent and their power ; new systems of farming 
have been universally introduced; in many instances they have doubled the 
produce; and in many more they have led the proprietors to convert into 
arable land whole tracts of formerly barren mountain and bog. Irish farmcrs 
are now losing their prejudices in favour of " old plans ; " the consequence is 
an enormous addition to the natural resources of the kingdom. 

The entire works at Milford are driven by water power, Nature having 
bountifully supplied a force far greater than that which can be derived from 
steam, and at a cost infinitely less : it is, indeed, so great as to be comniensu- 
rate with the want of it, even in the hottest day of summer; and an immense 
quantity is, at all seasons, suffered to run idly to waste.* The Barrow is 

* Here is an invitation to the cotton-spinners of Manchester ! But not to this particular locality alone ; 
there are hundreds of places in Ireland where the water power is as great or greater, giving sure promise of 
fortune t o  the employer, a s  well as profitable labonr to the employed. I t  is the calculation of an elninsnt 

English engineer, that  in a space of two or three miles, between Lough Corrib and t l ~ e  Bay of Galway (the 
opposite neighbour of America, be i t  remembered), where there are several flour-mills, there runs, unem- 
ployed and to waste, a water. power sufficient to turn every spindle in Manchester-a counterbalance for 
:ill the steam forcc employed thel.e, which may be fairly estimated to amourit to above 100,000 horse power. 
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navigable, not only south to Waterford, but north to Dublin; through the 
former a large quantity of flour is exported to England ; and through the latter 
a supply> cliicfly for home corisumption, by the river, to Athy, and thence, by 
the Grand Canal, to the capital; a lock connecting both, so that there is no 
necessity for transferring the loads from one boat to another during its transit. 

The Milford works have been constructed uider the superintendence of 
Jlr. William Fairbairn of Manchester; and the chief water-wheel made by 
him, of iron, cast, hammered, and plate, is, we believe, the largest and moat 
powcrfd in the kingdom; taking the water on twenty-two feet-its breadth. 
It is equal to one hundred and twenty horse power. I n  the two establishments 
for producing flour and oatmeal, there are twenty-two pair of millstones in 
constant worl<; thirteen of which, with all the attendant machinery, are 
driven by the one wheel. The  concern is able to manufacture annually 
60,000 sacks of flour-"without," as one of the workmcn expressed it, 
" lighting a candle :" the quantity actually produced is between 40,000 and 
50,000 sacks ; but in the oatmeal establishment, which is separate and distinct, 
and where the water-wheel is eighteen feet wide, 30,000 sacks are the averagc 
alinual produce : estimating the flour at 60s. per sack, and the oatmeal at 308., 
we have the aggregate of one concern yielding to the country no lcss than 
5195,000 each year; and 
this witliout taking into ac- 
count the manufacture of 
malt in the same concern. 
The  refuse of the oats is 
extensively used for firing, 
by the ncighbouring pea- 
santry; i t  makes a remark- 
ably strong and durable fire. 
Nr. Harvey has supplied us 
with a slrctch of a groul> 
around one of the grates of' 
t$ d8tablisliment. 

W e  have dwelt a t  some 
lengthupon this peculiar and 
very interesting feature of 
Ireland, in thc hope that we 
may thus exhibit its great capabilities for adding to the wealth of the nation. 
I t  was said by Mr. Emerson Tennent, in the House of Commons, that there 
arc in Ireland 1850 corn-mills-very few of whicli are worked by steam. 
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The county of Carluw was made shire-ground by King John, under the 
name of Catherlogh, which significs " the Castle by the Lake;" and it com- 
prehends the ancient territories of ' l  H y  Cabanagh and H y  Drone, being the 
northern part of the principality of Hy Kinselagh." The representatives of 
many of the earliest English settlers, a i d  some few of the clescendants of the 
ancient Irish families, still live upon their hereditary estates in this county; 
among the most distinguished of the latter is that of Kavanagh of Borris-o- 
kane.* Their present seat-and it has been their chief seat for ages-is about 
twelve miles from Carlow; a noble and stately castellated mansion, in the 
centre of a magnificent domain, where to natural advantages have been added 
all that could be supplied by art ;  and where its late estimable owner, the 
representative of generations of remarkable men, sustained the old hereditary 
claim of his race to pre-eminence in hospitality; at  the same time, receiving 
from all parties the character of a just man, a liberal landlord, a firm fiiend, 
and a true patri0t.t 

* Among the English names, it has been remarked that  a large proportion of them begin with the letter 
U-as the Bruens, the Butlers, the Bagenels, the Bests, the Browns, the Bunburys, the Burtons, and 
iliany others. Hence the sayings werc common in Corlow, "Beware of the B's," and "the B'Y of Carlow 
carry a sting"-alluding to the " good old times," when " a  duel at daybreak was considered necessary t o  
procure an appetite for breakfast." 

t The descent of this very ancient family has been "attested" by Sir William Betliarn, arid an outline of 
i t  is given in Mr. Ryan's history of the county ; who extracts it from "the pedigree of the ancient illustrious, 
noble, and princely house of IIavanagh, in ancient times monarchs of all Ireland, and a t  the period of the 
invasion of Ireland by H e n ~ y  IL, Icing of Leinster; deducing their descent from Bratha, the great grand- 
father of Milesius, who flourished fourteen hundred years before the Christian era, down to the present day." 
Whether or not suflicicnt data have been obtained for tracing back the progenitors of the Kavanaghs to a period 
so very remote, i t  is certain that  safe authorities exist for establishing their claim to an uninterrupted succession 
for many centuries. "On the 4th of November, 15.50, Charles or Cahir Mac-Art-Macmorough Kavanagh, 
chief of the name, in the great council-chamber of Dublin, and in the presence of the lord-lieutenant, Sir 
Anthony St. Leger, submitted himself, and publicly renounced the title and dignity of hhcmorough, as  borne 
by his ancestors." Stories, legends, arid traditions of various members of the family-who took active parts in all 
thc several wars of ages-of course abound in the county of Carlow. One of the most interesting we tran- 
scribe from Hardiman's "hliustrelsy." He lays, howevcr, the scenc of the incident in Connaught, which, 
says Mr. Ryan, " must certainly be an crror, a s  the Kavannghs were always a Leinstcr family." Tradition 
relates that  it occurred at Clonmullin, a castle in thc barony of Forth. I t  was in cxistence about 
ago ; but the plough has since passcd ovcr the site. "Cnroll Moore O'Daly wns brothcr to the 
Dooogh, a turbulent chieftain in Connaught, in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. He was one of 
accomplished gentlemen of his day, and particularly excelled in poetry and music. He paid his addresses to 
Ellcn, daughter of M. Kavanagh, s lovely and amiable lady, who returned his affections more favourably than 
hcr fricnds wished, who disapproved of the connexion. I t  happelled that an affair of consequence &cw O'Duly 
to another part of Ireland, and the friends of Ellen seized the opportunity of his absence to promote thc s u ~ t  
of a rival. By a variety of reports, artfully conveyed to her, she was induced to suspect the attachment of 
her lover, and was finally persuaded he had left the country to be married to another. The afflicted Ellen, 
indifferent now to every object, was prevailed on by her Mends to acquiesce in their choice. His rival was 
favourably received, and a day was fixed for their nuptials, which were to be as splendid as the hoapitahle 
manners and the social propensities of tltc Irish called for on such an occasion. The report of these pre- 
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Every country has its own peculiar aristocracy, which it could no more do 
without than a body could do without a head. The Irish have not bowed down 
to the aristocracy of wealth. Perhaps it is because they have not been tried; 
but it will be long ere the good ancient ould families1' will be forgotten in a 
country which owes whatever is grand about it, rather to the traditions of the 
past, than to the realities of the present. And even if this creates an unsyrnpa- 
thizing smile, there is something far higher toned in the " hero-worsh+" which 
they give to the "old families," as connected with the ruins that create the 
romance and adornment of the country, than the ''mammon-worslilp," which, 
more especially during the last few years, has overspread England as a pesti- 
lence. 

nThatever nourishes affection and devotion to what is above our sphere, 
must clevatc our nature. That ceitain feelings, in feudal times, were greatly 
exaggerated, and produced slavish instead of independent service, is most true; 
but there is little danger of such being the case now, when education gives men 
the power of obtaining what wealth and birth have denied. In  Ireland, the 
lingering love that encircles old memories, is like the ivy that clings round the 
ruins of the past, beautifying what i t  clings to. Some years ago we were 
strikingly impressed with the shelter-if we may so call it-which this clan- 
feeling threw over those it felt bound to protect. 

One of the mud cabins, which a little outlay, and a good deal of taste, liad 
converted into a bathing-lodge on the Wexford coast, was taken, "for the 
scason," by a farmer's wife ; the saucy proprietor, a blue-eyed, but dark-haired 
Barony of Forth woman, insinuating, ( l  that to be sure onc body's money was 
as good as anotl~er;" but for her part she would rather let her little place to one 
of the ''real gentry" for half the money, than to any stuck-up inland farmer. 
" Them sort)" she added, " always thought a deal of themselves since the war- 
time, when they made such a handful of goold somehow; but the woman got 

parations soon reached the ears uf the uiifortunate O'Daly ; he hastened his return, and arrived in Connaught 
on the evening before the appointea day. Under the impression of his feelings, he sought with his harp a wild 

stered spot on the sea-slrore, and, inspired by the enthusiasm of the occasion, he composed the song 
lira A'&&," which remains to  this time an exipisite memorial of his skill and sensibility. Dis- 

as a glccman or minstrel, he next day gained easy access among the crowd of company that  thronged 
to the wedding; and after exercising his talents in a va r i~ ty  of wags for the amusement of the guests, he was 
rdled upon by Ellcn herself to play. I t  was then that, towhing his harp with all the pathetic sensibility this 
deeply iutererjting occasion iilspired, lie infused his own feelings into the song he had composed, and breathed 
into l ~ i s  softened strain the very soul of pensive melody. The sympathetic hcart of Ellen instantly felt its 
force ; she recogniscd her lover in his disguise, and by that  secret commnnicatiou of sentiment that  needs not 
the aid of words to convey it, intimated her unalterable attachment, and her readiiless to  fly with him from her 
reluctant engagemcnt. The plan of escape was instantly mncerted, the guests were more liberally supplied 
with usquebaugh than even the festivity of the occasion called for ; they were reduccd to a state of i~~scnsibi l i t~,  
md the happy lovera easily effected their escape." 

VOL. 1. 3 u 
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over rrie with her smooth talk, and her sweet smile, and p a y i q  a month in 
advance, which thc gcntry never did, ov coorse, nor I never expected, and might 
lime been knoclted down with a straw when it was offered: a month's rent 
in advance-think of that !-'deed and I almost thought it an affront ; but as 
it wasn't intended so, why I took it, and small blame any one could make of 
tliat same." 

Some people said that it was very strange for a "sonsy" farmer's wife to 
set up for a place where the "gentry" went to. They wondered how she would 
travel, and how many children she would bring, and if any of them were 
" sickly." The appointed day arrived, and passed, and the " sonsy" farmer's 
wife did not malie her appearance. " To be sure," the people said again, " she 
must have more money than she knew what to do with. She would come to 
hcr time any how." Every sound along the road was watched, until the first 
week of the month was gone. Nore than one congratulated the little bright-eyed 
landlady on haling her "rent and 110 trouble;" while she declared shc would 
rather h v e  good Christians in the house with her, " getting their health and 
tlie salt w~ter," than be the way she mas; it was so pleasant to see them that 
came from the close towns, without any colour on their checks, and with hardly 
strength to breathe heaven's air, grow fresh and rosy, and come out of the sea 
full of new life, climbing the cliffs after the green samphire, and hunting the 
holes in tlie bank for "pennywincles," tattering the rocks to pieces for the 
"lrranyans," tearing through the soft sand after shrimps, and watching tho 
floating holes of thc razor-fish, getting their toes pinched by the cockles, and 
tlicir fingers bit to the bone by the cunning odd lobsters, who would not come 
out of their dens. And the clddren-the poor weak, sickly children-as limp 
as a wet bathing dress!-to see how one week at the "salt water" p u t  Zones 
into thcm ; Bow the flabby flesh grew hard and red, and tlie cheeks rosy, and 
tllcir voices strong; and how delighted the poor mothers would be to see them 
cat-mayhe mo~e than they'd be ccbb to pay fw-but small matter that; the 
gentry always helped the child of the poor bather! 

The little woman declared she was " mighty dull in herself," and wis 
farmer's wife had her money back, for she was "heart sore" from w 
Row lier lazy neighbours cnvied her, and said she had ' l  the luck," ever and 
always ! 

At last the farmer's wife ai~ived ! How she l' travelled'' no one knew ; it 
must have been in the night, for no one had scen her arrive in the approved 
style of a farmer's wife-a fcather-bed, covered with a quilt of many colours, 
being placed on a common car, in the midst of which the good woman sat, 
wldc a bare-leggcd l L  gossoon" dangled his legs from the shaft, and urged the 



horse forward by means of tlie end of the rope haltcr, which was carelessly 
twisted round its head. In  the course of the day which followed the arrival, a 
rumour spread along the coast that the farmer's wife had not come alone-that 
" some one" accompanied her-and here was a new mystery, which is always 
more attractive than the old. 

While the freshness of early day mingled with the sea breeze, and before 
the "bathers" sought the strand, the farmer's wife drew to the bench a sort 
of bath chair. I t  was very old and old-fashioncd, moving slowly on littlc 
wooden wheels, of more modern ~vorlcmanship than the body of the little car- 
riage. The hood was partially thrown back, and contained the wasted form of 
an elderly lady-a form so wasted, that its breathing seemed almost a miracle. 
The features, so still and lifeless, must have once been of a noble and command- 
ing beauty-they stood out then firm and expressionless; and but that the 
open eyes were still bright and blue-so bright as to be painful to looli upon- 
it might be supposed that the stranger was conveying her charge to a funeral 
pyre on the sea-shore. 

" Do you feel any better, darling mistress?'' inquired the farn~cr's wife, 
after a long rest where thc breezc came freshly over the waters. 

'' Oh, yes ! oh, yes ! much better !" was the murmured reply. 

\ 
" Thank God, thank God! Oh, then, that's the happy hearing. If I could 

only see you oncc more able to sit up in your own fine ancient ould chair ! Oh, 
glory be to God-maybe that will come yet." And then knccling beside that 
strange couch, she went over her prayers to the Almighty, to her Saviour, to 
the saints, and the "Holy Virgin," without, however, withdrawing her eyes 
or her thoughts from her charge-thcy were, in a degree, mechanical prayers ; 
but on she went, until, at a few half-muttered words from the lady, she sprung 
up, and drawing the hood over her patient, turned the little carriage homeward. 

Before Mary Lawlcr (such was the name of the farmer's wife) arrived, the 
tide of popular opinion was decidedly against her. Now, it was as decidedly 
in her favour. If before she had been a budaagh of a farmer's wife, that was 

up in the world for what did not become her;" now she was "an 
decent, God-fearing woman, with a propcr hcart in her body, God bless 
There was not a man, woman, or child in the whole district who would 

ilot, in common padance, "have laid down their lives for her;" and why? 
she was a simple, uneducated, plain, elderly woman. Her singing and dancing 
days were over-she had no 'L fun in hern-she was not rich. But in Ireland 
poverty is not unpopular. She never "gossipped," or took " a  turn at the 
pipe," or talkcd half an hour with a neighbour to "pass time ; " yet no popular 
member bcferc his "trial," after election, wits half so popular as Maly Lawler. 
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A little troop of children lingered round her door, ready to fly to do her 
bidding; the men moved their hats as she passcd, and thc womcn bade God 
bless her;" and why? because of her single-hearted devotion to the last of 

the fine ould family she belonged to." 
I n  early life she had been the slal-e rather than the servant of the " lady," 

whom she thcn served rather like a slave than a free woman. The lady, when 
young and beautiful, married and went abroad, leaving Mary broken-hearted, as 
her new "maid" was a Frenchwo~nan, and she had no farther need for the 
young Irish girl. In  time Mary also married, her husband reconciling his 
family to the distasteful union of a servant to a farmer, by saying, "that indeed 
Mary had never served for wages, but for the Zoue she bore the young lady 
under whom her family had always lived." This was true. I t  insured Mary 
a good reception, which as a LLpaid'l servant she would hardly have had. 
Years paused on, the old master died, leaving "everything" to his daughter. 
The "everything" was worse than "nothing," for it entailed debts on her 
thoughtless husband, who ill-treated her whilc hc lived, and at his death lcft 
her upon the world. The world owed her nothing. Vain, beautiful, headless if 
not heartless, she had none of the accumulated treasures of a well-spent life 
to comfort her old age, and therefore had nothing to expect. She had laid no 
virtue out to interest, and, consequently, had no return to look for. Worn out, 
friendless, pennyless, she came to the old neighbourhood, to wander like a 
banshee around the crumbled walls of her ancestral estate. There were none 
left of her own caste to show hcr kindness. The greater number of the tenants 
and cottars on the estate, which with singular pertinacity she still declared 
ought to have been hers, had emigmted. There seemed to be no roof to shelter 
her, for she sat within the roofless walls of her once home. The rain poured, 
and a thick mist, as thick as misery, closed her in on every side. I11 in body 
as in mind, she leaned her distracted head against a column of the dining-room, 
and wept such tears, as it is to be hoped never can gush from such eyes as look 
upon this page. 

You don't know me, ma'am dear,"said an earnest broken voice a 
storm, "but I know you; the colleen has grown into a woman, and has 
children into the world to sawe you, and wait upon you, my lady. Wh 
Sure my people did the same hundreds of years before I was born; and my 
husband said, ' Go, Mary, and offer the lady the best of what we have. You've 
been a good and faitl~ful, loving and industrious wife, and sure your duty is my 
pleasure.' And maybe, lady dear, you'd stay with us, just for the .sake of your 
native air. It's but a poor place to what you're used to, I know that; but 
still -" Her invitation was broken by her sobs; but it was earnest, and 



was accepted-not gratefully, but rather as a tribute she (the lady) had a r@ht 
to expect. The best bed, the freshest egg, "the bit of meat," the sweetest 
milk, and (( whitest bread," were laid before " the mistress "-before the home- 
less, houseless, pennyless woman-by the descendant of peasants, who nerer 
received what the English peasant would consider "fair treatment" from the 
house they worshipped. " I can afford it, thank God," said the husband, who 
owed her no fealty, ('and (f I m d d  not, she shoukl have i t  all the same. It's 
hard if I couldn't afford as much as that, in remembrance of an ancient ould 
family. I do my best to love her, poor lady, just to please Mary, who would 
with a heart and a half lay her aching bones upon a lock of straw, and put her 
mistress on a swan's beas t ,  if she could. But, poor thing! her temper's not 
sweet, and no wonder; tlougll it's not much matter, for the crosser she is, the 
more Mary tries to take the crossness off her, feeding her up with the memory 
of the past, and making it seem the present." The farmer's wife regretted that 
her children did not feel all she felt towards the ('nlistress" and the " ould 
times;" but she said, there were new fashions and feelings-maybe they 
were better than the odd, but shc did not know. She was almost afraid they 
were not. Any how, ever since the mistress came, their blessings hail increased 
-they all knew that; and certainly the good woman, who had a long time 
been talking of resting from her labours, seemed to work harder than ever; 
while no one but herself could have borne the tyranny she had brought into 
her house. She laboured hard to conceal this from her husband, and he, with 
marvellous kindness, pretended not to see it; but he could hardly conceal his 
vexation, when his wife told him that the "rni~tress'~ had '(taken a notion 
before death," and would go to "the salt water." (' It's the last notion she'll 
ever takc, Mick, honey, and give her her way this onst. It's all I'll ask ov 
you. 'Deed it will do me good, and take the pains out of my bones, and the 
i~rqxwsion off my heart, maybe." 

The kind farmer knew better ; but smiled at the stroke of womanly cunning, 
which he told her was not needed. " Y ou7re making a smooth bed for yourself 
in heaven, BCary," he said, " and I'll not stand betwixt you and the duty you 

fine ould family that owned zp." But what the farmer's wife said 
e-it was the restlessr~ess of approaching death which caused the poor 

lady's desire to catch at cvery straw of life ; odious as she said life was, still she 
clung to it. It was better than the dull, dark, forgetful grave, beyond wllicll 
she saw no light. She would be drawn to the beach cvcry day, and would 
not suffer any creature but Mary to wait upon her. Poor Mary, the pains 
in her bones, and the impression about her heart," increased; and every 
one called it a L C  mcrcy" when the lady" dicd. It  was in vain the fargner't, 



wife was entreated to suffer her " mistress" to be buried in the nearest church- 
yard. 

" KO," she answered; " she is the last of hcr line, and she must rest with 
her own people." And so she laid her in a decent coffin, for which tlie car- 
penter would take no coin; and all " the neighbours" followed the corse, 
blessing the "farmer's wife," as she sat at the coffin's foot, talking of oz~lcl 
times, and ould families, not so much with affection or even respect, but with 
a sort of duty-feeli~zg, that, because they had been " long on the land," they 
were entitled to their service and devotion. These creatures formed a proces- 
sion, and accompanied the corse many a weary mile, until the farmer's wife 
was met by the farmer-husband, and the priest of her own parish, and her own 
friends ; and, strangers as they were to each other, the people exchanged words 
of symptthy and kindness, praising the good woman's devotion to her mistress 
-and then the sea-side peasants retnrncd home. The corse was ((waked1' one 
night in its "native" halls, and then deposited amid its ancestral dust-the 
farmer's wife thankful to the last that, ' l  though indeed the mistress, God help 
her! was a weary ould body at the last, still it was a blessing to be able to do 
my duty to an ancient ould family, that me and mine lived under for more tlian 
two hundred years ! " 

The early history of Carlow county is of great interest; long prior to the 
Anglo-Norman invasion it was thc scene of innumerable contests between 
the kings and chieftains of the country; and between then1 again, and their 
insatiate foes, the Danes ; and many singular anecdotes illustrating the unci- 
vilised character of the times are recorded, upon thc somewliat apocryphal 
authority of Iieating and O1I'lallornn.* 

* The former relates that, A.D. 375, Eochnidh, a usurping sovereign, being exiled to Scotland by Niall 
of the nine hos:ages," killed a Dluid when on the eve of cmbarlration; for wllicl~ crime Nid l  invaded his 
territory and "much dibtressed the inhitbitmts!' Tho fathcr of the Druid pitying the innocent, who thus 
suffered for the guilty, prupused to check all hostilities, provided Eocl~aidh were delivered into his hands. 
The people, reduced t o  thc last extremity, acceded to the proposal, and placed the Prince at the disposal of 
his enraged enemy, by whom hc was clxlined to a large upright stone, with a view of exposing him t o  a11 the 
pains of a lingering death ; but after some time the Druid resolved on depriving him of existence by a,more 
summary process, a114 ordered nine soldiers to destroy him, not being without a nell-grounded 
that Eocliaiclli, who was possessed of greet bravery and strength, would mnke a formidable resi 
was IN mistaken. Rel~dered desperate by the approach of his executioners, the Prince made a superhuman 
effort to obtain his liberty, which he effected by forcing one of the rivets of the chain by \diirh he was con- 
fined. He inunediatttly attacked tlie soldiers, possessed hiniself of arms, slew %me of t h n ,  :nld fii~ally 
cffectcd his csc:rpe. I h t i n g  points out the phce in which the stone "may still be seen;" hut Mr. Ryan 
g i \w i t  anutlier locality, aud accompmies his assertion with a ' L f ~ l l  description'' of it-at the expiration of 
the fifteen hundredth yew of its celebrity! We extract Mr. R~an ' s  note :-LC CLOCH-A'-PHOILL (literally 
the hole-sloye in Irisl~).-Two miles south of Tullon; in the parish of Aghade, is a huge piece of gnn i te  
of singulw appcar:mx. It is about t d v e  feet i n  11cigl1t m d  four in breadth, l~eving m apertr~re tliro~lgl~ it, 
I : Z ~  the top. There is a t rdi t ion,  that  a son of one cf thc Irish kings was chained to this stone, but that  
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The history of the struggle between the native Irish a d  thc handful of 
Welsh invaders, however, rests upon more authentic documents. Carlow was 
for a considerable period the battle-field of the contending parties ; and here 
Strongbow was assailed by a formidable force under the command of O'Ryan, 
a native chieftain, who would have gained a decisive victory but for tlla fall 
of their leader, who was killed by an arrow from the bow of '( a monk named 
R-idlolas," an attendant upon the English army. The scene of the rencontre 
was s~~bsequently called " the Earl's Pass ;" and it is memorable as thc place 
rvllere the most tragic incident of the war occurred. Strongbow's only son, 
it is said, a youth of seventeen years of age, was so dismayed by the rlumlsers 
and savage demeanour of the Irish, that he fled in terror to Dublin; but 
learning that his friends had escaped, he returned to congratulate them on 
their safety ; when his father-emulating the old Romau-after upbraiding 
him with his cowardice, ordered him to be immediately executed : some histo- 
rians assert, indeed, that he actually slew the boy himself, by hewing his body 
in two parts with a single blow of his sword. 

When matters had been compnrativcly settled, and King John had elevated 
Catherlogh into a county, he granted the principality of Lcinster to William, 
E d  AIarshal, whom he created Earl of Pembroke, and to whom the erection of 
many of the castles, besides that of Carlow, may be traced." 

The native Irish, " the pestilent infesters of the Pale," c24 they are gener- 
ously termed by coiltemporary historians, continued for centuries to make 

Ile contrived to break his chain and escape. This tradition coineidcs exactly with our llisiorical notice. 
There are marks left, caused by tlrc? friction of the iron on the stone. We would a t  ouce conclude that it 
was a lrull or some other animal thnt w7s chained here, and not n human being, were ]:at the tradition 
confinncd by writtcn history, the vcrity of which wo are not disposcd to  controvert. This stone is now 
throw~l from its pcrpendiculzr, a u d i t  was a pr~.c.cticc &h the peusmtry to pass ill-tl~l-:,\cu infants through 
the aprriure in order to improve thcir constitution. Great numbers formerly indulged in this supevstitic:us 
fully, but for the last twenty years the practice has been discontinued. My informant on this uceasion tvns 
a women wl~o had herself passed one o f  her infants through tk.c npestore of this singular stonc. She 
informed me, that some of the country people ta:ked of having it cut up for gate-posts, but a superstitious 
feeling prevented them. Every antiqna~y would regl.et the de~nolition of the elocli-a'-phoill." 

* A si~lgular instance, chxracteristic of the age, is related of the immcdinte descendant of this earl. 
the eldest son, succceded t o  the possessions of his father; on his acccssion, the bishop of Ferns 

T a t i ,  JII mouk) made a formal winplaint to the Iring, that  Killiam, the late cnrl, had forcibly talien 
pussession of t v o  n~anors or lordships belonging to his church, and held them by the sword. Having 
frequently renionstralcd v~ith the earl, but to no purpose, the bishop thundered against him the sentence of 
excom~nm~icrttion; vLich the earl complete:y despised, and alleged his determination to retain the lordsl~ips 
by the Ian of arms. 011 which declaration, uno iVelckeria, we are told, wrote a distich, personating the sarl- 
n ~ s r s l ~ d .  Thus anciently Euglished :- 

"I  am ~ h o r n  Ireland Saturn hight, and England Sol me ca!ls; 
Amidct the i\'or~n:~ns BIercury, and Alars among the G:~uls." 

The earl d i d  in f d l  ~osscs&n of the diqiuted teiritury, nliich drsccnded to his son Killi:nn, mrl-marthl, 1110 
gonngcr. 
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Carlow their "harbour," from which they dontinually broke out to worry their 
unwelcome ncighbours; and they rcduccd the county to such straits, that the 
return to the writ summoning a Parliament, in 1332, contained this remarkable 
passage :-" Having, by virtue of this writ, called before me the Con~mons of 
the County, they unanimously allege that there is no layman able, by reason of 
poverty, from the frequent robberies and depredations of the Irish enemies, to 
meet our sovereign lord the King in his Parliament in England." Out of this 
state of things, and in this county, is said to have originated the custom of 
" Coygne and Livery,"-for so long a period a fertile source of misery to the 
inhabitants of Ireland. I t  is thus described and characterised by Sir John 
Davis :-" The most wicked and mischievous custom of all others was that of 
coygne and livery, often before mentioned; which consistcd in taking man's 
meat, horse meat, and money, of all the inhabitants of the country, at  the 
will and pleasure of the soldier, who, as the phrase of scripture is, did eat 
up the people as it were bread, for that he had no other entertainment." 

In  later times, the county of Carlow has occupied no prominent position in 
the history of Ireland, nor have any of its towns been at all rema~kable. There 
is, however, oiie of them that ranks among the most interesting of the kingdom. 

Leighlin-'' Old Leighlin17-although now dmindlcd to a small village, was 
in ancient times a place of great importance, and is still an episcopal see, but 
united, in the ycar 1600, to that of Ferns, in the county of Wexford. The 
bishopric is said to have been established so early as the year 632 ; and it is 
stated by Archdall, that its founder, St. Laserian, had 6 L  at one time 1500 
monks under his jurisdiction."* '( The cathedral (which is of the plainest 
Gothic architecture) consists of a nave and chancel. The length of the nave is 
eighty-four feet ; that of the chancel, sixty feet; breadth, twenty-one feet. I n  

* A curious anecdote connected with Old Leighliu is told by Ware:-" On a certain time there was a 
grcnt council of the people of Ireland held in the White-field; between whom there aruse a contrmersy 
cnncerning the order of celebra5ng Easter. For Laserian, abbot of Leighlin, who presided over 1500 monks, 
defended the new order, which was then lately sent from Rome; while others adhered to the old form. 
Uut St. Munnu did not immediately appear a t  this council, though every one mraited for him. IIe stood by 
the old order, and c a m  to the council the same day before evening. Then St. Munnu said to the abbot 
Laserian, in the presence of all the people, thus:  It is now t h e  to break up this council, that every Y 
depart to his own place. You have three options given you, 0 Laserian: let two books, one d 
order and another of the new, be cast into the fire, and let us see which of them shall escape from the 
flames. Or  let two monks, one of yours and another of mine, be s l u t  up in the same house, and let the 
house he set on f i e ,  and we shall see which of them shall escape unhurt. Or let us both go to  the sepulchre 
of a deiid monk, and raise him up to  life; and he will show us which order we ought to  observe in the cele- 
bration of Easter. To which St. Laserian answered: We will not proceed to judgment with you; because 
we know, that  if yon commanded Mount-Marge to be changed into the White-field, and the White-field to  
be removed t o  the place where Mount-Jlarge stands, that, on accouut of your illfinite ldbours and grcat 
sanctity, God would immediately do this for ycur sake. Afterwards the people returned every one to  their 
own houses." 
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the nave is a large stone baptismal font, sustaincd by a pedestal which rests 
upon a raised foundation six feet square. The font is at the hcight of about 
five feet from the floor of the nave. A vely curiously-worked arch of stone 
may be okserved over part of the navc. The entire side is, with the usual bad 
taste, whitewashed. The belfry tower is about sixty fcct in height, and l ~ a s  a 
mean sort of slated spire on top; which, from its pigmy size, and general 
unsuitableness to the building on wliich it is erected, has the worst possible 
effect. Winding stone steps arc contiuued to t l ~ c  summit of tlie bc1fi.y ; forty 
steps lead to the first landing-place, after which twenty-two more, of very 
narrow construction, conduct to the top." I11 the immediate vicinity of 
Leighlin, is a remarkable and very pictuxsque " Rath," of which we present 
a copy; and close to the catllerlral is the well of St. Laserian. I t  was a fern 
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the 18th of April; 
but Mr. Ryan in- 
form us that the %, 

patron was w r y  pro- , ! 
perly prohibited by ''. , 

the parish priest, and 
it is now " no longer 
the sceneof gambling 
and intoxication." 
Two very old ash ~ ... . 

trccs and a whitethorn, which formerly overshadowed the well, were cut down 
(about 1823) by tlie late Capt. Vigors, of Erindale, who leased a considerable 
tract of land here from the see of Leighlin. The whitethorn was formerly 
hung with all sorts of rags by tlie devotees, pilgrims, or visitors to this holy 
spot. A t  prcseiit the well is ahnost choked up with mud, and is hardly distin- 
guishable from the marsh by which it is encompassed. Abvut ten yards from 
thewe l l  stands a rude stone cross, five feet in height. The whole is ,sur- 
rounded by a low straggling ditch. 

As the other towns of Caslow county afford us little matter for description or 
comment, we shall avail ourselves of the opportunity to supply the inforination 
we have gathered in reference to the existing " Coiistabulary Force" of Ireland. 

During our 1:~tcst visit to Ireland, we had frcqucnt opportunities of testing 
the advantages tliat had accrued to the community at large, L.om the admirable 
mode in which this force is conducted. Our attention was first attracted by 

101  1 3 H 
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the exceedingly neat and clean-looking houses, fitted up as their barracks, in 
many instances built expressly for them, and the remarkably soldier-like air 
and manner of tlie fine-looking young men who compose thc corps.* The 
closer our inquiries, the more wc became convinced that we must attribute to 
the skilful and wise system under which i t  is managed, no inconsiderable por- 

tion of that improvement we 
have noticed as evident in all 
parts of the country ; and we 
soon arrived at  the conclusion, 
that it need cxcite no surprise 
to find government enabled to 
withdraw the army from Ire- 
land, when its place is sup- 
plied by a force much more 
shrewd, active, and intelligei~t, 
and far more effectim for the 
purpose which it is intended 
to answer.t Soldiers were at 
all timcs available for quelling 
disturbances ; but the consta- 
bulary have acted upon the 
principle of the adage, "pre- 

vention is better tlian cure; "-as one of its officers w r y  forcibly expressed it to 
us, they " tc(7ce of the match Zefore the she72 explodes." This design is, indeed, 

* The first police-station we visitcd v a s  a t  Bdlyneen, a village near Dunmanway; we were merely passing 
tllr,~ugh it, and of course our inspectian was quite unlooked for, and, consequently, nnprepared for. The 
sergeant, a rclnilrkably fine and intelligent young man, Alex. Hewston, readily complied with our request to 
he permitted to examine his bxrrsck. It contained five men ; strong a r d  d v e  fellows; the rooms were ail 

whitewashed; the liltlo garden was well cultivated and free from weeds; they slept on iron bedsteads; and 

the palliasscs, blankets, pillows, S;c., wcrc neatly rolled up and placed d thc l i e d  af each. The fire-arms ilnd 

bayonets, polished as a mirror, were hung up over each bed ; and the floors were as clean-to adopt a familiar 
simile-" as a new pin.'' Each man had his small box a t  his bed-foot. All was in as perfect order as if all 
had h e w  prepared in this little out-or-the-way place for the accustomrd call of the inspector. The sub- 
i ~ ~ s p e c t ~ r ,  n e  lcxrlled, visited thc station once a month-the inspector once a quarter. In  this bnrr&$ the 
men !wre all bachelors; but it is usual to assign one married man with his wife to  each-the n i f ~ ,  of course, 
arranging the rooms, and providing the meals of the men, who always mess together. We afterwards examined 
many olher stations, and inrarinbly found our first impressions borne out. 

t The d~.ess of both the cavalry a d  infantry is, the coat of riflp peen,  with black facings, and the trowscrs 
Oxford grey; black belts; caps with leather tops; the arms, carhines and bayonets; and ench man w a r s  a t  
his belt a handcuff case, in which handcuffs are alnrays carried. When on duty in courts, the inen carry 
bntoons, and deposit their urms in the police-barracks. When their duty is discharged, " they arc to return 
the Latoons to tho head or other constable authorised to receive them, and resume their arms." Ex11 mall is 

rrquired to have, a t  ail times, twenty rounds of ball-cartridge in his pouch. 



thus distinctly laid down in one of the earlicst of the printed " regulations." 
" In the performance of their duty as peace-officers, they are distinctly to 
undcrstand that their efforts should be principally directed to the pevention 
of crime, which will tend far more effectually towards the security of person 
and property than the punishment of those who have violated the laws ; and 
the very best evidence that can be given of the efficiency of the police is the 
absence of crime." 

As the subject is one of very great interest, yet one with which the public, 
generally, is by no means well acquainted, we may be pardoncd for treating it 
at some length. 

The first introduction of an armed police force into Ireland was in 1787 : 
prior to that time, constables were appointed by courts-leet, and by magistrates 
in quartcr-sessions. By the 27th Geo. III., cap. 40, the lord-lieutenant was 
empowered to divide counties into districts, consisting of one or more baronies, 
and to appoint a chief constable to each district, with an annual salaly not 
exceeding fifty pounds. The grand juries were empowered to appoint sixtecn 
sub-constables, '' being protestants," in each district, and to present a salary not 
less than ten pounds, nor more than twelve pounds, for every sub-constable. 
An allowance to constables conveying prisoners, and '( armed protestants'' 
assisting them, of threepence per mile, was also made. This act was only car- 
ried into effect in thirteen counties. In  1792, another act was passed (32d Geo. 
III., cap. 16), authorising the grand juries of the remaining counties to appoint 
not more tlml e@ht constables in every barony or half-barony, and to present 
at each assizes* four pounds for every constable. The grand juries were also 
to wise two pounds per man once in twelve years, for arms and accoutrements, 
with the same allowance to " armed protestants," as in the former act. 

The constables appointed under the above acts, although armed, wore no 
uniform, and in gcneral, if not universally, followed their ordinary occupations : 
they were found so very inefficient, that in 1814, Sir Robert Peel, then chief 
secretary, introduced, what is generally termed, the (' Peacc Preservation Act," 
(54th Gco. III., cap. 131),t by which the lord-lieutenant was empowered to 
appoint for any district comprising a county, or one or more baronies proclaimed 
by the privy council as in a state of disturbancc, a chief magistrate,$ a chief 

* 1ilcro:ised to ten pounds by 66th Geo. III., cap. 158. 
t The force employed under this act were unirersally h n o m  by the cognomen of “Peelers;" and for a 

considprnble time afterwards the name was so obnoxious to the peasantly, that  the service became one of p a t  
dnnger, as well as odium ; i t  was therefore found exceedirlgly dificult to induce men of good habits to  join it. 
: ChieF magistrate's salary, soven hundred pounds Gyar amurn, besi6es allowance for a house, horses, Pc. 

Chief constable, one hundred and fifty pounds per annual, nit11 allowances. Sub-constable, fifty pounds pcr 
:~nnuru, with clothes and lodgiugs. 
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constable, and fifty sub-constables, whose functions ? m e  to cease on the district 
being declared tranquil. By this act, provision was made for the continuance 
of the Baronial constables appointed under the acts of 1787 and 1792. 

The Peace Preservation Act having been found to answer to a certain 
extent the object for which i t  had been framed, induced the government to 
introduce a more general measure; accordingly, in 1822, the Constabulary Act 
was passcd. By this act, the lord-lieutenant was empowered to appoint four 
general superintendents (one for each province), and one chief constable; and 
the magistrates, sixteen sub-constables for each barony, half-barony, or other 
division of a barony (being doublc the number of constables allowed by the act 
of 1782). The lord-lieutenant was also authorised to appoint "resident magis- 
trates," and an extra number of constables in certain cases. On this act 
coming into operation, the chief constables and constablcs under the acts of 
1787 and 1792 ceased to act. But the "Peace Preservation" force of 1514 
continued in certuin disturbed districts ulltil October, 1836, when the constabu- 
lary and peace preservation establish~nents were consolidated by the 6th Wm. 
IV., cap. 13, and placed under the control of one head (the inspector-general). 
Such a measure had long been in contemplation, and different bills were from 
time to time brought before Parliament, but not proceeded with beyond a 
sccond reading, until Lord Normanby's goveimment took the matter in hand, 
and casried the present act (6th Wm. ITr. cap. 13). By this act, the lord-lieu- 
tenant is empowered to appoint one inspector-general, two deputy inspectors- 
general (to be resident in Dublin), four provincial inspectors, thirty-five sub- 
inspectors (now cdled county inspectors)-one for each county and riding, one 
chief constable (now called sub-inspector), two head constables, and sixteen 
constables and sub-constables for each barony, half-barony, or other division of 
a barony ; also, one receiver and cighteen paymasters, and also an unlimited 
number of paid magistrates. 

I t  is only necessary to contrast, briefly, the existing with the late establish- 
ments, to gain the ready admission of every impartial mind, that the present is 
a decided improvement on the former. Under the old system there were, first 
of all, t xo  distinct establishments, somewhat analogous to the line and militia, 
the one being a pernianent force, the other (the Peace Preservation) co-existing 
with "disturbance." Thcse establishments were totally independent of each 
otlicr, each acting under several heads, and upon different systems. Thus the 
constabulary was divided (by the number of provi~~ces in Iieland) into four 
&tit& bodies, each under the superintendence of a provincial inspector-general. 
The powcr, howevw, of appointing the subordinate members of the force, that 
is, constables and sub-constables, and of framing rules and regulations for the 
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control and management of the establishment of the several counties, was vested 
in the magistrates, subject, in the latter case, to the approval of the lord-lieu- 
tenant. Again, amongst the officers of each county force there was no gradation 
of rank, and of course no one having any superiority ; consequently, each chief 
constable acted independently within his district; a few maintained, in some 
degree, a show of discipline, but the majority preferred living quietly, or, in 

' 

other words, they permitted their men to act pretty much as they pleased, and 
did not interfere to prevent the magistrates from employing them as they 
thought fit. To meet, in some measare, this obvious defect in the act, and the 
inconveniences resulting thercfrom, the government of the day, as a first step 
towards improvement, appointed one officer in every couuty (under the name of 
sub-inspector), and who was also the paymaster, to superintend the force of his 
county. Several of thcse officers were subsequently placed in the Commission 
of the Peace, and continued to perform, in addition to their peculiar duties as 
inspectors and paymasters, those of a magistrate, efficiently and satisfactorily to 
the public, without any increase of pay, until the passing of the act in 1836. 

With respect to the Peace Prcscrvation force, it was, in like manner, 
subdivided into several disfinct parties, each party (not excccding one chief 
constable and fifty constables and sub-constables) being under the supei-intend- 
ence of a chief magistrate, who had the complete and sole control of it, and 
with which, under the special provisions of the act, the local magistrates had no 
authority or right to interfere. Thus, with two separate establishments, each 

divided under scvcral and distinct heads, all acting under different systems, and 
undcr a variety of inconsistent regulations, it could not be expected tl~at the 
public service should be properly or efficiently conducted. Indeed, these mani- 
fest disadvantages were not altogether unnoticed, nor left without an effort 
being made to remedy and counteract them. In  the majority of the counties, 
the magistrates themselves were among the first to desire a change, and com- 
menced a most wise and salutary reform by surrendering, to the inspectors- 
general of their respectivc provinces, the right to appoint constables, which, to 
say the least of it, had not been very judiciously exercised. In  some counties 
a man's religion formed a principal consideration whether he should be admitted 
into the force or not, The number of persons too, generally known by the 
name of "Ebllowers," who obtained appointments was numerous, and, as a 
consequence, thcsc individuals were more the servants of their patrons than of 
the public, in many instances acting as their stewards, gate-keepers, game- 
keepers, or wood-rangers, &c. On the other hand, the men nominated by the 
inspectors-general were selected without reference to their religious faith, and 
not until after stxict inquiry into their cllaracters and general fitness for the 
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service, as regarded both their literate and physical* qualifications ; and, as a 

fiuther improvement, they were removed from among their own relations and 

friends, and from local i~2Jlluence--the bane of all discipline. I t  should be 
observed, that some persons entertain the opinion that, inasmuch as low1 know- 
ledge is of the first importance to a policeman, "no man should be removed 
from his native county, with the localities of which he is supposed to be well 
acquainted." But it will be obvious that the objections against so fixing them 
are numerous and strong, especially in Ireland, where the claims of relationship 
and "party" are frcq~~ently paramount to all others; and it will be equally 
apparent that greater confidencc will be placed by all the inhabitants of a 
district in a body lmown to have no predilections towards any. Indeed, those 
who are acquainted with the Irish character will have no difficulty in arriving 
at  the conclusion, that the arrangement, by which the natives of one part are 
located in another part, was exceedingly rational and judicious. 

The propriety of the measure adopted by the magistracy of the majority of 
tlie counties, in surrendering to the inspector-general their right of appointment, 
was soon manifested in the improved appearance, description, and discipline of 
tlie men selected by the inspector-general, over tho'se of the counties in which 
the magistrates still retained the right of appointment. There was altogether 
a great change for the better in the order and cleanliness of their barracks, 
which before this period were not paid much attention to. But a much more 
important result was produced by this change of system, and its consequent 
effect on the discipline of the estab1ishmea.t; namely, corzjidence on the part of 
the people in general in its members, and which has continucd to increase as 
thc discipline of the force has advanced, and all religious distinctions in the 
selection of its members have disappeared. The consequence is, that from 
having been an unpopular force, i t  is now quite the reverse. I t  is a remarkable 
fact that, interspcrscd as the Protestant and Roman Catholics are, in nearly 
1500 barracks all over the kingdom, it is of extremely rare occurrence indeed 
that any difference has arisen on the score of religion.? 

* The act requires that  every sub-constable shonld he able to read and write, and be an able-bodied man. 
No man is taken under five feet eight inches in height; upon a late occasion, when a huncked men were sent 
on duty to a distant county, out of fifty fiwm one coiinty there were twenty-seven six feet two inches 
m d  over. 

t IYi! desired to form some estimate of the relative numbers of Protestants and Roman Catholics employed 
in the force; and found that, in Ulster, there was a greater proportion of the former, but that  the latter 

p a t l y  in the other provinces. We took, at cl~ance, two returns-one from the Ulster list, 

the other from that  of BIunster; nnd ssrprtaiu~d that in Antrim county, in one district, there were twenty- 
tllree Protestants and six Cat l~d ics ;  and in Cork, in one district, twenty-two Catholics and seven Protestants: 
we believe a nearly similar result would hare been exhibited by all the other returns from the north and the 
~ ~ u t h .  Wc inquired from many of t h e  men, of 110th religions, whcthcr tbeir oppos;le principles prevented 



Thus, then, in a national point of view, thc constabulary force has been, and 
is, of the greatest advantage to Ireland, whether considered socially or morally. 
In the first place, it is a comfortable and respectable provision for several thou- 
sands of her natives, who, from the lives which they are obliged to lead, acquire 
orderly, sober, cleanly, and resgectf~d habits and mhners  ; the prospect, too, of 
rising by good conduct and intelligence to the rank of officers, is not only an 
incentivc to the former, but has induced the sons of very many highly respect- 
able gentlemen to enter the establishment: and as no person is eligible to enter 
it who cannot read and write, i t  has, from this circun~stance, effected more 
towards the education of the people than is perliaps generally known. 

The great desire to obtain appointments in the force, and the disgrace at- 
tacl~ed to a dismissal from it, show the value the pcople set on a situation in it.* 

With respect to the appointment of oacers, a regulation exists that no 
appoint~nent is to be considered co~2J;wned until the individual norninatcd has 
servcd a probation of six months, to give the inspector-general an opportunity 
of judging as to his fitness, &c. : this ha3 only reference to original appoint- 
ments. All promotions in the force are made on the recommendation of the 
inspector-general.? 

These arrangements haye had a powerful effect in stirndating the force, 
generally, to an uplight, impartial, and zealous perfo~mance of their duties, and 
have diffused an e s p i t  tllrou$i the entire estaLlishment, which did not before 
exist, and which has added much to its efficiency, as well a9 to its respectability. 

The good temper, forbearance under great provocation, patience under 

their living in harmouy or acting in concert ; angL mere assured that  the subjcct was seldom canvassed among 
them, and vary rarely indced led to  " ill-blood." It is notorious, that  in the army difference of religion never 
leads to  discord: we rejoiced to find i t  was the case, also, in this forcc; and we were thus furnished with 
another gratifying proof that religious disti~~ctioi~s-.as n ground of jeulousy or hatred-are growing every day 
less and less influential in Ireland. 

* The resignations are prirlcipdly of men who have obtained better situations (members of the force heing 
very much sought for by genticmen an3 othcrs requiring steady and efficient servants or assistarits), or of men 
wishing to  avoid the disgrace of dismiss.A 

t The present inspector-general is Colunel Duncan Bl'Gr~gor. an oflicer of great expmicnce, derived from 
services in various parts of the world. I t  is admitted on all hands, that  no man is hetter calculated to occupy 
so important a p i t i o n ;  and he has succeeded-a task by no means easy-in gorerning the force witl~oat 
incurring the charge of rccognising the existence of any party. Indeed, thc great efficacy of the establishmrnt 
arises to a considerable extent from the fact, that  its chiefofic~rs have beon cnabled to remove all suspicion c ~ f  

its being biassed hy undue motives, and to  the respect and esteem in which the inspector-general is n:riwrsnliy 
held. Re is emphaticdly popu1~1" amo~lg 311 clrrsses. In every instnncc in which we consulted eilher tlw 
officers or the men, npon the essential point whether they had confiderice in their " C O I ~ I I I I ~ ~ ~ C ~ - ~ O - C ~ I ~ C ~ , "  1 w  

received but One answer-generally given with a fecling akin to personal :~ffcction. Colorlel MLGrego:or llad 
been known to  the world previously to his appointllient in Ireland. I t  was this officer who published au 
accol~t~t  of the "LOSS of'the Kcnt Inclinmm by Firc. in tho Bay nf fIiscay"-and to \rhose ow11 share o f ' e sc r t~w 
on tl~: n~elarrcholy r~cc:~sion, testimony has been horrie by every sul?.ivor c x c ~ p t  himself. 
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fatigue, and strict impartiality, exhibitcd by the constabulary at  riot^, con- 
tested elections, and other occasions, have frequently been the subject of just 
commendation. A stronger proof cannot be adduced to sustain this assertion, 
than the fact, that it has very rarely occurred, particularly of late years, that a 
life has bccn lost in any affdr in which the constabulary have been concerned, 
which is saying much for an amed body, or that any member of that body has 
been brought to trial, or reported, for intemperance in the execution of his duty.* 

The duties of the constabulary are multifarious and onerous, and are 
becoming every day more and more so. In  fact, whatever is to be done is 
expected to be performed by it. The constabulary is now the great machine 
by which almost every measure is worked, and tllcrc is no doubt that it is 
becoming gradually of greater political importance ; therefore, the greater care 
should be taken not to make its members politicians, or to depend on political 
influence. It should, as much as possible, be kept a distinct body-that is, 
distinct from all political considcrations. Besides the ordinary and more legiti- 
mate duties as peace-preservers, the constabulary are employed in various ways, 
which creates, indirectly, a vast saving to the public : for instance, they have 
been, and continue to be, employed under the Poor Law Act, in escorting 
convicts from all parts of Ireland to Dublin (a duty heretofore performed by the 

* We quoto a few passages &om the "Introduction to the Rules and Regulations for the Government and 
Guidmco of the Constabulary Force." '' The Inspector-general is particularly desirous in the outset to impress 
on every momber of the constabulary, from the highest to the lowest, how rery incumbent i t  is on them to act 
in the discharge of their various duties with the utmost forl~eemnce, mildness, urbanity, and perfect civility 
towards an  classes of Her Majesty's snbjccts; and that upon no occasion, or nndcr any provocation, should 
they so forget themsel~os as to permit their feelings to get the better of their discretion, and conduct the~nselves 
rudely or harshly in the performance of their respective offices; for nothing will serve more to crcate a kindly 
feeling, and cause the force to be respected and looked up to, than a mild, conciliatory, moral, and decorous 
line of conduct, and a general readiness on the part of all classes to render kindness or assistance to every 
membcr of the community, whilst an opposite course and hearing could only engender in the mind of the public 
an angry or hostile feeling towards the members of the force, and consequently bring tho establishment into 
disrepute. But, above all, both officers and men are studiously to avoid, in every respect, the most rumotc 
appcnrance of partisanship, or the expression of sectarian or political opinions. I t  is rery difficult to make 
men fully understand the totally new position in which they arc placed on becoming memben of the force. 
They bccome peace-officers: and are in an entirely new situation; they are invested with certain powers Ly law 
which they must exert with great cantion and prudence, and it is most essential that they keep undcr complete 
control their private feelings. It is tot:~lly inconsistent with the situation in which the law and their ollice 
place them, that they enter into altercations or squabbles of any kind; if wantonly assaulted, they have a legal 
power to arrest the assailant, or, if that he imprudent or impossible a t  the time, to take proceedi~~gs against 
him afterwards. As to altercation or squabhling, they are altogether inadmissible in a peace-officer ; he has 
the power to avoid them, and must do so. There must be two parties in an altercation, and nothing can 
justify a constnble's being one of them, or joining one of them. On all occasions in which men of the force are 

under circumstarccs tending to create feelings of irritation, they should maintiil~r the utmost self- 
po~scssion, self-control, and calmness. The position in which the constabulary force is placed, makes i t  parti- 
cularly desirable that thcir conduct should be marked by civility, and that they should show kindness, and 
rcndsr nssistnnce, on all occasions when t h y  see proper opportunities for doing so." . 



militaly and county jailers at a very heavy expense) ; in serving notices under 
various acts of parliament ; and at  this moment they are engaged in taking the 
census of the population. They attend at all large markets, fairs, "patrons," 
and ~ u b l i c  meetings within their respective districts, to preserve order ; as wcll 
as all assizes, quarter and petty sessions, bankrupt courts, contested elections, 
&c. They also render essential service on occasion of wrecks, in the recovery 
of fines and estieated recognizances (now a great source of revcnne, but here- 
tofore consumed by the sheriq, and in the check they keep upon illicit distil- 
lation, and the suppression of unlicenscd houses, which could never be effected, 
without their aid, by the revenue oficers. They are patrolling at  all hours of 
the night; and the knowledge that they are invariably on the alert to detect 
crime has been naturally efficacious in preventing it. 

W e  have thus entered at  length into this suhject, because no measure 
introduced into Ireland of late years is so calculated to influence the character 
and condition of the country. That, at present, the system is working well in 
all respects, we have the evidence arising from our own ve:y minute inquiries, 
made in various quarters, and from various classes ; as well as the tcstimony of 
many persons better enabled, from longer residence in Ireland, to prove safe 
and satisfactory authorities. W e  have, in the course of our obsci~ations, 
referred to many circumstances that lead to a conviction of the great practical 
good arising to the public from the employment of this force-governed a i d  
disciplined as it is at prcscnt ; enabling government to station elsewhere n large 
body of military, almost indeed to do without a single soldier in Ireland; to 
introduce habits of older and snbordination, as examples and encouragcmcnts 
to the population; to proixotc education by manifesting its advantages ; and, 
above all, to ex?&it the law as a c f i ~ y  ,for the protection of every class of t4c 

conzmzenitg. Upou this latter p i n t  we \vou!d Iny especial strcss. A few years 
ago, thc fccling was almost universal among (( the people," that justice was 
witliin the reach of but a privilcged few, and that the primary, if not the 
exclusive, duty, of all persons in the service of the law, was to protcct the rich 
f h m  thc encroachments of the poor. 'Cinhappily, this opinion was not entirely 
imaginative ; for centuries, the aristocracy failed, eitl~er from disinclination or 
want of sympathy, tl~oronghly to mix thernselvcs with the people : the former 
mere for the most part of En$sh descent, and the lattcr thc aboriginal Lish;  
and i t  was thc policy of England to strengthen railm than to remove the 
barriers that kept the two distinct and apart. The one class had entire conii- 
dence in the power and will of the law ; the other class depcndcd nlaillly on 
themselves-on their banding togctlier to resist aggression, not unfreqmntly to 
become aggressors. Hence a most unhappy state of things, which, having 
endulcd for ages, is only nom undergoing a cl~nnge. Thc dregs of the noxious 

T o r .  T a 1 
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draught still remain. But the people generally have learned to respect the law, 
and to look to it for protection and not oppression. The existing Constabu- 
lary," created by themselves and of themselves, has their CoNFrnENcE; which, 
until within the last few years, was never given to any force employed by 
government. W e  have not formed this opinion without instituting the closest 
inquiries. We derive it fiom consultations with persons of all parties and all 
stations, but more particularly from the small fanners and working men, the 
least likely to be biassed in its favour. W e  do not, therefore, hesitate to assert, 
that a better constabulary never existed in any country; and that, for every 
additional man appointed to it, two soldiers may be safely removed from Ireland. 

I t  seems not unnatural that some account of the ancient distinguishing 
cliarscteristic of Ireland-"The Faction Fights7'-should follow our notice 
of the constabulary force; for wc arc mainly indebted to that body for their 
extinction as a national reproach. Their history belongs to OLD Ireland ; for, 
of late years, their occurrence has been very rare ; and since the establishment 
of temperance, they have been made to appear in the eyes of the peasantry as 
revolting as they were formerly exciting. Previously to the prevalence of 
sobriety, however, they had "gone out of fashion;" murder having for some 
time ceased to be a necessary epilogue to a fair. A primary instruction to the 
constabulary-keeping carefully in view the principle of l L  taking off the match 
before the shell explodesv-thus refers to the subject :- 

" The law defines that three persons in a state bf quarrel constitute a ''riot," and they or any of 
them may be indicted accordingly, upon the etidence of one or more credible witness or witnesses, 
although the rioters themselves may not lodge informations against or prosecute cach other : and 
therofore i t  becomes a paramount duty of the force not only to suppresj all riots, but also to identify 
and lodge informations against rioters, in order to vindicate thc law, and to neutralize any arrange- 
ment or compron~ise which might be entered into by such rioters. 

"Officers in charge of districts are to lrcop cxact memoranda of the dates of all fairs, markets, 
races, and other periodical meetings in their several districts, and are to attend a t  such inectings 
with a. sufficient force for tho prcscrvation of the peace ; and in the event of any breach of i t  occur- 
ring, i t  will depend upon the officer's discretion and firmness, the strength of his party, and the 
scvera.1 circumstances of the ease, whether the rioters arc to be ar~csted, or mere& iclentt@d so 
t7mt t l m ~  may be aftwwards brought to justice." 

I t  was the clause we have marked in italics that settled the matter; for 
although, in the heat of a fight, the factions would have despised the police, and 
both, probably (as they often did), have postponed their own affair to beat the 
common enemy, this "identifying" for after punishment was a plan they could 
not contrivc to overreach. The constabulary were everyml~ere ; it was almost 
impossible for a contest to take place without their knowledge ; and they were 
invariably upon the spot-to " identify." The natural consequence was, that 
the system gradually vanished ; and temperance effectually-and for ever- 
destroyed it. 



I t  is unquestionable that it originated in a want of popular confidence in the 
administration of the law; and it is equally certain that the endeavours of the 
police to put an end to it-although at first facilitated by the dread of punish- 
ment-were greatly assisted by a growing consciousness that the law was now 
administcrcd, not for public oppression, but for public protection. When the 
peasant became satisfied that his wrongs were assured of redress, and that satis- 
faction for either insult or injury was to be had at all times, it was compara- 
tively easy to induce him to abstain from "taking the law into his own hands," - - 

and fighting out a quarrel. 
Quarrels descended from father to son. There was scarcely a district in 

Ireland that did not recognise some hereditary dispute ; and it became a sort 
of duty for a membcr of one family to insult the member of another family, 
whenever they chanced to meet. Every relation of each, no matter how 
distant, was expected to "stand by his faction;" and times and places were 
rcgularly appointed where they might meet to " fight it out ; " the majority of 
the combatants, in nine cases out of ten, being utterly ignorant what they were 
fighting for, and the leaders being very seldom acquainted with the original 
cause of the quarrel. 

The magistrates were, generally, totally unable to interrupt a fight when it 
had begun, and usually failed to prevent it after the arrangements for it had 
been made ; and we have more than once seen a parish priest-respected and 
beloved by his flock-labouring as vainly to establish peace among them as if 
he talked to so many stocks or stones. 

Many years have ~assed since we witnessed one of those disgusting scenes. 
Unhappily, with their brutality and cruelty was frequently mixed up so much 
fun and humour and physical courage, that their revolting character was not 
immediately perceptible, although generosity was a rare ingredient in a fight, 
and women too frequently mingled in it. W e  must observe, however, that, in 
the most ferocious encounter, a woman was seldom struck-we might almost go 
the length of saying, never-except by accident. We recollect seeing one of 
" the gentler sex" striking right and left with a terrific weapon-a huge stone 
in a stocking-foot-and noting several men knocked down by her blows without 
either of them aiming at her a single one in return. It used to amaze us that 
more lives were not lost in such contests ; but a man was frequently saved in 
consequence of the number of his adversaries, all beating at him with their 
sticks, which generally interfered so much with each other that few of the 
blows reached him. We call to mind one fair in particular ; it took place in 
the vicinity of Ballydehob, about thirty miles west of the county of Cork, and 
at a time when there was little dread of interruption. We shall endeavour to 
describe it-briefly however. for the subject is not pleasant, and now cannot 
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be useful-with the "introductory scene" which the artist has pictured from 
our description. Towards the afternoon of a fine spring day, the rival factions 
began to assemble-each armed with his stout shillalah.* The leaders par- 
leyed somewhat before they began-not a very frequent course; they were 

surrounded by wo- 
men and children; , 
and nn old hag 
seemed determined 
there should be no 
chance of peace, for 
she rated one of them 
with tllc tcrm " cow- 
ard." Actual hosti- 
lities wcre, llowever, 

. . ...- commenced by a 
. - . . - . - 

. - 

huge fellow running - 
through the crowd, and stopping before each man of the oppositc party, whom 
he greeted wit11 the foul phrase " liar :" his purpose was soon answered ; one, - - 

less patient than the rest, struck him a blow; their sticks were crossed, and in 
a moment hundreds had joined the n1616e. They fought for above an hour- 
and, at length, one party was beaten off the field. But, in truth, we can do 
little good by entering into minute explanations of a scene so revolting; and 
we shall prefer leaving them to tlie reader's fancy ; communicating the attend- 
ant consequences in the less disagreeable form of a story ; telling it, however, as 
nearly as we can call then1 to niind, in the very words in which we heard i t ;  
and so carrying out our plan of varying dry details by the introduction of 
matter morc attractive. 

" Tlic faction fights, plase your l~onours," said an intelligent countryman 
when spoken to by us on the subject, '( thc faction fights are a'most, and maybe 
more than a'most, gone off the face of the country. The boys are beginning to 
talk about them as things they have seen-like a show or a giant. We ask 
each other how we were ever drawn into them, what brought them about; and 

* Thc shilX~lah derives its name frorn a famous wood near Arklow, in tho county of Wicklow, where the 
best oaks and blacl&oriis were gown. It was generally about three feet long : sametimes a smaller one was 

used, called " a  Kippeen," or " Ch' alpeen ;" and occasionally one of eight or ten feet long, called " a Wattle." 
'l'he peasantry were very choice irr the selection of their national weapon, and especially careful in its preplu'a- 
tion after it was cut. Soinetimes it was tempered in a dung-heap, a t  others in slack lime; but the more 

usual mode was to rub it over repvaieilly with butter, and place i t  up tho chimney," where it was left for a 
period of several months. We have in our possession one that  wc hdve pretty good evidence had been actively 

engaged in  every flair ir, rhc neighbourhood for above twenty yrars, and a t  length came into tile har.ds of a 
m~gistmte,  from whum ue i.ccei~ed it, in cuilscquenco of its w n e r  Iuving bcen transported for mnnslaughler 
a t  a fight. 



thc onc answcr to that is-Whiskcy ! No gun mill go off until it is ~rinted, 
and sure whiskey was the priming. That made more orphans and widows than 

the fever or starvation. Thanks be to God, if death come upon us now, it is 

by the Lord's will, and not our own act." 
I t  was encouraging to hew such a remark from one of "the people;" and 

this was by no means a solitary instance. 
The man had, he confessed, many a time when a mere child, incited by the 

example of the faction to whom his parents belonged, nerved his little arms to 
cast heavy stones into the melee, not caring how or where they fell. "We usen't 
to mind u bit of a shindy in those times: if a boy was killed, why we said it 
was 'his luclr,' and that it couldn't be helped ; if a fellow trailed his coat over 
tlie fair green and dawd any one to stand a foot on it, we enjoyed the fight that 
was sure to follow, and never thought or cared how it would end. Sure I 
remember my own brother-and now since he's been a Temperance man, he 
hasn't raised a finger in anger to any living creature-sure I mind him well, 
feeling the tents for heads, and when he'd get one to his liking, giving it first a 
good rap, and then calling on the owner to come out and fight him ; sure he'd 
never have done that but for tllc whiskey. Ah," he continued, "that was a 
foolish diuarshin, but there was no heart bitterness with it; nothing to lay 
heavy to the end of one's days. But the faction fights war the bitterest of all 
--black hatred descending from father to son against the opposite faction, as if 
poor Ireland hadn't enough enemies without turning-worse than a wild beast 
-to murder and destroy her own flesh and blood. Now there's a poor 
woman," he said, pointing to a pale patient-looking person who sat knitting at 
her cottage door; " there's a poor creature ! Mrs. Lawler knows what factions 
come to, and so she ought; she'll tell the lady her story and welcome, if she 
has any curiosity to hear it. Good morrow-morning to you, Nrs. Lawler, and 
how's your girleen, ma'am ? the lady would bc glad to rest while the gentleman 
and I get up the far hill; and you have always a welcome, like your people 
beforc you, for the stranger." 

" Kindly welcome," said the widow. "Mary, dust the chair, avourneen." 
Tlie cabin was clean and neat, and bearing no evidence of the presence of 

that sad poverty we had so frequently seen, though it did not dim the smile or 
lessen tlie welcome-nor was it difficult to lead the widow to the story of sor- 
rows, whicll, however softened by time, were cvcr uppermost in her mind. 

I " My mother and myself were widowed by factions-plase God, my little girl 
won't havc the same tale to tell, for the Connels and the Lawlers might put salt 

to each other's potatoes without fcar of fighting now. I t  was a shocking thing 
to see the arm of brother raised against brother, only becausc as battle and mur- 
der war in the hearts of their forefathers they must be continued in their own. 
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bL  I was born a Connel, and almost the first thing I learned was to hate a 

Lawler, from the lip out; and yet hard fortune was before me, for the yery 
first passion my heart felt was the same love it feels still, for a Lawler ; it has 
known no changc, though it has known sorrow ; the first knowledge I had of 
the wild beatings of my own heart was when I saw that girl's father. Ah 
yah! it has beat with joy and terror often ; but the love for my first love, and 
my last, was always one; and now, when all is past and gone, and that you, 
Mark Lawler, are in your green quiet grave, I am prouder to have been the 
choice of your own fine noble spirit, than if I was made this moment the queen 
of all Ireland's ground. 0 lady ! if you could have seen him ! ' Norah,' said 
my father to me, and J. winnowing at our barn-door with the servant-maid- 
' Norah, keep your eyes on the grain, and not after the chaff, and don't raise 
them above the hedge, for there's many a Lawler will be passing the road this 
day on account of the fair, and I don't wish a child of minc to notice them, or 
to be noticed by them.' I intended to do his bidding, and whenever I heard a 
horse or the voices of strangers coming down the boreen, I kept my eyes on 
the grain, and let the cl~aff fly at its pleasure, until a dog broke through the 
hcdgc, and attacked a little beast of my own ; so as soon as that came to pass, 
I let the sieve fall, to catch my own little dog in my arms ; there was no need 

for that, for he was over the hedge, lighter and brighter than a sunbeam. Ah, 
then, I wonder is love as quick at taking in all countries as it is here? Mark 
Lawler didn't speak ten words, nor I two; and yet from that out-under the 
bames of the moon, orthe sun, in the open field, or in the crowd, it was all 
one-no one but Mark Lawler was in my mind. I knew he was a Lawler by 
his eyes, and well he knew I was a Connel; but the love would have little of 
boy and girl love in it that would heed a faction. We, who had never met 
till that moment, could never go astray in the fields without meeting after. Ah ! 
Mary," she continued, addressing her daughter, and yet, in her simplicity, quite 
forgetting she had been proving the uselessness of precept by her own confession; 
(6 ah, Mary dear, if ye feel yer heart soften towards a young man, keep out of 
his way intirely, avourneen ; have nothing to say to him, don't drive your cow 
the same road he walks, nor draw water from the same well, nor go to the same 
&pel, Mary, barrin you have no other to go to: there's a deal of mischief in 
the chapel, dear, because you think in your innocence ~ou ' re  giving your 
tlloughts to God, and all the time, maybe, it's to an idol of your own making, 
my darling child, they'd be going; sure your mother's sorrow ought to be a 
warning, avourneen ! " 

" Yes, mother," replied the blue-eyed girl, mcckly. 
Well, lady, my poor father thought I grew very attentive intirely to the 

young lambs, and watchful over the flax; but at last some of the Connels 



whispered how it was, that Mark Lawler met his child unknownst; and he 
questioned me, and I told the truth, how I had given my heart out of my 
bosom ; and I fell at  his feet, and cried salt and bitter tears until they dropped 
upon the g r o ~ n ~ d  he stood on ; and seeing his l~eart was turning to iron, I, who 
had ever been like a willow in his hand, roused myself, and challenged liim to 
say a word to Mark's disadvantage. I said he was sober, honest, industrious; 
and my father was struck with the strength of the heart I took, and listened, 
until at last he made answer, that if a saint from heaven came down, and was 
a Lawler, he would not give him a drop of water to wet his lips. H e  threat- 
ened me with his curse if I kept true in my love, and thought to settle the 
thing out of hand by marrying me to my own second cousin; but that I 
wouldn't hear to. God knows I did not mean to cross him, but what could I 
do? Mark sent to ask me to bid him farewell, or his heart would break; I 
thought there could be no harm in blessing him, and telling him to think of 
me no more. Mary, avourneen," she said, again addressing her daughter, "if 
ye redly want to break off at  once with a young man, take warning by me." 

(' Yes, mother," was again Mary's gentle reply. 
" At  that meeting we agreed to mect again; and so we did, until we got a 

priest to make us one. B t  first I was happy as a young bird; but soon my 
heart felt crushed, for I had to carry two faces. My fathey was more bitter 
than ever against the Larvlers ; and my brother, ' Dark Connel,' as he was 
called, more cruel than my father. At last I was forced to own that I was 
married. I watched the time when my brother was away ; for one storm was 
as much as I could bear. My father cast me like a dog from the hearth I had 
played on when a child; in his fmy he knelt to cursc me, but my mother held 
a gospel against his l@s; so 1 was saved his curse. The arms of a loving hus- 
band were open for me ; and until the midsummer fair I thought my happiness 
mas sure. I worked hard to keep Nark from it, for the factions mere sure to 
mect there ; he swore to me that he would not raise a finger against my fatller 
or brother, nor let a drop of spirits pass his lips. I walked with him a piece of 
the way, and I thought all pleasure in sight left my eyes when he waved the 

last wave of his hat on the top of the hill. AS I was turning into our own 
field, n lark was rising above its nest, singing its glory to the heavens in its 
sweet voice, when a shot from the gun of one of those syuireens, who are thick 
among the leaves as spiders' webs, stmck the bird, and it fell quivering and 

bleeding close to where I knew its nest was in the corn. I opened the bending 
grain to see if I could find i t ;  i t  was lying quite dead, and its poor mate 

standing close by. The lark is a timid thing, but she never minded me, and 
my heart felt so sick, that I went into my house crying bitterly. 

'' 1 c ~ u l d  not rest ; I thought in a few houxs I might be like that innocent 
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bird; and taking my cloak about me, I walked on and on, until I came in 
sight of tlie fair green. I t  was a woeful sight to me-the shouts of the show- 
men, the scream of the sellers, the lowing of cattle and bleating of sheep, were 
all mixed together-while the yell of thc factions, every now and again, 
drowned everything in its horrid sound. I knew my own father's voice as 
he sho~lted ' Hnrroo for the Connels-down with the Lawlers.' I saw him 
standing before Mark, aggravating him. My husband's hands were clenched, 
and he kept his arms closc by his side that he might not strike. I prayed that 
God might keep him in that mind, and flew towards them. Just as I dropped on 
my knees by hie side, he had raised his arm-not against my father, but against 

my brother, who had drawn the old man back; and there they stood face to 
face-the two young heads of tlie old factions-blows were exchanged, for 
Mark had been agLyavated beyond all bearing; and I was trying to force 
myself between them, when I saw my father stretched upon the green, in the 
very hour and act of revenge and sin. It was by a blow from a Lawler-the 
old man never spoke another word-and tlie suilclenness of his death (for he 
was likcd by the one and hated by the other) struck a terror in them all-the 
sticks fell to their sides--and the great storm of oaths and voices sunk into a 
murmur while they looked on the dying man. 

Oh! bittcr, heart bitter, was my sorrow. I shrouded my father with my 
arms, but he didn't feel me; the feeling had left his limbs, and tlw light his 



eyes; however hard liis words had becn, the knowledge that I was fatl~crlew, 
and my mother a widow, made me forget thcm all ! Wl~i!e some of the 
neiglibours ran for a priest, and others raised the clay, my brother-dw7m than 
ever I had sccn him-fell upon his knees, and dipping liis llaild in the warm 
blood that pourcd from the old man's wounds, held it up ill the sight of the 
Connels. ' Boys,' he shouted, and his voice was like thc howl of a wild bcast- 
' Boys ! by this blood I swear, never to make peace till the hour of my death 
with one of the name who have done this, but to liaclde, and rive, and destroy 
all belonging to the Lawlers.' 

l i  And the women who war about ine cried out at  my brothcr, and said, 
' Sure his sister was a Connel ;' but he looked at  me worse than if I was a sar- 
pent, and resting his hand-wct as it was-upon my head, turned away, szying, 

#he .1:s marXaed with hey ,father's blood in the sight of the people.' 
" I thougllt I sllould have died; and when I came to myself I found I was 

in a poor woman's cabin, as good as half-way home, wit11 two or three of the 
neighbours about me ; and my husband, thc very mom1 of a blolren heart, by 
my side. ' Avourneen gra !' he said, striving to keep down the workings of 
his llcart-' Avourneen gra ! I liad no halid in it at  all. God knows I would:i't 
have hurt a hair of his white head.' I lrncw it was the truth lie was telling, 
yet somellow the words of my brother clung about me-Iwas nmrlzed with my 
&her's b hod. 

"And the Connels put the old man's corpse upon a cart, and laid a clean 

white cloth over i t ;  and carried him past niy own little place-keening over 

it, and c ~ m i n g  the hand that gave him his death. Hnridreds of the neighbou~s 
VOL. I. ? a 



mixed with my own people, my widowed mother and my dark brother f0110~v- 
ing; and so they passed by our door; for miles along the road I could hear 
the loud scream of the mother that bore me high above the voices of all tlie 
rest. Oh! it was a horrid sowd and a horrid sight ! 

His death was talked of far and near ; the magistrates set to putting down 
the factions, and the priest gave out from the altar, Sunday after Sunday, such 
commands, that, without flying in his reverence's face, they could not keep on 
at the fights in public: every innocent diversion through the country was 
stopped on their account; but though there was outward peace, yet day after 
day I was followed by the spirit of my brother's words; the world wouldn't 
put it out of his head, that Mark struck the mortal blow, and he turned his ear 
from me, and from his own mother, and would not believe the truth. 

" For as good as two years, the husband, whose life was the life-beat of my 
worn-out heart, seldom left the cabin without my thinking he would never 
come back. I 'd wait till he was a few yards from the door, and then steal out 
to watch him till he was out of sight. At ploughing, or haymaking, or reaping, 
his whistle would come over the little hill to me, while I sat at my wheel, as 
clear as a blackbird's ; and if it stopped but for a minute, my heart would sink 
like death, and it's to the door I'd be. If I woke in the night, I could not go 
to sleep again without my arm across his shoulder to feel that he was safe; 
and my first and last prayer to tlie Almighty, night and morning, was for him. 

My brotl~er was very fond of children, and though he had gone to live at 
the other side of the parish, I managed to meet him one evening, and place 
little Mary before him ; but his face darkened so over the child, that I was 
afraid she might be struck with an evil eye, and, making the sign of the cross on 
her, I covered her from his sight with my cloak: after that, I knew nothing 
,+.ould turn his hatred, except the grace of God ; and though I wished that he 
nlight have it, whenever I tried to pray for it for him, my blood turned cold. 
I've often thought," she continued, after a pause, " what a blessing it is, that 
we have no knowledge oi the sorrow we're born to ; for if we had, we could 
riot bear life. I h r l  that knowledye, Nark nevcr smiled on me that I did not 
fie1 my&h creep, lest it should be his last. He'd tell sometimes of how things 
were mending, how there was niuch bitterness going out of the country ; and 
though there was no talk of temperance then, he saw plain enough, that if men 
would kecp from whiskey they'd forget to be angry. And every minute, even 
while I trembled for the life of his body, the peace and love that was in him 
made me easy as to the life of his soul. At last I persuaded him to leave the 
country ; a new hope came to me, strong and bright, and I thought we might 
get away to America, and that, maybe, then he'd hare a chance of living all 
the days that were allotted at his birth. 1 did not tell him that, but llaving 
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got his consent, I worked night and day to get off: i t  was all settled; the day 
fixed ; and none of the neighbours, barring one or two of the Lawlers, knew it, 
and I knew my brother would not hear i t  from them; and then my mothcr 
lived with him. The evening before the day was come, that time to-morrow 
we were to be on shipboard. ' 1'11 go,' says my husband, ' I'll go to the priest 
this evening, who christened, confirrncd, and married me, and who knows all 
that was in me from the time I was born ; his blessing will be a guard over us, 
and we'll go together to his knee.' 

We went; and though the parting was sad, it was sweet: we walked 
homewards-both our liearts full. At last Mark said, that only for me he'd 
never have thought of leaving the old sod; but, maybe, it would be for the 
best. I opened my mind to him then intirely, and owned mare than ever I had 
done before; how the dread of the factions had disturbed me day and night; 
though I did not tell him how my $athe~'s blood had been laid on me by my own 
brother. He laughed at me-his gay wild laugh-and said he hoped my 
trouble n-as gone like t l ~ e  winter's snow. Now, this is a simple thing, and yet 
it always struck me as mighty strange intirely; we were walking through a 
field, and, God help me, it was a weak woman's fancy, but I never thought any 
harm could come to him when I was with him, and all of a sudden-started, 
maybe, at his laugh-a lark sprung up at our fcct; we 
stopped to watch it, about three yards from the ditch, and 

clear in sight, a whiz-a flash as of lightning-the sound of death-and my 
husband was a corpse at my feet." 

The poor woman flung her apron over her face to conceal hcr agitatiotr, 
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while she sobbed bitterly. The spirit of the factions," she continued, " was 
in tLat fatal shot. Oh that he, my blessing and my pride, should have been 
shuck in the hour of hope ! Oh, Mark! Nark ! long ago you, that I loved so 
well, were tnrned into clay-many a long day ago ; and still I think, when I 
sit on your green p s s  grave) I can hear your voice telling me of your happi- 
ness; the heart of the youngest maid was not more free from spot than yours, 
my own darling! And to think that one of my own blood should have taken 
yon from my side. Oh, then it was I who felt the curse of blood I "  

And was it-was it ?" we would have asked, was it your brother?" 
" Whisht 1" she whispered, " Whisht, avourneen, whisht ! he's i n  his grave 

too-though Ididn't infmrn-1 left him to God. When I came to myself, the 
place around-the very sky where the lark and his soul had mounted together- 
looked dismal, but not so dark as thedarlc-fuced man who did it: he had no power 
to leave the spot; he was fixed there ; something he said about his father and 
revenge. God help me! sure we war nursed at the same breast. No one knew 
it but me; so I left him to God-I left him to God ! And he withered, lady ! 
he withered off the face of the earth-withered, my mother told me, away, 
away-he was eat to death i 3 ~  his conscience! Oh, u-ho would think a faction 
could end in such crime as that ! 

" Ah 1 people who live among the flowers of the earth know little of the 
happiness I have in taking my child, and sitting beside her on her father's 
grave; and as month afther month goes by, I can't but feel I'm a71 the sooner 
to be with him!" When she said this, it was impossible not to feel for her 
daughtcr ; thc poor girl cast such a piteous look upon her mother, and at last, 
unable to control herself, flung her arms tightly round her neck, as though she 
would keep her there for ever. 

Again and again did her mother return her caresses-murmuring, "My 
colleen-das will never be widowed by faction now; the spirit is all gone, 
praise be to the Lord : and so I tell B,in a-hen I sit upon his grave." 
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